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Preface

It is our great pleasure to welcome you to the proceedings of the 15th International
Conference on Research Challenges in Information Science (RCIS 2021). RCIS brings
together scientists, researchers, engineers, and practitioners from the whole spectrum of
information science and provides opportunities for knowledge sharing and
dissemination.
RCIS 2021 was originally planned to take place in Limassol, Cyprus, during May
11–14, 2021. The Organizing Committee decided to turn it into an online conference
due to the persistence of the COVID-19 pandemic. The scope of RCIS 2021 is summarized by the following eight thematic areas: (i) Information Systems and their
Engineering, (ii) User-Oriented Approaches, (iii) Data and Information Management,
(iv) Business Process Management, (v), Domain-Speciﬁc Information Systems Engineering, (vi) Data Science, (vii) Information Infrastructures, and (viii) Reflective
Research and Practice.
The special theme we proposed for RCIS 2021 is “Information Science and global
crisis”. Global crises, such as the pandemic we are currently experiencing, natural
disasters, wars, and international political crises, are challenging Information Science to
help build effective management solutions, to learn from previous experience how to
prevent them, and to support humans in performing core activities, such as education
and communication. The diversity of causes, the quality of the collected data, and the
complexity of the underlying mechanisms are among the relevant research challenges.
Our two keynote speakers provided their perspectives on the role of Information
Science at the time of the global pandemic we are experiencing. Neil Maiden (City,
University of London) gave a keynote entitled “Augmenting creativity to resolve global
challenges: An information systems approach”, which focused on the power of
cumulative creative thinking for designing effective solutions to complex problems,
such as those we are facing during the COVID-19 pandemic. Science journalism about
COVID-19 vaccines and their rollout has been considered as an example.
Jennifer Horkoff (Chalmers University of Technology and the University of
Gothenburg, Sweden), in her keynote entitled “Requirements Engineering for Social
Crises”, proposed a reflection on the role of requirements engineering, not only to
capture functional and non-functional requirements of a software system but also more
intangible social needs such as security, privacy, or job satisfaction. Examples from the
“RE Cares” initiative and from COVID contact tracing apps were discussed.
This is the second edition of RCIS that has proceedings published by Springer
through their Lecture Notes in Business Information Processing (LNBIP) series. These
proceedings include the papers in all the tracks of RCIS 2021, and therefore constitute a
comprehensive account on the conference.
The main track received 116 abstracts, which materialized into 109 submissions.
The Program Committee co-chairs desk rejected 10 papers which were out of scope,
resulting in 99 papers that were peer reviewed. Each paper was reviewed by at least
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three Program Committee members; these reviews served to initiate an online discussion moderated by one Program Board member, who concluded the discussion by
writing a meta-review and a suggestion for full acceptance, conditional acceptance with
gatekeeping, invitation for the Posters and Demos track or for the Research Projects
track, or rejection. The Program Committee co-chairs discussed each paper and took
the ﬁnal decisions, largely in line with the Program Board advice, leading to 35
accepted papers in the main track. The breakdown by category is follows: technical
solution - 17 accepted out of 53 reviewed, scientiﬁc evaluation - 7 out of 18, industrial
experience - 5 out of 12, and work in progress - 6 out of 16.
The Posters and Demos track, chaired by Giovanni Meroni and Dominik Bork,
attracted 6 submissions, 4 of which were accepted. Furthermore, 9 additional papers
were accepted from those papers invited from the main conference track, leading to a
total of 13 posters and demos. The Research Projects RCIS track, chaired by Denisse
Muñante and Anthony Simonofski, received 13 submissions, out of which 8 were
accepted. An additional paper was accepted from those papers invited from the main
conference track, leading to a total of 9 research projects . The Doctoral Consortium
track, chaired by Xavier Franch and Renata Guizzardi, with the support of Blagovesta
Kostova in the role of student co-chair attracted 6 submissions, 4 of which were
accepted. The Tutorials track, chaired by Sergio España and Patricia Martín-Rodilla,
received 4 proposals, 3 of which were accepted. RCIS 2021 would not have been
possible without the engagement and support of many individuals. As editors of this
volume, we would like to thank the RCIS Steering Committee members for their
availability and guidance. We are grateful to the members of the Program Board and
of the Program Committee, and to the additional reviewers for their timely and thorough reviews of the submissions and for their efforts in the online discussions.
A special thank you goes to those who acted as gatekeepers for the conditionally
accepted papers. We would like to thank our social media chairs Itzel Morales Ramírez
and Vítor E. Silva Souza, who guaranteed visibility through Twitter. We are deeply
indebted to George A. Papadopoulos, the general co-chair responsible for the local
organization, for his continuous logistics and operation efforts. We would also like to
thank the RCIS 2021 proceedings chair, Raihana Ferdous, who carefully managed the
proceedings preparation process, and Christine Reiss from Springer for assisting in the
production of these proceedings. Finally, we are thankful to all the authors and
attendants who contributed to the program, sharing their work, ﬁndings, and feedback
with the community to continue to advance the ﬁeld of Information Science.
March 2021
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Requirements Engineering for Social Crises

Jennifer Horkoff
Chalmers|University of Gothenburg, Gothenburg, Sweden
jennifer.horkoff@gu.se

Requirements Engineering (RE) develops concepts and methods to help systematically
understand a problem, breaking it down into actionable items or desired qualities.
Although we often think of RE in a technical role, deriving concrete requirement
statements or models for software or system engineering, RE has long been positioned
to bridge the social and the technical worlds [12]. We aim to understand the complex
problems of people, their organizations and ecosystems, and deﬁne them in a way that
is actionable by technology.
For years, work in RE has focused on non-functional requirement (NFR) or system
qualities [2]. This allows us to not only capture how well a system must accomplish its
functions, but to capture more intangible social needs such as security, privacy, or job
satisfaction – needs which are important, but often hard to operationalize. Past work
has focused on early RE, gaining a deeper understanding of system needs from a social
perspective [11]. In previous projects, my colleagues and I have worked on capturing
the social needs of philanthropic organizations using NFRs as “softgoals”, leading to
technical recommendations [7].
Further work has looked at RE from this social perspective, aiming to avoid crises.
For example, RE for sustainability, creating methods to consider sustainability system
impacts early in the requirements analysis process [5]. Similar work has been conducted from an RE perspective aiming to increase system safety using traceability
techniques [10], to reduce security attacks from a social perspective [9], or to consider
trust in technology adoption [8].
Along this line, in the last four years, RE researchers have grouped together to
introduce the “RE Cares” event to the IEEE International RE Conferenc [3, 4]. Each
year, the team ﬁnds a philanthropic problem, and invites RE experts to work with this
problem, before and during the RE conference, to help them better understand their
issues, develop a requirement speciﬁcation, and begin work on system prototypes.
Example problems include disaster management, transportation for tourists with special
needs, cyber security for small businesses, and systems to help track and manage gun
violence prevention tactics.
Recent events and the rise of technology pervasiveness make this line of work even
more relevant. As the RCIS 2021 theme description states: “Global crisis, as the
pandemic we are experiencing in these days, natural disasters, wars and international
political crisis, are challenging Information Science to help building effective management solutions...” We can ﬁnd examples of applications addressing social crises
which are technically sound, but fail or cause harm because they did not take into
account social needs. We can look to the recent example of COVID contact tracing
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apps, particularly the privacy concerns which led to the low uptake of the Italian
Immuni app [1].
In terms of advancing technology, the rise in Artiﬁcial Intelligence and Machine
Learning (ML) has the potential to bring new social crises. We note that critical
decisions are automated in ways we can not understand (transparency), making decisions which may work against certain groups (bias). These qualities are NFRs in a
traditional RE sense, but the meaning and prominence of such NFRs may change with
the rise of ML [6]. As part of this talk, I describe ongoing work applying RE techniques
to ML, with a focus on understanding NFRs in this new and important context.
Much future work can continue in the direction of RE for AI, keeping in mind the
social perspective. For example, RE knowledge and techniques can be used to help to
determine the boundaries between AI and human operation – when to automate or
when to involve human expertise. Further work can go beyond crises brought by AI
systems and look more generally at the potential social impact of trends and events, and
how an RE mindset can be used to help mitigate negative consequences through
successful applications of technology.
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Augmenting Creativity to Resolve Global
Challenges: An Information Systems Approach

Neil Maiden
Business School, City, University of London
neil.maiden.1@city.ac.uk

Today’s global challenges, such as the COVID19 pandemic, populist politics and the
climate crisis, are complex and wicked problems. Established ways of thinking rarely
solve these problems effectively. Instead, effective solutions are often found in alternative new ideas that challenge these ways of thinking, and that often result from the
cumulative creative thinking of many individuals and groups. However, many people
who could contribute to solving global challenges lack the necessary creativity
knowledge, skills and self-belief to generate new and useful ideas regularly.
Simple-to-use information systems that augment people’s creative thinking capabilities
are one means of ﬁlling the skills gap [1, 2]. This keynote will demonstrate the role of
creative thinking during the COVID pandemic, describe how this new breed of
information system can help, and demonstrate a concrete use of one such system in
science journalism about COVID vaccines and their rollout.
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Abstract. Robotic Process Automation (RPA) is the rule-based
automation of business processes by software bots mimicking human
interactions. The aims of this paper are to provide insights into three
RPA use cases from the automotive domain as well as to derive the
main challenges to be tackled when introducing RPA in this domain.
By means of an exploratory case study, the three use cases are selected
from real RPA projects. A systematic method for analyzing the cases is
applied. The results are structured along the stages of the lifecycle model
of software development. We provide information on every lifecycle stage
and discuss the respective lessons learned. In detail, we derive ﬁve challenges that should be tackled for any successful RPA implementation in
the automotive domain: (1) identifying the right process to automate,
(2) understanding the factors inﬂuencing user acceptance, (3) explaining
RPA to the users, (4) designing human bot interaction, and (5) providing
software development guidelines for RPA implementation.
Keywords: Robotic Process Automation
study · Use case · Automotive industry
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Introduction

To stay competitive in their market, companies need to organize their business
processes in an eﬃcient and cost-eﬀective manner [11]. They, therefore, demand
for an increasing degree of process automation. A promising approach is provided by Robotic Process Automation (RPA), which aims to automate business
processes or parts of them by software robots (bots for short) mimicking human
interactions. Thus, an increasing number of companies have been running RPA
initiatives [2].
Scientiﬁcally, RPA has been investigated in various directions, e.g., systematic literature reviews [6,17], case studies in areas like shared services
[10,22] and telecommunications [16,23], methods fostering RPA implementation [4,7], and attempts to quantify RPA eﬀects [20]. However, there exists little
research on introducing RPA in the automotive industry. Consequently, lessons
c Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
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learned resulting from RPA application in this domain have not been extensively
reported in literature yet. This raises the question whether and–if yes–how RPA
projects in automotive industry can be successfully completed.
The purpose of this paper is to gain a better understanding of RPA projects.
Moreover, we want to highlight the challenges that need to be tackled to enable
a successful RPA implementation. We conduct an exploratory case study in the
automotive industry to ﬁnd out what is happening, to gain novel insights into
real world projects, and to generate ideas for new research [21].
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 summarizes existing RPA case studies and the lessons learned in their context. Section 3 describes
the method we applied for this case study research. The results are presented
in Sect. 4, followed by a cross-case analysis and a systematic derivation of the
challenges in automotive industry in Sect. 5.

2

Related Work

We summarize results from existing RPA case studies with a focus on the lessons
learned for a successful RPA implementation. To the best of our knowledge, no
case study exists that has been conducted in the automotive domain. Therefore,
we focus on giving an overview of RPA case studies in general. These lessons
learned are used in Sect. 5 to classify our results.
In [8], RPA in business process outsourcing is introduced with the goal to
create and validate premium advice notes. Overall, 14 processes are automated
with 120.000 cases per month resulting in cost savings of 30%. Eight lessons
learned are emphasized: (1) RPA needs a sponsor, (2) a culture of business
innovation and technology accelerates RPA adoption, (3) RPA should sit in the
business, (4) processes should be standardized and stabilized before automation,
(5) RPA must comply with enterprise architecture policies, (6) internal RPA
capability should be built, (7) bots should be multi-skilled, and (8) internal
communication is highly important for RPA projects.
The RPA journey of an energy supplier is presented in [9]. One process is
automated to resolve infeasible customer meter readings. In total, 25 processes
are automated with 1 million cases per month. The lessons learned that are
reported in [8] are picked up and expanded with further aspects: the composition
of the RPA teams should evolve over time, continuous prototyping becomes necessary to expand RPA to new business contexts, RPA should complement enterprise information systems, and components should be reused to scale quickly
and to reduce development costs.
The RPA journey of a shared service company automating the generation of
the ﬁnancial close is described in [10]. Overall, 44 processes are automated saving
45 Full Time Equivalents (FTEs). The lessons learned are to pick the right RPA
approach (i.e., to diﬀerentiate between screen automation and process automation), to redesign work prior to implementation, and to prepare the employees.
[22] presents another RPA journey in shared service highlighting sub-processes
that may be subject to RPA, e.g., copy data from an Excel sheet to a human
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resource management system. Finally, [22] emphasizes that RPA beneﬁts are
immense, but results (e.g., faster processes or FTE savings) cannot be always
guaranteed.
An RPA journey of a telecommunication company is presented in [16]. Two
processes are discussed, i.e., bundle support tools for the ﬁeld service technician on one hand and proactive problem solving on the other. During the RPA
journey, 800 FTEs are saved. As lessons learned, RPA should be designed and
implemented in an agile way, RPA impact on staﬀ members should be carefully
managed, and technical and organizational interrelations should be investigated
from the beginning. Another RPA journey in telecommunications is described in
[23]: 15 processes are automated with around 500.000 cases per month. RPA is
considered as one tool working hand in hand with process elimination, process
improvement, and other business process tools. As the two main lessons learned,
bots require more explicit instructions than humans and some risks need to be
taken to successfully introduce RPA.
How to automate the generation of a payment receipt with a business process outsourcing provider is described in [1]. The as-is and to-be processes are
described, and it is shown how RPA increases productivity, e.g., the group
using the RPA bot could handle 21% more cases than the one without bot.
Another RPA use case in the same domain is presented in [5]–the automated
processes update employee payment details and create employment relationships.
The lessons learned include preparing the IT department and developing RPA
capabilities, addressing fears about losing jobs, selecting processes carefully, and
measuring process improvements.
In [3], RPA is applied to digital forensics in two use cases: keyword search on
forensic platforms and import evidence ﬁles to a forensic platform. As main lesson
learned, special forensic software cannot be properly automated with available
RPA software solutions.
The case study presented in [12] emphasizes the beneﬁts of RPA for mastering
data management. Companies are accompanied to show the qualitative beneﬁts
achieved with RPA, including improved data quality, reduced human errors,
increased productivity, and decreased costs. As particular lesson learned it is
mentioned to overcome the lack of understanding RPA technology.
In [24], an RPA system supporting corporate service providers is presented.
Both the as-is and the to-be processes are described, and RPA is evaluated
quantitatively. Concrete numbers to productivity improvements (over 1,000%)
are provided and managerial impacts are derived. No lessons learned are given.
Finally, [18] investigates RPA use cases in procurement to explore practical
implications and the impact on the procurement functions. The use cases are further analyzed regarding challenges during RPA implementation, e.g., employees
fear to change their working habits, or the procurement function needs to be
mature. Details on the concrete cases are missing.
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Methodology

This section presents the method we applied to conduct the RPA case study in
the automotive domain. A case study in software engineering is “an empirical
enquiry that draws on multiple sources of evidence to investigate one instance
(or a small number of instances) of a contemporary software engineering phenomenon within its real-life context” [14] to improve the software engineering
process and the resulting product, i.e., the RPA bot in the context of this work
[14]. We combine the methodologies presented in [14,21,25] and obtain the following method: ﬁrst, the case study is designed, research questions are derived,
and use cases are selected (cf. Sect. 3.1). Second, the data collection method is
deﬁned (cf. Sect. 3.2). Third, the data analysis method is selected (cf. Sect. 3.3).
3.1

Case Study Design

Introducing RPA in the automotive domain has been little studied in the literature and, hence, concrete RPA applications, i.e., use cases, are still rare. Existing
case studies, e.g., [1], focus on the beneﬁts, risks, and results of RPA. The aim of
the study presented in this paper is to explore RPA use cases in the automotive
industry along the software lifecycle model [13]. Furthermore, the challenges to
be tackled for each lifecycle stage are derived [4,7]:
– The Analysis Stage focuses on understanding and analyzing the as-is process,
which is the candidate to be automated with RPA.
– The Product Design Stage deﬁnes the to-be process that shall be executed by
the bot.
– The Coding and Testing Stage implements the RPA bot according to the
design deﬁned in the previous stage. The bot is tested to determine whether
it behaves correctly.
– The Operation Stage deploys, maintains, and operates the RPA bot. Moreover, it measures its performance.
Research Question Definition. In [20], we discovered that RPA projects in
the automotive industry do not always achieve the positive beneﬁts promised
in the literature. Therefore, our general research question is “What challenges
are raised in each lifecycle stage?”. In detail, diﬀerent aspects in each stage are
questioned to answer the general research question. For the analysis stage we
consider the following aspects: (1) How does the as-is process look like? (2) What
problems exist with the as-is process?, and (3) What are the goals of the RPA
project? The product design stage, in turn, addresses the two aspects: (1) How
does the to-be process look like? and (2) Is the process standardized, i.e., can the
number of process variants be kept small? For the coding and testing stage we
consider the following aspects: (1) How long does coding and testing of the RPA
bot take? and (2) What problems arise in this stage? Finally, the operation stage
addresses four aspects, namely: (1) When is the bot released? (2) How is the bot
communicated to the users? (3) How much time is needed for maintenance?, and
(4) What are the lessons learned in the RPA project?
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Case Selection. In order to select appropriate cases to identify general challenges of RPA implementation in the automotive domain, we consider the following criteria [21]: availability of information, variation of cases, and repeatability.
In this context, it is noteworthy that one of the authors deals with the selection
of processes in RPA projects in automotive engineering. Over a period of one
and a half years, she decided in 42 cases whether or not the suggested process
should be automated with RPA (cf. Fig. 1). 31 of them were rejected as they were
unsuitable for RPA (19), did not save enough FTEs (8), or for other reasons (4).
Hence, 11 processes were automated with RPA, of which two each failed during
coding and testing, respectively. Two processes are still in the testing stage, ﬁve
were successfully completed. Thereof two are retired and three are actively used.
Information was available for all 42 processes as one of the author is part of the
RPA team. To ensure the variation of cases, we want to explore one process that
failed after testing, one successfully completed, and one being active. Finally,
the repeatability criteria results in the selection of the processes called Process
1 (Ordering), Process 2 (Construction Report Creation), and Process 3 (Report
Generation).
suggested
processes
42

rejected
processes

implemented
processes
31

unsuitable for
RPA
19

not enough
FTEs saved

11

other reasons
8

failed
4

in Testing
4

during Coding

during Testing
2

completed
2

retired
2

Process 1

5

actively used
2

Process 2

3
Process 3

Fig. 1. Processes suggested for automation with RPA.

3.2

Data Collection Method

The data is collected from primary and secondary data sources to ensure data triangulation [21]. We conducted semi-structured interviews with the main actors
involved in RPA projects. Each interview lasted around one hour. The interviews were recorded and transcribed. The basis for the interview are the general
research question, the aspects deﬁned above, and our observations during the
RPA projects. The interview guideline is, therefore, structured as follows:
1. Analysis: process before automation, problems with manual process, and RPA
expectations.
2. Product Design: process standardization and process after automation.
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3. Coding and Testing: duration and problems.
4. Operation: release date, communication of RPA, problems during usage, eﬀort
for maintenance, and lessons learned.
5. Additional comments.
Secondary data originated from (1) the observations we made during process analyses and (2) archival data (e.g., meeting minutes, technical documents,
management documents, and reports). In addition, these data were used to validate the statements made during the interviews. Note that the combination of
primary and secondary data fosters internal validity of the collected data [21].
3.3

Data Analysis Method

All gathered data are analyzed in a structured way to draw conclusions [25]
and to answer our research question. First of all, the three cases are treated
separately. Problems and challenges are reported for each lifecycle stage and are
summarized as lessons learned. Afterwards a cross-case synthesis is performed to
generalize the lessons learned from the three cases [21]. The general challenges
are derived from the interview results and are presented to the participants for
conﬁrmation. After this conﬁrmation, we compare our challenges with ﬁndings
from the literature to classify our results in current research.
Conﬁdentiality and privacy rules set out by the company are followed all
time.
Special attention is paid to validity and reliability of the data analysis [21].
Internal validity is achieved by analyzing data from diﬀerent data sources. Therefore, eventually biased interview data can be objectiﬁed.

4

Results

This section describes, analyses, and explains the three selected cases, i.e., Process 1 (Ordering), Process 2 (Construction Report Creation), and Process 3
(Report Generation), separately along the aforementioned lifecycle stages [21].
4.1

Process 1 - Ordering

Analysis. Figure 2 visualizes Process 1 before RPA implementation using the
Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN). If engineers need a part, they
send the order to an employee checking for its completeness. If the order is
incomplete, the engineer is notiﬁed accordingly to provide the missing details.
Otherwise, the employee logs into the order system, copies and pastes the order
details from the e-mail into the system, saves and submits the order, and notiﬁes
the engineer about the creation of the order. As problems of this as-is process the
system is very slow and, therefore, takes a long time to completion. Additionally,
the task is a simple copy and paste task. Hence, the management supported the
implementation of the bot to relieve the employees from this tedious task.
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Notify of
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Fig. 2. BPMN Model of Process 1 (Ordering) before RPA implementation.

Product Design. The process has not been standardized prior to RPA implementation. For the engineer the procedure remains the same. For the employee,
in turn, an additional check becomes necessary: if the received order is suitable
for the RPA bot, it is forwarded to the bot, which then performs the subsequent
process steps. Afterwards, the employee is informed, and then needs to submit the order and notify the engineer (cf. Fig. 3). If the bot fails, the employee
receives a generic error message not providing any details. Therefore, the results
from the bot are not the same as if done manually, as one cannot see exactly
what error has occurred where.

order
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of order
details
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details

No
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Notify of
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order

Save and
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Engineer
creates order

Employee
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Send e-mail
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order details
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Fig. 3. BPMN Model of Process 1 (Ordering) after RPA implementation.

Coding/Testing. Coding the RPA bot took the RPA developer 1.5 months,
followed by 2 months spent on testing. As major problem during coding, selectors
(i.e., attributes of a graphical user interface element to tell the bot how to interact
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with the interface) did not work properly with the order system and a lot of
workarounds with keyboard shortcuts became necessary. Obtaining the necessary
access rights for the bot turned out to be diﬃcult. The IT department did not
want a bot operating in their order system.
Operation. The operation stage started with problems, as moving the code
from integration to production did not work properly. Problems undiscovered
in the testing stage occurred, e.g., selectors no longer worked. Employees who
should test the bot did not use it after it had turned out that the process diﬀers
from the manual one and input documents need to be generated solely for the
bot. Therefore, the users preferred staying with the manual process. The RPA
developer still spent around 1–2 h per week for maintaining the bot. In the end,
the bot did not go live but was retired after testing due to the sketched problems.
In addition, management changed and the new management no longer supported
the project.
Lessons Learned. As the most important lesson learned from this RPA project
signiﬁcantly more eﬀorts and time need to be spent in process analysis and documentation. The selected process should be standardized and mature. Furthermore, the process should be precisely documented to facilitate the coding of the
RPA bot. Another lesson learned concerns user acceptance: In the given project
users did not accept the bot and preferred to execute the process manually.
4.2

Process 2 - Construction Report Creation

Analysis. Process 2 describes the generation of reports informing other engineers about changed data (cf. Fig. 4). After engineers have corrected construction data, they log into the reporting system to download the report with the
newly corrected data. Further, they run an Excel Macro to highlight important
data, then save the report on the ﬁlesystem, and runs another macro to compare the new version with the previous one. Afterwards, they comment on the
changes and inform all concerned engineers accordingly. As a major problem of
this process, the reporting system is a legacy system. During the generation of
the report, which takes around one hour, the engineers can no longer work on
their computers and just have to wait. Additionally, the process is error-prone.
The expected savings of using RPA with this process were 2.4 FTEs. Hence,
even though management did not support the RPA project and it was clear that
the reporting system will soon change, this RPA use case was realized.
Product Design. During product design, the folder structure of the ﬁlesystem
was standardized. Special attention was paid to design the RPA bot to deliver
exactly the same result as if performing the process manually. This resulted in the
process depicted in Fig. 5: The engineers correct data and log into the reporting
system. However, instead of downloading the report right away, they assign the
task to the RPA bot. The next day, they can ﬁnd all prepared documents in
the ﬁlesystem and focus on commenting and communicating the changes. Twice
a day, the RPA bot logs into the reporting system and downloads all assigned
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Run Excel Macro
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previous version
of report

End process

reports

Fig. 4. BPMN Model of Process 2 (Construction Report Creation) before RPA implementation.

reports, runs the Excel Macro to highlight important data, and saves the reports
on the ﬁlesystem. On the latter, a second Excel Macro is run to compare the new
report with its previous version and to save the prepared ﬁles on the ﬁlesystem.
The two processes are decoupled, except for the report database used by both
the bot and the engineer.

Colleagues
Engineer

Engineer

Information

Correct data

Login system

Start process

Store RPA
bot as processor of report
download

next day

Open
prepared files
from
filesystem

reports

Explain
changes and
inform affected
engineers

End process

same report
database

Robotic Workforce (bot)

Robotic Workforce (bot)

Login system
twice per day

Download all
assigned
reports

Reports

Run Excel
Macro to
highlight
important data

Save report
on filesystem

reports

Run Excel Macro
to compare with
previous version
of report

Save
prepared files
on filesystem

End process

same report
database

Fig. 5. BPMN Model of Process 2 (Construction Report Creation) after RPA implementation.

Coding/Testing. Coding the RPA bot took the RPA developer 2 weeks, afterwards 2 weeks were spent for testing. No major problems occurred. The bot
went live in April 2019. The reporting system was changed one year later, the
documents are now generated via server and the bot is no longer needed.
Operation. After going live, the employees who had to use the bot received
training, a detailed description of how to use the bot, and a live demonstration.
During usage of the bot, no problems occurred for users. Concerning maintenance, the RPA developer spent around one hour per week.
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Lessons Learned. The most important lessons learned from this RPA case
are to ensure management support and to standardize inputs. Without support
from the management, as in the case of Process 2, it is hard to successfully
complete such a project. To ensure the support, it is important to understand
what RPA is and what can be done with this technology. According to the RPA
developer, most problems with RPA are caused by errors of the employee, e.g.,
typing errors. Therefore, he suggests only using input from IT tools and design
the human bot interaction accordingly. Overall, the RPA developer emphasizes
the huge potential for RPA in future, but wishes more support for the RPA
developers concerning guidelines and best practices of RPA implementation.
4.3

Process 3 - Report Generation

Analysis. In Process 3, reports are generated by logging into the report system
and creating the desired speciﬁcations (cf. Fig. 6). Every Sunday, the engineer
receives an automated e-mail from the reporting system. By clicking on the
attachment, the report is generated and the engineer can save it on the ﬁlesystem.
As major problem of this process, the time it takes to generate the report from
the attachment is too long. For around 10 min the engineer cannot do anything
else than waiting for the desired report to be loaded. Therefore, the management
supported the RPA implementation of this process.
Engineer

Engineer

report
format

Start process

Login
reporting
system

Create
specifications
for report
every Sunday
report
specification
rules

Receive
automated
e-mail from
system

Click on
attachement
to generate
report

Save report
on filesystem

End process

report

Fig. 6. BPMN Model of Process 3 (Report Generation) before RPA implementation.

Product Design. The product design stage started with standardizing the
process and, in particular, the ﬁlesystem. The engineers were asked whether a
weekly report is suﬃciently up-to-date, which they agreed on, especially as the
results remain the same as for the manual process. After RPA implementation,
the process works as follows (cf. Fig. 7): the engineers log into the system, specify
the reports they need, and conﬁgure the e-mail client such that the bot receives
the automated e-mails from the system. For this purpose, every Sunday the
bot receives these e-mails, clicks on the attachments, and generates the report.
Afterwards, an Excel Macro is executed for comparing the current reports with
the one-week old ones and the reports are saved on the ﬁlesystem. Consequently,
the engineers can always ﬁnd a weekly up-to-date report on the ﬁlesystem. The
two workforces work decoupled from one another. However, the report is shared
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Fig. 7. BPMN Model of Process 3 (Report Generation) after RPA implementation.

Coding/Testing. After two months, the bot was coded and tested by the RPA
developer. During this period, no problems occurred. Especially, the bot only
required reading access rights for the report system and writing access to the
ﬁlesystem managed by the department.
Operation. The bot has been live since May 2019 and will be outdated in about
2 years when a new reporting system will be built. Despite the maintenance eﬀort
of 2 h per week, the bot is a great success.
Lessons Learned. Again, the lesson learned in this case is to use standardized
input, ideally provided by an IT tool, and to design the human bot interaction
accordingly. The developer believes that he has implemented the most appropriate process for RPA. Subsequently proposed processes were not suited for an
automation using RPA. Therefore, it is challenging to identify the right process
to automate. In general, RPA is diﬃcult to understand for colleagues believing in
the automation of everything. The department is quite disillusioned and has no
ideas what else could be automated by RPA. Additionally, the developer adds
that RPA can still be optimized for maintenance, e.g., to receive information
about the bot via e-mail. Finally, the bot developer wishes support in terms of
guidelines for RPA development.

5

Cross-Case Analysis and Derivation of Challenges

This section discusses the results of all three cases along the bot lifecycle and
elaborates on the main challenges of applying RPA in the automotive domain.
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These challenges are compared with the ones reported in RPA literature (cf.
Sect. 2). Finally, threats to validity and limitations of the study are discussed.
5.1

Cross-Case Analysis

Analysis. In the analysis stage, the as-is process is analyzed, problems are
detected, and goals of the RPA project are recorded. Compared to Processes
2 and 3, Process 1 is rather complex before RPA automation. Processes 2 and
3 are sequential processes without decision points and only one involved actor.
All processes shall be automated to save time, which the respective actor would
otherwise spend on waiting for the output of diﬀerent systems. Management
support is provided for Processes 1 and 3, whereas this is not the case for Process
2.
Product Design. During this stage the to-be process is designed and standardized as far as possible. While standardization is possible for Processes 2 and
3, Process 1 cannot be standardized. For Process 1, the to-be process is more
complex than the as-is process as an additional check becomes necessary. Still,
the results of using the bot diﬀer from the ones of the manual process and are
less understandable for the employee. The other two processes require less work
than before and the robotic workforce is decoupled from the one of humans. For
Processes 2 and 3, special attention is paid to ensure that the results of the bot
and the manual process are the same.
Coding/Testing. The coding and testing stage is analyzed with respect to
the problems and eﬀorts. Coding and testing are accomplished the fastest for
Process 2, after one month the bot is ready and no major issues arise. The
implementation of process 3 takes two months with no major problems. Finally,
coding and testing of Process 1 takes 3.5 months. Two problems hinder a faster
implementation: the selectors do not work properly in the system and getting
the access rights granted for the bot is diﬃcult.
Operation. In the operation stage, ongoing maintenance eﬀorts as well as
lessons learned are documented. For all three projects maintenance eﬀorts are
around 1–2 h per week.
Lessons Learned. Lessons learned for the three use cases are:
1. Identify the right process to automate and spend suﬃcient time and eﬀorts
into process analysis and documentation. (Processes 1 and 3)
2. Understand the factors inﬂuencing user acceptance of RPA. (Process 1)
3. Explain RPA and the beneﬁts of this technology. (Processes 2 and 3)
4. Properly design the interaction between human and RPA bot. (Processes 2
and 3)
5. Provide software development guidelines for RPA. (Processes 2 and 3)
Table 1 summarizes our main ﬁndings and compares the three cases.
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Table 1. Overview of the three use cases.
Lifecycle stage

Aspect

Process 1

Process 2

Process 3

Analysis

As-is process

Complex,
decision points,
multiple actors
involved

linear, one actor
involved

linear, one actor
involved

Reason for
automation

Time savings

Time savings,
error reductions

Time savings

Management
support

Yes

No

Yes

Product Design

Standardization No

Yes

Yes

To-be process

Additional
check, more
complex

Less work

Less work

Human-BotInteraction

Interaction via
e-mail and user
input

User assigns task
to bot, gets
result the next
day

Specify once the
report and
receive it
up-to-date every
week

Same

Same

Manual vs. Bot Diﬀerent
Result
Coding/ Testing Time eﬀort

Operation

Evaluation

5.2

3.5 months

1 month

2 months

Problems

With selectors
and access right
for bot

No

No

Maintenance
eﬀort

1–2/week

1 h/week

2 h/week

Lessons
Learned

Identify the
right processes
to automate,
understand
factors
inﬂuencing user
acceptance

Design the
human bot
interaction,
explain RPA and
its merits,
provide software
development
guidelines

Design the
human bot
interaction,
explain RPA and
its merits,
provide software
development
guidelines,
identify the right
process to
automate

Failed before
go-live, money
and FTEs spent

2.4 FTEs saved,
13 months of
usage

1.2 FTEs saved,
used for 15
months, will be
used for 2 years

Derivation of Challenges

The ﬁve lessons learned are compared with ﬁndings from literature. Further, we
highlight future research possibilities to overcome the challenges.
The challenge to identify the right processes for automation is
addressed in [5,8,10]. [5] emphasizes that the processes need to be carefully
selected and recommends the choice of rule-based processes, which usually
require a lot of time and resources. [8] suggests selecting standardized and stabilized processes as candidates for RPA. [10] points out that RPA is one process
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automation approach among others (e.g., screen scraping) and, therefore, processes for RPA need to be chosen with care. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no comprehensive overview of existing process selection methods.
Apart from an overview of these methods, an assessment regarding applicability
in the automotive domain is desirable. Future research should, therefore, focus
on providing an overview and assessment of process selection methods for RPA.
The challenge to understand the factors influencing RPA user acceptance is covered partly in [5,8,18]. [5] suggests addressing concerns about job
losses early on such that the employees are more comfortable using the software
bots. Similarly, [18] encounters the challenge of convincing employees to change
their work habit. [8] indicates that a culture of business innovation and technology fosters RPA adoption. Nonetheless, these are only some aspects, which probably inﬂuence user acceptance of RPA. A more general approach that covers the
variety of factors inﬂuencing RPA user acceptance needs to be developed. Based
on the identiﬁed factors, further RPA software improvements can be achieved.
How to explain RPA and its merits is discussed in [10,12,16]. [10] suggests preparing the employees accordingly, whereas [16] emphasizes the need to
manage the impact of RPA carefully. In any case, a transparent communication
with the concerned employees becomes necessary from the beginning. In [12],
the same challenge is discussed, namely, the lack of RPA understanding, with
the recommendation to provide background knowledge to the employees. Future
work should, therefore, provide new ways of explaining RPA to employees. To the
best of our knowledge, there are no sophisticated communication concepts for
explaining RPA and its advantages to the concerned employees. Special attention
needs to be paid to adapt these concepts to highly skilled engineers.
The challenge to design the interactions between the employee and
the bot could be linked to user acceptance, e.g., the interactions should be
designed in a way such that the change of work habit becomes minimal [18].
[23] states that robots need more explicit instructions than humans. This is one
aspect to be considered in the interaction design. However, many more aspects
should be considered to provide guidance for a good user interface design in
RPA. Future work should develop an evaluation model to assess the interaction between employee and RPA bot. The results could then be used to derive
recommendations for the user interface design resolving the discovered challenge.
Finally, the challenge of how to implement RPA solutions has been tackled by only few works. [9] states that components should be reused to enable
faster bot implementation, [16] emphasizes the need for an agile RPA development. Details, models or recommendation for an RPA development constitute another aspect of future work. Finally, the software development guidelines
should be tailored to the requirements of an engineer as well.
In a nutshell, the challenges we discovered in the automotive domain have
been at least partly addressed in the literature that deals with RPA implementations in other domains.
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Threats to Validity and Limitations

With the presented exploratory case study, we gathered experiences with RPA
projects in a real environment. However, there are several threats to validity and
limitations of our research.
As a ﬁrst limitation, the case study is solely conducted in one domain,
i.e., automotive engineering, covering three diﬀerent projects. Nevertheless, we
believe that the obtained results are generalizable to other domains and projects
for the following two reasons: 1) In the literature, we can ﬁnd RPA case studies
in diﬀerent areas deriving similar challenges and 2) we have insights into additional RPA projects from the automotive industry (cf. Fig. 1), which conﬁrm this.
Unfortunately, we cannot provide more information on these additional studies
due to conﬁdentiality reasons. To ensure external validity and conﬁrm the generalization of our results, new case studies in other domains and companies need
to be conducted as well.
Second, one may argue that the discovered challenges are not RPA-speciﬁc,
but might be observed in other software projects as well. We brieﬂy sketch differences between RPA and traditional software projects [15]: The goal of RPA
is to create bots that run independently and human only hand over the task.
Contrariwise, traditional software is designed to support the human in executing tasks. Further, RPA bots are mostly implemented by domain experts [22],
whereas the implementation of traditional software is done by software engineers from the IT department. Therefore, RPA projects have to be addressed in
another way than traditional software projects.

6

Summary and Outlook

The presented exploratory case study provides insights into concrete RPA
projects from the automotive industry. The discovered challenges, i.e., to identify
the appropriate processes for RPA, to understand the factors inﬂuencing user
acceptance, to explain RPA to employees, to design human bot interaction, and
to provide RPA software development guidelines, will be further addressed by
us to ensure a successful application of RPA in practice.
To be more precise, we are working on a framework addressing these challenges holistically. For example, the challenge to understand the factors inﬂuencing user acceptance is addressed in [19], which develops a model for assessing
RPA user acceptance as well as the factors inﬂuencing it. These factors are
used to derive recommendations for designing and implementing RPA bots with
increased user acceptance among employees using the bots in their daily work.
Further case studies and studies are necessary to enhance these results, conﬁrm ﬁndings, and ensure external validity. The same case study method should
be used by further research to discuss RPA use cases and to generate comparable
results.
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Abstract. Intention Mining has the purpose to manipulate of large volumes of
data, integrate information from different sources and formats and extract useful
insights as facts from this data in order to discover users’ intentions. It is used in
different fields: Robotics, Network forensics, Security, Bioinformatics, Learning,
Map Visualization, Game, etc. There is actually a large variety of intention mining
techniques applied to different domains as information retrieval, security, robotics,
etc. However, no systematic review had been conducted on this recent research
domain. There is a need to understand what is Intention Mining, what is its purpose,
what are the existing techniques and tools to mine intentions. In this paper, we
propose a comparison framework to structure and to describe the domain °of
Intention Mining for a further complete systematic literature review of this field.
We validate our comparison framework by applying it to five relevant approaches
in the domain.
Keywords: Intention · Intention mining · Comparison framework

1 Introduction
The concept of intention is becoming increasingly important in different areas of computer science as information retrieval, network forensics, security, robotics and bioinformatics, among others, to understand the goals of the users of the systems. [1] defines
an intention as “a determination to act in a certain way; a concept considered as the
product of attention directed to an object or knowledge”. Psychology specifies “Our
common sense psychological scheme admits of intentions as states of mind; and it also
allows us to characterize actions as done intentionally, or with a certain intention” [2].
These intentions can be clearly and explicitly stated or they can be implicitly expressed
in natural language in different kind of sources as documents, queries, logs, etc. Many
approaches tackle the problem of identifying intentions by using mining techniques.
This research domain is quite new, and the term Intention Mining (IM) has different
meanings according to the communities. The proposed IM techniques and their aims are
quite different from one domain to another. Moreover, Intention Mining is not the only
term used to designate this activity as it has many synonyms: an “intention” may be an
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
S. Cherfi et al. (Eds.): RCIS 2021, LNBIP 415, pp. 20–37, 2021.
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-75018-3_2
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“intent”, a “goal”, an “objective”, etc.; mining may signify “discovery”, “analysis”, etc.
It is then necessary to conduct a literature review on what is IM and how it is defined by
the different research communities in Computer Science context. There are techniques
aiming at discovering intentions behind web queries to improve the recommended web
pages or services [3, 4]; others propose techniques to identify intentions in home videos
to provide adapted home video services [5], while others propose to discover intentions
hidden behind user activities defined in logs to understand users ways of working [6], etc.
There is an obvious lack of overview of the existing IM techniques as they are defined
in different areas.
Our future goal is to conduct a systematic literature review (SLR) on IM. To our
knowledge, no proper systematic literature review has been conducted on Intention
Mining. [7] propose a state of the art of intention recognition but it is not a systematic
literature review. [8] proposes a review of intention process mining but restrict itself to
the discovery of goal-oriented processes. Moreover, these works do not use a structured
framework to analyse and compare the existing approaches.
To provide a detailed and structured overview of the IM approaches and to clarify
IM elements and categories, we have elaborated a comparison framework composed
of four dimensions: object, usage, method and tool. This structure was inspired from
[9–12]. In this paper, we detail the comparison framework containing a set of criteria to
differentiate and compare these different approaches and apply it to the most referenced
papers of our study in order to check its feasibility. A detailed comparison framework is
useful (i) for our future research, to carry out the SLR to compare the existing literature
on IM and to define open issues, (ii) for a user, to be able to quickly compare the existing
IM approaches and select the one best fitting its case, and (iii) for a new IM approach,
to position it with regards to the existing literature.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our research process. Section 3
presents the comparison framework to analyse the IM approaches. In Sect. 4, we apply
the proposed framework to the 5 most referenced IM approaches and we conclude and
define our research perspectives in Sect. 5.

2 Research Process
Our goal in this paper is to establish a comparison framework that will serve as a scope
for the future systematic literature review. Our research process is presented on Fig. 1.
Define Research Questions. The research goal is to identify a set of characteristics
allowing to compare works on intention mining. The existing literature on existing comparison frameworks (applied to the field of software engineering [9], process engineering
[10], decisional methods [11], method engineering [12], etc.) was analyzed in order to
identify the research questions covering the main dimensions usually used to compare
different approaches as approaches objects (What is IM?), approaches goals (Why IM?),
approaches methods (How is done IM?), and, finally, approaches associated tools (By
which means is done IM?). Thus, the defined research questions are:
• RQ1: What is intention mining? How IM is defined in the research papers or
community, what does it consist in?
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Fig. 1. Research process used to develop the intention mining comparison framework.

• RQ2: Why using intention mining? What is the purpose of IM in the research papers
or community?
• RQ3: How is intention mining achieved? What are the existing IM techniques?
• RQ4: By which means is the intention mining method put in practice? What are the
tools and algorithms that support the mining of intentions?
Define IM Dimensions. Based on these research questions, we have identified four IM
dimensions of our comparison framework: Object dimension, Usage dimension, Method
Dimension, and Tool Dimension (all detailed in the following section).
Define Attributes for IM Dimensions. The next step was to read the literature on IM.
For this purpose, we used papers on IM appearing in Google Scholar. At this step,
it was firstly important to identify various characteristics allowing to differentiate IM
approaches. For instance, several approaches mention only intentions extraction [13],
whereas other ones establish intentions models [6, 14]. Thus, we identified the characteristic (an attribute in our comparison framework) Structuredness. Once different
attributes identified, we grouped them into the four previously established dimensions
according to their nature to structure the Comparison Framework.
Select Relevant Papers on IM. To select relevant papers, we have used the ongoing
work related to SRL. Our main research query used the following combination of key
words: (user OR actor) AND (goal OR intention OR intent OR objective) AND (discovery OR mining OR analysis). We have identified 238 research papers from the research
bases IEEE, Springer, ACM, Science Direct with the following inclusion criteria: papers
should be in French or in English, title or abstract should be related to IM. Then we applied
some exclusion criteria (papers should be journal or conference papers, be present in
DBLP (except for 2020 papers), and restrictions related to the citation number: if dated
before 2010, we excluded papers cited less than 100 times, if dated between 2010 and
2017, we removed papers cited less than 10 times). We have finally obtained 145 papers.
We have extracted the citation number from Google Scholar (access on January 2021)
for each of these papers and selected the three most referenced papers [15, 16], and [3]
having correspondingly 364, 347, and 306 citations. As these papers were published
before 2010, we have also selected one most cited paper for 2010–2015 ([4] with 151
citations) and one most cited paper for 2016–2020 ([17] with 78 citations) to validate
our comparison framework with more recent studies on IM.
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Apply IM Comparison Framework on the Selected Papers. At this step, we characterized the five IM papers with the attributes of the IM Comparison Framework. The
details are given in Sect. 4.
Check IM Comparison Framework Applicability and Completeness. The goal of
this step was to verify if each selected IM approach could be characterized using the
proposed framework (its applicability) and if was complete (its completeness).
To find potentially useful papers in scientific bases, we followed the SLR methodology. In IEEE, ACM and Science Direct, we searched till around 625 hits. In Google
scholar and Springer, where the search had to be cut into little pieces, 24 queries (corresponding to 24 possible combinations of keywords) were done. In Google scholar, we
stopped after 100 hits for each query. In Springer, we checked all retrieved papers. This
way of working does not exclude that we missed some interesting papers, especially old
ones. That implies our second validity threat: the analysis of several missed papers could
have provided some additional details for the IM comparison framework attributes.

3 Comparison Framework
Classification frameworks, such as the one presented in [9–12] are a useful way to
introduce a domain and discuss literature in a systematic way. They help characterizing
methods techniques and tools, comparing them, demonstrating the originality of given
approaches with respect to the rest of the literature, finding gaps in the literature, etc.
As Fig. 2 shows, we propose a classification framework that emphasizes 4 main
dimensions of Intention Mining, related to the research questions: the object, the usage,
the method, and the tool. More precisely:
• The Object dimension raises the question What is intention mining? It refers to the
structure of the intentions, their taxonomy and formalism.
• The Usage dimension raises the question Why using intention mining? It provides
an insight on the different types of objective of intention mining, the domains of
application, the source and target of the existing approaches.
• By providing details on intention mining approaches, the Method dimension raises
the question How is intention mining achieved? For instance, the method dimension
characterizes an intention mining approach by indicating the theoretical grounding of
the method, whether it exploits classification techniques or ontologies.
• The Tool dimension provides details on support offered to enact the method. The
question here is By which means is the intention mining method put in practice?
Looking at this dimension of an intention mining method indicates the algorithms on
which it relies, and the tools that it uses or implements.
The distinction between methods and tools is not obvious; it can be understood with
the cooking metaphor: if methods correspond to recipes, tools are kitchen instruments.
Each dimension is specified as a set of attributes with a name and a domain. For
instance, the object dimension has 3 attributes: “structuredness” indicates whether the
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Fig. 2. Intention mining comparison framework.

output is an individual intention or a model, “intention taxonomy” and “intention modeling formalism” indicate how mined intentions are further specified, by classification
in taxonomy or by using a specific formalism. Each dimension of the intention mining
classification framework is described in a sub-section below.
3.1 The Object Dimension
Table 1 details the object dimension of intention mining that has 3 attributes: structuredness defines if the aim is to mine individual intentions (a mining technique can of course
still generate collections of individual intentions), or in relationship with other intentions (in which case, the output are intention models); the intention taxonomy attribute
characterizes the fundamental nature of the mined intentions (several taxonomies can
be used in combination, hence the SET OF ENUM type); last the intention modeling
formalism attribute indicates which notation is used to formalize individual intentions
or collections of intentions.
Table 1. Details of the object dimension.
Attributes

Values

Structuredness

ENUM (Individual, Model)

Intention taxonomy

SET OF (ENUM (Action/Semantic; Soft/Hard;
Uni-token/Multi-token;
Informational/Ambiguous/Navigational/Transactional;
Explicit/Implicit;
Objective/Subjective; Research/Purchase;
Collective/Individual))

Intention modelling formalism

ENUM (Map, I*, Kaos, linguistic, Schemata)
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Structuredness. The Object of an IM approach may be to point out intentions either
individually, or under the form of structured collections. Each intention can itself be made
explicit, e.g. in natural language, or stay implicit as introduced by [18]. For instance, it
may be sufficient to find the class of an intention, rather than providing its name or other
details [13]. On the other extreme, it is possible to specify intention models, i.e. specifications that conform to a formal notation [6, 14]. At the level of collections of intentions,
models define dependencies between intentions, such as refinement, abstraction, complementarity, alternatives, positive and negative contributions, etc. At the individual
level, models reveal the underlying structure of intentions, for instance their linguistic
structure, their formal condition of realization, etc.
Intention Taxonomy. Several definitions and taxonomies of intentions are proposed in
the IM literature. [19] define action intentions and semantic intentions. The first group
represents “basic actions performed on a computer”, the second includes intentions
corresponding to “what the user wants to achieve at high level, which may involve several
basic actions on a computer to accomplish it”. Whereas hard goals can be associated
with verification conditions that determine when the goal is achieved, there is no way
to determined when soft goals are achieved in a clear-cut and definitive way [20]. As
an example “protect asset A from any harm” is a typical soft goal: a lot can be done to
satisfy it, but whatever is done to protect the asset, nobody can absolutely guarantee that
no harm will ever happen to it. [20] presents a taxonomy of web engine user’s intents
that emphasizes three main categories: navigational, informational, and transactional.
The purpose of a navigational intent is to “reach a particular site”. A web engine user
who has an informational intent seeks to “acquire some information assumed to be
present on one or more web pages”. Last, the aim of transactional intents is to “perform
some web-mediated activity”. This taxonomy is adapted in [21], which generalizes
navigational and transactional intents using a concept of non-informational intention,
and introduces a concept of ambiguous intention. An even more general taxonomy is the
one proposed by [22], which contains 135 high-level intentions grouped in 30 clusters.
For [23] an intention is either objective when it is about getting factual information,
subjective when the user wants to collect personal opinions or social when it’s not
about getting information but creating interactions with others. For [24], intent is of two
commercial types: research and purchase. [25] consider the taxonomy of intentions based
on implicit or explicit geolocation. [26] considers two other kinds of intentions: collective
ones and individual ones. The collective intentions, often defined as a “commitment of
an individual to participate in joint action, and involves an implicit or explicit agreement
between the participants to engage in that joint action” are called we-intention, whereas
individual intentions are called i-intentions [27].
Intention Modeling Formalism. Besides identifying individual intentions, the object
of intention mining approaches may be to generate intentional models specified using a
formal notation. Focusing on the IS engineering literature, we distinguish KAOS, i* and
MAP. The KAOS formalism [28] specifies “goals” arranged in a hierarchy, from higherlevel goals down to operational goals, i.e. goals that can be operationalized by a system
function. Two kinds of dependencies can be specified using KAOS: AND refinement, and
OR refinement. The driving principle is that the satisfaction condition of a given higher
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level goal is semantically equivalent to the conjunction (respectively the disjunction)
of the satisfaction condition of the goals that refine it with an AND (respectively OR)
refinement link. KAOS models are hierarchy of goals that can be used to elicit, specify,
analyze, negotiate, complete, verify, bundle and trace systems requirements. Besides
introducing the distinction between “hard goals” and “soft goals”, the i* framework
[29] focuses on the links and dependencies between goals and other concepts such as
actors, tasks, resources, etc. and extends the and/or decomposition links with a typology
of semantic links such as means/ends, decomposition, dependency, and so-called “contribution links”: makes, breaks, hurts, helps, etc. The MAP formalism [30] combines the
concepts of “intention” and “strategy” in collections of models (called “maps”) organized hierarchically with refinement links. [31] indicates that explicit intentions can be
specified with a single word (uni-token) or several words (multi-token). This is further
formalized by [32] that uses a linguistic approach inspired by Chomsky’s case grammar to specify the semantic roles of words used in intention names. Another example
of individual intention modelling comes from the Schemata method [33] that proposes
to model the salient features of individual intentions from a cognitive psychology perspective. Intentions specified with Schemata are for instance mined in [34] to specify
intentions in so-called “intention maps” that associate to any web engine query the
collection of intentions that motivate it.

3.2 The Usage Dimension
The usage of intention mining approaches can be defined with 4 attributes: the objective
of the mined material, the domain of application in which intention mining is used, the
source and target users. The domain of these attributes is further defined in Table 2.
Table 2. Details of the usage dimension.
Attributes

Values

Usage goal

ENUM (Discovery, Recommendation, Conformance, Enhancement)

Domain of application ENUM (Information Retrieval, Robotics, Video, Network forensics,
Security, Bioinformatics, Learning, Business Process Modelling,
Requirements Engineering, Virtual Consumption, Map Visualization,
Game, Database, e-Government, Healthcare, …)
Source artefact

ENUM (Individual, Group)

Target artefact

ENUM (Individual, Group)

Usage Goal. Intentions discovery allows understanding people’s intents behind their
actions, when executing a query with a search engine [35]. The idea of using intention
mining in the context of recommendation is that better guidance can be provided if a
better knowledge of people’s intentions is acquired [44]. This can be useful to provide
personalization, adapted services or products. Conformance and enhancement are two
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other approaches defined in the Process Mining area [36]. Intention conformance aims
at controlling whether mined intentions match with their pre-defined specifications.
For instance, intention conformance can be used to check that a prescribed model is
actually enacted, or measuring the gap between the prescribed models and observing
people’s behavior. The idea of enhancement is to complete (by refinement, abstraction,
or addition) intention models, or improve them in some other way, e.g. with respect to
their consistency, feasibility, etc.
Domain of Application. There are many domains of application for IM. Our literature
review allowed us to identify: web engines and information retrieval [19, 21, 31], which
represent the majority of the papers we found, including online video search [5, 37];
network forensics [38, 39] and security [40], bioinformatics [41, 42], business process
engineering [43], method enactment [44], system usage analysis [45], learning [46],
requirements engineering [32] and method engineering [47]. The literature review also
included research in robotics [16, 48, 49]. Not only we believe this list is not exhaustive,
but we have no doubt many more applications will emerge in the future.
Source and Target Artefact. Analysing the aforementioned approaches reveals that
the source and target of intention mining can be considered either as individual or as a
group. Intentions can be mined for only one individual (individual sources). In this case,
the mined intentions only represent the point of view of one user (obtained from his/her
sources). If intentions are mined from many users (group sources), they will represent
the point of view of a group of users or “crowd” (obtained from all the logs of the users).
The same reasoning can be applied for the target of intention mining. Intentions can be
addressed to only one user (individual target) or to many users (group target) depending
on the nature of the activity or the objective of the approach.

3.3 The Method Dimension
As shown in Table 3, the Method dimension of intention mining can be further refined
with the following attributes: Machine learning, to characterize the use of machine
learning techniques; Automation method, that indicates the degree of automation used
in the method; Observation record type, that indicates what is the input of the method;
Mathematical method, that characterizes the theoretical foundation of the mining technique; and Classification-based and Ontology-based, which indicate whether the method
exploits a classification technique and ontology.
Machine Learning. Supervised learning is a machine learning technique that consists
in inferring a function from labeled training data [50]. Unsupervised learning operates
on unlabeled data - input where the desired output is unknown [61]. In the context
of intention mining, this can be achieved through cluster analysis for instance. Semisupervised learning falls between supervised and unsupervised learning [15].
Automation Method. The automation method attribute characterizes the fact that a
method is manual (every step of the approach requires a human action) [24], automatic
(the approach can be fully executed without any intervention) [3, 4, 16] or semi-automatic
(some steps are manual, others are automatic) [15, 17].
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Table 3. Details of the method dimension.

Attributes

Values

Machine learning

ENUM (Supervised, Unsupervised, Semi-supervised, NULL)

Automation method

ENUM (Manual, Semi-automatic, Automatic)

Observation record type

ENUM (Log, Contextualized trace)

Mathematical method

ENUM (Probabilistic, Statistic, Deterministic, Fuzzy, NULL)

Classification-based

BOOLEAN

Ontology-based

BOOLEAN

Observation Record Type. Intention mining methods use observations recorded as
logs or contextualized traces. Logs or Traces are temporal sequences of observed events
[51]. Existing methods mostly focus on computer logs produced by the users of the
systems (as activity, user, timestamp or properties of the used objects) [52]. Enriched
log-files contain annotations made by the user while or after performing activities. They
are useful in the context of supervised learning methods. Cambridge Dictionary defines
a trace1 as “a sign that something has happened or existed”, here the focus is on what we
expect to observe. Contextual traces record specific actions performed in a specific context; they embed the user activities in the context of their enactment [51]. For instance,
software traces can be used to record specific user input, then provided to developers for
debugging. [24] use enriched logs containing query, scroll, mouse movements and key
press events.
Mathematical Method. Several intention mining methods rely on a mathematical analysis. Their theoretical foundations are: probabilistic, statistic or deterministic. Deterministic data do not involve any random variable [53]. When input data are deterministic,
then the parameters of the mathematical model are known, and the relationships between
variables are strictly functional. In other words, mining techniques based on deterministic models rely on the fundamental assumption that any given input always produces the
same output. In probability theory, a stochastic process represents an evolution, discrete
or continuous, of random variables [53]. Statistical or probabilistic models can be used
to deal with stochastic processes. A statistical model is a set of probability distribution
functions or probability density functions [53]. It involves random variables and assumes
that the parameters of a model can be well-estimated using statistical properties of the
observed data (as parametric random process). In intention mining approaches that are
based on statistical models, the outputs are precisely determined through known statistical relationships between intentions and observations. In the context of intention mining,
probabilistic models are analyzed to identify what intentions most probably hide behind
the observed behaviors.

1 Cambridge Advanced Learner’s Dictionary & Thesaurus http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictio

nary/british/.
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Classification and Ontology Based. The added value of ontologies over classifications
is that they specify (a) relationships between intentions and other concepts, and (b)
reasoning mechanisms.

3.4 The Tool Dimension
Intention mining approaches can be further characterized in terms of the techniques and
tools needed to put them into practice. As Table 4 shows, the Tool Dimension of the
intention mining classification framework has 5 attributes.
Table 4. Details of the tool dimension.
Attributes

Values

Mathematical model ENUM (Bayesian Model, Hidden Markov Model, Conditional Random
Field, NULL)
Classification type

ENUM (manual, automatic)

Algorithm name

STRING

Ontology name

STRING

Support

ENUM (sensor, robot, microphone, internet navigation, NULL, etc.)

Tool name

STRING

Mathematical Models. Mathematical models are abstract formal representations used
to support reasoning. As we know, two main mathematical models are used in intention
mining methods: the Bayesian model [18, 19] and Markov Models [49, 54]. Bayesian
networks are graphical models that represent random variables and their conditional
probabilities via a directed acyclic graph. Hidden Markov Models (HMM) are a variant
of stochastic Markov chain that represent hidden sequences of states. HMM generalize
finite-state automata by evaluating both the probability of transitions between states
and probability distributions of observations in those states. The framework Conditional
Random Field is also used in [24, 55] to define probabilistic models and some works
also use other probabilistic models, specially designed for the problem at hand [56, 57].
Classification Type. Classification is of first importance in the proposed approaches as
the content is often classified to determine the category to which a document or a query
belongs. There are a lot of different approaches combining different techniques, like Support Vector Machine [18, 23, 24], Naive Bayes [18, 19], Expectation–maximization [49,
58], Complete-link clustering and Cosine similarity [59]. [14] introduce an improved
version of the algorithms proposed by [60], agglomerative clustering using a distance
metric based on dynamic time warping (DTW) [61], 1R, J48 and Expectation–Maximization [62]. Sometimes is used Click Intent Model (a hierarchical semantic clustering
model) [63], Web Query Classification based on User Intent [64] or even clicks graphs
[15].
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Algorithm Name. Many algorithms formalize the different stages of IM methods.
Among others we can cite for text analysis: TD/IDF [19], Porter Algorithm [31],
GBRAM (Goal-Based Requirements Analysis Method) [65], or Markov random walk
algorithm and OKAPI BM 25 [3]. Text analysis is one of the first steps of the proposed
approaches as queries and document content have to be understandable by algorithms.
Ontology Name. Two ontologies are mainly used in intention mining methods: ConceptNet [18, 66] and WordNet [19, 66]. ConceptNet [74] is an ontological system for
lexical knowledge and common sense knowledge representation and processing. The
ConceptNet knowledge base is a semantic network consisting of over 1.6 million assertions encompassing the spatial, physical, social, temporal, and psychological aspects of
everyday life. WordNet [67] is a lexical database. It groups English words into sets of synonyms, provides short and general definitions, and records various semantic relations
between words, such as antonymy, hypernymy and hyponymy. Some ontology-based
methods, such as [21], do not use these ontologies, but other ones, like the Open Directory Project [68], which categorizes websites. ASPIC, a biomedical knowledge base was
used in [41] and [69] used the Library of Congress Subject Headings as ontology. [61]
and others used Freebase to create a corpus, so did [3] with Wikipedia.
Support. Most of the IM approaches use input logs or user clicks in an Internet navigation [3, 4, 15]. Others approaches include specific devices to support their tool (in [16],
a microphone is used to catch human speech to be interpreted by a robot).
Tool Name. Many tools are exploited or proposed to implement intention-mining methods. For instance, [70] and [71] uses the LIBSVM tool [72] that implements the Support
Vector Machine algorithm. [18] uses the Natural Language Tool Kit to manipulate natural language data, and the WEKA data mining toolkit for intentions classification. WEKA
is widely used for classification [23, 24, 62]. Mallet is used by [24] to implement the
Conditional Random Field classification algorithm. In [62], a query is transformed into
WSMX goals (Web Services Execution Environment) using a system called Ontopath.
[43] uses the commercial tool Disco [73] to mine processes specified using the BPMN
formalism. Of course, some other authors developed a tool from scratch [41, 45].

4 Comparison Framework Application
As explained above, we have pre-selected 5 papers to validate the IM comparison framework. [15] use click graphs to better classify users query intents by semi-supervised
learning. That allows to avoid to enrich feature representation. [16] aims at detecting
affective intents in speech in case of human-robot interaction. Their goal is to learn
robots to identify praise, prohibition, comfort, attention, and neutral speech. In [3], the
authors present an approach to classify query intents of users by mining the content of
Wikipedia. They associate an intent probability to Wikipedia articles and categories to
provide a better classification. In the approach described in [4], a new way to capture
users’ intentions is proposed to improve Internet image search engines. The main idea is
to include images in addition to the classic keywords query and to refine search results

Intention modelling
formalism

Group

Target Artefact

Semi-supervised

Semi-automatic

Query/clickthrough data

Machine learning
method

Automation method

Observation record
type

Method dimension

Individual

Group

Source Artefact

Sentence

Automatic

–

Individual

Robot speech

Domain of application Information retrieval

Usage Goal

Linguistic

“Approval, prohibition,
attention, comfort, neutral”

Individual

[16]

Discovery of Click Graphs Discovery of emotional
intent

Linguistic

Intention taxonomy

Usage dimension

Individual

Query intent

Structuredness

Object dimension

[15]

‘Search query
log/category
graph/article graph

Automatic

–

Individual

Group

Information retrieval

Discovery of
category

Linguistic

Query intent

Individual

[3]

Linguistic

User intent

Cluster

[17]

Query
keywords/query
image

Automatic

–

Individual

Individual

Internet search
image

(continued)

Search query log

Semi-automatic
(manual labelling)

Semi-supervised

Individual

Group

Information retrieval

Recommendation of Discovery
images

Linguistic

Keyword

Individual

[4]

Table 5. IM comparison framework application to the selected IM approaches.
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1

0

Classification-based

Ontology-based

–

Content based
classification (maximum
entropy classifier)

“Algorithm 1”/“Algorithm
2”

–

Internet navigation

Mathematical model

Classification type

Algorithm name

Ontology name

Support

Tool dimension

–

Mathematical method

[15]

Microphone

–

–

EM
algorithm/Kurtosis-based
approach

Gaussian model

0

1

–

[16]

0

1

Probabilistic

[4]

Internet navigation

Wikipedia articles
and categories link

“Algo
1”/“ESA”/“Intent
predictor”

Intent classifier

Internet navigation

–

–

one-class SVM
classifier

Markov random walk Word probability
model

1

1

Probabilistic

[3]

Table 5. (continued)

Internet navigation

–

“Algorithm
1”/“Algorithm 2”

Intent detection
classifier

–

0

1

Probabilistic

[17]
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depending on the clicked image. [17] introduce Capsule Neural Networks to detect user
intents when labeled utterances are not available. The proposed approach allows to avoid
to label utterances as intents and thus reduce time and labor consumption.
We described the selected IM approaches using the suggested comparison framework
(See Table 5). As a result, we were able to check its validity accordingly to two criteria:
applicability and completeness. With the first validation criterion, each approach was
characterized with regards to the most part of comparison attributes. According to the
second criterion, following the application, we found a new attribute - that we called
Support – to add to the Tool dimension. Indeed, it is useful to characterize different IM
approaches by different kinds of used supports, like specific devices for instance. Based
on these findings, we consider that the given comparison framework could be used as a
scope for the further systematic literature review. Its application will allow to identify
possible values for the framework attributes; thus, it will be possible to provide hints of
guidance through the IM approaches selection and to carry out the detailed comparison of
the IM approaches based on statistical analysis. In addition, a cross-referenced analysis
will allow to identify open issues for future research on IM.

5 Conclusion
This paper proposes a framework to classify intention mining works. Inspired by other
classification frameworks, our proposal examines IM in four different views, answering
the four main questions about IM called dimensions: “What is IM?”, “Why IM?”, “How
is done IM”, and “By which means is done IM?”. Each dimension corresponds to a set
of classification attributes, found in the existing literature. We validated our framework
by testing it on five existing and good referenced works and concluded that the given
framework will be useful to conduct the systematic literature review on IM.
Our next step is to complete our systematic literature review on IM, characterizing
all our selected papers within this framework in order to provide a detailed overview of
the existing IM works and to define open issues.
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Abstract. Robotic Process Automation (RPA) is an emerging technology that allows organizations to automate intensive repetitive tasks (or
simply routines) previously performed by a human user on the User Interface (UI) of web or desktop applications. RPA tools are able to capture
in dedicated UI logs the execution of several routines and then emulate
their enactment in place of the user by means of a software (SW) robot.
A UI log can record information about many routines, whose actions are
mixed in some order that reﬂects the particular order of their execution
by the user, making their automated identiﬁcation far from being trivial.
The issue to automatically understand which user actions contribute to
a speciﬁc routine inside the UI log is also known as segmentation. In
this paper, we leverage a concrete use case to explore the issue of segmentation of UI logs, identifying all its potential variants and presenting
an up-to-date overview that discusses to what extent such variants are
supported by existing literature approaches. Moreover, we oﬀer points of
reference for future research based on the ﬁndings of this paper.

1

Introduction

Robotic Process Automation (RPA) is an automation technology in the ﬁeld of
Business Process Management (BPM) that creates software (SW) robots to replicate rule-based and repetitive tasks (or simply routines) performed by human
users in their applications’ user interfaces (UIs). A typical routine that can be
automated by a SW robot using a RPA tool is transferring data from one system to another via their respective UIs, e.g., copying records from a spreadsheet application into a web-based enterprise information system [21]. In recent
years, much progress has been made both in terms of research and technical
development on RPA, resulting in many deployments for industrial-oriented services [4,17,19,28]. Moreover, the market of RPA solutions has developed rapidly
and today includes more than 50 vendors developing tools that provide SW
robots with advanced functionalities for automating oﬃce tasks in operations
like accounting and customer service [5]. Nonetheless, when considering state-ofthe-art RPA technology, it becomes apparent that the current generation of RPA
tools is driven by predeﬁned rules and manual conﬁgurations made by expert
users rather than automated techniques [2,10].
c Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
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In fact, as reported in [16], in the early stages of the RPA life-cycle it is
required the support of skilled human experts to: (i) identify the candidate
routines to automate by means of interviews and observation of workers conducting their daily work, (ii) record the interactions that take place during routines’ enactment on the UI of software applications into dedicated UI logs, and
(iii) manually specify their conceptual and technical structure (often in form of
ﬂowchart diagrams) for deﬁning the behavior of SW robots.
This approach is not eﬀective in case of UI logs that keep track of many
routines executions, since the designer should have a global vision of all possible
variants of the routines to deﬁne the appropriate behaviours of SW robots, which
becomes complicated when the number of variants increases. Indeed, in presence
of UI logs that collect information about several routines, the recorded actions
are mixed in some order that reﬂects the particular order of their execution
by the user, making the identiﬁcation of candidate routines in a UI log a timeconsuming and error-prone task. The challenge to understand which user actions
contribute to which routines inside a UI log is known as segmentation [2,21].
This paper aims to explore the challenge of automated segmentation in RPA
through the evaluation of two research questions: (i) what are the variants of
a segmentation solution needed to properly deal with diﬀerent kinds of UI log?
(ii) to what extent such variants are supported by literature approaches?
To answer these research questions, we ﬁrst leverage a concrete RPA use case
in the administrative sector to explain the segmentation issue (Sect. 2). After
having described the relevant background on UI logs (Sect. 3), we discuss how
a segmentation technique should behave in presence of three diﬀerent (and relevant) forms of UI logs, which may consist of: (i) several executions of the same
routine, (ii) several executions of many routines without the possibility to have
user actions in common, and (iii) several executions of many routines with the
possibility to have user actions in common (Sect. 4). Then, we investigate how
and if such forms of UI logs are tackled by the current state-of-the-art segmentation approaches (Sect. 5). Finally, we provide future directions for automated
segmentation in RPA based on the ﬁndings of our study (Sect. 6).

2

A RPA Use Case

In this section, we describe a RPA use case derived by a real-life scenario at
Department of Computer, Control and Management Engineering (DIAG) of
Sapienza Universitá di Roma. The scenario concerns the ﬁlling of the travel
authorization request form made by personnel of DIAG for travel requiring prior
approval. The request applicant must ﬁll a well-structured Excel spreadsheet (cf.
Fig. 1(a)) providing some personal information, such as her/his bio-data and the
email address, together with further information related to the travel, including
the destination, the starting/ending date/time, the means of transport to be
used, the travel purpose, and the envisioned amount of travel expenses, associated with the possibility to request an anticipation of the expenses already
incurred (e.g., to request in advance a visa). When ready, the spreadsheet is
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(a) Excel spreadsheet

(b) Google form

Fig. 1. UIs involved in the use case

sent via email to an employee of the Administration Oﬃce of DIAG, which is in
charge of approving and elaborating the request. Concretely, for each row in the
spreadsheet, the employee manually copies every cell in that row and pastes that
into the corresponding text ﬁeld in a dedicated Google form (cf. Fig. 1(b)), accessible just by the Administration staﬀ. Once the data transfer for a given travel
authorization request has been completed, the employee presses the “Submit”
button to submit the data into an internal database.
In addition, if the request applicant declares that s/he would like to use
her/his personal car as one of the means of transport for the travel, then s/he
has to ﬁll a dedicated web form required for activating a special insurance for the
part of the travel that will be performed with the car. This further request will
be delivered to the Administration staﬀ via email, and the employee in charge of
processing it can either approve or reject such request. At the end, the applicant
will be automatically notiﬁed via email of the approval/rejection of the request.
The above procedure, which involves two main routines (in the following, we
will denote them as R1 and R2), is performed manually by an employee of the
Administration Oﬃce of DIAG, and it should be repeated for any new travel
request. Routines such as these ones are good candidates to be encoded with
executable scripts and enacted by means of a SW robot within a commercial
RPA tool. However, unless there is complete a-priori knowledge of the speciﬁc
routines that are enacted on the UI and of their concrete composition, their
automated identiﬁcation from an UI log is challenging, since the associated user
actions may be scattered across the log, interleaved with other actions that are
not part of the routine under analysis, and potentially shared by many routines.
For the sake of understandability, we show in Figs. 2 and 3 the interaction
models of R1 and R2 required to represent the structure of the routines of
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Fig. 2. Interaction model for R1

Fig. 3. Interaction model for R2

interest, depicted as Petri nets.1 For example, analyzing the Petri net in Fig. 2,
it becomes clear that a proper execution of R1 requires a path on the UI made
by the following user actions:2
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

loginMail, to access the client email;
accessMail, to access the speciﬁc email with the travel request;
downloadAttachment, to download the Excel ﬁle including the travel request;
openWorkbook, to open the Excel spreadsheet;
openGoogleForm, to access the Google Form to be ﬁlled;
getCell, to select the cell in the i-th row of the Excel spreadsheet;
copy, to copy the content of the selected cell;
clickTextField, to select the speciﬁc text ﬁeld of the Google form where the
content of the cell should be pasted;
– paste, to paste the content of the cell into a text ﬁeld of the Google form;
– formSubmit, to ﬁnally submit the Google form to the internal database.
As shown in Fig. 2, the user actions openWorkbook and openGoogleForm
can be performed in any order. Moreover, the sequence of actions
1

2

The research literature is rich of notations for expressing human-computer dialogs
as interaction models. Among them, Petri nets guarantee a good trade-oﬀ between
expressiveness and understandability of the models [26].
Note that the user actions recorded in a UI log can have a ﬁner granularity than the
high-level ones used here just with the purpose of describing the routine’s behaviour.
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getCell, copy, clickTextField, paste will be repeated for any travel information
to be moved from the Excel spreadsheet to the Google form. On the other hand,
the path of user actions in the UI to properly enact R2 is as follows:
– loginMail, to access the client email;
– accessMail, to access the speciﬁc email with the request for travel insurance;
– clickLink, to click the link included in the email that opens the Google form
with the request to activate the travel insurance on a web browser;
– approveRequest, to press the button on the Google form that approves the
request;
– rejectRequest, to press the button on the Google form that rejects the request;
Note that the execution of approveRequest and rejectRequest is exclusive, cf.
the Petri net in Fig. 3. Then, in the interaction models of R1 and R2, there
are transitions that do not represent user actions but are needed to correctly
represent the structure of such models. These transitions, drawn with a blackﬁlled rectangle, are said to be “invisible”, and are not recorded in the UI logs
(cf. Inv1, Inv2 and Inv3).

3

Preliminaries on User Interface Logs

In this section, we provide some preliminary notions about User Interface (UI)
logs, needed to understand the rest of the paper. A single UI log in its raw form
consists of a long sequence of user actions recorded during one user session.3
Such actions include all the steps required to accomplish one or more relevant
routines using the UI of one or many sw application/s. For instance, in Fig. 4,
we show a snapshot of a UI log captured using a dedicated action logger4 during
the execution of R1 and R2. The employed action logger enables to record the
events happened on the UI, enriched with several data ﬁelds describing their
“anatomy”. For a given event, such ﬁelds are useful to keep track the name
and the timestamp of the user action performed on the UI, the involved sw
application, the human/sw resource that performed the action, etc.
For the sake of understandability, we assume here that any user action associated to each event recorded in the UI log is mapped at most with one (and
only one) Petri net transition, and that the collection of labels associated to
the Petri net transitions is deﬁned over the same alphabet as the user actions
in the UI log,5 i.e., the alphabet of user actions in the UI log is a superset of
that used for deﬁning the labels of Petri net transitions. In the running example, we can recognize in R1 and R2 a universe of user actions of interest Z =
{loginMail, accessMail, downloadAttachment, openWorkbook, openGoogleForm,
getCell, copy, clickTextField, paste, formSubmit, clickLink, approveRequest,
rejectRequest}.
3
4
5

We interpret a user session as a group of interactions that a single user takes within
a given time frame on the UI of a speciﬁc computer system.
The working of the action logger is described in [1]. The tool is available at: https://
github.com/bpm-diag/smartRPA.
In [22], it is shown how these assumptions can be removed.
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Fig. 4. Snapshot of a UI log captured during the executions of R1 and R2 (Color ﬁgure
online)

As shown in Fig. 4, a UI log is not speciﬁcally recorded to capture preidentiﬁed routines. A UI log may contain multiple and interleaved executions of
one/many routine/s (cf. the blue/red boxes that group the user actions belonging to R1 and R2, respectively), as well as redundant behavior and noise. We
consider as redundant any action that is unnecessary repeated during the execution of a routine, e.g., a text value that is ﬁrst pasted in a wrong ﬁeld and
then is moved in the right place through a corrective action on the UI. On the
other hand, we consider as noise all those actions that do not contribute to the
achievement of any routine target, e.g., a window that is resized. In Fig. 4, the
sequences of user actions that are not surrounded by a blue/red box can be
safely labeled as noise.
Segmentation techniques aim to extract from a UI log all those user
actions of a routine R, ﬁltering out redundant actions and noise. Any
sequence of actions in the UI log that can be replayed from the initial
to the ﬁnal marking of the Petri net-based interaction model of R is said
to be a routine trace of R. For example, a valid routine trace of R1 is
loginMail, accessMail, downloadAttachment, openWorkbook, openGoogleForm,
getCell, copy, clickTextField, paste, formSubmit. The interaction model of R1 suggests that valid routine traces are also those ones where: (i) loginMail is
skipped (if the user is already logged in the client email); (ii) the pair of
actions openWorkbook, openGoogleForm is performed in reverse order; (iii) the
sequence of actions getCell, copy, clickTextField, paste is executed several time
before submitting the Google form. On the other hand, two main routine traces
can be extracted from R2: loginMail, accessMail, clickLink, acceptRequest and
loginMail, accessMail, clickLink, rejectRequest, again with the possibility to skip
loginMail, i.e., the access to the client email.
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Identifying the Segmentation Cases

Given a UI log that consists of events including user actions with the same
granularity6 and potentially belonging to diﬀerent routines, in the RPA domain
segmentation is the task of clustering parts of the log together which belong to
the same routine. In a nutshell, the challenge is to automatically understand
which user actions contribute to which routines, and organize such user actions
in well bounded routine traces [2,21].
As shown in Sect. 3, in general a UI log stores information about several routines enacted in an interleaved fashion, with the possibility that a speciﬁc user
action is shared by diﬀerent routines. Furthermore, actions providing redundant behavior or not belonging to any of the routine under observation may be
recorded in the log, generating noise that should be ﬁltered out by a segmentation technique. Based on the above considerations, and on a concrete analysis of
real UI logs recorded during the enactment of the routines presented in Sect. 2,
we have identiﬁed three main forms of UI logs, which can be categorized according to the fact that: (i) any user action in the log exclusively belongs to a speciﬁc
routine (Case 1); (ii) the log records the execution of many routines that do not
have any user action in common (Case 2); (iii) the log records the execution of
many routines, and the possibility exists that some performed user actions are
shared by many routines at the same time (Case 3). In the following, we analyze the characteristics of the three cases and of their variants. For the sake of
understandability, we use a numerical subscript ij associated to any user action
to indicate that it belongs to the j − th execution of the i − th routine under
study. Of course, this information is not recorded in the UI log, and discovering
it (i.e., the identiﬁcation of the subscripts) is one of the “implicit” eﬀects of
segmentation when routine traces are built.
Case 1. This is the case when a UI log captures many executions of the same
routine. Of course, in this scenario it is not possible to distinguish between shared
and non-shared user actions by diﬀerent routines, since the UI log keeps track
only of executions associated to a single routine. Two main variants exist:
– Case 1.1. Starting from the use case in Sect. 2, let us consider the case
of a UI log that records a sequence of user actions resulting from many noninterleaved executions of R1 (cf. Fig. 5(a)). We have also the presence of some
user actions that potentially belong at the same time to many executions
of the routine itself. This is the case of loginMail, which can be performed
exactly once at the beginning of a user session and can be “shared” by many
executions of the same routine. Applying a segmentation technique to the
above UI log would trivially produce a segmented UI log where the (already
well bounded) executions of R1 are organized as diﬀerent routine traces: the
6

The UI logs created by generic action loggers usually consist of low-level events
associated one-by-one to a recorded user action on the UI (e.g., mouse clicks, etc.).
We will discuss the abstraction issue in Sect. 5, where state-of-the-art techniques are
shown that enable to ﬂatten the content of a log to a same granularity level.
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(b) Case 1.2

Fig. 5. Variants for Case 1 (Color ﬁgure online)

yellow and orange vertical lines outline the routine traces, while the red line
outlines the routine segment of R1.
– Case 1.2. The same segmented UI log is obtained when the executions of R1
are recorded in an interleaved fashion in the original UI log (cf. Fig. 5(b)).
Here, the segmentation task is more challenging, because the user actions of
diﬀerent executions of the same routine are interleaved among each others,
and it is not known a-priori to which execution they belong.
Both variants of Case 1 are aﬀected by noise or redundant actions. The
logs contain elements of noise, i.e., user actions Yk∈{1,n } ∈ Z (remind that Z
is the universe of user actions allowed by a UI log, as introduced in Sect. 3)
that are not allowed by R1, and redundant actions like copy and paste that
are unnecessary repeated multiple times. Noise and redundant actions need to
be ﬁltered out during the segmentation task because they do not contribute to
the achievement of the routine’s target. For the sake of space, in the following
analysis we do not consider anymore the presence of noise and redundant actions,
since their handling is similar for all the cases.
Case 2. In this case, a UI log captures many executions of diﬀerent routines,
with the assumption that the interaction models of such routines include only
transitions associated to user actions that are exclusive for that routines. To
comply with the latter constraint, let us suppose that in both interaction models
of R1 and R2 the transitions loginMail and accessMail are not required. Four main
variants of Case 2 can be identiﬁed:
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(a) Case 2.1

(b) Case 2.2

(c) Case 2.3

(d) Case 2.4

Fig. 6. Variants for Case 2 (Color ﬁgure online)

– Case 2.1. Let us consider the UI log in Fig. 6(a). The output of the segmentation task would consist of a segmented log where the (already well bounded)
executions of R1 and R2 are organized as diﬀerent routine traces: (i) the
yellow and orange vertical lines outline the routine traces of R1, (ii) the light
blue and grey vertical lines outline the routine traces of R2, while (iii) the
outer red and blue lines outline the routine segments of R1 and R2. In the
following, the coloring scheme will be kept the same.
– Case 2.2. Similarly to what already seen in Case 1.2, it may happen that
many executions of the same routine are interleaved among each other (cf.
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Fig. 6(b)), e.g., the ﬁrst execution of R1 is interleaved with the second execution of R1, the ﬁrst execution of R2 is interleaved with the second execution
of R2, and so on.
– Case 2.3. Another variant is when the UI log records in an interleaved fashion
many diﬀerent routines but not the routine executions (cf. Fig. 6(c)), e.g., the
ﬁrst execution of R2 follows the ﬁrst execution of R1, the second execution
of R2 follows the second execution of R1, and so on.
– Case 2.4. The complexity of the segmentation task becomes more challenging
in presence of both interleaved routines and routine executions (cf. Fig. 6(d)),
e.g., the ﬁrst execution of R1 is interleaved with the second execution of R1;
the second execution of R1 is interleaved with the ﬁrst execution of R2; the
ﬁrst execution of R2 is interleaved with the second execution of R2.
Case 3. In this case, a UI log captures many executions of diﬀerent routines,
and there exist user actions that are shared by such routines. This case perfectly
reﬂects what happens in the use case of Sect. 2. In particular, loginMail and
accessMail are shared by R1 and R2, as they are included in the interaction
models of both routines. Four variants can be distinguished:
– Case 3.1. Let us consider the UI log depicted in Fig. 7(a). loginMail is
potentially involved in the enactment of any execution of R1 and R2, while
accessMail is required by all executions of R1 and R2, but it is not clear
the association between the single executions of accessMail and the routine
executions they belong to. The complexity of the segmentation task here
lies in understanding to which routine traces the execution of loginMail and
accessMail belong to. The outcome of the segmentation task will be a segmented log where the executions of R1 and R2 are organized as diﬀerent
routine traces according to the coloring scheme explained in Case 2.1.
– Case 3.2. This is the case when the UI log records interleaved executions of
the same routine in presence of shared user actions (cf. Fig. 7(b)), e.g., the
ﬁrst execution of R1 is interleaved with the second execution of R1, and the
ﬁrst execution of R2 is interleaved with the second execution of R2.
– Case 3.3. Another variant is when the UI log records in an interleaved fashion
many diﬀerent routines but not the routine executions in presence of shared
user actions (cf. Fig. 7(c)), e.g.: the ﬁrst execution of R2 follows the ﬁrst
execution of R1 and the second execution of R2 follows the second execution
of R1.
– Case 3.4. The segmentation task becomes more challenging in presence of
more complex UI logs consisting of both interleaved routines and routine
executions with shared user actions (cf. Fig. 7(d)), e.g., the ﬁrst execution of
R1 is interleaved with the second execution of R1, the second execution of
R1 is interleaved with the ﬁrst execution of R2, and the ﬁrst execution of R2
is interleaved with the second execution of R2.
The above three cases and their variants have in common that all the user
actions are stored within a single UI log. It may happen that the same routine
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(a) Case 3.1

(b) Case 3.2

(c) Case 3.3

(d) Case 3.4

Fig. 7. Variants for Case 3 (Color ﬁgure online)
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Table 1. Literature approaches to tackle segmentation variants
Papers

Case 1

Agostinelli et al. [3]
Baier et al. [7]
Bayomie et al. [8]
Bosco et al. [9]
Kumar et al. [18]
Leno et al. [20]
Liu [23]
Fazzinga et al. [12]
Ferreira et al. [13]
Mannhardt et al. [24]
Măruşter et al. [27]
Srivastava et al. [29]
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is spread across multiple UI logs, in particular when there are multiple users
that are involved in the execution of the routine on diﬀerent computer systems.
This case can be tackled by “merging” the UI logs where the routine execution
is distributed into a single UI log, reducing the segmentation issue to one of
the already analyzed cases. It is worth noticing that although the classiﬁcation
of cases and variants was illustrated with only two routines (interleaving or
not), the classiﬁcation is deﬁned in a generic way and applies to any number of
routines.

5

Assessing the Segmentation Approaches

In the ﬁeld of RPA, segmentation is an issue still not so explored, since the
current practice adopted by commercial RPA tools for identifying the routine
steps often consists of detailed observations of workers conducting their daily
work. Such observations are then “converted” in explicit ﬂowchart diagrams [16],
which are manually modeled by expert RPA analysts to depict all the potential
behaviours (i.e., the traces) of a speciﬁc routine. In this setting, as the routine
traces have been already (implicitly) identiﬁed, segmentation can be neglected.
On the other hand, following a similar trend that has been occurring in the
BPM domain [25], the research on RPA is moving towards the application of
intelligent techniques to automate all the steps of a RPA project, as proven by
many recent works in this direction (see below). In this context, segmentation
can be considered as one of the “hot” key research eﬀort to investigate [2,21].
Table 1 summarizes the current literature techniques that could be leveraged
to tackle the diﬀerent variants of the segmentation issue. We will use  to
denote the full ability of an approach to deal with a speciﬁc UI log variant,
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while ∼ denotes that the approach is only partially able to deal with a speciﬁc
UI log variant (i.e., under certain conditions). In the following, we discuss to
what extent such variants can be supported by existing literature approaches,
grouping them by means of their research area. It is worth noticing that the
assessment of the literature approaches is based on what was reported in the
associated papers.
Concerning RPA-related techniques, Bosco et al. [9] provide a method that
exploits rule mining and data transformation techniques, able to discover routines that are fully deterministic and thus amenable for automation directly
from UI logs. This approach is eﬀective in case of UI logs that keep track of wellbounded routine executions (Case 1.1 and Case 2.1), and becomes inadequate
when the UI log records information about several routines whose actions are
potentially interleaved. In this direction, Leno et al. [20] propose a technique to
identify execution traces of a speciﬁc routine relying on the automated synthesis
of a control-ﬂow graph, describing the observed directly-follow relations between
the user actions. The technique in [20] is able to achieve cases 1.1, 1.2 and 2.1,
and partially cases 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4, but (for the latter) it loses in accuracy in
presence of recurrent noise and interleaved routine executions. The main limitation of the above techniques is tackled in [3]. Here, a supervised segmentation
algorithm able to achieve all variants of cases 1, 2 and (partially) 3 has been
proposed, except when there are interleaved executions of shared user actions of
many routines. In that case, the risk exists that a shared user action is associated
to a wrong routine execution (i.e., Case 3.3 and Case 3.4 are not covered). However, to make the algorithm works, it is required to know a-priori the structure
of the interaction models of the routines to identify in the UI log.
Even if more focused on traditional business processes in BPM rather than on
RPA routines, Bayomie et al. [8] address the problem of correlating uncorrelated
event logs in process mining in which they assume the model of the routine is
known. Since event logs allow to store traces of one process model only, as a
consequence this technique is able to achieve Case 1.1 only. In the ﬁeld of process
discovery, Măruşter et al. [27] propose an empirical method for inducing rule sets
from event logs containing execution of one process only. Therefore, as in [8], this
method is able to achieve Case 1.1 only, thus making the technique ineﬀective
in presence of interleaved and shared user actions. A more robust approach,
developed by Fazzinga et al. [12], employs predeﬁned behavioural models to
establish which process activities belong to which process model. The technique
works well when there are no interleaved user actions belonging to one or more
routines, since it is not able to discriminate which event instance (but just the
event type) belongs to which process model. This makes [12] eﬀective to tackle
Case 1.1, Case 2.1 and Case 3.1. Closely related to [12], there is the work of Liu
[23]. The author proposes a probabilistic approach to learn workﬂow models from
interleaved event logs, dealing with noises in the log data. Since each workﬂow
is assigned with a disjoint set of operations, it means the proposed approach is
able to achieve both cases 1.1 and 2.1, but partially cases 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 (the
approach can lose accuracy in assigning operations to workﬂows).
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Diﬀerently from the previous works, Time-Aware Partitioning (TAP) techniques cut event logs on the basis of the temporal distance between two events
[18,29]. The main limitation of TAP approaches is that they rely only on the time
gap between events without considering any process/routine context. For this
reason, such techniques are not able to handle neither interleaved user actions
of diﬀerent routine executions nor interleaved user actions of diﬀerent routines.
As a consequence, TAP techniques are able to achieve cases 1.1 and 2.1.
There exist other approaches whose the target is not to exactly resolve the
segmentation issue. Many research works exist that analyze UI logs at diﬀerent
levels of abstraction and that can be potentially useful to realize segmentation
techniques. With the term “abstraction” we mean that groups of user actions
to be interpreted as executions of high-level activities. Baier et al. [7] propose a
method to ﬁnd a global one-to-one mapping between the user actions that appear
in the UI log and the high-level activities of a given interaction model. This
method leverages constraint-satisfaction techniques to reduce the set of candidate mappings. Similarly, Ferreira et al. [13], starting from a state-machine model
describing the routine of interest in terms of high-level activities, employ heuristic techniques to ﬁnd a mapping from a “micro-sequence” of user actions to the
“macro-sequence” of activities in the state-machine model. Finally, Mannhardt
et al. [24] present a technique that map low-level event types to multiple highlevel activities (while the event instances, i.e., with a speciﬁc timestamp in the
log, can be coupled with a single high-level activity). However, segmentation
techniques in RPA must enable to associate low-level event instances (corresponding to user actions) to multiple routines, making abstractions techniques
ineﬀective to tackle all those cases where is the presence of interleaving user
actions of the same (or diﬀerent) routine(s). As a consequence, all abstraction
techniques are eﬀective to achieve Case 1.1 and Case 2.1 only.

6

Conclusion

In this work, we have leveraged a real-life use case in the administrative sector
to explore the issue of automated segmentation in RPA, detecting its potential variants and discussing to what extent the literature approaches are able
to support such variants. The analysis of the related work has pointed out that
the majority of literature approaches are able to properly extract routine traces
from unsegmented UI logs when the routine executions are not interleaved from
each others, which is far from being a realistic assumption. Only few works
[3,12,20,23] have demonstrated the full or partial ability to untangle unsegmented UI logs consisting of many interleaved routine executions, but with any
routine providing its own, separate universe of user actions. However, we did
not ﬁnd any literature work able to properly deal with user actions potentially
shared by many routine executions in the UI log. This is a relevant limitation,
since it is quite common that a user interaction with the UI corresponds to the
executions of many routine steps at once.
Moreover, it is worth noticing the majority of the literature works rely on the
so-called supervised assumption, which consists of some a-priori knowledge of the
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structure of routines. Of course this knowledge may ease the task of segmenting
a UI log. But, as a side eﬀect, it may strongly constrain the discovery of routine
traces only to the “paths” allowed by the routines’ structure, thus neglecting
that some valid yet infrequent variants of a routine may exist in the UI log. For
this reason, we think that an important ﬁrst step towards the development of a
more complete segmentation technique is to shift from the current model-based
approaches to learning-based ones. In this direction, two main strategies seem
feasible to relax the above supervised assumption: (i) to investigate sequential
pattern mining techniques [11] to examine frequent sequences of user actions
having common data attributes; (ii) to employ clustering techniques to aggregate
user actions into clusters, where any cluster represents a particular routine and
each associated sequence of user actions a routine trace [14,15].
Finally, we want to underline that process discovery techniques [6] can also
play a relevant role to tackle the segmentation issue, as demonstrated by some
literature works [8,12,23] discussed in Sect. 5. However, the issue is that the
majority of discovery techniques work with event logs containing behaviours
related to the execution of a single process model only. And, more importantly,
event logs are already segmented into traces, i.e., with clear starting and ending
points that delimitate any recorded process execution. Conversely, a UI log consists of a long sequence of user actions belonging to diﬀerent routines and without any clear starting/ending point. Thus, a UI log is more similar to a unique
(long) trace consisting of thousands of ﬁne-grained user actions. With a UI log
as input, the application of traditional discovery algorithms seems unsuited to
discover routine traces and associate them to some routine models, even if more
research is needed in this area.
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Abstract. Data mining techniques have gained widespread adoption
over the past decades, particularly in the ﬁnancial services domain.
To achieve sustained beneﬁts from these techniques, organizations have
adopted standardized processes for managing data mining projects, most
notably CRISP-DM. Research has shown that these standardized processes are often not used as prescribed, but instead, they are extended
and adapted to address a variety of requirements. To improve the understanding of how standardized data mining processes are extended and
adapted in practice, this paper reports on a case study in a ﬁnancial
services organization, aimed at identifying perceived gaps in the CRISPDM process and characterizing how CRISP-DM is adapted to address
these gaps. The case study was conducted based on documentation from
a portfolio of data mining projects, complemented by semi-structured
interviews with project participants. The results reveal 18 perceived
gaps in CRISP-DM alongside their perceived impact and mechanisms
employed to address these gaps. The identiﬁed gaps are grouped into
six categories. The study provides practitioners with a structured set of
gaps to be considered when applying CRISP-DM or similar processes in
ﬁnancial services. Also, number of the identiﬁed gaps are generic and
applicable to other sectors with similar concerns (e.g. privacy), such as
telecom, e-commerce.
Keywords: Data mining

1

· CRISP-DM · Case study

Introduction

The use of data mining to support decision making has grown considerably in
the past decades. This growth is especially notable in the service industries, such
as the ﬁnancial sector, where the use of data mining has generally become an
enterprise-wide practice [1]. In order to ensure that data mining projects consistently deliver their intended outcomes, organisations use standardised processes,
such as KDD, SEMMA, and CRISP-DM1 , for managing data mining projects.
1

KDD - Knowledge Discovery in Databases; SEMMA - Sample, Explore, Modify,
Model, and Assess; CRISP-DM - Cross-Industry Process for Data Mining.

c Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021

S. Cherfi et al. (Eds.): RCIS 2021, LNBIP 415, pp. 55–71, 2021.
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These processes are industry agnostic and, thus, do not necessarily fulﬁl all
requirements of speciﬁc industry sectors. Therefore, eﬀorts have been made to
adapt standard data mining processes for domain-speciﬁc requirements [2–4].
Although the ﬁnancial services industry was early to employ data mining techniques, no approach has been proposed to address the speciﬁc requirements for
data mining processes of this sector [5]. Yet, business actors in this sector adapt
and extend existing data mining processes to ﬁt requirements of their data mining projects [5]. This observation suggests that practitioners in the ﬁnancial
sector encounter needs that standardized data mining processes do not satisfy.
In this setting, this research aims to identify perceived gaps in CRISP-DM
within the ﬁnancial sector, to characterize the perceived impact of these gaps,
and the mechanisms practitioners deploy to address such gaps. To this end,
we conduct a case study in a ﬁnancial services company where CRISP-DM is
recommended and widely used, but not mandated. We studied a collection of
data mining projects based on documentation and semi-structured interviews
with project stakeholders. We discovered and documented 18 perceived gaps
within and across all phases of the CRISP-DM lifecycle, their perceived impact
and how practitioners addressed them. Our ﬁndings could support experts in
applying CRISP-DM or similar standardized processes for data mining projects.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces CRISPDM and related work. This is followed by the presentation of the case study
design (Sect. 3) and results (Sect. 4). Section 5 discusses the ﬁndings and threats
to validity. Finally, Sect. 6 draws conclusions and future work directions.

2

Theoretical Background

Several data mining processes have been proposed by researchers and practitioners, including KDD and CRISP-DM, with the latter regarded as a ‘de facto’
industry standard [6]. CRISP-DM consists of six phases executed in iterations
[6]. The ﬁrst phase is business understanding including problem deﬁnition, scoping, and planning. Phase 2 (data understanding) involves initial data collection,
data quality assurance, data exploration, and potential detection and formulation of hypotheses. It is followed by Phase 3 (data preparation), where the ﬁnal
dataset from the raw data is constructed. In Phase 4 (modelling phase) model
building techniques are selected and applied. Next, in Phase 5 (model evaluation), ﬁndings are assessed and decisions are taken on the basis of these ﬁndings.
Finally, in the deployment phase, the models are put into use.
CRISP-DM is often adapted to accommodate domain-speciﬁc requirements [7]. For example, Niaksu [2] extended CRISP-DM to accommodate
requirements of the healthcare domain, such as non-standard datasets, data
interoperability, and privacy constraints. Solarte [3] adapted CRISP-DM to
address aspects speciﬁc for data mining in the industrial engineering domain.
These adaptations concern, for instance, deﬁning project roles and stakeholders,
analysis of additional data requirements, and selection of data mining techniques
according to organisational goals and data requirements. Meanwhile, Marban
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et al. [4] propose adaptations speciﬁcally targeting the industrial engineering
domain by introducing new tasks, steps, and deliverables.
In [5], we conducted a systematic review of adaptations of CRISP-DM in
the ﬁnancial domain. This review identiﬁed three types of adaptations: modiﬁcation, extension, and integration. Modiﬁcation refers to the situation where
adjustments are made at the level of sub-phases, tasks or deliverables. Extension
refers to signiﬁcant changes, including new elements, which aﬀect multiple phases
of the process. Lastly, integration refers to the combination of a standardized
process (e.g. CRISP-DM) with approaches originating from other domains.

3

Case Study Design

A case study is an empirical research method aimed at investigating a speciﬁc
reality within its real-life context [8]. This method is suitable when the deﬁning
boundaries between what is studied and its context are unclear [9], which is
the case in our research. The case study was conducted according to a detailed
protocol2 . The protocol provides details of the case study design and associated
artifacts, including interview questions, steps taken to validate these questions,
the procedure used to code the interview responses, etc.
The ﬁrst step in the case study is to deﬁne its objective and research questions. We decomposed our research objectives into three components: perceived
gaps, their respective impact, and the adopted workarounds. Accordingly, we
deﬁned three research questions: (1) What gaps in CRISP-DM practitioners
perceive in the ﬁnancial services industry? (RQ1); (2) Why do practitioners perceive these gaps, i.e. what is the perceived impact of the identiﬁed gaps? (RQ2);
(3) How is CRISP-DM adapted to address these gaps (RQ3).
The second step was to deﬁne the organisational context and scope of the
case study. We sought an organisation that: (1) operates within the ﬁnancial
service industry, (2) has systematically engaged with data mining over the last
3 years, (3) uses CRISP-DM for their data mining projects, and (4) grants access
to domain experts and documentation. In line with these requirements, we conducted the case study in the data mining department of a bank operating in
Northern Europe. This department acts as a centralised data mining function
(Centre of Excellence), responsible for execution of data mining projects across
the organisation. The department’s portfolio of projects spans over several years
and covers several regions and business lines.
We selected a representative subset of projects (Table 1), covering four project
types. The ﬁrst is Business Delivery, i.e., the development of models for diﬀerent
banking products or complex algorithms for analysis of a bank’s customers, such
as private customers micro-segmentation. The second type is Model Rebuild.
These projects share the commonality of rebuilding, retraining, and re-deploying
existing models and algorithms. The third is “Proof of Concept” (POC), which
explores the use of new analytics techniques, namely process mining, for discovering improvement opportunities in lending processes. The fourth, last category
2

The protocol is available at: https://ﬁgshare.com/s/33c42eda3b19784e8b21.
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is Capability Development, i.e., projects aimed at the development of competencies and tools for repeatable usage in other data mining projects. The selected
project in this category concerns exploration of advanced graph analytics methods and development of a visualisation algorithm library. All projects adhered
to key phases of CRISP-DM.
Table 1. Projects characteristics.
No. Project
deﬁnition

Geography Project
type

Time span No. of
interviews

Participants

1

Product
propensity
model

1

Businessdriven

2018

2

Retail
customers
microsegmentation
Product
propensity
model
Lending
process mining
Payments
categorization
model
Graph
analytics
library

2,3,4

Businessdriven

2017–2019 2

2,3,4

Businessdriven

2018

1

Data
Scientist,
Project
Manager
Data
Scientist,
Project
Manager
Data
Scientist

2,3,4

POC

2019

1

2,3,4

Model
rebuild

2019

1

1

Capabilities 2019
development

1

3

4
5

6

2

Data
Scientist
Data
Scientist
Data
Scientist

The third step of the case study was data collection. We approached this step
in a two-pronged manner. First, we collected documentation about each project.
Second, we conducted semi-structured interviews with data scientists and project
managers involved in their execution. The interview questions were derived from
the research questions and literature review. The interviews were transcribed
(total of 115 pages) and encoded following the method proposed by [10]. The
ﬁrst level coding scheme was derived and reﬁned in iterations. It resulted in
combining a set of initial codes (based on reviews and research questions) and
codes elicited during coding process. Second level coding, also obtained by an
iterative approach, was based on themes that emerged from the analysis. The
ﬁnal coding scheme is available in the case study protocol referenced above.
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Case Study Results

In this section, we present the results of our case study. We have structured
the results according to the main components of ITIL framework (Information
Technology Infrastructure Library). ITIL is industry-agnostic and an accepted
approach for management of IT services widely adopted across diﬀerent business
domains [11]. It consists of three main elements: process inputs and outputs, process controls, and process enablers. We view data mining projects as instances
of IT delivery and, thereby, encompassed by the scope of ITIL. Therefore, the
results for each of the ﬁve phases of CRISP-DM correspond to the main process according to ITIL, which we present ﬁrst. Next, aspects concerning process
controls and enablers related to CRISP-DM lifecycle are described.
4.1

Phase 1: Business Understanding (BU)

The business understanding (BU) phase focuses on identifying business objectives and requirements of the project. Our study shows a signiﬁcant interdependency between BU and the other phases. All interviewees noted “numerous” iterations and reversals back to the BU phase during the project. One
participant expressed that BU “...had a lot of back and forth with business. It
is basically spread over the whole duration of the project”. Another participant
highlighted that although such iterations are time-consuming, they enable adequate elicitation and management of business requirements.
The number and degree of iterations vary across projects. Projects with multiple stakeholders reported higher degree of iterations. As noted, “...the CRISPDM process, when it is applied to use cases which are unsupervised, especially
when there is some kind of segmentation exercise with a lot of diﬀerent interested business counterparties, it is little bit more diﬃcult to apply [... ] because
there’s [sic] lots of going back to the business discussion, and scoping and Business Understanding part”. More complex data mining solutions, such as project
2 that required layers of multidimensional calculations, reported more extensive
iterations. Exploratory projects (e.g. project 4), required iterations when the
obtained results were ﬁrst applied by end-users. The introduction of new data
types, and the discovery of previously unknown data limitations, necessitated
reverting to the BU phase for continuous updating and understanding of the
requirements, making it essentially intertwined with the data understanding.
Projects that deliver a model as a product (projects 1, 3) reported less iterations, but the BU phase was both demanding and crucial for delivery of the
right product. One participant underscored BU’s signiﬁcance when deﬁning it
as “one of the most important [... ] just a little mistake on the focus and not
understanding well what you are targeting [... ] you have to start all over again”.
Another interviewee emphasized the necessity of the BU phase and its iterations
as “you don’t really exactly know the scope [...] you might have an idea and you
need to present that, but then it can go back and forth a couple of times before
you even know the actual population and what kind of products are we looking
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at...”. Unexpected iterations are also necessitated by the introduction of new
regulations and compliance requirements (projects 2, 3).
To summarize, CRISP-DM does not fully reﬂect the interdependence between
BU and the other phases. The main gap (RQ1) of BU is the lack of speciﬁc
tasks and activities to capture, validate, and reﬁne business requirements. This
can cause a (RQ2) mismatch between a business’ needs and the outputs of
data mining projects. Furthermore, it can lead to missed insights and incorrect
inferences. Practitioners commonly address this gap (RQ3) by iterating back to
the BU phase in order to align the project outputs with the business needs,
regularly eliciting new requirements, and validating existing ones.
4.2

Phases 2–3: Data Understanding (DU) and Preparation (DP)

The Data Understanding (DU) and Data Preparation (DP) phases concentrate
on data collection, dataset construction, and data exploration. Here, the interviewees highlighted a recurrent need to iterate between DU and DP, as well as
between DU, DP and BU. This need was more emphasized in complex project
(project 2) and in both POC projects (4, 6). In one of these projects (project 4),
the three phases DU, DP and BU, had been merged altogether. The participants
indicated that the reason for iterating between DU, DP, and BU is that business requirements (identiﬁed in BU) often give rise to new data requirements or
reﬁnement of existing ones, and reciprocally, insights derived during DU give rise
to observations that are relevant from a business perspective and thus aﬀect the
BU phase. Also, data limitations identiﬁed during DP may require stakeholders
to reﬁne the questions raised during BU.
Data quality issues were continuously detected when working with new data
types, methods, techniques, and tools. Such issues required referring back to
the DU phase. Furthermore, modelling, analysis, and interpretation of results
prompted replacing certain data points or enhancing the initial dataset with
new ones. Such changes required an iterative process between DU and other
phases. In project 5, though it aimed at rebuilding and releasing updated version of already deployed model, data scientists had to redo the entire process, as
interviewee expressed, “I would say that from one side, we have this Data Understanding from ﬁrst version, but due to diﬀerent data preparation tools planned to
use, it kind of required pretty much to start from scratch.... it’s kind of requires
completely diﬀerent data sources... ”.
We also observed an important adjustment in regard to data privacy. CRISPDM includes privacy as a sub-activity to the “Assess Situation” task in the
context of project requirements elicitation. GDPR3 strictly regulates personal
data processing. Institutions can use privacy preserving technologies to reduce
eﬀorts and secure compliance. However, if such solutions are lacking, the data
mining projects have to include assessment of data falling under GDPR and
consider how to act (anonymize or remove). The interviewees underscored the
3

A recently introduced EU legislation to safeguard customer data.
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impact of GDPR requirements throughout entire data mining lifecycle (discussed
in 4.6 Lifecycle Gaps, Data Mining Process Enablers).
Our ﬁndings indicate that DU and DP phases have inter-dependencies, data
requirement elicitation, and privacy compliance gaps (RQ1). In CRISP-DM, the
inter-dependencies between DU/DP and other phases are not addressed, and
it does not provide speciﬁc tasks for capturing, validating, and reﬁning data
requirements throughout data mining lifecycle. Tasks to ensure compliant data
processing are also lacking. Such gaps prolong the projects execution (RQ2),
and practitioners mitigate them with extensive iterations between the phases.
In some cases, DU/DP and BU phases are practically merged into one. The
iterations between these phases are also used to address new data requirements,
in particular, in regard to data privacy, and to validate existing ones (RQ3).
4.3

Phase 3: Modelling

The Modelling phase focuses on constructing the model after selecting suitable
method and technique. The case study showed that this phase was not limited
to prototyping only, as stipulated by CRISP-DM. Rather, models (especially, in
projects 1, 2, 4) were developed in iterations, mostly between the modelling and
the other phases, such as DU/DP, BU, and Deployment. These iterations were
born of the need to improve the models. For instance, the requirements discovered during the BU and deployment phases inﬂuenced both which technique to
use and model design. One interviewee expressed that “...there is one quite new
dependency or requirement for our side, this is actually latency, because we need
to classify or scoring part should happen very fast. ...even here in the Modelling
phase, we kinda consider [...] at least kept in mind this latency thing... ”.
For models to be accepted, their outcomes have to satisfy pre-deﬁned performance criteria as measured with evaluation metrics. In contrast to standard
CRISP-DM, we observed that model performance metrics and requirements
have been adjusted and adapted to business stakeholders’ requirements, such as
acceptable level of false positives, accuracy, and other criteria, to make model ﬁt
real business settings and needs. Projects with complex modelling tasks (projects
1, 3, 5) adopted a distinct step-up modelling approach. These projects were
characterized by ﬁrst creating a baseline model (benchmark) followed by a set
of experiments to identify the best approach to improve the models, i.e., satisfy
speciﬁc performance metrics, “... I think we just started oﬀ the model, any model
just to get start, to get some sort of results to incorporate that in a pipeline [...]
once we got one model up and running, then we started to incorporate several
other models just to make any comparisons. [... ] So, that’s what we tried to, a
lot of diﬀerent models and, and we, we wanted [...] the model to be suitable for
amount of data that we had, the skewed data, the number of rows and the number
of the attributes. And since the data was very skewed and we didn’t have that
many targets, so to say...then we didn’t want that many features and that’s, that
limited our dataset and in turn that limited which model we would use [...] So we
compare these models also by diﬀerent measures, and the one we ended up with
stood out quite signiﬁcantly.” Also, the Modelling phase explicitly incorporated
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elements of software development approaches resembling agile processes (project
1), speciﬁcally a Test-Driven Development approach (project 6), “[...] we tried
to then develop the actual function, and it could only pass that test if the criteria
was met. So, it was a test-based or test driven implementation what we did [...]
So even in the code we have all the test cases available....”.
Practitioners commented on the restrictive notion that the outcome of the
Modelling phase should be a model. They discussed situations where the results
of the modelling phase were various interpretations of the model and diﬀerent
analytical metrics (projects 2, 4, 6). To this end, interviewees reported on both
applying actual modelling techniques and executing algorithm-based data processing (e.g. using Natural Language Processing techniques) or experimenting
with various process representations ( project 4). For one of the POC projects,
it was noted, “[...] it can be quite questionable what we consider as the modelling
here ... process map, or the more formal process model in the process model language but as next steps in more advanced process mining projects, there could
also be, additional models, for prediction and detection and so on. So, the process
mining project can end up as a quite big project where many diﬀerent types of
modelling are involved.” Thus, the Modelling phase can be deﬁned as “multimodelling” with the set of unsupervised and supervised modelling outcomes.
In summary, the Modelling phase of CRISP-DM does not cater to needs of
developing, improving, and reﬁning models in data mining lifecycle. Furthermore, explicit guidelines how to iterate between phases, in particular, the BU,
DU/DP, and Deployment, are lacking. Reﬁnement of existing requirements and
capturing new requirements, which originate from the Modelling phase and other
phases, is not supported. Finally, CRISP-DM is restrictive with respect to modelling outcomes, not catering to “multi-modelling”, unsupervised modelling, and
specialized modelling techniques (RQ1). These gaps can prolong data mining
projects execution and increase the risk of mismatch between business need
and outcome (RQ2). Commonly, practitioners address these gaps by employing an iterative and metric-driven modelling process, frequent iterations with
other phases, and calibration with requirements from other phases. Also, tasks
and activities are introduced to deliver various analytical outcomes (“multimodelling”) and to accommodate use of various techniques (RQ3).
4.4

Phase 4: Evaluation

The Evaluation phase is concerned with quality assessment and conﬁrming that
the business objectives of the projects are met. Majority of interviewed practitioners underscored the importance of validating and testing the models in a
real usage scenario setting. While CRISP-DM prescribes assessing if the models meets business objectives, the “how” is not discussed. As noted, “Crisp-DM
should be updated speciﬁcally on the step of Evaluation to include how to test the
model in business industry. I mean taking into account real scenarios, and there
should be a list of steps in there. Which actually we have ﬁgured, ﬁgured out these
steps [ . . .] in an empirical way.” CRISP-DM prescribes a two-step validation.
The ﬁrst is a technical model validation which is conducted in the Modelling
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phase and considers metrics such as accuracy. The second step assesses if the
models meet the business objectives which is conducted in the Evaluation phase.
However, practitioners conducted these validations concurrently (projects 1–4).
Stakeholders evaluated the models by considering the technical aspects, such
as accuracy, and if the models are meaningful in a business setting, as noted,
“important thing is that we like to think the evaluation through and really measure
the thing that we want to measure and, and also not rely on only one measure,
but can see the results from diﬀerent angles.”
For unsupervised models (project 2, 4), we noted that the evaluation was
primarily subjective. The consideration was given to how meaningful the results
were for the business, how they could be interpreted, and to what extent actions
could be taken based on the results. Thus, suitability and model usage, i.e., business sensibility, were the basis for model evaluation. As one participant noted
that “it is diﬃcult to deﬁne some sort of quality measure for this kind of unsupervised result other than, well, actionability and future usage because we could
have a quality measures for the clustering itself that just means that the clustering, cluster is distinct, but they don’t mean that clusters are actionable for
business and there can be non-distinct groups which on the other hand are interesting for business. So, there was, in this case it’s kind of [ . . .] technical quality
measures are not necessarily suitable for a practical, practical quality.”
Our ﬁndings show that the Evaluation phase of CRISP-DM does not specify
how models can be assessed to determine if they meet the business objectives. In
particular, there are gaps related to assessing and interpreting the models in their
business context. Also, the separation of technical and business evaluation, as
outlined by CRISP-DM, can be problematic (RQ1). These gaps can lead to poor
model performance in real settings and reduce actionability (RQ2). Practitioners
address these deﬁciencies by piloting models in actual business settings (RQ3).
4.5

Phase 5: Deployment

The Deployment phase is concerned with implementing data mining project
outcomes to ensure they are available and serve business needs of end-users. In
CRISP-DM, deployment tasks and activities are ﬁrst considered in this phase.
However, we observed the necessity to address deployment strategy and elicitation of deployment requirements earlier (project 1, 3, 5). As one participant
noted, “when we develop a model, we think about what’s important to us..and
the business side, it could be interested in to see the results in a diﬀerent way, or
to include diﬀerent columns or some things... So I understood after that process
that one should have the Deployment phase already on your mind when [making]
up the model, also, more or less from the very start,.....and to see the actual data
that the business will pick up, and in the way they will pick it up....”.
In addition, CRISP-DM does not address speciﬁcation of deployment requirements well. Therefore, practitioners adapt reference process, especially to elicit
requirements towards the format of the deployed solution and its end-usage in
business contexts (projects 1, 2, 4). As noted, “the results were meant to be used
on a daily basis by frontline people ... so, in this sense there are diﬀerent levels of
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results that are needed ...there have to be some very simple KPIs and some very
simple visualizations that don’t need this more advanced process knowledge and
understandable for everyone. So, that was something that we didn’t know at the
beginning that actually we need to report it not only to the Business Development
department and process managers, but also to really frontline people ...”. Thus,
the deployment phase can involve calibrating requirements to adapt models for
their ongoing end-usage.
We also observed that the practitioners adopted a diﬀerent deployment process compared to CRISP-DM, which focuses on the deployment plan rather than
implementation. Also, participants reported using a wider range of deployment
formats. For instance, projects based on unsupervised models might not require
deployment at all as their purpose is discovery of features and interpreting said
features within the context of a speciﬁc business problem (project 4). In contrast,
algorithm library was reported as deployed solution in project 6.
Our main ﬁnding from the Deployment phase is that CRISP-DM stipulates
the elicitation of deployment requirements too late. The often-needed calibration
of deployment requirements elicited in earlier phases of CRISP-DM, is not covered. Also, this phase, as stipulated by CRISP-DM, assumes a restrictive stance
and is not open to diﬀerent deployment strategies. Lastly, CRISP-DM focuses on
producing a deployment plan, but does not address implementation itself (RQ1).
These gaps can prolong project execution, and increase the risk of a mismatch
between the project outcome and the intended end-usage, i.e., the business need
(RQ2). Practitioners address these gaps by considering deployment scenarios and
eliciting deployment requirements early on, as well as extending the Deployment
phase to include implementation tasks (RQ3).
4.6

Lifecycle Gaps

We also identiﬁed gaps that concern the whole CRISP-DM lifecycle rather than
a speciﬁc phase thereof. Below, we present these gaps, organized according to
two key pillars of the ITIL framework: process controls and enablers.
Data Mining Process Controls. ITIL identiﬁes ﬁve process controls: process
documentation, process owners, policy, objectives, and feedback. Furthermore,
in the context of IT delivery projects, it speciﬁes process owners, process quality
measurement, and reporting as key controls [13]. In our case study, practitioners
highlighted three main aspects of data mining project controls – governance,
quality, and compliance – which are in line with ITIL.
Our analysis shows that the practitioners have adopted elements of agile practices into their data mining life cycles. This is explicit in recent projects where
2-week sprints have been used, requirements are captured in epics, teams have
daily stand-ups, sprint planning, and retrospectives. Practitioners also noted
that CRISP-DM does not support the agility required for some data mining
projects. As one practitioner stated, there is a “...ﬂaw in this methodology. It
[...] tells you that it’s dynamic, but it does not tell you what to do, [...] when do
you have to go back to step 1, and how to do it faster”.
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Another aspect mentioned in relation to governance, is roles and responsibilities of both internal and external stakeholders. The importance of stakeholder
management was emphasized. When stakeholders were not identiﬁed early on,
“[...] there was a lot of additional tasks... and secondly, each part [... ] could
have diﬀerent stakeholders.” The stakeholders’ understanding of the business
problem and what the team delivering data mining projects can achieve, matter. For instance, in project 4, it was noted that “...it can be two ways like either
we present to the stakeholder a solution for a potential problem they could have,
meaning we have to, to sell an idea. Or the other way around, they already have
a problem that they have identiﬁed very clearly, and then they come looking for a
solution, that we will provide. So I think as stakeholders understand more what
we do it’s more than the second one because they know we can help as they data
scientists.” External stakeholders (customers) are not included in the validation
of the data mining solutions. Nevertheless, they can, potentially, contribute to
improving the quality of the results, as was expressed, ”... the end customer,
the client [...] The only thing we can measure currently is if they accept or not
accept a product or service, but there will be a very interesting [to] involve, ... to
have them ask why they took a consumer loan or why didn’t they, and in what
way? [...] get a lot more information about the end user. [...] just to understand
what, what is the actual driver. We can only read black and white on data, but
we don’t know if something else motivates them to do certain choices.”
Another aspect observed is that of quality. In particular, we noted the evolution of adopting quality assurance mechanisms in the data mining process.
These measures are expressed as the implementation of a formal peer-review
process that is integrated in the project execution. Such quality assurances are
visible as checkpoints – both in the daily work routines, and via review-based
checklists. These quality assurance measures serve to validate ﬁve key aspects of
data mining projects: (1) privacy-compliant data processing, (2) project scope,
business goals, and data mining target, (3) input dataset quality, (4) modelling
method application, and (5) code quality (software development controls).
Lastly, participants highlighted compliance, in particular in regard to GDPR,
as an example of external requirements that impact data mining projects. GDPR
has introduced a set of privacy-compliance requirements , limited the usage of
certain data types and how ﬁnal results can be used. For instance, in project 5,
the company required customers to express GDPR consent, resulting in a limited
number of customers using the data mining-based solution.
Data Mining Process Enablers. The data mining process enablers, in this
context, refer to capabilities required for the organisation to be able to execute
data mining projects. These enablers concern aspects that support projects that
follow, to diﬀerent extent, the CRISP-DM process. The capabilities discussed
are related to data, data mining code, tools, infrastructure, technology, and
organisational factors.
Data quality, understood as reliability, persistence, and stability, was
reported as crucial for all projects. Practitioners expressed that more important than tools is “... it’s about the data because you have great tools, but if the
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quality of the data is not good enough, then, it doesn’t matter, so to me this is
like the most important thing”. Another practitioner stated that “[... ] the thing
people often are referring to is if they have like a lot of nulls maybe, or like
missing ﬁelds in the data. So that would be one side of the quality, but that’s
just according to me lack of data, that wouldn’t be [...] really a concern in my
mind. Quality of data would be that it’s reliable and that the sources are stable
and not changing. So that would be quite important, and I guess you just have
to incorporate a lot of sanity checks in order to trust the sources. ”
We also observed a consensus that data should be made readily available
for (self-service) usage and as underscored by one interviewee, “good databases
are the key”. Data consistency and completeness across various data sources is
another critical aspect reported in, for instance, project 4 (specialized process
mining project). In this case, setting up correct workﬂow registration in source
systems was a prerequisite to obtain acceptable data. In addition, it was emphasized that self-reported data was subject to biases and interpretations, thus it
may be less reliable and, therefore, should be used with caution. The practitioners also referred to the quality of data mining project code. Its importance was
chieﬂy noted for projects 5 and 6, in the context of scalability and optimization.
Available tools and infrastructure that ensure adequate prototyping, scaling,
and deployment are regarded as pre-requisite capabilities for all projects. Limitations to operate with large datasets and diﬃculties in applying methods and
algorithms were cited as consequences of tools and infrastructure limitations in
projects 2 and 4. “[...] we had a lot of impediments on the technology side, in
the sense that we were using quite big amount of data, and we were doing the
analysis on local computer so there were some restrictions or issues with data
size, sometimes the data size actually didn’t allow to compute clustering quality
measures.. this data size also put restrictions on the algorithms that You can use,
for example, it was not possible to use many diﬀerent clustering methods because
they just do not scale so we were somewhat limited in choice of algorithms.... ”.
Furthermore, a critical requirement mentioned in regard to tools and infrastructure, was the ability to support automated, repeatable, and reproducible
data mining deployments, “I would say it’s important that we have, that entire
pipeline, the infrastructure for the entire pipeline would be prioritized. So, so like
going from start to end, maybe in a very thin or narrow manner in the sense that
we might not have that many diﬀerent systems or programs to use, but that we
can deploy going also fast to, to market.” Also, interviewees reported that available tools, platforms, and infrastructure had an impact on the choice of model
design and language used. For instance, for project 6 “....the main concern was
to create a library that is usable inside our team [...] And we even considered
a diﬀerent programming language like Scala, as it could be more eﬃcient. But
since most of the end users, which are basically our team members were Python
programmers, we decided to go for Python library [...]... of course we could just
do Python, but we wanted the solution to be also scalable for, for large graphs.
And that’s why we chose Spark ... that depended on the ... business requirements,
and business requirements indicated that we need to work on large datasets... ”.
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Finally, organisational factors, such as data-driven decision-making culture
and maturity have been referred to as crucial elements enabling adoption of
data mining solutions in business practice (project 2). Interviewees referred to
‘push-pull’ paradigm whereby stakeholders actively ‘pushed’ for solution initially,
and with active participation have converted to ‘pull’. Further, education of
stakeholders to support data-driven decision-making culture thus transforming
organisation towards ‘pull’ paradigm has been emphasized and reported.
To summarize, we found that the CRISP-DM life cycle has gaps related
to governance, quality assurance, and external compliance management. Also,
CRISP-DM has deﬁciencies associated with data quality management and stakeholder management (RQ1). These gaps prolong project execution, increase a risk
of mismatch between project outputs and business needs, and negatively impact
business value realization (RQ2). We found that these gaps are ﬁlled by adopting agile software development practices, speciﬁcally Test-Driven Development
(TDD), Scrum ceremonies and Scrum boards, via regular interaction with business stakeholders across all CRISP-DM phases, and via integration of regulatory
compliance requirements into the data mining process (RQ3).

5

Discussion and Threats to Validity

In this section, we discuss the gaps identiﬁed both in the phases and entire
CRISP-DM data mining lifecycle (Fig. 1 below). We group them, based on their
characteristics, into six distinct categories and, for each category, discuss the
gaps (RQ1), perceived impact (RQ2), and how practitioners adapt CRISP-DM
to mitigate the gaps (RQ3). We conclude this section with threats to validity.
The ﬁrst category of gaps, Inter-dependency Gaps (1, 3, 6), concerns the lack
of iterations between diﬀerent CRISP-DM phases. As practitioners noted, these
gaps lead to missed insights, skewed interpretations, and an increased risk of
incorrect inferences. If the Inter-dependency gaps are not addressed, an increased
eﬀort in the form of re-work and repeated activity cycles is required, resulting in
prolonged project execution. Practitioners address this gap by making numerous
iterations between the CRISP-DM phases or merging them.
The Requirement Gaps (2, 4, 7, 8, 13) relate to the lack of tasks for validation and modiﬁcation of existing requirements and elicitation of new ones, and
they are present in all CRISP-DM phases except for the Evaluation phase. Such
deﬁciencies increase the risk of a mismatch between the outputs of the data
mining project and the business needs. Practitioners reduce their impact by
adding validation and calibration steps and by iteratively eliciting new requirements. Practitioners also adopt software development support tools, methods
and incorporate elements from agile practices in their data mining projects.
The Inter-dependency and Requirements Gaps constitute the lion share of
the gaps. These gaps stem from the largely sequential structure of CRISP-DM.
Although iterations between the phases are possible, the procedural structure
of CRISP-DM prescribes a linear approach where each phase is dependent on
deliverables from the previous phase.
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The third category, Universality Gaps (9, 10, 14) concerns a lack of support
for various analytical outcomes, unsupervised and specialized techniques, as well
as deployment formats. This category has been discovered for the Modelling and
Deployment phases. Our results indicate that the standard CRISP-DM is, at
times, overly specialized. In the case of the Modelling phase, it is restrictive in
supporting standard, supervised, modelling techniques and associated data mining outcomes. For deployment, CRISP-DM does not provide tasks for implementation and associated technical requirements. These gaps lead to an increased risk
of mismatch between data mining outcomes and business needs. Practitioners
address these gaps by adding tasks to support unsupervised, specialized models’ development and the delivery of various non-modelling analytical outcomes
(‘multi-modelling’) as well as diﬀerent deployment formats.
Further, we discovered Validation Gap (11) and Actionability Gap (12),
which concern the Evaluation and Deployment phases respectively. These gaps
refer to a lack of support for piloting models in real-life settings. Thus, if models
are not validated in practical settings, they are likely to exhibit poor performance when deployed. Also, CRISP-DM does not address elicitation of scenarios
for model application. The lack of a model usage strategy, and an insuﬃcient
understanding of the models’ application settings, leads to limited or incorrect
usage of the models, or result in models not being used at all (‘producing models to the shelf’ scenario). These gaps were ﬁlled by extensively using pilots in
real-life settings, as well as addressing the actionability of the created analytical and model assets. The gaps of Universality, Validation, and Actionability
stem from CRISP-DM’s over-emphasis on classical data mining and supervised
machine learning modelling. Data mining itself is regarded as mostly a modelling
exercise, rather than addressing business problems or opportunities using data.
The sixth category of gaps, Privacy and Regulatory Compliance Gaps (5, 15) ,
deals with externally imposed restrictions. These gaps are related to the DU, DP,
and Deployment phases. CRISP-DM does not, generally, cater for privacy and
compliance and, in particular, lacks tasks to address the processing of customer
data. The impact of these gaps can result in non-compliance. Thus, practitioners have established standardized privacy risk assessments, adopted compliance
procedures, and checklists. These gaps stem from the fact that CRISP-DM was
developed over two decades ago, when a diﬀerent regulatory environment existed.
We also identiﬁed Process Gaps (16, 17, 18) which do not concern a speciﬁc phase but, rather, the entire data mining life cycle. These gaps encompass
data mining process controls, quality assurance, and critical process enablers
required for the eﬀective execution of data mining projects. We note that CRISPDM does not address projects governance aspects such as work organisation,
stakeholders, roles, and responsibilities. Further, procedures for quality assurance are not provided for, and required key capabilities, i.e., for data, code,
tools, infrastructure and organisational factors, are not taken into consideration. These gaps can reduce data mining project eﬀectiveness and inhibit their
business value realization. Practitioners mitigate them by incorporating quality
assurance peer-reviews into the execution of data mining projects. Process gaps
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Fig. 1. Identiﬁed gaps mindmap

appear as CRISP-DM only partially incorporates project management activities, and does not take broader organisational and technical aspects for project
management into consideration. Thus, process controls and enablers needed to
support multiple data mining projects on organizational level continuously are
not addressed.
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When conducting case study research, there are threats to validity that
should be considered, particularly, construct validity, external validity, and reliability [8]. Construct validity refers to the extent to which what is studied corresponds to what is deﬁned and intended and deﬁned to be studied. In our study,
the interview method can be a source of construct validity risk. We mitigated
this threat by including internal validity checkpoints (reconﬁrming questions,
answers summaries with interviewee) to verify interviewee’s understanding of
the questions. We also conﬁrmed the contents (interview transcripts) with the
participants. External validity concerns the extent by which the ﬁndings can
be generalized. Case study approach has inherent limitation of generalizability,
and further studies will be required to assert the generalizability of our ﬁndings.
Finally, reliability concerns the level of dependency between the researcher and
study results. We have tackled this risk by adopting iterative research process
with regular validations within our research group. We have also reduced reliability threats by using triangulation of projects documentation and interviews.
We also maintained appropriate chain of evidence keeping track of the research
materials and process and in that way ensuring replicability of the research steps
and results.

6

Conclusion

This paper presented a case study in a ﬁnancial services organization aimed at
identifying perceived gaps in the CRISP-DM lifecycle, their perceived impact,
and workarounds to mitigate these gaps. The case study involved a representative subset of 6 projects within this company. Data was collected from project
documentation and via semi-structured interviews with project participants. By
combining these data sources, we identiﬁed 18 gaps in the CRISP-DM data
mining process, as perceived by projects stakeholders. For each gap, the study
elicited its potential impact and the adaptations that the interviewed project
participants have made to the CRISP-DM process in order to address them.
The identiﬁed gaps are spread across all phases of the CRISP-DM lifecycle.
About half of the gaps relate to Requirements management or insuﬃcient recognition of Inter-dependencies between CRISP-DM phases. These ﬁndings conﬁrm
those discussed in [12], which highlighted that, in practice, there are many pathways for navigating across the tasks and phases of the CRISP-DM lifecycle.
Our study also highlighted that CRISP-DM does not explicitly address Privacy
and Regulatory Compliance issues and that it does not explicitly tackle Validation and Actionability concerns. Finally, we found a category of gaps (Process
Gaps) arising from the fact that CRISP-DM does not fully consider the wider
organisational and technical context of a data mining project.
The study also identiﬁed ﬁve adaptations: (1) inclusion of explicit iterations
between phases or merging of phases, (2) addition of tasks to address requirements elicitation and management concerns, (3) addition of ‘piloting’ tasks for
validation, (4) combination of CRISP-DM with IT development project management practices, and (5) addition of quality assurance mechanisms. A direction
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for future work is to deﬁne an extension of CRISP-DM that addresses the identiﬁed gaps, taking as a basis the adaptations identiﬁed in this study as well as
insights from adaptations of CRISP-DM in other domains. We also foresee that
the gaps in the Process class could be addressed by combining CRISP-DM with
the ITIL framework. Another direction for future work is to conduct similar
case studies in other organisations, both within the ﬁnancial sector and in other
services sectors, such as telecom, where similar concerns (privacy, compliance,
risk management) arise.
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Abstract. Process Performance Indicators (PPIs) are quantifiable metrics to
evaluate the business process performance providing essential information for
decision-making as regards to efficiency and effectiveness. Nowadays, customizable process models and PPIs are usually modeled separately, especially when
dealing with PPIs variability. Likewise, modeling PPI variants with no explicit
link with the related customizable process generates redundant models, making
adjustment and maintenance difficult. The use of appropriate methods and tools
is needed to enable the integration and support of PPIs variability in customizable
process models. In this paper, we propose a method based on the Process Performance Indicator Calculation Tree (PPICT), which allows to model the PPIs variability linked to customizable processes modeled on the Business Process Feature
Model (BPFM) approach. The Process Performance Indicator Calculation (PPIC)
method supports PPIs variability modeling through five design stages, which concerns the PPICT design, the integration of PPICT-BMFM and the configuration
of required PPIs aligned with process activities. The PPIC method is supported
by a metamodel and a graphical notation. This method has been implemented
in a prototype using the ADOxx platform. A partial user-centered evaluation of
the PPICT use was carried out in a real utility distribution case to model PPIs
variability linked to a customizable process model.
Keywords: Process performance indicators · Process families · Variability

1 Introduction
Models that support variability and customization of Business Processes (BP), i.e., process variants, have been widely studied [1, 2]. However, the variability of Process Performance Indicators (PPIs) has not been addressed in the same way [3, 4]. PPIs are
quantifiable metrics that allow an evaluation of the efficiency and effectiveness of business processes. PPIs can be measured directly by generating data through the process
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
S. Cherfi et al. (Eds.): RCIS 2021, LNBIP 415, pp. 72–87, 2021.
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flow [5]. Decision-makers identify PPIs to get the necessary information to compare
current process performances with a required objective and thus determine fundamental
actions to reach proposed goals [6]. In the context of customizable processes, organizations adapt their business processes and thus their PPIs according to customers’
requirements, policies or audit entities evaluations criteria. The business process variability makes PPIs definition and calculation difficult since processes and PPIs are tightly
related. The performance evaluation of business processes is focused on the definition of
performance requirements, e.g., a set of PPIs [7]. The design of PPIs is a time-consuming
and error prone task, highly dependent on the expert know-how, which makes it difficult
to integrate the modeling of customizable processes [5]. PPIs management, in the context of customizable processes, is not only delimited to the evaluation phase of business
process variants, but also includes PPIs redefinition that must be carried out throughout
the whole lifecycle of BP [8]. Therefore, a method that helps and promotes PPIs modeling and reusability is necessary to evaluate the performance of customizable process
models.
Works related to Business Process Model Families (BPMFs) [9] and the identification of the variability of PPIs [8] respond in part to our need. For instance, the Business
Process Feature Model (BPFM) is an approach to model process families, i.e., customizable processes. BPFM extends the Feature Models, which is a classic representation of
software product lines variability [10, 11]. Customizable process models capture a family of process model variants in a way that the individual variants can be derived via
transformations, e.g., adding, or deleting fragments [1]. However, customizable process
models such as BPFM do not support PPIs variability. Likewise, the approaches modeling PPI variability such as PPINOT [5] are not integrated with customizable processes,
as they treat PPIs variability in the context of a predefined process model.
In previous work, we presented the Process Performance Indicator Calculation Tree
(PPICT) [12] in order to model the PPIs variability linked to customizable process
models following some construction rules. The integration with the customizable process
models, using the BPFM approach, was not formalized nor included in an overall method
supported by a tool. Relying on our experience in a real industrial case, we propose the
Process Performance Indicator Calculation (PPIC) method, which is based on the PPICT
to integrate PPIs variability to customizable processes models. The contribution in this
paper is threefold: I) a method of five design stages to facilitate the design and use of
the PPICT, II) a metamodel to formalize the PPICT and its corresponding graphical
notation, and, III) a prototype supporting the method. The method is illustrated in the
context of public services distributors. Software publishers such as INCOM1 , provide
these processes and PPIs to distributors. Processes that are evaluated differently by public
services stakeholders as decision-makers and utility regulatory entities [13].
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents in detail problems
related to the modeling of PPIs variability with customizable process models. Section 3
presents our method to integrate PPIs variability modeling within BPFM. Section 4
formalizes the PPICT through a metamodel. The PPIC method validation though a usercentered evaluation is shown in Sect. 5. Section 6 discusses related works. Finally, Sect. 7
concludes, summarizes, and presents the considered perspectives.
1 www.incom-sa.fr.
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2 Modeling PPIs Variability in Customizable Process Models
Our first objective in this paper is to formalize and tool up the PPICT, which allows
to integrate the PPIs variability modeling with customizable process models. The PPIs
variability modeling is also called PPIs families modeling [12]. The PPICT of the Fig. 1
(b), models a family of PPIs used to evaluate a reference process dealing with the
creation of contracts for utility distributors. This family of PPIs has been developed and
validated in collaboration with PPIs expert developers of INCOM, a French software
publisher that works for 250 public services distributors. Every distributor evaluates its
own processes under different criteria, in part because these processes are variants of
INCOM’s reference processes. Indeed, customers can customize their software solution
depending on their needs. The customizable process model Create Contract, Fig. 1 (a)
is modeled using the aforementioned Business Process Feature Model (BPFM), which
provides a global representation of all process variants [14]. Using a similar approach,
the PPIs variability integrated to customizable process models, is represented using the
so-called Process Performance Indicator Calculation Tree (PPICT) [12]. The PPICT
provides a global representation of the PPIs variability definitions and calculations in a
given domain through the systematic modeling of variability and common points. The
PPICT defines the available PPIs members of a family of PPIs, as well as dependencies
between them. A PPI in the PPICT corresponds to a query that results in an aggregation
of several tuples. The “query view” of the PPICT is explained in [12] and illustrated in
the next section.

Fig. 1. (a) Customizable process model using BPFM, (b) PPICT based on the family Number of
Contracts

To model the PPIs variability integrated to customizable process models, we rely
on the graphical notation described in Sect. 4. The PPICT organizes a set of PPIs as
a tree, where the tree’s root identifies a PPIs family, cf. Fig. 1 (b). Each PPI of the
internal tree’s structure is a Reference PPI, i.e., each PPI that is not a tree leaf is a
reference PPI including the root. Regarding PPIs-leaf, they are variants of a higher-level
PPI, called Variant PPI. Thus, all PPIs of the internal structure except for the PPI-root
are also variants of a higher-level PPI, i.e., the only PPIs that have a single role are
the PPIs-leaf with variant role and the PPI-root with the reference role, cf. Fig. 1 (b).
A reference PPI is a PPI that serves as the basis for calculating its variant PPIs, e.g.,
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Figure 1 (b) shows that the Number of Contracts is the reference PPI of the Number
of Actives Contracts. Additionally, the resulting tuples of a reference PPI contain all
resulting tuples of its variant PPIs, i.e., all resulting tuples of variant PPIs are subsets of
resulting tuples of its reference PPI. A variant PPI is a PPI derived from its reference
PPI. This means that a variant PPI has only one reference PPI that meets this condition.
Moreover, the PPICT allows to include some PPIs definitions such as, Optional PPI,
Mandatory PPI, Configured Optional PPI and Configured Mandatory PPI. Likewise, the
PPICT allows to integrate connections between reference PPIs and variant PPIs, which
are called Overload Constraint, Disjoint Constraint, Complex Constraint and Depend on
Constraint.
To integrate the PPIs variability model to the BPFM, PPICT proposes the PPIActivity association (M), which defines that an activity can have zero or several associated PPIs and that a PPI must have at least one associated activity to be calculated: for
example, the Number of Contracts PPI, Fig. 1 (b) is linked to the Create Contract activity,
Fig. 1 (a). In this paper, we propose a five-stage method to facilitate the construction
and use of the PPICT formalizing the PPIs variability modeling linked to customizable
process models supported by a metamodel and a graphical notation.

3 PPIC Method
This section presents the Process Performance Indicator Calculation (PPIC) method,
which has been partially implemented in a prototype developed on ADOxx platform.
This platform allows to guide users in the development and instantiation of a metamodel.
The PPIC method extends the BPFM method [14] by integrating design stages to model
and calculate PPIs within customizable process models. The PPIC method is divided in
5 steps: I) the construction of the PPICT, II) the PPIs design, III) the BPFM and PPICT
association, IV) the configuration of PPIs, and, V) the configuration checking concerning
the business process variant. These 5 steps are described below and illustrated in Fig. 2.
An example relying on a simplified INCOM’s industrial case is systematically given
for every step. The example is based on the Create Contract Process presented in the
previous section.
Step 1, PPICT Design: refers to the manual addition of all PPIs family members
using the PPICT graphical notation. PPICT Design allows to represent PPIs variability
by adding PPIs depending on stakeholders’ requirements. This stage must be carried
out by a competence center, which includes domain experts, BP designers and decision
makers to build the PPIs family.
Example: in this step, we design the PPICT in the following ways: I) by adding the
PPI root into the PPIs family tree to evaluate a BP family, or, II) by adding new PPIs
variants of existing PPIs according to stakeholders’ requirements. In our example, the
PPIs have the form Number of, as decided by the competence center. A PPICT like the
one illustrated in Fig. 3 is the output of this stage and which has been implemented in
our prototype.
Step 2, PPIs Design: specifies that all PPIs family members must be designed according to stakeholders’ definitions and design criteria as detailed in the PPI class in Sect. 4.
This stage must be carried out by a competence center, which includes experts in domains,
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Fig. 2. PPIC method’s steps

Fig. 3. PPICT (numbers of contracts PPIs family model)

BP designers and PPIs calculation experts to implement all PPIs family members as a
query, e.g., as a SQL query.
Example: at this stage, PPIs are designed according to PPI class attributes detailed
in Sect. 4. For instance, the Root reference PPI Number of Contracts is a mandatory PPI
with a measure type Number, a measure aggregation count and a measure representation
Value. A PPICT like the one illustrated in Fig. 4 (b) using SQL queries, is the output of
this stage.
Step 3, BPFM-PPICT Association: allows the BPFM and PPICT association. This
stage uses the PPI-Activity Mapping constraint of the PPICT relying on BPFM Model to
associate reference PPIs and variant PPIs to process activities. This stage must be done
manually using PPICT’s PPI-Activity Mapping constraint described in [12].
Example: Fig. 4 (a) shows all activities of the Create Contract family, which are
described using BPFM notation [14]. Figure 4 (b) shows all PPIs designed to evaluate
the Create Contract process Family. The mappings PPI-Activity are shown here. They
are done relying on each activity or group of activities that are linked to the data model
of a software application, i.e., activities that generate data during their execution. For
this, we integrate the process flow execution record present by default in some software
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Fig. 4. Mapping PPI-activity: (a) BPFM; (b) PPICT using SQL queries

applications such as the INCOM’s one. This record contains all tables and attributes
used by each activity.
Step 4, PPICT Configuration: defines the PPICT configuration, i.e., the PPIs family
members configured by the client. The configuration of a PPI depends on I) mandatory
indicators required by regulatory entities, and, II) stakeholders’ specifications to evaluate
their BP variants. PPICT Configuration allows to define which PPIs family members must
be included into the BP variant considering on business regulations and decision makers
criteria. This step is done semi-automatically, since mandatory PPIs are automatically
configured, unlike optional PPIs that must be configured manually.
Example: at this stage, decision makers configure PPIs that they believe are convenient to evaluate their process variants according to stakeholders’ definitions and criteria,
cf. Fig. 5 (b). Decision makers can choose any optional PPI. It does not mean these PPIs
are going to be deployed, since we must check PPI-Activity match using the BP variant
that has been configured.
Step 5, PPICT Configuration Checking: aligns the PPICT configuration with the
BPFM configuration, i.e., check if PPICT configuration matches with BPFM configuration. PPICT Configuration Checking allows to check which members of the configured
PPIs family do not match with the BP configuration. Thus, the competence center must
change configured PPIs to include them into BP variant or change the BP configuration.
This alignment check can be done automatically. If there is any misalignment between
the PPICT and the BPFM configurations, it is necessary to return to the previous steps.
Example: at this stage, the match between PPICT and BPFM model configurations is
checked. If any configured PPI is mapped to any unconfigured activity, the competence
center must reconfigure BPFM or PPICT to align configured members of each family.
After the reconfiguration Fig. 5 (a) and (b) shows a correct alignment BPFM-PPICT
implemented in our prototype.
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Fig. 5. (a) BPFM configuration, (b) PPICT conforming configuration

Analysts could stay in a design phase without reaching the process deployment and
execution, i.e., until step 5. In this case, PPICT would be useful to analyze the feasibility
of PPIs studying their alignment with the process activities in the BP family.

4 The PPICT Metamodel
This section discusses the PPICT metamodel, which extends the BPFM metamodel
within the PPIs variability modeling and supports the five steps presented in the previous
section. This extension is carried out according to the BP configuration and business
criteria defined by stakeholders. We divide the PPICT metamodel into the following
classes:
PPI class: allows to model and define all PPIs of the PPICT providing necessary
information to calculate them. Every PPI must be easily identified by stakeholders, for
this a short name attribute and a long name attribute are included in this class, e.g., as
long name we can have Number of Active Signed Contracts and as short name NASC.
Moreover, the selection of a PPI may imply the inclusion or exclusion of another PPI
according to evaluation rules established by stakeholders. Additionally, all PPIs have a
Measure Type that determines how they can be calculated depending on the result that
the client is looking for. We define each measure type as follows:
– Number specifies the PPI calculation according to the number of tuples that validate
a predicate, e.g., 83 Contracts are Actives.
– Percentage specifies the PPI calculation according to the percentage of tuples that
validate a predicate, e.g., 60% of Contracts are Actives.
– Proportion specifies the PPI calculation according to the proportion between tuples
and a target value, e.g., (3/5) 3 out of 5 Contracts are Actives.
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– Delay specifies the PPI calculation according to the difference between creation dates
of tuples, e.g., 3 Delay Days in Activating Contracts (Datetoday – Datedeadline ).
– Respect Rate specifies the PPI calculation according to the proportion of the difference between two dates and a target value, e.g., (3/2), 3 Current Delay Days in Activating Contracts compared to 2 Maximum Delay Days Allowed by Law (Datetoday
– Datedeadline )/Value.
Furthermore, every PPI has a Measure Representation to visualize resulting tuples
in different ways depending on the type of information that the decision-maker wants to
analyze, cf. Fig. 6. We define each measure representation as follows:
– Value representation is a type of representation that allows to visualize a set of resulting
tuples as a value, e.g, 83, 60%, 5/3, 3 or 3/2.
– Listing representation is a type of representation that allows to visualize a set of
resulting tuples as a listing. It requires to include additional projections to analyze
complementary information linked to resulting tuples, e.g., Contract Creation Date,
Contract Activation Date, Contract holder, Holder’s phone, among others.
– Geographical representation is a type of representation that allows to visualize a set
of resulting tuples geographically. It requires to group the geographical tuples, e.g.,
by City, by Type of Contract, among others.
– Chart representation is a type of representation that allows to visualize a set of resulting
tuples as a Chart. It requires to group tuples regardless of their type, e.g., by Year, by
Type of public service, among others.

Fig. 6. PPICT metamodel linked to BPFM Metamodel
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Likewise, every PPI has the attribute Measure Aggregation to aggregate resulting
tuples in different ways, e.g., Sum, Count, Avg, Min and Max. It depends on the type of
performance indicator that the decision maker wants to analyze, cf. Fig. 6.
Constraints Class: the PPICT constraints are divided into 3 groups [12]: binary
constraint, multiple constraint, and PPI-activity mapping constraint. These Constraints
represent (I) dependencies between reference PPIs and variant PPIs, and, (II) associations
between PPIs and activities. According to [12] a PPI can be the reference for several
individual variants, but a variant has only one reference.
Concerning the binary relation between PPIs, each individual variant PPI added to
the tree must be connected to its reference PPI using a binary constraint. Below the
definition and an example of the PPICT binary constraint:
– A Depend-on Constraint specifies that all resulting tuples of the connected variant
PPIs are a subset or equal to resulting tuples of its reference PPI (cf. Fig. 6 for abstract
syntax and cf. Fig. 7 (a). for concrete syntax). For example, a contract that was activated
this week will be part of the PPI Number of Active Contracts this week, but it will be
also a part of the PPI reference Number of Active Contracts cf. Fig. 1 (b).
Every group of variant PPIs added to the tree must be connected to its reference PPI
as multiple relationship. We use the PPICT Multiple Constraints presented in previous
works [12], which specify the dependency between a reference PPI and a group of
variants PPIs. Nevertheless, these Multiple Constraints were not considered a Complex
Constraint, which we can describe as a combination between the existing constraints,
Overlap and Disjoint proposed by [12]. That is why, we include the complex constraint
to the PPICT in this paper. We know that a PPI can be the reference of a group of variants,
but each variant must have only one reference. Below the definitions and examples of
PPICT Multiple Constraints are detailed:
– An Overlap Constraint specifies that all intersections between variant PPIs are a subset
or equal to resulting tuples of its reference PPI, i.e., all intersections between variant
PPIs are overlap sets. (cf. Fig. 6 for abstract syntax and cf. Fig. 7 (b) for concrete
syntax). An example of this constraint can be when a contract is sent by email and
by a web portal cf. Fig. 1 (a), this contract will be part of the PPI Number of Send
Contracts by Email and part of the PPI Number of Send Contracts by Portal, cf. Fig. 1
(b).
– A Disjoint Constraint specifies that all intersections between variant PPIs are equal
to zero ∅, i.e., all intersections between variant PPIs are disjoint sets (cf. Fig. 6 for
abstract syntax and cf. Fig. 7 (c). for concrete syntax). An example of this constraint
can be when a user should sign contract, it could be done either by email or by a web
portal but not by both platforms, cf. Fig. 1 (a). Hence, the signed contract will be part
of the PPI Number of Send Contracts by Email or part of the PPI Number of Send
Contracts by Portal, cf. Fig. 1 (b).
– A Complex Constraint specifies that all intersections between variant PPIs can be
equal to zero ∅ or not, i.e., intersections between variant PPIs can be disjoint sets or
not (cf. Fig. 6 for abstract syntax and cf. Fig. 7 (d) for concrete syntax). For instance,
a contract can be designed and sent but waiting to be activated, cf. Fig. 1 (a). Hence,
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this contract will be part of the PPIs Number of Designed Contracts and Number of
Send Contracts but will not be part of the PPI Number of Active Contracts, cf. Fig. 1
(b).

Fig. 7. PPICT concrete syntax

Additionally, a PPI can be configured optionally or not, according to the business
context or decision makers requirements. Below the PPI Type is defined:
– An Optional PPI specifies that the PPI can be optionally configured. However, if the
PPI is configured all its ascending PPIs will also be configured. (cf. Fig. 6 for abstract
syntax and cf. Fig. 7 (f) for concrete syntax).
– A Mandatory PPI specifies that the PPI must be configured as well as all its ascending
PPIs. (cf. Fig. 6 for abstract syntax and cf. Fig. 7 (g) for concrete syntax).
– A Configured Optional PPI specifies that an Optional PPI has been selected to be
deploy for a given process variant. (cf. Fig. 6 for abstract syntax and cf. Fig. 7 (h) for
concrete syntax).
– A Configured Mandatory PPI specifies that a Mandatory PPI has been selected to be
deploy for a given process variant. (cf. Fig. 6 for abstract syntax and cf. Fig. 7 (i) for
concrete syntax).
Mapping PPI-Activity Class: since PPICT is an extension of the BPFM approach, it
is necessary to link the PPIs families modeling and the BP families modeling. For this,
we propose the PPI-Activity association, which defines that an activity can have zero or
several associated PPIs and that a PPI must have at least one associated activity to be
calculated, (cf. Fig. 6 for abstract syntax and cf. Fig. 7 (e) for concrete syntax).
Table Class: all PPIs must be calculated under a specific context, according to the
tables used by each activity. For this, we propose to enrich the BPFM metamodel, cf.
Fig. 6 with a class that has the list of tables used by each activity. This relation ActivityTables is usually registered in the process flow execution record presents by default in
some software applications. Since every single activity may generate essential data for
the PPIs calculation. The PPICT metamodel assume that the relation Activity-Tables is
known and can be used to evaluate the process performance.
Note that we present here a simplified version of our PPICT metamodel, where
options such as target, threshold, and worst PPIs values, as well as time conditions or
state conditions are not modeled.
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5 PPIC Method Validation Though a User-Centered Evaluation
An experimental protocol2 was built relying on the THEDRE method and its decision tree
MATUI [15], since this method allows to lead researches in human-centered computer
science and guide researchers. We have selected this decision tree MATUI to guarantee
the traceability of experimental works that were carried out. Moreover, we have divided
this experimentation into two groups: experts and novices. In this analysis, we will
only present the results of our experimentation with three experts since the remaining
experiments had to be reprogrammed due to the current COVID-19 health crisis. The
experiment description about chosen tools and produced data was essential to develop
a relevant experimental protocol. Therefore, sharing a common vision between internal
and external actors, i.e., researches and experts, was crucial to build the experimental
material.
We have set the experimental protocol targets to achieve concerning developments,
experiments, and communications, e.g., (I) involve indicator developers in the modeling of PPIs according to customizable processes, (II) explore how users express their
PPIs definitions, and (III) identify users’ modeling methodologies and PPIs calculation
practices. Likewise, we have fixed the following Hypotheses (H) to evaluate during the
experimental protocol execution:
– H1: Experts do not have a formalized method to calculate the PPIs.
– H2: PPIs are impacted by the process variability and cause uncertainty on the PPIs
calculation.
– H3: Experts differentiate the main concepts of the PPCIT.
– H4: Experts take ownership of the PPCIT and understand the relationship and
constraints between PPIs.
– H5: PPICT allows experts to place new PPIs in the tree structure.
– H6: Experts fill all PPI’s attributes.
– H7: Existing PPIs allow experts to create new ones.
– H8: Understanding the data structure owing to the PPICT.
Regarding the experimental protocol results, experts were able to validate the PPIC
method according to the PPIs variability modeling language proposed. During experiments, each hypothesis proposed some exercises based on a PPIs family scenario supported by interview guides and workbooks. Thus, experts expressed their points of view
individually on either improvements or questions. Below, a synthesis about the eight
hypotheses is presented:
– H1 validation: Experts do not have formal methods for calculating PPIs, but they
do have practices used independently based on their experiences. Two experts apply
software development methods to PPIs calculation.
– H2 validation: All experts said that “processes variability leads to uncertainty over
PPIs” and they agree that there is a lack of reliability in PPIs calculation because
they do not have tools and methods for modeling PPIs variability, e.g., tools allowing
2 https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1fvjgJsUu3uzbte8DL_Q5eehP4nyICiHS?usp=sharing.
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users to model and calculate relationships between PPIs. Experts define the impact of
process variability in different ways applying their knowledge of the trade. They said
that “the standardization of a software product is very complex”.
H3 validation: Experts said that “it is indeed possible to divide the definitions of an
invariable PPI and a variable PPI”. An expert prefers simpler definitions like “Father
PPI” and “Son PPI” as well as “registrations” instead of tuples.
H4 validation: Several possible improvements were mentioned by the experts. For
example, one of them proposed the possibility to guide user to select the correct reference PPI when new variant PPIs are added. This expert also said that “this automatic
guide to add new variant PPI can be possible through a search system allowing the
indexing of the tables and fields used for each PPI”. This improvement is very relevant
for a PPICT having many modeled PPIs, that is why it can be implemented in future
versions of the PPICT.
H5 validation: Experts appreciated the notation and considered it understandable.
However, an expert said that “certain concepts need to be improved such as the
constraint depends on by adding an arrow to indicate the direction of the variant”.
Another expert said that “it was difficult to place new PPIs when the labels were too
long”. The expert proposes to suggest the possible reference PPI of a new variant PPI
using the labels through a search function.
H6 validation: An expert said that “it is much easier to add certain missing attributes
to the PPIs located at the bottom of the PPICT because in general these PPIs have
more information than those of the higher level”.
H7 validation: All experts concluded that “the more information we have in the PPICT,
the easier it is to add new PPI”.
H8 validation: Two experts said that “even if some PPIs were more complicated to
calculate than others, the PPICT is a tool easy to use to build PPIs and it can be used
by beginners or experts concerning PPI calculation”.

These experimental results and research targets were checked such as methodological hypotheses and clarity of concepts to determine the experiments to come and PPIC
method improvements. The scientific knowledge attained helped us to define the limits
and advantages of our contribution, e.g., a limit is the impossibility of suggesting automatically existing reference PPIs for new variant PPIs. The prototype allowed a successful validation of the PPICT formalization facilitating the PPIs variability modeling
linked to a customizable process model of our utility distributors study case.

6 Related Works
Process performance indicators are usually used to analyze the performance of business processes [7]. However, the application of PPIs in customizable process models
complicates the PPIs variability modeling and management [12]. Hence, it is necessary to define new mechanisms to help PPIs developers to identify and organize the
essential information to model variables performance indicator in customizable process
models. Current software publishers’ needs have been motivated by the measurement of
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customizable process models performances. The association between process variability and performance indicators variability implies that PPIs of a non-variable process,
should be redefined [8].
Regarding the performance measurement of non-customizable process models,
research efforts have carried out many approaches that propose languages and architectures for monitoring and defining PPIs such as [16] or [17]. However, these approaches do
not consider neither customizable process models nor the PPIs variability. Others works
such as [18] have extended the Business Process Model Notation to define business process goals and performance measures, but without considering any type of variability.
Regarding expressiveness of PPIs modeling, [18] has proposed a graphical notation for
Business Activity Monitoring without including PPIs definitions related to data. Moreover, [19] propose an execution measurement model for business processes based on
an existing software measurement ontology. But they do not consider the definition of
domain-specific and user-defined PPIs. Likewise, it is also worth mentioning the standard
Case Management Model and Notation for decision modelling [20], which considers
the process-related measures calculation but only for non-customizable process models.
PPIs are generally defined in an informal way, e.g., in natural language, what leads
to problems of ambiguity, coherence and traceability in relation to process models [21],
e.g., missing information in the definition of a PPI. Likewise, PPIs are usually defined
from a process variant or instance losing the perspective of the customizable process
model. This entails that if a process variant evolves, PPIs definitions in the customizable
process model will not be updated accordingly. On one side, the deployment of a performance management solution takes time and resources, what limits the PPIs evolutions
and increases the cost for organizations [5]. On the other side, the significant gap that
exists between PPIs implementation languages and natural language may cause errors
in PPIs evolutions. Additionally, PPIs developers must detect and remove manually the
ambiguities generated by natural language in order to calculate PPIs properly [22]. This
is an error-prone task since PPIs developers often do not share the same PPIs definition
as decision-makers, due to the nature of their jobs, because developers are closer to
technology, while decision-makers are closer to management [5].
Customizable processes models managing either the variability by restriction or by
extension have not integrated the PPIs variability modeling [1, 8]. For example, models
managing variability by restriction, also called configurable process models [23], contain
every possible behavior from all process variants. Thus, during the process customization
the model’s behavior is restricted by skipped or blocked some activities. Moreover,
models managing variability by extension do not contain all possible behavior from all
process variants. Instead, it represents the most common behavior in process variants
and during the customization the model’s behavior is extended for a specific context,
e.g., new activities may be inserted to create a dedicated variant [1].
To model the PPIs variability linked to customizable processes models. We rely on
the Business Process Feature Model (BPFM) [14], which includes the refinement of process variants even if the process has been customized as analyzed on [12]. This approach
also considers the deployment context information adapting execution paths for every
process variant. Moreover, BPFM is implemented in the ADOxx platform3 , whereby this
3 www.adoxx.org.
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approach enables to guide users to make customization decisions and prevent behavioral
anomalies for every process variant. Additionally, this approach has been validated considering several Public Administration scenarios through the European Project Budget
Report case study endorsed by the Learn PAd Project4 .
Classical architectures such as Data Warehouse, Business Intelligence, Business
Activity Monitoring [18] or Modeling Performance Indicators [16] allow to model and
calculate indicators dealing with the importance of enforcing objectives defined by business strategies and metrics. Nevertheless, in the case of customizable process models,
the information extraction from business data is insufficient, especially when different
PPI definitions depend on flexible evaluation criteria and process variants. The PPIs variability allows an advanced definition of variable performance indicator independently of
the language used to model the BP [8]. The PPINOT approach [5] proposes a language
for defining and modeling PPIs together with business processes. It enhances the PPIs
modeling as well as the visual representation of business process-PPI links through a
metamodel. PPINOT allows also to express PPIs definitions, which were impossible
to model in previous approaches as analyzed in [21]. However, the PPINOT approach
does not consider neither customizable process models nor the PPIs variability. In summary, the works of [8] and [5] do not allow to model and define relations between PPIs
variability and customizable process models.
Our previous work [12] proposed the Performance Indicator Calculation Tree
(PPICT), which models the PPIs variability as a tree to facilitate the PPIs definitions integrated to customizable process models. PPICT relies on BPFM constraints and proposes
the term family of PPIs following the same pattern of family of processes [1]. PPICT
defines a family of PPIs as a paradigm for calculating PPIs using a set of processes that
form a common structure, which serves as a basis for calculating derived PPIs according
to process variants and PPIs definitions.
From the study of the state of the art, we conclude that when an organization explores
its data sources and uses it as part of new process, there are no design stages for customizable process models-PPIs variability links. For this reason, we propose a method that
formalizes the PPICT and extends BPFM method to model and facilitate the definitions
of PPI variants in the context of customizable process models.

7 Conclusion and Open Issues
Nowadays, customizable process models and PPIs are usually modeled separately, especially when dealing with PPIs variability. Since the support of process variability complicates the PPIs definition and calculation. Modeling PPI variants with no explicit link
with the related customizable process generates redundant models, making adjustment
and maintenance difficult. In previous work, we presented the Process Performance
Indicator Calculation Tree (PPICT) [12] in order to model the PPIs variability linked to
customizable process models. However, the integration with customizable process models, using the BPFM approach, had not yet been formalized nor included in an overall
method supported by a tool. This paper proposes the PPIC method based on the PPICT
4 www.learnpad.eu.
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to integrate PPIs variability to customizable process models. Our contribution lies in
three main axes: (I) a method of five design stages to facilitate the design and use of the
PPICT, (II) a metamodel to formalize the PPICT and its corresponding graphical notation, and, (III) a prototype supporting this method developed on ADOxx Platform. The
PPIC method is illustrated in a real utility distributor case and has been validated by PPI
calculation experts. The validation was carried out though a user-centered evaluation,
which allows to use the PPICT to model a PPIs family linked to a BP family. Additionally, the PPIC method complements the related works of customizable process models
by broadening the spectrum not only of the processes variants to be measured, but also
of the measures themselves through the PPIs variability modeling. Today, the prototype
does not allow to execute SQL queries to calculate PPIs. The latter feature is planned
to be implemented rapidly, after completing the experimentations. A deepening track
would be the integration with queries execution tools as business intelligence systems
to implement all PPIs family members. Another interesting improvement would be the
modeling of the PPIs variability in BP families that use non-relational storage systems,
e.g., by extending the PPICT notation and links between PPIs and data being data-model
agnostic.
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Abstract. Knowledge graph representation is an important embedding
technology that supports a variety of machine learning related applications. By learning the distributed representation of multi-relational
data, knowledge embedding models are supposed to eﬃciently deal
with the semantic relatedness of their constituents. However, failing
in the fundamental task of creating an appropriate form to represent
knowledge harms any attempt of designing subsequent machine learning
tasks. Several knowledge embedding methods have been proposed in the
last decade. Although there is a consensus on the idea that enhanced
approaches are more eﬃcient, more complex projections in the hyperspace that indeed favor link prediction (or knowledge graph completion)
can result in a loss of semantic similarity. We propose a new evaluation
task that aims at performing risk assessment on domain-speciﬁc categorized multi-relational datasets, designed as a classiﬁcation problem
based on the resulting embeddings. We assess the quality of embedding
representations based on the synergy of the resulting clusters of target
subjects. We show that more sophisticated embedding approaches do
not necessarily favor embedding quality, and the traditional link prediction validation protocol is a weak metric to measure the quality of
embedding representation. Finally, we present insights about using the
synergy analysis to provide risk assessment explainability based on the
probability distribution of feature-value pairs within embedded clusters.

Keywords: Knowledge graphs
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· Link prediction · Risk assessment

Introduction

Decision support system applications based on knowledge graphs (KGs) have
been reported in diﬀerent scenarios, such as entity linking [20], drug-to-drug similarity measurements [22], and recommender systems [32]. Graph-based knowledge representation uses a set of symbolic (head, relation, tail) triplets (or facts)
c Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
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to represent the various entities (nodes) and their relationships (edges) from
a multi-relational dataset. Each entity represents one of various types of an
abstract concept of the world and each relation is a predicate that represents a
fact involving two entities. There is a consensus that the heterogeneous nature of
the data sources, where facts are usually extracted from to create a KG, makes
the latter typically inaccurate. Although containing a huge number of triplets,
most open-domain KGs are usually taken as incomplete, covering only a small
subset of the true domain knowledge they are supposed to represent.
Knowledge embedding representation (KER) approaches have been proposed
as an eﬀective way to map the symbolic entities and relations into a continuous
vector space, enforcing the embedding compatibility while preserving semantic information. Embedding vectors are easier to manipulate than the original
symbolic entities and relations, and their popularity has led to the development of reﬁned techniques to increase their quality [2]. KER aims to eﬃciently
measure semantic correlations in knowledge bases by projecting entities and relations into a dense low-dimensional space, signiﬁcantly improving performance on
knowledge inference and alleviating sparsity issues, and it is usually presented
as an eﬃcient tool to complete knowledge bases (Link Prediction – LP) without
requiring extra knowledge [33]. LP aims at predicting new relationships between
entities by automatically recovering missing facts based on the observed ones.
However, to our knowledge, there has been not much eﬀort on evaluating the
embedding representation quality resulting from KG embedding approaches. A
preliminary study aims to contrast the eﬀectiveness of hyperparameter choices
when using the resulting embedding representation in subsequent machine learning classiﬁcation tasks, instead of just relying on KG completion [5].
In this work, we propose a new evaluation task that aims at performing risk
assessment on domain-speciﬁc categorized multi-relational datasets. We redesign
the KER evaluation as a risk assessment task to validate the ability of knowledge
embedding approaches to retain the semantic relatedness of KG constituents, i.e.,
quantifying the degree to which two components are associated with each other.
We measure the synergy of feature-value pairs within clusters of resulting embeddings in order evaluate the ability of KER approaches on capturing the semantic
similarity among target subjects. We provide evidence that simpler approaches
perform better than more sophisticated embedding formulations when targeting embedding quality rather than trying to improve knowledge completion.
Finally, we present insights on how to use the synergy analysis over the resulting
embeddings to provide risk assessment explainability based on the probability
distribution of feature-value pairs within the resulting embeddings.

2

Knowledge Embedding Representation

Multi-relational data is usually presented in the form of a KG. Entities (nodes)
and relations (edges) provide a structured representation of the knowledge about
a speciﬁc domain, and a reasoning ability that can be used for inference. In a
KG, structured information is encoded in the form of triples (h, r, t) (also
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known as subject, predicate, object), where h and t are the head and tail entities and r represents the relation between h and t. Although containing a huge
number of triplets, most open-domain KGs are taken as incomplete, covering
only a small subset of the true knowledge that they are supposed to represent,
whereas in domain-speciﬁc KGs, incompleteness results from missing values and
cardinality-related inconsistencies that are usually produced by automatic information extraction processes from unstructured data sources (e.g., clinical notes).
Learning knowledge embedding representation enables a range of tasks
including KG completion [4,26], entity classiﬁcation [19] and relation extraction [27]. Within this technique, entities and relations are embedded onto a lowdimensional vector space to capture the semantic relatedness behind observed
facts and operate on the latent feature representation of the triple constituents.
However, embedding quality is an aspect that has not been much explored alongside the KER evaluation process.
Translational embedding approaches use relatively simple assumptions to
achieve accurate and scalable results on embedding KGs. Overall, these models
try to learn vectors for each constituent (h, r, t), so that every relation r is a
translation between h and t in the embedding space, and the pair of embedded
entities h and t can be approximately connected by r with low error. Embedding
methods operate on the latent feature representation of the constituents and on
their semantic relatedness, by deﬁning a distinct relation-based scoring function
fr (h, t) to measure the plausibility of the triplet (h, r, t). fr (h, t) implies a
transformation on the pair of entities which characterizes the relation r. The
ﬁnal embedding representation is learned using an algorithm that optimizes a
margin-based objective function or ranking criterion over a training set.
TransE [4] is a baseline translational embedding approach known by its ﬂaws
at dealing with one-to-many, many-to-one and many-to-many relations when
applied to open-domain data [31]. Other methods extended TransE by varying the way they assign diﬀerent representations to each entity and each relation to achieve better link prediction performance. For example, TransH [26],
TransR [15], and TransD [11] use projection matrices to pre-project each h into a
relation-speciﬁc vector space. Therefore, they use separate distinct vector spaces
to embed entities and relations, each entity can have distinct distributed representations when involved in diﬀerent relations, which allows entities to play
diﬀerent roles in diﬀerent relations. However, this makes it hard to compare the
similarity of two distinct entities without taking relations into account.
Other KER approaches have been proposed, with a common goal to improve
low-dimensional KG representation targeting speciﬁc evaluation tasks. However,
they diﬀer in the theoretical problem concerned or the solution approach as
reﬂected in their scoring functions, including adapted scoring functions to allow
more ﬂexible translations (e.g., TransM [7] and TransA [28]), Gaussian embeddings to model semantic uncertainty (e.g., KG2E [10] and TransG [29]), tensor
factorization (RESCAL [18]), compositional vector representation (HolE [17]),
complex spaces (ComplEx [25]), transitive relation embeddings (TRE [34]), and
neural neighborhood-aware embeddings (LENA [12]). Although these models
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achieve great results on the benchmark open-domain datasets, their implementations are scattered and unsystematic, and their codes for model validation and
reproducibility are often time-consuming, making them diﬃculty to be used in
further development, and adopting them for real-world applications [9].
In domain-speciﬁc KGs, multi-relational data can be categorized, i.e., each
entity is presented with its corresponding type and relations are also restricted
by domain and range. Type-based constraints can support latent variable models, by integrating prior knowledge about entity and relation types, signiﬁcantly
improving these models in the link prediction tasks, especially when a low
model complexity is enforced [13]. In categorized KGs, each entity e is associated with a category (or type) c ∈ T , and each triple is presented in the form
(ch : h, r, ct : t), where ch and ct represent the types of h and t. For example, in
the triple (Patient:P01, hasGender, Gender:male), the relation hasGender
is constrained by the domain Patient and the range Gender.
There are multiple suggested ways to apply type-based constraints in training latent variable models: (a) entities belonging to the same semantic type can
be placed close together in the embedding space with the use of geometric constraints such as manifold regularization [8]; (b) entities can be projected onto
type-speciﬁc vector spaces, analogous to the relation-speciﬁc projections [30];
(c) type information can also be used to measure semantic similarity, which has
been used to calculate prior probabilities in a Bayesian learning process, alongside creating a set of multiple semantic vectors for each entity [16]; and (d)
type-independent hyperspaces can be used to accommodate entities that belong
to the same type, constraining the selection of negative samples and favoring LP
accuracy by restricting the set of entities ranked during evaluation [24].
The LP evaluation task has originally emerged from the idea that KGs are
usually incomplete. Several embedding approaches have been proposed for predicting the missing links in the KGs [32]. During the evaluation process, a typical
question answering task aims at completing a triple (h, r, t) with h or t missing,
by predicting t given (h, r, ?) or predicting h given (?, r, t), where ‘?’ denotes the
missing element. Rather than giving the best answer, LP mimics a recommendation system by ranking the plausibility of a set of candidate entities based on
a similarity score. Overall results are usually presented by reporting: a) Mean
Rank (MR); b) Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) of correct entities; and c) the
proportion of correct entities in top-N ranked entities (Hits@N, with N usually
equals 10). A LP model should achieve lower MR or higher MRR and Hits@N.
MRR calculates the average reciprocal rank of all the entities (relations), and it
is less sensitive to outliers comparatively with MR.

3

Materials and Methods

In opposite to a general open-domain KG that contains common sense information, a vertical KG is based on more complex domain-speciﬁc categorized
multi-relational data, mostly suitable for speciﬁc industry applications. Whereas
open-domain KGs are wider in terms of breadth, deeper and sparser, domainspeciﬁc graphs usually have low level of granularity (higher level of detail) and
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they are more dense [14]. In addition, the former can be composed of multiple
independent sub-graphs, whereas this is usually hard to observe in the latter due
to the intra-relational structured data sources they are extracted from.
We aim to use KER learned for categorized multi-relational data in a decision
support pipeline. Therefore, instead of trying to complete a KG, we look at the
risk assessment task, targeting the probability of a given entity h having (r) a
label t that makes a triple in form (h,r,t) true when the resulting probability
exceeds a threshold l (P (h, r, t) > l), where l is a tuning hyperparameter. Thus,
to evaluate the quality of embedding representation, we designed risk prediction
as a classiﬁcation task based on the distribution probability of nearby neighbors
in the entity vector space having the target label.
3.1

Datasets

Focused on domain-speciﬁc data, we conducted experiments on three publicly
available datasets (Mushroom, Epilepsy and CHSI) and on private dataset (Pregnancy) from the clinical domain – data controllers have granted us permission to
use and perform analysis on a de-identiﬁed version of this dataset. A description
for each dataset and the corresponding pre-processing tasks are given below.1
Overall dataset statistics are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Benchmark datasets statistics. ‘Classes’ represents the number of target
classiﬁcation labels (independent target labels are used in Pregnancy, whereas target
labels are mutually exclusive in Epilepsy and CHSI. ‘Subjects’ is the number of entities
in the target type (in all datasets consistently represented by the type of head entity).
‘Triples’ in the test set are given by randomly selecting subjects (not triples) from the
original KG, except for Pregnancy, in which test set was split based on the year each
pregnancy started (2010–2014 for training, and 2015 for test); subjects in the test set
are never seen in the training set.

Datasets

# Subjects
Classes Train Test

Mushroom 1
5
Epilepsy
10
CHSI
Pregnancy 3

# Triples
# Entities # Relations Train
Test

7,537
879 8,485
10,354 1,146 27,473
2,828
313 7,034
20,200 4,676 31,472

22
178
679
99

163,593 19,079
1,843,012 203,988
1,059,838 117,720
1,270,529 288,270

Mushroom2 is a publicly available dataset deposited on the UCI Machine
Learning Repository that classiﬁes hypothetical samples corresponding to distinct species of mushrooms into edible or poisonous based on 22 categorical
attributes describing shape, surface, color, odor, gill, stalk, veil, ring, population
1
2

https://github.com/hextrato/KRAL-benchmark.
https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/mushroom.
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and habitat characteristics. This dataset was originally used to perform logical rules and further considered as a relatively easy task for machine learning
approaches, some reaching accuracy of 100%. Triples are presented in the form
of many-to-one relations only, and it was used in previous LP evaluation tasks
for categorized multi-relational data [5,24].
Epilepsy3 (Epileptic Seizure Recognition) is also available on the UCI
Machine Learning Repository. It presents 178 continuous variables collected for a
recording of brain activity for 23.6 s, aiming to assign each of the 11,500 instances
(500 individuals × 23 s) to one of ﬁve possible classes (1–5), in which subjects
in class 1 are taken as having epileptic seizure, and subjects falling in classes 2,
3, 4, and 5 are those who did not have epileptic seizure. Although most authors
have done binary classiﬁcation, namely class 1 (Epileptic seizure) against the
others, we kept the risk assessment task focused on all the ﬁve independent target classes. All continuous variables have values varying from −1885 to +2047
and they were heuristically normalized into positive and negative ranges of 30
values ([−30, 0[, [0, 30[, [30, 60[, [60, 90[, ...) in order to simplify the KG symbolic
representation.
CHSI (Community Health Status Indicators)4 is a dataset designed to support combating obesity, heart disease, and cancer as a component of the Community Health Data Initiative. It provides key health indicators, comprising over
200 measures for 3141 United States counties that enable a more comprehensive understanding on the behavioral factors such as obesity, tobacco use, diet,
physical activity, alcohol and drug use, sexual behavior and others substantially
contribute to deaths, like the ones due to heart disease and cancer. There is not
any speciﬁc target label in this dataset. Thereat, for evaluation purposes only,
in the context of this work, we designed the evaluation task as a prediction of
average life expectancy (ALE) in each county, with target labels varying from
70 to 79+-years-old (10 possible classes).
Pregnancy combines structured and unstructured data extracted from an
Electronic Health Record (EHR) system regarding 24,876 pregnancies occurring
from 2010 to 2015, comprising demographic and clinical history before (e.g.,
history of medication, allergies, infections, and other clinical conditions) and
during pregnancy (e.g., prescriptions, procedures, and diagnoses). Although the
dataset was originally created to perform risk assessment of miscarriage, we
added two additional target risk labels: Hyperemesis gravidarum, and high risk
pregnancy. This is a dataset predominantly composed of many-to-many relations
(83.7%), expect for the one-to-many demographic relations. Data from 2010
to 2014 was used to learn the embedding representation, and risk analysis is
performed ever the 2015’s patient set (test set).

3
4

https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Epileptic+Seizure+Recognition.
https://healthdata.gov/dataset/community-health-status-indicators-chsi-combatobesity-heart-disease-and-cancer.
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Method Outline

Although embedding representation approaches are traditionally evaluated using
the LP task, we believe LP does not directly impact quality of entity embeddings, and result models are biased, only favoring the LP task accuracy instead.
Therefore, our evaluation protocol was designed accordingly to the following
phases (further implementation details are given in the subsequent subsection):
1. Firstly, we learn embedding representation for the training set. Triples corresponding to the target classiﬁcation labels are NOT used during the embedding process to avoid biasing further clustering analysis. MRR score was
initially used during training to select the best model.
2. Alternatively, we added a cluster synergy score (KSyn, see ‘Implementation
Details’ section), performed when evaluating embedding representation in
conjunction with MRR. KSyn aims to evaluate the ability of each model to
capture entity similarities among subjects in each target cluster. We used
K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) algorithm [1] and we tested multiple numbers of
clusters (K) to ﬁnd the best radius to be taken into account when performing
synergy analysis.
3. Resulting entity and relation embeddings from the training set are frozen
and the test triples are appended to the KG. A second short embedding
round is performed to properly accommodate the test subjects in the vector
space (only entities from the test set not yet seen during training have their
embedding representation learned during this phase).
4. Finally, we extract the vector representation of each subject entity (split into
training and test subjects). For each subject in the test set, we calculate the
probability distribution of its neighbors (training subjects) regarding each
target classiﬁcation label. The probability of each test subject belonging to
any of the target classes is recorded and subsequently used to perform accuracy analysis, looking for the best threshold to optimize ROC (AUPRC due
the unbalanced nature of target labels) and F scores.
3.3

Implementation Details

We used an embedding approach proposed for domain-speciﬁc categorized multirelational datasets [24] that utilizes type-dependent vector spaces as a basis for
all our experiments. Additionally, we added a feature to activate a relation-based
projection that mimics other enhanced translational approaches, such as TransH
and TransR.5
Type-dependent vector spaces restrict domain and range for each relation
and are eﬀective to optimize the selection of negative samples during training
instead of random sampling from the whole set of possible entities, lessening
the probability of constructing a poor-quality negative triple, and being more
eﬃcient and sped up, with reduced impact from uninformative constituents. In
5

https://github.com/hextrato/KRAL.
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addition, only entities belonging to the same type are scored for comparison in
the loss function during the validation step.
Formally, given a training set S of categorized triples (ch : h, r, ct : t),
embedding vectors for entities and relations are learned, so that each categorized
entity c:e is represented by an embedding vector ec ∈ RK , and each relation r
is represented by an embedding vector r ∈ RK . A score function fr (Eq. 1)
represents a L2-norm dissimilarity, such that the score fr (hch , tct ) of a plausible
typed triple (ch : h, r, ct : t) is smaller than the score fr (hch , tct ) of an implausible
typed triple (ch : h , r, ct : t ). Then, the optimal KER is learned by minimizing
a margin-based (γ) loss function L (Eq. 2) adapted from TransE, where γ is the
margin parameter, S is the set of correct triples, S  is the set of incorrect triples
(ch : h , r, ct : t) ∪ (ch : h, r, ct : t ), and [x]+ = max(0, x).
fr (hch , tct ) = hch + r − tct l2
L=



[γ + fr (hch , tct ) − fr (hch , tct )]+

(1)
(2)

(ch :h,r,ct :t)∈S
(ch :h ,r,ct :t )∈S 

Alternatively, we used a relation-based projection matrix Mr ∈ RK×K to
mimic translational approaches that attempt to enhance TransE (Eq. 3).
fr (hch , tct ) = Mr × hch + r − tct l2

(3)

A regularization constraint is used during training to restrict the magnitude
of embedding vectors and prevent loss-minimization by inappropriately increasing the embedding norms for each entity e, usually given by |e| ≤ q, where q
is given by Eq. 4 [24]. Although there is no proven evidence that q improves
embedding performance over a ﬁxed magnitude threshold (|e| ≤ 1), we found
this adaptive constraint favors the embedding vectors to spread the range of
latent values in [−1, +1] for each dimension.
√
k
)
(4)
q = max(1,
2
The primordial assumption when dealing with any kind of ML model is the
ability of such resulting model on generalizing. Embedding models are weak
regarding to this aspect. Previous KER approaches usually perform a single
learning round, including training, validation, and test sets simultaneously, the
latter supposedly for testing the generalization ability. However, validation and
test sets are required to be designed with entities and relations that appear at
least once in the training set.
Instead, we consider the test set should not be seen during the initial training
to avoid biasing the resulting model. Therefore, our training protocol introduces
substantial changes comparatively to the usual routine for learning KER. We
start by using triples from the KG training set only to perform up to 500 training cycles when learning the initial vector representation for entities and relations
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– during initial experiments we consistently observed models achieved best performance in early training cycles (≈200-300) for categorized datasets. We tested
multiple number of dimensions k ∈ {8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256} and we used an adaptive adjustable learning rate (η) and learning margin (γ) to monitor performance.
η is made smaller (from 0.1 to 0.01) once the performance of the model plateaus,
whereas γ is made bigger ( 8q to 2×q
3 ). We tuned hyperparameter by selecting the
best performance on a 10-folder cross validation performance based on a combination of MRR and KSyn (see below), and we report the results of each model
on the corresponding test set.6 Subsequently, we mimic TransE-like enhanced
models. We pick-up the best model during training and we perform additional
500 training steps, now using a relation-based projection matrix (Eq. 3).
Cluster Synergy (KSyn). When learning KER, we performed a validation
step every 20 training cycles looking at simultaneously improving of two metrics:
(a) MRR and cluster synergy (KSyn). From the latter we expect to capture the
ability of a given embedding representation to approximate similar entities. The
resulting embedding representation for the subject entities are clustered using
KNN algorithm with multiple variations of K ∈ {16, 32, 48, 64, 96, 128} – the
bigger K is, the smaller the average cluster radius become. For each cluster, we
look at each pair (r, ct : t) that correspond to a feature value for a given subject
ch :h. If the probability of (r, ct : t) occurring in a cluster u (i.e. Pu (r, ct : t))
is bigger than the overall probability of the same feature-value pair occurring
in the entire training dataset P (r, ct : t), we consider the diﬀerence Pu (r, ct :
t) − P (r, ct : t) as the contribution of the feature-value pair to synergy of
cluster u. KSyn of a given cluster u is the average of all positive contributions
from each possible feature-value pair within that cluster, whereas KSyn of the
resulting embedding model is the average KSyn of all clusters. The average radius
m from the best cluster setup is saved to be further used in the ﬁnal classiﬁcation
task.
Diﬀerently from previous KER approaches that use training and test triples
simultaneously during training, we consider our approach is more realistic when
adding the test set only in a subsequent learning step. In addition, subjects from
the test set are totally distinct from those used during training. We perform a
second embedding training round aiming to accommodate the test subjects in
the vector space. Only entities from the test set not yet seen during training have
their embedding representation learned during this phase, whereas embedding
representation for entities used during the ﬁrst training phase are kept frozen.
Finally, we use the embedding representation from all training and test subjects to perform risk assessment as a classiﬁcation task. The best average cluster
radius m learned from the KSyn validation is used as a radius threshold when
calculating the probabilistic distribution of target labels in each embedding cluster (each one centered by a test subject). For each target label l, we calculate the
probability of l for each test subject s. Thus, each test subject is taken as the
6

R
R
We used a Linux x86 64-bits Intel
Xeon
CPU E5-2630 v4 @ 2.20 GHz as a
computing infrastructure for our experiments.
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center of a cluster us with radius m. Then we use the resulting embeddings from
the training subject neighbors within a maximum L2-norm distance m from s,
and we calculate the probability of label l happening in cluster us . The probability scores in the range [0,1] of each label l for each test subjects are then
analyzed regarding AUPRC and F-score to ﬁnd the best classiﬁcation threshold.

4

Results and Discussion

We presents our results in four distinct perspectives: (a) we contrast low- vs.
high-dimensional spaces and we show how the number of dimensions can inﬂuence the ability of embedding approaches to capture the semantic relatedness of
graph constituents; (b) we present our ﬁndings on how LP and cluster quality
metrics can be complementary when simultaneously used to both model generalization and embedding quality; (c) we provide evidence that simpler approaches
perform better than more sophisticated embedding formulations when targeting
embedding quality rather than trying to improve link prediction; and (d) we
demonstrate how cluster synergy analysis can be used to provide explainability
for a resulting embedding model.
Low- vs. High-Dimensional Spaces. In higher dimensional spaces, a density
estimator can misbehave when there is no smooth low-dimensional manifold
capturing the distribution [3]. Although higher dimensional spaces can provide
more space to accommodate entities, this does not necessarily favor the similarity
of nearby entities, as evidenced in [5]. We tested the eﬀect of both lower and
higher k-dimensional spaces (8 ≤ k ≤ 256), and we present the ﬁnal classiﬁcation
results (AUPRC) on the test set for each dataset in each k-dimensional space
in Table 2. None of the datasets was able to consistently improve classiﬁcation
performance alongside increasing the number of dimensions in the vector space.
Oppositely, the number of required k dimensions that best ﬁt the embedding
representation seems to be somehow related to the complexity (shape and size)
of the dataset and classiﬁcation tasks. For example, ‘Mushroom’ and ‘Epilepsy’
are the datasets devoid of any many-to-many relations, thus requiring lower
embedding dimensionality.
Link Prediction vs. Embedding Quality. MRR and Hits@N are correlated
metrics traditionally used as embedding evaluation scores. However, the more
MRR can be improved the better embedding quality it is not necessarily entailed.
This becomes more evident when we look at the way embedding approaches try
to improve overall model accuracy by adding relation-based projections and
how they are aﬀected by hyperparameters (learning rate η and learning margin
γ). Figure 1 shows how MRR and the proposed KSyn scores evolve along the
training process. Each chart presents the two-phase 500-cycle learning process,
each phase following Eqs. 1 and 3 (in Sect. 3.3) respectively:
(1) In the ﬁrst learning phase, η varies from 0.1 to 0.01 in the ﬁrst 300 cycles,
and it is kept ﬁxed at 0.01 so on, whereas γ is ﬁxed at (q/8) along the ﬁrst 200
learning cycles, when it is then progressively increased up to (q ×1.5) in the cycle
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Table 2. Average AUPRC scores for each dataset on each k-dimensional space on the
risk assessment task - average of scores resulting from each classiﬁcation label - best
score in bold for each dataset.
Datasets
k-dim Mushroom Epilepsy CHSI

Pregnancy

8
16
32
64
128
256

0.1506
0.1628
0.1492
0.1651
0.1586
0.1575

0.9991
0.9993
0.9979
0.9984
0.9993
0.9992

0.5475
0.5254
0.5195
0.4911
0.4499
0.4100

0.3592
0.3799
0.3852
0.3844
0.4019
0.3978

500 (see Eq. 4). Although embedding quality (KSyn) is not necessarily worsen
during the last 200 learning cycles, higher values for γ can negatively aﬀect
MRR, which seems consistent to results found in [6].
(2) In the second learning phase, a relation-based projection matrix is added
to the best model (chosen by selecting the best combination of MRR and KSyn)
for additional 500 learning cycles. There is a considerable improvement in the
MRR metric in the ﬁrst cycles (<50), when no further improvement is shown,
and models become stable regarding MRR. However, the MRR improvement
implies decay in the KSyn score. We believe relation-based projection matrices
do not favor embedding quality and make embedding approaches biased by the
traditional LP evaluation protocol. One possible reason for this outcome is that
non-similar entities separated by opposite hyper-hemispheres (opposite sides of
any dimension within the hyperspace), even if they are very close to each other,
can be pre-projected to opposite directions by the relation matrix before having
the relation vector added to their latent composition.

(a) Epilepsy

(b) CHSI

Fig. 1. MRR vs KSyn on two benchmark datasets – although MRR slightly improves
when a relation-base projection matrix is added in the second learning phase, there is
a decay in the KSyn score indicating loss of embedding quality.
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Simple vs. Complex Embedding Approaches. In Table 3, we present the
F1-scores for the risk assessment problem designed as a classiﬁcation task. We
compare three distinct learning approaches: (a) ﬁrstly, embedding models are
learned based on the MRR metric only; (b) then we used a combination of
MRR and KSyn metrics to perform evaluation and select the best model during
training; (c) ﬁnally, we added a relation-based projection matrix on the top of
the best model. Although MRR does not directly reﬂect the resulting embedding
quality and synergy for similar clustered entities, it is still a good evaluation
metric to be used alongside the process of learning KER. However, when we
pairwise MRR with a way of enforcing embedding synergy (MRR+KSyn Linear),
the resulting models are more suitable for a classiﬁcation tasks that directly
relying on the embedding representation and the probabilistic distribution of
target labels within the entity neighbors in the vector space. Finally, although
previous approaches have been exploring more complex ways of learning KER
(MRR+KSyn Matrix), we found strong evidence that the LP diverts attention
from the fact the overall embedding representation model is expected to carry
on a semantically relatedness among similar entities, favoring the knowledge
completion task only, thus badly performing when evaluated on tasks the rely
on the embedding quality, such as risk assessment.
Table 3. Resulting F1-scores for the risk assessment task regarding each embedding
learning validation strategy.
Dataset

Learning validation strategy
MRR (only) MRR + KSyn MRR + KSyn
(Linear)
(Linear)
(Matrix)

Mushroom
Epilepsy
CHSI
Pregnancy

0.9986
0.5799
0.3718
0.2964

0.9988
0.5828
0.4794
0.3053

0.8679
0.4973
0.3644
0.2293

Model Explainability. Decision trees are known by its capability to eﬃciently
deal with large, complicated datasets without imposing a complicated parametric structure, and break down a complex classiﬁcation process into a collection of
simpler decisions, facilitating feature selection, and thus providing a solution that
is easier to interpret [21,23]. However, they are model-oriented and target speciﬁc
classiﬁcation labels. We used the cluster synergy analysis to provide explainability for a resulting embedding model: (a) ﬁrst, we can provide a feature-relevance
analysis that is performed based on the resulting model regarding a speciﬁc test
set, i.e., the way features are ranked is sensible to the test subjects (Fig. 2); and
(b) to each test subject we can perform feature-relevance analysis and provide
the individual explainability to each test case. Figure 3 compares feature-value
relevance from two samples of mushroom (poisonous vs. edible) in the test set.
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Relevant feature-value pairs diﬀer between each other sample, and also diﬀer
comparatively to the resulting feature relevance regarding the overall test set,
when comparing Figs. 2 and 3.

(a) Mushroom

(b) Pregnancy

Fig. 2. Feature relevance analysis for the resulting embedding model regarding the test
set over the training set.

Fig. 3. Risk assessment explainability analysis – KSyn of each pair (feature, value)
for two mushroom samples; relevant feature-values pair are diﬀerent comparing two
mushroom samples (poisonous vs. edible).
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Conclusions

While deep learning methods have led to many breakthroughs in practical ML
applications, there is still a lack on how to develop systems that can ‘understand’
and ‘explain’ the decisions they make. A critical step in achieving ML explainability is to design knowledge meaning representations, and KG embeddings are
a potential approach towards that direction. We introduce novel perspectives of
using KG embeddings techniques to support subsequent ML applications in this
sense and we review some hyperparameter tuning eﬀects: (a) higher dimensional
spaces do not necessarily improve embedding performance and quality, but they
are aﬀected by learning rate and margin; (b) traditional KER evaluation protocol is biased by the LP task, i.e., embedding approaches are expected to provide
representation models that express the semantically similarity among similar
nearby entities; instead, whereas trying to improve LP accuracy, enhanced models fail on satisfying the intra-cluster semantic similarity of entity vectors; and
ﬁnally, (c) we introduce a cluster synergy analysis to support model explainability that enables tracking input entities back into the training gold standard
sets and understanding the relations between these entities – from the resulting knowledge embedding representation, cluster synergy analysis provides the
overall feature-relevance for a test set regarding the training samples, and the
ability to individually perform feature-value relevance to each test subject.
We plan to expand current experiments by looking at alternative ways of
dealing with test cases, evaluating further embedding constraints (e.g., regularization, disjoint sets, and taxonomies), and using temporal-based datasets to
draw the high-level picture on how risk changes and how it is timely aﬀected.
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Abstract. Recently, ontology-based approaches to security, in particular to information security, have been recognized as a relevant challenge
and as an area of research interest of its own. As the number of ontologies about security grows for supporting diﬀerent applications, semantic
interoperability issues emerge. Relatively little attention has been paid to
the ontological analysis of the concept of security understood as a broad
application-independent security ontology. Core (or reference) ontologies of security cover this issue to some extent, enabling multiple applications crossing domains of security (information systems, economics,
public health, crime etc.). In this paper, we investigate the current stateof-the-art on Security Core Ontologies. We select, analyze, and categorize
studies on this topic, supporting a future ontological analysis of security,
which could ground a well-founded security core ontology. Notably, we
show that: most existing ontologies are not publicly ﬁndable/accessible;
foundational ontologies are under-explored in this ﬁeld of research; there
seems to be no common ontology of security. From these ﬁndings, we
make the case for the need of a FAIR Core Security Ontology.
Keywords: Security core ontology · Security reference ontology
Systematic mapping study · FAIR principles
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Introduction

Security concerns are pervasive in society across diﬀerent contexts, such as economics, public health, criminology, aviation, information systems and cybersecurity, as well as international aﬀairs. In recent years, multiple ontologies about
security have been developed with the main goal of supporting diﬀerent kinds
of applications, such as the simulation of threats and risk management. Covering multiple application areas, security ontologies deal with many kinds of core
and cross-domain concepts such as risk, asset, threat, and vulnerability [15]. An
example of the current worries about security and, in particular, information
security is the open letter addressed to the United Nation by the World Wide
c Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021

S. Cherfi et al. (Eds.): RCIS 2021, LNBIP 415, pp. 107–123, 2021.
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Web Foundation1 . As the interest in security and related applications grows, the
need for a rigorous analysis of the already existing resources and related concepts
increases, with the main goal of enabling ontologies for information structures
design and reuse. However, because of the diﬀerent applications, the multiplicity
of existing security ontologies dealing with diﬀerent aspects of this domain brings
back the issues of semantic interoperability, domain understanding and data and
model reusability, suggesting the need for a common view, i.e., an explicit agreement about the semantics of the concepts therein. Core ontologies are intended
to provide a solution to these problems, addressing to some extent the question
of the general ontology of a given domain.
To better understand and organize the state-of-the-art on core ontologies of
security, we carry out a systematic mapping study by following the guidelines of
Petersen et al. [19]. Our contribution is a mapping of the literature about this
type of ontology, selecting and categorizing the papers, then identifying research
gaps. In particular, we are interested in investigating how much the existing
Security Core Ontologies abide by the FAIR principles [13], i.e., how Findable,
Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable are they?
This output is expected to be the basis of future research towards an ontological analysis of security, the development of a common ontology of security, and
the development of an ontology-based security modeling language. The enterprise of building a general security ontology is a well-known open challenge in
the ﬁeld [4]. Indeed, the need for security ontology (rather than just taxonomy
of security terms) was already recognized nearly two decades ago [5].
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 establishes some deﬁnitions
according to the literature; Sect. 3 presents related work; Sect. 4 describes the
process we followed in our mapping study; Sect. 5 presents the outcomes of our
analysis; Sect. 6 brieﬂy discuss some results; and Sect. 7 concludes the paper by
discussing the main conclusions and prospects for future work.

2

Terminological Remarks on Ontology

The term “ontology” is semantically overloaded. In philosophy, ontology is concerned with “what there is”, i.e., with the nature and characteristics of the categories of entities that are assumed to exist by some theory [20]. In Computer
Science, “ontology” has several diﬀerent meanings [21], but one often cited deﬁnition is that “an ontology is a formal, explicit speciﬁcation of a shared conceptualisation” [26]. Obviously each term in the definiens requires further elaboration;
for that we refer the reader to [10]. The notion of conceptualization is useful here
because it allows a broader view of ontology: the things forming a conceptualization of a given domain are used to articulate abstractions of a certain state
of aﬀairs in reality [10]; a conceptualization is a sort of abstract model of some
phenomenon in the world, identifying the relevant concepts and relations of that
phenomenon [26]. So, a deﬁnition that is not far from the original philosophical one after all. Adopting this view, we then are going to consider ontology
1

See https://webfoundation.org/2020/09/un-trust-and-security-letter/.
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as whatever expresses such a conceptualization for security in a general level,
regardless of the language in which this conceptualization is expressed, i.e., this
might be (a) a conceptual model, made in a conceptual modeling language (e.g.,
UML) or just stated in natural language, describing the entities and relations
in the domain; (b) a formal specification of this conceptual model (for example,
in a form of a set of description logic axioms); (c) the executable information
artifact of this speciﬁcation (a Web Ontology Language ﬁle, for example). These
three meanings are interrelated and of interest here, because we are aiming at
surveying works that present core security ontologies in any of these senses.
Ontologies have diﬀerent scopes or domain granularities. The broader their
scope, the more generic their concepts. A foundational ontology, aka “upper
ontology” or “top-level ontology”, intends to establish a view of the most general aspect of reality, such as events, processes, identity, part-whole relation, individuation, change, dependence, causality etc.. Examples include the Descriptive
Ontology for Linguistic and Cognitive Engineering (DOLCE), the Basic Formal
Ontology (BFO), and the Uniﬁed Foundational Ontology (UFO). Foundational
Ontologies oﬀer key support in the development of high-quality core and domain
ontologies, improving their consistency and interoperability [9]. Core reference
ontologies are built to grasp the central concepts and relations of a given domain,
possibly integrating several domain ontologies and being applicable in multiple
scenarios [21]. The terms “core ontology”, “reference ontology” and “core reference ontology” or even “common ontology” often denote the same type of
artifact [28]. In our context here, this kind of ontology, implicitly or explicitly,
deals with the security-related concepts and relations across numerous domains
of applications. Both foundational ontologies and core ontologies are applicationindependent, but the former are domain-independent as well.

3

Related Work

To the best of our knowledge, the ﬁrst systematic literature review on security
ontologies was published by Blanco et al. [3]. The authors highlight that building
ontologies in the information security domain is an important research challenge.
They identiﬁed that most works were focused on speciﬁc application domains,
and were still at the early stages of development, lacking the available source
ﬁles of the security ontologies. They concluded that the security community at
that time needed yet a complete security ontology able to provide reusability,
communication, and knowledge sharing. More than a decade has passed since
the publication of that study, so we can verify whether some of its conclusions
still hold.
A review made by Sicilia et al. [24], focused on information security ontologies
that were published between 2014 and June 2015, which is a rather narrow period
of analysis. Arbanas and Čubrilo [2] review and categorize information security
ontologies in the same way as Blanco et al. [4]. The former covers the period
between 2004 and 2014, and it does not follow a systematic methodology. The
latter is a systematic literature review, more aligned with our investigation,
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though it was made ten years ago; [4] noticed at that time that the majority
of security ontologies were focused on formalizing concrete domains to solve a
speciﬁc problem.
Sikos [25] collects and describes OWL ontologies in cybersecurity, including
what he calls “Upper Ontologies for Cybersecurity”, which is analogous to what
we call core reference security ontologies. Implementations of security ontologies
in other languages were not part of that analysis.
Meriah and Rabai [16] proposes a new classiﬁcation of information security
ontologies: (a) ontology-based security standards and (b) ontology-based security risk assessment. The goal of their analysis is speciﬁcally to support security
stakeholders choice of the appropriate ontology in the context of security compliance and risk assessment in an enterprise.
Ellerm and Morales-Trujillo [6] did a mapping study on security modeling
in the context of Enterprise Architecture; they conclude there exists a necessity
for reference models, security standards and regulations in the context of micromobility to enable an accurate and eﬀective representation through modeling
languages. Here, among other things, we make a case for a similar conclusion
about security in a broader context (i.e., beyond micromobility).
As we see, these useful reviews have some limitations, some of which we
intend to address in this work. More importantly, we notice there is hitherto no
mapping study exclusively on security core ontologies. A reference ontology of
security (in the sense discussed in Sect. 2 but also in the same sense of [7] for
legal relations, [22] for Value and Risk, and [18] for Service) that is applicable
to several security sub-domains has yet to be proposed.

4

Methodology

Our procedure is linear and follows the guidelines of Petersen et al. for systematic
mapping studies in software engineering [19]:
i) Research Questions: We deﬁne and justify a set of input research questions, which give us the review scope, including inclusion-exclusion criteria;
ii) Search Procedures: We carry out the searches, deﬁning the total amount
of papers;
iii) Screening of the Studies: We screen them to deﬁne solely the relevant
papers;
iv) Classification Scheme: We analyze certain parts of the relevant papers
(keywords, abstract, introduction etc.) aiming to formulate categories for
classifying the papers;
v) Results: We ﬁnally gather the data, then producing a landscape of reference
ontologies of security - described in the results Sect. 5.
Notice that, in this paper, when we talk about the object of our investigation,
we use the terms “work”, “paper”, “study” and “research” interchangeably.
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Research Questions

Our study is driven by the following research questions that deﬁne its scope:
RQ1: Which security core ontologies exist in the literature?
RQ2: Which languages have been used to represent the core ontologies of security?
RQ3: Are the specifications of the security core ontologies publicly available? If
so, in which source (URL)?
RQ4: Which foundational ontologies have been used in the design of security
core ontologies?
RQ5: Which terms appear most often in the core ontologies of security?
RQ2 and RQ4 directly speaks to the topic of interoperability [11]; RQ3 to
findability; accessibility is indirectly assessed through ﬁndability, as the absence
of the latter blocks the possibility of the former; analogously, reusability is indirectly assessed through interoperoperality and, hence, RQ4 (with respect to the
need for having rich meta-data about domain-related terms [13]) but it is also
related to RQ2, as the use of standard languages can foster the reusability of
models; RQ1 deﬁnes the space of models of our analysis and RQ5 the space of
concepts. Through RQ5 we also take the ﬁrst steps toward a common conceptualization of the domain of security.
Given the listed RQs, we deﬁne explicit inclusion and exclusion criteria. The
ﬁnal collection of papers is deﬁned by the studies that, simultaneously, suﬃce
every inclusion criterion, and that do not satisfy any exclusion criteria.
Inclusion Criteria
1. Studies whose goals include introducing an ontology in at least one of the
three senses we deﬁned in Sect. 2: conceptual models expressed in any form,
formal speciﬁcations, and executable information artifacts - each describing
a general conceptualization of the security domain.
2. Studies presenting a security ontology that can be seen, at least partially,
as a core reference ontology, that is, an application-independent ontology
describing the general concepts and relations of the domain [21], and thus,
could be reused for diﬀerent types of application.
3. Studies published in the last twenty years, that is, between 2000 and 2020
(included).2
Exclusion Criteria
1. Studies presenting application-based or microdomains ontologies of security for example, an ontology method to solve the heterogeneity issues in a layered
cloud platform [27].
2. Studies available solely in abstracts or slide presentations.
2

Indeed, our searches suggests there is almost no ontology-based study about security
before 2000.
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3. Publications not available in English.
4. Works about “ontological security”, deﬁned in international relations studies
as “the need to experience oneself as a whole, continuous person in time - as
being rather than constantly changing - in order to realize a sense of agency”
[17].
5. Studies on security ontology as a philosophical issue. Though they should
be useful for future ontological analysis of security-related notions, our work
here is focused on core ontology of security as information artifacts.
4.2

Search Procedures

Considering the RQs, in November 2020, we made several queries to the following
databases, according to the search strings shown below in the exact described
form: Web of Science, DBLP, ACM Digital Library, Science Direct, IEEE Xplore,
Google Scholar, and Scopus. Here, the comma denotes diﬀerent queries.
To formulate the search strings we assume a sort of “gold standard” based
on our previous knowledge about studies that must be retrieved (such as
[29,39,41,50]) plus the reference of the related works (such as [4]). The goal
of these search strings is to capture as many studies as possible that present
some security ontology in the general level required by our scope (see especially
inclusion criterion 2). At the same time, the search strings should not retrieve an
overwhelming amount of papers; that is one of the reason why they are diﬀerent
according to the database.
Though some papers appear in multiple databases, large databases end up
hiding some relevant papers because of the number of results. This is why we
use diﬀerent search strings in diﬀerent databases: in general, we make broader
searches on smaller databases, like DBLP, and we make narrower searches on bigger databases, like Google Scholar. Moreover, we have experimented and crosschecked several search string options in multiple databases before ﬁnally deciding
the ones that follow.
For each database all queries were made using the most general field of search,
except when otherwise speciﬁed. The number of results retrieved from each
database and query is written with parentheses below. We used the Harzing’s
Publish or Perish software 3 to make the queries to Scopus since this software
allows a convenient visualization of results. The other queries were made directly
to the respective databases. Notice that in DBLP we use the term “ontolog” to
capture variations like “ontological”, “ontologies” and “ontology”, according to
the search algorithm of this database.
DBLP (263) = security ontolog (258), core reference ontology (2), common
security ontology (2), security core ontology (1)
Science Direct (113) = “core security ontology” OR “security ontology” OR
“core reference ontology”
3

https://harzing.com/resources/publish-or-perish.
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IEEE Xplore, ACM Digital Library (55, 67) = “core reference ontology”
OR “common security ontology” OR “security core ontology” OR “core security
ontology” OR “security conceptual model” OR “security modeling language”
OR “conceptual model of security” OR “core ontology of security” OR “common ontology of security” OR “general security ontology” (15, 30), “security
knowledge” AND “ontology” (40, 37)
Google Scholar (591) = “common security ontology” OR “security core ontology” OR “core security ontology” OR “security conceptual model” OR “security
modeling language” OR “conceptual model of security” OR “core ontology of
security” OR “common ontology of security” OR “general security ontology”

Through Harzing’s Publish or Perish software, we used the “Keywords”
search (the most general search) for all queries over Scopus, except for the last
two, whose searches were made over “Title words” - constrained to the periods
2010–2015 and 2016–2020.
Scopus, Web of Science (322, 294) = “core reference ontology” OR “common
security ontology” OR “security core ontology” OR “core security ontology” OR
“security conceptual model” OR “security modeling language” OR “conceptual
model of security” OR “core ontology of security” OR “common ontology
of security” (53, 160) OR “general security ontology” (4, 1) OR (“security
knowledge” AND “ontology”) (63, 36) OR security ontology (202, 97)a
a

We have added double quotation marks for exact phrase search in this last
query on Web of Science. Otherwise more than 1400 papers are returned.

The ﬁrst author was the main responsible for executing this phase, though
discussion and revision were made with the other coauthors.
4.3

Screening of the Studies

The previous phase of our mapping study found thousands of papers, as seen in
the last subsection. To select those relevant for us, according to the aforementioned inclusion-exclusion criteria, we proceeded to read key parts of the text as
much as necessary to decide whether (or not) each study satisﬁes each criterion.
These parts include, in the following order, the title, keywords, and abstract,
and if those were not suﬃcient, the introduction and conclusion, and, ﬁnally, if
needed, the other sections. Moreover, we compared the results of our queries to
works classiﬁed as security ontology with general purpose by other reviews [4,24]
both to select relevant works and to validate our queries. During this process,
we realized that some selected studies just mention ontologies of other primary
studies in order to achieve their own purposes - hence, except when the former
presents progress in the ontology itself, we keep only the primary study, whose
main purpose was the introduction of the ontology.
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This whole process was made by the ﬁrst author, then the outcome was
checked by co-authors of this paper, then the ﬁrst author proceeded a double checking to guarantee the relevance of the selected papers according to the
inclusion-exclusion criteria. After the conclusion of this phase, the amount of
relevant studies was reduced to 57. They were added to “My Library” on the
Google Scholar proﬁle of the ﬁrst author for storage and metadata extraction.
4.4

Classification Scheme

After this procedure, we propose the classiﬁcation schemes listed below, which
are related to the RQs. The classiﬁcation procedure was executed by the ﬁrst
author, then the outcome was checked and discussed by the co-authors, then the
ﬁrst authors proceeded a double checking.
– Implementation language (RQ1, RQ2): The language used to express
the ontology, in particular for execution. In case no executable implementation
(like OWL) exists, we mention only the conceptual modeling language, such
as Unified Modeling Language (UML), the logic language (say, description
logic), or natural language. We also use the term “UML-like” to refer to a
non-speciﬁed diagrammatic language that looks like UML class diagrams.
– Artifact availability (RQ3): In case the security model had been implemented, is it publicly available? If so, in which source can it be found? We
have searched for the implemented model both inside the paper and on internet in general, aiming at ﬁnding the latest version of the source and of the
ﬁle.
– Foundational ontology (RQ4): Whether or not the security ontology is
based on some upper ontology, like BFO, DOLCE and UFO.
– Concept words (RQ5): We consider the term denoting security core concepts appearing in the selected studies, in order to describe their relative
frequency. The goal is to support the identiﬁcation of the most important
concepts for a security common ontology.

5

Results

RQ1: Which security core ontologies exist in the literature? Our ﬁnal
data set of studies reporting core reference security ontologies, published between
2000 and 2020, ended up with 57 items. Their distribution in time is shown by
Fig. 1. We notice there is no study published between the beginning of 2000 and
the end of 2002. The list of the selected studies is attached at the end of the
paper, but Table 1 already shows the collected studies presenting some security
core ontology while classifying them by their representation language.
RQ2: Which languages have been used to represent the core ontologies of security? Using the data from Table 1, we plotted the pie chart shown
in Fig. 2, which clearly shows the preference for OWL as the representation language of core security ontologies. This is not a surprise, considering that OWL
2 is a standard recommended by W3C since October of 2009.
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Table 1. The 57 selected studies presenting core security ontologies grouped by their
language of implementation (See RQ1, RQ2)
Language

Study

OWL

[29, 32, 41–46, 49, 50, 53, 54, 57–
59, 61, 70–73, 81, 82]
[34, 36–38, 52, 60, 69, 75, 77, 79, 80, 85]

UML

[40, 48, 51, 63, 65–67, 74]

Natural language [33, 39, 55, 64, 68, 76]
UML-like

[47, 56, 83]

RDF

[35, 78]

Description Logic [30, 62]
AS 3 Logic

[84]

XML

[31]

Fig. 1. 57 studies presenting core reference security ontologies grouped by year

Fig. 2. Proportions of representation languages in studies shown on Table 1

RQ3: Are the specifications of the security core ontologies publicly
available? If so, in which source (URL)? After searching for the ﬁle containing the ontology both within the papers and on the internet, we were only
able to ﬁnd 6 of them, namely [41]4 , [49]5 , [53]6 , [54]7 , [35]8 , [69]9 . We found
some links, even when they were not included in their respective papers, in a
dedicated catalog for security ontologies10 .
RQ4: Which foundational ontologies have been used in the design of
security core ontologies? Among the 57 selected studies, only four have made
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Source: https://github.com/ferruciof/Files.
Source: http://semionet.rnet.ryerson.ca/ontologies/sio.owl.
Source: http://securitytoolbox.appspot.com/stac.
Source: https://www.ida.liu.se/divisions/adit/security/projects/secont/.
Source: https://sourceforge.net/projects/vulneranet/ﬁles/Wiki/.
Source: https://github.com/brunomozza/IoTSecurityOntology.
http://lov4iot.appspot.com/?p=lov4iot-security.
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use of some foundational ontology, which represents 7% of the total: [37] uses
BFO, and [64,70,71] use DOLCE. We brieﬂy present them below.
Massacci et al. [64] present an extended ontology for security requirements
based on DOLCE that uniﬁes concepts from the Problem Frames and Secure i*
methodologies, and security concepts such as asset and threat.
Oltramari et al. [71] propose an OWL-based ontological framework that is
constituted by a domain ontology of cyber operations (OSCO), which is based on
DOLCE and extended with a security-related middle-level ontology (SECCO).
The authors later extend this framework with the Human Factors Ontology
(HUFO) [70] to support predictive cybersecurity risk assessment. Considering
human factors, HUFO includes individual characteristics, situational characteristics, and relationships that inﬂuence the trust given to an individual.
Lastly, Casola et al. [37] present a “ﬁrst step towards an ISO-based Information Security Domain Ontology” to support information security management
systems. They show a high-level ontology for modeling complex relations among
domains, and a low-level, domain-speciﬁc ontology, for modeling the ISO 27000
family of standards. To assure higher interoperability, they have made use of the
principles behind BFO.
RQ5: Which terms appear most often in the core ontologies of security? Grasping the most important concepts of security is essential to devise a
common ontology of security. This is the reason behind RQ5. A frequency table
would be helpful to approach the issue. However, the results for RQ3 show few
available ﬁles, which could be used for precise counting. To deal with that we
count the frequency of the most general terms when explicitly stated inside the
ontology described in the very paper. We also normalize some terms, for example
avoiding plural, in order to reﬂect the frequency of the concept rather than the
frequency of the word itself. The result is shown by Table 2, which shows the relative frequency of terms in the sense that it reliably presents the most common
terms, though the exact counting can harmlessly vary.
Table 2. Relative frequency of most common concept terms
Concept Term

#

Concept Term  #

Vulnerability

24

Risk

9
7

Asset

23

Attacker

Threat

21

Control

7

Countermeasure 12

Stakeholder

6

Attack

Consequence

6

9

Among the 57 selected studies, each work presents a security ontology and
each term appears only once in each ontology if it appears at all. Then we can
conclude there exists no concept shared by all selected ontologies. This suggests
a general lack of agreement between those security ontologies. At this point, we
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may wonder whether some of the selected ontologies have been more adopted
than others. Since the number of citations (in Google Scholar) oﬀers an approach
to this question, we notice [33] with more than 6500 citations stands out from
any other work. Studies with the number of citations between 100 up to 300
citations are [39,46,50,54,58,65,80].

6

The Need for a FAIR Core Security Ontology

The interest in security ontologies has been growing in the last ﬁfteen years. Most
likely because of the rapid growth of Web apps and the popularization of the
internet, which remarkably increased information security concerns. However,
these ontologies are not easily findable since only circa 10% of them are publicly
available. Indeed, the lack of availability of security ontologies was noted by [3]
in 2008, so this scenario has not changed signifcantly so far.
Moreover, the use of foundational ontologies for grounding core security
ontologies is still very incipient. The lack of a foundational ontology supporting
the construction of a domain ontology is not a problem per se. However, studies have shown that foundational ontologies signiﬁcantly contribute to prevent
and to detect bad ontology design [23], improving the quality and interoperability of domain and core ontologies [14]. Indeed, modeling domain and core
ontologies without making explicit the underlying ontological commitments of
the conceptualization gives rise to semantic interoperability problems. In fact,
there is a strong connection between the ability of articulating domain-speciﬁc
notions in terms of formal ontological categories in conceptual models, and the
interoperability of these artifacts [11].
Semantic interoperability is also hindered by the sole use of languages such
as OWL, which merely address logical issues neglecting truly ontological ones
[9,11]. Once meaning negotiation and semantic interoperability issues have been
established by the usage of an ontologically well-founded modeling language,
knowledge representation languages such as OWL can be employed for ontology
implementation if necessary [9].
Still regarding interoperability, in our set of selected papers, only four ontologies grounded on a foundational ontology were identiﬁed, three of which are
based on DOLCE. As demonstrated in [22], risk (and, hence, risk management,
including risk control measures) is an inherently relational phenomenon. This
makes DOLCE an odd choice for grounding a reference ontology in this area,
given that it does not support relational aspects (relational qualities and bundles
thereof) (see [12]). In contrast, UFO comprises a rich theory of relations that
has successfully been used to address related phenomena such as risk, value [22],
and trust [1].
In assessing reusability, we focus here on two aspects, namely, whether the
ontologies meet domain-relevant community standards and whether they provide
rich metadata [13]. Regarding the former, one positive aspect is the fact that
most of the ontologies found in our study are represented using international
standard languages (e.g., OWL - which is a W3C standard - and UML - which is
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a OMG de facto standard - together account for 73,69% of all the models as per
Fig. 1). This at least aﬀords syntactic reusability as well as some predictability
in terms of automated inference (in the case of OWL models). However, from a
semantic point of view, reusability requires a safe interpretation of the elements
being reused in terms of the correct domain categories. In this sense, rich metadata grounded in well-understood ontological categories is as important for safe
reusability as it is for safe interoperability. Here, the same limitations identiﬁed
for the latter (e.g., the use of ontologically-poor languages such as OWL and
UML [9], and the lack of use of foundational ontologies) can also be identiﬁed
as a hindrance to the former.
In summary, our study highlights the need for advancing on the proposal
of Core Security Ontologies that are Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and
Reusable, i.e., FAIR [13].

7

Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a systematic mapping study about the literature on
core reference security ontologies, considering the last twenty years of research.
We started an analysis to understand this research scenario, the implementation
languages that have been used, the availability of the ontology ﬁles, the domains,
and the role of foundational ontologies in security ontologies. Our mapping study
has made clear an important research gap in security ontology ﬁeld: there seems
to be no domain-independent core security ontology in the same general sense
of [7] for Legal Relations, [22] for Value and Risk, and [18] for Service . Moreover, foundational ontologies are very underutilized in the ﬁeld (interoperability).
Another gap is the lack of public availability of the actual security core ontologies
as artifacts (ﬁndability), which makes their analysis and (re)use diﬃcult.
As future work, we intend to use the results of this systematic review as
support for the development of a well-founded security ontology grounded on the
Uniﬁed Foundation Ontology [8] and as an extension of the Common Ontology
of Value and Risk [22], following FAIR principles [13].
Acknowledgement. This work is supported by Accenture Israel Cyber R&D Lab.
(RiskGraph project).
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Abstract. The increasing growth of the Internet of Things (IoT) escalates a broad range of privacy concerns, such as inconsistencies between
an IoT application and its privacy policy, or inference of personally identiﬁable information (PII) of users without their knowledge. To address
these challenges, we propose and develop a privacy protection framework
called PHIN, for a heterogeneous IoT network, which aims to evaluate
privacy risks associated with a new IoT device before it is deployed within
a network. We deﬁne a methodology and set of metrics to identify and
calculate the level of privacy risk of an IoT device and to provide twolayered privacy notices. We also develop a privacy taxonomy and data
practice mapping schemas by analyzing 75 randomly selected privacy
policies from 12 diﬀerent categories to help us identify and extract IoT
data practices. We conceptually analyze our framework with four smart
home IoT devices from four diﬀerent categories. The result of the evaluation shows the eﬀectiveness of PHIN in helping users understand privacy
risks associated with a new IoT device and make an informed decision
prior to its installation.

Keywords: Personally identiﬁable information
Privacy notice · Privacy risk analysis

1

· Heterogeneous IoT ·

Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) is composed of interconnected smart devices that
can transfer real-time data among each other and with the physical world. It
is estimated that by 2025, more than 40 billion IoT devices will be deployed,
generating 79.4 zettabytes of data annually [2]. This rapid growth of deployment
and level of inter-connectivity between devices raises many privacy risks, such as
inference of personally identiﬁable information (PII) by common third-parties
[22] and lack of consistency between the functionality of an IoT device and its
privacy policy. For example, IoT devices may collect data not directly relevant
to their functionalities, leading to potential inconsistencies between the device’s
c Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
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data collection practices and its privacy policy [27]. In heterogeneous networks,
the potential for common third-parties to infer consumers’ PII presents additional privacy risks [22]. For example, Fig. 1 shows an excerpt from the iRobot
privacy policy [4] which states that third-parties associated with iRobot have
control over the device’s data collection practices, and the collected data might
be shared according to the third-parties’ privacy practices. An iRobot may share
PII with the same third-party as other devices connected to the same network.
The third-party could, then, infer new information by consolidating data collected by iRobot and other devices.

Fig. 1. An excerpt of iRobot Privacy Policy [4]

IoT devices such as smart thermostats and smart light-bulbs have limited
capabilities in terms of interacting with consumers, but they are highly connected
and may share data among each other and with third-parties. Due to their limited
user interface, IoT devices are more likely to notify consumers about their data
practices through long privacy policies or terms of services that are written
in complex legal jargon [10] than through other mediums. These documents,
however, are time-consuming to read and diﬃcult for consumers to understand
[19,27]. Hence, providing detailed and eﬀective privacy notices to consumers is
one of the major privacy concerns in the IoT.
In recent years, much work has been done to address some of the aforementioned concerns by evaluating the inference of PII [15,20,26], analyzing violations
and discrepancies in privacy policies [16,17,24,28–30,32,35], providing design
mechanisms for privacy notices [11,21,27] or having question and answering systems to inform users about privacy practices [14,25] described in privacy policies.
While previous research have taken initial steps toward protecting users’
data privacy in the IoT, they either focus on analyzing the eﬀectiveness of existing privacy mechanisms or evaluating privacy concerns of a single IoT device
[15,20]. Currently, to the best of our knowledge, there is no framework that
provides a comprehensive analysis of the privacy risks involved in deploying a
new IoT device within a heterogeneous IoT network and informs users about
those risks. To address this research gap, we propose a new privacy protection
framework, called Protected Heterogeneous IoT Network (PHIN), that aims to
identify privacy risks associated with adding a new IoT device to the network
and notifying the user about those risks [13]. In this paper, we propose PHIN by
considering a smart home as an example of a heterogeneous IoT network. Based
on the existence of discrepancies in privacy policies [16,17,35] and inference of
PII in a single IoT device [15,20,26] demonstrated in previous research, in our
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framework, we deﬁne three privacy risk groups. These are: i) risks related to
inconsistencies between the data collected by a new IoT device and the data
collection practices speciﬁed in its privacy policy, ii) inference risks of PII by
common third-parties among IoT devices, and iii) lack of compatibility of a new
IoT device’s data practices with users’ privacy preferences. In this paper, we only
focus on identifying the ﬁrst two types of privacy risks (i.e. (i) and (ii)). Also,
we only consider mobile-based IoT devices since they are the preferred channel
to access the IoT due to their ease of development [3].
PHIN supports the following functionalities: i) identifying privacy risks from
three diﬀerent perspectives, ii) assigning a privacy risk group to a new IoT device
by analyzing the identiﬁed privacy risks, and iii) generating a two-layered notice
for users with respect to the identiﬁed risks. To support these functionalities,
we developed a privacy taxonomy, called IoT-DPA (data practices analyzer), by
analyzing 75 IoT privacy policies from 12 diﬀerent categories. To evaluate the
eﬀectiveness of PHIN’s functionalities, we conceptually analyze our framework
with four IoT applications from four diﬀerent categories: smart health, smart
security, smart vacuum cleaners, and smart cooking. Our analysis shows that
PHIN can identify potential privacy risks, assign a risk level, and generate a
detailed privacy notice for users to help them make an informed decision before
deploying a new IoT device within the network.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 discusses the related
work. In Sect. 3 and Sect. 4, we detail the overview of PHIN, our IoT-DPA (data
practices analyzer) taxonomy, and our data practices mapping schemas. Section 5
describes how PHIN analyzes privacy risks. In Sect. 6, we show the conceptual
evaluation of our framework and outline the future work. We conclude the paper
in Sect. 7.

2

Related Work

As mentioned above, PHIN aim to identify inconsistencies between an IoT application and its privacy policy, risk of inference of PII, and generating a two-layered
privacy notice for the user with respect to the identiﬁed risks. Therefore, in
this section, we present closely related work in the following categories which
are related to functionalities of PHIN: i) analyzing privacy practice consistency
[6,8,9,17,29,33,35], ii) identifying risk of inference of PII [15,20,26], and iii)
generating privacy notice [11,18,27,34].
Analyzing Privacy Practice Consistency. Much research has been done to
identify inconsistencies between privacy policies and mobile applications [6,8,9,
17,29,33,35]. Yu et al. [33] propose the PPChecker approach which evaluates
1,197 mobile applications and shows that more than 23.6% of them consist of
(1) incorrect privacy policies: the policy states that an application does not
collect a speciﬁc type of PII, but it actually does, or (2) inconsistent privacy
policies: there are conﬂicts between the application’s policy and those of thirdparty libraries. Zimmeck et al. [35] analyzed 17,991 mobile applications’ privacy
policies with their requirements and show that 17% of them share information
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with third-parties without mentioning it in their policies. We extend these eﬀorts
in identifying inconsistencies to IoT applications.
Identifying Risk of Inference of PII. Some work focus on examining how
the PIIs can be inferred by mobile applications or wearable devices [15,20,26].
Liu et al. [15] develop an approach to detect driving activities through wristmounted inertial sensors. They show that through a wearable device, it is possible
to separate steering movements from other movements such as drinking or eating.
An approach called PowerSpy [20] illustrates that an attacker can predict a user’s
location through monitoring device battery activity, which is a function of cell
network signal strength. In our work, instead of considering risks of inference
of PII for a single IoT device, we aim to identify such risks between a new IoT
device and all other devices deployed in the same network.
Generating Privacy Notices. Providing eﬀective privacy notices as recommended by FTC [12] is one of the signiﬁcant privacy challenges in the era of
IoT. Schaub et al. [27] propose guidelines for providing eﬀective privacy notices.
To understand consumers’ privacy preferences, Zeng et al. [34] interviewed ﬁfteen users and observed that the end-users are mostly concerned about thirdparty access to their data. To understand privacy and security concerns of smart
devices in AirBnBs, Mare et al. [18] interviewed 82 hosts and 554 guests. Their
results indicate that users are primarily concerned about information collected
by smart devices without their knowledge. To increase awareness and accountability of privacy and data collection practices, Emami et al. [11] propose a
prototype of security and privacy labels for IoT devices. The prototype includes
ﬁelds for collected information, third-parties with whom the device shares the
collected information, and the purpose of such collection. However, the label is
limited to providing notice about a single IoT device and does not focus on its
functionalities when the device is in a heterogeneous IoT network. In our framework, we aim to show a detailed report on the privacy risks of adding a new
device within a network of other deployed devices.
Although much research has been done to address some of the privacy concerns in the IoT, very few focus on identifying the risks in a heterogeneous IoT
network where many devices share their collected or generated data with common third-parties. To address this research gap, we concentrate primarily on
evaluating privacy risks associated with an IoT device in a heterogeneous network and develop a framework which analyzes these risks with respect to the
device’s privacy policy, other deployed devices, and users’ privacy preferences.

3

An Overview of the PHIN Framework

Our privacy protection framework, PHIN, aims to notify users about privacy
risks of a new IoT device before its deployment within a heterogeneous network
in three risks groups: (i) risks of inconsistencies between a new IoT device and
its privacy policy, (ii) inference risks of PII by common third-parties among IoT
devices, and (iii) lack of compatibility of a new IoT device’s privacy policy with
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user’s privacy preferences. As mentioned in Sect. 1, we identify these three risk
groups based on previous research on discrepancies in privacy policies [16,17,35]
and inference of PII in a single IoT device [15,20,26].
To evaluate and identify privacy risks related to these risk groups, ﬁrst, we
need to extract sensitive information collected by the new and deployed IoT
applications. Then, we need to check if there is any inconsistency between the
new IoT application and its privacy policy. Next, we check if there are any common third-parties between the new IoT application and other deployed devices,
and we analyze the inference risks of PII associated with the common thirdparties. Finally, based on the results of these analyses, we generate a detailed
two-layered privacy notice for the user. To achieve these tasks, PHIN includes
four major components: (1) Information Extractor (IE), (2) Privacy Checker, (3)
Privacy Risk Analyzer (PRA), and (4) Notice Generator [13]. Figure 2 shows
the high-level overview of PHIN. We brieﬂy discuss the functionalities of each
component in this section and provide details of PHIN’s privacy risk analysis
approach in Sect. 5.

Fig. 2. High-level overview of PHIN framework

Information Extractor (IE). This component has two sub-components: “Application Analyzer” and “Policy Analyzer”. The “Application Analyzer” extracts
sensitive data collected and processed by the new IoT device through analyzing
the application’s source code and then classiﬁes them into categories of Sensitive
Data Types which we deﬁne in Sect. 4. The “Policy Analyzer” analyzes privacy
policies of the new and already deployed IoT devices and extracts collected
information and third-parties with whom the collected information is shared.
These collected information and third-parties are then labelled with a category
of Policy Phrases and Third-Party Categories, respectively. We further classify
Policy Phrases into eight high-level categories of information which we call Policy Phrase Categories. Details of these categories are described in Sect. 4. The
IE, then, passes the extracted Sensitive Data Types and Policy Phrases of the
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new IoT device to the “Privacy Checker”’s Inconsistency Checker to identify
inconsistencies between the device and its privacy policy. The IE also passes
the extracted Third-Party Categories and Policy Phrase Categories to the “Privacy Checker”’s Inference Risk Checker to identify inference risk of PII between
two IoT devices due to existence of common third-parties. We consider Policy Phrase Categories instead of Policy Phrases for this purpose since, if two
devices collect diﬀerent information from the same high-level information category, common third-parties may be able to infer PII about the user. Consider the
following scenario: A user Alice, who is a Canadian citizen, uses two IoT devices.
One device collects “citizenship” and another collects “zipcode” as part of their
required information. Although the collected pieces of information are diﬀerent,
they both belong to the “Demographic” information category. These two devices
share information with the same third-party company. If the third-party knows
that Alice is Canadian and also knows Alice’s approximate location, there is a
risk that the third-party may infer Alice as the user of these devices.
Privacy Checker. This component serves as inconsistency, inference risk, and
compatibility checkers in the PHIN framework. As shown in Fig. 2, the “Privacy Checker” includes three sub-components. Each of these sub-components
takes inputs from the “Information Extractor” and maps them to each other as
described in Sect. 5 to identify privacy risks associated with the three above
mentioned risk groups. In this paper, we only focus on the “Inconsistency
Checker” and “Inference Risk Checker”, and we do not consider the “Compatibility Checker”.
Privacy Risk Analyzer (PRA). The objective of this component is to assign
a privacy risk level to the new IoT device based on the results of the three
sub-components of the “Privacy Checker”. Every time a sub-component of the
“Privacy Checker” completes the analysis, PRA updates the risk level of the new
IoT device. Therefore, PRA is bidirectionally linked to the “Privacy Checker”
component as shown in the Fig. 2. The risk level is set to low when both of
the following cases take place: (1) if there is an inconsistency within a certain
threshold or no inconsistency between the new IoT device and its privacy policy
and (2) the new IoT device is the only device in the network. The PRA assigns
the risk level to medium, if there are inconsistencies between the IoT device and
its privacy policy, or there is a risk of inferring PII within a certain threshold.
The risk level is high, if the inconsistency between the new IoT device and its
privacy policy, or the risk of inferring PII exceeds a certain threshold. Figure 5
shows the summary of privacy risk levels. We deﬁne the threshold in Subsect. 5.5.
Notice Generator. This component is responsible for generating a detailed privacy notice based on the result of the PRA. The generated notice has two layers.
The ﬁrst layer shows the result of the “Privacy Checker”’s sub-components and
the risk level assigned to the device by the PRA. The second layer shows details
of the results and other information mentioned in a privacy policy such as purpose(s) of data collection, data retention period, consumers’ control mechanisms,
and a link to the application’s privacy policy.
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The IoT-DPA Taxonomy and Data Practices Mapping
Schemas

In this section, we ﬁrst describe our IoT-DPA (Data Practice Analyzer) taxonomy which we developed to evaluate privacy policies and identify the topic of
each segment in a privacy policy. Next, we explain four data practice mapping
schemas for Policy Phrases, Policy Phrase Categories, Third-Party Categories
and Sensitive Data Types which help us categorize the information extracted
from the IoT devices in the network and their corresponding privacy policies by
“Information Extractor” component of PHIN. To create our taxonomy and these
four schemas, we manually analyzed 75 IoT privacy policies randomly selected
from the top 100 most popular IoT devices1 from 12 diﬀerent categories2 and
the Android public documentation3 .
4.1

The IoT-DPA (Data Practices Analyzer) Taxonomy

We developed the IoT-DPA taxonomy by following the guidelines provided by
Nickerson et al. [23]. We deﬁned our meta-characteristics as data practices which
exist in the IoT privacy policies. We considered both subjective and objective end
conditions as mentioned in [23]. Table 1 shows the dimensions of our taxonomy
and their deﬁnitions. To deﬁne these dimensions, we conducted two empirical
to conceptual iterations and three conceptual to empirical iterations on 75 IoT
privacy policies. The IoT-DPA helps categorizing diﬀerent parts of a privacy
policy and to create our data practice mapping schemas.
Table 1. Our IoT-DPA taxonomy to identify data practices in IoT privacy policies
Dimensions

Deﬁnition

Data collection

What and how the
information is collected

Third-party sharing Which third-party and how
the collected data is being
shared

1
2
3

Data retention

How long the collected
information is stored

Purpose

What is the purpose of the
collection

Access control

How do users have access and
control over their shared data

The most popular IoT devices: http://iotlineup.com/.
The list of analyzed IoT privacy policies: https://tinyurl.com/y3pbhlf8.
https://developer.android.com/docs.
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Policy Phrases and Policy Phrase Categories Mapping Schemas

During our analysis of the 75 privacy policies, we found that some of them
use diﬀerent terminology for the same information. For example, some privacy
policies mention “telephone number”, whereas others mention “phone number” as collected information. We follow and extend the approach proposed by
Bokaei [7] and create a mapping schema as follows: We map “telephone number” and “phone number” to a more generic form “contact number”. We call
such generic form a Policy Phrase. This mapping helps us handle cases such as
synonyms and hypo-/hypernyms in privacy policies. We obtained a set of 79 Policy Phrases from 75 analyzed privacy policies. Figure 3(b) shows an example of
such mapping. Here, the “Geo Location” is mapped to a more generic category
“Location”.
Since IoT devices collect diﬀerent information based on their functionalities, we further categorized Policy Phrases into Policy Phrase Categories which
are: Demographic, Identity, Health, Environmental, Biometric, Technical, Activity, and Network Information. In Fig. 3(b), “Location” and “Temperature” are
mapped to “Environmental” category. Policy Phrase and Policy Phrase Categories mapping schemas are available for further research4 .

Fig. 3. Examples of mapping (a) Sensitive data types, (b) Policy phrases and policy
phrase categories, and (c) Third-party categories

4.3

The Third-Party Categories Mapping Schema

According to privacy regulations such as the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [5] and California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) [1], companies
must list the names of third-parties or third-party categories with whom they
4

Policy Phrase and Policy Phrase Categories Schemas: https://tinyurl.com/y5ty2a8d.
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share collected information. However, based on our manual analysis of 75 privacy policies, we found that 78% of privacy policies mention generic categories
of third-parties (e.g., Analytics) while 22% of them provide speciﬁc names of
third-parties (e.g., Google Analytics). As a result, we only consider third-party
categories rather than the speciﬁc ones as mentioned in Privacy Grade 5 . We then
map speciﬁc third-party names to these categories. In Fig. 3(c), “Facebook” and
“Instagram” are names of speciﬁc third-parties which are mapped to the corresponding Third-Party Category “Social Media Network”.
4.4

The Sensitive Data Types Mapping Schema

To derive Sensitive Data Types, we identify the methods used in the application source code to collect consumers’ sensitive personal information. In this
paper, we only consider mobile-based IoT applications. To access users’ sensitive personal data (such as health data), mobile applications are required to ask
permission from the user. We deﬁne the APIs that require permission as sensitive APIs. We collect Android APIs, strings, and class names from Android
public documentation. We then map the sensitive APIs to their categories. For
example, the getDefaultSensor(TYPE AMBIENT TEMPERATURE) API is mapped to the
corresponding category “Temperature” (see Fig. 3(a)). We call the categories of
sensitive APIs Sensitive Data Types 6 .

5

Privacy Risk Analysis with PHIN

In this section, we describe PHIN’s sub-components and the steps to identify
privacy risks of a newly installed IoT device in a network with multiple deployed
devices and to notify the user. Figure 4 shows details of PHIN and its processes
which we explain in details in the following subsections.
5.1

Application Analyzer

The “Application Analyzer” is one of the two sub-components of the Information Extractor (IE), in which we identify what type of data a new IoT
device collects, shares, or processes. Figure 4 shows its steps. We ﬁrst collect the APK ﬁle of the new IoT device. Next, we use our in-house static
analysis tool, PDroid 7 to search for Android sensitive APIs used in the
application with their class names or a string as a parameter. For example,
getDefaultSensor() returns diﬀerent values based on a deﬁned string parameter. getDefaultSensor(TYPE AMBIENT TEMPERATURE) returns environmental temperature whereas getDefaultSensor(TYPE STEP COUNT) returns numbers of steps
taken by the user. Once we extract sensitive APIs, we map them to our Sensitive Data Types. For example, in Fig. 3(a), getDefaultSensor(TYPE STEP COUNT)
is mapped to its corresponding Sensitive Data Types “Step Counts”.
5
6
7

http://privacygrade.org/third party libraries.
Sensitive API to Sensitive Data Types Mapping: https://tinyurl.com/y5ty2a8d.
GitHub Link: https://www.github.com/vijayantajain/PDroid.
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Fig. 4. The PHIN’s privacy risk analysis and notice generation processes

5.2

Policy Analyzer

In IE’s second sub-component, “Policy Analyzer”, we analyze privacy policies
of the new and already deployed IoT devices, extract the collected information
and third-parties and then categorize them based on the Policy Phrases, Policy
Phrase Categories and Third-Party Categories. Figure 4 illustrates the details.
We ﬁrst collect the names of the deployed IoT devices within a network by
scanning the network. Next, we extract their privacy policies with the help of
our “Privacy-Crawler”8 . The “Privacy-Crawler” segments the heading and the
policies’ text from a given HTML ﬁle by leveraging a machine-learning-basedsegmenter [31]. Once we get the text of privacy policies, we use the IoT-DPA taxonomy to identify the data practices. We annotate a privacy policy with the following ﬁve labels: #Data, #Third-party, #Retention, #Purpose, and #Access
which correspond to dimensions of the taxonomy shown in Table 1.
In the next step, we map the parts annotated with #Data to Policy Phrases.
Figure 3(b) shows an example of mapping #Data to Policy Phrases. For example, “Geo Location” is the information mentioned in a privacy policy labelled
with #Data. We map “Geo Location” to its corresponding Policy Phrase “Location”. Once we complete the mapping, we further categorize them by using the
Policy Phrase Categories mapping schema. For example, in Fig. 3, Policy Phrase
“Location” and “Temperature” are further categorized with the corresponding
Policy Phrase Category “Environmental Information”.
Finally, we map the information annotated with #Third-party to our ThirdParty Categories. In Fig. 3(c), for example, “Facebook” and “Social Media”
are annotated with #Third-party. We map them to the Third-Party Category
8

https://github.com/SKaplanOﬃcial/Privacy-Crawler.
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“Social Media Network”. Information annotated with #access, #purpose, and
#retention are used to provide a comprehensive privacy notice.
5.3

Inconsistency Checker

We determine a potential inconsistency between a new IoT device and its privacy
policy based on whether the device accesses sensitive data without mentioning
it in its privacy policy. For example, consider a scenario that an IoT device
accesses ﬁve sensitive data of a user and only three of them are mentioned
in its privacy policy. We conclude that the IoT device is inconsistent with its
privacy policy. To check for inconsistencies, we use Sensitive Data Types and
Policy Phrases extracted by the “Information Extractor”. We ﬁrst calculate
the number of common collected information between Sensitive Data Types and
Policy Phrases as well as the total number of information in both Sensitive Data
Types and Policy Phrases. We then compute the ratio of common collected
information to total number of collected information. This ratio gives us the
percentage of consistency between the new IoT device and its privacy policy.
If the two sets have the same number of collected information, it means that
the privacy policy is consistent with the application. According to our above
scenario, the calculated ratio is 0.60 (the new application is 60% consistent with
its privacy policy). Finally, we subtract this ratio from 1, which gives us the
Inconsistency Rate (Ir ) between the new IoT device with its privacy policy
(0.40 or 40% for our given example). We calculate the Inconsistency Rate, as
explained, with Eq. 1. Here, Sx is the set of Sensitive Data Types of a new IoT
application x and Pphrase(x) is the set of Policy Phrases of a new IoT’s privacy
policy. N (Sx ∩ Pphrase(x) ) is the number of common information between the
application and its privacy policy. N (Sx ∪ Pphrase(x) ) is the total number of
information.
Ir = 1 −
5.4

N (Sx ∩ Pphrase(x) )
N (Sx ∪ Pphrase(x) )

(1)

Inference Risk Checker

To check the inference risk of PII, we consider common third-party categories
with whom IoT devices share their collected data (i.e. Third-Party Categories)
and the Policy Phrase Categories. We assume that the risk of inferring PII
increases with the higher number of common third-parties among IoT devices.
As mentioned in Sect. 3, if two devices collect diﬀerent information from the same
information category, common third-parties may be able to infer PII about the
user. Hence, we use Policy Phrase Categories instead of Policy Phrases.
common Policy Phrase Categories

IRr(x,n)




N (Pcategory(x) ∩ Pcategory(n) )
+w2 ∗
= w1 ∗
N (Pcategory(x) ∪ Pcategory(n) )

common Third-Party Categories




N (T Px ∩ T Pn )
N (T Px ∪ T Pn )

(2)
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To calculate the inference risk, ﬁrst, we compute the ratio of the number
of common Policy Phrase Categories to the total number of all Policy Phrase
Categories between a new IoT device and a deployed device. This ratio gives us
the percentage of common Policy Phrase Categories that is collected by two
IoT devices. Next, we compute the ratio of the number of common Third-Party
Categories to total number of all Third-Party Categories between a new IoT
device and a deployed device. This ratio gives us the percentage of common
Third-Party Categories that is used by the two IoT devices. Finally, we calculate the inference risk rate (IRr ) between the two IoT devices by adding the
weighted percentage of common Policy Phrase Categories and common ThirdParty Categories as shown in Eq. 2. Here, IRr(x,n) is the inference risk rate
between a new IoT device x and nth deployed IoT device, where n= 1, 2, 3....
Pcategory(x) and Pcategory(n) are Policy Phrase Categories of a new IoT device
x and nth deployed IoT device. T Px and T Pn are Third-Party Categories of
a new IoT device x and nth deployed IoT device. In this paper, we give equal
importance to Policy Phrase Categories and Third-Party Categories. Thus, we
multiply them with w1 and w2 , which are sensitivity weights with values set to
0.5. However, depending on devices and scenarios, these weights can be adjusted.
IRr(max) = max(IRr(x,1) , IRr(x,2) , , , , IRr(x,n) );

(3)

Finally, we calculate inference risk rate (IRr ) between the new device x and
all the deployed devices within the network. We consider the maximum value
of the inference risk rate between the new device x and other deployed devices
IRr(max) since it denotes the highest risk of inferring PII if the user installs a
new device within their network. We choose IRr(max) by selecting maximum
value of IRr as shown in Eq. 3.
5.5

Privacy Risk Analyzer (PRA)

After calculating the Ir and IRr(max) of the new device x, we assign the risk
level. Based on the results of the previous sub-components, the PRA assigns a
risk level of low, medium or high. Figure 5 shows the overview of the risk levels.

Fig. 5. The overview of privacy risk levels in the PRA
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– Low: The PRA assigns a risk level low to the new device if the results of
both Ir and IRr(max) are 0. The risk level low can be assigned if both of the
following cases take place: i) there is inconsistency within a certain threshold or
no inconsistency between the new device and its privacy policy and ii) the new
IoT device is the only device in the network.
– Medium: The PRA assigns a risk level medium if any of the two conditions is
met: i) 0 < IR < 0.50, or ii) 0 < IRr(max) < 0.50.
– High: The PRA classiﬁes a device as High risk if any of the two conditions is
met: i) 0.5 ≤ Ir ≤ 1.0, or ii) 0.5 ≤ IRr(max) ≤ 1.0.
5.6

Generating a Notice

After assigning a privacy risk level, we generate a two-layered notice for the
user. This comprehensive notice includes the assigned risk level and other data
practices’ details such as user access control and data retention period. “Layer
1” includes a brief report of the following information: Device No., Device name,
Provider’s name, Inconsistency with the privacy policy, Common third-party
categories, Inference risk of PII, and Risk level. “Layer 2” includes the detailed
results of the privacy risk analysis along with details of other data practices’
presented in a privacy policy such as purpose and retention period which are
captured by IoT-DPA taxonomy, and a link to the device’s privacy policy. Fig. 6
shows an example of the two-layered notice created by PHIN.

Fig. 6. An example of two layered privacy notice proposed by PHIN

6

Evaluation and Discussion

In this section, we conceptually evaluate the PHIN framework by assessing four
IoT applications, all from diﬀerent categories, deployed in a single network. We
then discuss the current limitations of PHIN and our future plans to address
them.
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Analysis of PHIN Framework

We follow the methodology described in Sect. 5 and conceptually analyze functionalities of PHIN with the following IoT devices: Withings Blood Pressure
Monitor (new IoT device), Arlo Home Security Camera (deployed IoT device
1), Dyson V11 Absolute (deployed IoT device 2), and Anova Precision Cooker
(deployed IoT device 3)9 .
In the ﬁrst step, in the IE, we identiﬁed and extracted the Sensitive Data
Types from the APK ﬁle of the new IoT device (i.e. Withings Blood Pressure
Monitor) with the help of our previously developed static analysis tool PDroid.
We also identiﬁed and extracted Policy Phrases, Policy Phrase Categories, and
Third-Party Categories from the new and deployed IoT devices’ privacy policies.
We show partial extracted information from the IoT devices in Table 2. The full
dataset of our evaluation is publicly available10 .
Table 2. Partial extracted information from the new and deployed IoT devices
Extracted
Withings
information

Arlo home

Dyson V11

Anova

Pphrase

{Location,
Temperature,
Blood
Pressure}

{Age, Video,
IP Address}

{Product
Feature,
Payment,
Browser
History}

{Location, IP
Address,
address}

Pcategory

Identity,
Demographic

{Activity,
Environment,
Network}

{Activity,
Environment,Network}

{Environment,
Demographic,
Technical}

T Pcategory

Marketing,
Beacons,
Cookies

{Marketing,
Utility,
Cookies,
Beacons}

{Marketing,
Utility, Social
Network
Service}

{Marketing,
Payment,
Social
Network
Service}

Swithings

{Location,
Blood
Pressure,
Heart Rate}

–

–

–

In the next step, we calculated the inconsistency rate Ir between the Withings
device and its privacy policy using Eq. 1. Here, Sx is the set of Sensitive Data
Types collected by the Withings device and Pphrase(x) is the set of Policy Phrases
9

10

https://www.withings.com/us/en/legal/privacy-policy; https://www.arlo.com/enus/about/privacy-policy/; https://privacy.dyson.com/en/globalprivacypolicy.aspx;
https://anovaculinary.com/privacy/.
PHIN’s Evaluation Dataset: https://tinyurl.com/yyu2r58r.
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extracted by “IE” (x = Withings Blood Pressure Monitor). As shown in the ﬁrst
sheet of our dataset, there are seven common information categories between
the Withings device and its privacy policy, and there are 11 total information
categories. Based on Eq. 1, the inconsistency rate (Ir ) is 0.36 or 36% (see Sheet:
Withing Blood Pressure Monitor).
Next, in the “Inference Risk Checker”, we calculated the inference risk of
PII between the Withings device and the other three deployed IoT devices. We
follow the steps described in Subsect. 5.4. First, we calculate the inference risk
rate IRr(x,1) , IRr(x,2) , and IRr(x,3) based on the common Third-Party Categories and common Policy Phrase Categories between the Withings device and
the other three deployed IoT devices. Then, we selected the maximum value
of the inference risk of PII IRr(max) among the calculated inference risk rates.
For example, as shown in our dataset, there are four common Policy Phrase
Categories between Withings and Arlo Home, and seven total number of Policy Phrase Categories between these two devices. They also have three common
Third-Party Categories and four total number of Third-Party Categories. Based
on the Eq. 2, the inference risk rate between these two devices IRr(x,1) is calculated as follows: 0.57 * 0.5 + 0.75 * 0.5 = 0.66 or 66%. Similarly, we calculated
IRr(x,2) and IRr(x,3) . Finally, based on the Eq. 3, we selected the maximum
inference risk rate IRr(max) which is 66% (see Table 3).
Table 3. The evaluation of the PHIN; x = Withings Blood Pressure, i= 1, 2, 3.
Values

Deployed device 1 Deployed device 2 Deployed device 3

IRr(x,i)

0.66

0.46

0.58

IRr(max) 0.66
Ir

0.36

After we calculated the Ir and IRr (max), in “Privacy Risk Analyzer”, we
assign the risk level by comparing the values with the given thresholds shown in
Fig. 5. According to Table 3, the risk level of the new IoT device, the Withings
Blood Pressure Monitor, is High. Finally, in “Notice Generator”, we generated a
two-layered privacy notice where layer 1 shows the privacy risk report analyzed
by PHIN and layer 2 shows a detailed risk report with additional information.
Figure 6 illustrates this two-layered privacy notice.
6.2

Future Work

Our approach includes four limitations which we plan to resolve in future work:
1. Currently, we consider sensitive APIs which are mentioned in Android
Public Documentation. However, since IoT applications have diﬀerent functionalities, often Android APIs are not enough and developers are likely to use APIs
outside of the Android ecosystem (e.g.,Google APIs). To make our API dataset
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more robust, we plan to collect APIs from Google APIs11 which contains a wide
range of sensor APIs for developing diﬀerent IoT applications.
2. As mentioned in Sect. 5, at present, we give equal importance to both
common third-party categories and common information categories. The weights
can change based on the types of sensitive information collected. For example,
health information is more sensitive than demographic information. In future,
we plan to conduct a user study to understand the sensitivity level of the types
of information categories and users’ concern for sharing the information with
third-parties. Based on this user study, we will adjust the sensitivity weights.
3. Currently, PHIN identiﬁes privacy risks from two diﬀerent perspectives: i)
identifying inconsistency between the new IoT device and its privacy policy and
ii) checking inference risk of PII by common third-parties. In future work, we plan
to include a third perspective, which is users’ privacy preferences. We will provide
an input interface to the user so that they can give their privacy preferences,
and PHIN will evaluate the preference against an IoT device’s privacy policy
and identify potential privacy risks.
4. In this paper, we only conceptually analyzed the functionalities of PHIN
with a small heterogeneous network with four IoT devices. As shown in Subsect. 6.1, PHIN can eﬀectively analyze IoT devices and identify potential privacy risks. In future, we will implement all the components of the framework
and conduct a comprehensive evaluation of PHIN with a larger heterogeneous
IoT network.

7

Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a privacy protection framework, PHIN, for heterogeneous IoT networks. PHIN focuses on identifying inconsistencies between a
new IoT device and its privacy policy, analyzing inference risks of PII by thirdparties, and notifying users about the privacy risks of deploying the device in a
network. To support the functionalities of the framework and to help identify and
extract IoT data practices explained in privacy policies, we developed a privacy
taxonomy and data practice mapping schemas by analyzing 75 privacy policies
from 12 diﬀerent categories. We also conceptually evaluated PHIN with four IoT
applications, from diﬀerent categories, deployed in a single network. Our analysis
shows that PHIN can help users understand privacy risks and make educated
decisions before deploying a new IoT device in a network.
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Abstract. Mobile applications are required to give privacy notices to
the users when they collect or share personal information. Creating consistent and concise privacy notices can be a challenging task for developers. Previous work has attempted to help developers create privacy
notices through a questionnaire or predeﬁned templates. In this paper, we
propose a novel approach and a framework, called PriGen, that extends
these prior work. PriGen uses static analysis to identify Android applications’ code segments which process personal information (i.e. permissionrequiring code segments) and then leverages a Neural Machine Translation model to translate them into privacy captions. We present the initial
analysis of our translation task for ∼300,000 code segments.
Keywords: Privacy
Translation
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Introduction

Privacy notices are deﬁned as an application’s artifact that inform the users
about the collection and processing of their personal information. Since mobile
applications may use sensitive personal information for their core functionalities
as well as for advertisements and performance assessments [17], the Federal Trade
Commission recommends companies to inform users about their data practices
and give them choices [5]. Currently, three distinguished mechanisms exist for
providing privacy notices for mobile applications: (i) a privacy policy, (ii) an
application description, and (iii) a permission rationale. Although these mechanisms seem adequate, the generated notices might be inconsistent, generic, or
incomplete [12,15,22,25] and they might remain static when the code changes.
In recent years, much eﬀort has been done to identify inconsistencies between
mobile applications and their privacy notices [6,12,15,18,21,25]. Other research
attempts to create privacy policies, notices, or permission-based descriptions by
c Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
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using a questionnaire [13,19,20], and/or by evaluating the code behavior [23,24].
While the above work are promising and have shown initial success, they either
rely on applications’ descriptions, which might not fully describe the code’s
behavior and lead to inconsistencies [13,20], or they rely on predeﬁned templates [23], which may result in generic notices without including any speciﬁc
rationale for using personal information. More importantly, these approaches
do not provide traceability between the source code and the generated privacy
statements which can result in inconsistencies when the source code changes.
To address these challenges and to help developers provide privacy notices
with rationales that match applications’ source code, even when a change occurs,
we propose a framework called PriGen (pronounced pry-gen). PriGen provides a
set of deep learning models, methodologies, and tools to help developers generate
privacy captions directly from an application’s source code. We deﬁne privacy
captions as concise sentences that accurately describe an application’s privacy
practices. The generated privacy captions can serve four distinct purposes: First,
they can be revised and included in diﬀerent privacy notice formats; second, they
can be used as privacy engineering guidelines for developers to help them improve
their code; third, they can be used in discussions between developers, legal and
policy experts, and business executives while creating privacy notices; and fourth,
they can be used for internal and external audits as evidence of application’s
privacy-preserving practices. The purposes described above provide an overview
of how our framework presents additional advantages over other related work
(a detailed comparison with related work is described in Sect. 2).
We posit that generating privacy captions from code is a language translation
problem, where the source language is an extracted permission-requiring code
segment (PRCS) (i.e. a type of method which processes personal information),
and the target language is a privacy caption that describes the code segment.
A PRCS can include multiple methods that are nodes of a call graph. This is
because the ﬁrst method in the call graph (ﬁrst hop) that processes personal
information can share that information with other methods (second, third, or
further hops) which also process them. In this paper, we only consider the ﬁrst
hop (a single method) that calls a permission-requiring API. PriGen extends
the current eﬀort in generating comments and commit messages from source
code [3,8,9,14] with Neural Machine Translation (NMT) models [4] to privacy
engineering domain for generating privacy captions.
In this paper, we describe PriGen’s components which consist of a static
analysis approach with its tool, PDroid 1 , our novel methodology to generate
privacy captions, a PRCS dataset, and a trained Code2Seq model (Sect. 3.2).
We also present our preliminary results for generating privacy captions and discuss challenges and future work (Sect. 4.1). To show initial results, we downloaded ∼80,000 Android applications from the Androzoo collection [2], created
a dataset of ∼300,000 PRCS, and ﬁnally trained Code2Seq2 [3], an NMT model
to generate captions. We leverage Code2Seq for our captioning task because this
1
2

https://www.github.com/vijayantajain/PDroid.
https://github.com/tech-srl/code2seq.
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Fig. 1. A high-level overview of the PriGen framework

model provides one of the best scores for the BLEU metric, the source code for
the model is open-sourced, and it is easy to experiment with other datasets. Our
preliminary results show that, using an NMT model, we can generate accurate
and readable captions for a PRCS with 4–5 lines of code.

2

Related Work

Privacy Consistency Analysis: Much research focuses on identifying
inconsistencies between an application’s source code and its privacy notices
[6,12,15,25]. Zimmeck et al. [25] evaluate over a million Android applications and
show an average of 2.89 inconsistencies between an application and its privacy
policy. Gorla et al. [6] and Liu et al. [12] identify mismatches between Android
applications’ behavior and their descriptions or permission rationales. While
these work are promising, they do not provide any support to resolve the inconsistencies. Our work diﬀers from these approaches in that PriGen helps resolve
inconsistencies by oﬀering traceability between code and privacy captions (and
therefore privacy notices) to determine where changes need to happen (either in
code or in the notices).
Generating Privacy Notices: Other approaches attempt to improve the
understanding of applications’ privacy practices by generating permission
explaining sentences [13] or template-based privacy policies [20]. PAGE [20] and
AppProﬁler [19] generate privacy policies from a set of questions without considering the source code. CLAP mines similar applications’ descriptions, identiﬁes
reasons behind the required permissions, and summarizes them to generate permission explaining sentences [13]. AutoPPG [23], a closely related work, creates
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a privacy policy by analyzing the code and using the predeﬁned subject form
object [condition] format to create privacy statements. This approach provides generic privacy statements that do not contain any rationale. PriGen diﬀers
from AutoPPG [23] in that it generates captions that provide rationales for using
personal information. This is because the NMT model of PriGen is trained on a
dataset of PRCS, which contains multiple hops, and includes human-annotated
privacy captions with rationales. Figure 1 shows a PRCS with a privacy caption that the NMT model generates. PriGen generates multiple captions for an
Android application which developers can combine to create a single privacy
notice such as “We collect location to find nearby cabs and to share it with thirdparties”. This is a more comprehensive caption as compared to what AutoPPG
can generate “We would use your location (including, latitude and longitude)”
[23]. PrivacyFlashPro [24], another closely related work, is a tool that combines
code analysis with a questionnaire to generate legally compliant privacy policies for iOS applications. PriGen diﬀers from PrivacyFlashPro since it provides
traceability, i.e., it shows which code segments are translated to which privacy
captions. This kind of traceability not only supports consistency between an
application’s source code and its privacy notice but also enhances internal and
external legal or policy audits.
Translating Code to Natural Language Sentences: NMT models have
been widely used in software engineering research to generate comments for the
source code [3,7,9] or commit messages for the changes in a code [8,14]. These
works use an encoder-decoder architecture where an encoder creates an internal
representation of the code segment and the decoder translates this representation
into natural language statement. Alon et al. [3] propose Code2Seq, an NMT
model based on the encoder-decoder architecture to generate code captions.
To translate a code segment, this work ﬁrst generates the abstract syntax tree
(AST) of the code and then extracts the paths between the leaf nodes of the tree
(i.e. the terminal nodes). These paths between the terminal nodes are used to
represent a code segment and as input to the model which are then translated to
a caption. We show in Fig. 1 an example of how after extracting the source code,
we extract the AST paths that the NMT model inputs and then translates it into
a caption. We extract the AST paths using the pre-processing script provided
with the Code2Seq repository3 . LeClair et al. [9] propose to use Convolutional
Graph Neural Networks(ConvGNN) to translate code into natural language and
achieve better BLEU-4 and ROUGE-LCS scores than Code2Seq. We plan to use
ConvGNN model in our future work.

3

The PriGen Framework

3.1

Overview of PriGen

PriGen framework includes two functionalities: (1) Extracting the PRCS data
from an Android application and (2) Generating privacy captions with their
3

https://github.com/tech-srl/code2seq/blob/master/preprocess.sh.
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rationale. For this, it ﬁrst takes an Android Application Package (APK) ﬁle,
and by using PDroid, our static analysis tool, it identiﬁes and extracts the
Permission-Requiring Code Segments (PRCS). Next, it preprocesses the PRCS
by generating their Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) paths. Finally, it uses a trained
NMT model to predict a privacy caption for each code segment from its AST
paths. Figure 1 shows a high-level overview of PriGen.
3.2

Creating the Permission-Requiring Code Segments Dataset

We create a PRCS dataset from ∼80,000 APK ﬁles which we downloaded from
the Androzoo Collection [2]. For this, we (a) identify and extract the PRCS
using our static analysis tool PDroid; and (b) create privacy descriptions for the
PRCS.
Identifying and Extracting the PRCS: To protect the users’ privacy, access
to users’ personal information is governed by system APIs and permissions
in Android. If an Android application wants to access users’ personal information, it must call a system API and declare the necessary permissions in
AndroidManifest.xml ﬁle. We call the system APIs which require permissions,
permission-requiring APIs. We leverage a static analysis approach to ﬁrst identify the permission-requiring APIs and then extract the methods that call these
APIs (i.e. ﬁrst hop in a PRCS). In future, we will extract multiple hops.
To identify permission-requiring APIs, we manually search the Android
Developer Documentation4 and extract the API name, its class name, its description string, and the personal information accessed. We save this information in
a JSON ﬁle. We also consider deprecated APIs from the documentation, since
some Android applications might be built for older Android SDKs. In this work,
we only include 69 APIs that require permissions related to Internet, Network,
and Location permission groups. We will develop a thorough mapping of all APIs
and permissions, in future.
Next, we developed PDroid, a static analysis tool, using Androguard [1] to
automate the rest of the process which includes the analysis of an APK ﬁle to
identify and extract the PRCS. PDroid uses the JSON ﬁle created above to
automatically locate all the permission-requiring APIs that are used in an APK
ﬁle. Then, using Androguard’s call graph analysis, it identiﬁes all the methods
that call at least one permission-requiring API and extracts their source code.
Using PDroid, we automated the process of identifying and extracting ∼300,000
PRCS from the ∼80K downloaded APK ﬁles.
Creating Privacy Captions for the PRCS: After extracting the PRCS,
we create a privacy caption for each PRCS. Since manually creating such sentences for a large dataset is not feasible, we propose a semi-automated approach
using Human-in-the-Loop framework. For this, we ﬁrst generate code captions
4

https://developer.android.com/reference/.
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of a PRCS using a pre-trained Code2Seq [3] model, and then concatenate these
captions with the API descriptions for those permission-requiring APIs that are
called in the PRCS to create privacy captions. A code caption tells us “what does
this code do?”, whereas the API description describes “the nature of the personal
information accessed”. Combining the two should approximately help us answer
“how does this code process the personal information?”. After concatenation, we
evaluate the statements for accuracy and coherence and then, manually modify
them to improve their quality. In this work, we only focus on the code captioning
step and the Human-in-the-Loop step is left for future work.
To this end, we have trained Code2Seq [3] on Funcom dataset [10] and generated code captions for the PRCS. We choose Funcom as our code captioning
dataset, instead of Code2Seq’s own Java Large dataset [3], because the captions
in Funcom dataset are much longer than in Java Large and the dataset is still
considerably large with ∼2 million examples. We train Code2Seq model with
the following conﬁguration parameters5 : Embedding Size - 512, RNN Size - 512,
and Decoder Size - 512, and Max Target Parts - 37.

4

Results and Discussion

We quantitatively evaluate our model (i.e. Code2Seq trained on Funcom) with
cumulative BLEU-4 [16] and ROUGE LCS [11] scores and compare them with
existing results. The scores and the comparison demonstrates the competitive
performance of our model at generating code captions. BLEU and ROUGE metrics are commonly used in almost all NMT work and they both measure the
similarity between the predicted sentence and the reference sentence. BLEU is a
precision-based metric which calculates the number of words (unigram) or pair of
words (n-gram) that occur both in the predicted and the reference sentences, and
the cumulative BLEU score is the weighted geometric mean of all grams from
1 to n. ROUGE is a recall-based metric that also computes n-gram matches
but additionally includes recall and F1 scores. ROUGE Longest Common Subsequence (LCS) computes these metrics using the longest sub-sequence of words
occurring in predicted and reference sentences. These scores are calculated using
a validation set containing 10% samples of Funcom. We achieved a cumulative
BLEU-4 score of 18.9 and ROUGE LCS scores for precision, recall, and F1 of
47.71, 44.46, and 44.49 respectively. Comparing our results with ConvGNN [9],
we ﬁnd that our model performed reasonably well. ConvGNN approach achieved
a BLEU score of 19.93 which is close to ours. Our ROUGE-F1 score is lower
by almost 10 points because of the diﬀerence in the two models’ architecture.
ConvGNN architecture additionally leverages the graph structure of AST paths
which improves the scores for the code captioning task. In this work, we used
Code2Seq because of the availability of source code but we will use ConvGNN
architecture for translation in our future work.

5

https://github.com/tech-srl/code2seq/blob/master/conﬁg.py.
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Fig. 2. An example of two PRCS with their code captions predicted by the trained
code2seq model.

We also conducted a preliminary qualitative analysis of captions generated
from code samples in the PRCS dataset. The goal of this preliminary analysis
was to inspect the accuracy and readability of the generated captions. For this,
we randomly selected 50 code samples from the dataset and then extracted their
AST paths and used them as input to the trained Code2Seq model to generate
their captions (Sect. 2 explains the working of Code2Seq). The ﬁrst two authors
then manually analyzed the predicted code captions for accuracy and readability. For accuracy, we read each caption and then evaluated if it can accurately
describe the code segment (a binary response). For readability, we looked for
grammatical correctness and lack of repetition of words and phrases. We found
that the predicted code captions were accurate and readable for code segments
with 4–5 lines of code (LOC), which is a promising result. However, for longer
code segments (i.e. LOC > 5), the captions were vague and often contained repetitive words. The Fig. 2 shows two exemplary PRCS samples from our evaluation
set and their captions that were generated by the process described above. For
the PRCS on the right, our model predicts a readable code caption that clearly
describes what the code segment does with “location listeners”. Whereas the
predicted code caption for the PRCS on the left does not describe the code segment, does not have any semantic meaning, and repeats the word “location”
twice. In future and after we train the NMT model on the PRCS dataset, we
plan to conduct a formal and more rigorous qualitative evaluation of the model
with a larger number of samples to ensure the accuracy and readability of the
captions.
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Current Challenges

We plan to resolve the following challenges in future:
1. The captions predicted by our model are accurate and readable for code
segments with 4–5 LOC. To be able to translate longer code segments, our
plan is to explore other NMT architectures, such as ConvGNN. We will also
manually modify the generated captions for about 30,000 PRCS which will
be used to re-train our NMT model.
2. Code reuse is a common practice in software engineering and developers often
use code segments obtained from the internet to develop applications. Because
of this practice, there are several PRCS that are similar in our dataset which
can cause an NMT model to be biased. In future, we will use software similarity to identify and remove duplicate samples.
3. The PRCS dataset contains several obfuscated methods which means that
the original identiﬁer names are replaced with generic ones. The NMT model
cannot generate meaningful code captions for obfuscated code. To address
this challenge, we will remove obfuscated code segments from our dataset,
since developers, will use the PriGen’s model on their un-obfuscated code.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a novel approach to help developers create consistent and concise privacy captions from Android applications’ source code. We
described how by using static analysis, we can identify code segments that process personal information and by using NMT models, we can translate these
code segments into privacy captions. We also trained an NMT model on a code
captioning dataset and used the model to generate captions for the PRCS. We
evaluated the quality of the captions and found promising results. We also discussed the current challenges that we will address in the future.
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Abstract. The European Union General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) came into eﬀect on May 25, 2018, imposing new rights and obligations for the collection and processing of EU citizens personal data.
Inevitably, privacy policies of systems handling such data are required to
be adapted accordingly. Speciﬁc rights and provisions are now required
to be communicated to the users, as speciﬁed in GDPR Articles 12-14.
This work aims to provide insights on whether privacy policies are aligned
to the GDPR in this regard, i.e., including the needed information, formulated in sets of terms, by studying the paradigm of web platforms.
We present: (1) a deﬁned set of 89 terms, in 7 groups that need to be
included within a systems’ privacy policy, resulting from a study of the
GDPR and from an examination and analysis of real-life web platforms
privacy policies; (2) the CompLicy tool, which as a ﬁrst step crawls a
given web platform, to infer whether a privacy policy page exists and,
if it does, subsequently parses it, identifying GDPR terms and groups
within, and ﬁnally, providing results for the inclusion of the necessary
GDPR information within the aforementioned policy; (3) the evaluation
of 148 existing web platforms, from 5 diﬀerent sectors: (i) banking, (ii)
e-commerce, (iii) education, (iv) travelling, and (v) social media, presenting the results.
Keywords: GDPR compliance
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Introduction

Privacy, constituting one of the fundamental rights of the European Union
(EU) [3] was recently established in a legal framework through the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [4], that came into eﬀect on May 25,
2018. Privacy is becoming a critical issue as the usage of systems collecting and
processing user personal data1 is increasing. Based on recent statistics2 , it is
1
2

According to GDPR, personal data are deﬁned as information that relates to an
identiﬁed or identiﬁable individual.
https://www.statista.com/statistics/278414/number-of-worldwide-social-networkusers/.
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estimated that by 2025, 4.41 billion people will be owning social media accounts.
In addition, the number of digital buyers worldwide is increasing each year. In
2020, an estimated 2.05 billion people purchased goods or services online, estimated to increase to 2.14 billions for 20213 . On top of that, in 2020, the usage
of online educational sites has increased substantially due to the COVID-19
worldwide crisis, imposing a digital online education scheme. Large numbers of
learners are impacted by this change4 . Using such systems, users provide their
personal data, which are being stored and processed in several ways. Privacy
policies are included into systems, to describe the rights and obligations of the
involved parties, i.e., the system and its users, in regards to personal data collection, storage, and processing. As such, all systems that are processing personal
data of individuals need to include a properly formed privacy policy, providing
all needed information to the users.
With the application of the GDPR, privacy policies were imposed to change
and adapt their contents. Speciﬁc rights and provisions are now required to be
communicated to the users, as speciﬁed in GDPR Articles 12-14. As deﬁned,
“the controller shall take appropriate measures to provide any mandatory information and communication relating to processing to the data subject”, and “the
controller shall provide the data subject with information necessary to ensure fair
and transparent processing”, including the diﬀerent user rights deﬁned within
Articles 12-23 of the GDPR. Our aim is to study whether the privacy policies of
software systems are following the GDPR in this regard, i.e., including and communicating the needed information to the users. The tool developed, is aiming
to provide a higher level check of the inclusion of the needed GDPR information,
formulated in sets of terms, within privacy policies. Extensive manual auditing
or more sophisticated methodologies, e.g., exploiting Artiﬁcial Intelligence or
Natural Language Processing, could be complementary, in order to examine and
analyse the text in a deeper level of detail. In addition, our work does not check
whether the actual system implementation (i.e., the code), complies with the
content of its privacy policy, nor with the GDPR.
Towards our aim, we focus on the case study of web platforms. Web platforms were selected as they comprise a huge portion of the market, being also
easily accessible in an open-manner for both users, and researchers. According to
statistics5 , by 2019, 1.72 billion websites were published on the web. Our target
group includes both users and software engineers. Long before the GDPR, it was
shown that users do not usually read the privacy policies, but when they do, it
is diﬃcult to comprehend [8]. Even after the deﬁnition of articles mandating the
clear and understandable form of privacy policies, their readability and usability is still under investigation [6,9]. Our work aims to help users understand
whether a system’s privacy policy follows the GDPR guidelines by providing
a summary of the included and excluded terms. On the other hand, software
3
4
5

https://www.statista.com/statistics/251666/number-of-digital-buyers-worldwide/.
https://www.statista.com/chart/21224/learners-impacted-by-national-schoolclosures/, https://en.unesco.org/covid19/educationresponse.
https://www.statista.com/chart/19058/how-many-websites-are-there/.
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system engineering methodologies do not explicitly capture privacy requirements
or privacy policies. Software engineers mostly use the vocabulary of data security
to approach privacy challenges, which limits their perceptions of privacy mainly
to third-party threats coming from outside [5]. In addition, software engineers
are not familiar with legal content. Our work can also provide assistance to
engineers in monitoring privacy compliance in a system design, by indicating
the needed, included and missing rights and provisions from within the privacy
policy text, serving as a guideline for the functionalities that are expected to be
implemented into the actual system.
Towards reaching our aims we present: (1) a deﬁned set of 89 terms, in 7
groups that need to be included within a system’s privacy policy, resulting from
a study of the GDPR and from an examination and analysis of real-life web platforms privacy policies; (2) a tool developed (CompLicy), which as a ﬁrst step
crawls a given web platform, to infer whether a privacy policy page exists and,
if it does, subsequently parses it, identifying GDPR terms and groups within,
and ﬁnally, providing results for the inclusion of the necessary GDPR information within the aforementioned policy; (3) the evaluation of 148 existing web
platforms, from 5 diﬀerent sectors: (i) banking, (ii) e-commerce, (iii) education,
(iv) travelling, and (v) social media, presenting the results of their alignment to
the GDPR. In speciﬁcs, the evaluation examines the existence of the following
GDPR provisions and rights: “Lawfulness of Processing”, “Right to Erasure”,
“Right of Access by the Data Subject”, “Right to Data Portability”, “Right to
Rectification”, “Right to Restriction of Processing”, and “Right to Object”.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 presents an overview of
the related work and background. Section 3 discusses our methodology towards
creating a list of terms to be included in web platforms privacy policies, and the
ﬁnal list, while Sect. 4 presents the design and implementation of the crawler
and parser tool (CompLicy) for automatically locating and analysing a privacy
policy of a given website. Subsequently, Sect. 5 presents an evaluation of 148
websites, from 5 diﬀerent sectors, and their results. Finally, Sect. 6 concludes
this paper with a discussion of the conclusions and future work.

2

Background and Related Work

The GDPR [4] was enacted by the EU in an attempt to address the issue of
personal data privacy. It came into eﬀect on May 25, 2018, imposing new rights
and obligations for the collection and processing of EU residents personal data,
i.e., even when the system is not located within the EU. In [13] the application
of GDPR articles and provisions is studied, in the design and development of
web platforms. The GDPR-compliant implementation of a case study platform
is demonstrated, and a set of guidelines based on the methodology followed is
extracted. The work discusses all the GDPR articles judged as relevant, and additionally explains all other GDPR articles, reasoning why they were not included
in the speciﬁc implementation. In [9], the authors perform an investigation on
how privacy policies can be both GDPR-compliant and usable. They synthesise
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GDPR requirements into a checklist and derive a list of usability design guidelines for privacy notiﬁcations. They then provide a usable and GDPR-compliant
privacy policy template for the beneﬁt of policy writers.
In [7], a large number of privacy policies was collected and analysed in regards
to their versions prior and after the GDPR establishment. The authors created an
automated tool for this analysis, and were focused on the change occurring for the
users experience when interacting with such privacy policies. Their conclusions
were that, between March and July 2018, with May being the main point, more
than 45% of the examined policies had changed. Furthermore, it was shown that
GDPR was mainly aﬀecting EU policies, rather than policies of organisations
outside the EU. The authors of [1] try to address the issue of privacy policies
being too long and complex with poor readability and comprehensibility to users.
They propose an automated privacy policy extraction system, implemented on
Android smartphones. This work’s main focus is addressing users’ concerns and
the transparency requirement of the GDPR. With the same aim, [10], propose a
machine learning based approach to summarise long privacy policies into short
and condensed notes, and [11] presents a privacy policy summarisation tool.
In [12] the authors provide automated support for checking completeness of a
privacy policy in regards to the GDPR. In order to do so, metadata from privacy
policies are extracted, and a set of completeness criteria based on a conceptual
model is used for recognising issues. Additionally, [2] aims at automating legal
evaluation of privacy policies, under the GDPR, using artiﬁcial intelligence. In
their study, they present the preliminary results of the evaluation of a number
of privacy policies.
Our tool aims both at providing a summarisation of the included GDPR
terms to users, and in helping software engineers keep track of GDPR functionality implemented in their web systems. We focus on web platforms, creating
a list of GDPR terms to be included in their policies. We then apply an automated method including a crawler to locate privacy policy pages, and a parser to
analyse the policy text from within the source code. We examine web platforms’
privacy policies from 5 diﬀerent sectors.

3

GDPR Privacy Policy Terms List

This section presents the procedure followed for creating a list of GDPR privacy
policy terms. As a ﬁrst step, we created an initial list based on the GDPR,
extracting the speciﬁc provisions and user rights terms, that should be included
within a web platform privacy policy. Next, we expanded our list based on our
investigation and observation of existing web platforms privacy policies.
3.1

Analysing the GDPR

The ﬁrst step of our methodology included studying the 99 articles and 173
recitals of the GDPR [4], as well as the related literature and legal documentation, to conclude to a list of rights and provisions that should be clearly stated
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within a web platform privacy policy. Below we discuss the 7 provisions and
rights, judged as relevant to web platforms based on our work of [13], in which
we designed and developed the required GDPR functionality on a web platform
real case study. We refer the reader to that work, for explanations on why the
rest of the articles were not judged as relevant:
1. “Lawfulness, fairness and transparency”, is one of the provisions deﬁned in
Article 5 of the regulation, as “Personal data shall be processed lawfully, fairly
and in a transparent manner in relation to the data subject”. For a processing to be lawful, the system must establish one of the lawful bases deﬁned in
Article 6 “Lawfulness of Processing”. In the context of a web platform, we
consider the lawful bases of consent and performance of a contract, and that
the platform must ﬁrst ensure one of them, before proceeding with any processing of personal data. The selected lawful basis should be clearly presented
within the privacy policy text.
2. The “Right of Access by the Data Subject” deﬁned in GDPR Article 15, states
that the user has the right to be informed whether their data are being
processed, and to access a copy of their personal data stored and processed
in the system, i.e., the web platform.
3. The “Right to Rectification” deﬁned in GDPR Article 16, states that the
user “shall have the right to obtain from the controller without undue delay
the rectification of inaccurate personal data” and “have the right to have
incomplete personal data completed ”. In web platforms, a user should be able
to edit their personal data at any given time.
4. The “Right to Erasure”, deﬁned in Article 17 of the regulation, states that
the users “have the right to obtain from the controller the erasure of personal
data without undue delay”, thus in a web platform managing user accounts,
one should be able to delete a part or all of their information or their account.
5. The “Right to Restriction of Processing”, of GDPR Article 18 states that
users can ask for their personal data to stop being processed for an amount
of time until they decide to resume the processing. In such a case, a web
platform should stop processing but not delete the respective data.
6. The “Right to Data Portability” deﬁned in GDPR Article 20, states that the
users “have the right to receive their personal data, in a structured, commonly
used and machine-readable format and have the right to transmit those data
to another controller ”. Hence, a web platform user should be able to request
and obtain a package including all the respective data, in such a format as
requested by the regulation.
7. Finally, the “Right to object”, deﬁned in Article 21 states that the user has
the right to object to the processing of their personal data. Like so, one’s data
should not be processed in case of an objection, until it is resolved.
All the previously described rights of the users should be clearly stated in the
privacy policy text.
As a result of the above study, we created an initial list of GDPR privacy
policy terms, as presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. Initial list of GDPR privacy policy terms
1 Lawfulness of Processing

5 Right to Restriction of Processing

2 Right of Access by the Data Subject 6 Right to Data Portability
3 Right to Rectification

7 Right to Object

4 Right to Erasure

3.2

Examining Web Platforms

As a second step towards creating our list of GDPR terms for privacy policies, we
examined a number of web platforms. We observed the structure of their privacy
policies, and how the GDPR terms of our initial list are placed and included
within these policies. We then observed diﬀerences and similarities between the
terms expressing the same right in diﬀerent platforms but also in comparison
to the GDPR oﬃcial terms as collected in the ﬁrst step (see Sect. 3.1). A set of
such diﬀerent variations for each term was collected, extending the existing list.
Examples of such variations, are shown below:
Example 1 (Terms Variations).
- “Right to Erasure”: “The Right to Request Deletion”, “Right To be Forgotten”
- “Right to restriction of processing”: “Requests the Restriction of Their Use”
- “Right to Rectification”: “Right to Correction”, “Right to Correct”, “The Right
to Correct and Update”
Additionally, we infused the list with some more variations by interchanging the
sequence of the words, or replacing basic words with similar ones, as shown in
the following example:
Example 2 (Terms Variations).
- “Right to Object to Processing”: “Processing Objection”
- “Right Of Access”: “Access Personal Data”

3.3

The Final Set

We resulted in a set comprised of 89 terms. We then divided the terms into
groups based on the 7 initial list terms collected from the GDPR during the ﬁrst
step. In this way, we consider that, if any of the terms of a group is found within a
policy, the whole group is considered as included. The list includes a set of exact
strings to be searched within privacy policies. This implies a limitation on the
tool, as, if a GDPR term variation included in a policy is not exactly the same to
any of the variations of the current list, it will not be recognised. However, the
list is open for future editing and expansion. Improving and enhancing the list
is envisioned as a continuous iterative process. After each iteration of evaluation
of a set of platforms, a manual auditing is planned and terms that were not
included, but shown to be needed, added to the list. In case the GDPR will be
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updated, or new regulations need to be added, the list is ﬂexible enough to be
adapted to accommodate them. At the moment the list includes only English
language GDPR terms. The ﬁnal list of GDPR privacy policy terms in groups,
is presented in Table 2 below.
Table 2. List of GDPR privacy policy terms
Lawfulness of Processing (5 terms)

Right to Restriction of
Processing

Lawfulness of Processing

Restriction of Processing

Consent

Restrict Your data

Contract

Right to Restrict

Right to Withdraw Consent

Right to demand processing
restrictions

Withdraw consent

Right to restriction of processing
Request the Restriction of Their Use
Request the Restriction of Data Use
Request the Restriction of Personal
Data Use
Right of data subjects to be informed
about the restriction
Right to propose other restriction

Right of Access by the Data Subject

Right to Data Portability

Right Of Access

Right to Data Portability

Right To Access

Right of Portability

Access Personal Data

Right to Portability

Access Your Personal Data

Right to Transmit Those Data

Access your data

Right to Transmit Personal Data

Access Your Personal Information

Right to Transmit My Data

Access Personal Information

The Right to Transmit Those Data

Right to Lodge a Complaint

Right to Transmit Data

Right to complaint

Transmit Your Data

Right to File a Complaint

Transmit Your Personal Data

Right to Obtain a Copy

Right to Transmit Personal Data

Request a Copy of your Information

Request the transfer of your personal
data

Request a Copy of your personal Information

Request the transfer your personal
data

Request a Copy of your data

Request the transfer personal data

Request a Copy of your personal data

Request the transfer data

Request access to a copy of your personal data Right to Receive the Personal Data
Right to Information

Right to Receive your Personal Data

Right to request and receive information

Right to Receive Personal Data
(continued)
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Table 2. (continued)
Request access

Right to Receive a Subset of the
Personal Data
Right to receive a copy of your
personal information

Right to Rectification

Right to Object

Right To Rectification

Right to Object

Right to have incomplete personal data

Right to Object at any time to
Processing of Personal data

Right to complete incomplete personal data Right to Object at any time to
Processing
Right to Request Proper Rectification

4

Right to Object to Processing

Right to Request Rectification

Processing Objection

Rectify Your Data

Object to processing

The Right to Correct and Update

Right to Erasure

The Right to Correct

Right to Erasure

The Right to Update

Right of Erasure

Update or Correct your Information

Right to Request Deletion

Update your Information

Right To be Forgotten

Correct your Information

Erase your Information

Right to request the correction

Request erasure

Right to request correction

Erase the Personal data

Right to request update

Erase your Personal data

Right to Correction

To Erase Your Data

Right to Correct

Erase any personal data

Rectify

Erase personal data

The CompLicy Tool

In order to provide insights on whether privacy policies are aligned to the GDPR,
by studying web platforms, we designed and developed the CompLicy6 tool that
uses the results of the previous steps of this work as the foundation to automatically locate and evaluate such platforms’ privacy policies. First, the tool crawls
a given web platform, starting from the given homepage URL, to infer whether
a privacy policy page exists and, if it does, subsequently parses it, identifying
GDPR terms and groups within based on our list of GDPR privacy policy terms,
and ﬁnally, provides results for the compliance of the aforementioned policy with
the GDPR, by displaying which terms out of the list were located within the
policy, and which groups are thus represented.
Crawler. As a preliminary step for implementing the crawler, we manually
examined the source code of a set of web platforms. We additionally examined
6

“CompLicy” is a portmanteau, i.e., a made-up word, coined from the combination
of the words “Compliance” and “Policy”.
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their front-ends. In both source codes and front-end interfaces, we observed: (1)
how the navigation was done from each platform homepage towards the privacy
policy page, (2) the key-words included in the respective privacy policy URLs,
and (3) the diﬀerent variations of names for the speciﬁc page in the menu or other
interface parts of the web platforms. Based on these observations, we created a
list of respective key phrases, that would help the crawler in locating and recognising a privacy policy page. In the case of examining the URLs, the key-phrases
extracted were part of them. For example, in the case of a web platform of which
the privacy policy page URL is http://<an-example-page>/data-processing/, the
key-phrase extracted would be “data-processing”. The ﬁnal key-phrases set is the
following: {data-processing, data-privacy, privacy, policy, privacy-policy, legal,
privacy-policy-link, privacy check, guidelines}.
4.1

System Design

Architecture. Figure 1 presents the architecture of the tool. The User, through
the graphical user interface (GUI), gives as input the URL of the web platform
(platform link) to be examined, which is subsequently passed on to the Crawler.
The web Crawler (or spider) is aimed to realise a systematic navigation into
the website directed by the URL. In order to do so, it also receives as input the
text ﬁle with the key-phrases, i.e., the list of terms for crawling. The Crawler
then searches within the given website, to locate the privacy policy page, and
if found, subsequently passing the privacy policy page source code to the Parser
which in turn receives also as input the list of GDPR privacy policy terms in the
format of a text ﬁle, searches and recognises the list terms within the privacy
policy text and returns the results to the GUI. The GUI also inputs the list of
GDPR terms as categorised in the groups, printing both the list and the results,
and presenting them to the user. Figure 2 presents a more detailed version of the
system architecture.

Fig. 1. Tool architecture
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Fig. 2. Tool detailed architecture

4.2

System Implementation

Tools. The system was implemented using the Python programming language,
in the PyCharm integrated development environment (IDE). The Qt Designer
and the PyQt5 library were used for designing and implementing the GUI.
User Interface.Figure 3 presents the tool GUI. Users can provide a URL at the
text box located at the top left side of the screen, and press the “start” button
to initiate the crawling and parsing procedure, which when completed, the results
will be presented in two tables as shown. The top table presents the complete list of
GDPR privacy policy terms, accompanied with a “yes” or “no” answer, depending
on whether the term was included within the policy or not, and the total number of
terms located. The bottom table presents the 7 groups, accompanied by a mapping
to the top list terms, and a 1-point scoring system for each group if at least one of its
terms was included in the policy text. Finally, the total score of the privacy policy
is presented in the format of points score and percentage.

Fig. 3. Graphical user interface
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Evaluating Compliance

For evaluating the compliance of web platforms, we ﬁrst examined a preliminary
set of websites, which we then manually audited to verify correctness of results.
From the manual audit, we gathered a set of term variations for the rights and
provisions of our list, that were not already included, but should have been.
We then proceeded with adding the terms in the list, thus enhancing it. Next,
we examined a second preliminary set of websites observing again by manual
auditing the improvement in the results. Subsequently, we proceeded with the
evaluation of the actual set of web platforms.
5.1

Dataset

A total of 148 websites were considered in the dataset, i.e., given as input to
the tool, from ﬁve diﬀerent sectors: (i) banking; (ii) e-commerce; (iii) education;
(iv) travelling; and (v) social media. As described in the introduction (Sect. 1),
the increasing usage of web platforms of these sectors, as well as the importance
of the data processed and the actions carried out within, mandate for privacy
protection. We have collected the URLs of the biggest and most popular websites
of each respective sector. The procedure for selecting the sector-based websites
was founded on three main stages. These included the following:
1. Stage 1 – Online review per sector. Desk research was conducted on the ﬁve
diﬀerent sectors.
2. Stage 2 – Deﬁne sector shortlist. Results from Stage 1 aided in identifying the
more popular websites with larger user bases within each sector. An important
requirement for the website to be eligible for selection was the existence of
an English version of it. With the aim to approach the number of 20 websites
being evaluated for each sector, the sector shortlist included a higher number
of websites (n≥ 20 websites per sector).
3. Stage 3 – Test sector shortlists. Once the shortlists were deﬁned, each website on
a sector-shortlist was evaluated in order of its popularity (as deﬁned in Stage 2)
with the CompLicy tool. In cases where a sector website could not be evaluated,
e.g. for reasons such as not having an English version, privacy policies in PDF
format, etc., the next website on the sector shortlist was evaluated.
As discussed, not all of these websites policies’ could be successfully evaluated
with the tool. The two main reasons for a website policy not being successfully evaluated were: 1) the privacy policy was in PDF; 2) the privacy policy
was not written in English. Focusing on the successfully evaluated policies of
the selected websites, in total these were 80 (mean GDPR compliance = 67.67,
SD = 22.92, range = 14–100). Sector wise, the successful website policy evaluation rates were: (i) banking (57%); (ii) e-commerce (54%); (iii) education (59%);
(iv) travel (52%); and (v) social media (50%). Figure 4 presents the number
of successful (represented as “Successfully evaluated policy”) and unsuccessful
(represented as “Not evaluated policy”) evaluated website policies for each sector, i) banking (n = 21); (ii) e-commerce (n = 39); (iii) education (n = 27); (iv)
travel (n = 21); and (v) social media (n = 40).
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Figure 5 presents the mean GDPR compliance score for the privacy policies of the successfully evaluated websites with the tool. Sector wise, the following scores were recorded: (i) banking (mean GDPR compliance = 75); (ii)
e-commerce (mean GDPR compliance = 70.75); (iii) education (mean GDPR
compliance = 52.68); (iv) travel (mean GDPR compliance = 72.73); and (v) social
media (mean GDPR compliance = 69.29). It is not surprising that privacy policies of websites in the banking sector scored the highest in terms of GDPR
compliance with 75%, yet one might expect an even higher compliance rate.
Standing out however is the compliance score of websites in the education sector
with 52.68%. This can be regarded as poor and does require further investigation, considering the large adoption of e-learning in 2020 and respectively large
numbers of students using educational web environments.

Fig. 4. Summarising successful and
unsuccessful evaluation attempts according to sector websites’

5.2

Fig. 5. Summarising average score of
GDPR compliance according to sector
websites’

Results

For all the results following, we will be using the following abbreviations for the 7
groups: Lawfulness of Processing (LP), Right to erasure (RE), Right of access by
the data subject (RA), Right to data portability (RDP), Right To Rectiﬁcation
(RR), Right to restriction of processing (RR2), Right to object (RO). Data and
results are available at: http://www.cs.ucy.ac.cy/seit/resources/RCIS21.zip
Banking Sector. A total of 21 websites were given as input to the tool. From
these, 12 websites policies’ could be successfully evaluated. The GDPR compliance score for each of the 12 websites is presented in Fig. 6. In addition to the
GDPR compliance score, also evident is the number of groups that each speciﬁc
website’s privacy policy includes from the 7 groups of the list of GDPR privacy
policy terms. Only one website (i.e., no.3), had all 7 groups included, thus resulting in a GDPR compliance score of 100%. The majority (i.e., 7 websites), had 6
groups included. Figure 7 presents the 7 groups of GDPR provisions and rights
included within the list, and for the 12 websites it is evident how many in total
included each respective provision and right. RO and LP were the most included,
appearing in 11 websites, whereas RR and RDP were the least included, appearing in 7 websites.
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Fig. 6. Summarising average score of
GDPR compliance and respective groups
included in the privacy policy for successfully evaluated banking sector websites’

Fig. 7. Summarising the total inclusion
of each group within the privacy policies
of the successfully evaluated banking sector websites’

e-Commerce Sector. A total of 39 websites were given as input to the tool.
From these, 21 websites policies’ could be successfully evaluated. The GDPR
compliance score for each of the 21 websites is presented in Fig. 8. In addition
to the GDPR compliance score, also evident is the number of groups that each
speciﬁc website’s privacy policy includes from the 7 groups of the list of GDPR
privacy policy terms. Three websites (i.e., no.14, no.17, no.21), had all 7 groups
included, thus resulting in a GDPR compliance score of 100%. The majority
(i.e., 6 websites), had 5 groups included. Figure 9 presents the 7 groups of GDPR
provisions and rights included within the list, and for the 21 websites it is evident
how many in total included each respective provision and right. Similarly to the
banking sector websites, RO and LP were the most included, appearing in 19
and 21 websites respectively, whereas RR was the least included, appearing in
only 6 websites.

Fig. 8. Summarising average score of
GDPR compliance and respective groups
included in the privacy policy for successfully evaluated e-commerce sector websites’

Fig. 9. Summarising the total inclusion
of each group within the privacy policies
of the successfully evaluated e-commerce
sector websites’
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Educational Sector. A total of 27 websites were given as input to the tool.
From these, 16 websites policies’ could be successfully evaluated. The GDPR
compliance score for each of the 16 websites is presented in Fig. 10. In addition
to the GDPR compliance score, also evident is the number of groups that each
speciﬁc website’s privacy policy includes from the 7 groups of the list of GDPR
privacy policy terms. Only two websites (i.e., no.3, no.15), had all 7 groups
included, thus resulting in a GDPR compliance score of 100%. The majority
(i.e., 6 websites), had only 2 groups included, which is concerning, considering
the large number of students sharing personal information on such websites.
Figure 11 presents the 7 groups of GDPR provisions and rights included within
the list, and for the 16 websites it is evident how many in total included each
respective provision and right. RO and LP were again the most included, appearing in 14 and 16 websites respectively, whereas RR was also once again the least
included, appearing in only 2 websites.

Fig. 10. Summarising average score of
GDPR compliance and respective groups
included in the privacy policy for successfully evaluated education sector websites’

Fig. 11. Summarising the total inclusion
of each group within the privacy policies
of the successfully evaluated education
sector websites’

Travelling Sector. A total of 21 websites were given as input to the tool,
focused on booking ﬂights, other travel activities, or accommodation. From these,
11 websites policies’ could be successfully evaluated. The GDPR compliance
score for each of the 11 websites is presented in Fig. 12. In addition to the GDPR
compliance score, also evident is the number of groups that each speciﬁc website’s
privacy policy includes from the 7 groups of the list of GDPR privacy policy
terms. No website had all 7 groups included, thus achieving a GDPR compliance
score of 100% was not possible for a travel sector website. The majority however
(i.e., 5 websites), had 6 groups included. Figure 13 presents the 7 groups of
GDPR provisions and rights included within the list, and for the 11 websites it
is evident how many in total included each respective provision and right. RO,
LP and RR2 were the most included, appearing in 11 websites, whereas RR was
also once again the least included, appearing in only 4 websites.
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Fig. 12. Summarising average score of
GDPR compliance and respective groups
included in the privacy policy for successfully evaluated travelling sector websites’

Fig. 13. Summarising the total inclusion
of each group within the privacy policies of the successfully evaluated travelling sector websites’

Social Media Sector. A total of 40 websites were given as input to the tool.
From these, 20 websites policies’ could be successfully evaluated. The GDPR
compliance score for each of the 20 websites is presented in Fig. 14. In addition
to the GDPR compliance score, also evident is the number of groups that each
speciﬁc website’s privacy policy includes from the 7 groups of the list of GDPR
privacy policy terms. Two websites had all 7 groups included, thus achieving a
GDPR compliance score of 100%. The majority (i.e., 7 websites), had 4 groups
included. Figure 15 presents the 7 groups of GDPR provisions and rights included
within the list, and for the 20 websites it is evident how many in total included
each respective provision and right. LP was the most included, appearing in 20
websites, whereas RDP was the least included, appearing in 5 websites.

Fig. 14. Summarising average score of
GDPR compliance and respective groups
included in the privacy policy for successfully evaluated social media sector websites’

Fig. 15. Summarising the total inclusion
of each group within the privacy policies
of the successfully evaluated social media
sector websites’

Websites in the banking sector scored the highest (75%), while websites in
the education sector scored the lowest (52,68%). In all ﬁve sectors, “Lawfulness
of Processing” was amongst the most included, appearing in all websites except
in the educational and banking sectors appearing in 14 out of the 16, and 11
out of the 12 total websites evaluated respectively. On the contrary, the “Right
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to Rectiﬁcation” was the least included in all sectors, with the exception of the
social media sector, where the “Right to Data Portability” was the least included.

6

Conclusions

Recognising the importance of privacy, and the mandatory nature of the GDPR,
in this work we aim to give insight on whether software systems privacy policies
have been aligned to comply with the GDPR. In this context we focus on web
platforms, and present a list of GDPR terms that need to be included within
privacy policies, and the CompLicy tool which locates a given web platform
privacy policy and subsequently parses it, identifying GDPR terms and groups
within, providing results for its compliance. Based on their increasing usage and
popularity, and their importance, we focus on web platforms of the following
sectors: (i) banking; (ii) e-commerce; (iii) education; (iv) travel; and (v) social
media. We evaluate a set of 148 such platforms and present the results obtained.
We observe that websites in the banking sector scored the highest, while
websites in the education sector the lowest. A more thorough investigation can
be conducted focusing on the education sector, especially with the increased
usage due to COVID-19. Future work should also investigate the reason for the
least included provisions for each sector, as shown by the results (“Right to
Rectiﬁcation” in 4 sectors, “Right to Data Portability” in social media). We
also observe that there is still a respectful percentage of policies not being fully
aligned with the GDPR. Incorporating a privacy design step explicitly within the
software engineering methodologies could assist developers. We are also planning
the enhancement of our list of terms increasing the accuracy of our tool. As future
work, we envision to enhance the tool with PDF scanning ability to capture more
websites privacy policies. New languages can also be added by translating the
existing terms in English.
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Introduction

Water networks are part of the urban infrastructure and with increasing urbanization, city managers have had to constantly extend water access and sanitation
services to new peripheral areas or to new incomers [3]. Originally these networks
were installed, operated, and repaired by their owners [24]. However, as concessions were increasingly granted to private companies and new tenders requested
regularly by public authorities, archives were sometimes misplaced and event
logs were lost. Thus, part of the networks’ operational history was thought to
be permanently erased. However, the advent of Web big data and text-mining
techniques may oﬀer the possibility of recovering some of this knowledge by
crawling secondary information sources, i.e. documents available on the Web.
Thus, insight might be gained on the wastewater collection scheme, the treatment processes, the network’s geometry and events (accidents, shortages) which
may have aﬀected these facilities and amenities. This is the primary aim of the
“Megadata, Linked Data and Data Mining for Wastewater Networks” (MeDo)
project, funded by the Occitanie Region, in France, and carried out in collaboration between hydrologists, computational linguists and computer scientists.
Text mining is used in the ﬁeld of water sciences but it is often implemented
for perception analysis [1,18], indicator categorization [22] or ecosystem management [10,14]. To the best of our knowledge this work is the ﬁrst attempt
at using Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Text-Mining techniques for
wastewater network management in cities.
The creation of domain adapted systems for Information Extraction (IE) has
been an important area of research in NLP. The outcomes of many projects have
led to creating systems capable of identifying relevant information from scientiﬁc
literature as well as technical and non technical documents. A pioneering domain
was that of biology; see [2] for an overview of initial projects and [11] for a more
recent contribution. More speciﬁcally, a fertile ﬁeld of research has emerged at
the intersection between NLP and Geographic Information Retrieval (GIR). Cf.
[30] and [19] for a domain overview and a list of relevant projects; [16] for Digital
Humanities initiatives and [13] for the Matriciel project in French.
The NLP pipelines used to mine these specialised corpora are generally composed of a mix of supervised and unsupervised or rule-based NLP algorithms;
crucially the collaboration with domain experts is essential since the state of the
art tools need to be re-trained and tested using corpora with speciﬁc annotation
and often require structured domain knowledge as input. Generally such systems
are trained and tested on English; however in many cases multilingual pipelines,
and therefore resources, have been created.
The use of general semantic resources e.g. EuroWordNet1 or dedicated thesaurii Agrovoc2 for the French language is not adapted to address the wastewater
domain. Agrovoc is a terminology, where concepts are described and translated
1
2

https://archive.illc.uva.nl//EuroWordNet/.
http://www.fao.org/agrovoc/about.
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into various languages. In this sense it is used to standardize and control the
use of domain vocabulary. WordNets are lexical resources, that can be used for
NLP; EuroWordNet has been extended for speciﬁc domains. In both cases, to
produce or adapt terminologies or computational lexicons for a new domain one
would have to apply NLP techniques to extract and ﬁlter terms and lexemes
from texts, and use a pre-processing pipeline along the lines of what we propose. The originality of our approach is based on the combination of well-known
tools (e.g. spaCy, Heideltime) and the integration of expertise for highlighting
semantic information related to the wastewater domain along with the selection of relevant documents using machine learning. Our global pipeline called
WEIR-P combines Information Retrieval (IR) and Information Extraction (IE)
techniques adapted for the French language and the wastewater domain.
Indeed, not only are there no domain speciﬁc terminological and lexical
resources ready to use, but crucially also in terms of modelling, important work
had to be done to identify which elements had to be annotated in the text, in
order to extract the relevant information. In particular, two important contributions of this work are the implementation of NER methods for extracting original entities (Network element, Treatment, Network type, Accident, etc.) with
new textual data manually labeled and the construction of relations based on
spatial, temporal and thematic entities for discovering new knowledge which is
an original research direction. Finally French resources (i.e. corpora, specialized
terminology, etc.) are less developed in the NLP community with many English
datasets available. The datasets obtained in this project (i.e. labeled corpus,
terminology dedicated to wastewater domain) are another original aspect of this
work.
The research methodology we followed is quite similar to the DSRP model
presented by [23]. The problem identification and motivation is linked to
previous research projects [5]. The Objectives of the solution are to develop
a user-friendly tool that would help non-IT researchers and wastewater network
managers transform unstructured text data from the Web into structured data
and merge them with their business databases. The Design and Development
step relied heavily on NLP, IR and IE literature. The new French data standard
for drinking water and sewerage networks issued halfway into the project [12] was
used as a reference for the business data model. Two case studies were designed
in two cities (Montpellier-France and Abidjan-Ivory Coast). Demonstrations
were carried out during the meetings of the project’s steering committee. The
Evaluation is two fold. It was partly carried out during the bi-annual meetings
of the steering committee. A restitution workshop is also planned with members
of the Aqua-Valley French Competitiveness Water Cluster. As for the Communication, in addition to scholarly publications such as this one, a wastewater
awareness workshop was carried out in a primary school in March 2021.
In this paper we shall describe the general architecture of the system, as
well as the linguistic resources used for domain adaptation and the evaluation of
the various steps of the NLP pipeline. The structure of the paper is as follows:
description of the data model (Sect. 2), of the system’s architecture (Sect. 3) and
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its evaluation (Sect. 4); ﬁnally the description of the resources produced (Sect. 5)
and some conclusions (Sect. 6).

2

The Data Model and the Corpus

The MeDo project aims to use textual data – available on the Web or produced
by institutions – for learning about the geometry and history of wastewater networks, by combining diﬀerent data-mining techniques and multiplying analysed
sources.
In order to achieve this, a system for document processing has been designed,
which when in production will allow a hydrologist or a wastewater network
manager to retrieve relevant documents for a given network, process them to
extract potentially new information, assess this information by using interactive
visualization and add it to a pre-existing knowledge base.
Although textual sources may be directly imported into the system, the
default pipeline begins with a Web-scraping phase retrieving documents from
the Internet. The system has been built within the context of a French regional
project, and is currently developed and tested for French documents. However,
its architecture allows for easy adaptation to other languages, including English.
Relevant information may come from technical documents, such as reports
by municipalities or private companies, but also from the general public, for
instance from newspaper articles and social media posts containing descriptions
of accidents in the network, or announcements of works. The goal of the system
is to allow for the identiﬁcation and retrieval of relevant documents from the
Web, their linguistic processing and the extraction of domain information.
The case study presented hereafter is on the city of Montpellier in France.
Our corpus is composed of 1,557 HTML and PDF documents. The documents
were collected in July 2018 using a set of Google queries with a combination of
keywords. Given the absence of guidelines for the annotation and extraction of
information for wastewater management we proceeded to create our own annotation model with the help of hydrologists [7]. As is generally the case, the MeDo
domain speciﬁc annotation scheme has been created extending the commonly
used Named Entities (NEs) tagsets, which are deﬁned in the guidelines of well
known annotation campaigns such as MUC-5 and following [9], with domain
speciﬁc entities, or tags. Our current model contains a set of entities:
– three of them are speciﬁc to the network: Network type, Network element
and Network characteristics. Words such as “réseau pluvial” (stormwater
network), “collecteur principal” (sewer main) or “gravitaire” (gravity fed) fall
into these categories;
– one is related to the Wastewater treatment and may be used either for the
plant and its components or the treatment process. This category includes
for instance words like “station d’épuration” (wastewater treatment plant),
“digestion anaérobie” (anaerobic digestion);
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– two entities are used for the type of event reported in the document: Accident, Works i.e. “pollution”, “inondation” (inundation/ﬂooding), “raccordement au réseau” (connection to the network);
– one label describes the public or private Organizations such as “commune”
(City council), “Entreprise” (company);
– dates and locations are marked using two labels: Temporal, Spatial;
– all quantitative data of relevance are marked as Measurements;
– a category Indicator is used to annotate any information which speciﬁes or
adds to the information provided by other categories;
– ﬁnally, two more “generic” entities are used for all words related to Water
quality i.e. “eau brute” (raw water supply), nitrates and the non-technical
or legal aspects of wastewater management i.e. “délégation de service
public” (Public service delegation), “directive cadre sur l’eau” (Water framework Directive).
The manual annotation of these entities is complex and requires expert
knowledge to be carried out correctly. A test on inter-annotator agreement
was carried out with two experts, who had in-depth knowledge of the annotations guidelines, and non experts - students who received one-hour training
before annotating. The former were asked to annotate all categories, the latter
were limited to the domain speciﬁc ones. Results (see Table 1) are encouraging,
given the number and technical nature of categories. It is known that Fleiss’
Kappa is not appropriate for multi-entity textual annotation [27]; we therefore
evaluate agreement in terms of F-measure values, reporting the results for each
typology of annotators. Non experts performed slightly more poorly, which is
understandable; typically, they tended to miss more annotations; however, when
they did annotate a portion of text, they tended to choose the right category,
which seems to indicate that the chosen annotation model is sound. For two
domain categories (Water Quality and Accident), which are quite rare in the corpus, agreement remains low. The annotation guide was modiﬁed following this
experiment to further clarify the annotation guidelines. The documents annotated by the students were not used to train the NER modules.
Given these results, the Wastewater Domain Gold Standard Corpus
was carefully checked and veriﬁed by hydrologists. It consists of 23 manually
annotated documents: 3 calls for tenders, 6 announcements from the city’s website and 12 newspaper articles, 1 technical document and 1 tweet. They amount
to 1,387 sentences and 4,505 entities. The annotation was carried out using the
BRAT system3 .
Figure 1 shows an example of an annotated sentence. An extended Gold Standard containing 80 documents with 649,593 words and 29,585 entities was later
complied for further tests. It is available on DataSuds dataverse [6].
Once the entities have been identiﬁed, it is necessary to deﬁne the possible relations which may connect them. These are deﬁned in the Wastewater
3

https://brat.nlplab.org/.
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Table 1. Agreement per category, calculated using F-Measure.
Category

Expert Non expert

Network element

0.875

0.688

Works

0.875

0.719

Treatment

0.750

0.703

Network type

0.750

0.719

Indicator

0.875

0.484

Network management

0.750

0.609

Network characteristics 0.875

0.656

Water quality

0.375

0.422

Accident

0.250

0.328

Measure

0.875

0.680

Spatial

0.875

–

Temporal

0.875

–

Organization

0.875

–

Overall

0.875

0.719

Fig. 1. A portion of the corpus manually annotated for Named Entities. English: On
March 13, the road to Murviel will be closed to allow works to create a wastewater
network.

Management Conceptual Model (see Fig. 2) which was developed in collaboration with hydrologists.
Based on the possible abstract relations between the entity classes in the
model, entity instances found in texts are thus linked with relations: an event
of type Works is spatially and temporally localised and speciﬁed by the type of
intervention (implementing a new wastewater network).

3

The WEIR-P System: Architecture

To automatically extract items of information such as the ones previously
described, an information extraction system has been created. The NLP pipeline
is similar to those generally used for this type of task (see references in Sect. 1),
but had to be adapted for our speciﬁc needs. In particular it was necessary to
create a system which is able to retrieve relevant sources within a speciﬁc geographical area, to manage diﬀerent types of documents, to detect and correlate
speciﬁc information in texts and ﬁnally to relate such information with existing
knowledge on a given wastewater system. For this reason a pluri-disciplinary
approach was required.
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Fig. 2. The wastewater conceptual model.

The global architecture of the WEIR-P system is depicted in Fig. 3. The main
steps of the proposed methodology are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Collection of documents;
Named-Entity recognition;
Semantic relation extraction;
Mapping and data visualization.

In this article, we mainly focus on the text mining part of the MeDo project
and on the domain adaptation of existing tools for the wastewater domain. It
concerns the 1st, 2nd and 3rd steps of the global architecture of the WEIR-P tool
(see Fig. 3, Parts A and B). We also brieﬂy present the visualization carried out
at document level. The visualization of the network elements on a wastewater
map after data fusion will not be presented in this paper.
3.1

Step One - Document Pre-processing and Classification

This step is composed of diﬀerent sub-steps. The document retrieval algorithm
requires the user to specify a geographical area of interest (typically a city or a
municipality) as input. The system scrapes documents from the Web using a set
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Fig. 3. The WEIR-P architecture.

of Google queries which specify a combination of two domain-related keywords
and a place name.
In the corpus creation phase the texts retrieved from the internet are transformed to plain text using various out-of-the-box Python libraries (such as BeautifulSoup or pdf2txt); some text cleaning is also necessary, in order to restore broken lines and remove boilerplate text using regular expressions. Finally, all the
relevant metadata are recorded and the text collection is entered in the database.
Once the corpus has been successfully created, a classiﬁcation for relevance is
carried out using Machine Learning techniques which are detailed in Sect. 4.1.
The pre-processing steps are similar to those followed for text classiﬁcation using
more complex learning methods [29].
This is a necessary step since the crawling algorithm, which is carried out
using a coarse ﬁltering system, will retrieve many irrelevant documents which
need to be excluded by using a ﬁner-grain classiﬁcation. For instance query
for documents containing words such as “Montpellier”, “eau” (water), “reseau”
(network), may sometimes retrieve commercial sites for home plumbing repairs.
3.2

Step Two - Named-Entity Recognition and Classification
(NERC)

The goal of the second step is the annotation of Named Entities (NE) in the
texts corresponding to the 13 entities or tags deﬁned in Sect. 2.
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The texts are ﬁrst pre-processed by a basic NLP module which performs
sentence splitting and tokenisation and PoS tagging, using the TreeTagger module for French [26]. Subsequently, an ensemble NERC module is used, which
combines the output of three systems: spaCy [15], CoreNLP [20] and Heideltime
[28], which is speciﬁcally used for temporal entities.
The system was benchmarked as follows:
1. ﬁrst spaCy and CoreNLP were trained on a sub-set of the gold standard corpus in order to obtain domain adapted models; to improve the results for locations, gazetteers of place names (geographical features, locations, addresses)
were extracted and used as additional training features from existing geographical bases.
2. then both spaCy and CoreNLP were tested to assess their performance on
each class (except temporal entities).
3. Heideltime was tested without training on temporal entities without domain
adaptation, and proved to be the best system for this type of entities.
Based on this, the ﬁnal NERC algorithm runs as follows: ﬁrst each text is
separately annotated with all three systems and the results are compared. For
all entities except temporal, in case of conﬂict between spaCy and CoreNLP,
the best performing system for that category is given the priority. For temporal
entities the Heideltime annotation is applied, if needed by overriding previous
conﬂicting annotation by the other systems.
Results of the evaluation for NERC, as well as the details of the benchmarking
for each category are provided in Sect. 4.2.
The NERC module is followed by an Entity Linking module, which is used
to connect spatial entities such as addresses and locations to existing geographical knowledge bases, in order to produce a cartographic representation of the
extracted information. The Geonames4 , BAN5 and Nominatem6 geographical
databases and corresponding APIs are currently used.
The Entity Linking algorithm is quite basic, since ﬁltering on city or location
greatly reduces ambiguity for place names, and will not be further discussed nor
evaluated in this paper.
3.3

Step Three - Semantic Relation Extraction

The objective of the third step is to connect the spatial, temporal and thematic
entities discovered in Step Two.
The relation extraction is applied to ensure that the spatial, temporal and
network information is accurately linked to the type of event (Works, Accidents),
and that network elements and characteristics are correctly linked to each other
and the network type, so that they can be used to enrich the knowledge base.
4
5
6

https://www.geonames.org.
https://adresse.data.gouv.fr/.
https://nominatim.org/.
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The relation extraction is performed using basic rules. Generally, for this step,
we use a more speciﬁc textual context (i.e. sentences or paragraphs) than the
classiﬁcation task related to the ﬁrst step of the MeDo project. To resolve ambiguities in more complex cases we resort to semantics and use syntactic dependencies extracted using a spaCy out-of-the-box dependency parser for French.
Preliminary evaluation results are provided in Sect. 4.3.
3.4

Step Four - Mapping and Visualization

Step four aims to oﬀer the possibility of visualizing the results of the previous
treatments. It consists of two sub-steps and only the ﬁrst one which deals with
visualization at document level will be presented in this paper. A graphical user
interface was developed to enable users to run the annotation pipeline (Steps
1-2-3) on a selected location (e.g. a city), to inspect the extracted entities and
relations, and to decide whether to inject the new knowledge in the system.
The interface has been developed using FLASK7 for the web framework and
celery8 to oﬀset the calculations related to NERC and relation extraction. The
d3js library9 is used to represent the network as a graph where the nodes are
coloured according to the NE category (e.g. Temporal, Spatial, Works) and the
edges according to the type of relation (e.g. “Has Temporal”, “Has Spatial”).
The Leaﬂet library10 is used to map the extracted spatial entities.
The GUI is composed of a standard sign-in module, an administration panel,
two monitoring menus to view the progression of tasks and the corresponding
notiﬁcations and six menus that are more speciﬁcally related to the annotation
platform. The Corpus menu allows registered users to compile corpora either
directly from the Web, or by uploading a zipped ﬁle containing pdf documents.
Users may also upload zipped ﬁles of previously annotated texts. The “Processing” menu allows users to run the classiﬁcations described in Sect. 3.1 and
the NE and relation extractions described in Sect. 3.2 either simultaneously or
sequentially.
Once these steps are completed, the user has the possibility of visualising the
results for each individual document in the “Results” menu (Fig. 4). The text and
extracted NEs are displayed on the upper part of the screen using the set colour
scheme presented in the legend. The semantic relations are displayed as a graph
in the lower part of the screen. The export button allows users to create and
download a zipped ﬁle containing: the document in original and text formats; a
pdf of the annotated document and a text ﬁle containing the annotations in Brat
format (.ann); the graph of relations in svg format; the metadata as a JSON ﬁle.
The statistics related to the entire corpus (e.g. number and types of documents, number of words, number and types of entities and relations, number
of documents per website, etc.) are visualized in the “Corpus Statistics” menu
7
8
9
10

https://palletsprojects.com/p/ﬂask/.
http://www.celeryproject.org/.
https://d3js.org/.
https://leaﬂetjs.com/.
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Fig. 4. Screenshot of the results menu. English: WASTEWATER MASTER PLAN
INFORMATION REGARDING WORKS ON AVENUE DE LA POMPIGNANE
AND ACROSS THE LEZ RIVER. EASTERN INTERCEPTOR. 1. THE EASTERN
INTERCEPTOR. In order to convey the wastewater of the inhabitants of the municipalities located north and east of Montpellier, Montpellier Méditerranée Métropole
undertook the installation of a sewer main called “Eastern Interceptor”. With a length
of 12 km, this sewer main with diameters varying between 300 to 1200 mm serves
the municipal areas of Prades-le-Lez, Montferrier-sur-Lez, Clapiers, Castelnau-le-Lez,
Montpellier and Lattes. This project is part of the Wastewater Master Plan, which provides for the disconnection of the separate networks from the combined sewers in order
to extend and rationalise wastewater collection up to the MAERA plant with a capacity of 470,000 equivalent inhabitants. Cf Map of the Eastern Interceptor. Given the
importance of this operation in terms of cost and time, the planning of the installation
works for this 12 km sewer main took into account the main constraints of the major
urbanization projects and programmes in the Montpellier Méditerranée Métropole area:
tramway, widening of

and exported in pdf format and a map of the extracted spatial entities is displayed in the “Spatial rendering” menu. Finally, the export menu allows users to
download a zipped ﬁle containing all the documents composing the corpus, the
corresponding annotation ﬁles in Brat format and a JSON ﬁle of the metadata.

4

Evaluation

We describe the evaluation set-up and results of the domain adapted NERC and
relation extraction modules.
4.1

Text Classification Systems

In order to learn the classiﬁcation model, a training corpus was produced using a
subset of the Montpellier corpus. Relevant documents should contain information
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either about network conﬁguration (location, ﬂow type, design rules, material)
or incidents (ﬂooding, pollution, water intrusion).
The classiﬁer has been trained using a multinomial Naive Bayes classiﬁcation
method, with a scikit-learn Python library. For each classiﬁcation the features are
bags-of-words, weighted by TF-IDF (term frequency-inverse document frequency
[25]). One thousand stopwords were used with no lemmatization. The relevance
training corpus has 441 elements (3,512 words), split into two classes (“Relevant
Document/Keep” and “Not relevant document/Discard”).
The evaluation of the relevance was carried out separately and is calculated
in terms of precision, recall and F-score. The evaluation presented in Table 2 was
obtained using 10-fold cross validation; “Macro” represents the average of the
values calculated for each class; “Micro” represents the global score, regardless
of classes.
Table 2. Evaluation of textual relevance.
Precision Recall F-score
Micro 0.925

0.925

0.925

Macro 0.928

0.931

0.921

The precision, recall and F-score are high (>0.90): the proposed method is
able to detect the relevant documents correctly.
4.2

NERC

Evaluation was carried out using the MUC-5 speciﬁcation on the annotated
corpus described in paragraph Sect. 2. We provide here the evaluation result of
the best model for each entity type. As it can be seen in Table 3, we can achieve
the best results for all of the classes except one (Network Type) by combination
of two models, the ﬁrst of which has precedence in case of conﬂict.
The current results are encouraging for a subset of categories, however they
still require improvement for other ones, for which the trained models seem to
perform not as well. In some cases, the lower results are probably caused by the
fact that some categories, such as Accident, are poorly represented in our corpus.
In other cases, such as for Indicator, the problem may be linked to heterogeneity
of this category, which includes modiﬁers such as adverbs and adjectives related
to various types of information (temporal, spatial, domain speciﬁc...).
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Table 3. Results for each category of entities, using the best performing systems. [e]
indicates the use of an ensemble model, where the ﬁrst system has priority.
Entity

Occurrences Precision Recall F-score Model

Network type

360

70.41

68.54

69.46

Treatment

342

66.51

62.77

64.59

corenlp
[e]corenlp-spaCy

Network element

367

61.86

65.20

63.49

[e]spaCy-corenlp

Works

310

59.74

67.29

63.29

[e]spaCy-corenlp

Spatial

1001

58.05

67.75

62.52

[e]spaCy-corenlp

Measure

882

59.07

65.42

62.08

[e]corenlp-spaCy

Temporal

219

42.53

74.50

54.15

[e]heidel-corenlp

Water quality

136

51.85

53.85

52.83

[e]corenlp-spaCy

Network characteristics

196

55.00

47.06

50.72

[e]spaCy-corenlp

Network management

255

40.47

42.83

41.61

[e]corenlp-spaCy

Indicator

592

35.90

33.26

34.53

[e]corenlp-spaCy

Organization

129

44.23

27.06

33.58

[e]corenlp-spaCy

26

34.78

20.00

25.40

[e]corenlp-spaCy

Accident

4.3

Relation Extraction

As we have seen, the Relation Extraction (RE) module is rule based and adds
semantic links between the various entities in order to identify units of knowledge. In order to eliminate any noise caused by possible NERC errors, and
thus to evaluate RE performances in isolation, a sub-set of the gold standard
was automatically annotated with relations; the output contains 2,913 relations. Seven documents corresponding to a sampling rate of 30% were randomly
selected for expert evaluation. At this stage only precision was evaluated, and
experts checked automatically extracted relations between entities, assessing and
labelling them as correct or incorrect. Missing relations were not taken into
account. The rate of correctly detected relations is relatively high (precision =
0.83). Errors mostly occur when Named Entities, i.e. spatial ones, are juxtaposed. Linkage results are also impacted by errors in Named Entity recognition
and text conversion, i.e. missing punctuation marks which modify the sentence
structure and impact dependency rules.

5

Use Case and Discussion

The WEIR-P information extraction pipeline oﬀers users the possibility of
rapidly acquiring information on the wastewater network of a city. The pipeline
is a time-saver namely because the automatic Web-scraping phase, using a preset list of keywords, enables the user to multi-task, while the relevance check
reduces the number of documents the user has to go over. In addition, the entity
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recognition module improves visual foraging and reduces reading time as a highlighted text will be more likely to be attended to and remembered than a plain
text [8]. Note that it takes 5 hrs to run 393 queries, under a minute to determine
the relevance of a corpus containing 1,040 documents, and 5 hrs and 17 mins to
extract 147,423 entities on 534 documents classiﬁed as relevant. In comparison,
the average silent reading rate of an adult is 238 words per minute [4]. It would
thus take an average adult 10 days, 8 hrs and 9 mins non stop to merely read the
1,040 documents.
The platform is an interesting aid as it can reconstruct events. Thus, hotspots can be identiﬁed through the “Accident” or “Works” labels or simply by
analysing the frequency of occurrence of street or district names. A fully automated process is being implemented in the new version of the pipeline to carry
out this task. Indeed, this type of information may also be useful to wastewater
network managers who have just been granted concessions by public authorities
in a new city and are not yet familiar with the network’s history. Two representatives of the private sector leaders in Computer-aided Maintenance Management
Systems (CMMS)/Enterprise Asset Management (EAM) and water and wastewater treatment services, are part of the project’s steering committee and have
been following the pipeline’s development. Both expressed high interest in the
pipeline’s ability to recover dates and link them with network equipment as it
would help plan maintenance operations. This feature was also highlighted by
a representative of the public service in charge of wastewater management. We
performed a test on the city of Montpellier and were able to recover 233 occurrences of the word “pose” (to lay, to place in French), 559 of “mise en place”
(implementation), 512 of “extension” and 375 occurrences of “réhabilitation”
in the “Works” category. This type of information may also be recovered using
digital archives uploaded manually by the user into the pipeline in pdf or txt
format. The implementation of the platform would not be costly to local stakeholders as small material and human resources are needed to run it. The day
to day life of the institutions and their regular business practices would not be
aﬀected as it would be mostly used for asset management i.e. for decision making
at mid-management level. However, as with any new tool, training and time will
be necessary to take in the change in practice.
As with many emerging tools, there is of course room for improvement. The
evaluation results show that the current version of the system still presents various shortcomings that will be addressed in an improved version of the pipeline.
In terms of information content, quantitative data (geometry, hydraulic performance) is mentioned less than events (i.e. works or accidents) in our documents
(3,333 occurrences vs. 11,936 in the Montpellier Corpus). Also, the granularity
of the spatial data is based on the type of document: street or district names
are often mentioned in both technical reports and newspaper articles, however
real-world coordinates are seldom found in the latter. Thus the WEIR-P pipeline
may be a good tool to complete existing network databases and GIS systems.
This would imply using data fusion techniques to combine and merge sometimes
conﬂicting information. In order to improve on the current system, a larger
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manually annotated corpus may be necessary. The genre adaptation of NERC,
exploiting the results of the text classiﬁcation, will also be implemented.
A Sample-based generalization strategy [31] is implemented to ensure the
genericity of the tool. Since WEIR-P relies heavily on Statistical learning, new
samples from other French cities are currently being used for training. Validation
is being carried out on other French speaking countries. The ﬁrst tests on the city
of Abidjan (Ivory Coast) are encouraging. The NER module is able to correctly
label the network elements and the relation linking module will undergo further
training in order to take into account local language uses.

6

Conclusions and Perspectives

We have presented a global model of the information extraction from documents
related to wastewater management and a platform which implements it. The preliminary results obtained on the Montpellier corpus are encouraging and show
how a mix of supervised and rule-based techniques can be used to extract useful information and reconstruct the various phases of the extension of a given
wastewater management network. The pipeline may also be used to recover the
dates when given pieces of equipment were laid. This feature is deemed very useful by managers who need to plan ahead maintenance operations for old assets
with missing implementation dates. The genericity of the tool we have developed
is being assessed through tests on other cities in France and in French Speaking
countries. Indeed, some countries in North and West Africa, namely Morocco
and Ivory Coast use Special Technical Speciﬁcations (STS) guidelines that are
strongly inspired by the French ones. A quick analysis of the guidelines used in
Quebec [21] shows that the technical vocabulary used to designate the network
elements are also similar to the French ones. However, local language uses may
vary. For instance the expression “assainissement d’un quartier” (sanitation of
a neighbourhood) refers to sanitation/wastewater network laying for the French
media and to cleaning of illegal occupation of public space for the Abidjanese.
Thus, some adaptation work might be necessary to remove ambiguities.
The system still requires slight improvements as the information extraction
pipeline produces some noise. Manual inspection by an expert of the extracted
results may therefore be necessary and could be carried out using the visualization and spatial representation modules which enable users to easily assess
the extracted data and further improve the models. In order to improve on the
current system, a larger manually annotated corpus may be necessary. We also
plan to use alternative classiﬁcation algorithms such as One-class SVM that has
been successfully adapted for reduced training samples [17] and perform semantic relation extraction based on document textual genre.
We believe that the domain modelling work carried out within MeDo will be
useful to others working in the same domain, on French as well as on other languages. Since the NLP systems used in the NERC module of our pipeline support
multiple languages, we assume that their adaptation should be a straightforward
procedure.
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Abstract. Predictive planning of maintenance windows reduces the risk
of unwanted production or operational downtimes and helps to keep
machines, vessels, or any system in optimal condition. The quality of
such a data-driven model for the prediction of remaining useful lifetime is
largely determined by the data used to train it. Training data with qualitative information, such as labeled data, is extremely rare, so classical similarity models cannot be applied. Instead, degradation models extrapolate
future conditions from historical behaviour by regression. Research oﬀers
numerous methods for predicting the remaining useful lifetime by degradation regression. However, the implementation of existing approaches
poses signiﬁcant challenges to users due to a lack of comparability and best
practices. This paper provides a general approach for composing existing
process steps such as health stage classiﬁcation, frequency analysis, feature extraction, or regression models for the estimation of degradation.
To challenge eﬀectiveness and relations between the steps, we run several
experiments in two comprehensive case studies, one from manufacturing
and one from dry-bulk shipping. We conclude with recommendations for
composing a data-driven degradation estimation process.
Keywords: Remaining useful lifetime
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Introduction

Data-driven products and machine learning methods oﬀer large beneﬁts for production engineering companies. Predictive maintenance can reduce the risk of
unwanted production and operational downtime and help keep machines, vessels,
and systems in optimal condition. A key challenge of this is the estimation of
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remaining useful lifetime (RUL), that is, predicting the time to failure. However,
the development of such products requires a large initial investment in the model
deﬁnition and training data acquisition. The latter is especially important, as
the prediction quality of a machine learning model is largely determined by the
data used for training. Labeled data or large amounts of observed run-to-failure
data are extremely rare. Of course, one could deliberately degrade machines to
capture more failure patterns, but that is at least ﬁnancially irresponsible.
One way to model RUL without having labeled or entire failure data from
similar machines is to use degradation models. Degradation models estimate the
RUL only indirectly by relating the degradation of parts of the product itself to
the failure mechanisms. Degradation analysis allows the analyst to extrapolate
to an assumed failure time based on measurement of time series performance
or sensor data directly related to the suspected failure of the machine under
consideration. An initial evaluation of appropriate data that give an indicator of
degradation presents an initial challenge. However, after initial investment, one
also beneﬁts from a prediction of intermediate states up to the failure itself.
Research provides numerous methods for modelling degradation and RUL.
To decide on an appropriate approach, there are few or insuﬃcient comparisons
of existing methods. To help deciding on a solution for real-world challenges, one
needs a mechanism to compare existing methods. To demonstrate feasibility, one
is interested to setup a basic solution before improving the overall approach.
In this paper, we present a general data-driven approach for predicting RUL
that considers comparability of existing approaches in the best possible sense.
This approach includes four steps: health stage (HS) classiﬁcation, frequency
analysis, feature extraction, and the prediction itself performed by regression.
By means of the approach, we focus on four general research questions that arise
in the search for an appropriate modelling method:
1. Can HS classiﬁcation improve the accuracy of prediction?
2. Does the frequency spectrum of a time series provide more useful information
than the raw data, i.e., time spectrum, itself?
3. Which feature sets are appropriate for the estimation of degradation?
4. Which data-driven regression method yields the highest accuracy?
For general validity and comparability, we present two comprehensive case
studies in diﬀerent industries, namely manufacturing and dry-bulk shipping. The
aim of this work is not to achieve the best possible predictive accuracy. Instead,
we investigate the interaction of the steps and conclude with recommendations
for the composition of a data-driven degradation estimation process.

2

Remaining Useful Lifetime Prediction

In this section we place our work in the context of RUL prediction, and present
related work.
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Fig. 1. Three families of models for the prediction of RUL.

2.1

Modelling the Remaining Useful Lifetime

Depending on the type of measurement data, three diﬀerent model families are
applied. The diﬀerent families of data-driven models for predicting RUL are
visualised in Fig. 1, with arrows indicating the types of training data available.
Similarity models use run-to-failure data from similar machines, starting during
healthy operation and ending close to failure or maintenance. RUL is directly
estimated from historical labeled training data by applying a pattern matching
of trends or conditional indicator values. Survival models are used when the
user does not have a complete history of run-to-failure data but instead has
data about the life span of related components. Probability distributions are
determined based on the behaviour of related components and used to estimate
RUL. Degradation models estimate the degradation process without requiring
faulty data. Historical behaviour of a machine condition indicator is used to
extrapolate the damage progression to indirectly determine RUL.
In real-world challenges complete run-to-failure data are rarely available, we
focus on degradation models. We use data-driven statistical methods being suitable when little domain knowledge is available or generalised models are desired.
2.2

Related Work

Research provides many approaches for the estimation of degradation processes.
In regular operation healthy data outweighs degradation data, so data-driven
prediction is often challenged by imbalance. To address imbalance, an additional
preprocessing step, such as HS classiﬁcation can be used. To distinguish between
healthy and faulty data, diﬀerent classiﬁcation indicators from kurtosis to selforganising maps are applied before model training, e.g., in [8,12,14,15,20,24].
To gain other information further preprocessing by frequency analysis are performed before extracting features for degradation regression. Examples range
from classical discrete Fourier transform (DFT), short-time Fourier transform
(STFT) to Hilbert-Huang transform [4,6,9,11,14,21]. Since most classical datadriven models cannot directly process time series, the extraction of additional
scalar-valued features from time series is necessary before these algorithms can
be applied.
Feature extraction performed using feature engineering methods range from
classical statistical measurements such as root mean square and kurtosis [2,6,20]
to information-theoretic entropies [5,11,21,25]. Other authors provide feature
learning methods based on isomap [4], autoencoder [9] or convolutional neural
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Fig. 2. Six technical steps of RUL prediction (2 and 3 are optional).

networks (CNN) [14]. Data-driven models for degradation estimation are implemented, e.g., by polynomial regression (PR) [13,23], support vector regression
(SVR) [10], or artiﬁcial neural networks (ANN) for regression [21].
Besides on preprocessing steps, prediction accuracy depends on the choice
of features and the regression algorithm used. Comparisons are either available
for feature sets based on diﬀerent selection indicators [23,25] or for data-driven
methods for RUL regression [7,19]. However, none of the comparisons take into
account the interaction of preprocessing steps, feature extraction, and regression algorithms at once. In two comprehensive case studies, we strengthen the
understanding and eﬀectiveness of the diﬀerent steps as well as their interactions.

3

A Data-Driven Approach for Degradation Estimation

We present a general approach for comparison of the diﬀerent steps for the estimation of degradation. In general, the degradation estimation process consists of
six technical steps, i.e., time series data acquisition, HS classiﬁcation, frequency
analysis, feature or indicator extraction, degradation estimation by regression,
and deployment and integration as presented in Fig. 2. We focus on steps 2 to
5, as data acquisition, and appropriate deployment, and integration of the predictive model depend on both domain and user’s system infrastructure.
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Next, we follow Fig. 2 by addressing the steps before discussing them as part
of two case studies to answer the introduced research questions.
3.1

Health Stage Classification

The second step in the overall process visualised in Fig. 2 is considered optional.
Caused by the fact that healthy data outweighs degradation data in regular
operation, data-driven prediction of the degradation process can be impeded or
even biased by healthy data. In order to distinguish between healthy and faulty
stages in a time series, the point in time when the degradation starts has to
be identiﬁed. The boundary of the two stages is called the ﬁrst prediction time
(FPT). For simplicity, in this work we include an approach by Li et al. [12],
where kurtosis is used as such a classiﬁcation indicator. The FPT corresponds
to the time when the kurtosis of a sliding window over the time series exceeds the
interval μ ± 2σ for the second time, where μ is the mean and σ is the standard
deviation at the beginning of the time series. After the identiﬁcation of FPT,
observations in data classiﬁed as healthy are omitted from both training and
prediction of degradation. The prediction by the regression model is initiated
when data is classiﬁed as unhealthy. To answer our ﬁrst research question, we
evaluate in Sect. 4 whether this additional step can improve the accuracy of the
estimation of degradation by adding the HS classiﬁer.
3.2

Frequency Analysis

The third step in the overall process visualised in Fig. 2 is the analysis of the
frequency range of a time series that can provide further insights into the degradation process. In this step we distinguish between time spectrum, frequency
spectrum and time-frequency spectrum analysis. By time spectrum, we denote
the raw time series on which no frequency analysis is performed. By frequency
spectrum, we denote a time series that is transformed by discrete Fourier transform (DFT). DFT transforms a ﬁnite sequence of equally-spaced observed data
points (x0 , ..., xT ) into another sequence (X0 , X1 , . . . , XT ) that is a complexvalued function of frequency. The fast Fourier transform (FFT) is an eﬃcient
algorithm for computing DFT. Showing a trend, degradation time series are
inherently non-stationary, i.e., the mean is not constant over time. To analyse
the frequency spectrum of non-stationary time series, short-time Fourier transform (STFT) is used. To assume stationarity, the STFT uses a window function
to select short time periods with constant mean. Several frequency spectra are
calculated per window by DFT. By time-frequency spectrum, we denote a time
series on which STFT is performed. Note that in the next step of the overall
process, not every feature extraction method can be applied on every frequency
analysis method. Implementation details follow in Sect. 4.
3.3

Feature Extraction

A model cannot represent information that it does not have. The extraction of features in step four visualised in Fig. 2 refers to the creation of new
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Table 1. List of statistical features.
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information that was previously not available. Techniques for feature extraction can be classiﬁed into two groups, namely feature engineering and feature
learning.
Feature Engineering is the older discipline of the two. New features are created by processing domain-speciﬁc knowledge or by transforming data. Techniques for feature engineering origin from at least two research areas. The ﬁrst
way to extract features is by means of statistical analysis. A list of the statistical
features for a univariate time series x ∈ RT used in this work is given in Table 1.
Another way of extracting features is by using information-theoretic measurements, called entropies. The concept of entropy was ﬁrst introduced by Claude
Elwood Shannon in 1948 and has since been used to quantify the complexity of
data in numerous other ﬁelds. (Shannon) entropy is deﬁned
 as the expected number of bits needed to encode a message that is H = − z∈Z pz log2 (pz ), where
Z is the set of possible symbols used in a message, pz is the probability of z ∈ Z
appearing in a message. The number of bits required is in direct relation to the
complexity (and entropy) of the message, meaning few or many bits reﬂect a low
or high entropy, respectively. To use entropies as features for time series, observations are encoded as sequences of symbolic abstractions. As far as current
research is concerned, there are two general approaches of symbolisation [17].
Classical symbolisation approaches use data range partitioning and thresholds
for symbol assignment such as the well-known Symbolic Aggregate approXimation (SAX). The ordinal pattern symbolisation approach, describing the up and
downs in a time series, is based on an approach by Bandt and Pompe [3]. Combining the ordinal pattern symbolisation approach with Shannon entropy leads
to a special case called permutation entropy. All listed features can be applied
directly to time and frequency spectrum.
Feature Learning compared to feature engineering, solve optimisation problems to learn features from a set of time series. Learned features can reveal taskspeciﬁc patterns that are not obvious to humans, including non-linear patterns.
There are numerous ways to learn features as principal component analysis,
autoencoders, and convolutional neural networks.
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The principal component analysis (PCA) is a well-known method converting
a set of observations of possibly correlated variables X ∈ Rn×p into a set of
values of linearly uncorrelated variables X  ∈ Rn×p . Using eigenvalue analysis,
an orthogonal transformation that preserves greatest variance in data yields in
new p basis vectors, also called principal components. Keeping only the ﬁrst r
principal components gives the truncated transformation X  r = XWr , where
W ∈ Rp×r is a matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors of X T X sorted in
descending order of the r highest corresponding eigenvalues, and a new lowerdimensional representation of the data.
A relatively new method for reducing dimensionality are autoencoders, a
branch of ANNs. The architecture consists of two connected ANNs compressing
the input variable into a reduced dimensional space, also called encoder, and
re-creating the input data, also called decoder. Each node of the hidden “bottleneck” layer of compressed information can be treated as a feature in subsequent
learning tasks, just as the selected principle components. The autoencoder as
well as PCA can be applied directly to the time and frequency spectrum.
A convolutional neural network (CNN) is another type of ANNs typically
used for image recognition, but also for signal processing. The architecture of a
classical CNN consists of one or more convolutional layers followed by a pooling layer. In a convolutional layer, a matrix, also called ﬁlter kernel, is moved
stepwise over the input data calculating the inner product of both. The result
is called feature map. Accordingly, neighbouring neurons in the convolutional
layer correspond to overlapping regions such as similar frequencies in signals. In
a pooling layer, superﬂuous information is discarded and a more abstract lowerdimensional representation of the relevant information is obtained by combining
neighbouring elements of the map, e.g., by calculating the maximum. To feed
the matrix output of the convolution layer and the pooling layer into a ﬁnal fully
connected layer, it must ﬁrst be unrolled (ﬂattened). The ﬂatten layer is then
treated as a feature. The CNN has to be applied to the time-frequency spectrum.
Implementation details for all feature extraction methods are listed in Sect. 4.
3.4

Degradation Regression

Regression models, as one of the most popular data-driven techniques for RUL
prediction, ﬁt available degradation data by regression functions and extrapolate
the future progression. We consider the following regression models: multiple linear regression, Gaussian process regression, artiﬁcial neural network regression,
and support vector regression.
Multiple linear regression (MLR) is a statistical technique that ﬁts an
observed dependent variable by several independent variables using the method
of least squares. More precisely, the coeﬃcients of a linear function yt =
xt1 w1 + xt2 w2 + · · · + xtK wK + εt = x
t w + εt , t = 1, 2, . . . , T , are estimated,
where y is the response variable, xK are the predictors, and w the coeﬃcients of
the model.
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In a traditional regression model, we infer a single function, Y = f (X). In
Gaussian process regression (GPR), we place a Gaussian process over f (X).
A Gaussian process (GP) is a collection of random variables, of which any
ﬁnite subset of random variables is Gaussian distributed. It is completely speciﬁed by its mean μ = m(x) = E[f (x)] and its covariance or kernel function
k(x, x ) = E[(f (x) − m(x))(f (x ) − m(x ))]. As such, GP describes a distribution over possible Gaussian density functions. The chosen kernel k (e.g. periodic,
linear, radial basis function) that describes the general shapes of the functions,
deﬁnes a prior distribution of f (X). This similarly equals selecting the degree
of a polynomial function for regression. Placing the Gaussian prior over f (X)
yields a posterior joint distribution being used to determine the future process.
An artificial neuronal network (ANN) can pretend to be any type of regression model. The output of an ANN is based on the activation function between
input and output layer. As an ANN is mainly used for classiﬁcation, sigmoid
function is used as a popular activation function, whereas when using ANN
to solve a linear regression problem, the activation function is chosen as linear
equation y = w0 + w1 x1 + · · · wn xn .
Support vector regression (SVR) is based on similar principles as support vector machine (SVM) for classiﬁcation, identifying the optimal support vectors of
a hyperplane that separates the data into their respective classes. Instead of separating classes, SVR ﬁts a hyperplane describing the training data best. To solve
the optimisation problem of ﬁnding the best hyperplane, the coeﬃcient vector of
the hyperplane is minimised – in contrast to ordinary least squares ﬁtting where
the squared error is minimised. Instead the squared error term is handled in the
constraints allowing a certain error range , i.e., min 12 w2 s.t. |yi − wi xi | < .

4

Case Studies

We present two case studies from two diﬀerent branches of industry. We introduce the case studies and follow with general experimental settings before evaluating our proposed approach in each case study.
4.1

Introduction and Data

In the ﬁrst case study, we address degradation of mechanical bearings in manufacturing. In the second case study, we consider performance degradation of
vessels in dry-bulk shipping. In the ﬁrst case study we focus on one speciﬁc
machine part, whilst in the second case study we address not only one speciﬁc
part, but an entire system.
Bearing Degradation in Manufacturing. The research project Collaborative Smart Contracting Platform for digital value-creation Networks (KOSMoS)
provides a cross-company platform for a secure and semi-transparent exchange of
production data1 . The system establishes the optimal conditions for transparent
1

https://www.kosmos-bmbf.de/.
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Fig. 3. Horizontal and vertical acceleration (vibration) of bearings b14 (top left) and
b32 (top right). Fuel consumption, draught, speed, wave height and wind speed for two
vessels (bottom left and right). The red line indicates end of useful lifetime. (Color
ﬁgure online)

documentation of the maintenance processes of a machine and thus supports, for
example, the planning of service deployments. In addition, machine downtimes
can be avoided by combining transparent documentation of maintenance history
and production data in predictive maintenance models [16]. A common challenge for the KOSMoS consortium partners from industry is the RUL prediction
of mechanical bearings, a degrading machine part, which is installed in almost
every machine, and thus has signiﬁcant relevance for maintenance.
The dataset used for the case study is the well-known bearing dataset provided by FEMTO-ST institute within PRONOSTIA, an experimental platform
dedicated to the testing and validation of bearing failure detection, diagnostic,
and prognostic approaches [18]. The FEMTO bearing dataset contains run-tofailure tests of 17 bearings each with time series data of vibration acceleration
along the horizontal and vertical dimension as well as temperature. Temperature
is not present in every run, thus, we exclude it in our experiments.
Details can be found in [18]. The observed data are divided into a training
and a test set with six and eleven bearings, respectively. Figure 3 visualises the
horizontal and vertical vibration acceleration over time for two bearings in the
training set. Degradation itself corresponds directly to increasing vibrations.
Vessel Performance Degradation in Dry-Bulk Shipping. Seaborne transportation is considered to be the most energy-eﬃcient type of transportation due
the amount of cargo carried on one single vessel. Nonetheless, the CO2 emission
made up form shipping is substantial when considering the overall global emission. The amount of fuel burned for vessel propulsion stands in direct relation
to the emission and is one major cost driver of the vessels operational costs.
Thus, from an environmental and commercial perspective it is key to reduce the
amount of fuel burned. An increase in the fuel consumption can be interpreted
as a decrease of a vessel performance and thus a decrease of its RUL. One of
the main reasons for increasing fuel consumption is hull fouling, requiring vessel
owners to periodically perform hull cleaning and propeller polishing [1].
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Table 2. All combinations of preprocessing steps used in the case studies.
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To determine the eﬀect of hull fouling on the fuel consumption, the relation
of other variables impacting consumption such as weather, speed and vessel load
need to be considered. Figure 3 gives an intuition of the relation of some of the
variables considered to determine performance degradation due to hull fouling.
Fuel consumption (blue) decreases/increases with changing speed (green) and
changing draught (orange) due to diﬀerent load of the vessel. Further, to retain
vessel speed resistance eﬀects like wind and waves need to be overcome, in turn
as well impacting consumption. Waves and wind might positively impact propulsion (and thus consumption) depending on their direction. Please note, that for
simplicity we here do not present all variables used. For this case study, we mainly
follow the suggestions made by Adland et al. [1] and would like to emphasise to
read on for better understanding of the variables. For the sake of completeness,
we just name all variables used: air temperature, mean draught, draught forward,
draught aft, fuel consumption, log speed, trim, speed over ground, wave height,
wave direction, water salinity, water temperature, wind speed, wind direction.
Our dataset consists of sensor data of 15 vessels splitted into sets of 12 vessels
for training and 3 vessels for testing. Data are ranging from beginning of 2016
to end of 2020 with a time interval of ﬁve minutes between each observation
of the variables. The point in time of the hull cleaning and propeller polishing
operation is used as target variable.
4.2

Experimental Settings

We perform experiments for each case study, whereas each experiment results
from the combinations of the components introduced in Sect. 3. Note that technically not all combinations of components from the frequency analysis and
feature extraction step are possible, thus, we denote them explicitly as follows.
We choose Zi,j to be an experiment, where Z ∈ {A, . . . , M } denotes a combination of preprocessing steps listed in Table 2, i ∈ {true, false} denotes if the
HS classiﬁer is used, and j ∈ {MLR, GPR, ANN, SVR} denotes the selected
regression model for prediction. In total, we conduct 104 experiments.
All approaches are compared based on the overall performance accuracy
of each individual approach. To determine performance accuracy, we use root
mean square error (RMSE) and Pearson correlation coeﬃcient (PCC) between
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the observed and 
the estimated process of degradation. RMSE is deﬁned by
T
RMSE(x, y) = ( n1 i=1 (yi − xi )2 )1/2 , where x = (x1 , ..., xT ) and y = (y1 , ..., yT )
are time series and T is the length of both time series. PCC measures the
linear correlation of two time series x and y, and is deﬁned by PCC(x, y) =
T
( i=1 xi yi − nx̄ȳ)/((T − 1)sx sy ) where x̄, ȳ and sx , sy are the mean and the
sample standard deviation of each respective time series. PCC describes the similarity of the behaviour of two time series, i.e., PCC indicates whether a learned
model is able to correctly identify the degradation pattern (in case, PCC is close
to 1). Note, PCC should be considered together with RMSE.
For the purpose of reproducibility, we list the implementation details as follows. Outliers are removed based on Z-Score before data is normalised with
Min-Max-Scaler by scikit-learn. In case of diﬀerent parameters or results, we
write (xcase 1 |xcase 2 ). FFT and STFT are implemented with SciPy. For STFT,
the Hann window function is used with a window length of (256|30) and an
overlap of (128|15). Statistical and entropy features are provided by tsfresh. For
the calculation of Shannon entropy we use the classical symbolisation of the
time series by SAX from pyts. For the calculation of permutation entropy we
use the ordinal symbolisation by tsfresh with delay τ = 10 and order d = 5.
PCA is implemented using scikit-learn with encoding size 25. The autoencoder,
CNN and ANN are implemented using Keras. The autoencoder architecture for
feature learning consists of two encoding layers of size 160 and 80, followed by
the coding layer of size 25 and two decoding layers of size 80 and 160. The CNN
architecture for feature learning consists of 2 convolutional layers of dimension
6 × 6, each followed by a pooling layer of dimension 2 × 2 and a batch normalisation before the ﬂattening layer is used for feature representation. The ANN
architecture for the regression task consists of two hidden layers and an output
layer, each of them with 512 hidden units. The activation function is chosen as
rectiﬁed linear unit, i.e., ReLu(x) = max(0, x). To avoid overﬁtting, the dropout
rate is set to 0.5. The autoencoder, CNN, and ANN are trained using Adam optimizer with learning rate 0.001 and loss function as mean squared error. MLR,
GPR and SVR are implemented by scikit-learn with default settings. For health
stage classiﬁcation only one of the available variables is used, namely horizontal
vibration for bearing and log speed for the vessel dataset. Observations in each
dataset are recorded until end of useful lifetime. Thus, the diﬀerence between
the observation time and the end of the recording denotes its RUL (see red line
in Fig. 3). RUL for the bearing dataset is in seconds, whilst RUL for the vessel
dataset is in days.
4.3

Results

Each experiment is trained on a training dataset so that the RUL of an unseen
sequence from the test dataset can be predicted before the results are then evaluated using RMSE and PCC. The experimental code and results can be found on
GitHub2 . Figure 4 shows violin plots for each experiment. We remind again that
2

https://github.com/inovex/RCIS2021-degradation-estimation-bearing-vessels.
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Fig. 4. Violin plots for RMSE (dark) and PCC (light) for bearing (top) and vessel
(bottom) data for each experiment. Note, bearing results are log-scaled for readability.
(Color ﬁgure online)

our aim is not to achieve the best prediction accuracy, but to evaluate the inﬂuence of each step in the prediction process. To answer the ﬁrst research question,
whether HS classiﬁcation can improve the accuracy of the prediction, we compare RMSE and PCC of experiments {A, . . . , M }true,j vs. {A, . . . , M }false,j for
every regression model j = {MLR, GPR, ANN, SVR}. Experiments show that
RMSE decreases if the HS classiﬁer is applied in (59|100)%, (78|97)%, (64|92)%,
and (74|92)% of the predictions, respectively. Thus, in general, an improvement is
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observed. This does not imply that the total RMSE over all bearings or vessels must
also decrease. Indeed, for bearing data it even increases for {K, L, M }true,MLR and
{B, J}true,GPR , which can be taken from Fig. 4 (top, blue and orange). In case of
vessel data, it increases for {A}true,ANN and {I}true,SVR , which can be taken from
Fig. 4 (bottom, green and red). Compared to RMSE, PCC increases in (41|59)%,
(63|28)%, (34|41)%, and (69|38)% of the predictions, which indicates an overall
improvement. Nevertheless, there is a deterioration of the average PCC in both
case studies when using MLR. Hence, it should be checked individually whether
there is an improvement in the functional relationship.
To answer the second research question, whether frequency analysis can
provide additional information, we compare RMSE and PCC of experiments
Ai,j vs. Gi,j , Bi,j vs. Hi,j , Ci,j vs. Ii,j , Di,j vs. Ji,j , Ei,j vs. Ki,j and Fi,j
vs. Li,j for all i, j. The average RMSE and average PCC shows that only in
the case of Bi,j vs. Hi,j an improvement is achieved, i.e., a reduction of the
RMSE and an increase of the PCC. More speciﬁcally, we ﬁnd that the feature calculation on the frequency spectra leads to a reduction of RMSE only
in (42|21)%, (50|58)%, (47|8)%, (38|50)%, (52|50)% and (55|42)% of the predictions, which is close to random guessing. It is further to point out that Dtrue,GPR
and Etrue,MLR lead to an increase in RMSE in 100% of the predictions for bearing data, while in the case of vessel data they decrease in 100% of predictions.
Therefore, we do not recommend blind use of frequency analysis, but rather use
it wisely. Note, that we did not investigate whether combining features on the
raw time spectrum in combination with features on the frequency spectrum gives
better results. We leave this for future work in the context of feature selection.
To answer the third research question, which feature set is most appropriate,
we compare RMSE and PCC of experiments {A, G}i,j vs. {B, H}i,j vs. {C, I}i,j
vs. {D, J}i,j vs. {E, K}i,j vs. {F, L}i,j vs. Mi,j for i = {true, false} and every j.
For bearing data, the average RMSE per feature extraction method across all 8
experiments (with and without HS classiﬁcation and 4 regression methods) are
20.299, 93.429, 15.797, 50.555, 10.952, 8.449, and 15.986, respectively, suggesting that CNN as particularly eﬀective or entropy feature particularly ineﬀective.
However, when considering the eﬀectiveness of the features in the context of different regression models, experiments {A, G}i,j , {E, K}i,j , {F, L}i,j , and Mi,j
perform worst with MLR, and {B, H}i,j , {C, I}i,j , and {D, J}i,j perform worst
with GPR. Disregarding these two regression methods, average RMSEs are 6.962,
6.265, 13.603, 13.513, 7.082, 6.721, and 6.238. Learned features perform on average more than twice as bad as engineered features. Feature Learning on engineered
features, such as performing PCA or autoencoder on statistical features, is more
eﬃcient. In general, there is no free lunch, i.e., not every feature set is suitable
for every regression model [22]. Across all methods, CNN performs best, followed
by entropy features, which only fail in the context of GPR. Comparing the model
complexities of the two feature extraction methods, it is even more remarkable
that the relatively simple entropy features perform so well. For further evaluation, a time and space comparison is necessary, which we leave for future work.
For vessel data, the average RMSEs per feature extraction method across all 8
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experiments is 240, 323, 324, 430, 338, 277, and 335, suggesting that statistical
features as particularly eﬀective or autoencoder particularly ineﬀective. In contrast to bearing data, no outliers are evident across the feature extraction method,
except for {B, D, J}i,GPR , which is related to the regression model.
To answer the fourth research question, which regression method yields the
highest accuracy, we compare RMSE and PCC of experiments {A, . . . , M }i,MLR
vs. {A, . . . , M }i,GPR vs. {A, . . . , M }i,ANN vs. {A, . . . , M }i,SVR for all i. Regarding all experiments, the average RMSEs for each diﬀerent regression model
j = {MLR, GPR, ANN, SVR} are (22.677|295), (87.091|459), (9.578|267), and
(8.041|272), respectively, with a standard deviation of (19.166|33), (202.102|304),
(3.663|83), and (3.042|48), respectively. In case of bearing data, if the two worst
preprocessing steps for each regression model are removed from the analysis,
i.e., by omitting {A, G}i,MLR , {B, J}i,GPR , {I, J}i,ANN , and {C, D}i,SVR for all
i, the average RMSEs can be reduced by 29%, 86%, 11%, and 10%, respectively. As a result, GPR has a higher average RMSE than MLR. Also in the
case of vessel data, GPR has some remarkably poor predictions, in particular on learned features by the autoencoder. The average PCCs are (0.13|0.01),
(0.05|0.07), (0.28|0.01) and (0.21|0.03), respectively, which is not close to 1 but
still implies a positive relationship. In the case of the vessel data, there is more or
less no functional relationship identiﬁable, which should deﬁnitely be improved.
GPR in particular turns out to be unsuitable in both cases at ﬁrst glance, which
must be examined with regard to the outlier predictions. All in all, ANN and
SVR prove to be particularly stable, which, together with the results of the third
research question, indicates good ability to generalise.

5

Open Challenges, Limits and Recommendations

Since with this paper we provide recommendations for composing several methods and not a deployment-ready out-of-the-box framework, open challenges exist.
There are still numerous other methods for HS classiﬁcation, frequency analysis, feature extraction and regression. We have limited ourselves here to the
most popular ones. As the focus of this work was not to achieve the best possible performance, but to investigate the relation of diﬀerent components, the
application of regularisation, feature selection methods, a corresponding hyperparameter tuning, as well as the optimisation of network architectures are left for
future work. Learning non-linear relationships, as by locally linear embeddings,
isometric mappings or kernel PCA can also further improve the results.
We conclude this paper with recommendations for composing data-driven
prediction processes for degradation estimation based on the conducted experiments. Limits in the application depend on the individual use case that is to be
implemented. Help can be found on GitHub3 . Note that ﬁnding suitable degrading data directly related to the RUL of a machine part or complex system is not
trivial. It requires initial analyses of the data and its correlations. The functional
relationship have to be investigated or, if necessary, transformed by appropriate
3

https://github.com/inovex/RCIS2021-degradation-estimation-bearing-vessels.
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preprocessing such as creation of indicators. Along the research questions we
recommend as follows.
1. HS classifier : We advise integrating a HS classiﬁer within the degradation
estimation process, as in the vast majority of cases both RMSE and PCC
are improved. Note that there are other HS classiﬁers that may be more
appropriate for your individual problem.
2. Frequency analysis: We do not recommend predicting the degradation solely
by features calculated on frequency spectra. This does not mean that such
features cannot add value in combinations with others.
3. Feature set: While CNN and entropy features are most suited for bearing
data, classical statistical features are for vessel data. For getting started, we
recommend using feature engineering before putting a lot of eﬀort into feature
learning and tuning its hyperparameters. The feature extraction method can
be easily replaced in the process later. A good prediction depends on both,
the choice of features, as well as the choice of a model.
4. Regression model : GPR may be used with caution and only be applied to
appropriate data. Furthermore, we recommend more complex models than
MLR. Not surprisingly, ANN and SVR perform best, with ANN being able
to better represent the functional relationship. SVR is known for good generalisation ability, which is also shown here.
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Abstract. The increasing availability of data from online social networks attracts researchers’ interest, who seek to build algorithms and
machine learning models to analyze users’ interactions and behaviors.
Diﬀerent methods have been developed to detect remarkable precursors
preceding events, using text mining and Machine Learning techniques on
documents, or using network topology with graph patterns.
Our approach aims at analyzing social networks data, through a
graphlets enumeration algorithm, to identify event precursors and to
study their contribution to the event. We test the proposed method on
two diﬀerent types of social network data sets: real-world events (Lubrizol
ﬁre, EU law discussion), and general events (Facebook and MathOverﬂow). We also contextualize the results by studying the position (orbit)
of important nodes in the graphlets, which are assumed as event precursors. After analysis of the results, we show that some graphlets can be
considered precursors of events.
Keywords: Graphlets

1

· Event precursors · Social networks

Introduction

Online social networks (OSN) play an essential role in individuals’ and businesses’ daily lives. Due to social interactions between individuals in these networks, scientists have an opportunity to observe and analyze increasing amounts
of data to extract value and knowledge.
Disease outbreaks, environmental and industrial crises present challenges to
researchers in diﬀerent domains such as economy, ﬁnance, earth sciences, epidemiology, and information science. Detection of weak signals can be a key for
anticipating changes in advance and avoid letting them cause surprise [10]. OSN
enhance the emergence of echo chambers where ideas are ampliﬁed and can
conduct to a digital crisis. To limit negative publicity (known as “bad buzz”),
organizations should be vigilant to weak signals. Detection of signiﬁcant patterns
or motifs helps to understand the network dynamics and identify or predict complicated situations. Network topological properties such as density, assortativity,
and degree centrality help to understand the network’s global structure.
c Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
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This article introduces an approach to help experts detect weak signals by
topological analysis of the Twitter network.
Our main contributions are 1) identiﬁcation of graphlets as event precursors;
2) evaluation of the identiﬁed graphlets about their participation in the event;
3) contextualization of the results to help experts in interpretation; 4) evaluation of the proposed method using existing real data sets obtained from the
Cocktail project and well-known data sets used as a benchmark. Cocktail is an
interdisciplinary project aiming to develop a platform that will enable organizations to build a communication strategy, anticipate a crisis via a communication
response, and adapt their industrial oﬀers.
The rest of this article is organized as follows: Sect. 2 introduces some background on weak signals, event precursors, and describes similar works. In Sect. 3,
after a brief reminder on graphlets concept, we explain and illustrate the proposed method starting from time series of social networks data to event precursors identiﬁcation, and the study of the correlation between precursor graphlets
and the event of interest. Section 4 introduces the experimental part: it describes
the main characteristics of the used data sets. In Sect. 5, we test the proposed
approach on real events based on industrial and environmental crises, along with
experiments on benchmark network models to evaluate and verify this approach.
Finally, conclusions and future perspectives are presented in Sect. 6.

2

Related Work

In a digital society, detection of weak signals has become necessary for decisionmakers in industrial and commercial policy and communication strategy while
projecting future scenarios. Weak signals can be the precursors of future events.
The detection of these signals can either transform them towards a trend or an
event in the future or stop their evolution for controlling and preventing future
crises. Ansoﬀ [2] was the ﬁrst to propose the concept of a weak signal for strategic planning through environmental analysis. He deﬁnes weak signals as the ﬁrst
symptoms of strategic discontinuities that act as early warning information of
low intensity, which can be the initiator of an important trend or event. Table 1
presents terms and deﬁnitions qualifying weak signals by social scientists. Event
precursors and weak signals are two concepts with strong proximity. Generally
speaking, a precursor is in a relationship with the event of interest. It is any
behavior, situation, or group of events that is a leading indicator of future incidents or consequential events [6]. In the following, we present several studies
related to our work. We can classify these studies into three categories: 1) text
mining and Natural Language Processing (NLP); 2) Machine Learning (ML) for
identiﬁcation and forecasting; and 3) motifs or patterns.
Many text mining and NLP approaches have been proposed, where Web
documents are analyzed through a quantitative analysis of keywords. Yoon et
al. [24] have proposed two indicators: the degree of visibility based on keyword
frequency and the degree of diﬀusion based on document frequency and considering their rates of increase in time. A keyword that has low visibility and
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Table 1. Weak signals deﬁnitions and terms
⎫
Source
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
Ansoﬀ 1975 [2]
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎬
Godet 1994 [8]
Coﬀman 1997 [5] ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
Hiltunen 2010 [10] ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎭
Welz 2012 [23]

Definitions and terms
Incomplete information, imprecise, fragmentary
Low intensity, low visibility
Initiator of an important event, of a future trend
Low utility, meaningless when analyzed individually
But can make sense if seen as a set of information

a low diﬀusion level is considered a weak signal. Other studies leaned on these
two indicators by adding a context to a list of keywords and used, for example,
topic modeling such as LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) [14,15] and clustering
algorithms such as k-Means or k-Medoids [16].
Ning et al. [17] developed a model of multiple instance learning algorithms,
based on supervised learning techniques, to formulate the precursor identiﬁcation and the forecasting issue. The model consists of assigning a probability to
collected news articles associated with targeted events (protests in their study).
The greater probability is, the more the news article is considered as a precursor
containing information about this event’s cause. Another study by Ackley et
al. [1] adopted supervised learning techniques (Random Forest and Sequential
Backward Selection algorithms) in the commercial aviation operation domain to
analyze and track critical parameters leading to safety events in the approach
and landing phases.
Furthermore, some researchers were interested in identifying speciﬁc patterns in networks, known as motifs, which could be considered as event precursors. Baiesi et al. [3] presented a method that studies correlations within
graphs of upcoming earthquakes using tools of network theory. They measured
the distance between network nodes along with the clustering coeﬃcient, which
reﬂected intentionally basic mechanisms of seismic movements and earthquake
formation/propagation. After applying statistical tools on the network topology,
they found that simple motifs such as special triangles constitute an interesting
type of precursors for signiﬁcant events. Later on, several approaches studied
the identiﬁcation and the role of motifs in critical events such as crime analysis
[7] and ongoing attacks detection [13].
These works aimed to identify weak signals relying on text mining techniques
and network theory tools. The last one leads us to our hypothesis that graphlets,
which are particular motifs, can be precursors of events. But to the best of
our knowledge, there has not been a graphlet-based solution to detect event
precursors in social networks and assess their relationship with the event of
interest. We present our proposed approach in the upcoming section.
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Graphlets as Potential Event Precursors

The most known characteristics of weak signals are usually hard to quantify, so
we prefer to rely on the notion of event precursors of small intensity to obtain
a more precise deﬁnition, by considering an event as an activity peak and a
precursor as a signal of lower importance or intensity, being in a correlation
with the event.
Conventional methods based on simple statistical techniques are not able to
identify event precursors easily. Instead, they are helpful to identify events such
as the family of ARIMA, EDM, HDC algorithms [20]. We choose to explore
another approach based on the assumption that networks’ topology plays an
essential role in information propagation, hence in the formation of an event, so
we assume that graphlets found in social networks can be considered as potential
event precursors, just as cliques are for communities. They have proven their
worth in numerous contexts in network research [12].
In this section, we investigate the following questions: Can graphlets be identiﬁed as event precursors? Can these precursors be qualiﬁed as weak signals
prior to the event of interest? Before going into details, we present the essential
notion of graphlets. We describe how to prepare and transform data to enumerate graphlets in a temporal graph built from interactions between users and
discover the potential event precursors’ graphlets.
3.1

Graphlets in a Nutshell

Graphlets, ﬁrst introduced by Pržulj [19], are particular types of motifs in a
network, and thanks to their predeﬁned sizes and shapes, they are easy to interpret by experts in the domain, such as social scientists or political scientists. A
graphlet is a connected induced non-isomorphic subgraph (2 to 5 nodes) chosen
from the nodes of a large graph. 30 graphlets from G0 to G29 with up to 5 nodes
graphlet of size 2, two graphlets of size 3 which are G1
are possible: the G0
and G2 , 6 graphlets of size 4, and 21 graphlets of size 5. Orbits, or positions, represent the equivalence classes of graphlets [18]. They are the positions
to which nodes belong in the 30 graphlets; nodes belonging to the same orbit
6
7

consists of two
are interchangeable. For example, the star-shaped G4 graphlet
positions; one of them is central (orbit 7) occupied by one node, and the other
is peripheral (orbit 6) and shared between the remaining three nodes that are
interchangeable.
There exist several algorithms to enumerate graphlets and orbits of a graph.
A survey was made by Ribeiro et al. in 2019 [21], in which they provided an
overview of the existing algorithms for subgraph counting, classiﬁed these algorithms, and highlighted their main advantages and limitations. They explored
the methods for counting subgraphs from three perspectives: 1) exact counting
algorithms (e.g., ESU/FANMOD, RAGE, Orca); 2) approximate counting algorithms (e.g., ESA, RAND-ESU ); 3) parallel processing algorithms (e.g., DMESU, GPU-Orca). The survey provides valuable insight from a practical point
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of view of the algorithms and their existing implementations with a trade-oﬀ
between accuracy and execution time.
To choose the most convenient algorithm for counting graphlets and orbits
in the studied graph structures, we have deﬁned 3 essential criteria: 1) exact
counting of graphlets that are up to ﬁve nodes, to maintain the interpretability
of the results; 2) orbits counting for the study of nodes positions within each
graphlet; 3) availability of source code. We rely on the Orca algorithm proposed
by Hočevar and Demšar in 2014 [11], which is an exact counting algorithm,
coming from an analytic approach based on matrix representation, and works
by setting up a system of linear equations per node of the input graph that relate
diﬀerent orbit frequencies. It counts small subgraphs up to 5 nodes and focuses on
orbits counting. Considering e as the number of edges and d the maximum degree
of nodes, its time complexity is of O(ed) for four-node graphlets and O(ed2 ) for
ﬁve-node graphlets. We performed an experimental analysis to evaluate Orca’s
implementation complexity. With up to 15 000 edges in a graph, the calculation
time is less than 5 s, but it reaches 6 h with up to 160 000 edges. Figure 1 shows
execution time based on the number of edges.

Fig. 1. Experimental evaluation of Orca’s complexity

3.2

Proposed Method

We propose a graphlet-based analysis method that facilitates the results’ interpretation. Once the potential precursors have been revealed, it is still necessary
to validate the fact that they are weak signals, determine their link with the
studied event, and then allow experts to understand their role. We prove experimentally that these graphlets can be event precursors. We present our method
consisting of six steps, depicted in Fig. 2.
0. The ﬁrst step is to build a time series from social networks data. Once raw
data is collected, for example, tweets in JSON format, some interactions of
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interest are selected (e.g., retweet, quote, mention), and a graph structure is
generated as a tuple with three components representing interactions between
entities at a given date (e.g., (user1,user2,124354432)). A time series X is
created from the number of interactions selected between all pairs of nodes.
It is a sequence of n elements X = (xi )1≤i≤n = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ).
A method to remove the seasonal part from the original time series is then
applied [4]. We consider an event as an activity peak resulting from a variation
in the interactions between entities, and the peak is identiﬁed either manually
or by event detection algorithms. Before and during the event, the time series
is divided into snapshots S t according to the duration or importance of the
event (e.g., a day, 12 h, 6 h, 1 h), in a way to have sub time series of the
original series: S t = (xi )t≤i<t+d with d the constant duration of a snapshot,
and the constraint that all the S t form a partition of the original series X.
1. Enumeration of graphlets for each snapshot determines a topological signature before and during the event. Snapshots S t are represented as components of a numerical vector (Gt0 , Gt1 , . . . , Gt29 ), Gtx is the number of graphlets
of type x in the snapshot S t . We rely on the Orca algorithm1 , it provides
an acceptable runtime as all snapshots contain at most a few thousand edges
(see Fig. 1).
2. We apply a normalization procedure on these vectors to re-scale their values
to a particular magnitude for further measuring and calculations. This step is
of signiﬁcant importance as it should not hide small signals but instead make
them comparable to others. The procedure relies on a framework proposed
by D.Goldin and P.Kanellakis [9] in which they study the similarity between
two queries relating to a temporal database. Two real numbers a and b deﬁne
a transformation Ta,b on X by joining each xi with a × xi + b.
X represents the normal form of X calculated by:
−1
X = Tσ,μ
(X) = T σ1 ,− σμ (X)

in which μ(X) = 0 and σ(X) = 1, μ is the mean and σ the standard deviation.
Therefore, the mean of each graphlet type Gx for all snapshots is calculated
as:
s
1 t
(G ) ∀x ∈ {0, . . . , 29}, s is the number of snapshots
μ(Gx ) =
s t=1 x
Then the standard deviation is calculated as:

s
t
2
t=1 (Gx − μ(Gx ))
∀x ∈ {0, . . . , 29}
σ(Gx ) =
s−1
By applying this normalization procedure for each of the snapshots S t , each
component of its vector Gtx is normalized by:
Gtx =
1

(Gtx ) − μ(Gx )
σ(Gx )

https://rdrr.io/github/alan-turing-institute/network-comparison/src/R/orca interface.R.
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3. From the normalized values obtained, the evolution of all the vector components is studied via the calculation of their velocity and acceleration, with
the purpose to highlight the graphlets that come out quickly before the other
types. The calculation of these attributes is as follows:
− Gtx ∀x ∈ {0, . . . 29}
– Velocity: Vxt = Gt+1
x
– Acceleration:
Atx =

ΔVx
= Vxt+1 − Vxt ∀x ∈ {0, . . . 29}, Δt = 1 between snapshots
Δt

4. We observe the obtained results in steps 2 and 3 to capture signiﬁcant variations in their values before the activity peak. We choose the k graphlets with
the highest velocity and acceleration values as potential precursors of events.
5. This step aims to validate the potential precursors’ graphlets by eliminating
those irrelevant (false positives) and maintaining the pertinent ones supposed
as weak signals (true positives). Although keeping some false positives can
help social scientists to examine the information behind critical situations. It
is composed of two stages: 1) we evaluate cross-correlation between each precursors’ graphlet time series and the original interactions time series, and 2)
for correlated graphlets, we quantify their contribution to the global evolution
of graphlets to conﬁrm if they are weak signals or not.
Cross-correlation2 is used to validate the intrinsic properties of the
method. It is a linear measure of similarities between two time series
X and Y , which helps evaluate the relationship between two series over
time [22]. An oﬀset/lag h is associated with this measure, knowing that
if h < 0 then X could predict Y , and if h > 0 then Y could predict X.
Weak signals selection is a simple ratio calculation that measures the
correlated graphlets’ contribution to the global evolution of graphlets for
the studied period. From the correlated graphlets found, the total number
of a graphlet type x in all snapshots is divided by the total number of
graphlets for all snapshots, as follows:
s
(Gt )
R(Gx ) = t=1 x
T (G)
s 29
t
and T (G) =
t=1 (
x=0 (Gx )), with s the number of snapshots. The
resulted ratios R, are sorted in ascending order, to verify if the identiﬁed
correlated graphlets remain at the top of the list; if so, they are qualiﬁed
as weak signals, the other graphlets are eliminated.
6. This step aims to provide adequate analysis elements to domain experts to
interpret the previous steps’ obtained results and respond to potentially critical situations. For each orbit (i.e. the position, or the node’s role in the
graphlet) of graphlets considered as weak signals, we count how many times
nodes of the initial graph appear in these graphlets.
2

Implemented with the R package tseries: https://www.rdocumentation.org/
packages/tseries/versions/0.1-2/topics/ccf.
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To restrict the information to study and facilitate the interpretation, we consider only the most inﬂuential nodes, hence the PageRank algorithm is used
to help to identify these nodes in the graph.

Fig. 2. Outline of the method

4

Data Description

We describe in this section the data sets used for our experiments. To this end,
the selected data sets include a sequence of temporal interactions between users.
Two ﬁrst data sets represent real case scenarios, and the other two sets3 are
social benchmark networks used to conﬁrm our method.
Twitter - Lubrizol fire: This network contains tweets published after a ﬁre
broke out at the Lubrizol factory in Rouen-France. From the raw Twitter
data, the corpus contains tweets between midnight of October 28, 2019, and
midnight of October 30, 2019. The reduced corpus consists of 18,914 tweets,
12,187 of these tweets are original, and 1,984 include mentions which are the
interaction type studied in this example.
3

https://snap.stanford.edu/data/#socnets.
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Twitter - European CAP Law: This dataset contains tweets published in
conjunction with the European Council meeting held on October 20, 2020,
that lead to the announcement of the Common Agricultural Policy Law
(CAP). The dataset comprises tweets collected from midnight of October
17, 2020, to midnight of October 20. It consists of 4,679 tweets, from which
807 are original, and 3,872 include mentions and retweets, which are the
interaction type we study in this experiment.
MathOverflow Network: This network contains temporal user interactions
from the Stack-Exchange site “Math-Overﬂow” consisting of three interaction
types: 1) answering a question; 2) commenting on another user’s question; 3)
commenting on another user’s answer. The used data set is extracted from
the original sample, and consists of 1,400 relations from October 27, 2010, till
October 30, 2010.
Facebook Network: This is a network representing a subset of posts to other
user’s walls on Facebook. The raw data sample is collected from October 2004
to January 2009, and we minimize the set to include the detailed relations
between 05 January 2009, and 07 January 2009, consisting of up to 8,790
interactions between users.

5

Experiments, Results and Discussion

In this section, we present experiments that aim to validate the proposed method
by detecting graphlets that are supposed to be weak signals, supplemented by
contextualization elements so that experts can trigger actions. We apply experiments on four diﬀerent data sets, two of them are the subject of critical situations
in industry and agriculture, and the remaining ones belong to random events.
The Cocktail platform collected the ﬁrst two data sets, domain experts provided
the accounts and keywords needed for the collection. The two other data sets
were used to validate the approach.
5.1

Industrial Crisis: Twitter - Lubrizol Fire

The ﬁrst experiment of the proposed approach was carried out on the Twitter
Lubrizol network. Our event of interest is the unexpected visit of President
Macron to Rouen, October 30, 2019, around 6 p.m. Therefore, the study period
is reduced to two days before the event (28 and 29), along with the event’s day
(30). After step 0, we obtain a temporal graph that contains 2,231 nodes and
3,821 edges4 .
We choose to work with snapshots of one hour, to capture the biggest number
of graphlet types, especially those with complex shapes, which will help with a
ﬁner interpretation of the results. The graphlets number is calculated for each
snapshot and the resulting values are normalized. Next, velocity and acceleration
are measured for the normalized graphlet values. After analysis of the three
4

The diﬀerence between the number of tweets in Sect. 4 and the number of nodes and
edges is since several tweets can produce the same interaction.
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computed attributes, we notice an increase in certain graphlets’ number and
velocity on October 30 starting at 4 p.m., like G2
, G5
, G8
and G27
. Therefore, we consider these graphlet types as potential event precursors.
Table 2 presents graphlets number, velocity, and acceleration results for certain
graphlet types, for the snapshots corresponding to three hours before the event. It
compares the evolution of the attributes mentioned above between the graphlets
that evolved starting at 4 p.m. (supposed precursors), and other graphlets that
did not show remarkable variations for the same snapshots. The notable changes
in attributes’ values are highlighted in blue.
and G11
, start increasing
We notice that other graphlet types like G4
from 6 p.m, which is the snapshot of the activity peak, and hence they are
aligned with the event.
Table 2. Enumeration results of some graphlets before the event. The highlighted
values correspond to the potential precursor’s graphlets
S t : 30/10 3p.m-4p.m S t+1 : 30/10 4p.m-5p.m S t+2 : 30/10 5p.m-6p.m
Graphlet

Gtx

Vxt

Atx

Gtx

Vxt

Atx

Gtx

Vxt

Atx

3

G2

-0,1592 0,1869 0,3738

3,0657 3,2248

3,0379

3,4863 0,4206

-2,8042

-0,1881 0,1417 0,1102

2,9505 3,1387

2,9970

3,7116 0,7610

-2,3776

-0,2796

0

0

3,4544 3,7340

3,7340

5,0102 1,5558

-2,1781

-0,2364

0

0

5,2868 5,5233

5,5233

4,3715 -0,9152

-6,4385

39

-0,1817

0

0,0012

0,0212 0,2030

0,2030

0,5591 0,5379

0,3348

54

-0,1623

0

0,0006

0,0355 0,1979

0,1979

0,1083 0,0727

-0,1252

8

G5
14

G8
69

G27

68
41
40
42

G17
55

G22

Next, we validate the potential precursors and select the ones supposed to
be weak signals. We apply cross-correlation between the initial time series and
the ones belonging to precursor graphlets. The time series of G2 , G5 , G8 and
G27 present correlations with a positive lag h of one and two hours with the
initial time series, having signiﬁcant values equal to 0.8, which indicates that
the number of interactions in the initial series follows with a lag of 1 or 2 h
the number of graphlets. The calculated ratios highlight the weak presence of
these correlated graphlets in the rise of mentions number, compared with other
strong graphlets like G11 , hence G2 , G5 , G8 and G27 are considered weak signals.
Figure 3 represents some of the considered weak signals’ time series, compared
to the initial mentions time series.
A ﬁne-grained experiment is carried out to contextualize the obtained results
in the previous steps: we calculate the number of times an inﬂuential node is in an
orbit of a selected graphlet. We ﬁnd users like manon leterq and massinfabien
journalists, and 76actu the local information site, having a rise in the number of
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Fig. 3. Initial mentions time series vs. G8 and G27 graphlets time series, considered
weak signals

orbits of the selected graphlets, starting at 4 p.m (two hours before the event).
Table 3 presents an extract of the number of times the above inﬂuential users
appear in the orbits of graphlets G2 (O3 ) and G27 (O68 and O69 ). The remarkable
increase in values is highlighted in blue. We did the same calculations with a
user chosen randomly OTT 44380; the results show that he appears a little in the
graphlets’ orbits.
Table 3. Extract of inﬂuential users and their orbits enumeration results for some of
the precursor graphlets
S t : 30/10 3p.m-4p.m
3

User

O3

O68

68

S t+1 : 30/10 4p.m-5p.m
3

69

69

O69

68

O3

O68

68

S t+2 : 30/10 5p.m-6p.m
3

69

69

O69

68

O3

69

69

O68

68

O69

68

OTT 44380

0

0

0

0

0

0

7

18

manon leterq

0

0

0

12

72

0

20

68

3
0

76actu

0

0

0

31

18

49

30

5

70

massinfabien

0

0

0

10

63

0

6

32

0

We repeat the same experiment on diﬀerent time windows. In the 6-hours
snapshot, we were able to extract the same graphlets; on the contrary, we could
not conﬁrm the exact time of their appearance due to the window’s large size.
A ﬁner study on 30 and 15 min snapshots (containing fewer edges) led to a
partial vanishing of complex graphlets like G8 and G27 over time. The absence
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of these complex graphlets results in information loss and makes decision-making
more diﬃcult. We rely on providing enough information to the experts to take
preventive actions.
5.2

Environmental Crisis: Twitter - CAP Law

In this experiment, we are interested in the mentions and retweets published
after European Council meetings held in late October 2020 for negotiation on
the post-2020 Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) reform package, which later
initiated an agreement on the proposed CAP project. The event corresponds
to the 20th of October at noon, where the European Council took a position
towards the CAP project. Thus, we focus on the two days preceding the event
(18 and 19) and the day of the event (20). The initial graph contains 2,535 nodes
and 7,897 edges. The corresponding time series of the interactions is created and
divided into snapshots of one hour each. The enumeration of graphlets and the
calculation of velocity and acceleration allow us to extract the most pertinent
, G18
, G21 , and G28
as potential event precursors,
graphlets G15
due to the rise of their values between one and three hours before the event.
arise in parallel with the event.
Other graphlet types such as G9
The cross-correlation applied to precursor graphlets shows on the one hand
that G15 and G21 present a positive correlation of two and three hours lags,
respectively, with the initial time series, having values equal to 0.7 and 0.6 respectively (see Fig. 4). G18 also shows a positive correlation of one hour lag with a
value equal to 0.7.
On the other hand, G28 did not present a positive correlation with the initial
time series, hence it is not a weak signal. Furthermore, ratios are calculated for
the correlated graphlets. These graphlets have low ratios compared with other
graphlets types, so they are considered weak signals.
In the last step, orbits in graphlets are enumerated for the identiﬁed inﬂuential users. The results show that, for instance, a user like pcanfin (Chair of
the environment committee of the European Parliament) appears for the ﬁrst
52

time at 10 a.m of the event day, in orbit O51 of graphlet G21

53
51

, and at 11 a.m

34

in orbit O34 of graphlet G15
. Another user, TheProgressives (representing Socialists and Democrats Group in the European Parliament), appears at
10 a.m in the orbits of G15 , G18 and G21 , but shows up strongly at 11 a.m in
orbits O34 and O51 . Then the number of orbits of these users starts decreasing
towards the event. These users interacted against the law a few hours before the
announcement of the council’s decision, and their positions in these graphlets
(closed connected structure) above can reveal their role in a strongly connected
community of users that might share the same political opinion in terms of
reactions to the ongoing situation.
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Fig. 4. Correlation of G15 with the initial mentions-retweet time series

5.3

Random Events: MathOverflow and Facebook

The objective of these two experiments is to verify and validate the proposed
method in terms of reproducibility and results interpretation. Our method is
applied to the benchmark network models MathOverﬂow and Facebook interactions. The event is unknown here, so we select a peak activity in the corresponding time series of each network and consider it as the event of study, to
evaluate the previously obtained results for Twitter network data. We also work
by snapshots of one hour.
The peak selected from the MathOverﬂow time series (the graph contains
414 nodes and 966 edges) belongs to activity on October 29, 2010, at 11 p.m.
Enumeration results show remarkable variations in certain graphlets numbers on
, G9
and G10
October 29 starting at 10 p.m. We ﬁnd graphlets G3
increasing ﬁrst follows them the G2 at 11 p.m., time of the peak activity. After
that time, the calculated numbers start decreasing accordingly. The correlation
study was not able to ﬁnd positive correlations between the time series of these
graphlets and the initial time series before the peak. Moreover, the enumeration
of orbits in the last step was not entirely relevant since the nodes belong to
anonymous users, hence the results cannot be reﬂected into real scenarios for
analysis.
Furthermore, the Facebook data set was studied by snapshots of one hour to
ease the discovery of signiﬁcant precursors before the selected peak activity in
the related time series (the graph contains 6,726 nodes and 6,677 edges). The
peak corresponds to an event on January 07, 2009, starting at 6 a.m. We notice a
prominent rise in numbers of G2 and G6 in the evening before the peak activity,
at 6 p.m.
Just as the Mathoverﬂow dataset, these identiﬁed graphlets can not be considered as event precursors as they did not show signiﬁcant correlation results
with the initial time series.
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The obtained results in these benchmark networks lead us to the interpretation synthesis that these are too generalist data sets, and we can track no
targeted event in the real world. Moreover, we could not identify weak signals,
since most of the graphlets participate strongly in the rise of interactions between
users. Data and experimental programs are available under https://github.com/
hibaaboujamra/EventPrecursorsGraphlets.

6

Conclusion and Perspectives

We have studied the hypothesis of discovering whether the graphlets are precursors for occurring events, and developed a method to evaluate and conﬁrm this
hypothesis. The proposed approach allows identifying graphlets as precursors of
events and targeting those that constitute weak signals.
We performed quantitative and qualitative analyses using graph enumeration
and correlation measures. The experimental results conﬁrm that our method was
able to identify event precursors and target those that can be weak signals two
hours before an event.
Moreover, the last step of contextualization provides rich elements to domain
experts for further analysis and interpretation of the results to react accordingly
in case of critical situations.
In future works, we want to extend the experiments to other types of networks
as the hashtags co-occurrence, for example, and larger networks, and automate
all the method’s steps. We observed experimentally that graphlets are good
precursors of events, hence we attach currently to establish proof of causality between these graphlets and the event, through statistical methods like the
causal inference or the Granger causality. Further investigations will consider
iterating our method to eliminate nodes continuously from graphs to decrease
certain graphlets’ predominance and allocate the space to discover other graphlet
types as event precursors to obtain a hierarchical graphlet decomposition.
Acknowledgments. This work is supported by the program “Investissements
d’Avenir”, ISITE-BFC project (ANR contract 15-IDEX-0003), https://projet-cock
tail.fr/.
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Abstract. Companies dealing with Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI) models in
Autonomous Systems (AS) face several problems, such as users’ lack of
trust in adverse or unknown conditions, gaps between software engineering and AI model development, and operation in a continuously changing
operational environment. This work-in-progress paper aims to close the
gap between the development and operation of trustworthy AI-based
AS by deﬁning an approach that coordinates both activities. We synthesize the main challenges of AI-based AS in industrial settings. We
reﬂect on the research eﬀorts required to overcome these challenges and
propose a novel, holistic DevOps approach to put it into practice. We
elaborate on four research directions: (a) increased users’ trust by monitoring operational AI-based AS and identifying self-adaptation needs in
critical situations; (b) integrated agile process for the development and
evolution of AI models and AS; (c) continuous deployment of diﬀerent
context-speciﬁc instances of AI models in a distributed setting of AS;
and (d) holistic DevOps-based lifecycle for AI-based AS.
Keywords: DevOps
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Introduction

Nowadays, Autonomous Systems (AS) are prevalent in many domains: from
smart mobility (autonomous driving) and Industry 4.0 (autonomous factory
robots) to smart health (autonomous diagnosis systems). One crucial enabler
of this success is the emergence of sophisticated Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI) techniques boosting the ability of AS to operate and self-adapt in increasingly complex and dynamic environments.
Recently, there have been multiple research eﬀorts to understand diverse AS
quality attributes (e.g., trustworthiness, safety) with learning-enabled components and how to certify them. Examples range from the use of declarations of
conformity from AI service providers for examination by their consumers [1],
c Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
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to the creation of new standards like SOTIF to consider AS in which learningenabled components make decisions [2]. This is due to the assumption that the
behaviour of such learning-enabled components cannot be guaranteed by neither current software development processes nor by validation and veriﬁcation
approaches [3], but they are a starting point [4]. Certainly, despite being software systems, AI-based AS have diﬀerent properties than traditional software
systems [4]. In this way, recent research has focused on software engineering best
practices for AI-based systems [5], and speciﬁcally for AS [6].
In this paper, we elaborate on a novel approach pushing forward the idea
that AI-based AS will beneﬁt from an integrated development and operation
approach driven by the concept of trustworthiness.

2

Challenges of Developing and Operating AI-Based AS

The potential beneﬁts that AI-based AS can provide to their stakeholders, such
as data-driven evolution and autonomous behavior [7], have their counterpart in
several major challenges that act as impediments to their adoption.
Increase Users’ Trust in AI-Based AS. AS could become prevalent in many
aspects of people’s life. Correspondingly, trustworthiness on AI is a prerequisite
for the uptake of AI-based AS, so that users allow its integration into their life.
Indeed, the European Commission is working on a regulatory framework leading
to a unique “ecosystem of trust” [7]. Users’ trust in AI-based AS is threatened
by two reasons. On the one hand, key qualities of AI models (e.g., functional
safety, security, reliability, or fairness of decisions) must be guaranteed in all
possible (often unanticipated) scenarios. Trustworthiness is a highly complex
concept and its achievement poses a number of challenges both during development and operation of AI-based AS. In AI development, it is key to address
data quality since the very beginning, in order to build trust into the AI system.
At operation, a trustworthy AI system must behave as expected, particularly in
unanticipated situations and in case of malfunctioning of any kind, it does not
behave in any unwanted, especially harmful, ways. On the other hand, users’
trust requires informing users about how the decisions are derived by the AI
models. For instance, understanding the reasons behind predictions is a determinant in achieving trust, which is fundamental if one plans to take action based
on a prediction, or when choosing whether to deploy a new model [8]. Despite
the widespread adoption of AI technologies, organizations ﬁnd AI models to be
black-boxes and non-transparent [8,9].
Align Software Engineering (SE) and AI Model Development Processes. Traditional software development lifecycle methodologies fall short when managing AI
models, as AI lifecycle management has a number of diﬀerences from traditional
software development lifecycle [4] (e.g., requirements-driven vs. data-driven) [9].
Furthermore, as reported by Atlassian and Microsoft [10], it is important to
explore the role of humans from diﬀerent areas (e.g., software and AI model
development) in a complex modern industrial environment where AI-based systems are developed. Therefore, an integration of software and AI processes
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becomes necessary for AI-based AS [11,12]. In addition, this integration shall
support continuously adapting AI models based on evolving users’ needs and
changing environments (i.e., to cope with concept drift) [13].
Context-Dependent AS and AI Model Version Control and Deployment.
Learning-enabled components of AI-based AS are trained and tested with various combinations of parameters, using diﬀerent data sets, customized to personalized environments, and even solved by diverse algorithms and solutions. AI
model deployment challenges in industrial settings include training-serving skew,
diﬃculties in designing the serving infrastructure, and diﬃculties with training
at the edge [14]. These challenges have motivated the concepts of AIOps and
MLOps in the grey literature, and best practices like versioning [5]. However,
solutions or frameworks supporting the management of multiple instances of AI
models deployed in diﬀerent context-aware environments are scarce. Context is
the missing piece in the AI lifecycle [15].
Closing the Gap Between the Development and Operation Phases of the AI-Based
AS. Nguyen-Duc et al. [16] summarize the engineering challenges for developing
and operating AI systems into seven categories: requirements, data management,
model design and implementation, model conﬁguration, model testing, evaluation and deployment, and processes and practice. Kästner et al. argue on the
need of improving the educational skills covering the whole software and AI lifecycle [17]. Proposals to adopt DevOps have also been presented for AS, such
as in autonomous vehicles [18]. These AI-based AS have some characteristics
that diﬀerentiate them from other types of software systems, e.g., AI models are
usually deployed as part of embedded systems, which require additional techniques for continuous deployment, such as Over-the-Air updates [18]. However,
as aforementioned, none of the these approaches have a focus on trustworthiness
nor context-speciﬁc AI model deployment. Hence, we consider that the development and operation of trustworthy AI-based AS require a holistic approach
including enabling iterative cycles for reliably training, adapting, maintaining,
and operating the AI model in AS.

3

Research Directions

In this section, we discuss four research directions to address the previous challenges about development and operation approaches for AI-based AS.
Direction 1: Increasing Users’ Trust in AI-Based AS by Means of
Transparent Real-Time Monitoring of AI Models Trustworthiness. An
AS requires self-adaptation to rapidly and eﬀectively protect their critical capabilities from disruption caused by adverse events and conditions. Hence, this
direction focuses on continuous self-monitoring in operation based on a set of
indicators aggregated into a trustworthiness score (TWS). The TWS is a highlevel indicator summarizing the level of trustworthiness of an AI model. It is a
mean to consider evolving users’ needs and changing operational environments
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and can be used to guide the self-adaptation of AI models in operations, following the commonly used MAPE-K loop [19]. The high-level TWS is broken
down into speciﬁc and measurable aspects of AI models at operation (not fully
covered in software quality measurement standards [20]): security, dependability, integrity, and reliability. This vision on the computation of indicators of AI
trustworthiness is shared by Green [21] and emerging standard groups [22]. In
our case, TWS aspects are measured from contextual data collected by AS (e.g.,
via sensors) and monitoring the AI models (e.g., accuracy). The TWS triggers
an action when outliers are predicted or identiﬁed. Then, the AS self-adapts.
These types of ‘scores’ are attractive for practitioners to transparently communicate and understand the real-time the status of AI models and alert the
development team (or even the end-user) in case of potential threats/risks.
Indeed, some companies have proposed scores for other qualities, such as Google
is quantifying testing issues to decrease machine learning technical debt [23].
Furthermore, a Gartner report considers tracking AI-based systems to enable
transparency as a critical lesson learned from early AI projects: “If [an AI practitioner] predicts that something will fail, the immediate question someone asks
is ‘Why is it going to fail?’ [...] having the transparency will help him explain
how he came to that conclusion” [24].
Direction 2: Integrating the Development and Evolution of AI Models and AS. Reinforcing the adaptation capabilities of AI models during their
development requires highly iterative engineering processes, including the data
science and AI model development processes of building, evaluating, deploying,
and maintaining AI models, and software systems based upon them. An AIbased AS has two main assets: the AS, and the AI model(s) embedded in a
learning-enabled component. Often, due to the methodological gap between the
AI model development process and software engineering, these two assets are
developed in two parallel, but independent cycles. In other words, there is a
need for a seamless integration of these processes.
In addition, for two decades, agile principles have been successfully applied
for the rapid and ﬂexible development of high-quality software products [25],
whereas AI model development has been guided by relatively abstract and inﬂexible processes [13]. It is time to break these silos. Therefore, this direction proposes an integrated process with coordinated communication between the AI
model development and SE teams to develop and evolve AI models for AS. This
integrated process both adopts the principles of agile software development and
integrates them with existing and well-known AI model development processes,
such as the Cross-industry Standard Process for Data Mining [26,27]. This is a
complex task requiring the integration of diﬀerent activities, roles, and multiple
existing methodologies. Initial eﬀorts in this direction are the Team Data Science
Process from Microsoft [28] and tool support like IBM Watson Studio [29].
Direction 3: Providing Intelligent and Context-Aware Techniques to
Deploy Updated AI Models in AS Instances. With key data from operation, AI models are continuously evolving to address trust-related threats/risks.
Even when AS have the same characteristics (e.g., two autonomous vehicles of
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the same type), their stakeholders (e.g., owners/passengers with diverse driving style, mood) and environments (e.g., weather, traﬃc) vary. This is why
learning-enabled components of AS need to continuously adapt or even evolve
to their users and contexts. Thus, the number of instances may evolve from only
one instance (e.g., in an Industry 4.0 machine infrastructure) to thousands of
instances (e.g., autonomous vehicles in a smart city). A critical challenge is that
often there are no clearly distinguishable components or parts of an AI model
that can be analyzed regarding commonalities and variabilities.
This direction aims to facilitate a context-speciﬁc deployment of AI models
in diverse AS. From the SE perspective, available research on managing software
product lines might be reused to manage variabilities and commonalities among
contexts in which AS are operating in and consequently among the data they
collect evolve on [30]. From the data science and AI perspective, the research
on transfer learning [31] and active learning [32] provide valuable strategies
for sharing knowledge between various contexts and incrementally evolving AI
models.
Direction 4: Bringing Together the Development and Operation of AI
Models in Trustworthy AS into a Holistic Lifecycle with Tool Support.
The SE community is currently researching the application of SE for AI-based
systems [5]. However, challenges regarding maintenance and deployment of AI
models still remain [14,17]. For instance, a survey conducted by SAS revealed
that less than 50% of AI models get deployed and for those that do, it takes more
than three months to complete the deployment [33]. In this context, it becomes
necessary “to accelerate getting AI/ML models into production” [34].
To keep the development and operation of AI models interconnected, this
direction proposes an eﬀective DevOps holistic lifecycle for the production
of trustworthy AI-based AS. Since companies typically cannot aﬀord drastic
changes of their methodology, a plug-and-play process components are of high
importance. This direction includes the development of AI-speciﬁc, independent,
and loosely coupled software components (ready to be integrated into companies’
development and operational environments) for the three directions we presented
above.

4

A DevOps Approach to Develop and Operate AI
Models in AS

To address the four research directions, we propose an integrated approach bringing the concept of DevOps to AI models of AS. DevOps “integrates the two
worlds of development and operation, using automated development, deployment, and infrastructure monitoring” [35]. It is an organizational shift in which
cross-functional teams work on continuous operational feature deliveries [35].
Additionally, in development, the approach also aims to close the gap between
data science/AI model development and SE, as shown in Fig. 1. Currently, frameworks are mainly based on the AI models lifecycle in isolation, and have not
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Fig. 1. Integrated approach for the development and operation of AI-based AS.

addressed the issue of integrating the AI pipeline in the DevOps cycle. The proposed approach addresses the inherent challenges of managing multiple instances
of models deployed in a distributed set of autonomous systems, such as deploying
multiple models in a distributed and heterogeneous environment; and collecting
data from multiple sources to assess the behaviour of those models. As depicted
in Fig. 1, we propose two cycles running in parallel:
1. An operation cycle (Ops) in the form of a MAPE-K loop [19] ensuring trustworthy behaviour of context-specific AI models by means of continuous
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self-adaptation capabilities and resilience approaches (Direction 1 in Fig. 1). It
enables AI-based AS to rapidly and eﬀectively protect their critical capabilities
from disruption caused by adverse events and conditions (e.g., enable an actuator
to avoid a collision in an autonomous vehicle). Therefore, it is crucial to continuously monitor the behaviour of the AS (in particular, with respect to trustworthiness, including security, dependability, integrity, and reliability threats caused
by the AI model) in new situations such as e.g., energy supply problems, malfunctioning of some component, plan for new or improved functionalities, and
ﬁnally adapt their individual operation behaviour during execution.
2. An integrated AI Development cycle (Dev) that adopts agile practices for
the iterative development and evolution of context-specific AI models (Direction
2 in Fig. 1). It includes continuous improvement of the AI models based on operational data and enriched by experts’ knowledge. The development, maintenance
and evolution of AI-based AS relies on the collaboration of AI model development and software engineering teams. The engineers involved in the maintenance
of AI models in the AS are supported by (1) the TWS from operation that may
require updating AI models, (2) key data collected regarding the trustworthiness
of the AS and its environment, and (3) tools to prepare and enrich the collected
data. The software and system engineering team integrate the AI models into
the AS and implement the infrastructure to monitor the trust-related risks of
the AS during its operation to ensure the trustworthiness of the entire AS.
These two cycles are integrated into a holistic DevOps approach for trustworthy AI-based AS (Direction 4 in Fig. 1), which acts as a bridge between the
Dev and Ops cycles as follows. First, Dev deploys the AS with its incorporated
context-speciﬁc AI models (Direction 3 in Fig. 1). AI models are deployed in
a distributed context-speciﬁc AS. Such deployment requires speciﬁc activities,
such as context identiﬁcation of the AS to deploy the correct context-speciﬁc
AI model instance, Over-The-Air updates to enact the deployments, and validation of AI models within the running context against predeﬁned capabilities and
bounds for data gathering or executing axioms. Second, during Ops, a continuous cycle gathers trustworthiness-related events and context-speciﬁc feedback
data from AI models at operation and sends them to development (feedback
arrow of Fig. 1). Key quality objectives for trustworthy AS are identiﬁed, e.g.,
eﬀectiveness and eﬃciency of the AI model or environmental and social eﬀects.
The monitoring infrastructure provides feedback to manage potential risks in
operation (self-adaptation of Direction 1) and in development (evolution of the
AI model of Direction 2). Then, the approach starts over again, and Dev uses
the feedback to evolve the AI models and deploy them back in existing instances
and eventually in the system functionalities.

5

Concluding Remarks

We identiﬁed the challenges that need to be overcome to develop and operate
trustworthy AI-based AS. We discussed four research directions to address such
challenges. Finally, we present a holistic DevOps approach bringing together the
development and operation of AI models in AS, aiming to increase users’ trust.
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Several factors may hinder the successful application of these research directions. First, the need to ensure the reliability of the TWS for diﬀerent purposes
and scenarios, e.g., need for customizable TWS, as well as recognizing that some
aspects are challenging to be measured (e.g., ethics). Second, many companies
already have pipelines to create AI-based AS based on a unique perspective
(either data science or system engineering) and may be unwilling to adopt a uniﬁed approach. Third, even though being minimal, the iterative feedback cycles
trigger discussions about ethics because users might be monitored (even though
complying with their agreement for data collection and current legislation), and
processing huge amounts of data leaves a “carbon footprint”.
Future work consists of exploring how the elements of this integrated approach can be exploited or customised to support existing AI-based AS.
Acknowledgment. This work has been partially supported by the Beatriz Galindo
programme (BGP18/00075) and the Catalan Research Agency (AGAUR, contract 2017
SGR 1694).
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Abstract. The context of our work is a project at the French National
Library (BnF), which aims at designing a decision support system for
conservation experts. The goal of this system is to analyze the conservation history of documents in order to enable reliable predictions on their
physical state. The present work is the ﬁrst step towards such system.
We propose a representation of a document conservation history as a
conservation-restoration trajectory, and we specify its diﬀerent types of
events. We also propose a trajectory matching process which computes a
similarity score between two conservation-restoration trajectories taking
into account the terminological heterogeneity of the events. We introduce
an ontological model validated by domain experts which will be used
during the pairwise comparison of events in two trajectories. Finally, we
present experiments showing the eﬀectiveness of our approach.
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Introduction

The context of our work is an on-going project at the BnF, the French National
Library, which aims at designing a decision support system for conservation and
restoration experts in order to help them in deﬁning their conservation policies.
The goal of this project is to minimize the number of documents which physical
state might deteriorate to the point that they become no longer available to the
readers. The early identiﬁcation of the documents which are likely to deteriorate
would be beneﬁcial to the experts to prioritize the ones which have to undergo
some conservation processes in order to prevent further major degradations.
One possible way to provide decision support to conservation experts is to
give them insight into the multiple data sources at the BnF, which store information of various nature about the documents. These information could be related
to the processes in their conservation history, their possible degradations and
the records of the readers’ requests for these documents. The ultimate goal of
c Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
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this project is to integrate these various heterogeneous data sources and analyse the conservation history of documents along with other relevant information
in order to enable the generation of reliable predictions of the state of a given
document. The ﬁrst step towards this decision support system is to deﬁne a
representation for document conservation data and provide a meaningful way of
comparing these representations to enable future analysis tasks such as clustering
and pattern extraction.
This is the focus of the present work. We propose to represent these data as
conservation-restoration trajectories, consisting of a sequence of conservationrestoration events, which could be for example a conservation treatment performed on a document, or a degradation observed on a document. We formalize
this conservation-restoration trajectory and we specify the diﬀerent types of
events composing it. These types of events are derived from a thorough study of
the available heterogeneous data sources. Having deﬁned the representation of
conservation-restoration trajectories, we propose a trajectory matching process
which computes a similarity score between two trajectories taking into account
the terminological heterogeneity existing in the events composing them. To this
end, we introduce an ontological model validated by domain experts which will
be used during the pairwise comparison of the events in two trajectories. Our
matching process enables the identiﬁcation of matching events beyond the identical ones, and a more accurate comparison of trajectories. We have performed
some experiments illustrating the quality of the results.
This paper is organised as follows. In Sect. 2, we present a statement
of our problem. In Sect. 3, we introduce our representation of a document’s
conservation-restoration trajectory. Section 4 is devoted to event similarity and
presents our algorithm for ontology-based event similarity evaluation. In Sect. 5,
we present our approach for evaluating trajectory similarity based on event similarity. Section 6 presents the experiments conducted to illustrate the quality of
the matching results. Section 7 presents the related works, and ﬁnally, Sect. 8
provides a conclusion and future works.

2

Problem Statement

The ﬁrst problem addressed in this paper is to identify in the available sources
the relevant conservation data related to documents and to propose a representation of these data. In our work, we consider that the conservation data
related to a given document can be viewed as a semantic trajectory consisting
of a sequence of events. Consider a set of documents Doc = {doc1 , doc2 ..., docn }.
For each document doci , we aim to associate a conservation-restoration trajectory of events T ri that represent its conservation history. This trajectory should
integrate all the relevant events from the available databases. Each conservationrestoration trajectory is of the form T ri = [e1 , ...ek ]. The problem is to identify
the diﬀerent types of events relevant to characterize the conservation history of
a document. Once a representation of the relevant data is deﬁned, its use for
analysis purposes requires the comparison of distinct trajectories. One key issue
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in our context is to perform such comparison considering the heterogeneity in
the terminology used to describe conservation events in distinct data sources.
This leads us to the second problem tackled in this paper, which can be stated
as follows: how to evaluate the similarity between two conservation-restoration
trajectories corresponding to distinct documents? To this end, we provide two
similarity functions:
– Sime (ei , ej ), which evaluates the similarity between two events ei and ej ,
– Sims (T ri , T rj ), which calculates the similarity between two trajectories T ri
and T rj representing the conservation histories of the documents doci and
docj respectively.
The events on the documents at the BnF may have been recorded several decades
ago. Obviously, the names and types of the events involved in a sequence can be
highly diﬀerent according to the time they have been recorded. Moreover, the
lack of a uniform and standardized vocabulary makes the terminology used in
naming the events very heterogeneous. Evaluating the similarity between events
and trajectories has to take into account the possible semantic relationships
between events. For example, a conservation event recorded for a document
twenty years ago may have a diﬀerent name to an event recorded this month,
but these two events might still be very similar, which could only be identiﬁed
by a human expert. In our approach, we assume that the domain knowledge
speciﬁc to the conservation and restoration ﬁeld is available and formalized as
an ontology O. Our problem is to inject the knowledge provided by O in the
similarity functions Sime and Sims . This way, the analysis will incorporate the
available conservation knowledge. In the following sections, we will introduce
the representation used for conservation-restoration trajectories, then we will
present our proposal to evaluate both the similarity between events and between
trajectories.

3

Representing Conservation Trajectories

The data sources at the BnF are created and maintained by diﬀerent departments, and these sources provide data covering diﬀerent, possibly overlapping
aspects of document restoration and conservation. For example, the collections
department databases provide data describing the communication of the documents to the readers following their requests, and the observed degradations on
these documents, while the conservation department database stores data about
the conservation and restoration processes performed on the documents to keep
them in a good physical state. All the databases have a diﬀerent structure, different terminologies and attributes. We have ﬁrst identiﬁed in the schemas of
the databases all the attributes representing information describing either the
physical state of the documents or any information that can have an inﬂuence
on its physical state. We have identiﬁed three types of information. The ﬁrst one
is related to the conservation-restoration processes that have been performed
on the documents. The second one is related to the degradations observed on
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the physical state or the documents. Finally, the third category of information
is related to the number of requests made by readers to access the documents.
An exploration of the databases showed that there were about 150 diﬀerent
conservation-restoration processes which could be performed on a document,
and 250 diﬀerent types of degradations observed by experts on the documents
composing their collections. In order to analyse conservation data, each document will be represented as a conservation-restoration trajectory consisting
of a sequence of events which have happened during the life of the document.
These events can be either a conservation process performed on a document,
or a degradation observed on a document, which are both characterized by a
speciﬁc designation, but it can also be related to the number of readers having
accessed the document. This can obviously have an eﬀect on its physical state.
Therefore, we also consider a speciﬁc kind of event capturing the level of access
to this document by the readers. We are not interested in the exact number of
times a document has been requested, we would like instead to characterize the
extent to which a document has been requested. We can do so by assigning three
distinct values to the communication event: low (≤4), average (between 4 and
8) and high (≥8), these values have been provided by the domain experts. In
our work, a conservation-restoration trajectory is deﬁned as follows:
Definition 1. Conservation-Restoration Trajectory. A conservation-restoration
trajectory is a sequence of the conservation events of this document ordered by
their time. The sequence of events corresponding to a document doci is denoted
T ri . It is such that T ri = [e1 , ...ek ], where each ei is an event described by a
triple < typei , namei , timei >. T ypei represents the type of the event, namei
represents the designation of the event and timei represents the time at which
the event occurred. The possible values for typei are P, D or C, corresponding
respectively to a conservation process, a degradation or a communication event.
The value of namei in a trajectory depends on the type of the corresponding
event. If typei = P, then the value of namei is the designation of the speciﬁc
conservation process performed on the document. If typei = D, then the value
of namei is the name of the degradation observed on the document, and ﬁnally,
if typei = C, the value of namei is the level of communication of the document,
deﬁned as low, average or high. Obviously, the events are ordered in the sequence
according to the ascending order of timei . Figure 1 shows an example of history
of events for a given document consisting of several readers requests, followed
by an “Acidif ication” degradation observed on the document, then two conservation processes “Deacidif ication” and “M echanical Binding” and ﬁnally a
request from a reader. We can see at the bottom of this ﬁgure how this history
of events is represented as a trajectory T r according to our deﬁnition. T r is
composed of a communication event for which the name value is “average”, representing the six requests from the readers in the beginning of the history, then
a degradation event, “Acidif ication”, followed by two conservation processes,
“Deacidif ication” and “M echanical Binding”, and ﬁnally a communication
event for which the name value is “low”, corresponding in the example to the
request of Reader 7.
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Fig. 1. Example of history of events for a document and the corresponding trajectory

4

Evaluating the Similarity Between Events

Having deﬁned a representation for the documents conservation-restoration trajectories as sequences of events, the analysis of conservation data will require
evaluating the similarity between each pair of trajectories, which in turn requires
the matching of pairs of events, taking into account the terminological heterogeneity of their description. We present in this section our process for matching
two events ei and ej belonging to two distinct trajectories. If the two compared
events have diﬀerent types, then they are not considered as matching events.
If the two compared events have the same type, and if this type is either P or
D, corresponding respectively to a conservation process or a degradation, then
their names are compared to determine if they match or not. If these names
are identical then obviously the events are matching ones. But if the names are
diﬀerent, this does not mean that the events do not match. Indeed, the terminologies used in the description of either the degradations or the conservation
processes may diﬀer, or expressed at diﬀerent levels of detail according to the
source they have been extracted from. In order to overcome this heterogeneity, we propose to use a Conceptual Reference Model during event comparison.
Figure 2 shows an excerpt of the CRMBnF ontology, initiated in close collaboration with domain experts at the BnF and its relations to three existing ontologies,
CIDOC-CRM [11], CRMCR [1] and CRMSCI [3], which nodes are represented
in green color and dotted lines. These relations will be discussed in the related
works section. Each concept in the ontology corresponds to either one of the 150
existing conservation-restoration processes or to one of the 250 observed types
of degradations. This ontology is expressed using the languages proposed by the
W3C1 Consortium, RDF/S2 and OWL3 .
1
2
3

https://www.w3.org/2001/sw/wiki/Main Page.
https://www.w3.org/RDF/.
https://www.w3.org/OWL/.
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Figure 2 shows the representation of a subset of both the conservation processes and the degradations related to documents at the BnF. We have identiﬁed twenty subclasses for the “BnF : Conservation P rocess” class; two
of them, “BnF : Short M aintenance” and “BnF : Consolidation”, are
represented in the ﬁgure. We have identiﬁed twenty-two subclasses for the
“BnF : Degradation” class, one of them, “BnF : Headband”, is represented in
the ﬁgure.
The greater the distance between the node and the root, the more precise
the name of the conservation process or the degradation corresponding to this
node.

Fig. 2. Excerpt of the CRMBnF ontology

The ontology was created to provide a uniﬁed vocabulary for the events in
a conservation history and to help identify the similar ones beyond their terminological heterogeneity. The subclasses of the “BnF : conservation P rocess”
class represent the most generic conservation processes; we refer to these as
semantic categories. They play an important role during the identiﬁcation of
similar events. In the same way, we consider that the twenty-two direct subclasses identiﬁed for the “BnF : Degradation” class are also semantic categories.
The comparison of two events ei and ej is performed by computing a similarity score using the domain ontology, considering the concepts corresponding to
their names namei and namej respectively in the ontology. Let us denote Coi
and Coj these two concepts. The similarity score is computed considering the
relative position of Coi and Coj . We distinguish between ﬁve distinct cases:
– Case 1: The two concepts Coi and Coj are identical, then the two events ei
and ej correspond both to the same concept in the ontology.
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– Case 2: The two concepts Coi and Coj are such that there is a path Pij
between them where all the edges in the path correspond to owl : equivalent
Class properties. For example, the two concepts “BnF : J Dep M aintenance
Dusting” and “BnF : J1 Dusting” in Fig. 2 ﬁt this case.
– Case 3: The two concepts Coi and Coj are such that there is either a
path Pij =[(Coi , P1 , Co1 ), (Co1 , P2 , Co2 ), ...(Cok , Pk+1 , Coj )] or a path
Pji =[(Coj , P1 , Co1 ), (Co1 , P2 , Co2 ), ...(Cok , Pk+1 , Coi )] where for all the
edges in the path, the property Px is the rdf s : subclassOf property for
1 < x < k + 1. In this case, the two events ei and ej are of the same nature,
but one of them is more speciﬁc than the other.
– Case 4: The two concepts Coi and Coj are such that there is a concept
Cok in the ontology for which the following two conditions hold: (i) both Coi
and Coj are included in Cok , and (ii) Cok is either a semantic category or
is included in a semantic category. For example, the two concepts “BnF :
J31 canvas cover level 1” and “BnF : J32 canvas cover level 2” in Fig. 2
ﬁt this case.
– Case 5: The two concepts Coi and Coj are such that the nearest common
ancestor is either the concept “BnF : Conservation P rocess” when the two
concepts have a type=P or the concept “BnF : Degradation” when the two
concepts have a type=D. In other words, the two concepts do not belong to
the same semantic category.
According to the above cases, we distinguish between four types of relationships
between the events: equivalence (case 1 and case 2), inclusion (case 3), closeness
(case 4) and dissimilarity relationships (case 5). Each relationship have its speciﬁc similarity score. In our work, the computed similarity score ranges between
0 and 1. The highest score is reached if the concepts are identical or equivalent.
The lowest score is reached when the concepts are dissimilar. We consider that
the similarity score for the inclusion relationship should always be higher than
the similarity score of the closeness relationship. Furthermore, when there is an
inclusion or a closeness relationship between two concepts, we consider that the
path length between the two concepts should be reﬂected in the similarity score:
the shorter the path, the higher the score. The similarity score corresponding to
each of them is deﬁned as follows:
Definition 2. Similarity Score.
– Equivalence. The similarity score for two equivalent events is equal to 1.
– Inclusion. The similarity score for two concepts Coi and Coj such that
Coi is included in Coj is comprised in the range [α, 1[ and defined as follows:
|Pij |
1 − (1 − α) ×
depth(CRMBnF )
where |Pij | is the length of the path Pij between Coi and Coj , and the depth
function return the length of the longest inclusion path in CRMBnF , i.e. the
longest path with rdf s : subclassOf properties.
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– Closenesss. The similarity score for two concepts Coi and Coj both included
in a third concept Cok is comprised in the range ]0, α[ and defined as follows:
(|Pik | + |Pjk |)/2
α−α×
depth(CRMBnF )
– Dissimilarity. If this relationship holds between two events, the similarity
score is equal to 0.
Note that α is an arbitrary value which purpose is only to represent the total
order relation deﬁned between the scores corresponding to equivalence, inclusion,
closeness and dissimilarity relationships. The similarity score between two events
will be used to deﬁne the similarity between conservation-restoration trajectories
presented in the following section.

5

Conservation Trajectories Similarity

Evaluating the similarity between trajectories has been addressed by diﬀerent
streams of works, such as semantic trajectories analysis, which involves the evaluation of the similarity between the elements of the trajectory, generally associated with a location, or in the context of string comparisons, where the sequence
is a string composed of characters and where distance functions have been proposed to evaluate string similarity. In all of these works, the proposed measures
to calculate trajectory similarity have distinct characteristics, as discussed in
the survey presented in [14]. The requirements for a similarity measure suitable
for our context where trajectories represent histories of conservation events are
the followings. First, the measure should not depend on the event’s position,
i.e. its index. Two similar events from two trajectories can match regardless of
their positions. Another requirement is that the measure should depend on the
event’s order. For example, if there is a match between two events ex and ey
from two distinct trajectories, then any following match between the events ex
and ey is possible only if x > x and y  > y. The third requirement is that the
measure should be independent from the event’s time. Two similar events from
two trajectories can be matched regardless of their time feature. Finally, the
measure should rely on a single match for each event, which means that there
is at most one match for a given event. One of the measures which is suitable
to the matching requirements identiﬁed for conservation-restoration trajectories
is the Longest Common SubSequence (LCSS) [13]. We choose this measure to
be the basis of the conservation-restoration trajectory similarity evaluation. The
LCSS measure is a partial match measure. It calculates the longest common
subsequence of two compared trajectories. When applied on spatial trajectories,
LCSS considers two points of two diﬀerent trajectories to be a match if the distance between the two locations is less than a given threshold  and for every
match it increase the longest common subsequence by one. We present hereafter
the deﬁnition of LCSS as stated in [14].
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Definition 3. Longest Common SubSequence (LCSS)
SLCSS (T r1 , T r2 ) =

⎧
⎪
⎨∅,
SLCSS (Rest(T r1 ), Rest(T r2 )) + 1,
⎪
⎩
max{SLCSS (T r1 , Rest(T r2 )), SLCSS (Rest(T r1 ), T r2 )},

if l1 = 0 or l2 = 0
if d(H(T r1 ), H(T r2 )) ≤ 
otherwise

(1)
With l1 and l2 representing the length of T r1 and T r2 respectively. The H
function returns the first event in the trajectory, and the Rest function returns
the trajectory without its first event.
The LCSS measure can be also used with semantic trajectories by matching the identical events, and by increasing the longest common subsequence by
one for each matching pair. However, LCSS can also be extended to take into
account events that are similar according to our ontology-based similarity score.
In our work, we introduce the Longest Common Events SubSequence LCESS,
an extended deﬁnition of LCSS, which uses the similarity between events deﬁned
in the previous section. LCESS is an ontology-based measure that calculates
the maximum possible matches between two semantic trajectories. It is deﬁned
as follows:
Definition 4. Longest Common Events SubSequence (LCESS)

LCESS(T r1 , T r2 ) =

⎧
⎪
∅,
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨LCESS(Rest(T r1 ), Rest(T r2 )) + 1,
max{LCESS(T r1 , Rest(T r2 )), LCESS(Rest(T r1 ), T r2 ),
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪LCESS(Rest(T r1 ), Rest(T r2 )) + Sime (H(T r1 ), H(T r2 ))}
⎪
⎪
⎩
max{LCESS(T r1 , Rest(T r2 )), LCESS(Rest(T r1 ), T r2 )}

if l1 = 0 or l2 = 0
if Sime (H(T r1 ), H(T r2 )) = 1
if 0 < Sime (H(T r1 ), H(T r2 )) < 1
otherwise

(2)
When matching two events ei and ej from two trajectories, there are three
possible cases:
– Sime (ei , ej ) = 1. The two events are equivalent, they are considered as matching events.
– Sime (ei , ej ) ∈ ]0, 1[. The relationship between the two events is either inclusion or closeness. In this case, they are considered as matching events if there
are no other matching event with a higher similarity score.
– Sime (ei , ej ) = 0. The two events are dissimilar and they are not matching
events.
By using LCSS on sequences of events, only identical elements can be matched.
Therefore, the main diﬀerence between LCSS and LCESS is that the latter
takes into consideration the relationships between the concepts corresponding to the events names in the ontology. For each match, LCESS increases
the total score by the similarity score between the two matching events. Note
that in this work, our goal is to reﬁne the matching between trajectories and
propose a measure which enables to identify more matching elements beyond
the identical ones, but it is possible to further reﬁne this measure, for example by taking into account the length of the trajectories. Figure 3 shows an
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example of using both LCSS and LCESS on two conservation-restoration trajectories of two documents doci and docj . Using LCSS, only equivalent and
identical events are considered as matching ones, and the longest common subsequence is equal to 1. Using LCESS, the similarity score is increased as new
matching pairs of events are identiﬁed. This will result in a longest common
events subsequence of length equal to 1+SIMe (Short M aintenance, Cleaning)
+SIMe (Canvas cover level 1, Leather cover level 2). The relationship between
the “Short maintenance” and the “Cleaning” events is an inclusion relationship, and the path length between them is equal to one. Assume that the depth
of CRMBnF is equal to 6. The similarity score between the two events is therefore equal to 0.93. The relationship between the “Canvas cover level 1” and
the “Leather cover level 2” events is a closeness relationship, as the nearest
common ancestor between the concepts corresponding to the event names is the
“BnF : Cover M aintenance” as shown in Fig. 2. The distance between the two
events and their ancestor is equal to 2, therefore, the similarity score between
the two events is equal to 0.4, and the LCESS similarity between the two trajectories is equal to 2.33.

Fig. 3. LCSS vs LCESS for matching conservation-restoration trajectories

6

Experiments

The experiments presented in this section consist of three parts. The ﬁrst one
is related to event matching, where we show the eﬀectiveness of the use of the
ontology for searching matching events. The second part of the experiments
is related to the trajectory similarity. The third part shows the eﬀectiveness
of the ontology and the similarity measure using a set of clusters generated
manually by domain experts as a gold standard. In the experiments, we have
used real conservation and communication datasets from the BnF, with 7,317,558
conservation events between 2003 and 2020 for 1,946,760 documents. In our
datasets, the maximum trajectory length is 1397 events, the minimum length is 1
event, and the average length is 3.75 events. In the three parts of the experiments,
we have set α to 0.6.
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Event Matching. This part of the experiments aims to show how the use of
the ontology during event matching improves the results. We run our approach
three times on 100 randomly selected trajectories each time. Figure 4 (a) shows a
comparison between the number of pairs of matching events found after running
the three tests with and without the use of the ontology. The ﬁrst test was
done on 100 trajectories containing 120 events in total. The results are shown in
Fig. 4 (a), showing that 1242 matching events are retrieved without the use of the
ontology, while 1663 are retrieved using the ontology. This represents an increase
of 33.89%. The second test was done on 100 trajectories containing 173 events
in total. Without using the ontology, 1481 pairs of matching events are found.
Using the ontology, this number rises to 2034, showing an increase of 37.33%. The
third test was done on 100 trajectories containing 295 events in total. Without
using the ontology 2473 matching events are detected, and using the ontology,
the number of retrieved matching events is 3288, which represents an increase
of 32.95%. These tests show a good increase of the number of matching events
using the ontology, with an average of 34.72%.

Fig. 4. Ontology-Bbsed event matching (a) and Trajectory similarity (b)

Trajectories Similarity. To show the impact of using the ontology in the
evaluation of the similarity between trajectories, we have randomly selected a
trajectory T r and compared it with a set T rSet of 10000 randomly selected
trajectories. We have calculated the similarities between T r and all the trajectories in the set T rSet without using the ontology i.e., using the LCSS measure. We have then selected those having a similarity greater than half of the
length of T r. We have performed the same experiment using the ontology i.e.,
LCESS measure. Finally, we compare the number of trajectories having a similarity greater than half of the length of T r using the two measures. Figure 4
(b) shows the number of trajectories which are similar to the input trajectory before and after the use of the CRMBnF . The input of the experiment
was a random trajectory T r = [<C, “High”, t0 − t2 >, <P , “Manual Binding”,
t4 >, <P, “1/2 Cover”, t6 >, <C, “Low”, t9 − t10 >] with a length equal to 4. The
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output shows the number of trajectories which have a similarity between 2 and
4 with T r. The number of trajectories having a similarity greater than 2 without
using the ontology was equal to 694. The number increased to 1504 using the
ontology, which is an increase of 116.71%. The total similarity average without
using the ontology is 0.8 and increases to 0.95.
Quality of the Matching Algorithm. This experiment aims to show the
eﬀectiveness of using CRMBnF and the LCESS measure by comparing the computed similarity to a gold standard. In our case, this gold standard is a set of
similarities between trajectories set by the conservation experts at the BnF. We
started the experiment by selecting a random set of trajectories to be clustered
manually by the conservation experts. We selected a set of 20 trajectories and
provided them to the experts. They clustered 14 trajectories into 3 clusters; the
6 remaining trajectories were not assigned to any cluster as they were not similar to any other trajectory according to the experts. Let us denote the resulting
clusters by Cl1 , Cl2 and Cl3 . They contain respectively 5, 4 and 5 trajectories.
For the set of considered trajectories, we will compute event similarity with and
without the use of CRMBnF , and compare the results. The use of the ontology
should signiﬁcantly increase the number of matching events inside the clusters
deﬁned by the experts. The number of matches between events from diﬀerent
clusters should not vary signiﬁcantly. We distinguish between two situations
during event matching, the compared events could either belong to trajectories
from the same cluster or to trajectories from diﬀerent clusters. For each cluster,
we compute the number of intra-cluster matches between events. For the cluster Cli , this number is equal to the number of event matches between all the
pairs of trajectories that belong to cluster Cli . We also compute the number of
inter-cluster matches between two clusters Cli and Clj . This number is equal
to the number of pairs of matching events (ei , ej ) such that ei is an event of a
trajectory in Cli and ej is an event of a trajectory in Clj .
We deﬁne these two numbers as follows. In the deﬁnitions, we denote EM
the function which returns, for two trajectories, the number of matching events
between them.
– Number of intra-cluster
matches of the cluster Clx :

Intra(Clx ) =
EM (tri , trj ) where tri and trj ∈ Clx for 1 < i < n, 1 < j <
n and i = j, and where n is the total number of trajectories in the cluster
Clx .
– Number of inter-cluster
 matches between two clusters Clx and Cly :
Inter(Clx , Cly ) = EM (tri , trj ) where tri ∈ Clx and trj ∈ Cy for 1 < i < n,
1 < j < m and i = j, where n and m are the number of trajectories in the
clusters Clx and Cly respectively.
Fig. 5 (a) shows the number of intra-cluster and inter-cluster event matches for
the clusters deﬁned by the experts using LCSS. The number of intra-cluster
matches for the clusters Cl1 , Cl2 and Cl3 is equal respectively to 11, 10 and
13. The number of inter-cluster event matches are as follows: Inter(Cl1 , Cl2 ) is
equal to 17, Inter(Cl1 , Cl3 ) is equal to 8 and Inter(Cl2 , Cl3 ) is equal to 21.
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The goal of LCESS is to increase the similarity between the trajectories assigned to the same cluster by the experts, i.e. the similar ones,
which requires the increase of the number of event matches between them.
Therefore, the use of LCESS should notably increase the number of intracluster event matches. We show the eﬀectiveness of using the LCESS measure and the ontology by representing the increasing percentage of the
two types of event matches. Figure 5 (b) shows the new numbers using
LCESS. The number of intra-cluster event matches of Cl1 , Cl2 and Cl3
is equal to 21, 17 and 25 respectively. The number of inter-cluster event
matches are as follows: Inter(Cl1 , Cl2 ) is equal to 18, Inter(Cl1 , Cl3 ) is
equal to 8 and Inter(Cl2 , Cl3 ) is equal to 27. The total number of intercluster event matches is computed as follows: Inter(Cl1 , Cl2 ) + Inter(Cl1 ,
Cl3 ) + Inter(Cl2 , Cl3 ). It was equal to 46 and was increased by 7 new matches,
which represents an increase of 15.2%. The total number of inter-cluster event
matches is computed as follows: Intra(Cl1 ) + Intra(Cl2 ) + Intra(Cl3 ). It was
equal to 34 and was increased by 29 new matches, which represents and increase
of 85.2%. As we can see, the use of the ontology results in a high increase of
the number of intra-cluster event matches, which in turn increases the similarity
between the trajectories in the same cluster. The inter-cluster event matches has
increased by 15%, which is not signiﬁcant, especially compared to the increase
of the number of intra-cluster matches. This result also shows the validity of
the ontology and the identiﬁed relations between concepts, as they represent
the actual existing relationships between conservation events and thus enable
accurate similarity evaluation between conservation-restoration trajectories. The
results show the usefulness of the similarity measure based on the ontology where
the similarity values between the trajectories that are similar in the expert’s
opinion increase signiﬁcantly compared to those that are not similar.

Fig. 5. Numbers of Inter-Cluster and Intra-Cluster Event Matches Using LCSS (a) and
LCESS (b)

7

Related Works

Semantic trajectory representation, matching and analysis has been extensively
addressed in many diﬀerent ﬁelds, such as healthcare, maritime traﬃc and
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enriched spatial trajectories. In the healthcare ﬁeld, [12] represents each patient
by a temporal trajectory where the events are healthcare actions on the patient.
[6] proposes the representation of semantic knowledge on paths by adding additional semantic layers, and [7] analyses the maritime traﬃc and use the raw data
such as the speed and the position to create a semantic layer of two types of
nodes called way-points and traversals. [2] also transforms the geotagged data
into semantic trajectories and represents the semantic trajectories by sequences
of location types such as restaurant or park.
Similarity measures have been proposed in many ﬁelds to compare trajectories. These include spatial trajectory distance measures, semantic trajectory
similarity measures and string matching algorithms. In the calculation of the distance between spatial trajectories, each point represents a geographical location.
In a semantic trajectory, each point can be either an event or a semantic node.
In string matching, each point is a character. Many distance measures have been
proposed for spatial trajectories or semantic ones [8].
[14] classiﬁes the trajectory distance measures depending on the considered
data type according to two criteria: (i) the discrete or continuous nature of
the data, and (ii) the existence of a temporal dimension for the data. The ﬁrst
category corresponds to discrete trajectories and does not depend on the time
dimension. The compared trajectories contain a ﬁnite number of points. Examples of measures in this category are the Euclidean Distance (ED), the Longest
Common SubSequence (LCSS) [13] and the Edit Distance on Real sequence
(EDR) [9]. These two measures are related, the LCSS calculates the length of
the longest common sub-sequence, and the edit distance calculates the number of changes needed between the common sequences. We have selected LCSS
as the basis for our similarity measure because we are more interested in the
common events between the conservation trajectories. Indeed, this is the way
experts assess the similarity between event sequences characterising documents
at the BnF. The second category corresponds to discrete and spatial-temporal
trajectories, where the time dimension is taken into account to calculate the
similarity. Some trajectory similarity measures in this category use both the
temporal and the spatial data to calculate the similarity; other measures calculate two similarity values, one of them depends on the spatial information and
the other one depends on the time dimension. One of the measures in this category is the Spatio-Temporal LCSS (STLCSS) introduced by [16] and used in
[15]. The other two categories are the measures dealing with continuous data,
with or without considering the time dimension. For this type of trajectories, the
shape between locations matters. A shape can be for example a road between
two locations in spatial trajectories. The measures in these categories require the
spatial coordinates of the points in the trajectory, they are therefore not suitable
for our context.
The approach presented in [12] searches the matches between the healthcare
events to represent a group of trajectories, called a “cohort”, by a generated
trajectory which is the most similar to all the others. The pairs of matching
events contain identical events only, and their similarity score depends on the
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time and the length of the trajectories. This similarity computation is therefore
not applicable to our sequences of events. [17] deﬁnes nine features to characterise the event sequence similarity measures and assesses the suitability of
these measures to a given context. [5] discusses the existing works on text similarity and identiﬁes three families of approaches: string-based, corpus-based
and knowledge-based similarities. [4] divides string similarity measures into four
classes: character-based, q-grams, token-based and mixed measures. We did not
use these measures as they do not ﬁt our requirements. For example, in the
character-based class, the longest common sub-string is similar to the LCSS, but
it does not allow diﬀerent characters (events in our case) between the common
sub-sequences. The other classes contain measures that depend on the length
of the sub-sequences (q in the q-grams) or match only the identical sequences
(token-based measures).
Another stream of works related to our proposal is the design of ontologies
for cultural heritage data [1,3,10,11]. Some works have dealt with the uniﬁcation
of the terminologies used in the ﬁeld of conservation-restoration. One of these
works is the CIDOC-CRM ontology citech15cidoc and its extensions CRMCR
citech15bannour2018crm and CRMSCI citech15doerr2013scientiﬁc. The BnF :
event concept in our ontology is equivalent to the E5 Event concept in CIDOCCRM. Extensions of CIDOC-CRM have been proposed in many areas related
to cultural heritage. CRMCR is an extension proposed for cultural objects in
museums. The Intervention concept in this ontology is equivalent to the BnF :
Conservation P rocess in CRMBnF . CRMSCI is another extension of CIDOCCRM for the ﬁeld of scientiﬁc observations. The Alteration concept in this
ontology is equivalent to the BnF : Degradation concept in CRMBnF . These
ontologies do not cover the speciﬁc terminology used at the BnF.

8

Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a representation of documents conservation
data as conservation-restoration trajectories. We have introduced an ontological model encompassing the main conservation and restoration concepts, and
we have proposed a process to evaluate the similarity between two given events
using this ontological model. We have also proposed an adaptation of an existing trajectory similarity measure to take into account our ontology-based event
similarity measure. The experiments have shown that our approach improves
the precision of the matching process. This work shows the ontological model’s
usefulness for expert knowledge representation and trajectory similarity computation. Future works will include further enrichment of the proposed ontological model by introducing more relevant properties, and extending the proposed
similarity measures exploiting these properties. Another line of work would be
to introduce reasoning capabilities to our similarity computation, which would
enable us to take into account not only the knowledge explicitly provided in the
model but also the one which could be derived through inference. Finally, this
work is the ﬁrst contribution towards a decision support system for conservation
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experts at the BnF. As future works, we will also use the trajectory representation and the similarity measures introduced in this paper as the basis to design
the analysis tasks suitable for this context and to build an adequate predictive
model.
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Abstract. This paper looks into the availability of resources, exempliﬁed with the cloud, in an open and dynamic environment like the Internet. A growing number of users consume resources to complete their operations requiring a better way to manage these resources in order to avoid
conﬂicts, for example. Resource availability is deﬁned using a set of consumption properties (limited, limited-but-renewable, and non-shareable)
and is enforced at run-time using a set of transactional properties (pivot,
retriable, and compensatable). In this paper, a CloudSim-based system
simulates how mixing consumption and transactional properties allows to
capture users’ needs and requirements in terms of what cloud resources
they need, for how long, and to what extent they tolerate the unavailability of these resources.
Keywords: Cloud
Transaction
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Introduction

In an open and dynamic environment like the Internet, ensuring resource availability to future consumers requires mechanisms that would permit to avoid conﬂicting demands and unnecessary costs, for example. Resources could be of types
computing (e.g., CPU), storage (e.g., HD), and network (e.g., router). In this
paper, we map such mechanisms onto consumption properties that we specialize
into limited, limited-but-renewable, and non-shareable. The beneﬁts of such properties in the context of business processes are already discussed in our previous
work [9,12]. Here we examine how to enforce consumption properties at runtime so, that, situations like delay in resource consumption, excessive resource
consumption, and permanent (lock) resource consumption are addressed.
The situations above could be the result of events (e.g., urgent upgrades to
counter cyber attacks and urgent demands to execute last-minute requests) that
c Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
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disrupt the agreed-upon consumption planning of resources. Disruption means
suspending ongoing operations, initiating others, and resuming the suspended
ones without being subject to penalties, for example. How to handle these sudden
changes with minimal impact on committed resources and how to get resources
ready for such changes since some are not always available and not even ready
to accommodate these changes? These are questions that we address in this
paper by considering transactional properties [10] that would enforce resources’
consumption properties and hence, their availabilities.
In the ICT literature, transactional properties are of types pivot, compensatable, and retriable, and are commonly used in many domains such as cloud computing [2], databases [7], business processes [11], Web services [13], and Internetof-Things (IoT) [14]. These properties allow application engineers to deﬁne the
“acceptable” execution behaviors of applications such as tolerating the failure
of an application and insisting on the success of another application. Our objective is to identify the relevant transactional properties that would go along with
satisfying the requirements of each consumption property. For instance, a limited resource could be an obstacle to a retriable transaction, should the resource
become unavailable after a certain number of necessary consumption retrials.
Could we mix limited and retriable to enforce resource availability is one of the
questions raised in this paper.
We apply the mix of transactional properties and consumption properties
to cloud resources. Cloud is attracting the attention of the ICT community who
sees a lot of beneﬁts in adopting Everything-as-a-Service operation model when
they need to secure on-demand resourcfes (e.g., infrastructure, platform, and
software) for their applications [8,15]. These applications could be built upon
business processes making tasks consume cloud resources, IoT making things
consume cloud resources, service-oriented applications making Web services consume cloud resources, to cite just some. Our approach to enforce resources’ consumption properties is independent on who will consume (task versus thing versus Web service) these resources, which is one of our contributions. Additional
contributions include deﬁning consumption properties using dedicated cycles,
analyzing the disruptions that could undermine the completion of resource consumption, mixing consumption and transactional properties, and demonstrating
this mix in the context of cloud using CloudSim. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses resources’ consumption properties and cycles.
Section 3 introduces disruptions that might occur during resource consumption
and their impacts on these resources. Section 4 introduces transactional properties and their mix with consumption properties to deﬁne “acceptable” consumption cycles when disruptions occur. Section 5 presents ﬁrst, our transactional
approach to enforce resources’ consumption properties and then, some technical
details about the use of CloudSim to simulate this approach. Section 6 presents
some related work. Conclusions and future work are included in Sect. 7.
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Consumption Properties and Cycles of Resources

Building upon our previous work on social coordination of BPs [12], we consider
5 consumption properties for resources: unlimited (ul), shareable (s), limited (l),
limited-but-renewable (lr), and non-shareable (ns); needles to describe the ﬁrst two.
First, limited means that the consumption of a resource is restricted to a particular capacity and/or period of time. Second, limited-but-renewable means that the
consumption of a resource continues to happen since the (initial) agreed-upon
capacity has been increased and/or the (initial) agreed-upon period of time has
been extended. Finally, non-shareable means that the concurrent consumption of
a resource must be coordinated (e.g., one at a time). Unless stated a resource is
by default unlimited and/or shareable.
Figure 1 is a resource’s state diagram whose design allows to establish its
consumption cycles per property (cccp ). On the one hand, the states (si ) are:
not-made-available (the resource is neither created nor produced, yet), madeavailable (the resource is either created or produced), not-consumed (the resource
waits to be bound by a consumer), locked (the resource is reserved for a consumer in preparation for its consumption), unlocked (the resource is released
by a consumer after its consumption), consumed (the resource is bound by a
consumer due to the consumer’s ongoing performance), withdrawn (the resource
ceases to exit after unbinding all consumers that were consuming this resource),
and, ﬁnally, done (the resource is unbound by a consumer after completing
the consumption). On the other hand, the transitions (transj ) connecting
the states include start, waiting-to-be-bound, consumption-approval, consumptionupdate, lock, release, consumption-rejection, consumption-completion, renewableapproval, and no-longer-useful.

Fig. 1. Resource’s consumption cycle as a state diagram (adopted from [12])

We formally deﬁne resource and resource’s consumption cycle as follows.
Definition 1. A resource r is deﬁned by the tuple < id, name, capacity, period,
cp, CCcp > where: id is the identiﬁer of the resource; name is the name of
the resource; capacity (set to null when not-applicable) is a set of Name-Value
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pairs describing the “availability” of the resource; period (set to null when notapplicable) is a temporal constraint describing the “availability” of the resource;
and cp is the consumption property of the resource; and CCcp = {cccp } is the set
of all consumption cycles (as per Deﬁnition 2) associated with the consumption
property of the resource.
Definition 2. A resource’ consumption cycle cccp for a consumption property
cp is deﬁned by the tuple < S, T, Sactive > representing the state diagram of the
trans

transj−1

transi+1

resource, i.e., cccp = si −→ i si+1 −→ si+2 . . . sj−1 −→ sj where: S is
the set of states {si }; T is the set of transitions {transi }; and Sactive ⊂ S is the
set of states that have been enabled since the activation of a consumption cycle.
At initialization time, Sactive = {not-made-available}.
Below are 3 illustrative consumption cycles using the public cloud provider,
Amazon Web Services (AWS ), to exemplify resources.
start

1. Unlimited resource has 1 consumption cycle. r.ccul : not-made-available −→
waiting−to−be−bound
consumption−approval
−→
not-consumed
−→
conmade available
no−longer−usef ul
−→
withdrawn. An example is a cloud object storage like
sumed
AWS S3 bucket that remains available until a decision to delete it is made.
2. Limited-but-renewable resource has 2 consumption cycles. First, r.cclr1 : notwaiting−to−be−bound

start

−→
not-consumed
made-available −→ made available
consumption−update
renewable−approval
−→
consumed
−→
done
−→
made
available. The transition from done to made available allows a resource
to be regenerated for another round of consumption. Second, r.cclr2 :
consumption−approval

start

waiting−to−be−bound

not-made-available −→ made available
−→
not-consumed
consumption−update
consumption−completion
−→
consumed
−→
done
−→
withdrawn. The transition from done to withdrawn is satisﬁed when the
resource renewal is no longer requested. An example is a virtual server like
AWS EC2 instance that runs for a speciﬁc period of time that could be
extended upon request. Otherwise, the instance is terminated.
3. Shareable resource has 2 consumption cycles.
start
– First time consumption of resource (r.ccs ): not-made-available −→ made
consumption−approval

waiting−to−be−bound

consumption−approval

available
−→
not-consumed
−→
consumed
consumption−completion
−→
done
−→
withdrawn. The transition
from not-consumed to consumed is satisﬁed if two or several consumers
that require the same resource are simultaneously activated. And the
transition from done to withdrawn is satisﬁed if no pending consumer
consuming this resource exists.
– Then, and as long as there is an ongoing consumption of resource (r.ccs ):
consumption−update

consumption−approval

consumption−update

−→
consumed
−→
done
not-consumed
−→
withdrawn. The transition from not-consumed to
consumed is satisﬁed if additional new consumers require the resource
after the ﬁrst consumption. And, the transition from done to withdrawn
is satisﬁed if no pending consumer consuming the resource exists.
consumption−completion
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An example is an AWS subnet whose owner makes it available to other AWS
accounts. When all parties are done, the subnet is deleted.

3

Impact of Disruptions on Consumption Cycles

This section introduces disruption types and then, examines their impacts on
resources’ consumption cycles.
3.1

Types of Disruptions

We identify 2 types of disruptions: making room for extra consumption cycles (for
simplicity, one extra cycle) and making room for service (e.g., resource upgrade
and ﬁxing). Both types result into the development of consumption sub-cycles.
Example of suspending a consumption cycle to make room for an extra cycle
in the context of a limited resource is as follows. An EC2 instance is enabled for
a limited time-period for a consumer. However, this consumption is suspended
because of a pressing demand from another consumer whose demand now constitutes the disruption. Resuming the suspended consumption cycle would, only,
occur outside this time period, which is not possible conﬁrming the suspension
of this cycle.
Example of suspending a consumption cycle to make room for service in the
context of a limited-but-renewable resource is as follows. A database instance like
Amazon RDS is suddenly suspended during an allocated time period to make
room for increasing the storage size. Reason of the increase is the unexpected submission of a large amount of new data to store constituting the disruption. After
the update, the ongoing resource consumption is allowed to complete/proceed
but no extra consumption is authorized, should a renewal be requested outside
this time period.
3.2

Disruptive Consumption Sub-cycles

To capture the impact of disruption types on the completion of consumption
cycles, we revise Fig. 1 that is a resource’s consumption cycle. As a result of this
ﬁrst revision, a new state, suspended, and 2 new transitions, suspension and conditional resumption, are added to this diagram as per Fig. 2 (in all ﬁgures, dashed
lines are reversed for representing disruptions). These transitions connect consumed and suspended states together signaling that an active consumption cycle
would be put on-hold and then, probably resumed, should the resumption conditions1 become satisﬁed with the ultimate goal of reaching withdrawn (ﬁnal)
state. A disruption occurring during the consumption of a resource r would suspend this resource’s regular consumption cycle r.cccp forcing it to transition from
consumed state to suspended state. In conjunction with this transition, a resource
1

Conditions vary according to the resource’s type and consumption property. They
could be availability for limited resources and access rights for non-shareable resources.
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becomes associated with a consumption sub-cycle2 known as disruptive r.csccp
on top of the regular consumption cycle r.cccp . Resuming this cycle is subject to
satisfying some conditions; i.e., suspended

Fig. 2. First revision of a consumption cycle

conditional−resumption

−→

consumed.

Fig. 3. Second revision of a consumption cycle

The states and transitions in a disruptive consumption sub-cycle depend on
the disruption types: make room for extra consumption or make room for service. To capture these types, we revise Fig. 2 where a new state, serviced, and
4 new transitions, resumption, initiation, fulfilment, and completion, are created
to form 2 separate consumption sub-cycles, one per type (Fig. 3 with focus on
dashed lines). It is worth noting that when a consumption sub-cycle is launched
resumption

−→
consumed because of extra consumption or sus(i.e., either suspended
initiation
pended −→ serviced because of service), the regular consumption cycle is put
on-hold and remains in suspended state until this sub-cycle notiﬁes it through
either completion transition connecting done and suspended states or fulfillment
transition connecting serviced and suspended states.
With respect to Fig. 3, we illustrate hereafter how a consumption cycle intertwines with a consumption sub-cycle related to either service or extra consumption. When a disruption occurs, it causes the suspension of the resource consumption cycle (r.cccp in suspended state) and the initiation of a consumption
sub-cycle r.csccp . Once this sub-cycle ends, r.cccp resumes as follows:
1. conditional resumption holds, r.cccp completes successfully: suspended
conditional−resumption

no−longer−usef ul

−→
consumed
−→
withdrawn.
2. conditional resumption does not hold, r.cccp fails to complete and hence,
remains in suspended. What to do in this case is elaborated in Sect. 5.
For illustration purposes, below are details about 2 extra consumption cycles
for an unlimited resource facing disruption.
2

Consumption cycle/Consumption sub-cycle is similar to Process/Thread.
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1. IF ((r.cscul ends successfully) AND (conditional resumption holds))
waiting−to−be−bound

start

−→
notTHEN r.ccul1 : not-made-available −→ made available
consumed
consumption−approval
suspension
−→
consumed
−→
suspended
conditional−resumption
no−longer−usef ul
−→
consumed
−→
withdrawn.
ends successfully) AND (conditional resumption
2. IF ((r.cscul
start
does not hold)) THEN r.ccul2 : not-made-available −→ made available
waiting−to−be−bound

−→
suspended.

not-consumed

consumption−approval

−→

consumed

suspension

−→

The way r.ccul progresses over time depends on both the outcome of completing a consumption sub-cycle (r.csccp ) and the potential satisfaction of resumption conditions that are strictly dependent on the consumption property’s type.
Since here we are dealing with an unlimited resource, the consumption cycle
(r.ccul ) will always resume its completion by transiting back from suspended
to consumed states and so on until withdrawn state is reached.

4

Mixing Transactional and Consumption Properties

Section 3.1 identiﬁed disruption types that could “slow down” the completion of
resources’ consumption cycles having negative consequences on consumers when
they miss deadlines or overspend on resources, for example. In this part of the
paper we discuss how these consequences could be “accepted” to some consumers
despite the disruption/suspension. To this end, we analyze consumption cycles’
(certain) states and transitions from a transactional perspective. These states
and transitions are depicted throughout Fig. 1, 2 and Fig. 3. The question we
raise is: could the ﬁnal states of pivot, compensatable, and retriable properties be
mapped onto the states and/or transitions of the resources’ consumption cycles?
If no, how to extend these cycles to achieve the mapping?
4.1

Transactional Properties

To begin with, we deﬁne pivot, compensatable, and retriable properties in compliance with the existing literature [10]. Pivot means that once an execution successfully completes, its eﬀects remain unchanged forever and cannot be undone.
Additionally, this execution cannot be retried following failure. Compensatable
means that a successful execution’s eﬀects can be semantically undone. Finally,
retriable means that an execution is guaranteed to successfully complete after
several ﬁnite activations. It is worth noting that compensatable and retriable
properties can be combined. Figure 4 presents the execution’s life cycles of the 3
transactional properties with focus on the ﬁnal states.
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Fig. 4. Execution’s life cycle per transactional property

4.2

Transaction-Driven Consumption Cycles

Next, we analyze the consumption cycles associated with the consumption properties from a transactional perspective. Depending on the ﬁnal states in a transactional property’s life cycle (Fig. 4), the objective is to (i) make these states
correspond to what we refer to as acceptable states and acceptable transitions in
a resource’s consumption cycle and (ii) eventually revise the resource’s state diagram by adding/dropping states and/or transitions, should the correspondence
fail. For instance, done and failed are ﬁnal states in a pivot-driven execution
life cycle (Fig. 4-(a)). Do these 2 ﬁnal states have counter-parts in a resource’s
consumption cycle with respect to a particular consumption property? Due to
lack of space, we proceed with limited, only.
Extracted from Fig. 1 and mixed with Fig. 3, Fig. 5 illustrates this property’s
consumption cycle with the option of handling disruptions.

Fig. 5. Limited property’s consumption cycle with disruption handling
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– Pivot’s (p) ﬁnal states are donep and failedp . Mapping these 2 states onto
Fig. 5’s states and transitions would lead to:
1. donep :withdrawnl signaling that a consumption cycle has successfully terminated whether a disruption happened or not.
2. failedp :suspendedl signaling that a consumption cycle has not resumed
because of disruption. However, this remains acceptable to the consumer
in compliance with pivot’s failed state.
– Compensatable’s (c) ﬁnal states are done, compensated, and failed. Mapping
these 3 states onto Fig. 5’s states and transitions would lead to:
1. donec :withdrawnl signals that a consumption cycle has successfully terminated whether a disruption happened or not.
2. failedc :suspendedl signals that a consumption cycle has not resumed
because of disruption. However this remains acceptable to the consumer
in compliance with compensatable’s failed state.
3. compensatedc :?l signals that a resource’s state diagram does not have a
state for handling compensation. Compensating a resource after consumption would mean either making the resource available again or regenerating the resource again. Since the resource is limited in the current case,
we map compensatedc onto made-availablel and add a conditional transition from withdrawnl to made-availablel since compensatedl could happen
after donec :withdrawnl . This transition is conditioned by the resource’s
availability.
– Retriable’s (r) ﬁnal state is done. Mapping this state onto Fig. 5’s states and
transitions would lead to:
1. doner :withdrawnl signals that a consumption cycle has terminated whether
a disruption happened or not.
2. ?r :suspendedl signals that the retriable-driven execution life cycle does not
have a state for handling suspension like a resource’s consumption cycle
does. Therefore, should a consumer assign retriable as a transactional
property for this resource’s consumption cycle, then the transition from
suspended state to ﬁnal state should be removed from this cycle (Fig. 5).
Figure 6 is the outcome of mixing transactional and consumption properties
and the consequence of this mapping on a resource’s state diagram. Enforcing
an unlimited resource consumption heavily depends on this ﬁgure. More details
are given in the next section.

5

Enforcement of Resources’ Consumption Properties

This section presents our transactional approach to enforce the consumption
properties of resources (Sect. 5.1) and the simulation we initiated to demonstrate
its feasibility using CloudSim (Sect. 5.2).
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Approach’s Modules and Chronology of Operations

Figure 7 illustrates the diﬀerent modules upon which our transactional approach
to enforce resources’ consumption properties is built. Enforcing means how to
ensure that the outcomes of mixing transactional properties with consumption
properties are achieved as per Sect. 4; i.e., how to interpret the ﬁnal states of
a resource’s transaction-driven consumption cycle considering both the transactional property and the consumption property (e.g., Fig. 6 with failedc :suspendedl
as outcome). The enforcement approach includes design-timed and run-timer
stages and runs over 5 stopovers.
The design-time stage includes 3 stopovers. In stopover (1d ), providers assign
consumption properties to their resources, as they see ﬁt and with respect to
these resources’ types (e.g., software versus platform versus infrastructure in
the context of cloud and oﬀ-line versus on-line). The resources are described3
in a dedicated repository that contains the necessary details for the assignment module to produce these resources’ consumption cycles according to the
assigned consumption properties. In these cycles, potential disruption types in
term of making room for either service or extra consumption are highlighted like
shown in Fig. 3. In stopover (2d ), consumers select the appropriate transactional
properties for the resources that they plan to consume. This selection reﬂects
their acceptance of the outcome of completing a consumption cycle that could
be either success, failure, or compensation when this cycle becomes eﬀective
at run-time. Like in stopover (1d ), the same repository provides the necessary
details about resources to the selection module so, that, it produces executions’
life cycles for the selected transactional properties (Fig. 4). In the ﬁnal stopover
(3d ), a resource’s consumption cycle and an execution’s life cycle are both submitted to the mixing module to produce what we referred to earlier as a resource’s

Fig. 6. Disruption handling in a transaction-driven limited consumption-cycle
3

Our approach does not depend on any speciﬁc resource description-model.
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Fig. 7. Transactional approach to enforce resources’ consumption properties

transaction-driven consumption cycle (e.g., Fig. 6). The mixing is done based on
a set of statetransactional :stateconsumption mappings that are stored in the repository
of mapping of consumption-transactional properties (Sect. 4).
The run-time stage includes 2 stopovers. In stopover (1r ) a consumer triggers the consumption of a resource through the enablement module. This one
activates the resource’s transaction-driven consumption cycle by ensuring that
the necessary states are taken and the necessary transitions are ﬁred. When a
disruption arises, the enablement module receives a request to handle this disruption in terms of suspending the consumption cycle, raising a disruption ﬂag,
identifying the type of disruption whether making room for extra consumption
or making room for service, activating a consumption sub-cycle with respect to
this disruption’s type, completing this sub-cycle by making it take the necessary
states till suspended state along with ﬁring the necessary transitions, and ﬁnally
letting the enforcement module take over the rest of operations (stopover (2r ))
that consist of:
1. Checking the resource status after the consumption sub-cycle completes. This
status is strictly dependent on the resource’s consumption property such as
whether the resource has expired since it is limited, the resource has still some
capacity left since it is limited-but-renewable, the resource has been unlocked
since it is non-shareable, etc.
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2. Deciding on whether the resumption/unlock conditions are satisﬁed with
respect to the resource status.
(a) Should the conditions be satisﬁed, the suspended consumption cycle is
allowed to resume till completion.
(b) Otherwise, the consumption cycle remains suspended.
3. And, analyzing the consumption cycle’s ﬁnal state (either suspended or withdrawn) with respect to both the assigned transactional property and the
selected consumption property.
Analyzing a consumption cycle’s ﬁnal state requires from the enforcement module
to consult the repository of mapping to notify the consumer about the outcome
of consuming the resource she has requested. An outcome that corresponds to
donep :withdrawnl would be presented as follows: although the resource is limited
the consumption has completed with success with reference to withdrawn as
ﬁnal state and pivot as transactional property; the limited resource did allow to
cover both the regular consumption cycle and the consumption sub-cycle of the
disruption. Another outcome that corresponds to failedp :suspendedl would be presented as follows: because the resource is limited the consumption has completed
with failure with reference to suspended as ﬁnal state and pivot as transactional
property; the limited resource did not allow to cover the regular consumption
cycle but only the consumption sub-cycle of the disruption. Despite the failure, this remains acceptable to the consumer since she considered pivot that
has failed as an acceptable ﬁnal state. Should the consumer insist on success,
only, then she should select retriable as transactional property.
5.2

CloudSim for the Approach Simulation

Using CloudSim [4], we are in the process of developing a cloud environment for
simulating our approach to enforce resources’ consumption properties. CloudSim
is a Java-based generalized and extensible simulation framework that consists
of a set of core classes describing cloud components such as Virtual Machines
(VM), hosts, data centers, and brokers. CloudSim also allows provisioning hosts
to VMs upon the receipt of users’ requests for completing jobs. These jobs known
as cloudlets could take on states such as CREATED, INEXEC, and SUCCESS
allowing to track their execution progress.
Our development is going through the following stages. First, we extended
Cloudlet and CloudSim classes in order to accommodate some of our work requirements like consumption property and disruption. To this end, we added suitable
attributes (e.g., UPDATED) and methods (e.g., endC) to these 2 classes, respectively. Then, we integrated Easy FSM Java Library (ankzz.github.io/easyfsm)
into CloudSim to create consumption cycles as ﬁnite state machines (Sect. 2). We
also mapped a cloudlet’s states onto a consumption cycle’s states for the needs
of synchronization. For instance, when a cloudlet takes on CREATED and then,
READY, the consumption cycle of the resource assigned to this cloudlet transitions from not-made-available to made-available. For each consumption property,
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we developed a Java class that instantiates the cloud environment’s necessary
components and mappings.
We begin the simulation by submitting requests of creating cloudlets (Fig. 8
(b)) to a data-center’s broker that binds these cloudlets to VMs (Fig. 8 (a))
thanks to bindCloudletToVm event. In Fig. 9, we show an unlimited VM instance’s
consumption cycle mapped onto a cloudlet’s states allowing to track the progress
of this cloudlet with regard to this VM that it consumes. In term of disruption,
we considered the request of urgent upgrade that would impact a VM instance
deﬁned as unlimited time-period and pivot in the sense that the user tolerates
either success or failure. This means interrupting the VM’s consumption cycle
as per Fig. 10. Following an initial consumption that lasts 30 s, the consumption cycle is suspended to make room for the disruptive consumption cycle.
The completion of this cycle lasts 50 s giving the regular consumption cycle the
opportunity to resume within the time limit of 2 min. Should the remaining 120 s
be enough for the regular consumption cycle to complete, success is declared.
Otherwise, failure is declared. Either success or failure is ﬁne with the user in
compliance with the deﬁnition of pivot.

Fig. 8. VM’s and cloudlet’s parameters

Fig. 9. CloudSim console for an unlimited resource

6

Related Work

To the best of our knowledge, there are not many works that mix consumption properties and transactional properties for resource availability. To address
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Fig. 10. CloudSim console for an unlimited resource that is disrupted

this limitation, we examined diﬀerent topics ranging from general deﬁnition of
resources to management of resource conﬂicts in business workﬂows and resource
interruption in the cloud [1–3,6]. A simple deﬁnition of resource management is
“... the process by which businesses manage their various resources eﬀectively.
Those resources can be intangible - people and time - and tangible - equipment, materials, and ﬁnances. It involves planning so that the right resources
are assigned to the right tasks. Managing resources involves schedules and budgets for people, projects, equipment, and supplies”4 .
Although the work of Cades et al. is not related to ICT [3], their ﬁndings
suggest some good insights into the impact of interruptions on task performance.
Indeed, in our work some interruptions due to speciﬁc disruptions could have a
positive impact on resources when these ones need to be protected from attacks,
for example. They could also have a negative impact on resources when these
ones are shared with others, for example. Cades et al. report that there is one
body of research that considers disruptive eﬀects as negative when completion
time of a task is slowed down, while others suggest that interruptions can actually
aid task performance in certain contexts. The nature of tasks to perform and
types of interruptions to deal with determine how disruptive an interruption will
be or whether an interruption will be disruptive at all.
In [2], Bellaaj et al. adopt transactional properties to achieve the reliability of
elastic cloud resources. They ﬁrst, consider elasticity as the ability to dynamically
reconﬁgure cloud resources to respond to changes and second, focus on obstacles
that could turn into failures, should necessary actions be not taken like complying
with transactional properties’ deﬁnitions. Reliability of an elastic cloud resource
means that the resource should be in a valid state after executing an elasticity
reconﬁguration action. The objective is to ensure that this reconﬁguration either
completes successfully or fails and then, its undesirable eﬀects must be undone.
By analogy with Bellaaj et al.’s work our disruption types could be obstacles that
impact the consumption and not elasticity of (cloud) resources. Our transactional
properties also permit to conﬁrm when disruption is either accepted or tolerated,
which is not the case of Bellaaj et al.’s work.
In [6], Fernández el al. present a framework to model and simulate the supply
process monitoring to detect and predict disruptions. These disruptions produce
4

www.shopify.com/encyclopedia/resource-management.
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negative eﬀects and hence, aﬀected schedules should be ﬁxed, for example. The
authors developed a Web service that organizations could use to develop discrete
event-based simulation models of monitoring processes so these organizations
can evaluate their readiness to detect and anticipate disruptions. By analogy
with Fernández el al.’s work, our disruptions have, depending on their nature,
either negative or positive eﬀects on resources and enforcing these eﬀects happen
through a set of transactional properties. Moreover our consumption properties
would nicely ﬁt into Fernández el al.’s framework since resources like trucks
could be non-shareable and transport licences could be limited but renewable.
As stated in the ﬁrst paragraph, our work is at the crossroads of many ICT
domains that would allow enforcing resource availability using a mix of consumption and transactional properties. This enforcement responds to events that could
disrupt completing a particular resource consumption.

7

Conclusion

This paper presented an approach to enforce run-time resource availabilities
during their consumption. Disruptions could impact this consumption leading
sometimes to the unavailability of resources. The enforcement took place using
transactional properties that allowed to declare when a resource unavailability
is either acceptable or unacceptable to consumers of resources. Our approach
allows ﬁrst, resource providers to deﬁne resources’ availabilities using consumption properties (limited, limited-but-renewable, and non-shareable) and second,
resource consumers to deﬁne the acceptable outcomes of consuming resources
using transactional properties (pivot, retriable, and compensatable), and ﬁnally, to
enforce resource availability at run-time by automatically generating transactiondriven resources’ consumption cycles. A CloudSim-based system that simulates
our approach is presented in the paper showing how consumption cycles progress.
In term of future work, we would like to extend the experiments further by completing the implementation of the system and considering real cloud resources.
We would also like to formally deﬁne the diﬀerent transaction-driven consumption cycles of resources and use model checking, [5], to verify the compliance of
these cycles with transactional properties.
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Abstract. WebGIS applications have become popular due to technological
advances in location and sensor technology, with diverse examples with different
objectives becoming available. However, there is a lack of requirements elicitation approaches for WebGIS applications, restricting the communication between
stakeholders, compromising the systematization of development, and the overall
quality of the resulting systems. In this paper, we present the WebGIS Interface Requirements Modeling Language (WebGIS IRML), developed to support
communication between stakeholders and developers, addressing user interface
requirements during the development process of a WebGIS application. WebGIS
IRML is supported by a requirements model editor, which was developed using
Model-Driven Development (MDD) techniques. We also describe an experiment
which was performed to evaluate the language, involving 30 participants (mostly
IT Engineers), to measure the ease of understanding of the language models resulting from the use of the language in the editor and capture the feedback of participants about it. Generally, the results were quite positive, encouraging the use of
the language for WebGIS development.

1 Introduction
The mass availability of APIs with maps and GPS devices, with easy accessibility and
reduced costs, has led to a huge generation of web apps supported by a geographic map
environment [1]. As Smartphones, tablets and other devices can currently provide realtime location of a user on the globe, Geographic Information Systems (GIS) applications
for the Web have had an exponential growth. WebGIS applications are needed in diverse
domains such as governmental, environmental, geographical, territorial, among others,
and new application domains are being proposed, involving thousands of users and
developers, with diverse training and experiences.
Often, the very different origins and skills of these users and developers hinder the
requirements gathering process, during the initial phase of WebGIS development. Eventually, due to communication difficulties, divergencies arise between what was intended
by the stakeholders and what is produced by the developers. Deficiencies in eliciting
requirements lead to high costs in software development at a more advanced stage of
design [5]. This is true for the systems in general and for WebGIS in particular. These
systems will certainly evolve as time progresses and new technologies emerge, but there
is still a shortage of requirements modeling languages that can explicity express the
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
S. Cherfi et al. (Eds.): RCIS 2021, LNBIP 415, pp. 265–273, 2021.
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fundamental concepts that are common to WebGIS. Mainly, the requirements modeling of WebGIS interfaces is a fundamental step in the success of WebGIS apps as a
way to bridge the gap of communication among stakeholders, from domain experts to
developers. Thus, a specific requirements modeling language is required to specify the
interface requirements for WebGIS applications, not only for interested parties to be able
to express what they really want, but also to facilitate the transmission of information
to the development team. A WebGIS requirements language will also allow a more systematic and rigorous development, both in the specification of requirements and also in
the development WebGIS applications, facilitating the future evolution of the developed
system as well its maintenance processes.
The objective of this paper is to describe the WebGIS Interface Requirements Modeling Language (WebGIS IRML), which consists of a set of concepts that are common
to WebGIS interfaces, but which may be initially difficult to correctly express among
diverse stakeholders. To accomplish this, we define the language concepts and their
relationships through a metamodel and present a language editor, which supports the
production of the WebGIS interface requirements models. The focus here is on specifying
the desired properties that a WebGIS Interface should offer, including the identification
of its functionalities. However, the specification details of each functionality can be
accomplished using any requirements language (e.g., use case descriptions). The work
is still in progress, thus, this paper is a progress report.
Therefore, the main contribution of this work is to improve communication among
stakeholders by providing a domain specific modelling language to specify the wanted
features of WebGIS interfaces. The resulting model obtained by applying the language
will serve as an artifact to validate WebGIS interface requirements by the stakeholders.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes background information on
the research developed. Section 3 discusses some related work. Section 4 describes the
WebGIS IRML, presenting the meta-model with its metaclasses and an example with an
instantiation of the Metamodel, in a real-life WebGIS application case study. Section 5
briefly describes the language evaluation, including its result, based on the feedback of
30 volunteers. Finally, Sect. 6 discusses some conclusions and future work.

2 Background
GIS are information systems designed to capture, model, store, recover, share, manipulate, analyze, and present georeferenced data [2]. GIS allow users to execute queries,
analyze and edit spatial information, using a map interface. This, as applied to various
data domains, provides the ability to manage strategies, politics, and planning [5]. Urban
planning, sub terrain cables, forest fires and flight trackers, are some examples of application domains where the geographic dimension is of major importance, and thus can
take advantage of GIS development.
WebGIS appeared together with geographic web services [4] provided by technologies such as Google Maps, Bing Maps and Open Layers. WebGIS applications involve
elements such as the base map, overlaying georeferenced data and the availability of Web
tools and data resources that support interaction with the WebGIS application, from distributed sources. Generally, approaches for supporting the specification of requirements
WebGIS interfaces are lacking. These will be the focus of this work.
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Requirements engineering is the process of eliciting, analyzing, documenting, validating and managing services (functionalities) and constraints of a system [5]. Requirements can be modeled using different general languages like UML or goal-oriented
languages. However, with domain specific modeling languages (DSML) [7], we can
explicitly model systems of a particular domain, facilitating the communication between
domain experts, users and developers.
DSMLs are often used in the context of model-driven development (MDD) [8] where
models are the primary artefacts and, through a series of transformations, we can generate
code from models. A model is an artifact formulated in a modeling language representing
a system and is specified through a metamodel. A metamodel defines the concepts and
relations between concepts of a domain specific language. This means that a metamodel
defines the set of operations, properties and characteristics that form a system, and by
metamodel, a model is instantiated.
In this paper, we propose the WebGIS IRML language, which was designed following DSML and MDD principles and techniques, and describe its metamodel, the basis
of the proposed editor, which enables the construction of well-formed WebGIS interface requirements models. With this, we aim to improve the communication among the
stakeholders, by providing clear specifications of WebGIS applications interfaces and
avoiding the risk of project failure.

3 Related Work
Regarding works related to modeling for the specific domain of WebGIS, a proposal for
a metamodel for the design of a context-sensitive WebGIS interface, from an MDA view
(model-based architectures), is described in [9]. The authors propose that, in emergency
conditions, context-sensitive WebGIS applications must be developed, addressing the
behavior and performance required in that context. The authors validate their work
through the implementation of a case study on the catastrophic floods of 2002 in Austria,
concluding that a system adapted to the context of emergency situations could have saved
lives and prevented further damage.
On WebGIS domain-specific languages, a project from the University of Salerno,
Italy, stands out, suggesting a visual language based on WebML, for WebGIS design.
The authors of this proposal [10] believe that, given the importance of these systems in
contexts ranging from urban planning to marketing and prevention of natural disasters, a
Web modeling language would be a strong help in development processes which include
non-specialized entities. This approach seeks to model relevant interactions and common
navigation operations for WebGIS applications. It is a project that focuses on the design
of the interactive part of WebGIS applications.

4 WebGIS IRML
The main goal of the WebGIS IRML is to define interface requirements models
of WebGIS applications. To specify those requirements, nine concepts, common to
WebGIS, were included in the language. The identification of these concepts, and the
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relationships between them, resulted from the analysis of the user interfaces of various existing WebGIS applications performed by the first author in his thesis [12]. The
resulting concepts model the major properties of WebGIS interfaces and are listed (and
described) in Table 1 as metaclasses.
Table 1. Concepts of WebGIS IRML
Concepts
Name

Definition

Terminal

This metaclass indicates the type of terminal desired for the installation and
operation of WebGIS application. (e.g., Desktop, Smartphone, Tablet)

Domain

This metaclass indicates the domain in which the WebGIS application focuses,
that is, the set of concepts identified and desired for the application

Concept

This metaclass indicates the main data that is supposed to be obtained from the
chosen domain of the WebGIS application. It defines the main concepts of the
domain

Map

This metaclass indicates the base web map to be used on application (e.g.,
OpenStreetMap or GoogleMap). The base map will be the one that will serve as
the background to data layers that will be used in the context of the application
and integrated into the map visualization

Map layer This metaclass concerns the data layers to be integrated with the base map
Builtin

This metaclass represents general functionalities of the application. These
functionalities may be related with the map, terminal, etc. (e.g., a marker on map)

Event

This metaclass identifies events that support the application execution (e.g., Click
or Scroll) These events can trigger the launch of other functionalities of the
application

Function

This metaclass, as the builtin metaclass, is pointed to the application in general. It
is objectively to activate system behaviors. These behaviors can be related with
functionalities, events, resources, map and terminal

Resource

This metaclass, concerns repositories, where the system’s maps or other necessary
data to the good system operation will be stored

4.1 The Metamodel and Notation
Considering the already known concepts of the domain and the relations that link these
concepts, we propose a simplified metamodel of the WebGIS IRML. The full metamodel
was specified using the Ecore metamodeling language. In the metamodel, shown in Fig. 1,
the Map concept is central and represents the base map of the future application; it is
connected to most of the other relevant concepts (Terminal, Event, Map Layer, Function,
Builtin). Terminal is also key to the metamodel, linked to several other metaclasses.
The relation between Terminal and Event allows the user to define events launched
on the application, which are external to the GIS. The figure also displays a relation
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between Terminal and Map, where the application can only include one map element.
MapLayers are associated with Map and Concept. Finally, Builtins and Functions need
(data) Resources to execute. Figure 2 shows the corresponding visual notation used for
these concepts and applied in the developed editing tool.
Figure 3 is a screenshot of the WebGIS IRML editor, showing the canvas to build
the model in the center, the pallet to choose the model elements on the right-hand side,
the directory of the project files on the left hand side and several functions on top (here
the “Validate” function is selected, which validates the model syntax.

Fig. 1. Metamodel of WebGIS IRML (simplified)

Fig. 2. Notation for WebGIS IRML

4.2 Using the Language
After the development of the language and editor, for validation purposes, we used a
previous implemented case study [11] to model a real interface of an existing WebGIS
application. The aim of this was to verify if the language was sufficiently complete to
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Fig. 3. Screenshot of WebGIS IRML editor

address all needed interface requirements for this application. This WebGIS application
has the purpose of monitoring coastal structures in Portugal’s territory (see Fig. 4).
The figure shows a coastal structure whose sections are modelled as blue polygons,
in the form of a GIS data layer. An additional data layer provides several yellow markers,
which represent points of view, that is the locations where some specialized staff took
specific photos of the coastal structure. The red marker represents the real-time position
of the user, in the moment this figure was generated. The InfoWindow in the center
appears when the user clicks inside the blue polygon, and provides, along with the name
of the local area (Ericeira), three functions. “See Info”, “See photos”, “See videos”.

Fig. 4. Application for monitoring coastal structures in Portugal’s territory (from [11])

In Fig. 5, the complete model is presented, instantiated under the metamodel rules
and the requirements of this case study. We start by modeling the Terminal, a Desktop,
which is related to two Builtins: Location Awareness and Menu. In Fig. 5 we observe the
Domain Estruturas Costeiras (Coastal Structures). The data obtained from the Domain,
represented as Concepts of the Domain, are Pontões (Structures), and Pontos de Visibilidade (Points of View). These Concepts of the Domain are, in the application, abstracted
to map layers. The structures are represented, on the map, as Polygons and the points
of view become Markers. These map layers will be layered on the base Map (Open
Street Map). Also, we observe that the base map calls a Function, which handles the
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API license key, that provides the developer with permission to build the WebGIS application. Going down on the image, we detect five Builtins used on the map: Polygons,
Markers, Clusters, Zoom and Pan Crop. The builtin Clusters is only activated upon the
event Zoom Out. Moreover, we verify that an InfoWindow is launched by the Event Click
on a Polygon. It provides three functions: Query Info, Query Photos and Query Videos.
Moreover, the Builtin Clusters launch an Event: Groupment on the Builtin: Markers. The
figure shows 3 functions provided by the InfoWindow, they use the Resource: estruturasDatabase (structuresDatabase), which stores all the necessary data of the application. The
Resource structuresDatabase handles another Function, Edit Data, which is launched
on the Builtin Menu.

Fig. 5. The final model

5 Preliminary Evaluation
After the modeling of the requirements of the case study, 30 volunteers were invited
to evaluate the model and the language. The aim of the evaluation was to check if the
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language and its notation were easy to understand through the execution of a set of tasks
posed to the participants. We also asked them to answer some questions regarding their
perception on the ease of use of the language. The evaluation was divided in 4 parts.
In the 1st part the volunteers would answer questions about their experience on the use
and development of WebGIS applications and DSLs. In the 2nd part, they evaluated the
notation of the WebGIS IRML and the concepts of the language in the context of the
case study. They were asked to answer 8 questions about the case study model where
their performance was measured (3rd part). Finally, in the 4th part, the questions were
about the language in general, its concepts, as well as the expressiveness of the icons
used to represent the concepts. The results were quite positive. Most participants in the
experiment revealed, before carrying out the evaluation, having had contact, as users or
developers, with WebGIS applications. There was also evidence of knowledge on DSLs
and experience in their development. Regarding the evaluation of the model, the results
were also very positive. All multiple-choice questions had an approval rate >80%.
There was more variation on the free text questions. Still, the pass rate for 3 of 4
questions was >75%. Regarding the time used for answering multiple-choice questions,
the average response time for all questions is less than 20 s. In the free text questions,
an average answer was <60 s. Regarding questions about the language, they all liked
the notation of the elements and the icons used. There was a very strong approval on the
sufficiency of the concepts of the language, but this is questionable as there is a lack of
domain experts in the experiment. Regarding learning the concepts, only 3 people did
not consider it easy. In general, all participants considered the language “Very Good”
or “Excellent”. There was a positive general perception, so we believe this work will
improve the interaction between the users and the developers of WebGIS apps.

6 Conclusions
In this paper, we presented the main results of a process to support the proposal of new
WebGIS interface requirements modeling language, specified through a metamodel and
supported by an editor implemented using DSML and MDD techniques. The language
was validated by modeling one existing application (Costal Structures). The evaluation
consisted of asking 30 participants to execute comprehension tasks, measuring their performance and asking their feedback about the language and the editor. The results were
quite encouraging, and we believe that the proposed DSL can be used by practitioners.
As a future work, we will enrich the language with model elements to capture quality
requirements, such as accessibility requirements. Also, we intend to further evaluate with
PASEV1 practitioners. Finally, we plan to automatically generate WebGIS interfaces
from the model specifications using model-driven engineering techniques.
Acknowledgements. We thank NOVA LINCS UID/CEC/04516/2019 and PASEV PTDC/ARTPER/28584/2017 project for supporting this work.

1 PASEV project: https://pasev.hcommons.org/.
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Abstract. In spite of the current relevance of the topic, there is no universally recognized knowledge base about SARS-CoV-2 variants; viral
sequences deposited at recognized repositories are still very few, and the
process of tracking new variants is not coordinated. CoV2K is a manually
curated knowledge base providing an organized collection of information
about SARS-CoV-2 variants, extracted from the scientiﬁc literature; it
features a taxonomy of variant impacts, organized according to three
main categories (protein stability, epidemiology, and immunology) and
including levels for these eﬀects (higher, lower, null) resulting from a
coherent interpretation of research articles.
CoV2K is integrated with ViruSurf, hosted at Politecnico di Milano;
ViruSurf is globally the largest database of curated viral sequences and
variants, integrated from deposition repositories such as COG-UK, GenBank, and GISAID. Thanks to such integration, variants documented in
CoV2K can be analyzed and searched over large volumes of nucleotide
and amino acid sequences, e.g., for co-occurrence and impact agreement;
the paper sketches some of the data analysis tests that are currently
under development.
Keywords: SARS-CoV-2 · Variant impact
base · Data integration · Statistical testing

1

· COVID-19 · Knowledge

Introduction

The global COVID-19 pandemic, caused by the SARS-CoV-2 viral infection, has
impacted everyone’s lives, with more than 100 million conﬁrmed cases, including
more than 2.2 million deaths worldwide, as reported by the World Health Organization on January 31st, 2021 (https://covid19.who.int/). Achieving genetic
diversity is an essential aspect for the continuation of SARS-CoV-2 (similarly to
other RNA viruses), because it brings viral survival, ﬁtness, and pathogenesis
[12]. Therefore, collecting information about genetic variation in SARS-CoV-2
becomes overly necessary, e.g., for studying its relationship with eﬀects on the
COVID-19 pandemic [2].
c Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
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To accomplish this goal, we started to build CoV2K, a knowledge base fuelled
by information extracted from published papers and preprints. Unlike in other
domains and contexts, automatic text mining methods are not applicable for
building CoV2K, because there is not enough good quality material to instruct
eﬀective mining methods; therefore, we are building the knowledge base manually, following a systematic procedure.
In organizing the knowledge base, we designed categories that well-represent
the impact of virus’ variants on viral characteristics, arranged according to three
main categories (protein stability, epidemiology, immunology) and including levels for these eﬀects (higher, lower, null). The knowledge base is connected to
a massive amount of publicly available data from heterogeneous sources (RefSeq, COG-UK, GenBank, NMDC, and GISAID); this connection is supported
thanks to the ViruSurf database [6], a recently developed, integrated and curated
resource, hosted by Politecnico di Milano. Furthermore, the knowledge base is
connected to the VirusViz service (http://gmql.eu/virusviz/), which allows userprovided data to be analyzed and visualized.
The availability of CoV2K and its connection with ViruSurf and VirusViz
opens opportunities for new discoveries, which can be achieved through statistical testing, e.g., about multiple variants co-occurrence and its spreading at given
times within populations of particular geographical regions. Thus, it becomes
possible to connect knowledge about variants published at a given time to the
past and future diﬀusion of variants within publicly available sequences.
This paper is intended as a progress report and is organized as follows: Sect. 2
overviews how information is acquired and organized within the knowledge base;
Sect. 3 describes its connection with the ViruSurf database; Sect. 4 elicits the
expected data analysis activities exploiting statistical testing within parametric
sub-populations; Sect. 5 ﬁnally concludes.

2
2.1

Knowledge Base Construction
Data Acquisition

The data acquisition protocol is designed for building a comprehensive and
well-organized knowledge base, considering both peer-reviewed articles and preprints, with peer-reviewed articles as the most valuable sources. We selected
Google Scholar, PubMed, GISAID/COG-UK reports, MedRxiv, and BioRxiv
as our data sources; we then selected search keywords, used individually or in
pairs/triplets, of:
– virus terms (SARS-CoV-2, Coronavirus, 2019-nCoV, COVID-19, Spike, lineage, RBD, ...);
– known clinical impacts (transmission, fatality rate, monoclonal antibodies,
phenotype, severe outcome, ...);
– known variants and/or lineages (variant of interest/VOC, D614G, N501Y,
B.1.1.7, UK lineage, Brazilian variant, ...).
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Then, we ﬁltered the outcome according to the relevance to the research’s topic.
We daily perform data searches, noting that the COG-UK report is updated on
a bi-weekly basis1 .
CoV2K structure is composed of three sections. The ﬁrst section represents
the variant characterization, including the protein encoded by the gene (called
product), the type of variant (i.e., substitution, insertion or deletion), the amino
acid variation (composed of a reference sequence, its position on the reference
genome, and an alternative sequence), as well as the identiﬁer of the reference
genome used in the study. The second section, which is better deﬁned next,
describes the variant’s impact (i.e., how the virus behaviour is inﬂuenced by the
presence of that variant). The third section links the variant to the source of
information, deﬁned by the manuscript’s author, the DOI, and type of publication. We next deﬁne the second section in details.
2.2

Taxonomy of Eﬀects

According to epidemiological studies and deﬁnitions, we organize variant eﬀects
into three categories, as follows:
Protein Stability. In this category, we organize all the variants that could
lead to a change in the produced protein’s stability (see R203K and G204R in
Table 1, as examples). These are reported in structure-related studies focusing on
the “stability” of viral proteins. Several genetic variations are non-synonymous,
thus altering the amino acid composition of viral proteins, which will produce a
protein with diﬀerent degrees of stability [5].
Epidemiology. This category is important to understand SARS-CoV-2 evolutionary epidemiology, viral kinetics and dynamics related studies. It includes:
– Viral transmission, the virus capability to pass from a host to another host
[10]. See P323L, D614G, and N501Y in Table 1.
– Infectivity, the capability of a transmitted virus to actually establish infection
[8]. See V367F and D614G in Table 1.
– Disease severity, an assessment of systematic symptoms caused by the virus
[15]. See D614G in Table 1.
– Fatality rate, the proportion of persons who die after the viral infection over
the number of conﬁrmed infected people [8]. See Q57H and P323L in Table 1.
Immunology. This category is concerned with immune response and virushost interactions related studies, including any immune system process that
happened in response to a virus-host interaction [10]. This category is important
in the vaccine and therapeutic development studies, and it includes three subcategories:

1

Last accessed report (January 31st, 2021) before submission deadline:
https://www.cogconsortium.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Report-2 COG-UK
SARS-CoV-2-Mutations.pdf.
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Table 1. Example CoV2K variants with the related eﬀect and level, captured on the
speciﬁed literature publication of diﬀerent type (publ. = published; prep = preprint).
Variant signature

Impact

Publication

Product Type Orig. Position Alt. Eﬀect

Level Author

DOI

N

SUB R

203

K

Protein
stability

L

Parvez et al.

https://doi.org/10.
Publ
1016/j.compbiolchem.
2020.107413

Type

N

SUB G

204

R

Protein
stability

L

Parvez et al.

https://doi.org/10.
Publ
1016/j.compbiolchem.
2020.107413

NS3

SUB Q

57

H

Fatality rate

L

Oulas et al.

https://doi.org/10.
1371/journal.pone.
0238665

Publ

NSP12

SUB P

323

L

Viral
transmission

H

Wang et al.

https://doi.org/10.
21203/rs.3.rs-49671/
v1

Prep

NSP12

SUB P

323

L

Fatality rate

H

Toyoshima et al. https://doi.org/10.
1038/s10038-0200808-9

Publ

Spike

SUB V

367

F

Infectivity

H

Junxian et al.

https://doi.org/10.
1101/2020.03.15.
991844

Prep

Spike

SUB D

614

G

Infectivity

H

Korber et al.

https://doi.org/10.
1016/j.cell.2020.06.
043

Publ

Spike

SUB D

614

G

Viral
transmission

H

Zhang et al.

https://doi.org/10.
1038/s41467-02019808-4

Publ

Spike

SUB D

614

G

Viral
transmission

H

Volz et al.

https://doi.org/10.
1016/j.cell.2020.11.
020

Publ

Spike

SUB D

614

G

Disease
severity

N

Volz et al.

https://doi.org/10.
1016/j.cell.2020.11.
020

Publ

Spike

SUB N

501

Y

Viral
transmission

H

Teruel et al.

https://doi.org/10.
1101/2020.12.16.
423118

Prep

Spike

SUB N

501

Y

Binding
aﬃnity host
rec

H

Santos et al.

https://doi.org/10.
1101/2020.12.29.
424708

Prep

Spike

SUB N

439

K

Sensitivity to
conv. sera

L

Qianqian et al.

https://doi.org/10.
1016/j.cell.2020.07.
012

Publ

Spike

SUB N

439

K

Sensitivity to
mAbs

L

Qianqian et al.

https://doi.org/10.
1016/j.cell.2020.07.
012

Publ

– Sensitivity to convalescent sera: as in other infections, the convalescent serum
from recovered individuals might be used for prevention and treatment of
COVID-19 (thus providing passive immunization [1]), as it is assumed that
convalescent plasma donors may have developed an eﬀective immune response
to the oﬀending pathogen. See N439K in Table 1.
– Sensitivity to neutralizing mAbs, measuring the sensitivity of the variants
towards monoclonal antibodies – the mechanism in which a subset of antibodies blocks the viral infection is called neutralization. This kind of sensitivity
has a crucial role in vaccine development. See N439K in Table 1.
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– Binding aﬃnity to host receptor. SARS-CoV-2 is entering the host cells by
binding its receptor-binding domain (RBD), in the spike protein, to a cell
receptor called angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2). Modifying the binding aﬃnity could lead to a change in the eﬃcacy of cell entering. Hence,
binding aﬃnity potentially aﬀects cell infectivity and immune evasion [14].
See N501Y in Table 1.
Subcategories may be associated to higher, lower and null levels:
– Higher (H): the variant’s presence leads to an increase of a speciﬁc eﬀect.
– Lower (L): the variant’s presence leads to a decrease of a speciﬁc eﬀect.
– Null (N): the variant’s presence does not change a speciﬁc eﬀect (after testing).
All categories and sub-categories are ﬂexible and will be extended according to
the newly studied variants and their timely reported impact. Table 1 represents
an excerpt of the current state of the knowledge base, with a few examples of
variants’ impacts.

3

Integration with Sequence Data

ViruSurf is a large integrated database of viral sequences of SARS-CoV-2 (and
similar viruses), hosted at http://gmql.eu/virusurf/; it stores all the sequences
that have been deposited to GenBank and COG-UK, whereas a similar database,
hosted at http://gmql.eu/virusurf gisaid/, stores only a subset of the data and
metadata from the GISAID repository, which however includes amino acid variants, the most important information from the knowledge base perspective. An
incremental pipeline can be frequently initiated (e.g. on a weekly or bi-weekly
basis) in order to add new deposited sequences to the ViruSurf databases; the
pipeline applies a variant calling algorithm extracting mutations on both the
nucleotide and the amino acid levels, and includes a search for overlapping
sequences, since many sequences deposited in GenBank and COG-UK overlap
with those deposited in GISAID. As of January 31st, 2021 the databases contain
about 500K non-overlapping sequences, with a signiﬁcant monthly growth rate
(15–25%).
Figure 1 represents the logical schema of ViruSurf databases. While the complete ViruSurf schema can be appreciated in [6] based on the Viral Conceptual
Model [4], we here report the essential aspects: it is centered on the Sequence
table, connected to SequencingProject, Virus, HostSample/HostSpecies, and
ExperimentType. The “analytical” perspective of the schema contains information about Annotations (characterization of sub-parts of the sequence),
NucleotideVariants and AminoacidVariants.
The new knowledge base concepts are centered upon two entities, the
KbAAVariant and the KbNucVariant, respectively including all the amino acid
and nucleotide-level variants captured from our data acquisition process (Sect. 2).
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Fig. 1. Schema of the knowledge base connected to the ViruSurf database

Two one-to-many relationships connect each variant instance to its possibly
many eﬀects, respectively described in KbAAVariantFeature and KbNucVariantFeature.
The connection of the knowledge base to the database requires building
bridges from the variant characterization attributes of the knowledge base to
the variants in the database. The matching with the ViruSurf tables is depicted
in Fig. 1: the products need to match with the annotation table, as shown by
the purple arrow/boxes; the variant signatures (original, alternative, type, and
position) need to match with the corresponding four ﬁelds highlighted by pink
arrows/boxes.

4

Data Analysis

Basic summary statistics about the CoV2K variants’ distribution and their
impact can be used to describe CoV2K data, answering questions such as: (i)
What is the CoV2K variants’ density in a speciﬁc gene? (ii) Are there conﬂicts
in speciﬁc variant’s impact’s level (e.g., a variant reporting both H and L levels)? Other simple statistics may relate CoV2K variants to their time and space
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distribution in the ViruSurf databases, such as: (iii) is there a signiﬁcant relationship between CoV2K variants and speciﬁc geographical areas? (iv) How fast
do they spread within such areas?
These observations are important to assess the status of the COVID-19 pandemic (e.g., tracing the Brazilian or South African variants) and can be done
with limited delay compared to sequence deposition time in publicly available
databases from the various countries. For evaluating the signiﬁcance of such
statistics we use standard tests chosen depending on the type of data, e.g.
Fisher’s exact test or Chi-squared test on contingency tables by means of aggregate queries on ViruSurf databases. Other statistical analysis are currently under
design. Among them, due to space limitations, we only report our current approach to study the knowledge base variants’ co-occurrence.
Example on Co-occurring Mutations. We focus on amino acid variants
from sequences extracted from ViruSurf (on January 23rd, 2020). For each pair
of variants x and y we computed a 2×2 contingency table, accounting for the
number of sequences containing i) both x and y, ii) only x, iii) only y, and iv)
neither of the two. Then, for each contingency table we applied the Cramer’s V
test [9], i.e., a modiﬁed version of the well-known Pearson’s Chi-squared test [11]
which is preferable in case of large sample sizes2 . We then built an N×N matrix,
where N is the number of distinct pairs of CoV2K variants (possibly paired to
their impact) and the elements of the matrix are the results of the Cramer’s V
test. The goal is to identify pairs of mutations that co-occur in a statistically
signiﬁcant way in the observed population, which also agree/disagree in their
impact, as reported in literature and stored in CoV2K; here we considered all
publicly available sequences, but we plan to allow the choice of speciﬁc subpopulations.

Fig. 2. Result matrix of co-occurrence analysis. Each row/column label represents a
variant:eﬀect(ﬁrst letters):level(L/H).

Figure 2 reports an excerpt of our results. Empty cells are not computed
as they are symmetrical to the lower triangular matrix; the symbol × indicates
2

The strength of association ranges from 0 (no association) to 1 (perfect association);
the value 0.1 is considered a good signiﬁcance threshold for the relationship between
two variables, see http://www.acastat.com/statbook/chisqassoc.htm.
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positions for the same variants. An explanatory color scheme was used to explain
Cramer’s V test results:
– Black captures pairs that are not signiﬁcant (lower than 0.1), e.g., the black
rectangle indicates that D614G in the Spike does not signiﬁcantly co-occur
with the last three variants of the table.
– Blue captures pairs that are signiﬁcant (higher than 0.1), e.g., the three values
marked by a blue triangle in the ﬁgure.
– Green captures pairs that, in addition to being signiﬁcant, agree on the same
eﬀect and its level (e.g., the Spike protein D614G with the NSP12 protein
P323L, and the two N protein substitutions at 203 and 204 positions).
– Red captures pairs that, in addition to being signiﬁcant, agree on the eﬀect but
report an opposite level. This is the case of NS3 protein Q57H variant – which
is reported as decreasing the fatality rate – signiﬁcantly co-occurring with the
NSP12 protein P323L variant – which is instead reported as increasing the
fatality rate.
Note that the last three rows of the table represent some of the variants that
deﬁne the B.1.1.7 lineage3 , which correspond to the “UK strain” that raised
worldwide attention since December 2020. The Cramer’s V test results of these
three variants against all the other ones are very similar (see the last three rows
of the matrix); the co-occurrence of the three variants is also well documented
by the UK strain deﬁnition [13].
As the matrix entries proved eﬀective in conﬁrming properties, we may use
them also for prediction: by looking at entries within the blue triangle and considering that N501Y is reported as increasing the infectivity of the virus, we could
predict the same eﬀect also for P681H and S982A. Such mechanism prompts
further investigations of other variant pairs that could be similarly constructed.
Referring instead to variants that are not yet described in CoV2K, co-occurrence
with variants with a known eﬀect may prompt targeted lab experiments.

5

Conclusion

We reported our initial design of a knowledge base of SARS-CoV-2 variants,
whose strength lies both in a well-structured procedure for acquiring and organizing data and in the integration with the ViruSurf databases; the interplay between a large amount of up-to-date sequence information and manually
curated consolidated knowledge is very promising, as conﬁrmed by our preliminary data analysis results. In the future, we will reﬁne the breadth and complexity of statistical tests, and ﬁne tune them by means of bias correction methods
(e.g., [3]) and by choosing thresholds appropriate for large samples (e.g., [7]).
The eﬀectiveness of CoV2K will be evaluated with the help of domain experts
that will also inspire more complex analyses to increase its beneﬁts. CoV2K
3

https://virological.org/t/preliminary-genomic-characterisation-of-an-emergentsars-cov-2-lineage-in-the-uk-deﬁned-by-a-novel-set-of-spike-mutations/563.
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is by now only a taxonomy, but we will consider building a richer semantic
representation of its elements, thereby helping automate reasoning and statistical
tests.
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A Language-Based Approach for Predicting
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Abstract. Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most leading symptom of neurodegenerative dementia; AD is defined now as one of the most costly chronic diseases.
For that automatic diagnosis and control of Alzheimer’s disease may have a significant effect on society along with patient well-being. The Mini Mental State
Examination (MMSE) is a prominent method for identifying whether a person
might have dementia and about the dementia severity respectively. These methods
are time-consuming and require well-educated personnel to administer.
This study investigates another method for predicting MMSE score based on
the language deterioration of people, using linguistic information from speech
samples of picture description task.
We use a regression model over a set of 169 patients with different degrees
of dementia; we achieve a Mean Absolute Error (MAE) of 3.6 for MMSE. When
focusing on selecting the best features, we improve the MAE to 0.55. Obtained
results indicate that the proposed taxonomy of the linguistic features could operate
as a cheap dementia test, probably also in non-clinical situations.
Keywords: Alzheimer disease · Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) ·
Machine learning · Prediction of clinical scores

1 Introduction
Alzheimer’s disease was initially described by the German psychiatrist Alois Alzheimer,
in 1906 [1]. The first patient treated was Auguste Deter, a 51-year-old woman, who suffers
from memory loss, speaking problems, and impaired comprehension. Following her care,
Dr. Alzheimer reported that the patient’s condition met the definition of what was then
called dementia, manifesting in many abnormal symptoms with memory, language, and
behavior as agitation and confusion. He followed her care for five years, until her death
in 1906. The disease was first discussed in the medical literature in 1907 and named
after Alzheimer in 1910.
Although memory impairment is the main symptom of Alzheimer’s disease, language
deficit is a core symptom. In fact, the first parts of the brain cortex that decline with the
disease are the parts that lead with linguistic abilities.
Many studies have accomplished promising diagnosing accuracies in classifying
people with AD from Healthy Control (HC); however, they were based on different types
of features extracted from the speech samples or the transcripted text of the speech.
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
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In this study, we will focus on language impairment related features, in order to
verify their efficiency in MMSE score prediction. The standard clinical protocol for
dementia diagnosis is based on cognitive assessments the most widely used of which is
the Mini Mental State Examination test. In five categories it tests the extent of cognitive
impairment: orientation, registration, attention, memory, and language.
The MMSE test consists of 11 questions with a top score of 30 points (normal
cognitive status), and where a score of 0 indicates a severe cognitive decline [2]. As this
process is time-consuming and could be annoying for the patients, we propose in this
paper another method for predicting MMSE score based on a set of linguistic features
extracted from a patient’s spontaneous speech.
In this study, we will focus on language impairment related features that will be
extracted following a language disorder proposed taxonomy. The extracted features are
then forwarded to machine learning classifiers, in order to verify their efficiency in
predicting AD severity.
The paper is subdivided as follow. In the second section, we will introduce some
related work in automatic AD detection. In the third section, we will formally define our
experiment and the collection of linguistic features. Finally, will discuss our result and
pave the way for future research.

2 Related Work
Like memory loss, which was regarded as the key symptom of Alzheimer’s disease [3],
language failure is a central symptom. The linguistic impairment associated with AD is
actually identified from the first Alzheimer’s disease clinical observation [4] and various
research have identified language problems at all stages of the disease, and at varying
degrees [5, 6]. Hence promising research and development for early detection of AD
through speech processing is underway [7, 8].
In the following paragraphs, relevant studies will be summarized in order to examine
the efficiency of language disorder in detecting AD; next some research that focused
on the predicting of clinical score will be discussed. Following these studies, we will
discuss a taxonomy related to speech disfluencies not for classifying AD from healthy
controls, but for the prediction of the clinical score of each patient.
Fraser et al. [3] have accurately distinguished between patients with AD and healthy
controls using a combination of machine-learning classification and automated quantification of language from a picture description task’s speech samples. They presented a
machine learning-based approach to classifying patients according to patterns in speech
and language production, data was derived from DementiaBank [9]. They use four-factor
analysis of linguistic measures: semantic impairment, acoustic abnormality, syntactic
impairment, and information impairment. The extracted features were used into the
implementations of Support Vector Machine SVM machine learning classifiers; results
were promising, and 78% of speech samples could be correctly classified.
Another experiment by Orimaye et al. [10] explored promising diagnostic models
using syntactic and lexical features from verbal utterances to perform binary classification of AD and healthy patients. The obtained result following the regression analysis
and ML evaluations shows that the disease group used less complex sentences and makes
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more grammatical errors than the healthy elderly group. The best result was obtained with
Support Vector Machines (SVM) classifier with an F-score of 74%. Their experiment
confirms that syntactic and lexical features could be pertinent features for predicting AD
and related Dementias.
Jarrold et al. [11] analyzed the acoustic features and Part Of Speech tagger (POS)
features from a structured interview spoken by 9 patients with mild AD and compared
to 9 healthy controls. The Multi-layer perceptron classifier results confirm that acoustic
and linguistic measures are good biomarkers for early diagnosis of AD, with an accuracy
value of 88%. Their experiments confirmed that Healthy controls subject would produce
fewer pronouns, verbs, and adjectives and more nouns than AD patients.
Other studies have focused on predicting the clinical score for patient with and
without dementia. Al-hameed et al. [12] predicted MMSE scores with acoustic information using the DementiaBank, Their model yielded a Mean Absolute Error (MAE) of
5.7 in predicting MMSE. However, they employed 811 acoustic features derived from
speech samples including, fundamental frequency, Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
(MFCC), filter bank energy, and voice quality features such as Harmonic to Noise Ratio
(HNR).
Yancheva et al. [13] used a combination of acoustic and manually extracted linguistic
features derived from the DementiaBank dataset, to predict MMSE scores. However,
they employed lexicosyntactic and semantic features derived from manual transcription,
using a two-sample t-test and the Minimum Redundancy Maximum-Relevance (MRMR)
for feature selection; the linguistic features were the relevant features selected among a
set of 477 features. They obtain an MAE of 7.3 when utilizing all features and 3.8 when
using only some selected features.
Luz et al. [14] used an automatic extraction process for acoustic features selection;
Acoustic feature extraction was performed on the speech segments using the openSMILE (Speech and Music Interpretation by Large-space Extraction) software; different
features set were used such as emobase [14], Computational Paralinguistics Evaluation (ComParE) [15], Geneva Minimalistic Acoustic Parameter Set (GeMAPS) [16],
and Multi-Resolution Cochleagram MRCG [17]. The regression results are reported as
Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) scores, they obtained an average of 5.2 with linear
regression models.
Our work differs from that of Luz et al. [14], in terms of using only linguistic
features (no acoustic features are required), and investigating a novel taxonomy related
to language disorder for predicting clinical score.
In our previous study [18], we have used the machine learning models for the early
diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease, based on features indicative of the linguistic disorder.
Results show that the performance of the proposed approach is satisfactory; in fact, more
than 91% accuracy has been achieved.
Contrary to our previous research [18], in this paper, we consider the linguistic
disorder to help to predict the array of the different states that can be seen in AD.
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3 Materials and Methods
3.1 Dataset
The used data in this study are derived from DementiaBank. The dataset consists of
speech samples of a description of the Boston Cookie Theft picture task. In this task,
patients were given a picture of a complex kitchen scene, and an examiner told them
to describe everything they could see going in the picture. Each verbal interview was
recorded along with manual transcriptions, following the TalkBank CHAT (Codes for
the Human Analysis of Transcripts) protocol [19]. Hence, in this study, we extract
the transcribed patient speech samples from the CHAT files and then pre-process the
transcribed files for feature extraction.
3.2 Participant
The patients in the DementiaBank dataset have been classified into Healthy Control,
Dementia, and Unknown patient groups. A Mini-Mental State Examination score was
affected to every patient.
A total of 544 audio files were recorded from the three groups during an annual
visit for the participants. The study continued for seven visits, however, the number of
participants dramatically decreased per visit, so only recordings from the first four visits
will be considered in our experiment.
In the experiments, the used materials are about 242 speech samples for the
Alzheimer disease group derived from 169 patients with AD with an approximate age
range of 49–90 years.
3.3 Extracted Feature
This section describes the feature extraction process adopted for the prognosis of AD.
The collected data is being combined for the first time and has never been used for a
computational study.
We consider a number of 61 features to capture a wide range of linguistic phenomena.
Here we provide a brief description of the different feature types; according to the
language impairment taxonomy described in the first section, features will be classified
into 7 categories: Temporal disfluencies include 8 features, Verbal disfluencies include 17
features, Intelligibility analysis regroup 6 features, Lexico-syntactic diversity contain 16
features, Vocabulary richness contain 5 features, word and utterance rate with 8 features,
the age of the patient has been added also as a personal attribute to the feature set.
The proposed set of features will be extracted using the CLAN program [20] (Table 1).
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Table 1. Extracted features
Features category

Extracted features

Definition/How to measure

Temporal disfluencies

Duration

The total duration of speech

Pauses, P Pauses

The total number of pauses, and
the percentage of pauses

Prolongation, P Prolongation

Vowel length is the perceived
duration of a vowel sound. Vowel
lengthening greater than 180 ms
is coded with the CHAT program

The filler words

The total number of filler words
such as ‘ahm’ and ‘ehm’

Interposed word

The interposition of a short
comment word such as “yeah” or
“mhm”

Question words

The total number of question
words (who, where)

WWR, P WWR

Whole words Repetition (WWR),
and the proportion of repetition
words defined as the total number
of repetitions divided by the
totals number of words

WWRU

Whole words repetition unit
(WWRU) defined as the number
of time words were repeated

Mean RUs

The mean repetition unit is
defined as the ratio of WWR
divided by WWRU

Phrase repetitions, P Phrase
repetitions

Total number and proportion of
phrase repetitions (similar to the
WWR)

Word revisions, P Word
revisions

Number(rate) and proportion of
whole words revisions

Phrase revisions, P Phrase
revisions

Number and proportion of
phrases revisions

SLD, P SLD

The number and proportion of
stuttering-like disfluencies (SLD)
like prolongation, non-word or
blocks will be counted

Verbal disfluencies

(continued)
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Table 1. (continued)

Features category

Intelligibility analysis

Lexico-syntactic diversity

Extracted features

Definition/How to measure

TD,P TD

The number and proportion of
Typical disfluencies (TD) like
pause, repeated words or phrases
will be counted

Total SLD-TD, P Total
SLD-TD

Defined as the total TD and SLD,
and the ratio of TD + SLD
divided by the total number of
words in each record

Weighted SLD

It is calculated by adding partand single-syllable (ss) word
repetitions per 100 syllables (pw
+ ss) and multiplying by the
mean number of repetition units
(Mean RUs), and finally adding
to the above total twice the
number of stuttering-like
disfluencies (SLD)
The resulting equation is: [(pw +
ss) × ru] + (2 × SLD)

Total Utterances Errors (TUE) Number of utterances coded as
errors
Total Word Errors (TWE)

Number of words that are coded
as errors

Unintelligible word

Number of incomprehensible
words

Unintelligible utterances

Number of unintelligible
utterances

Words/TWE

Ratio of total words divided by
the total number of words errors

Utterances/TUE

Ratio of total utterances divided
by the total number of utterances
errors

Prepositions

Number of prepositions

Adjectives

Total adjectives

Adverbs

Total adverbs

Conjunction

Number of conjunctions

Determiners

Number of determiners

Pronouns

Number of pronouns

Nouns

Total nouns
(continued)
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Table 1. (continued)
Features category

Vocabulary richness

Word and utterance rate

Extracted features

Definition/How to measure

Plurals

Pronouns as “we, us, they, them,
their” are counted

Verbs, Verbs/Utt

Total verbs and number of verbs
per utterance

Auxiliaries

Number of auxiliaries

3S,1S3S

Identical forms for first and
third-person singular

PAST, PASTP, PRESP

the Past, Past participle (PASTP),
Present participle (PRESP) tense
will be counted

FREQ types

Total word types do not include
repetitions and revisions

FREQ tokens

Total word tokens do not include
repetitions and revisions

FREQ TTR

Type-Token Ratio (TTR)
provides a comparison to the total
vocabulary used in dialogue (V)
to the total word count (N) of the
dialogue

Idea density

Measure of propositional idea
density

Lexical richness

A mathematical model of how
TTR varies with the token size

Utterances

Total utterances with and without
repetition

Words

Total words with and without
repetition

MLU utterances

Number of utterances used to
compute MLU (the Mean length
of utterance)

MLU words

MLU in words

MLU morphemes

MLU in morphemes

Utterances/Min

Total utterances per minute

Words/Min

Total words per minute

Words/utterances

Totals words per utterances
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4 Result
As we mentioned above the main objective of this study is the prediction of MMSE
score through spontaneous speech. We proposed 7 types of language-related disorders
of AD patients; from this taxonomy, we extracted 61 features.
Extracted features will be used firstly on all speech samples, then in order to enhance
our result data records will be divided within visit. The records of the first four visits
will be exploited.
For our study, we have trained linear regression model. In general, regression models
are constructed in order to predict the variance of a phenomenon (dependent variable)
using a combination of explanatory factors (variables independent).
Linear regression is called multiple when the model is composed of at least two
independent variables. Conversely, a simple linear regression model contains only one
independent variable.
The relationship between a dependent variable and an independent variable in a
simple linear regression could be calculated as follow.
Y = β0 + β1 X
With Y is the dependent variable (predicted value of independent variables X).
β0 is the intercept (predicted value Y when X equal to zero).
For multiple linear regressions, multiple independent variables are used:
Y = β0 + β1 X1 + β2 X2 + · · · + βn Xn
With X1, X2 . . . Xn are the independent variables.
β1 ,β2 ,…, βn are the regression coefficient.
The result was determined using a 10-fold cross-validation. The evaluation metrics
used are root mean square error (RMSE), the mean absolute error (MAE), and the mean
square error (MSE).


− 2
The RMSE defined as: RMSE = N1 N
j=1 (yj − yj )

 
−
y
The MAE defined as: MAE = N1 N
−
y

j
j=1 j

N
The MSE defined as: MSE = N1 j=1 (yj − yj )2
Table 2 shows the RMSErelated to the prediction of the MMSE compared to the
ones of the other approaches that have used the Dementiabank data.
The RMSE, MAE, and MSE results using the proposed taxonomy are displayed in
Table 2. For comparison, previous studies were displayed too.
To our knowledge, the proposed taxonomy and collected features were being combined for the first time and have never been used for the computational study. In fact, our
study determined more characteristic and representative features compared to Yancheva
[13] and Al-Hameed [12].
Also, there is a clear amelioration comparing to previous works due mainly to the
richness of the proposed taxonomy. However, Yancheva et al. [13] reported an MAE of
7.3, whereas Al-Hameed et al. [12] reported an MAE of 5.7, for Luz et al. [14] reported
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Table 2. Results of MMSE
Author

RMSE MAE MSE

Yancheva et al. [13]

–

7.3

–

Al-Hameed et al. [12] –

5.7

–

Luz et al. [14]

–

–

5.2

Our proposed method 4.5

3.6

20.7

an RMSE value of 5.2%. In our work, the linear regression model obtained the best
result with an RMSE value of 4.5 and MAE value of 3.6.
As Alzheimer’s disease is a neurodegenerative disease that cannot be stopped or
cured, we will use the proposed taxonomy for predicting MMSE score within visit.
To enhance our results and discover the most features that contributed to the performance of our models we have applied mutual information [21] as a Feature Selection
(FS) technique.
The mutual information of two random variables is a quantity measuring the statistical dependence of these variables. The mutual information of a pair (X, Y) of variables
represents their degree of dependence in the probabilistic sense. This method ranks
the attributes according to their importance. The top-ranked features will be manually
selected as the best subset features.
This study aims to use language-related features as biomarkers for early predicting
AD severity, a feature vector with 61 features was trained and processed with the features
selection method.
Table 3. Result of MMSE within visit
Visit

MAE without FS

MAE with FS

Visit 1 3.16

0.68

Visit 2 3.9

0.91

Visit 3 1.1

1.5

Visit 4 4.5

0.55

To illustrate the longitudinal changes in cognitive and linguistic ability, Table 2 shows
the result of decline of MMSE with and without the top most correlated features for the
subset of subjects with AD. This demonstrates the MMSE score declining over four
annual visits, along the proposed taxonomy.
For the mutual information method, we evaluated the model performance for subsets
consisting of the n “best ranked” features.
In order to determine the suitable number of features, a test was performed according
to the performance of the linear regression model (the number was reduced to 6 features
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for Visit 1, 5 features for Visit 2, 7 features were selected among Visit 3, and 5 features
for Visit 4).
From Table 3, results show that the feature selection have improved the MAE
values.The feature selected among visit 1 are FREQ TTR,Verbs, Pauses, Utterances,
Utterances/TUE and lexical richness. These features lead to an MAE value of 0.68.
Figure 1 show the improvement of the predicted results among visit 1 with the best
selected features.
Among the second visit the MAE value reach 0.91. Patient in the second visit
use to produce more utterances and unintelligible words (the FREQ tokens, PASTP,
Utterances/Min, Unintelligible utterances, Unintelligible word have the highest score).
The value of MAE augmented in the third visit to 1.5. Patients are more likely to
produce more words, utterances and morphemes. Subjects with AD use more lexicosyntactic features such adjective, Plurals, 1S3S, and PRESP.
The best value of MAE was reached with the fourth visit. The five highest features score was: Words/Min, Idea density, PAST, Phrase revisions, and unintelligible
utterances.
One of the advantages of our study is that the proposed taxonomy of language
impairment of patient with AD has led to promising results. As the language disorder
could be detected years before the diagnosis of AD [4], our results prove that features
extracted from the verbal utterance of patients with AD could be good markers for
predicting MMSE score.
We also show that focusing on subsets of subjects with a (visit dividing) improves
the result of our model, lowering MAE to 1.1 (without FS) or equivalently lowering
MAE to 0.5 using the top pertinent features.

The actual and predicted value among the first visit without FS

The actual and predicted value among the first visit with FS

Fig. 1. Predicting MMSE score with and without feature selection

Also, the features suggested in this work are language independent, therefore there is
a possibility to accomplish multilingual; extracted features could be adapted for studies
in different languages.
In future work, we propose to extend the research by using more significant acoustic
features that could significantly improve the result in predicting clinical score. Furthermore, the research could be extended by adding patient with Mild Cognitive Impairment
MCI. As MCI has often been considered to be the predominant symptomatic phase of
AD, for that enhancing the study with MCI patient will be more suitable of the early
diagnosis of disease.
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Conclusions
Although memory impairment is the main symptom of Alzheimer’s disease, language
deficit is a core symptom. In fact, the first parts of the brain cortex that decline with the
disease are the parts that lead with linguistic abilities.
In this study, we have suggested taxonomy for language impairment in Alzheimer
disease. Following the proposed taxonomy, a set of features was derived from the transcriptions of Alzheimer’s patients and healthy elderly controls. The proposed taxonomy
has showed great result in predicting clinical score of patient with and without AD.
Hopefully this will illustrate research limitations and shed light on avenues for
clinical applicability and direction for future study.
Although automated MMSE score prediction will improve the screening process for
AD by reducing the cost and time involved and improving reliability, future research
would be more efficient by using acoustic features.
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Abstract. The phenomenon of digital transformation is currently affecting almost
all sectors of activity. Both private and public organizations face the challenge of
the rapid growth of digitization. Measuring the digital maturity of an organization
is a crucial step in the digitization process. The characteristics and challenges of
digital transformation are specific to each sector of activity and even to each type
of organization. Therefore, each of them may require a specific digital maturity
model. In this work, we pay particular attention to the public sector and develop
a digital maturity balance model for public organizations. The model is built on
two axes: digital maturity and importance ratio, and aims to measure the balance between them. Each maturity dimension is assessed taking into account the
importance ratio of this dimension in the organization.
Keywords: Digital transformation · Digital maturity model · Public organization

1 Introduction
The phenomenon of digital transformation is currently affecting almost all sectors of
activity. Both private and public organizations face the challenge of the rapid growth
of digitization. A study conducted by PWC in 2016 on the digitization of 300 Swiss
companies [1] highlights that 76% of them had come to the same prediction: within
the next five years, markets in all sectors are expected to change radically as a result of
digitization. Public organizations are not an exception of this trend: in the same study, the
public sector holds the second place in terms of digitization, just after telecommunication
and media companies. According to Westerman et al. [2], digital transformation is a
necessary process to achieve the Digital Mastery, which leads to better profits, production
and performance.
Digital transformation is essential not only to improve existing business structures,
but also to prevent them from becoming obsolete. The process consists in assessing the
situation, i.e. the digital maturity of the organization, defining transformation goals and
requirements, planning the transformation process and implementing it. In this paper we
are particularly interested in the first step – the assessment of digital maturity. However,
the aim of digital transformation being to reach a satisfactory degree of digital maturity,
in accordance with the changes and challenges posed by the digitization of the sector
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
S. Cherfi et al. (Eds.): RCIS 2021, LNBIP 415, pp. 295–310, 2021.
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-75018-3_20
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in which the organization operates [3], it should be noted that the same measures are
useful not only at the beginning of the transformation process but also at its later steps
to assess the effectiveness of the digitization strategy and to recalibrate it as soon as it is
necessary [4].
To carry out maturity measurements, specific tools are necessary, they are usually
called maturity models. The characteristics and challenges of digital transformation are
specific to each activity sector and even each type of organization. Therefore, each of
them may require a specific digital maturity model. In our work we pay a particular
attention to the public sector, and argue that public organizations need dedicated tools.
Our analysis of the state of the art in the domain reveals that there is no digital maturity
model specifically dedicated to public enterprises and that the existing models are not
well adapted or require adaptation. Therefore, the goal of this work is to develop a
digital maturity model for public organizations. More precisely, to take into account the
diversity of public organizations in terms of activity and size, but also to deviate from
existing models, we aim to develop a digital maturity balance model in which each
maturity dimension would be assessed taking into consideration the importance ratio of
this dimension in the organization.
The paper is organized as follows: in the next section we introduce the background
of our work and summarize the state of the art. In Sects. 3 and 4 we describe respectively
the development and evaluation of our model and tool. Finally, in Sect. 5 we discuss the
results and draw the conclusions.

2 Background and Related Literature
Digital maturity is defined as the degree of digitization achieved by an entity, through
the adequate integration of its digitized processes into its structure [1]. There are several
tools to measure the level of digitization, the most widespread being Digital Maturity
Models (DMM) [5]. Such a model is most often represented in the form of a structured
list of criteria with their assessment method [6], and can include improvement measures.
The assessment of criteria is expected to disclose the current and/or desirable maturity
level of the organization, while the improvement measures help to increase the level of
maturity. According to [7], the typical purposes of use of maturity models are: descriptive,
prescriptive and comparative. A prescriptive maturity model allows to assess the as-is
state of digitization of an organization, while the prescriptive one provides guidelines
for improving it: analyzing the situation, identifying priority sectors and their desirable
maturity levels and setting up the digitization strategy. Comparative models are used
for benchmarking between similar organizations or organizational units. A maturity
model integrating the three aforementioned purposes into a single model would provide
a holistic framework for improvement.
In practice, organizations use digital maturity models for determining and prioritizing
their digital transformation objectives, and estimating the means and resources required
to achieve them [7]. Several studies suggest that determining maturity level prior to the
digitization reduces both the development time and effort in IT projects [8, 9].
Digital maturity models can have various scopes of application. They can be intended
for relatively general use (e.g. COBIT 5 PAM [10] or Deloitte DMM [11]), or target
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a specific type of process, such as verification and validation (e.g. MB-V2M2 [12]),
or data governance (Stanford DGMM [13]). They can also be dedicated to a particular
geographical region (e.g. Wallonia DMM [14]) for considering its specificities. Digital
maturity models for e-government (e.g. [15, 16]) are designed to measure the digitization
of the official structures of a state and/or public services that emanate from them.
Valdés et al. [17] propose an e-government maturity model (E-gov-MM) which they
also recommend to apply in public agencies, and illustrate the application in 30 public
agencies in Chile. Eves and McGuire [18] argue that public sector needs a dedicated
maturity model for assessing public digital services and propose a framework (MM
for DS) for developing it. Indeed, public agencies are different from governments. They
offer services to the public sector but are not part of the political structure of a state. Also,
they are different from private companies mainly in their general lifespan, stability and
less profit-oriented activities. There are digital maturity models specifically intended for
private companies, as well as models dedicated to e-government. Therefore, we consider
that the ones taking in account the specificities of public agencies should exist as well.
The offer of maturity models with multiple fields of application is very large. For
our study it was necessary to select the most adequate ones. Our selection was driven
by the state-of-the-art papers [19] and [6], as well as online search. We have selected
twenty maturity models (see Table 1) on the basis of the type of measurement offered
(digital, capability, etc.) and their field of application. Among them, ten are considered
as general digital maturity models (General DMM), five are specifically dedicated to
measuring maturity of e-governments and public organizations (E-Government MM),
and the five remaining models allow to measure the maturity of specific aspects of
digitization of the organization (Specific MM). In the perspective to build a digital
maturity model dedicated to public organizations, we have examined their structure
(criteria and assessment methods) and purpose (the main function and the targeted type
of organization).
Table 1. Selected Maturity Models (MM)
General DMM

E-Government MM

Specific MM

COBIT 5 PAM [10]

Business-IT AMM [22]

Layne and Lee [15]

IGMM [26]

Deloitte DMM [11]

CMM for RDM [23]

PSPR [16]

CMMI V2 [27]

Wallonia DMM [14]

MB-V2M2 [12]

E-Gov-MM [17]

MDD MM [28]

IT CMF [20]

Stanford DGMM [13]

Gartner DGMM [25]

ECM3 [29]

IT Service CMM [21]

DAM MM [24]

MM for DS [18]

BPMM [30]

In the category General DMM, COBIT 5 PAM [10], Deloitte DMM [11] and Wallonia
DMM [14] have as scope the whole organization. While COBIT 5 PAM and Deloitte
DMM are advertised as international industry standard models, Wallonia DMM is a
regional digital maturity self-diagnosis tool. The next two models, namely IT CMF [20]
and IT Service CMM [21] deal with capability maturity measurement of all components
of a company related to its IT functions or services. As its name indicates, Business-IT
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AMM [22] is dedicated to measure the maturity of business and IT alignment of an
organization. The scope of the last four models in this category is focused on a particular
area. CMM for RDM) [23], developed at the School of Information Studies of the
Syracuse University, supports the assessment of the maturity of key processes in research
data management. MB-V2M2 [12] is a digital maturity model dedicated to asses and
improve verification and validation processes in software development organizations.
Stanford Data Governance Maturity Model – Stanford DGMM [13] focusses on both
foundational and project aspects of data governance.
The most sited model in the E-Government MM category is by Layne and Lee [15].
An extension of this model, named Public Sector Process Rebuilding (PSPR) maturity
model is proposed by Andersen and Erikson [16] to support digitization of the core
governmental activities. In addition to the aforementioned E-gov-MM [17], Gartner’s
DGMM [24] also aims to help governmental organizations to improve the quality of
digital government services for citizens. Finally, only the MM for DS [18] is fully
dedicated to the public sector, but this model is still under development.
Finally, the last category, that we call Specific MM, includes models that are partially related to digital maturity of an organization. For example, IGMM [26] aims to
evaluate the maturity of the information governance while ECN3 [29] assess the maturity of enterprise content management. CMMI V2 [27] is certainly the most known
capability maturity model from which many of the aforementioned models took inspiration, especially by reusing its five-level structure. MDD MM [28] is dedicated to assess
the maturity of software development teams using model-driven development approach.
Finally, BPMM [30] is a well-known and a widely used model for measuring the maturity
of enterprise business processes and for guiding their improvement.
Due to the lack of space, we cannot detail the structure and content of these models
here. Note that they have been thoroughly analyzed to develop the first skeleton of our
model as explained in the next section.

3 Development of the Model
To build our digital maturity balance model for public organizations we followed a
four-stage exploratory approach as shown in Fig. 1.

State-ofthe-Art
Review

Preselection
Selection
of criteria

Development

Survey

Digital
Maturity
Modell

Importance
Ratio
Model

Evaluation
Tool

Tool &
Questionnaire

Fig. 1. Research method

Stage 1. State-of-the Art Review: We have selected and analyzed 20 maturity models
with the aim to use them as a background for the development of our model.
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Stage 2. Preselection: The analysis of the selected maturity models allowed us to define
the first set of digital maturity criteria, which we evaluated via an online survey.
Stage 3. Development: This step consisted in building two core models, namely digital
maturity and importance ratio, and developing an online self-assessment tool based on
these models.
Stage 4. Evaluation: Participants, selected from public organizations, were invited to
test the self-assessment tool and complete a questionnaire.
In the following we present the stages 2–4, the first one is already discussed in the
previous section.
3.1 Preselection of the Measurement Criteria
The second stage of our work consisted in two steps: (1) the analysis of existing models
with the aim to determine which categories and criteria are the most widespread and
relevant, and (2) the gathering of opinions from organizations potentially interested in
digital maturity measurement.
To build the initial list of criteria for measuring digital maturity, we analyzed and
compared 20 maturity models (presented in Sect. 2). The majority of analyzed models are
based on several evaluation criteria, often grouped into categories, or even sub-categories
and distributed in several maturity levels, five in most cases. We first selected categories
appearing in at least two models. Then, we analyzed, selected and sorted the criteria the
most pertinent in these categories. Note that a criterion appearing in different model is
not necessarily placed in the same category. Only the criteria that appeared several times
in different models were retained. The result of the preselection is presented in Table 2.
The aim of our work being to develop a model as close as possible to the real needs
of public organizations, we conducted a survey to collect the opinions of potential users.
The survey took form of a questionnaire, which was sent to 50 public organizations in
Switzerland (mostly Geneva area) raging from medium to big size (e.g. Geneva botanical
garden, Geneva home care institution, Federal Railroad, Swiss Post). The questionnaire
included a set of questions aimed at assessing the usage of digital maturity models
in these companies, the need for a new maturity model specifically aimed at public
organizations and the potential involvement of these organizations in the development
of such model. The core of the questionnaire was formulated to evaluate the importance
of the aforementioned criteria in assessing the digital maturity of a public organization.
The respondents were also invited to complete the list of criteria if they considered that
certain relevant criteria were missing.
Of the 50 requests to participate in the study, 15 responses were obtained within
about two months (February–March 2020). The exceptional situation of spring 2020
can partly explain the relatively low number of participations.
To the questions “Is your organization already using a digital maturity model? If
yes, which one?” 7 of the 15 organizations answered yes, most of them indicated using
Cobit or Gartner DGMM (Cobit 28.57%, Gartner 42.86%, Other 28.57%). For the three
following questions we have used a five-level Likert scale (from 1 – strongly disagree
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Table 2. Preselected digital maturity categories and criteria

Category

Criteria

Data

Acquisition, Dissemination, Management, Quality, Representation

IT Governance

Service Delivery, Service Planning

Information

Findability, Metadata, Content, Reuse

Leadership

In Governance, Processes

Organization

Competency, Knowledge Management, Configuration Management

Performance

In Policy, Processes, Responsibility

Platform

Development, Registers

Process

Integration, Performance, Workflow

Project

Management, Monitoring, Processes

Skills

Hiring, Training, Roles Definition

Strategy

Finance, Innovation, Management, Vision

Support

Quality criteria, Practice guidelines, Standards, Metrics

System

Security, Usability

Technology

Applications, Analytics, Network, Security, Architecture, Change
management

Table 3. Partial results from the survey
Question

Results

Do you agree that a maturity model specifically aimed at public enterprises is
necessary?

3.93/5

Do you agree that it is necessity to involve public enterprises in the development
process of such model?

4.4/5

Do you agree that it make sense to build such model based on existing models?

4.14/5

to 5 – strongly agree). The results of the survey given in Table 3 clearly indicate that
there is a need to develop a new digital maturity model dedicated to public organizations.
Besides, the development of the model in close collaboration with public organizations
as potential users is desirable and could take inspiration from existing models.
With the next question “Which criteria do you consider as important in assessing
the digital maturity of a public enterprise?” the participants had to select among the
categories of criteria as listed in Table 2. Table 4 shows the number of selections per
category in decreasing order. Five categories of criteria, namely Data, IT Governance,
Organization, Process and Strategy stand out from the others by the number of votes
obtained. They constitute the basis for the further development of our model.
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Table 4. Rating of digital maturity criteria from the survey
Category

Selections

Category

Selections

Category

Selections

Data

14 (93.33%)

Information

11 (73.33%)

Project

8 (53.33%)

IT Governance

13 (86.67%)

Leadership

10 (66.67%)

Support

8 (53.33%)

Organization

13 (86.67%)

Skills

10 (66.67%)

System

8 (53.33%)

Process

13 (86.67%)

Performance

9 (60%)

Platform

7 (46.67%)

Strategy

13 (86.67%)

Technology

9 (60%)

Finally, the question “What relevant criteria do you think are missing?” received
seven proposals, namely Digital Sobriety, Culture, Digital Responsibility, Ergonomics,
Digital Maturity of Management, Business Continuity Plan and Strategic Plan, which
are considered in the next phase of the development.
3.2 Development of the Digital Maturity Balance Model and Tool
Public organizations range from very small (e.g. Tourist information office) to very large
(e.g. University), and operate in various public service domains (e.g. transportation,
health, education, culture). Therefore, the digital maturity would not necessarily make
the same sense from one organization to another. For example, an organization with
very few employees but a lot of data to manage would have better time to focus on
the digital transformation of the data dimension (management, storage, security, etc.),
rather than the organizational dimension (human resources, infrastructure, etc.). For
this reason, we have decided to focus on balancing digital maturity instead of its direct
assessment. We are building a digital maturity balance model in which each maturity
dimension is assessed taking into consideration the importance ratio of this dimension
in the organization. Therefore, building such model consists in (1) defining the method
to assess digital maturity, (2) defining the method to measure the importance ratio of
each digital maturity dimension, and (3) developing a self-assessment tool combining
the both methods.
Building the Digital Maturity Model. This step required several iterations. To build
the first version of the model we started with the five dimensions (i.e. Data, IT Governance, Strategy, Organization and Process) and their criteria selected in the previous
stage. Then, we integrated the criteria suggested by the respondents of the survey. The
Digital Sobriety and Digital Responsibility criteria have been placed in the Strategy
dimension as both can fit into an overall improvement plan for the organization’s IT
operations and activities. The criterion Culture has been classified under Organization
meaning Organizational Culture. Ergonomics was assigned to the IT Governance dimension because of its direct link with IT systems. The Digital Maturity of Management has
been renamed to Leadership and placed in the Organization dimension. The Strategic
Plan criterion has been renamed to Strategic Alignment to insist on the difference with
the Strategy dimension, and then placed in the IT Governance dimension because it
represents a way of measuring whether IT systems are aligned with the various strategic
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plans. The Business Continuity Plan has been split into Strategic Alignment (already
placed) and Business Agility criteria, which has been added to the Process dimension as
it allows to assess the flexibility and adaptability of processes to the changes in the organization. During the third iteration, we refined the five maturity dimensions by extending
them with additional criteria extracted from the literature review and from additional
sources (e.g. [31]). For example, the Mobility, Safety and Recycling criteria have been
added to the Data dimension. IT Governance dimension has been complemented by several criteria: Enterprise Architecture, Project Management, Risk Management, Security
System, Resource Management, Performance, Value Creation and Integration criteria.
The final collection of criteria is shown in Table 5.
Table 5. Selected maturity dimensions and criteria
Data

IT Governance

Strategy

Organization

Process

Acquisition
Dissemination
Management
Quality
Representation
Mobility
Security
Archiving
Access
Reuse

Service Delivery
Service Planning
Ergonomics
Strategic
Alignment
Architecture
Project Mgt.
Risk Management
Security System
Resource Mgt.
Performance
Value Creation
Integration

Digital
Finance
Innovation
Management
Vision
Digital Sobriety
Digital Resp.
Portfolio
Stakeholder Mgt.
Policy

Skills
Knowledge Mgt.
Config. Mgt.
Culture
Leadership
Training
Task Management
Design
Infrastructure
Change Mgt.
Resource Mgt.
Communication

Integration
Performance
Workflow
Agility
Interoperability
Quality
Security
Communication
Online Presence
Client Operations

The next step was to complete the measurement system with metrics and their values.
One or more metrics have been defined for each criterion; they are listed in Table 6. The
meaning of the values is quite obvious. For example, Data Acquisition Means has values
{None, Computer-aided, Autonomous}, where Computer-aided indicates the usage of
a generic digital tool requiring human interaction, while Autonomous means that data
collection is totally or partially automated. The values Document and Protocol, used for
several metrics, represent a documentation in terms of guidelines, rules, models, recommendations, etc. Specific tool indicates the usage of a domain-specific tool. Some criteria
have two or more metrics. For example, Digital Strategy has two metrics: Development
{None, Protocol, Computer-aided, Specific tool} and Update {None, Fixed, Agile}, the
first measuring the support for the strategy development while the second indicates how
the update of the strategy is held. Here, the value Fixed means that the company has a
fixed plan, while Agile means that the evolution of the strategy depends on the situation
and needs.
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Table 6. The digital maturity measurement system
Criterion

Metric

Values

Acquisition

Means

None, Computer-aided, Autonomous

Dissemination

Means

None, Computer-aided, Autonomous

Management

Protocol

None, Document, Computer-aided, Specific tool

Quality

Control

None, Computer-aided, Autonomous

Data Dimension

Representation

Model

None, Document, Computer-aided, Specific tool

Mobility

Protocol

None, Document, Computer-aided, Specific tool

Security

System

None, Protocol, Computer-aided, Autonomous

Archiving

System

None, Computer-aided, Autonomous

Access Management

System

None, Computer-aided, Advanced

Reuse

System

None, Computer-aided, Autonomous

IT Governance Dimension
Service Delivery

Procedure

None, On request, Systematic

Service Planning

Protocol

None, Document, Computer-aided, Specific tool

Ergonomics

Control

None, Fixed, Agile

Strategic Alignment

Level

None, Low, Medium, High

Update

None, On request, Systematic

Enterprise Architecture

Support

None, Document, Computer-aided, Specific tool

Method

None, Simple, Advanced

Update

None, Fixed, Agile

Project Management

Support

None, Document, Computer-aided, Specific tool

Risk Management

Protocol

None, Document, Computer-aided, Specific tool

Security Management

System

None, Physical, Computer-aided, Specific tool

Resource Management

System

None, Document, Computer-aided, Specific tool

Performance Measurement

System

None, Physical, Computer-aided, Autonomous

Value Creation

Support

None, Document, Computer-aided, Specific tool

Strategy Dimension
Digital

Finance

Innovation

Management

Vision

Digital Sobriety
Digital Responsibility

Development

None, Protocol, Computer-aided, Specific tool

Update

None, Fixed, Agile

Development

None, Protocol, Computer-aided, Specific tool

Update

None, Fixed, Agile

Development

None, Protocol, Computer-aided, Specific tool

Update

None, Fixed, Agile

Development

None, Protocol, Computer-aided, Specific tool

Update

None, Fixed, Agile

Alignment

None, Partial, Full

Diffusion

None, Physical, Computer-aided, Specific tool

Integration

None, Partial, Full

Update

None, Fixed, Agile

Diffusion

None, Physical, Computer-aided, Specific tool

Portfolio (project)

Support

None, Document, Computer-aided, Specific tool

Stakeholder Mgt.

Protocol

None, Outline, Detailed

System

None, Document, Computer-aided, Specific tool

(continued)
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Table 6. (continued)

Criterion

Metric

Values

Policy

System

None, Document, Computer-aided, Specific tool

Update

None, Fixed, Agile

Skills

Offering

None, Document, Computer-aided, Specific tool

Knowledge Management

System

None, Document, Computer-aided, Specific tool

Configuration Management

System

None, Document, Computer-aided, Specific tool

Culture

Diffusion

None, Document, Computer-aided, Specific tool

Organization Dimension

Leadership

Training

Task Management
Design

Infrastructure

Change Management

Resource Management

Diffusion

None, Document, Computer-aided, Specific tool

Update

None, Fixed, Agile

Form

None, Document, Coaching, E-learning

Update

None, Fixed, Agile

System

None, Document, Computer-aided, Specific tool

Homogeneity

None, Heterogenous, Homogenous

Diffusion

None, Document, Computer-aided, Specific tool

Form

None, Document, Computer-aided, Specific tool

Update

None, Fixed, Agile

Means

None, Document, Computer-aided, Specific tool

Update

None, Fixed, Agile

Means

None, Document, Computer-aided, Specific tool

Update

None, Fixed, Agile

System

None, Physical, Computer-aided, Specific tool

Integration

Means

None, Protocol, Computer-aided, Specific tool

Performance Assessment

Means

None, Protocol, Computer-aided, Specific tool

Workflow Management

Means

None, Protocol, Computer-aided, Specific tool

Agility

Level

None, Weak, Medium High

Interoperability

Level

None, Weak, Medium, Full

Means

None, Protocol, Computer-aided, Specific tool

Quality Assessment

System

None, Protocol, Computer-aided, Autonomous

Security Management

System

None, Protocol, Computer-aided, Autonomous

Communication external

System

Physical, Computer-aided, Specific tools

Online Presence

Type

None, Informative, Interactive

Client Operations

Form

Physical, Computer-aided, Specific tools

Communication internal
Process Dimension

Each value was allocated a number of points depending on its importance. For
example, for Data Acquisition Means the values are: None = 0, Computer-aided = 1,
Autonomous = 2. As the total number of points varies from one dimension to another,
we have adjusted the average value of each dimension on 10 points. So, the average
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value per digital maturity dimension d i can be calculated as:


n
j=1 mj ∗ pj
di =
∗ 10
n
Here, n is the number of metrics m defined in the dimension d i , pj is the value (the
number of points) allocated to the metric mj .
Building the Importance Ratio Model. To assess the importance ratio of digital maturity dimensions in the organization we define a set of attributes (see Table 7) that have
impact on one or several digital maturity dimensions. For example, the ratio of the Data
dimension increases with the size of the organization, the volume and length of retention
of the data managed and the size of the unit dedicated to data management including the
dedicated budget. Whether or not IT is the core activity of the organization also has an
influence on the Data dimension. Therefore, the attributes allowing to measure the ratio
of Data dimension in the organization are: Organization size (measured in terms of the
number of employees), Data volume, Duration of date storage, IT as core activity, and
Data management unit (measured in terms of importance).
The IT governance dimension takes on more weight if the organization is large, its
core activity is IT related, most of the activities are digitalized, the main information
services are complex, there is a department dedicated to the governance of information
systems or a significant portion of finances is dedicated to it. The dependence on other
organizational structures (e.g. partners, units, subsidiaries) also has impact on IT governance. Therefore, the attributes to measure the ratio of IT governance are: Organization
size, IT as core activity, Digitalized activity, Complexity of services, Dependence on
other structures.
Naturally, the ratio of the Organization dimension depends on the size of the organization and on the dependence on other organizational structures. Additional attribute
is the Number of departments.
The importance of the Strategy dimension is also related to the size of the organization
in terms of people and departments, and to the dependence on other organizational
structures. Other parameters are the existence of departments dedicated to innovation
and strategy, and therefore the part of the budget invested in developing the organization’s
strategy.
Finally, the weight of the Process dimension depends on the variety of the organization’s activities and the relationship it has with its customers and collaborators in
terms of products and services. The corresponding attributes are: Main offer, Diversity
of activities, Contact with public. All attributes, their values and related dimensions are
listed in Table 7. Please note, that the collection of these attributes is still under development; more iterations are necessary. However, the current set allow us to test the general
idea of our approach.
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Table 7. Attributes to measure the importance ratio of digital dimensions

Attribute

Values

Related dimensions

Organization size

1–2000 + employees

Data, IT Governance,
Strategy, Organization

IT as core activity

No, Yes

Data, IT Governance

Main offer

Only administration, Partly
administration, Balanced, Partly
product/service, Only
product/service

Process

Contact with public

No, Yes

Process

Duration of data storage

Short, Medium, Long

Data

Data volume

Small, Medium, Big, Very big

Data

Digitalized activity

0%–100%

IT Governance

Complexity of services

Basic, Simple, Complex

IT Governance

Dependence on other
structures

Attached, Partly attached,
Independent

IT Governance, Strategy,
Organization

Number of departments

1–20+

Strategy, Organization

Innovation unit

None, Team, Service, Department Strategy

Diversity of activities

Small, Medium, Large

Data management unit

None, Team, Service, Department Data

IT Governance unit

None, Team, Service, Department IT Governance

Process

Strategy unit

None, Team, Service, Department Strategy

Process management

None, Team, Service, Department Process

Financial breakdown

0–20, 2–40, 41–60, 61–80,
81–100%

All dimensions

Concerning the weighting of attributes, each value of an attribute was allocated a
number of points. For example, for Data volume the values are: Small = 0, Medium =
1, Big = 2, Very big = 3.
Since all dimensions do not have the same number of attributes (Data and Strategy
have 6 attributes, IT Governance has 7, Organization and Process have 5) it is necessary
to adjust them, on the average number, which is 6. Therefore, the average ratio value per
digital maturity dimension d i can be calculated as:


n
j=1 aj ∗ pj
∗6
di =
n
Here, n is the number of attributes a defined for the dimension d i , pj is the value (the
number of points) allocated to the metric aj .
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Self-assessment Tool. To make our model operational we developed a self-assessment
tool in the form of an online questionnaire. The questions allow to assess the digital
maturity criteria and the digital ratio attributes. Figure 2 illustrates the final score obtained
by one of the organizations participating in the validation.

Fig. 2. Example of the result obtained with a self-assessment tool

4 Evaluation
To evaluate our model and tool we sent out invitations to the 15 organizations that
participated in the first survey, 7 of them accepted to participate again. Participants
received the access to the online self-assessment tool and were invited to test it. After
the test they had to fill out an online questionnaire. The questionnaire was divided in
three parts: Tool, Model and General. The Tool section included questions about the selfassessment tool: its utility, applicability, facility of use and clarity of results. The Model
part aimed to evaluate the digital maturity balance model as a whole and each of its parts
(part I – digital maturity, part II – importance ratio of digital dimensions) individually.
It included questions on the completeness and pertinence of criteria and attributes used
in this model. Finally, the General part included questions on the applicability of the
model and the tool, and invited the respondents to provide additional comments and
suggestions. A five-level Likert scale (from 1 – strongly disagree to 5 – strongly agree)
have been used for most of the questions. Questions 10 and 14 required a Yes or No
answer and provided space for additional comments. Table 8 reports on the received
results.
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Table 8. Results of the evaluation

Group

Question

Result

Tool

Q1 Do you agree that such self-assessment tool is relevant to measure digital
maturity of public organization?

3.57

Q2 Is the way to use the self-assessment tool clear?

3.57

Model
Part I digital maturity

Part II importance ratio

General

Q3 Are the descriptions provided for each part of the tool clear?

4.00

Q4 Are the questions of the tool clear?

3.33

Q5 Is the display of results suitable and understandable?

4.33

Q6 Is the model for measuring the balance between the importance of each
dimension and its maturity score suitable for public enterprises?

3.84

Q7 Overall, are the questions in part I (digital maturity) relevant?

3.86

Q8 Do the results reflect the level of digital maturity of the organization?

3.71

Q9 Is the number of questions in part I appropriate?

2.14

Q10 Are there any questions missing in part I? If so which ones?

5 no, 2 yes

Q11 Overall, are the questions in part II relevant?

3.86

Q12 Does the results of part II reflect the profile of the organization?

2.5

Q13 Is the number of questions in part II appropriate?

1.86

Q14 Are there any questions missing in Part II? If so which ones?

5 no, 2 yes

Q15 Do you think that the self-assessment tool can accompany concrete and
useful steps in an organization?

3.71

Q16 Do you think that the digital maturity balance model can support
concrete and useful steps in an organization?

4.29

Q17 Please, provide additional comments

The question Q10 received comments from 2 respondents. One of them indicated
the difficulty of understanding some questions and suggested adding more explicit definitions. The other suggested adding questions on financing capacities, including the
concepts of investment, exploitation and external funds. Concerning the comments provided to the question Q14, one stressed that it was difficult to get the business reality
glued to the current questions, while the other suggested adding the question Who defines
the digital strategy (ISD, CEO, a board of directors or other)?
Two respondents left additional comments (Q17) mainly stressing on the need to
clarify a few terms. One of them regretted that the presentation of the results does allow
to visualize the level of maturity to be reached. Both encouraged the continuation of the
study.
To conclude, the data and recommendations gathered during this evaluation step
are particularly important for several reasons as they (1) come from people working in
public organizations, targets of our work, (2) testify to the relevance of a such model,
and (3) provide valuable material to further elaborate our model and tool.

5 Conclusion
In this paper we present our exploratory development of a digital maturity balance
model for public organizations. The model is built on two axes: (1) digital maturity and
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(2) importance ratio, and aims to measure the balance between them. To evaluate digital
maturity, we build a model including a set of criteria regrouped into five digital maturity
dimensions: Data, IT Governance, Strategy, Organization and Process. The model to
assess the importance ratio of these dimensions includes a set of attributes describing
different organizational aspects related to digitization. The development of both models
is based on a review of the related literature and a survey of potential users. While the first
model already undergoes several iterations the second only had one and needs further
exploration. The evaluation of our digital maturity balance model and its self-assessment
tool let us draw the following conclusions and define the road map for future work:
• The use of the model and of the self-assessment tool was found to be useful and
relevant, but the development of both still needs additional iterations.
• The terminology used in the self-assessment tool needs to be clarified, and definitions
should be provided for the main concepts.
• The digital maturity model (part I of the tool) is reflecting rather well the digital
maturity of an organization. The next iteration should focus on refining the criteria
and their values.
• The importance ratio model (part II of the tool), even if it is considered relevant, does
not yet fully correspond to the reality of a public organization. Further investigation,
development and evaluation is needed.
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Abstract. Especially in light of the COVID-19 pandemic which is inﬂuencing human behavior, it is clear that there is a rising need for joining psychology and computer science to provide technology interventions for people suﬀering from negative feelings and behavior change.
Behavior is driven by an individual’s character and the situation they
are in, according to Character Computing and the Character-BehaviorSituation (CBS) triad. Accordingly, we developed the ﬁrst full ontology
modeling the CBS triad with the aim of providing domain experts with
an intelligent interface for modeling, testing, and unifying hypotheses on
the interactions between character, behavior, and situation. The ontology consists of a core module modeling character-based interactions and
use-case and domain-speciﬁc modules. It was developed by computer scientists and psychology domain experts following an iterative process. The
main contributions of this paper include updating the earlier prototypical
version of the ontology-based on feedback from psychology experts and
existing literature, adding more tools to it for enabling domain expert
interaction, and providing the ﬁnal ontology. Steps taken towards evaluating and validating the ontology are outlined.
Keywords: Character Computing · Behavior
Psychology · Human-based computing

1

· Personality ·

Introduction

Behavior and well-being have always been a major domain of interest. The current COVID-19 pandemic has, however, drastically increased the awareness of
well-being and mental health. The demand for technology solutions during the
pandemic is higher than ever before. It is the sole means for providing education,
basic communication, and guidance for people suﬀering from negative feelings
and behavior change. This calls for seamless integration between input from
psychologists and computer scientists for developing technology solutions that
help people understand and change their behavior. As proposed by Character
c Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
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Computing [6], the behavior is driven by many factors deﬁning an individual,
denoted character. An individual’s character consists of trait markers (personality, socio-demographics, and culture) and state markers (aﬀect, mood, health,
well-being, and cognition). The character interacts with the speciﬁc situation an
individual is in, and together they inﬂuence behavior, denoted the CharacterBehavior-Situation (CBS) triad [12,21,22]. Thus, sticking to the COVID-19 pandemic, the CBS triad would be used to represent the change in psychological
well-being (behavior) of two diﬀerent individuals during the lockdown (situation) given their diﬀerent personalities, e.g., extroverted and introverted, their
culture, and health status (character). Character Computing aims to develop
applications that harness the relations within the CBS for detecting character
states and traits and resulting behaviors and aﬀecting them. A huge amount of
inter-disciplinary knowledge about all factors representing an individual’s character, behavior, and the situation is needed to achieve said goal. Accordingly,
applying an ontology-based approach to modeling the CBS triad would be of
great beneﬁt by providing a uniﬁcation of the shared terminology, a shared
formal deﬁnitions of the concepts and their relations, and enabling advanced
reasoning rule-based inference. The rules for the interaction between the three
components of the CBS triad need to be input based on psychology theories
that constantly need to be adapted based on observations, calling for the ease of
involvement of psychology domain experts. Many ontologies related to behavior
and its aﬀecting factors already exist, e.g., [1,5,31,35]. However, since no single
ontology contains all CBS concepts, a consolidation and subsequent extension
of the existing ontologies is required.
In this paper, we present CCOnto, the ﬁrst integrated ontology modeling the
CBS triad of the inter-disciplinary domain of Character Computing (for an earlier prototypical version, see [15]). The ontology models human character and its
interaction with behavior and situation to provide domain experts with an intelligent interface for modeling, testing, and unifying rule-based hypotheses on the
interaction between the three. The presented ontology is part of a joint project to
develop an inter-disciplinary and inter-cultural Character Computing platform
developed by and for computer scientists and psychologists. The platform serves
the joint development of psychologically-driven computer applications to detect
and change situation-based behavior aﬀected by character traits and states and
vice versa. The ontology prototype presented in [15] underwent rigorous edits
based on psychology domain experts’ feedback and existing literature to ﬁnally
reach the current version of the ontology. The main contributions of this work
include presenting the ﬁnal version of CCOnto with a focus on its validation
and evaluation. We show how the ontology is used in an application for evaluating sleep and healthy eating habits during the novel Coronavirus pandemic
based on user-input data. Not only does CCOnto provide a formal foundation
for understanding and sharing knowledge about human character and its interactions, but it also serves as a knowledge base of uniﬁed, reusable data about
character and its eﬀect on behavior in a given situation. Accordingly, it can
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be leveraged in building psychologically-driven adaptive or interactive systems
within the framework of Character Computing (see [13]).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 introduces the
CBS triad, gives an overview of existing related ontologies, and presents the running example. In Sect. 3, we present the approach used for developing CCOnto.
The ontology implementation details are described in Sect. 4 and the ontology
validation and evaluation methods are presented in Sect. 5.2. The conclusions
and future work are presented in Sect. 6.

2
2.1

Preliminaries
The CBS Triad

Character Computing is an interdisciplinary branch of research that deals with
designing systems and interfaces that can observe, sense, predict, adapt to, aﬀect,
understand, or simulate how diﬀerent persons behave in speciﬁc situations based
on their character. Its goal is to provide a holistic psychologically-driven model
of the interaction between human character and behavior in a speciﬁc situation.
Character is deﬁned as all trait and state markers distinguishing an individual. Traits are the more stable attributes that can hardly be changed over a
short period of time, e.g., personality, aﬀect, socio-demographics, and general
health. States are more variable attributes and can change from a short period
of time to another, e.g., emotions, well-being, health, cognitive state. Most of the
states have trait counterparts, e.g., aﬀect (trait) and emotions (state) or general
and current health. Character components are not mutually exclusive and help
shape and change each other. Each of the character states and traits has many
models representing them and their interaction with other components. For the
purposes of this work, we represent personality through the Five Factor Model
(FFM) [8] and emotions based on the Two-Factor Theory [36], and through
aﬀective processes [20]. We support continuous (valence and arousal) [33] and
discrete emotions (Eckman’s six basic emotions) [11]. We represent one of the
six well-being dimensions, namely, physical well-being [23]. The CBS triad is a
model representing the interaction between the three factors. At any given time,
any two of the triad edges can be used to explain the third. This highlights that
character not only determines who we are but how we are, i.e., how we behave.
Accordingly, one can only achieve a Character Computing model by modeling
the interactions of the CBS triad and its component. This is why the CBS triad
needs to be at the center of the developed ontology.
2.2

Related Work

Several approaches have been proposed for using ontologies when representing
and modeling the complex interactions between human behavior, personality,
and emotions. For example, EmOCA, an emotion ontology, can be used to reason about philia and phobia based on emotion expression in a context-aware
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manner [4]. EmotionsOnto is another emotions ontology for developing aﬀective
applications and detecting emotions [26]. The Emotions ontology (EMO) presented in [19,20] represents emotions and all related aﬀective phenomena, and
it should enable self-reporting or articulation of emotional states and responses.
In [17], an ontology of psychological user proﬁles (mainly personality traits and
facets) is presented. A web application for detecting personality using linguistic
feature analysis based on ontologies of personality and other techniques are presented in [37]. LifeOn is an “ubiquitous lifelong learner model ontology” (with a
highlight on learner personality) for adaptive learning systems [32]. An ontology
for insider threat risk detection and mitigation through individual (personality,
aﬀect, ideology, and other similar attributes) and organizational socio-technical
factors is presented in [18]. The HeLiS ontology [28,39] models the concepts
representing the food and physical activity domains. Through modeling detailed
food properties and physical activity properties, HeLiS supported the construction of intelligent interfaces for domain experts to support a healthy lifestyle and
was extended to representing behavior change in this aspect [9]. Another ontology for representing the psychological barriers preventing behavior change and
thus enabling overcoming them is presented in [2]. All the discussed ontologies
cover some of the CBS components. However, to fully represent the CBS triad
and all its interactions, we need an ontology that subsumes all relevant existing
ontologies and builds on them. The main relevance of CCOnto with respect to
the existing related work lies in the fact that it is the ﬁrst ontology modeling the
domain of Character Computing, simultaneously supporting diﬀerent models of
character traits and states (e.g., personality and aﬀect).
2.3

Running Example

As a motivating example, we consider Sam, a university student during the ﬁrst
COVID-19 lockdown. Sam has to continue her studies online and should be
on lockdown. The course instructor Jack is following up on Sam’s progress via
an app that is tracking her daily behavior routine. The app should help Jack
determine which students to take care of as they are probably falling behind and
which to challenge as they are thriving and keeping up with their studies. For
example, part of the app focuses on the behavior prior to sleep. We know that,
unlike her regular self before the lockdown, Sam has picked up a regular exercise
routine, is sleeping regularly, and that, among other traits, she is an introvert.
The app would notify Jack that given Sam’s behavior change, personality traits,
and current living situation, she is less anxious than her regular self as she usually
suﬀers from trait anxiety. Thus, Sam does not require special help to follow her
studies but can rather be motivated to do more and thrive, given the situation.

3

CCOnto at a Glance

The development of an ontology like CCOnto requires having an interdisciplinary view, where psychologists are included as domain experts throughout
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all development phases. The process of developing CCOnto was based on the
METHONTOLOGY methodology [16] and following the recent best practice
recommendations presented in [25].
3.1

CCOnto Architecture

The recommended best practice ontology development features include modularity, ontology reuse, continuous collaboration, and agile development based on
iterative rapid prototyping. During the development of CCOnto, it has become
clear that the domain in question is too big to be represented as a single ontology.
That is, the ontology was modularized into three smaller ontologies, as shown
in Fig. 1. The CCOnto-Core ontology represents the generic core concepts of the
CBS triad (T-Box and some A-Box individuals included in reused ontologies).
The CCOnto-Domain ontologies extend CCOnto-Core with speciﬁc knowledge
for diﬀerent domains of interests, e.g., focusing on certain character traits, states,
or behavior aspects. CCOnto-Domain ontologies include the rules for the interactions within the speciﬁc domain (extended T-Box + SWRL Rules). Finally,
diﬀerent app-speciﬁc ontology modules can be added depending on the use-case,
as instances of CCOnto-App. CCOnto-App ontologies extend CCOnto-Domain
with application-speciﬁc information to enable utilizing the ontology as a backbone of the application (extended T-Box + SWRL + A-Box). In this paper, we
focus on the details of CCOnto-Core.1 To illustrate the use of CCOnto and its
full potential, we also discuss one full version of CCOnto by including a speciﬁc
instance of CCOnto-Domain and CCOnto-App. The included focus domain is
that of physical well-being (CCOnto-PhW), which is mainly represented through
the HeLiS ontology [28]. We extend the ontology further with one app-speciﬁc
module (CCOnto-Sleep) for the CCleep app by adding parts of the HDO ontology [27]. Throughout this paper, we will focus on the full version of CCOnto
consisting of the three modules.2
Existing ontologies available in the Open Biological and Biomedical Ontology
(OBO) Foundry [38] and other ontology repositories are reused to increase
sharability and achieve an ontology network.
The METHONDOLOGY ontology development methodology is chosen as
it is an agile ontology engineering process enabling iterative ontology development and evaluation of the ontology milestones by both knowledge engineers and
domain experts. By using Protégé for ontology authoring, we enable rapid prototyping of the diﬀerent ontology phases and subsequent updates and changes
based on evaluation and validation outcomes, as well as, the feedback and need
of the domain experts. For instance, there are major changes from the initial
ontology prototype [15], including removing the personality facets and the enumerated person types. These changes were done, as it became apparent that not
1
2

https://github.com/CharacterComputingResearch/CCOnto/blob/main/CCOnto.
owl.
https://github.com/CharacterComputingResearch/CCOnto/blob/main/CCOntoFull-PhW-Sleep.owl.
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Fig. 1. The three modules of CCOnto.

all use-cases would require these detailed personalities and person distinctions.
The modularization of the ontology resulted in closed-oﬀ ontology modules. For
example, only person types related to a speciﬁc use case or personality facets or
traits from other personality models are added in lower level modules as needed.
To enable the continuous collaboration between the domain experts
and knowledge engineers the ontology versions are shared on GitHub and all
milestones and deliverables are documented and privately shared between the
involved researchers. The published ontology versions are always fully documented to enable sharability and reuse.
3.2

Development Methodology

The METHONTOLOGY methodology consists of 5 development steps: speciﬁcation, conceptualization, formalization, implementation, and maintenance.
The specification of the scope and need for the ontology was done by the
whole character computing research team consisting of Psychologists and Computer Scientists. The purpose of the CCOnto is two-fold. While the developed
ontology provides a formal foundation for understanding and sharing knowledge
about human character and its interactions, it is not the sole purpose of the
ontology. The ontology serves as a uniﬁed knowledge base of reusable labeled
data about the interactions within the CBS triad for diﬀerent use-cases. The
ontology can be integrated into diﬀerent systems such as mobile or web applications or complex frameworks and systems. The knowledge required for modeling
CCOnto and its concepts and properties is based on the Character Computing
model. This includes knowledge based on diﬀerent existing models representing the included concepts, such as trait-based personality models and models
or emotion. Potential ontology users include (1) psychologists for testing their
theories, (2) character computing researchers to give insights into the interaction
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Fig. 2. An overview of entities within the full CCOnto (new concepts are in gray and
the integrated concepts are color coded according to the legend). Unlabeled arrows represent is A relations. Classes added to CCOnto-Core for CCOnto-PhW and CCOntoSleep are highlighted using dashed and solid lines, respectively.

of character traits, states, situations, and behavior, and (3) developers using the
ontology as a basis for their interactive applications.
The conceptualization phase included knowledge acquisition and ontology
integration resulting in the conceptual model of CCOnto, shown in Fig. 2. The
knowledge acquisition process involved the psychology experts of the team and
bas based on foundations from the literature. After agreeing of the pool of terms
to be included in the ontology, we team agreed on the ontological commitments
detailing the meaning of each of the included terms. Based on the literature
review, we reused concepts from existing ontologies representing the diﬀerent
included psychological models and processes. This is to maximize consistency,
enable inter-operability for the researchers, and include various diﬀerent models
that are all building blocks of the CBS triad. The main concepts included from
existing ontologies are (i) diﬀerent aspects of wellness, such as physical activity
and human consumption of basic food [28], (ii) speciﬁc health information such as
sleep disorders [27], (iii) diﬀerent emotional aspects and representations [20] and
their interaction with personality and context [4], and (iv) basic psychological
concepts needed in the model [3]. The entities of the ontologies are reused and
extended to ﬁt the scope of the Character Computing ontology to maximize
consistency and enable inter-operability for the researchers.
The conceptual model of CCOnto is then formalized to deﬁne the constraints and properties of the individual entities. The formalized model is then
implemented in OWL 2 using Protégé 5.2. The DL expressivity of the full
ontology is SHOIF(D) and utilizes SPARQL, DLQuery, and the Pellet (incre-
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mental) reasoner. The full ontology consists of 691 concepts and 10764 OWL
logical axioms, resulting from the Character Computing model [12,13,21,22],
the domain experts, and the reused ontologies. The ontology publicly available
under the MIT license and is constantly being maintained and extended.3

4

The Building-Blocks of CCOnto

CCOnto is structured according to the CBS triad and thus consists of three
main categories: situation, behavior, and character. The behavior consists of
many components, such as aﬀective, motor, cognitive, or physiological responses.
We diﬀerentiate between singular behavior that occurs only once and habitual
behaviors that repeat over time and thus are considered habits. Tasks can represent actual cognitive tasks (e.g., memory or speed) or behavior tasks (e.g.,
eating or sleeping). The situation can be deﬁned by the environment, the surrounding people, and many other actors [34]. Behaviors are bound with diﬀerent
situations e.g., sleeping behavior in a sleeping task. We distinguish between (i)
one-time tasks, which in turn have performance scores as a behavior measure,
and (ii) recurring tasks or activities, which have a habit “meter” as a behavior measure. The person is the central concept of the ontology relating all the
others together. One can think of it in terms of a person with character x performing task y (situation) and has a score z (behavior). The x, in turn, consists
of many components x1 , x2 , . . . , xn representing the diﬀerent character states
and traits, e.g., personality, aﬀect, emotion, culture, etc. Based on the diﬀerent
character attributes, persons can be further categorized into diﬀerent subsets,
as will be discussed below. Character attributes that have both trait and state
counterparts (e.g., emotions and health), are represented through the same concepts (classes) and only distinguish between them through diﬀerent properties
(representing the stable and variable counterparts). Figure 2 shows the main
upper-level classes (3-levels) of the full CCOnto, highlighting the classes integrated from EmOCA [4], Emotions Ontology (EM) [20], HeLiS [28], and Human
Disease Ontology (HDO) [27]. We integrated all used concepts that are already
available in the APA Psychology Terms [3] ontology, which provides a taxonomy
with annotations for common Psychology-related terms), to ensure interoperability. In some cases, the upper-level classes are integrated from an ontology
but re-engineered and restructured for the purposes of CCOnto.
4.1

Ontology Classes

We give an overview of the main class hierarchy, including the constructs that
make up character attributes (e.g. personality and aﬀect), behavior, and the situation. A representative sample of the third level sub-classes relevant to the
presented running example and CCOnto-PhW-Sleep is included. Character
3

https://github.com/CharacterComputingResearch/CCOnto and https://met.guc.
edu.eg/CharacterComputing/home.html.
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consists of states and traits that have been divided into three main clusters, namely characteristic adaptation, mental emotionalfunctioning,
and personality. Characteristic adaptations are character components that
can adapt by time and highly aﬀect human behavior, such as appearance or a
goal. Mental emotional functioning includes aﬀective processes and appraisals
included from the emotions ontology. For instance, an affective process represents speciﬁc emotions, moods, subjective emotional feelings, and bodily feelings. Personality consists of the ﬁve FFM traits. Each of them has sub-classes
representing high and low values. High and low, however are categorical, and
their boundaries can be decided by the ontology user depending on the preferred paradigm. We represent the behavior of an individual in a speciﬁc tasks
as scores and diﬀerentiate between singular and habitual behaviors. Singular
behaviors include appraisal process, emotional behavioral process (EM),
physical activity (HeLiS), entertainment behavior like watching TV, or a
sleep behavior representing one night’s sleep. Emotional behavioral processes
include emotional bodily movements, facial expressions, speaking, and physiological responses. Habits include diet (HeLiS) and sleep hygiene. A situation
is represented as performing a speciﬁc task, e.g. a sleep task or acognitive
task. A coordinate (EmOCA) is a quantitative representation of emotion using
a radius and a coordiante (valence and arousal). The coordinate-based representation of emotions can be mapped to the above mentioned aﬀective processes. Both representations are supported to allow ﬂexibility to aﬀect reporting.
C9-c and C9-d are complementing concepts incorporated from EmOCA. Based
on a stimulus, each of a person’s traits has an impact that pertains to a coordinate, i.e., emotion. Culture consists of diﬀerent factors. For the time being
we consider religion and ethnic identity. Food (HeLiS) is one main determinant of well-being-related behavior and is thus included for the purposes of
the running example of this paper. Food can be represented via nutrients and
basic food groups. Well-being has six aspects. For the purposes of this paper,
we consider emotional and physical well-being. Like for food, disease is
included to represent the two diseases of interest to the discussed use-case. We
add sleep disorders and pathological mental responses as they aﬀect and
indicate sleep quality and other physical well-being behaviors. A person a can
be in the situation of performing task t1 and also performing another task t2.
A person can have diﬀerent character states and traits that represent him/her
and can exhibit certain behaviors. Persons can be given labels based on their
characteristics or behavioral tendencies to give inferences about their behavior.
The environment can be considered an aspect of a situation. It represents the
current surrounding conditions of a person and other involved entities.
4.2

Ontology Properties

The relationships and interactions between the character attributes are represented through properties. All main properties relating to components of character, behavior, and situation are shown in Fig. 2. has impact, pertains to,
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is defined by and has trait have been integrated from the EmOCA ontology. The behavior of the ﬁrst three properties is the same as in the original
ontology, which serves to represent emotions as they result from stimuli and
are impacted by the big ﬁve personality traits. To diﬀerentiate between stable trait-like emotions i.e., aﬀect and variable state-like emotions we have the
has affect and has emotion which both map a person to an emotion (discrete or continuous). The related to property is added to relate speciﬁc emotional behavioral processes to aﬀective processes. It is important to note that
this property does not assume any causality. The following object properties
have been integrated from the HeLiS ontology: contains, has activity, and
has nutrient, alongside some data properties, including activity duration,
amount of calories, has MET value, has unit kCal value. We added has
occurrent part, has output, and is output of from EMO. For sleep evaluation, we added has sleep and the sub-properties (1) has sleepiness, for
assigning a person to sleepiness. For example, if a person is suﬀering from
daytime sleepiness, we will have: person and has sleepiness value daytime
sleepiness, (2) has sleep quality and has sleep hygiene, for determining the sleep quality and hygiene, respectively, (3) has chronotype, for distinguishing whether the individual is a morning person or an evening person, (4)
consume, indicating which foods the person consumed (used to reason about
sleep quality as well, e.g., think of drinking caﬀeine before going to sleep.),
(5) suffer from, to indicate the sleep diseases a person suﬀers from, and (7)
bedtime, sleep duration and wakeuptime. has behavior assigns persons to
behavior classes. For example, if a person has a daytime nap, we will have Person
and has Behavior some daytime nap. One important property for ontologies
and, thus, the CCOnto ontology, is the has part property. This property serves
to provide the conceptualization of the topology character and its attributes.
The has part is used to identify the constituents of character, personality and
each of the traits, e.g. “Extroversion hasPart only (ExcitementSeeking or Gregariousness or Assertiveness or ActivityLevel or Cheerfulness or Friendliness)”.
Finally, a person has has culture and has birthdate properties mapping to
(one or many) culture individual(s) and a date of birth (xsd:int).
4.3

Reasoning and Rules

CCOnto is of interest for Character Computing researchers and developers of
applications that harness the interaction between behavior and character in
speciﬁc situations to provide better user experiences. CCOnto can be used for
applications that go beyond this basic information representation and retrieval
by directly giving meaningful user feedback about behavior and character when
coupled with expert rules. Accordingly, depending on the domain of interest,
CCOnto is coupled with SWRL rules by the domain experts to predict certain
behaviors. This enables testing diﬀerent hypothesis for the interaction between
the components of the CBS triad against a speciﬁc dataset or to validate empirical results (as outlined in [13,22]). It also allows us to deﬁne rules based on
previous ﬁndings to predict task scores from character attributes, and vice versa.
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The ontology can be used with any number of character attributes, behaviors
and situations, i.e., not all of them need to be deﬁned or included for any given
application. This enables researchers to use the ontology to input data only for
the attributes or models they are interested in or have data for. Finally, multiple
models (e.g., two personality theories) can be tested against each other.

5

Ontology Validation and Evaluation

5.1

Validating CCOnto

We validated the full version of CCOnto extended with knowledge about the
physical well-being domain and applied to sleep quality and personality prediction. Accordingly, we apply CCOnto to the running example and checking
whether it can provide answers to the related queries. We use the competency
questions (CQs) developed for the full version of CCOnto as guidance for the
query generation and thus the validation process. While some of the CQs are
generic and related to CCOnto-Core, the main focus of the CQs discussed in
this paper are use-case-speciﬁc. The CQs were deﬁned early on in the ontology
development process. However, like the ontology itself, the CQs underwent many
updates throughout the development iterations. A subset of the used CQs can
be found in Table 1. The represented CQs are not exhaustive but rather serve as
samples of the diﬀerent covered question types. Some CQs have been combined
together in one question for representation within the paper. For example, Q10
and Q11 each consist of multiple CQs for mapping each behavior with sleep and
personality values, respectively. Q4 can, for example, can return that appraisal of
being disliked may cause an emotion process of sadness or anger and of negative
valence. A sample of information to be queried through Q10 is: given someone
experiencing 1) a negative emotion and thus exhibiting certain behavior like 2)
excessive eating at late hours, which might 3) hinder the sleeping process, he or
she can experience daytime sleepiness during working.
5.2

Evaluating CCOnto

Ontology evaluation approaches can be divided into four categories [30]: error
checking, metric evaluation, modularization, and ﬁtness for a domain or task.
Modularization. As discussed in Sect. 3, the ontology is already developed in
a fully modular manner and can be extended into diﬀerent domain- and appspeciﬁc ontologies based on the concepts of Character Computing.
Error Checking. We evaluate the ontology from a logic-based point of view
[40], to ensure there are no inconsistencies or unsatisﬁable classes. We validated
the ontology using Protégé and Pellet (incremental). Then, we used the OntOlogy Pitfall Scanner (OOPS!)4 , which is an ontology evaluation tool for detecting
4

http://oops.linkeddata.es/index.jsp.
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Table 1. A representative sample of CQs for validating the full CCOnto.
General CQs (CCOnto-Core)
Q1

What are the types of human
behavior (singular and habitual)?

Q2

What are character attributes
(mental emotional, personality,
characteristic)?

Q3

How do aﬀective processes relate to
valence (pos./neg.) and arousal

Q4

What are eﬀects of aﬀective processes in terms of behaviors
(speciﬁcally, emotional behavioral
processes)?

Q5

Which mental processes trigger
which emotions

Usecase-specific CQs (CCOnto-PhW-Sleep)
Q7

What are types of activities
(quantitatively and categorically)?

Q8

Which are consumption, emotional,
entertainment, sleep behaviors?

Q9

What are the diﬀerent categories
and nutritional values of food

Q10 What are the eﬀects of diﬀerent
behaviors (food consumption,
exercise, and emotional state) on
sleep?
Q11 What are the eﬀects of personality
traits on diﬀerent behaviors
(sleep, food consumption, exercise,
and emotional state), and vice
versa?

common ontology development pitfalls via an evaluation report. The main critical issue was due to the multiple deﬁnitions of the range of the performs property that related a person with performed tasks and activities. Accordingly, the
property was replaced with two separate ones for each range (performs action
and performs task) to avoid the unintended intersection. Some properties were
missing explicit domain and range deﬁnitions, which were added. The license
declaration was reported missing; however, it is added in the GitHub repository where the ontology is published. Some equivalent classes from HeLiS and
MFOEM were reported as not explicitly declared. Other minor common pitfall
resulting from the same reused ontologies are “same label classes” and “merging diﬀerent concepts in the same class”. Finally, the scanner suggested that
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performed task and performed activity might be equivalent, which does not
apply and thus was not changed. Other minor issues included missing explicit
declarations of inverse relations, which are not applicable for all used relations.
Metric Evaluation. The ontology is compared against the concepts needed to
describe the CBS triad and its three building blocks included in the Character
Computing model. Domain experts found the ontology to accurately represent
all the included concepts representing its current scope. Some concepts have not
yet been fully integrated into the ontology and are thus not evaluated, e.g., for
now, only physical well-being is included, and not all six aspects of well-being.
Fitness for a Specific Task - CCleep. To test the ﬁtness of CCOnto as a
basis for behavior-related applications, the full ontology is evaluated through an
application. Diﬀerent characters respond diﬀerently to crisis situations. The indepth details of the implemented application, CCleep, are not within the scope
of this paper, but we present it as a proof of concept for utilizing CCOnto for
behavior-related applications. Sleep is a well-being factor that has a huge impact
on our behavior, emotions, and performance. CCleep relies on CCOnto to reason
about sleep quality and its relation to personality, emotions, and other physical
well-being factors based on a set of rules from literature and domain experts.

Fig. 3. CCleep input/output for the running example.

CCSleep is a Java-based web application5 with OWLAPI and a MongoDB
database. As language plays a huge role in character interactions and selfexpression, CCleep supports English and Arabic self-reporting. For the time
being, all application-relevant labels of CCOnto have been translated into Arabic. While a lot of applications for collecting sleep behavior and correlating it
with multiple character components already exists, e.g., [14], this is the ﬁrst
5

https://charactercomputingsleep.herokuapp.com/introServlet.
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ontology-based one. The application collects self-report behavior data (e.g., consumed food, performed activities, emotions, etc.) for the two hours prior to
sleep and infers sleep quality and personality traits. For example, as shown
in Fig. 3 imagine Sam chooses the following: apples, meditating, regular sleep
time, regular wake-up time. The application then creates SPARQL queries to
CCOnto about (1) the number of calories of each consumed food, (2) the MET
values of each performed activity, (3) evaluation of the other chosen behavior in terms of sleep hygiene and quality scores. The scores resulting from the
SPARQL query are used to calculate the total consumed calories, total MET,
and total sleep hygiene and quality scores. The evaluation of the sleep hygiene
and quality scores, i.e., the score in the sleep task, are evaluated based on agreedupon ﬁndings from previous research [7,24]. For Sam, for example, an apple has
45 cal, and meditating has metvalues 1.0 and receives sleepHygieneScore 2
and SleepQulaityScore 2. A DL Query is sent to CCOnto with Sam’s total
scores. Based on the input, the reasoner uses the OWL restrictions to infer
the ﬁnal sleep evaluation and personality traits matching the reported pre-sleep
behaviors. People who have good sleep hygiene, avoid caﬀeine, alcohol drinking,
smoking, people who exercise, have regular sleep time schedules, and have light
snacks in case of hunger before going to bed.
People with good sleep hygiene and quality are considered to be healthy
sleepers [7,24], and thus Sam is inferred to be a healthy sleeper. People who
have healthy sleep habits show high conscientiousness and low neuroticism, and
vice versa [10]. Sam, however, has high neuroticism and thus high trait anxiety
but exhibits healthy sleep habits and positive physical well-being during the pandemic. Recall that we know that Sam is also an introvert, i.e., she is calmer and
thrives in constrained environments [29]. Given Sam’s introversion and newlyfound positive well-being, CCleep would output that Sam has low state anxiety
and is calmer than her usual self during the lockdown.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

We presented CCOnto, an ontology modeling the CBS triad, which is central
to Character Computing. It models the interactions between character (states
and traits) and behavior in speciﬁc situations. CCOnto serves as a uniﬁed model
enabling scientists to interact with the ontology, test hypotheses against experimental data, modify the ontology and its rules, and build applications that
harness these interactions. CCleep is a proof-of-concept application to show
CCOnto’s potential as a predictive model for applications.
CCOnto can be extended by adding more models representing the already
worked out character attributes, as well as working out the still abstract ones.
A challenge will be in the non-tangible ones like goals and motivations, which
are usually not assessed by quantitative questionnaires like personality or aﬀect.
More attributes for specifying behavior and situations should be added. We need
to consider the cyclic relation between behavior and character in the short and
long term. The reasoning capabilities available to ontologies should be combined
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with fuzzy logic or probabilistic methods, to be able to better model the inherently vague and non-deterministic concepts of the CBS triad. CCOnto is to be
integrated into other applications (validated by both Computer Scientists and
Psychologists). CCOnto is being integrated with existing upper ontologies to
ensure maximum reusability.
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Abstract. Accurate stock market prediction is of paramount importance for traders. Professional ones typically derive ﬁnancial market
decision-making from fundamental and technical indicators. However,
stock markets are very often inﬂuenced by external human factors, like
sentiment information that can be contained in online social networks.
As a result, micro-blogs are more and more exploited to predict prices
and traded volumes of stocks in ﬁnancial markets. Nevertheless, it has
been shown that a large volume of the content shared on micro-blogs is
published by malicious entities, especially spambots. In this paper, we
introduce a novel deep learning-based approach for ﬁnancial time series
forecasting based on social media. Through the Generative Adversarial
Network (GAN) model, we gauge the impact of malicious tweets, posted
by spambots, on ﬁnancial markets, mainly the closing price. We compute the performance of the proposed approach using real-world data of
stock prices and tweets related to the Facebook Inc company. Carried
out experiments show that the proposed approach outperforms the two
baselines, LSTM, and SVR, using diﬀerent evaluation metrics. In addition, the obtained results prove that spambot tweets potentially grasp
investors’ attention and induce the decision to buy and sell.
Keywords: Stock market prediction · Neural networks
Sentiment analysis · Malicious tweets · Spambots

1

· GAN ·

Introduction

The stock market prediction has been always an interesting subject for both
scientiﬁc researchers and ﬁnance practitioners. With the development of social
media and the expansion of information sources, companies’ stock information
is no longer limited to numerical ﬁnancial market data and integrates ﬁnancial
news articles with sentiment polarities. These additional factors aﬀect the stock
market prices, positively or negatively, then must be considered to improve the
quality of stock market prediction. Various research works have proposed models
to extract sentiment scores from micro-blogs and provided evidences of their
ability to predict stock prices and traded volumes [3]. With the advent of social
media, our society is more interconnected. Thus, the quantity and throughput of
information exchange has been rocket dramatically by which they could obtain
c Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
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the latest information before the traditional news media such as a newspaper and
television. However, since its lack of concerning validity and accuracy, mistakenly
or purposely fake information generated by fake, spam, and automated accounts
can be spread out [4]. Those malicious accounts have contributed to multiple
public discussions about critical subjects like politics, terrorism to daily ones
like products, and celebrity life. In politics, they have proved that bots have
played a signiﬁcant role in numerous elections, like the French and US elections
[18], the Indonesian election [11], the Swedish election [8], to cite but a few.
Speaking of the ﬁnancial loss concerning fake news, there is a widely known case
such that a post, mentioning Barack Obama’s injury because of the explosions
in the White House, in 2013 rapidly caused a stock market collapse that burned
136 billion dollars1 . Later, it turned out that the US International Press Oﬃcer’s
Twitter account has been hacked to spread out this rumor. Recently, the authors,
in [6], have proved ﬁnancial malicious content in stock micro-blogs, which raises
critical concerns over the reliability of this public information.
In this paper, we assume that it is beneﬁcial to assess the impact of unreliable article posted on one of the widely spreading micro-blogs, Twitter. We
propose a novel Deep Learning approach, based on the Generative Adversarial
Network (GAN) model, for stock market prediction by analyzing fundamental
and technical indicators as internal factors and social media posts as external
ones. Experiments are designed and conducted based on stock prices and tweets
related to the Facebook Inc company. The major contributions of this research
are the following.
– We combine stock market and social media data generated by both spambots
and genuine users to study the impact of spambot tweets on ﬁnancial markets.
– We compare several sentiment analysis tools to measure their performance in
stock market prediction.
– We collect a new dataset, of 80 days of the Facebook Inc stock data between
2017 − 05 − 19 and 2017 − 09 − 12, for later comparison.
– We propose an alternative model for ﬁnancial time series forecasting.
– We compare the proposed model with a Neural Network model and a Regression model based on several error evaluation metrics. Our method outperforms
its competitors on several metrics.
We organize the remainder of this paper as follows. We start by highlighting the
techniques introduced by former works for stock market prediction in Sect. 2. We
brieﬂy summarize GANs in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, we thoroughly describe our proposed approach. Next, Sect. 5 shows the experimental results of the introduced
approach and discusses our most relevant ﬁndings considering the existing studies. Finally, Sect. 6 summarizes our work with a discussion of plans for future
research directions.

1
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Scrutiny of the Related Work

We devote this section to survey related work dedicated to machine learningbased stock market prediction approaches and to the estimation of the impact
of malicious content on stock market prices.
2.1

Stock Market Prediction

Several research works have been carried out to predict the movement of stock
market prices by applying statistical methods on the historical stock prices
known as technical analysis. The base technical analysis is deﬁned by functions
that return estimations for stock prices regarding a historical length of time.
Recently, many machine learning and deep learning algorithms, like Support
Vector Machines (SVM) [10], Random Forest (RF) [20], and Neural Networks
(NN) [15], have been applied to predict stock prices. However, with the technological development, some additional human factors have played a key role in the
movement of ﬁnancial markets. People are posting everyday news and comments
on online social networks (OSN). The sentiment analysis of OSN posts can clarify
the correlation between the movement of market prices and the human sentiment
factor. In recent years, researchers have automatically analyzed numerical and
textual ﬁnancial data that provide from heterogeneous sources to predict stock
prices. In Deng et al. [7], time-series data (namely price and volume), numerical dynamic features, and sentiment features were combined as an input feature
for the prediction model. The used model is deﬁned by a multiple kernel learning framework to predict the stock price for three Internet companies in Japan,
namely Sharp, Panasonic, and Sony. The technical indicators, used as a part of
the input feature, include the Rate of Change, the Moving Average Convergence
Divergence (MACD), and the BIAS. The authors have extracted time-series
data from Google Finance Website, however, the news data were obtained from
Engadget, where the textual data is analyzed with the SentiWordNet lexicon to
get sentiment scores.
In [2], the authors have predicted opening stock prices of 10 companies in the
same industry in Nikkei 225 using the Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) model.
The model uses three inputs, i.e., numerical data, bag-of-words, and paragraph
vector representation of textual data. The experimental results show that the
distributed representations of textual information are better than the numerical
data based on bag-of-words methods. Besides, the LSTM model outperformed
the simple Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) model, which is gauged by market
simulation. In [17], the authors have collected their datasets from two sources:
news sentiment and historical prices. In terms of historical prices, ticker data for
four companies including AAPL, GOOGL, AMZN, and FB were collected. Concerning the news sentiments, news data derived from the Reuters platform with
sentiment polarity and stock symbol were collected. The authors have trained
four models, namely, RNN, Depp Neural Network (DNN), SVM, and Support
Vector Regression (SVR). The authors, in [14], have applied the ForGAN model
with either LSTM or Gated Recurrent Units (GRUs) in both the generator and
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discriminator to forecast a one-step-ahead value in three time-series data. They
set the G-regression model, which has an identical structure with the generator,
to compare the result of the regression problem. The results give evidence that
ForGAN has a high capability of learning probability distributions and shows
the eﬀectiveness of adversarial training for forecasting tasks.
The authors in [12] have selected the stock markets in 11 markets, including
KSE, LSE, TWTR, NOK, and collected the news and tweets related to these
stock markets for 2 years as external features. Sentiment analysis has been performed based on the Stanford Natural Language Processing (NLP) tool to identify tweent and news text polarity. The authors have compared the performance
of diﬀerent machine learning classiﬁers to predict 10 days in future price values.
They concluded that the combination of sentiment factor from both OSNs and
ﬁnancial news, and the reduction of spam tweets may improve the overall results.
Another stock market prediction system has been built in [15], which takes an
input of numerically represented data such as price and sentiment data. The
authors have used a dataset of Hong Kong Stock Exchange (HKSEs), especially
the Hang Seng Index (HSI), and applied the LSTM model since it can learn the
sequential information. In conclusion, the LSTM model has outperformed the
base model, SVM. The eﬀectiveness of news sentiment has been investigated by
calculating the ratio of accuracy change.
2.2

Malicious Content Impact on Financial Market

Misinformation and fake content shared by malicious entities have a signiﬁcant impact on society, the economy, as well as micro, small, and medium-sized
enterprises. The authors in [19] have analyzed the eﬀect of fake news on two
companies, Tesla, an automotive company, and Galena Biopharma, a pharmaceutical company. Tesla experienced a signiﬁcant drop in its stock in a day a fake
video posted on Twitter. Moreover, Galena experienced an artiﬁcial inﬂation in
its stock when they posted a promotion article in some reputable online outlets
including Seeking Alpha and Motley Fool. In this case, Galena used fake news
as a way to enact a pump and dump scheme, while Tesla is the victim of fake
news. The authors in [13] have scrutinized the direct impact of fake news and
real ones in terms of abnormal trading volume. They found that of the 37% rise
in abnormal trading volume, 15.5% occurs on the day the article is published,
12.1% the following day, and 10.1% two days later. In addition, they noticed
that, in small ﬁrms that have more retail investor trading, the eﬀect on abnormal trading volume declines strongly. This impact is six times larger for small
ﬁrms than for large ﬁrms (80.9% increase versus 8.2%). Cresci et al. in [6], have
revealed that large-scale speculative campaign, which is also referred as Cashtag
Piggybacking, is perpetrated by coordinated groups of bots. This campaign aims
to promote the low-value stock, which is traded in OTCMKTS, by exploiting
the popularity of high-value ones. To conclude, fake news and malicious tweets
published by spambots aim at deceiving retail investors and also to trade small
companies to gain proﬁt in the short term. Hence, we assume that it is beneﬁcial
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to assess the impact of unreliable articles posted by spambots on Twitter, one
of the widely spreading microblogs.
Before detailing the steps of our prediction approach, we give, in the following, an overview of GANs.

3

Generative Adversarial Network

Recently, GANs [9] have been applied to several problems in the ﬁeld of sequential data and have achieved remarkable results. A GAN is a type of Deep Neural
Network architecture that comprises two networks, called Generator and Discriminator [9]. The purpose of the generator network is to generate new data
from a randomly generated vector of numbers, called latent space, whereas the
purpose of the discriminator network is to diﬀerentiate whether a sample is from
the model distribution or the data distribution.
3.1

Objective Function

In order to measure the similarity between the data generated by the generator
and the real data, we use objective functions. Both networks, the Generator and
the Discriminator, have their objective functions, which need to be minimized
during the training step. Equation 1 represents the ﬁnal objective function of
GANs [1].
min max V(D,G) = Ex∼pdata (x) [log D(x)] + Ez∼pz (z) [log(1 − D(G(z))]
G

D

(1)

First, we sample a noise vector z from a probability distribution pz (z). The generator G(z) takes z as input and generates a sample with a distribution following
the original data distribution pdata (x). At the same time, the discriminator D(x)
is optimized to diﬀerentiate between the generated data and the real one. In the
ﬁrst part of Eq. 1, Ex∼pdata (x) [log D(x)] represents how good real data is recognized as real one and the second part, Ez∼pz (z) [log(1 − D(G(z))] represents how
good generated data is recognized as a generated one.
3.2

GANs for Time-Series Data

Time series data prediction includes weather forecasting and ﬁnancial risk management. Its goal is to predict future quantity or event of interest. Mathematically, the future value xt+1 is recovered from the sequential events xt,t−1,...,0 , so
we are predicting p(xt+1 |xt ...x0 ). In order to predict interesting feature at time
t+1, the GAN model can be applied. GANs are composed of a generator network
and a discriminator network having as main components of an Artiﬁcial Neural
Network (ANN), a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), a RNN or a LSTM [1].
The discriminator needs to have fully connected layers with a classiﬁer in order
to classify whether an input is derived from the real sample distribution or the
generated sample distribution. For predicting time-series data, RNN especially
LSTM is used to capture sequential information.
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Stock Market Prediction Based on Generative
Adversarial Network

This section describes the steps performed in our proposed approach for the
assessment of the impact of malicious tweets on stock market prediction.
4.1

Data Collection

Unlike the traditional way which considers only one source of information, our
system is designed to allow us to integrate several sources of information. In our
experiments, we use two sources of information, which come from social media
and the stock market.
Facebook Inc Stock Data. The adjusting closing stock price PAdj of
the American social media company, Facebook Inc, is our target variable to
be predicted. 80 days of the Facebook stock data, between 2017–05–19 and
2017–09–12, were extracted with pandas DataReader in Python Pandas software library. Table 1 shows the ﬁrst ﬁve rows of the collected Facebook stock
data. In columns, High, Low, Open, Close, Volume and Adj Close indicate the
highest price of the stock in a day, lowest price, opening price, closing price,
volume traded and adjusting price respectively.
Table 1. An excerpt from the collected Facebook dataset
Date

Stock price
High Low

Open

Close

Volume

Adj Close

2017-05-19 149.39 147.96 148.45 148.06 16,187,900 148.06
2017-05-22 148.59 147.69 148.08 148.24 12,586,700 148.24
2017-05-23 148.81 147.25 148.52 148.07 12,817,800 148.07
2017-05-24 150.23 148.42 148.51 150.04 17,862,400 150.04
2017-05-25 152.59 149.95 150.30 151.96 19,891,400 151.96

Figure 1 plots the adjusted closing price of Facebook. The graph can be
decomposed into 3 terms. The ﬁrst one shows a horizontal movement in the
dates between the 1st of June and the 1st of July. In the next term, between the
1st of July and the 1st of August, a very sharp spike is observed. Finally, the last
term, from the 1st of August to the last date of the graph, shows a horizontal
movement.
Social Media Data. For sentiment analysis, we use the Twitter dataset collected by Cresci et al. [6]. This dataset contains about 9M tweets, posted by
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Fig. 1. Facebook adjusting close price between 2017-05-19 and 2017-09-12

about 2.5M distinct users, mentioning stocks (cashtags) about 30, 032 companies traded on the 5 most important US markets, and shared between May and
September 2017. This Twitter dataset is selected as the source of social media
data since users data are enriched with bot classiﬁcation labels obtained using a
Digital DNA detection system [5]. Additionally, since we are focusing on Facebook stock exchange, we ﬁltered the English Tweets related to Facebook with
a cashtag, such as #FB and #Facebook. By and large, we obtained 162, 911
Facebook-related tweets in total.
4.2

Sentiment Analysis

Sentiment analysis ﬁeld pays attention to the study of people’s opinions,
sentiments, evaluations, appraisals, attitudes, and emotions towards entities
such as products, services, organizations, individuals, issues, events, and topics [16]. There are two types of sentiment analysis approaches, namely, Machine
Learning-based and Lexicon-based approaches. In this paper, we are interested
in the latter approaches and namely on the ﬁve following sentiment analysis
tools.
SentiWordNet2 : Build via a semi-supervised method and contains opinion
terms extracted from WordNet database. Each set of terms, sharing the same
meaning in SentiWordNet (synsets), is associated with two numerical scores
ranging from 0 to 1, indicating the synset’s positive and negative bias. We use
the NLTK POS tagging to compute the score of an overall sentence.
VADER3 (Valence Aware Dictionary for Sentiment Reasoning): A
lexicon-based model, which uses balance-based lexicon. The latter is sensitive
to both polarity and intensity of sentiment in social media microblogs. Thus, it
preforms exceptionally well in the social media domain.
2
3

https://github.com/aesuli/SentiWordNet.
https://github.com/cjhutto/vaderSentiment.
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TextBlob4 : A Python library for processing textual data. It provides a simple
API for diving into common NLP tasks such as part-of-speech tagging, noun
phrase extraction, sentiment analysis, classiﬁcation, translation, and more.
AFINN5 : A lexicon-based method derived from ANEW (Aﬀective Norms for
English Words) where its lexicon is a list of English terms manually rated for
valence with an integer between −5 and 5.
SO-CAL6 (Sentiment Orientation Calculator): Uses dictionaries of words
annotated with their semantic orientation. Since the dictionary construction
aﬀects the overall accuracy of results, word dictionaries are made manually by
hand-tagging on a scale ranging from −5 to 5.
4.3

Feature Selection

Two types of features namely, technical/fundamental features and sentiment
features are used on our prediction approach.
Technical and Fundamental Features. In order to make a prediction model
for the stock closing price of Facebook, 16 input features are collected. These features are listed in Table 2. From the viewpoint of the technical analysis, 7 features
from Opening Price to Closing Price predicted by AutoRegressive Integrated
Moving Average (ARIMA) are collected. Besides, we also extract 6 additional
features, which are competitors of Facebook as an online advertising platform
and a social media platform. Moreover, 3 market indices including the price of
Dow Jone Industrial Average (DJIA), S&P 500 index (SPX), and NASDAQ 100
Index (NDX), are collected.
Table 2. Technical and fundamental features
Features
Opening Price

Polarity of TWTR Stock Price

Adj Closing Price

Polarity of SNAP Stock Price

7-days Simple Moving Average

Polarity of GOOGL Stock Price

20-days Simple Moving Average

Polarity of MSFT Stock Price

7-days Exponential Moving Average

Polarity of AAPL Stock Price

20-days Exponential Moving Average Price of DJIA
Closing Price predicted by ARIMA

Price of SPX

Polarity of AMAN Stock Price

Price of NDX

Stock market data is given in a Boolean format. 0 indicates that the price
Pt of a competitor, at time t, increased in comparison to its price Pt−1 , at t − 1,
4
5
6

https://textblob.readthedocs.io/en/dev.
https://github.com/fnielsen/aﬁnn.
https://github.com/sfu-discourse-lab/SO-CAL.
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and likewise 1. All the values are standardized by the formula: zi = xiσ−μ ; where
zi is a standard score called also z-score, xi is an observed value, μ is the mean
value of the sample, and σ indicates the standard deviation of the sample.
Sentiment Feature. The extracted tweets are in raw form and need to be
pre-processed before being used as input for the machine learning algorithms. In
order to consider the Twitter dataset mentioning about Facebook as one feature
in our model input, we perform the following steps to convert the tweets into
the appropriate form:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Lowercase conversion
Removing emoticon
Reducing special characters such as “?,.!”
HTML handling: removing HTML tags such as “< p >” and “< br >”
URL handling: replacing URL with “URL”
@ handling: replacing @ with “USERNAME”
$ handling: replacing $ with “ENTITY”
Hashtag handling: replacing # with “HASHTAG”
Number handling: replacing numbers like $100, 123, 0.98, 30/05/2017 with
“money”, “number”, “ratio,” and “date” respectively
Laugh handling: replacing “hahahaha” with “laugh”
Negation replacement: replacing negation with its antonym
Repeated character handling: replacing repeated character such as sweeeeet
with “sweet”
Slang replacement: replacing slangs like “2day”,“aka” and “cuz” with
“today”, “also known as” and “because” respectively

For VADER and TextBlob, the pre-processed text is fed to obtain the sentiment score. However, in the case of SentiWordNet and Aﬁnn, an additional
word stemming and Part-of-Speech tagging steps are applied to obtain a sentiment score. For SO-CAL, the raw text data is handled by a python script and
the sentiment score is computed by the Stanford CoreNLP7 . Consequently, the
obtained dataset consists of the date of tweets, ﬁve sentiment values, and a bot
label. The mean value of sentiment scores is considered as a representative of
the sentiment score in a day, which results in two datasets consisting of 80 days
of sentiment scores for each sentiment analysis tool related to human and spambot accounts. The datasets sample, for both human and spambots, is shown in
Tables 4 and 3 respectively.
The total number of days, where the mean sentiment score shows negative
polarity, is computed and the ratio is obtained for each data. The result shows
that spambots data has 30 days of negative polarity sentiment score out of the
80 days, which represents 37.5%. However, for human data, we found 8 days of
negative polarity sentiment score out of the 80 days with a percentage of 10%.
Thus, there is a tendency that spambot accounts post negative context more
than genuine users.
7

https://stanfordnlp.github.io/CoreNLP.
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Table 3. Values of mean sentiment score for Human users
Date

SentiWordNet VADER TextBlob Aﬁnn SO-CAL

2017-05-18 0.56

0.23

0.01

1.00

0.69

2017-05-19 0.67

–0.01

0.10

0.01

0.04

2017-05-20 0.61

0.20

0.16

1.00

1.08

2017-05-21 0.56

0.10

0.16

0.42

0.95

2017-05-22 0.52

0.07

0.09

0.14

0.40

Table 4. Values of mean sentiment score for Bot users
Date

4.4

SentiWordNet VADER TextBlob Aﬁnn SO-CAL

2017-05-18 0.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

2017-05-19 0.57

0.08

0.09

0.45

0.43

2017-05-20 0.25

0.02

0.02

0.10

0.90

2017-05-21 0.55

0.07

0.23

0.30

0.71

2017-05-22 0.69

0.08

0.19

0.18

0.59

Model Generation

We selected the GAN model to predict the stock closing price of Facebook where
both the generator and the discriminator are RNNs. Especially, LSTM is used
due to its capability of handling sequential inputs. The general architecture of
the used GAN model is depicted in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. The architecture of the GAN model

The generator, which is composed of an LSTM layer, takes an input with
a 3-dimensional shape (batch size, time step, number of features). The time
step indicates the number of steps being looked back. In this work, time step
is equal to 5, which means that the input contains the value P from t − 5 to
t. Moreover, the number of features is the number of the collected data such
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as SMA, EMA, ARIMA, sentiment data, etc. The generator takes the selected
features as input vectors, and based on a fully connected layer with a single
perceptron, the closing price of Facebook at time t + 1 is predicted. Before
feeding the input to the discriminator, the predicted closing price Ppred(t+1) , at
t + 1, and the actual price Pactual(t+1) , at t + 1, are concatenated to the prices
P , from t − time steps to t. The discriminator, which also consists of an LSTM
layer, takes the concatenated vector with a length of timesteps + 1 and predicts
whether the input vector is real or generated by the generator.

5

Experimental Results

To investigate the performance of the GAN model, we test our approach with
diﬀerent experiments and compare the obtained results versus those of the state
of the art models.
5.1

Experimental Setup

For our experiments, all the dataset, including textual and numerical data, is
divided into two subsets. 80% of the dataset is used as the train set and 20% as
the test set for evaluating the model. Our experiments were carried out under
the conﬁguration of macOS Catalina 10.15.4 (CPU: Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU
@2.30 GHz, RAM: 12 GB), in which Python (Version 3.6), Tensorﬂow (Version
2.2.0), and Keras (Version 2.3.1) have been installed.
5.2

Loss Assessment

For the training of the GAN model, the discriminator is trained with both spambots and human data. The assessed loss represents the average loss from the two
datasets. On the other hand, the generator is trained indirectly by training the
entire model. The generator loss is inferred from the loss of the discriminator
based on the spambot dataset. A plot of the loss of the two models is shown in
Fig. 3, where the x-axis indicates the number of epochs, and the y-axis indicates
the loss. Thus, the loss of the generator is larger than the one of the discriminator. In addition, as more epochs are elapsing, the total loss becomes smaller
and the model converges.
5.3

Evaluation Metrics

In order to assess the impact of spambot tweets on Facebook stock market
closing price, we ﬁrst build a GAN model and train it with the selected features described in Table 2. Consequently, the result of the prediction of the
closing price sequence is compared to the actual price sequence to evaluate
the model performance. By following that, we add an additional input feature, consisting in the twitter sentiment data, to the previous input features
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Fig. 3. The generator and discriminator loss

and carry out the same process to train and evaluate our model. These processes are repeated for bot and human Twitter sentiment data, to estimate
whether the error increase when changing the input. For the calculation of an
error between a predicted price sequence and an actual price sequence, we use
three error metrics, i.e., Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), Mean Absolute
Error (MAE), and Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE). Those evaluation
metrics are deﬁned respectively in Eqs. 2, 3, and 4, where N is the number of
elements in the given input, yi is the predicted value, and y¯i is the actual value.

N

1 
N
1 
|yi − y¯i |
(3)
M AE =
(yi − y¯i )2
(2)
RM SE = 
N i=1
N i=1
M AP E =

5.4

N
1  2 yi − y¯i
|10 ×
|
N i=1
yi

(4)

Baseline Models

In the experiment, we adopt SVR and LSTM as the baselines.
– SVR is the same as SVM, which is one of the most popular models in the
classiﬁcation of ﬁnancial stock. However, it is used for regression instead of
classiﬁcation. It uses the same terms and functionalities as SVM to predict
continuous value.
– LSTM networks belong to the class of RNNs. The LSTM is composed of an
input layer, one or more hidden layers, and an output layer. The number
of neurons in the input layer (respectively the output layer) corresponds to
the number of the feature space (respectively the output space). The hidden
layers are constitute of the memory cells.
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5.5

Model Evaluation

Before training all the combinations of inputs to estimate the impact of sentiment
scores in tweets, we start by computing the optimal time steps where the error
metric is the smallest. Since the output of the model varies in each new training,
we run 10 times the training and the evaluation phases for each experiment, and
we compute the median value as the ﬁnal result. Figure 4 depicts the boxplot
of the RMSE for each time step, which is obtained from the model trained
with diﬀerent time steps varying from 3 to 9. Indeed, both of the error and the
variance increase as the time step increase.

Fig. 4. Boxplot of RMSE value with time steps. X-axis indicates Time Steps and y-axis
represents RMSE

Table 5. The median of the RMSE error for each time step
Time-Steps 3
RMSE

5

7

9

2.10 2.41 2.61 3.24

The error of the model without sentiment data is ﬁxed as the base error to
which other RMSE results are compared. Table 5 shows the median of RMSE
for each time step. It indicates that the model trained with 3 time-steps has
the smallest RMSE value. Hence, the RMSE value equal to 2.10, obtained with
3 time-steps, is chosen as a base error in our experiments. After obtaining the
base error, we repeat training the model with all the combinations of the inputs
to compute their related errors. The error results are depicted in Table 6. As
underscored by Table 6, the input including bot tweets sentiment score captured
the trend of the FaceBook’s stock closing price, since it has smaller error than the
input with human tweets. Moreover, by computing the average of the error, the
tweets analyzed by the VADER sentiment analysis tool decrease the error the
most. Since the error in Table 6 mostly decreases in comparison to the base error,
it is beneﬁcial to take the tweets sentiment score as one of the input features of
the GAN model, in order to predict the stock price of Facebook.
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Table 6. The GAN RMSE using ﬁve sentiment analysis tools
SentiWordNet VADER TextBlob Aﬁnn SO-CAL
Bot

1.98

1.96

2.04

Human

2.18

2.10

2.18

Average 2.08

2.03

2.11

2.61

2.03

1.98 2.13
2.29

2.08

We select the VADER sentiment tool for the remainder of the experiments
since it achieved the best result as shown in Table 6. Indeed, VADER yields
the lowest average RMSE loss, equal to 2.03, compared to the other sentiment
analysis tools having an average RMSE between 2.08 and 2.29.
We compare our model with LSTM and SVR, in terms of RMSE, MAE,
and MAPE metrics. For the training step, the LSTM model is trained with 3
time-steps, for each dataset. Whereas, SVR is trained with the same features,
that have been of use for training the LSTM model, but without time steps. The
comparison results, given in Table 7, show that the GAN model yields the lowest
loss in terms of RMSE, MAE, and MAPE, for the bot and human datasets. For
instance, in terms of RMSE, our model has an average loss of 1.88, whereas, the
LSTM and The SVR generated a loss of 2.18 and 2.72 respectively. Besides, our
model ﬂags out a signiﬁcant result in terms of MAPE. The latter, assessing how
accurate a forecast system is, has a value equal to 0.92, outperforming those
obtained by the LSTM and the SVR equal, respectively, to 1.07 and 1.34.
Table 7. The RMSE, MAE, and MAPE values computed by the GAN, LSTM and
SVR models based on the VADER tool
Error metric RMSE

MAE

MAPE

GAN LSTM SVR GAN LSTM SVR GAN LSTM SVR
Bot

1.84 2.30

2.92 1.52 1.84

2.42 0.89 1.07

1.42

Human

1.92 2.07

2.53 1.61 1.83

2.16 0.95 1.07

1.27

Average

1.88 2.18

2.72 1.57 1.83

2.29 0.92 1.07

1.34

Moreover, we compare the three models in terms of the closing price prediction quality. The plots of the predicted prices and the actual ones based on the
three models, for both bot and human tweets, are shown respectively in Fig. 5a
and Fig. 5b. The two plots show that the GAN prediction is the closest to the
actual prices based on both spambot tweets, in Fig. 5a, and human tweets, in
Fig. 5b. For instance, in Fig. 5a, speciﬁcally on day 76, the GAN model shows
the closest predicted value to the actual price (equal to 172.9) with a value of
169.9 followed by the SVR and the LSTM with a value of 168.7.
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(a) Spambots

(b) Genuine accounts

Fig. 5. Plot of predicted values derived from GAN, LSTM, and SVR: (5a) using spambot tweets and the actual closing price; and (5b) using human tweets and the actual
closing price

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we built a GAN model to assess the impact of spambot tweets on
ﬁnancial stock market prices especially Facebook. The comparison of our model
error, without sentiment data (called base error) to its error using diﬀerent sentiment analysis tools, shows the impact of tweet sentiments to capture the trend
of the FaceBook’s stock closing price. Since the RMSE error obtained with the
input including spambot tweets decreases more than the one including human
tweets, it can be assumed that spambot tweets potentially grasp investors’ attention and induce the decision to buy and sell. For future study, we plan to use
additional stock price data, related to international companies, having a longer
duration to investigate the error of our model. We also plan to integrate online
news data into our model, including ﬁnancial, political, and other online data,
that can be inferred, for example, from Reuters8 and Bloomberg9 , to study their
impact on stock market prediction. Owe to the promising results we obtained,
another possible direction is to study the capability of the GAN model to forecast
multiple-step values.
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Abstract. Mobile applications have become a commodity in multiple
daily scenarios. Their increasing complexity has led mobile software ecosystems to become heterogeneous in terms of hardware specifications,
features and context of use, among others. For their users, fully exploiting their potential has become challenging. While enacting software systems with adaptation mechanisms has proven to ease this burden from
users, mobile devices present specific challenges related to privacy and
security concerns. Nevertheless, rather than being a limitation, users can
play a proactive role in the adaptation loop by providing valuable feedback for runtime adaptation. To this end, we propose the use of chatbots
to interact with users through a human-like smart conversational process. We depict a work-in-progress proposal of an end-to-end framework
to integrate semi-automatic adaptation mechanisms for mobile applications. These mechanisms include the integration of both implicit and
explicit user feedback for autonomous user categorization and execution of enactment action plans. We illustrate the applicability of such
techniques through a set of scenarios from the Mozilla mobile applications suite. We envisage that our proposal will improve user experience
by bridging the gap between users’ needs and the capabilities of their
mobile devices through an intuitive and minimally invasive conversational mechanism.
Keywords: Mobile software ecosystems · Mobile applications ·
Adaptive software systems · Chatbots · Conversational agents · User
feedback · User categorization

1

Introduction

The pervasiveness of smartphone devices and the use of mobile applications
as fundamental tools around the globe is already a reality. By January 2020,
around 5,190 million unique users were using a mobile phone [9], which implies
c Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
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an increase of 2.4% compared to January 2019 reports. Despite being far from
universal, and even though there are still signiﬁcant usage gaps (e.g., rural-urban,
gender or age), a wide range of services including instant messaging and social
networking have become essential in a variety of personal and business cases [1].
This increasing trend has a direct impact not only in the number of users,
but also in the complexity and heterogeneity of mobile software ecosystems.
This complexity entails hardware speciﬁcations (e.g., manufacturers, sensors),
software speciﬁcations (e.g., operating systems, mobile applications), features
(e.g., web browsing, social networking) and context of use (e.g., personal vs.
professional, private vs. public), among others. As users’ goals and needs are
unique, managing and fully exploiting the potential of the applications portfolio
is a challenging task, which includes not only the ability of such ecosystems
to unveil and adapt hidden features or settings from the user viewpoint (e.g.,
detecting and understanding hidden privacy settings [5]), but also their ability
to adapt hardware and software components to match the users’ needs.
A suitable method to overcome these challenges is the integration of adaptation mechanisms and decision-making features in software systems [18], a
research area undergoing intense study in mobile-based systems [7]. However,
smartphones present additional challenges related to the management of personal
and sensitive data, as well as the additional knowledge that can be extracted
from this data [15]. Therefore, they require from explicit user interaction for
most changes in their mobile devices and applications.
Despite this limitation, the need for integrating the user in the adaptation
loop can be conceived as an opportunity. In fact, eﬀective evaluation of explicit
user feedback is considered a key factor and a challenge in adaptive software
systems [8]. Among explicit feedback collection techniques from users, the integration of virtual assistants, conversational agents or simply chatbots is beginning
to grow exponentially. Nevertheless, chatbots are still an emerging technology,
with a lack of scientiﬁc relevant presence in some research areas [2].
In this paper, we aim to depict a work-in-progress proposal of an end-toend framework for semi-automatic adaptation in the context of mobile
software ecosystems. We refer to semi-automatic adaptation as the set of
mechanisms which combine (1) autonomous techniques for the collection of contextual and implicit feedback data, and (2) explicit feedback knowledge obtained
through users interaction with a chatbot integrated in their smartphones.

2

Background

From the software engineering viewpoint, mobile-based systems or mobile software ecosystems as deﬁned by Grua et al. [7] can induce adaptation mechanisms anywhere in the system. It is relevant to diﬀerentiate between adaptation
at device level (e.g., mobile platform, device hardware) or at mobile application
level (e.g., client app, back-end). With independence of where the adaptation
takes place, one of the underlying goals of these approaches is to improve user
satisfaction and the Quality of Service (QoS) delivered to these users [7].
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If we focus on adaptation at the mobile application level, mechanisms and
strategies to achieve these goals are diverse. Some examples include dynamic
selection of user interfaces to improve usability dimensions at runtime [3],
context-aware self-adaptation techniques for back-end infrastructures of mobile
applications [14], and automatic reconﬁguration of features to achieve customizable and adaptive personal goals [16]. On the other hand, the level of automation of these mechanisms is also manifold, whether adaptation is designed as a
fully-automatic process transparent to users or as an assisted, semi-automatic
process requiring explicit interaction between users and the application itself [4].
In practice, most of these adaptation strategies and mechanisms are transparent to the users. When measuring and evaluating adaptive mobile applications,
evaluation focuses on QoS to enhance user experience [17]. Among these quality characteristics we highlight functional or feature suitability based on users
needs, and non-functional or quality concerns including usability, reliability and
performance eﬃciency as the most cited characteristics in mobile apps [10].

Fig. 1. Mobile software ecosystems from the user viewpoint

All things considered, from the users’ viewpoint, mobile software ecosystems are conceived as support tools giving them access to a portfolio of mobile
applications exposing a set of features and qualities to achieve their personal goals. In the context of enacting these ecosystems with adaptive tools,
from the mobile developer viewpoint, the challenge is to identify, deﬁne,
develop and integrate the underlying adaptation mechanisms these features and
qualities from mobile applications require to help users achieve these goals.
To this end, context monitoring as well as implicit and explicit user feedback
analysis are fundamental tools for runtime adaptation [13]. Regarding the latter,
the use of chatbots to process user inquiries and feedback is recently growing at
exponential levels, especially in speciﬁc domains like healthcare or business [2].
They oﬀer not only the potential of collecting and processing natural language
feedback at runtime from users to extend missing context information [11], but
also to extend the user experience through a smart, human-like conversational
interface they are actually familiarized with, which has been proved to be an
eﬀective strategy for increasing user engagement [6].
The potential and combination of the aforementioned strategies in the ﬁeld of
Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) is a subject of broad and current interest.
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Some examples include implicit and explicit feedback collection in the HCI ﬁeld
for personalized mobile UI adaptation [19] and the integration of deep learningbased chatbots for user feedback collection [12]. However, these approaches cover
these strategies partially, or they are focused on a limited object of adaptation.

3
3.1

The Framework
Research Method

Following the Goal Question Metric (GQM) approach, we state the research
objective of this paper as follows:
Analyse
Semi-automatic adaptation mechanisms
Enhancing user experience
for the purpose of
Features and qualities of mobile applications
with respect to
from the point of view of Users
Mobile software ecosystems
in the context of

To achieve this goal, our research focuses on the design, development, integration and evaluation of an end-to-end framework for adaptive mobile
applications based on the exploitation of explicit and implicit user
feedback. On the basis of the context described in Sect. 2, we deﬁne these
adaptation mechanisms to be supported by our framework as follows:
1. Adapt features and qualities of mobile applications (including client apps,
back-end and third-party services) at runtime.
2. Install and remove mobile applications to update users applications portfolio.
3. Update mobile applications to deliver customized solutions through user segmentation.
These mechanisms shall be enacted based on users needs and preferences, as
well as additional contextual data. To this end, this framework is designed as the
integration and combination of a sub-set of stand-alone software components,
including: (1) the design and development of a conversational agent in users
smartphones to collect and process users natural language feedback; (2) the
integration of implicit feedback collection and context monitoring techniques
based on users interaction with their smartphones and their applications; and
(3) the combination of explicit and implicit feedback to learn and predict user
categories and enactment plans for the adaptation of users applications portfolio.
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Design Overview

We illustrate our framework proposal (Fig. 2) as the software components and
data artefacts required to integrate the aforementioned adaptation mechanisms
into an end-to-end cycle as a means of achieving the main goal of this research.
The framework is depicted in the context of users and the applications portfolio
designed and developed by mobile developers as depicted in Fig. 1.
User Mobile Device. The catalogue of applications installed in a user’s device
(→AppsPortfolio) acts as the bridge between that user’s goals and the set of
features and qualities exposed by those applications. To assist the adaptation
mechanisms, we propose a cross-platform mobile application (→ChatbotApp)
designed to (1) collect text/speech natural language data as the result of a
smart conversational process (→Request-Message) through the integration of a
chat application interface, and (2) collect contextual data based on the user
interaction with the applications portfolio and the mobile device (→ContextData).

Fig. 2. The architecture of the proposed framework.

Chatbot Module. We deﬁne the chatbot module as a machine learning software system responsible for processing natural language information (→RequestMessage) to extract interpretable knowledge from explicit user feedback. The
technological core of this service (→ChatBotService) is the Natural Language
Understanding (NLU) component (→NLUEngine), which is responsible for processing natural language data using previously-trained machine/deep learning
models. The output of this NLU is two-fold: (1) the user intentions with respect
to the applications portfolio to achieve their goals (→RM-Intent); and (2) the
concepts or entities (i.e., applications, features and qualities) these intentions
refer to, which require from these adaptations (→RM-Entity).
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These intents and entities feed a response generation algorithm, which generates a response object (→Response) composed by (1) a natural language response
message (→Response-Message) which is sent back to the user mobile device
through the chat application interface, and (2) a set of intent-entity (IE) pairs
which relate speciﬁc intents with the entities they refer to (→Response-IE ).
User-Profiling Module. We deﬁne the user-proﬁling module as a machine
learning software system responsible for integrating implicit (→Context-Data)
and explicit (→Response-IE ) user feedback to learn and predict user conﬁguration models (→User-Configuration), which depict a set of parameterized features and qualities of the user applications portfolio. To compute this conﬁguration, the user-proﬁling service (→UserProfilingService) integrates user feedback
with additional data including historic interaction with the mobile applications
portfolio and user proﬁle information (→User-Data), which is persisted in the
system (→UserRepository). User feedback and context data are combined to
compute a set of structured, deterministic characteristics or metrics (→UserCharacteristics). These characteristics are the input of a constantly-evolved
user classiﬁer (→UserClassifier ) which uses machine/deep learning models to
apply user categorization techniques to predict and learn about user proﬁles. To
address the challenge of evaluating the performance of the chatbot and the userproﬁling modules, we suggest the combination of a preliminary generalization
stage using open-source, task-oriented dialogue data-sets and a ﬁne-tuning stage
using a supervised, domain-speciﬁc data-set related to the applications portfolio.
The user-proﬁling service must include a rule-based approach to determine
whether newly computed conﬁgurations need from further feedback from the
user. This feedback is mandatory to apply critical changes which require from
explicit user conﬁrmation (e.g. installing a new application) or from missing
knowledge (e.g. uncertainties about a feature). Consequently, user conﬁgurations might be sent back to the chatbot service to require this feedback, or they
might be sent to the enactment module to apply the adaptation mechanisms.
Enactment Module. We deﬁne the enactment module as a traditional software system implementing a service (→EnactmentService) responsible for transforming new user conﬁgurations of features and qualities to speciﬁc adaptation
mechanisms or enactment actions (→Enactment-Action) to be executed in the
user applications portfolio. These actions are eligible through a set of pre-deﬁned
adaptation or action plans stored in the system (→EnactmentRepository). The
service inputs and processes the user conﬁgurations predicted by the userproﬁling module and retrieves which action plans are required to achieve this
new conﬁguration. Each action plan is transformed into this set of enactment
actions, which are sent to the user device, closing the end-to-end workﬂow of the
framework.
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Case-Study: The Mozilla Foundation

The Mozilla Foundation1 is a community open source project founded in 1998.
Its market-based work, the Mozilla Corporation, is responsible for developing
a portfolio of open-source tools for web access and navigation (e.g. the Mozilla
Firefox web browser) and a set of open-source mobile applications, including:
– FirefoxDaylight. Native Android application of the Firefox web browser.
– FirefoxFocus. Private browser for anonymous web navigation.
– FirefoxNightly. Developmental channel for users to test new features and
provide feedback before publishing them to the stable releases.
Firefox implements an Enhanced Tracking Protection (ETP) feature2 which
allows enabling/disabling web trackers according to the user preferences. This
feature allows 4 diﬀerent conﬁgurations: disabled, standard (blocks all trackers except content tracking), strict (blocks all trackers) and personalized (customized manually by the user). By default, ETP is set to standard.
In this context, we depict three proof-of-concept scenarios to demonstrate
how the adaptation mechanisms described in Sect. 3.1 can be integrated into the
framework proposal depicted in Sect. 3.2. We identify two diﬀerent users: Alice,
a new user in the Mozilla context who has recently added FirefoxDaylight to her
device; and Bob, a user with long experience with the Firefox suite.
Scenario A - Adaptation of Features And Qualities. The user-proﬁling
module detects an uncertainty regarding Alice’s security-related characteristics.
The chatbot module sends a message to Alice’s chatbot client app asking her
about her security and personal data sharing concerns. Alice makes explicit
her reluctance to share any personal data with unknown entities. The chatbot
module processes this information and redirects the associated IEs to the userproﬁling module, which updates Alice’s persistent data, generating a new user
conﬁguration for Alice where the ETP feature in FirefoxDaylight is set to strict.
Consequently, an enactment action is sent to Alice’s device to apply this change.
Scenario B - Update of Users Applications Portfolio. The user-proﬁling
module updates the classiﬁer models and categorizes Alice under a proﬁle of
security-concerned users like Bob. Unlike Alice, Bob has additional applications
from the Mozilla portfolio, including the FirefoxFocus anonymous browser. The
chatbot module generates a message to inform Alice about this application which
might be suitable for users like her. After responding with an explicit conﬁrmation, a new adaptation mechanism is triggered to send a new enactment action
to install this application in Alice’s device, and her user proﬁle information is
updated according to this change in her applications portfolio.
Scenario C - Customization Through User Segmentation. Mozilla has
published a new functionality F into the FirefoxNightly app to be evaluated by
1
2

https://foundation.mozilla.org/en/who-we-are/.
https://support.mozilla.org/en-US/kb/enhanced-tracking-protection-firefoxandroid.
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users. After a few weeks of evaluation, the user-proﬁling module detects that
users like Bob have successfully integrated F into their web navigation experience. On the other hand, users like Alice either have reported negative feedback
about F or they have not used it at all. Consequently, Mozilla launches a segmented update of FirefoxDaylight including this new functionality, which will
only be available for the sub-set of users categorized under Bob’s proﬁle.
These scenarios illustrate our framework as a holistic approach to adapt
the Mozilla applications portfolio to their users by simplifying the interaction
required from them. The approach beneﬁts from implicit and explicit feedback to
learn about users and adapt their applications towards a better user experience.

5

Future Work and Conclusions

Further research should be primarily devoted to the following tasks:
– Extend the scope of the depicted adaptation mechanisms that can be integrated into the proposed framework (e.g., software evolution).
– Review challenges from the chatbot domain, with emphasis on (1) analysing
sociolinguistic features to increase user engagement and acceptance, and (2)
comparing diﬀerent strategies concerning the integration of a general-purpose
NLU Engine with a ﬁne-tuning process for task-speciﬁc purposes.
– Design and execute feature extraction techniques to identify relevant user
characteristics for an accurate categorization in the context of this research.
– Design a domain-speciﬁc language to describe the mapping between user characteristics, user conﬁgurations, action plans and enactment actions.
– Research, discuss and elaborate on data collection and data management
challenges for the development of the chatbot module and the user-proﬁling
module, as well as for training, testing and evaluating the framework.
Our proposal aims at assisting users to achieve their goals through advanced
feedback collection and analysis techniques. Among these, integrating a smart
conversational process into the user’s device and using machine/deep learning
model for user categorization and segmentation are fundamental to guarantee
the novelty of the solution. The scenarios of the Mozilla case-study give a glance
at the potential application of our framework to real business cases. Ultimately,
these preliminary results lay the groundwork for future research regarding stateof-the-art analysis and initial proof-of-concept development tasks towards a better user experience in mobile software ecosystems.
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Abstract. User stories are primary requirements artifacts within agile
methods. They are comprised of short sentences written in natural language expressing units of functionality for the to-be system. Despite
their simple format, when modelers are faced with a set of user stories
they might be having diﬃculty in sorting them, evaluating their redundancy, and assessing their relevancy in the eﬀort to prioritize them. The
present paper tests the ability of modelers to understand the requirements problem through a visual representation (named the Rationale
Tree) which is a conceptual model and is built out of a user stories’
set. The paper is built upon and extends previous work relating to
the feasibility of generating such a representation out of a user stories’
set by comparing the performance of the Rationale Tree with the User
Story Mapping approach. This is achieved by performing a two-group
quantitative comparative study. The identiﬁed comparative variables
for each method were understandability, recognition of missing requirements/epics/themes, and adaptability. The Rational Tree was not easy
to understand and did not perform as anticipated in assisting with the
recognition of missing requirements/epics/themes. However, its employment allowed modelers to oﬀer qualitative representations of a speciﬁc
software problem. Overall, the present experiment evaluates whether a
conceptual model could be a consistent solution towards the holistic comprehension of a software development problem within an agile setting,
compared to more ‘conventional’ techniques used so far.
Keywords: User stories · User story · User Story Mapping
Tree · Agile requirements engineering

1

· Rationale

Introduction

User stories are artifacts often used in agile methods to describe requirements in
a simple manner, demonstrating thusly the advantage of being easily understandable especially when read individually or in small sets. Nevertheless, user stories
c Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
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can face various levels of quality and this is why Lucassen et al. [7,8] propose the
Quality User Story (QUS) framework, i.e., a linguistic approach to evaluate and
improve their quality individually and collectively. To unify their format, Wautelet
et al. [20] collect and unify the templates mostly used by academics and agile
practitioners. However, even when they are written with high quality, structured
correctly and respecting deﬁned semantics in their instances, understanding the
entire software problem from a list of user stories remains challenging.
User Story Mapping (USM) [12] is used to address this challenge. This approach refers to a structuring method based on listing, under the scope of Activities (epic user stories), all of the related lower-level functions described in ordinary user stories. Meanwhile, conceptual modeling represents another approach
to structuring desired system functionalities under certain criteria. Even though
the latter is independent of a speciﬁc design method/technique, various notations/diagrams and/or their corresponding instantiations are often adopted in view of
a modeling exercise aiming to represent and group certain functions/elements of
the to-be system. In this regard, the Rationale Tree (RT) [21] oﬀers, as a conceptual model, a visual representation of a user story structuring method, strongly
inspired by i* [24]. The RT uses parts of the i* strategic rationale diagram constructs and visual notation to build various trees of relating user story elements in
a single project (Fig. 1.a) with the purpose of identifying depending user stories,
identifying Epic ones and group them around common Themes (Fig. 1.b).

Fig. 1. Using Rationale Tree to structure user stories’ sets.

Both of these techniques can be used for structuring sets of user stories but
have diﬀerent complexities in their application and diﬀerent abilities to represent
dependencies and decompositions. Intuitively, one could ask if the RT allows, as
a conceptual model, for a better comprehension of the software problem or a
simpler representation artifact derived from the implementation of the USM
would already be suﬃcient. To provide more insights to this question we relay,
in this paper, the results of a controlled experiment. Indeed, a ﬁrst group of
students has been required to employ the RT and build artifacts out of a given
user stories’ set; a second group has been asked to do the same with the USM
approach. This study is based on the comparison of the results for these two
groups. As so, the main contributions of this paper are based on:
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– The evaluation of the applicability of the RT and USM by non-experienced
modelers. The former has been evaluated preliminary in earlier studies. Nevertheless, the understandability/applicability of the latter has not been tested
extensively, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, despite its popularity in
agile environments;
– The exploration of the applicability of conceptual modeling in agile requirements engineering. Indeed, we aim to evaluate whether the RT, based on a
comprehensive feature decomposition, can perform eﬃciently compared to the
USM technique which is, strictly speaking, not a conceptual model but a simple user story structuring approach. Such a comparison between two diverse
techniques can impact the Computer-Aided Software Engineering (CASE)
tools used to support requirements engineering in agile methods;
– An investigation into the pedagogical orientation of software engineering. Conceptual modeling has been traditionally associated with objectoriented development (i.e., taught through the use of Uniﬁed Modeling Language/UML [11]) and/or database modeling (i.e., the Entity-Relationship
Model [1] etc.). However, we want to evaluate the impact of teaching/using
conceptual models in the requirements engineering stage of agile developments. Thereby, the design of the present experiment aims to test the use of
conceptual modeling out of its customary-taught modalities and study the
possible pedagogical impact on students.

2

Related Work

Dimitrijević et al. [4] evaluate diﬀerent software tools, each one oﬀering diversiﬁed features in identifying functional requirements from user stories’ sets. The
study assesses the operational aspects of these tools based on a number of criteria, but the context of the entire exercise is the determination of a linkage
between these functionalities and the array of diﬀerent (cognitive) needs that
modelers express during the exploration of a software problem. These diversiﬁed
needs are essentially the drivers for establishing multiple user story management/structuring approaches. However, the study does not incorporate a method for
evaluating the latter.
Tenso & Taveter [16] suggest the use of a simple goal-oriented approach to
address the user stories’ limitation in visualizing their proposed development trajectories. This approach negotiates the analysis of the sequence of activities and
resource requirements within user stories and assigns them into functional/nonfunctional goals. However, it does not seem to proceed into a reﬁned decomposition of these goals into simpler tasks that can be mapped directly to the user
stories; nor does it analyze visually the inter-dependencies among the aforementioned elements to track redundant tasks and resource waste during the conceptualization of the requirements gathering process. Tenso et al. [15] interview
experts so as to evaluate the previous method; its understandability is impacted
without the use of implementation guidelines. Moreover, the authors seem to
acknowledge that such an evaluation is limited without the use of a control
group using another agile requirements method in comparison.
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Dalpiaz et al. [2,3] perform an experiment to test the adequacy of two widely
used natural language notations for expressing requirements (namely use cases
and user stories) in delivering top-quality conceptual models. Their ﬁndings supported clearly the user stories’ optimality, measured by the correctness and completeness of a manually derived UML class diagram by novice modelers. Nonetheless, Lucassen et al. [9] argue for a certain level of semantic ambiguity within the
utilized words during the formation of user stories, ultimately jeopardizing the
entire meaning of the story. To surpass this vulnerability, the authors suggest the
utilization of an automated approach based on natural language processing, in
order to produce representative (graphical) models from user story requirements.
Wautelet et al. [18] conduct an experiment to identify whether improving
user story quality through the QUS framework [8] would lead to a better identiﬁcation of diﬀerent concepts of a user stories’ set and a better development of
the ‘RT diagram’; this is the artifact produced when employing the RT method
as described in [19,21]. Overall, the experiment was performed on novice modelers composed of two groups, one using a raw user stories set while the other
using an abstract user stories set reshaped to be QUS-compliant. Overall, quality
improvements in the formulation of user stories engaged the modelers’ abilities
to identify elements like tasks and capabilities.
Lastly, Tsilionis et al. [17] explore the performance of novice modelers when
they apply the RT and USM in terms of providing artifacts that encapsulate
eﬃciently the entire software problem as described in a speciﬁc case description.
However, the study does not test the impact of understandability of these two
approaches in correspondence to the modelers’ performance; nor does it check the
ease of use of these methods in the identiﬁcation of missing requirements/epics/themes. These issues, including the search for which method can be considered
more adaptable, are addressed in the present study.

3
3.1

Research Approach and Background
Research Goals

This paper aims to evaluate the RT as a user stories’ structuring method. To
this end, it was compared to one out of many industry-adopted approaches,
namely USM. While the focus of the present experiment is the investigation
of the context in which the RT is used, our current research focuses more on
the comprehension of the RT as a conceptual modeling technique, rather than
the case being fed to it. Therefore, the case studies and variables used in the
experiment are sourced from [17,18] and they have been maintained to allow
for their longitudinal comparison. As such, this research represents an extension
of [17,18,22]; it attempts to evaluate and explain the problems faced in these
earlier research iterations regarding the exploration and exploitation of the RT.
3.2

Sampling Method and Experimental Design

For the purposes of this controlled experiment, we chose students attending
the Master program of Business Administration with a specialization track in
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Business Information Management (BIM) from the ‘Katholieke Universiteit Leuven (KULeuven)’ (Brussels Campus) as our sample source to perform a quantitative comparative study [14]. The BIM specialization is addressed to students
having a limited real-life working experience in software engineering. For this
reason, it oﬀers several courses aimed at developing multiple complementary
views of software problems and their corresponding solutions. Even though the
target population for the use of the RT is comprised of students, academics, and
business users, the only group eﬀectively performing the experiment was comprised of students. This can be considered as a limitation [5]. However, since no
comprehensive sampling frame was available (especially for the academics and
business users), we decided to use non-stochastic purposive sampling [14] in the
form of typical cases [13] representing the students from the particular specialized curriculum. The participating BIM group counted originally 72 students;
these were split up equally and randomly into two groups (i.e., 36 students per
group). The ﬁrst group was handed individual identical questionnaires dealing
with the RT throughout the experiment; the questionnaires for the second group
dealt with the USM.
The experiment was conducted as an extra activity during one teaching session of a compulsory spring-semester course included in the BIM curriculum
and the time for completion was set to two hours. Overall, the experiment questionnaires consisted of three parts: Part 1 was common for both groups and
introduced a mix of open-ended and closed questions that explored the participants’ prior software engineering knowledge and collected general background
information (i.e., education level, occupation, etc.). Their domain knowledge
was also assessed via a ‘pre-test’ evaluation asking participants to recognize the
structure of a user story, recognize speciﬁc elements in an Activity diagram,
and recognize the structure of a USM artifact. Due to size limitations, all the
information collected in Part 1 is presented in Appendix 11 . At the time of the
experiment all students had already received courses in software design & modeling. Thereby, they had a theoretical understanding of user stories and several
software modeling techniques (UML, Entity-Relationship Model, etc.). However,
extra theoretical explanation was provided during the experiment (Part 2 ) when
it comes to identifying missing requirements, epics, themes and the basics of the
RT and USM approach.
Indeed, for Part 2, the questionnaires introduced a detailed theoretical explanation of the user story structuring approach assigned to each student group.
Next, they presented a case description (‘Company X’ case, see Appendix 2.1)
and a set of seven user stories derived from that case. Each student had to
identify elements of the user stories’ WHO/WHAT/WHY -dimension and correspond them to the modeling notations of his/her assigned approach. Next,
each student had to design these modeling notations and their in-between links
graphically on paper; in essence, the students had to draw a complete artifact
based on information retrieved from the case description, the user stories and the
theoretical instructions given in the beginning of Part 2. Basing themselves on
1

All Appendices are available at: https://cutt.ly/ivvKHBT.
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their previously drawn artifacts, the students had to recognize missing requirements/epics/themes; they also had to respond to six closed Likert-scale questions
regarding the ease of use of each technique in identifying the previous elements.
Appendix 3 provides a detailed description of the modeling exercise. Part 2 concluded by asking the students to suggest improvements for the usability of the
RT/USM.
For Part 3, the students had to check a separate attachment that was distributed with the original questionnaires. This attachment was introducing: i)
a case description (‘Film Finder’ case, see Appendix 2.2), ii) a complete and
complex USM model (artifact) modeling the ‘Film ﬁnder’ case description to be
used by the USM group, and iii) a complete and complex RT diagram modeling
the ‘Film ﬁnder’ case description to be used by the RT group. The ﬁrst segment of the questionnaires asked the students to explain parts of these complex
artifacts in order to test their understanding about the ‘Film ﬁnder’ case. The
second segment tested the students’ ability to adapt these artifacts by asking
them to make changes and/or introduce new elements to them, on the premise
of changing requirements.
3.3

Hypotheses

The hypotheses presented below are built upon existing literature that theorizes the advantages of the models proposed by Wautelet et al. [21] and Patton
& Economy [12]. Conversely to the USM, the RT contains links and decompositions making it more diﬃcult to be comprehended by novice modelers [22].
The latter incorporates also a broader choice of elements with semantics open
to interpretation, adding thusly to its overall complexity [18]. Hence, we can
formulate our ﬁrst set of the null and alternative hypotheses:
– H 0 1 : The RT is as easy to understand as the USM.
– H a 1 : The RT is more diﬃcult to understand than the USM.
USM aims to create one-dimensional, purely hierarchical visual artifacts structuring the most basic user stories that satisfy intricate – to the software project
– stakeholders [12]. Contrastingly, the RT is meant to relinquish artifacts with
detailed feature decompositions assisting in the identiﬁcation of missing requirements and higher-level epic user stories while grouping interrelated elements
within sets of themes [21]. Therefore, the distinction between elements will probably be more diﬃcult for the RT diagrams in the sense that a steeper learning
curve may be required for a proper and qualitative representation of a software
problem. This entails that more thought and especially more time should go
into developing the RT diagram and the links among its elements. Nonetheless,
the time given to complete the experiment was exactly the same for both groups
(two hours). Hence, our next set of hypotheses:
– H 0 2 : The resulting RT diagrams and USM artifacts are equally good in providing qualitative representations.
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– H a 2 : The resulting RT diagrams are worse than USM artifacts in providing
qualitative representations.
– H 0 3 : The resulting RT diagrams and USM artifacts are equally good in identifying missing requirements, epics and themes.
– H a 3 : The resulting RT diagrams are better than USM artifacts in identifying
missing requirements, epics and themes.
The complexity faced in recreating the RT diagram will eventually pay oﬀ due
to its property of adaptability [21]. Once drawn, it is supposedly easier to adapt
and better to maintain when requirements are changing due to its visual links.
As such, we can formulate a fourth set of hypotheses:
– H 0 4 : The resulting RT diagrams and USM artifacts are equally good in being
adaptable.
– H a 4 : The resulting RT diagrams are better than USM artifacts in being
adaptable.
3.4

Variables

This section identiﬁes the variables testing the hypotheses. The answers and
artifacts drawn by each student were nested together for i) the RT respondents, and ii) the USM respondents; this grouping between the two acted as
our independent variable. The dependent variables evaluating the students’ RT
diagrams and USM artifacts are: i) Existing knowledge; ii) Pre-test evaluation;
iii) Understandability; iv) Model (artifact) creation; v) Identiﬁcation of missing requirements, epics and themes; vi) Adaptability. ‘Existing knowledge’ and
‘Pre-test evaluation’ acted as our control variables since most of the experiment
participants had a harmonized theoretical knowledge of user stories but a rather
limited knowledge in the debated user story structuring approaches.

4

Data Analysis and Validation of the Hypotheses

After processing the data received from the students, we analyzed the understandability of each method (validation of our ﬁrst hypothesis). Following, we
checked whether the employment of either of the two methods facilitated the
students’ dimension identiﬁcation capabilities for the user stories’ set for the
‘Company X’ case. Next, we evaluated their drawn RT diagrams and USM artifacts and compared the quality of their representations (validation of our second
hypothesis). Our analysis concluded with a comparison between the answers
of the two groups pertaining the identiﬁcation of missing requirements/epics/themes (third hypothesis), and the adaptability of each method when requirements are changing (fourth hypothesis). These steps are detailed below.
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H0 1: The RT is as Easy to Understand as the USM

The theoretical explanations for the RT and USM in the beginning of Part 2
were purposed to educate the students about these techniques, optimize their
comprehension of user stories/epics/themes, and describe the expectations of
the upcoming modeling exercise. The theoretical explanations concluded by
asking three Likert-scale questions to determine to what extent was: Q1) the
theory about the diﬀerent elements and links – of each approach – understandable, Q2) the explanation of the upcoming modeling exercise understandable, and
Q3) the expectation of the modeling exercise understandable. The frequencies of
the respondents’ answers were mapped out based on the range of their understandability (i.e., the theory/explanation/expectation was ‘Not at all’, ‘Slightly’,
‘Moderately’, ‘Very’ or ‘Extremely’ understandable), where most of the students
in both groups found the theory about diﬀerent links and elements very understandable. Similarly, the modeling exercise explanation/expectation seemed also
to be very understandable (see Appendix 4.1). However, when processing the
answers to these three questions to recreate and compare the means of the students’ responses by group and by question, we discovered that the understandability of the RT group seems to be lagging compared to the understandability
of their counterparts in the USM group (Table 1). This discrepancy between
the two groups takes its highest value when referring to Q1. The parametric
independent-samples t-test represented in Table 2 measures whether the diﬀerence between the understandability means for the two groups relating to Q1, Q2,
Q3 is signiﬁcant. Due to the Central Limit Theorem (CLT), the variable used
for recreating the means can be assumed normally distributed since our sample
size per group is larger than 30. Equal variances were assumed after performing
a Levene’s test. The results show that the RT students had signiﬁcant diﬃculty
– compared to their counterparts – in understanding the theoretical concepts of
the RT; the diﬀerence in the understandability between the two groups regarding the Q2 & Q3 was not signiﬁcant. Hence, our ﬁrst null hypothesis can be
rejected. This diﬃculty in understanding the RT theory could be attributed to
an insuﬃcient theoretical explanation in the beginning of Part 2 and not to
the internal workings of the RT approach itself. However, this scenario does not
seem to justify the answers provided by the RT group for questions Q2 & Q3.
Additionally, the provided RT theoretical explanation seems to be the basis for
the students’ qualitative representations of the ‘Company X’ case as it will be
shown during the validation of the second hypothesis.
Table 1. Understandability means by group and by question.
USM mean RT mean
Q1 Is the theory about the diﬀerent elements and links
understandable?

4.06

3.78

Q2 Is the modeling exercise explanation understandable?

3.69

3.49

Q3 Is the modeling exercise expectation understandable?

3.67

3.51
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Table 2. Signiﬁcance testing for the three questions: independent-samples T-test.
t

df

Sig.
Mean
(2-tailed) diﬀerence

Std. error
diﬀerence

95% Conﬁdence interval
of the diﬀerence
Lower Upper

Q1 2.061 70

.043

.273

.133

.009 .538

Q2 1.461 68

.148

.200

.137

−.073 .473

.134

−.114 .419

Q3 1.140 65.97 .258
.152
*The signiﬁcance level is set at 5%.

4.2

H0 2: The Resulting RT Diagrams and USM Artifacts are
Equally Good in Providing Qualitative Representations

We started exploring the students’ model-creation capabilities by checking whether each group could identify correctly the elements from the
WHO/WHAT/WHY -dimensions (roles, functionalities, etc.) within the set of
seven user stories provided for the ‘Company X’ case. Next, we checked whether
the students could correspond each of these elements to the modeling notations
of their assigned approach (i.e., Role/Task/Capability/Hard-Goal/Soft-Goal for
the RT, and User/Activity/Task/Detail for the USM approach). Eventually, we
compared the students’ artifacts resulting from the modeling exercise, between
the two groups. These steps are described below.
User Stories’ Dimension Identification for the RT Group: The WHOdimension was identiﬁed correctly by 73% of the students assigned to the RT
group. This was to be expected since the RT contains only one modeling construct (i.e., ‘Role’ ) corresponding to this dimension. However, the group had
diﬃculty in identifying elements within the WHAT-, and WHY-dimension in
the provided user stories’ set.
Table 3 validates our last statement. For instance, in the ﬁrst row corresponding to the WHAT -dimension of the ﬁrst user story, we notice a signiﬁcant
discrepancy in the percentage of the students’ answers reporting a Task or a
Capability element. In the second row for the WHY -dimension of the ﬁrst user
story, we also notice that the answers of the students are divided between the
Soft-Goal and Hard-Goal element. These two examples encapsulate the students’
challenge in distinguishing between the modeling constructs Task /Capability on
the one hand, and Soft-Goal /Hard-Goal on the other. These results validate the
ones found in the study of Wautelet et al. [22] stating the possibility of a limited semantic diﬀerence between such elements. Cells assigned with the number
zero mean that no student reported that particular modeling element in his/her
answer.
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Table 3. WHAT/WHY -dimension analysis for the RT group.

US dimension Task Capability Soft-goal Hard-goal Element not
present
US2WHAT

45.9 48.6

5.4

0

0

US2WHY

2.7

51.4

40.5

0

US3WHAT

94.6 5.4

0

0

0

US3WHY

21.6 16.2

56.8

5.4

0

US4WHAT

29.7 70.3

0

0

0

US4WHY

0

0

0

100

US5WHAT

59.5 40.5

0

0

0

US5WHY

10.8 0

43.2

45.9

0

US6WHAT

16.2 81.1

2.7

0

0

US6WHY

0

13.5

86.5

0

US7WHAT

62.2 35.1

2.7

0

0

5.4

0

0

US7WHY
2.7 5.4
54.1
37.8
0
*Elements in bold font indicate the most frequently identiﬁed elements within the group.

User Stories’ Dimension Identification for the USM Group: The WHOdimension was identiﬁed correctly by 62.9% of the USM group. This percentage
is smaller compared to the one retrieved for the RT group. This discrepancy
could be explained by the diﬀerence in the used terminology between the two
approaches in terms of the identiﬁcation of the WHO-dimension. RT contains the
term Role (which is completely identiﬁable with the term provided in the theoretical explanation for the WHO-dimension of a user story) while the USM contains
the term User. As for the WHAT -, and WHY -dimension, Table 4 reveals that
the students tended to recognize the semantic diﬀerence between the Activity
and Task element and assign them well to their proper dimensions. This is aided
by the hierarchical structure of the USM where an Activity must be followed
by a Task and ﬁnally a Detail. Nevertheless, the numbers reveal that the students experience ambiguity regarding the granularity-level associated with the
elements belonging to the WHAT -dimension of the user stories. In particular,
the students seem not to be able to diﬀerentiate well between the semantics of
Task /Detail as the reported numbers depict in rows one, ﬁve, and seven.
Comparison of the Drawn RT Diagrams and USM Artifacts for the
‘Company X’ Case: This part describes the evaluation of the artifacts drawn
by the students according to the tasks prescribed by the modeling exercise of
Part 2. We evaluated the produced artifacts basing ourselves on methods elaborated in previous studies. For the drawn RT diagrams, we used the Three Criteria
evaluation method namely completeness, conformity and accuracy [22], and the
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Golden Standard method [18]. The latter was based on an ‘ideal’ artifact, created
by the research team, whose every correct element and link was awarded with
the maximum of points. The artifacts provided by the students approaching this
‘ideal’ solution the most gathered the most points. The artifacts drawn by the
USM group were evaluated based on ﬁve identiﬁed criteria namely completeness, consistency, accuracy, correctness and accuracy. Appendix 4.2 provides a
detailed description of each evaluation method.
Table 5 presents the descriptive elements related to the acquired points for
each drawn artifact, based on their corresponded evaluation method. We observe
that the means/medians of the gathered scores are similar for the two groups.
Hence, despite the diﬃculty that RT students show in corresponding the WHAT/WHY -dimension to the modeling constructs of the RT, they still manage to
produce artifacts that gather similar points with the USM group (in terms of
representing the requirements problem within the tasks of the modeling exercise).
Thereby, our second null hypothesis cannot be rejected.
Table 4. WHAT/WHY -dimension analysis for the USM group.

US dimension Activity Task Detail Element not
present
US2WHAT

5.7

57.1 37.1

0

US2WHY

51.4

11.4 34.3

2.9

US3WHAT

20

77.1 2.9

0

US3WHY

71.4

25.7 0

2.9

US4WHAT

0

37.1 62.9

0

US4WHY

2.9

2.9

94.3

US5WHAT

2.9

74.3 22.9

0

US5WHY

62.9

8.6

2.9

US6WHAT

8.6

74.3 17.1

0

US6WHY

71.4

5.7

0

US7WHAT

5.7

74.3 17.1

0
25.7
20

2.9

US7WHY
51.4
14.3 25.7
8.6
*Elements in bold font indicate the most frequently
identiﬁed element within the group.
4.3

H0 3: The Resulting RT Diagrams and USM Artifacts are
Equally Good in Identifying Missing Requirements, Epics and
Themes

The last steps of the modeling exercise in Part 2 were meant to test whether the
employment of either of the RT/USM is signiﬁcantly better in helping modelers
to produce artifacts that facilitate with the identiﬁcation of missing requirements,
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Table 5. Drawn artifacts: descriptive statistics of acquired points per evaluation
method.

% of points % of points on RT
on USM
diagram based on
artifact
Golden Standard
evaluation

% of points on RT
diagram based on
Three Criteria
evaluation

N

36

36

36

Mean

.5281

.5536

.5522

Median

.5690

.5806

.5965

Std. deviation .13698

.20109

.17229

Minimum

.14

.03

.11

Maximum

.71

1.29

.83

epics and themes. Table 6 presents the means of the scores that the students’ artifacts gathered, by group, when performing these 3 tasks. The numbers suggest
that the USM group performed better in the identiﬁcation of missing requirements. Conversely, the average of the achieved scores was higher for the RT group
in respect to the identiﬁcation of epics and themes. We wanted to test whether
these performance variations, as measured by the diﬀerences in the score means
for the two groups, are signiﬁcant. Table 7 presents the conﬁdence intervals corresponding to the diﬀerences in the score means for the two groups and reveals that
while the USM group’s performance is signiﬁcantly better in identifying missing
requirements, the diﬀerence in the performance between the two groups is not signiﬁcant in terms of identifying epics and themes. This is a ﬁrst –but not conclusive–
indication that our third null hypothesis cannot be rejected.
Table 6. Descriptive statistics on the student-scores for the tasks of identifying Missing
Requirements/Epics/Themes.

Group

N Mean

Std. deviation Std. error mean

Score on the task of USM group 36 1.2286 .68966
identifying Missing
Requirements
RT group 36 .7794 .97849
Score on the task of USM group 36 .4071
identifying Epic US
RT group 36 .4559

.11657

.16781

.33258

.05622

.33411

.05730

Score on the task of USM group 36 1.7929 1.20276
identifying Themes
RT group 36 2.2574 1.33922

.20330
.22967
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Table 7. Mean diﬀerence of the student-scores in identifying Missing Requirements/Epics/Themes: Conﬁdence Intervals.
Mean
diﬀerence

Std. error
diﬀerence

95% Conﬁdence Interval
of the diﬀerence
Lower

Upper

MR Score

.44916

.20332

.04333

.85499

Epic Score

−.4874

.08027

−.20897

.11149

Theme Score −.46450
.30673
*The signiﬁcance level is set at 5%.

−1.07694 .14795

To further support (or rebut) this indication, we checked the students’
answers to six Likert-scale questions that were meant to establish the (possible) relationship between the perceived ease of use of each method in identifying
missing requirements/epics/themes. These questions were: Q1) How hard was it
to ﬁnd missing requirements in Part 2?, Q2) How hard was it to ﬁnd epics in
Part 2?, Q3) How hard was it to ﬁnd themes in Part 2?, Q4) Did the RT/USM
help you ﬁnd missing requirements?, Q5) Did the RT/USM help you ﬁnd epics?,
Q6) Did the RT/USM help you ﬁnd themes?. We processed the answers to these
questions to recreate and compare the means of the students’ responses by group
and by question. We used their descriptive elements in order to perform an
independent-samples t-test to examine the signiﬁcance in their perceived level
of diﬃculty in identifying missing requirements/epics/themes between the two
groups. Once again, the justiﬁcation for using such a parametric test stems from
the CLT; given the sample size of each group (larger than 30 participants) the
variable used for recreating the means can be assumed normally distributed. A
Levene’s test was performed for each question ensuring the equality in the variances (see Appendix 4.3 for the detailed descriptive statistics for the comparison
of the means, by group, for all six questions). Table 8 informs us that insofar
the recognition of missing requirements/epics/themes, there are no signiﬁcant
diﬀerences between the perceived ease of use for either of the RT/USM. Thereby,
our third null hypothesis cannot be rejected.
Table 8. Identiﬁcation of Missing Requirements/Epics/Themes: T-test by question
and by group.
t

df

Sig.
(2-tailed)

Mean
diﬀerence

Std. error
diﬀerence

95% Conﬁdence interval
of the diﬀerence
Lower Upper

Q1 −1.818 68

.073

−.395

.218

−.942 64.005 .350

−.225

.238

−.701 .251

Q3 −1.367 67.977 .176

−.371

.272

−.914 .171

−.077 66.522 .939

−.021

.273

−.565 .523

Q5 −1.185 65.185 .240

−.325

.274

−.873 .223

.152

.265

−.377 .681

Q2
Q4

.573 67.192 .569
Q6
*The signiﬁcance level is set at 5%.

−.829 .039
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H0 4: The Resulting RT Diagrams and USM Artifacts are
Equally Good in Being Adaptable

This section addresses the tasks that the students had to complete for Part 3 of
the experiment. Six questions were asked to determine the respondents’ ability:
i) to understand the structure of a complex model (artifact) provided for the
‘Film Finder’ case, and ii) to make adaptations to this model based on changing
requirements. We followed the same process as the one used to test our third
hypothesis. In particular, we collected and processed the participants’ answers
to all six questions to recreate the means of their responses by group and by
question (see Appendix 4.4). Next, we used these descriptive elements in order
to perform an independent-samples t-test to check whether the diﬀerences of the
responses by group and by question were signiﬁcant. Table 9 demonstrates that
there were signiﬁcant diﬀerences between the two groups concerning the time
disposed to answer the ﬁrst, second, and last question.
Table 9. Adaptability: independent-samples T-test by question and by group.

t

df

Sig. Mean

Std. error 95% Conﬁdence
Lower
Upper

Q1 –2.763 69

.007 –.275

.099

–.538

–.011

Q2 –2.552 68

.013 –.286

.112

–.509

–.062

Q3

.802 67.452 .426

.19365 .24155

–.28842

.67572

Q4

–.457 68.854 .649 –.26984 .59069

–1.44827

.90859

Q5

–.196 68.996 .845 –.08532 .43450

–.95213

.78149

Q6 1.854 67.420 .068 .27500 .14835
*The signiﬁcance level is set at 5%.

.02759

.52241

Q1 & Q2 demanded the (partly) explanation of the ‘Film Finder’ case with
the aid of the provided models and they were answered better by the USM
group. Of course, the ‘Film Finder’ case description addressed to this group was
comprised of two pages, while the one for the RT group was over four pages.
This was done in order to increase the visibility/readability between the links
and elements of the provided RT diagram for this case. So, as the provided
‘Film Finder’ USM model (artifact) was more compact the students could have
gotten more information in a shorter amount of time which inevitably leads to
a faster, better understanding of the case. Q6 asked speciﬁc description of the
models themselves and was answered better by the RT students. The remaining
questions asking the respondents to adapt the models were slightly better for the
RT group but the diﬀerence, compared to the USM group, was not signiﬁcant.
Therefore, our fourth null hypothesis cannot be rejected.
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Discussion

Our analysis suggested that the RT seemed more diﬃcult to understand compared to the USM. Although this created the expectation that the RT group
would deliver artifacts which would not represent properly the software problem
as described by the ‘Company X’ case (compared to the USM group), this was
in fact not veriﬁed by our analysis. We will try to explain this contradiction
by using the students’ answers to an open question at the end of Part 2 that
gave them the opportunity to provide suggestions for improving further the RT
and USM. Regarding the former, a recurring request from many students was
the addition of extra elements complementing the existing set. For example, the
students perceived that the addition of a decision point would facilitate its use.
However, this would imply that the RT is process-oriented like a BPMN process
diagram [10]. But its true purpose is to facilitate the decomposition of a feature and not to analyze a process. This observation suggests that participants
‘anchored’ on their previous trainings in UML and BPMN diagrams in order
to conceive, comprehend and compare the RT. Since the latter is structurally
diﬀerent than the modeling elements the students were accustomed to, this can
be the reason for their perceived diﬃculty in understanding the theory. However,
the solved examples at the end of each step of the modeling exercise that were
incorporated in Part 2 guided the students during the conduct of their modeling
exercise; at the end, the RT students provided qualitative artifacts (according to
pre-set standards). Another recurring criticism referred to the diﬃculty in distinguishing between Tasks/Capabilities and Hard-goals/Soft-goals. This can be
partially explained by the students’ lack of experience with modeling frameworks
such as i* [24] which incorporates such elements. Some participants even asked
for stricter rules and guidelines to deﬁne the diﬀerent RT elements and how
to put them into practice each time. These ‘criticisms’ can reveal some of the
bottlenecks that should be addressed when it comes to making non-experienced
modelers exposed in the use of a conceptual model (i.e., the RT in our case).
Vague semantics were also an issue for the use of USM, as the distinction between
Tasks/Details was not clear for many participants.

6

Threats to Validity

Our presented results consider some threats to validity, according to Wohlin
et al. [23].
Construct Validity. Our selected cases may aﬀect the results. The ‘Company
X’ case was considered complex and slightly unstructured and this factor in
combination with the subjects’ working inexperience with user stories can jeopardize the quality of their provided artifacts. However, the students did not have
to extrapolate the user stories’ set themselves for the build-up of their artifacts;
the former was already provided in the questionnaire. This gave the students
a well-established outset especially since the user stories’ set was reviewed and
optimized using the QUS framework.
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Internal Validity. The questionnaire of the experiment was quite large amounting to ﬁfteen pages for the RT group and fourteen pages for the USM group. A
survey instrument of such size is prone to cause fatigue leading respondents ultimately to satisﬁce rather than optimize during their response eﬀort. We tried to
counter that eﬀect by: i) applying correctional penalties for guessing; ii) boosting
the students’ motivation through an additional bonus grade (corresponding to
their performance) to be applied on top of their ﬁnal grade for the compulsory
semester course in the session of which the current experiment was organized.
External Validity. The inclusion of students in the experiment may condition our results considering the participants’ practical inexperience in software
design & modeling. However, Kitchenham et al. [6] do not discourage the use
of students as test subjects in software engineering experiments as long as the
research questions match their level of experience. This has been the case in our
experiment; the content of the questionnaires was the product of an iterative
deliberation process among the members of the research team. In addition, the
research questions and the ease of understanding of the theoretical explanations
for the RT/USM were tested separately on three junior researchers (ﬁrst-year
PhD students). Their suggestions/proposed alterations were incorporated into
the ﬁnal version provided to the test subjects.
An additional concern is that the quality of the artifacts produced by the
students (in the context of their modeling exercise) depends not only on their
(in)experience but also on the cognitive complexity of each tested method. In
principle, there seems to be some adversity between the two tested methods
given that the USM represents essentially a structuring approach of user stories
based on their level of granularity and that’s relatively easier for the students
to understand. Contrastingly, the subjects were not well versed in the i* framework whose elements/notations are used in the RT method. We acknowledge
this confounding factor in the experimental design and this why we included a
detailed theoretical explanation of each method – with one extra page for the
RT – incorporating a complete set of solved examples at the beginning of each
step of the modeling exercise in Part 2.

7

Conclusion

This paper analyzed the ability of novice modelers to understand a software problem by using a conceptual modeling approach (RT) and a structuring method
(USM) for the formation of user stories. Our ﬁrst hypothesis indicated that the
RT seems not as easy to understand as USM. To reinforce the RT’s applicability, more focus should be placed into making the semantics of its modeling
elements self-evident along with a proper illustration of their in-between links.
This hypothesis was tested on the basis of theoretical explanations provided
within the questionnaires. Nevertheless, when the students receive practical,
step-by-step guidance on how to apply the RT, they manage to use it to produce qualitative representations of the software problem (second hypothesis).
This observation can inﬂuence the way conceptual modeling is taught within
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IT curricula; ﬁrst, our analysis highlights the possible transition from an excathedra approach based on theory to a more empirical one where students
practice modeling from the start. Second, the tutoring of conceptual modeling,
to better understand the software problem, can be valuable in an agile setting as
well; the RT itself – descending from an elaborate framework for socio-technical
analyses (i*) – shows indeed promising results for agile requirements engineering.
Contrastingly, our third and fourth hypotheses highlight a reoccurring discrepancy between the RT’s intended purpose and actual performance. Theoretically,
the RT’s complexity is to be counterbalanced by delivering adaptable artifacts
assisting modelers identify missing requirements/epics/themes more easily. However, our results showed neither a signiﬁcant facilitation by the RT diagram in
these tasks, nor by the USM (despite the latter’s embedded simplicity). All in
all, we believe that the teaching of the RT (i.e., a conceptual modeling-based
approach for agile methods) next to the traditional USM method, furnishes an
added value to IT students. It allows them to learn complementary ways of reasoning about a software problem, based on user stories, and they can experience
on their own how it can be structured best. Learning the RT also reinforces
their general skills on conceptual modeling and allows them to experience that
the domain can be fruitfully used outside the scope of object-oriented modeling
and database design.
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Abstract. Latest research studies on multi-dimensional design have combined
business data with User-Generated Content (UGC). They have integrated new
analytical aspects, such as user’s behavior, sentiments, opinions or topics of interest, to ameliorate decisional analysis. In this paper, we deal with the complexity of
designing topics dimension schema due to the dynamicity and heterogeneity of its
hierarchies. Researchers addressed partially this issue by offering technical solutions to topics detection without focusing on the Extraction, Transformation and
Loading (ETL) process allowing their integration in multi-dimensional schema.
Our contribution consists in modeling ETL steps generating valid topic dimension
hierarchies referring to UGC informal texts. In this research work, we propose a
generic ETL4SocialTopic process model defining a set of operations executed
following a specific order. The implementation of these steps offers a set of customized jobs simplifying the ETL designer’s work by automating a large part of
the process. Experimentation results show the consistency of ETL4SocialTopic to
design valid topic dimension schemas in several contexts.
Keywords: User-generated content · Topic hierarchy design · Data warehouse ·
ETL process · Twitter · Social media

1 Introduction
User-generated content (UGC) is generally considered as extra element of online platforms such as social media websites (e.g. Twitter, Facebook). In this context, a novel
area, called Social Business Intelligence (Social BI), has recently emerged. Authors,
in [1], defined it as the discipline combining corporate data with UGC to make easier
for decision makers to analyze and improve their business based on the observation of
the user’s trends and moods. In fact, UGC text may be extracted and extended in many
ways; the most important of which is topic discovery since it plays a crucial role in
contextual advertisement and offers a whole new set of analytical aspects to business
analysts. Indeed, decision makers are interested in knowing how much people talk about
a topic of interest.
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
S. Cherfi et al. (Eds.): RCIS 2021, LNBIP 415, pp. 374–389, 2021.
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In the existing Social Data Warehouse (SDW) design approaches dealing with the
user’s topic of interest integration [2–4], the topic was considered as a specific dimension in the multidimensional schema. In fact, topic hierarchies are not similar to standard
hierarchies (of SDW dimensions) in terms of irregularity, dynamicity and semantic relationships between the various topic levels. Thus, in order to enable the aggregation of
topics belonging to different levels, a topic hierarchy should be defined. Hence, building
topic hierarchy is a challenging task in SDW multi-dimensional modeling. Consequently,
the possibility of designing several structures of the topic hierarchy depending on the
study context and the designer’s preferences makes the modeling of ETL process to
generate topic dimension more difficult. To solve this problem, we modeled and implemented an ETL process that aids the SDW designer build topic dimension schema by
considering its hierarchies features.
This process, called ETL4SocialTopic, highlights the ETL steps followed to design
the topic hierarchies. To this end, a generic ETL process model is introduced, in this
study, to map UGCs into topic dimension schema. It was implemented and tested on
real datasets collected from Twitter in different contexts including “mobile technology”,
“automobile” and “health”.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 depicts topic integration in SDW design
and shows the complexity of topic hierarchies design through an illustrative example.
Then, the generic ETL process model of building of topic dimension from UGC is
described in Sect. 3. This model presents the synchronization and execution order of
ETL4SocialTopic steps. These steps gave birth to new ETL tool whose architecture is
described in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5, ETL4SocialTopic workflows are executed on tweets data
set, providing topic schemas interpreted by domain experts. In Sect. 6, experimental
results are evaluated by applying Topic schema relevance metrics. The performance of
the introduced process is discussed in Sect. 7. Finally, a conclusion and some future
researches are provided in Sect. 8.

2 Research Context and Motivation: Topics Integration in Data
Warehouse Modeling
In the last decade, SDW modeling has given more attention to UGC that became the focus
of business owners. Besides, several recent studies have attempted to integrate user’s
topics of interests in social data warehouse design [2–8]. In [4], authors have applied data
mining techniques to the UGC dataset by adding new measurements, straightforward
mapping and knowledge discovery. This enrichment enables the modeling of the user’s
sentiment, UGC popularity as well as entity and topic detection. In this approach, data
mining methods have been developed and trained on Twitter data sets in order to perform
predictive analysis of Tweets and Users objects. Researchers, in [4] and [9], have focused
on the relationships between these objects without paying attention to the inter-linking
topics of interests.
Other researchers have considered that building topic hierarchy is a challenging
task in SDW modeling. In [5], authors have introduced SDW model in which topic
dimension has been designed as a set of relationships between topics using parentchild hierarchies. In fact, topic has been defined through two cases which can be either
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a basic strict hierarchy, defined with only one parent per node, or an extended nonstrict hierarchy containing many-to-many relationships between its levels. Authors have
distinguished topic hierarchies from traditional ones as a function of schemata and
instances. As illustrated in Fig. 1, non-leaf topics can be related to a fact (social event).
For example, clips may talk about Smartphone as well as of Galaxy J7. These topics
show that grouping topics of interest at a given level may not provide a total partitioning
of facts. Besides, the relationships between topics can have different semantics. For
instance, the semantics in the relation “Galaxy J7 belongs to the company Samsung”
and “Galaxy J7 has the operating system Android” are quite different. For traditional
hierarchies design, these topics are designed relying on the semantics of aggregation
levels (Smartphone is a member of the level “Type”, while Samsung is a member of the
level “Company”). Furthermore, in terms of instances, topic hierarchies are non-onto
(they can have different instances length), non-covering (some nodes in the hierarchy
skip one or more levels) and non-strict (many-to-many relationships may exist between
topics).

Fig. 1. An excerpt of the topic hierarchies for the «mobile technology» context.

Considering the topic as non-covering and non-strict hierarchy, authors, in [2],
have studied topic hierarchy changes. Modeling topic hierarchies has been realized
in ROLAP platforms combining classical dimension tables and recursive navigation
tables. This work has been later extended, in [3], by a meta-model (called meta-stars)
used to solve topic hierarchy issues by combining semantic and structural modeling
aspects. Indeed, meta-stars model relies essentially on meta-modeling coupled with
navigation and dimension tables to improve the flexibility and the expressiveness of
modeling topic hierarchies. Its performance, compared with star schema, has been evaluated through OLAP queries. Although meta-stars are consistent to express queries, they
are time-consuming.
Later, meta-stars approach (defined in [3]) has been utilized in [6] where the topicbased aggregation was realized through a set of classes defined in a domain ontology
describing the subject of interest. Ontology concepts have been defined by domain
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experts as topics appearing during UGC analysis. These topics have been structured into
hierarchies. For an effective modeling of topic hierarchy, authors have considered topic
hierarchy features (heterogeneous, dynamic, non-onto, non-covering and non-strict).
More recently, in [7], authors have integrated a contextual dimension (designed from
social networks texts) into the SDW multi-dimensional model. This dimension consists
of two components: the contexts, detected in the texts (context hierarchy), and the main
topics treated in each context. Such dimension has been automatically created applying
hierarchical clustering algorithms. Thus, it has allowed analyzing textual data similarly
by contexts and topics. Consequently, business analysts can take decisions as they know
the full extent of the information in a record. Despite this advantage, this research [7]
represents the starting point of topics hierarchy modelling. Firstly, once the texts have
been organized into contexts, texts entities could be extracted and incorporated, as a new
dimension, into the SDW model. In [8], authors have considered topics of interests as
a dimension (called dim_topics) of the SDW schema. They have applied classification
techniques on UGC texts to discover data of dim_topics. Despites the good performance
of this approach to classify UGC in terms of topics, we note that dim_topics store subjects
of interests without defining the hierarchical relations between topics.
The existing approaches showed that designing topic hierarchy is a challenging task
in multi-dimensional modelling. Their comparison demonstrates that topic design introduced in [3] presented the most advanced one dealing with topic hierarchy constraints.
Nevertheless, the existing approaches did not focus on the process of building topic hierarchies. Moreover, the roll-up and semantic relationships between topics were manually
generated. In SDW design, this process is known as ETL steps. As shown in [10], Data
Warehouse projects use some vendor-provided ETL tools and software utilities (e.g. Ab
Initio, Informatica, SQL Server Integration Service, Oracle Data Integrator, Talend Open
Studio) in order to automate ETL process. These commercial tools provide advanced
graphical user interfaces to ease ETL design. However, most of them apply the black-box
optimization at the conceptual and the logical levels (e.g. re-ordering of the activities in
ETL workflow).
In the literature, it was also proven that the manual definition of topic dimension
and their hierarchies is a cumbersome task. Conversely, the fully automatic generation
of a topic hierarchy expects a wide range of heterogeneous concepts to be manually
restricted [3]. For this reason, our work introduces a semi-automatic process to generate
topic hierarchies. We also model ETL process to map UGC data into the topic dimension
schema following a specific workflow. This procedure was implemented on Talend Open
Studio producing ETL4SocialTopic process whose components were executed by ETL
designer to generate the topic dimension schema and its hierarchies.

3 ETL Process Conceptual Model for Topic Schema Building
Indeed, the ETL process controls the execution flows of extraction, transformation and
loading steps. For a generic modeling of topic dimension building steps, an ETL process
model involves the control flow of ETL operations performed to design topic hierarchies
and the relations between topics. Considering an ETL process as a special type of business
process, the existing studies [11–14] proved that BPMN standard is well-adapted to
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model ETL process ensuring an accurate design of its control aspects. As demonstrated
in Fig. 2, the designed BPMN model specifies the execution order of ETL operations
carried out to build topic dimension schema.

Fig. 2. A BPMN process model to «Build Topic Dimension».

In this research work, two actors (ETL designer and ETL manager) collaborate to
build topic dimension. Indeed, the former is a person or group of individuals who intervenes in the integration of UGC data into the SDW, while the latter is an automatic system
that helps designer during the building process. In the designed model, a BPMN «Collaboration» was used to model the interaction between two «Participants»: ETL designer
and ETL manager. The interaction between these participants was realized through
BPMN «Message Flows». Indeed, each of these participants had to perform a sequence
of operations. Indeed, ETL designer operations were manually defined; whereas those
established by ETL manager were automatically specified.
The execution order of operations, specific to the topic building, started by the «Media
Clips Crawling» operation, in which UGC data available on social media were collected.
Then, these data were pre-processed through the «Media clips Pre-processing» operation.
This step relies on the study context introduced by the ETL designer through «Specify
Study Context» operation. The next step consists in detecting, from the collected data,
the possible topics related to the desired context. «Determine Topic Attributes» operation
found these topics with reference to entities detection services that provided information
about entity types such as product, person, city, country or company. The suggested entity
types gave the ETL designer an idea about the candidate topic attributes. At this level,
he/she could choose the desired ones from the collection of entity types.
Then, the ETL manager proposed other attributes related to the selected topic
attributes. This operation, called «Enrich Topic Attribute», was established using external lexical resources (e.g. domain ontology, dictionary, etc.) providing topic attributes
that were semantically related to the selected ones. At this point, the ETL designer classified the attributes into hierarchies through «Design Topic Dimension» operation. Then,
the ETL manager verified the consistency of the introduced topic hierarchies through
«Verify Topic Dimension» operation in which the semantic relationships between the
different topic hierarchy levels were checked.
The ETL process model, shown in Fig. 1, serves as a pattern helping ETL designer
build topic hierarchies and establish the relationships between them. This process, called
ETL4SocialTopic, can be used to solve many problems related to the topic dynamic structure. It is generic because it may be customized according to the designer requirements
and it is useful in various context and social media (such as Twitter and Facebook). To
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show the efficiency of this process, we implemented its operations and executed them
following a specific order.

4 Implementation of ETL4SocialTopic
An ETL workflow can either be hand-coded or specified and executed via ETL tools.
The latter were employed, in the experiments, mainly due to the graphical programming
interfaces they provide as well as for their reporting, monitoring and recovery facilities.
Among these tools, we can cite Talend Open Studio1 (TOS) which is an open source
offering a graphical user interface and allowing the integration of data and the creation
of transformation jobs. The comparison of ETL tools (given in [14]) shows its ability
to reduce the execution time. As TOS is a code generator, it makes possible to translate
ETL tasks and jobs into Java code. For these reasons, we prototypically implemented
ETL4SocialTopic workflows on TOS offering a set of new jobs to be executed to design
Topic dimension schema. These jobs were implemented using the operations defined
in Topic design conceptual model (see Fig. 2). Their execution, according to a specific
order, allows the designer to build topic schema in a certain context and define the
relationships between its hierarchical levels. ETL4SocialTopic jobs were performed on
real UGC collection extracted from Twitter. The latter is considered as one of the main
social media source frequently used to analyze sentiments [15]. Twitter was chosen
because of on its data availability. Our process can be also applied on any type of social
media (Facebook, Instagram, etc.).
The architecture of ETL4SocialTopic is presented in Fig. 3. It shows a sequence
of Extraction, Transformation and Loading jobs realized according to a specific order
(from 1 to 8). This architecture also presents the different APIs, programming languages
and data employed to develop ETL4SocialTopic jobs.
In the first job called Specify Study Context, the designer determines his/her business requirements through a set of keywords expressing his/her desired analysis context.
For example, the context “mobile technology” may be referred to using some terms
such as “smartphone”, “internet”, “iPhone”, etc. Based on these words, a query was
formulated and sent to the Twitter Streaming API, giving low latency access to Twitter
global stream of Tweet data. This query was executed by applying the methods defined
in Twitter4J java library [16] to crawl tweets related to the desired context. In fact, a
Tweet2 , known as status update, is a message that may include texts, links, photos, user
mentions, hashtags, language, location or videos. The collected tweets data were, then,
stored in «Tweets» XML files.
It is obvious that a tweet message is informal in comparison to the structured data.
Its pre-processing is a crucial task. Thus, a tweet text was, subsequently, cleaned by
the well-known pre-processing tasks including removing URL, consecutive characters,
punctuations, numbers, stop words and HTML tags [17]. This cleaning was followed
by a set of tasks including stemming and removing the user’s mentions, emoticons,
opinion words and modifiers which may be useless to topic detection. Afterwards, the
pre-processed text was stored in «TweetsForTopicDetection.xml».
1 https://www.talend.com/products/data-integration/.
2 https://developer.twitter.com/en/products/tweets.
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Fig. 3. Architecture of ETL4SocialTopic prototype for «Topic Dimension Building».

Topic dimension is the subject of interest of a specific Tweet event. In fact, Determine
Topic Attributes job aims at detecting candidate attributes constituting Topic hierarchy.
At this level, text mining APIs were utilized to semantically analyze a tweet text. Authors,
in [4], showed the ability of Open Calais API to extract entities from tweet text and,
thus, to return a list of entities (in RDF format) from pre-processed tweets. Indeed, an
entity object is characterized by its name, its type and its relevance value. Figure 3 shows
an excerpt of the detected entities specific to “mobile technology”. For examples, the
entity name iPhone 5 corresponds to the type product, while Nokia is an entity of type
Company. Subsequently, entities types were stored as topic attributes in «Topics.xml».
The possible topic attributes were presented to the ETL designer who selected the
desired ones. Based on the chosen topics, Open Calais API was used to enrich topic
attributes by other topics that were semantically related to the selected ones. At this level,
the ETL designer built topic hierarchies. Topic dimension was validated by checking
inter-topics relationships defined in a lexical resource (e.g. domain ontology, DBpedia,
etc.).
In the ETL4SocialTopic software environment including programming languages,
file formats, methods, tools and APIs may be substituted by another. Our choice of this
environment is justified by its availability and its adaptability to our goals.

5 ETL4SocialTopic: Execution and Results Interpretation
To investigate ETL4SocialTopic performance, experimentations were carried out on
Twitter real-world data of several contexts. In the next sub-section, the exhaustive execution of ETL4SocialTopic is performed on tweets of “mobile technology” context.
Thereafter, topic schemas, obtained by applying the proposed process in other contexts,
are presented and evaluated.
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5.1 Execution Process for “Mobile Technology” Context
The process of designing topic dimension from tweets focusing on mobile technologies
was performed as follows.
Media Clips Crawling. In this job, a set of keywords-based query was used to retrieve
media clips in the scope of the subject “mobile technology trends”. To respond to this
query (specified by the designer), twitter crawling components collected 15,000 English
tweets published in December 2020. As demonstrated in Fig. 4, two filter components
(remove very short tweets and remove retweets) were executed on the collected data to
respectively discard retweets and very short tweets. Consequently, the number of tweets
was reduced to 6741. The obtained data were stored in «tweets», «tweets_hashtags» and
«tweets_user_mentions» XML files.

Fig. 4. Media Clips Crawling» Job.

Media Clips Preprocessing. The user-generated content, already stored in
«tweets.xml», was cleaned through the pre-processing job which started by discarding useless information from tweet texts expressing the user’s mentions and opinion
symbols such as emoticons, opinion words and modifiers. Besides, a text cleaning component was executed on the tweet texts by using cleaning techniques given in [17] to
remove diacritics (e.g., accent, unknown character), URLs, punctuations, stops words
and stemming and obtain, therefore, pre-processed tweets.
Determine Topic Attributes. This job was performed to determine, from the preprocessed tweets, the attribute candidates that would be later used to design topic
dimension. It analyzes each tweet, and returns a list of entities defined with their
types. Figure 5(a) shows a fragment of the detected entity types. These types, stored
in «topic_attributes.xml», correspond to the possible topic dimension attributes.
Select Topic Attributes. It is noted that some of the topic attributes, such as musicGroup
and TVShow, did not belong to the subject area “mobile technology”. For this reason,
ETL designer should first restrict or enrich the list of the discovered topic attributes
in order to keep only the interesting ones. Afterwards, he/she selected manually topic
attributes. The entity types, surrounded by a red ellipse in Fig. 5(a), correspond to the
desired topic attributes checked by the ETL designer.
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Fig. 5. Except of topic_attributes. (Color figure online)

Enrich Topic Attributes. Based on the topic attributes validated by the designer, a set
of components was used, in the current job, to enrich topic candidates. Other topics
directly associated to the desired ones were also discovered. A list of features associated
to the chosen entity types was finally provided. Figure 5(a) shows that features were
associated to topic attributes through the relationship “has”. For examples, the feature
typePdt, being associated to the attribute Product, means that a product has a type.
Furthermore, the entity Company was enriched by two attributes: fullNameCom and
nationalityCom.
Build Topic Hierarchies. At this level, candidate topic attributes were used to build
topic schema modeled by the ETL designer. Figure 6(a) represents the designed topic
schema. The relationships between topic attributes are represented by blue-dotted oriented arrows. For example, the relationship from Product to Company means that
Product determines Company.

Fig. 6. Topic dimension schema. (Color figure online)

Validate Topic Dimension. For a consistent topic dimension schema, this job was
developed to check inter-connected attributes considering its hierarchy features. The
component corresponding to the current job consists in verifying the consistency of the
existing semantic relationships of each couple of levels defined within the hierarchy. As
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given in [18], DBpedia is a rich knowledge source containing several topics of interest and
the relationships between them. This lexical resource was employed by Validate Topic
Dimension job to verify the inter-topics relationships between instances of its participant
levels. The execution of this job provided a topic dimension schema (Fig. 6(b)) built with
consistent hierarchies. Thus, some relationships (e.g. from Product to Technology and
from Product to Organization) were allowed, while others were forbidden (e.g. from
Operating system to Country). Moreover, transitive relations were omitted from interattributes semantic relationships. For example, the relation from City to Continent was
omitted due to the existence of two relationships: (1) from City to Country and (2) from
Country to Continent.

5.2 Interpretation of Topic Dimension Schemas
To validate ETL4SocialTopic, its workflow was also executed on other Twitter realdata covering different study contexts including “automobile” and “health” with several
user’s requirements. To check the relevance of the topic dimension schemas generated by
the ETL4SocialTopic execution, we referred to the interpretations made by multidimensional design experts. We present, in Fig. 7, the experts interpretation do two schemas
designed for “mobile technology” and “automobile” contexts.

Fig. 7. Topic schemas for two contexts: (a) “Mobile technology” (b) “Automobile”.

Interpretation of Schema Designed for “Mobile Technology” Context
Comparing the topic schema (illustrated by Fig. 7(a)) with the human-designed one
(presented in Fig. 1), we observe a significant overlapping between the retrieved topics and those presented in the motivating example. Nevertheless, according to a domain
expert, some of the detected relationships and topics (marked with “?” icon) were poorlydefined or had no semantic meaning. For examples, he/she deemed that the relation-ship
from ProvinceOrState to Organization was inversely defined because the Organization determined ProvinceOrState. Besides, firstnamePer and lastnamePer were weak
attributes. For this reason, it was not allowed to aggregate products per person names.
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Moreover, the fact that region did not belong to any topic hierarchy, generated invalid
multi-dimensional structure.
Interpretation of Schema Designed for “Automobile” Context
Figure 7(b) illustrates an example of the topic dimension schema generated by
ETL4SocialTopic in the scope of “automobile” context. Its consistency was checked
by another expert who deemed that term “Company” refers to any business organization so that no difference existed between Organization and Company instances in the
context of “automobile”. Thus, it was not possible to define a “parent-child” relationship from Organization to Company. Besides, the relation defined from PersonType to
PersonNationality had no semantic relation. To this end, the latter should be attached
directly to Product or omitted. In addition, Engine is a feature of cars that is a sub-class
of product. For this reason, it should be directly related to Sub-class attribute.

6 Evaluation of ETL4SocialTopic Results
Based on the measures studied in [19] and [20], the consistency, describing the topic
schema, can be defined as the extent to which the topic attributes and hierarchies are relevant. Consistency is a quality measure of the topic schema that may firstly be influenced
by the compatibility of topic attributes to the context and to the user’s requirements, and
secondly by the topic relations satisfying topic hierarchy constraints. In the next subsection, we define topic schema consistency metrics. Thereafter, consistency of topic
schemas obtained by experiments is evaluated based on these metrics.
6.1 Topic Schema Consistency Metrics
To measure the topic schema consistency, we assigned simple relevance: topics_relevance and topics_relations_relevance. These metrics are respectively formulated
in Eqs. (1) and (2).
topics_relevance =

PT
STA

(1)

With
– PT. number of pertinent topics;
– STA. total number of the topic attributes in the designed topic schema;

topics_relations_relevance =

PR
STR

With
– PR. number of correct topic relationships;
– STR. total number of inter-topics relationships in the designed topic schema;

(2)
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6.2 Calculating Topic Schemas Consistency
The designers interpretation of topic schemas generated by the execution
of ETL4SocialTopic for “mobile technology”, “automobile” and “health” contexts are reported in Table 1. The latter illustrates topics_relevance and topics_relations_relevance scores computed for these topic schemas. In the ideal situation
where schema topics are considered pertinent according to experts’ evaluation, topics_relevance value is close to (1). On the other hand, when inter-topics relationships of
the resulted schema are totally accepted by human experts, topics_relations_relevance
value should be close to (1).
Table 1. Topic schemas relevance scores.
Study context

“Mobile technology”

“Automobile”

“Health”

Average

topics_relevance

0.95

1

0.91

0.95

topics_relations_relevance

0.76

0.78

0.77

0.77

Table 1 shows that ETL4SocialTopic execution process generated satisfactory results
of topics. An average score of topics_relevance (equals to 0.95) was computed for three
case studies. This value reveals how crucial the existence of ETL4SocialTopic jobs is for
the successful execution of the ETL4SocialTopic process. A topics_relevance equal to
0.95 shows the consistency of Determine Topic Attributes job in generating relevant
topics (very close to the designer expectations) from textual UGCs. Moreover, topics_relations_relevance score (with average 0.77) presents also the encouraging results
of the valid topic hierarchies, which proves the performance of Verify Topic Dimension
job. We also note that the relevance of the obtained topic hierarchies should be influenced
by the choice of the lexical resource utilized to check inter-attributes relationships.

7 Discussion
The existing approaches (presented in Sect. 2) dealing with discovering topics of interest
from textual UGC and their integration into the SDW proved that modeling topic hierarchies is complex due to their heterogeneity and dynamicity. In recent research works,
topic dimension schemas have been used by to the SDW designer to extract manually
related terms and topics from UGC data. Despite the good performance of some existing
approaches in detecting data from social media texts and transforming them into topics in the SDW, these approaches did not focus on the complex ETL process to design
topic schemas appropriate to the context. Our research addresses this issue at two levels:
conceptual modeling and implementation.
As shown in Table 2, the above-studied approaches are compared with our proposal
according to the following criteria:
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Table 2. Comparison of ETL4SocialTopic with existing approaches.

Approaches

Flexibility

Consistency
THT

ETL
modeling

Process
execution

SMT

CC

DR

TRT

[4]

No

No

No

Topic dimension
without hierarchy

No

Automatic

[5]

No

No

Yes

Standard

NS

No

Manual

[3, 6]

Yes

Yes

Yes

Semantic

NS

No

Manual

[7]

Yes

Yes

Yes

Standard

NS

No

Automatic

[8]

Yes

No

No

Topic dimension
without hierarchy

No

Automatic

ETL4SocialTopic

Yes

Yes

Yes

Standard
semantic

Yes

Automatic

NS

Flexibility. Flexibility can be defined as the ability of the ETL process to accommodate
the previously-unknown, new or changing user’s requirements [20]. Based on this definition, we propose three sub-criteria to measure the flexibility of the process introduced
in this paper to design topic dimension schema.
– Social Media Types (SMT). specifies if the process supports several social media types
(Twitter, Facebook, Youtube, etc.).
– Context Changes (CC): shows if the ETL process is suitable to any context.
– Designer Requirements Customization (DRC): reveals if ETL process tasks are customized to the designer’s different requirements according to the context constraints.
Consistency. The correct instantiation of the Topic dimension schema is a major problem designing topic schema. Instantiation is generally validated depending on to what
extend the topic hierarchy constraints is respected.
– Topic Relation Type (TRT): specifies if the topic hierarchies are designed by standard
or semantic relationships between its levels.
– Topic Hierarchy Type (THT): demonstrates if topic dimension schema allows strict
“S” or non-strict “NS” hierarchies.
ETL Design. Specifies if the approach does/doesn’t propose an ETL conceptual model
to design topic schema from UGC texts.
Process Execution. Refers to the degree of automation to which topics building steps
are executed.
To the best of our knowledge, no work in the literature proposed ETL conceptual
modeling of Topic dimension schema with respect to the crucial issues related to the
nature of UGC data and the topic hierarchy constraints. ETL4SocialTopic is a starting
point of designing complex ETL process applied to build topic dimension schema from
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user-generated texts. The major aim of our proposal consists in reducing the efforts
made by the ETL designer through the process model (presented in Sect. 4). Indeed, the
latter organizes ETL operations and controls their workflows in order to help designer
automatically extract topics of interests from user-generated texts in the first step and,
then, transform them in order to build topic dimension schema (designed with valid
hierarchies). This flexible process, called ETL4SocialTopic, takes advantage of its independence of particular social media and specific study context. Besides, its generic operations may be customized to deal with the designer’s specific constraints. For example,
the designer chooses the necessary tasks for the execution of some operations (e.g. Media
clips pre-processing), or the resources to be used in other operations (e.g. Enrich Topic
Attributes or Verify Topic Schema).
It was expected that ETL4SocialTopic process would help ETL designer easily discover topics of interests appropriate to the study context and automatically execute topic
hierarchies building steps according to a specific order. Furthermore, our process takes
into account the main topic hierarchy constraints when designing their schemas and
instances [5]. Firstly, complementary to the approaches that consider only strict topic
hierarchies defined by one parent per node [4], ETL4SocialTopic also generates topic
hierarchy schemas defined by many-to-many relations between its levels. On the other
hand, different semantics relationships between topics were defined with reference to
external resources.
The implementation of the whole process provided a palette of new jobs for each
of its complex operations in order to be automatically executed according to a specific
order. These jobs were trained on tweets data set in several contexts. According to
expert-based evaluation, the generated topic dimension schemas were designed with
consistent hierarchies. Experimentation results showed the good performance of the
ETL4SocialTopic process in assisting the designer during the mapping of unstructured
and informal texts into valid topic schemas. In terms of execution, this process achieved
better degree of automation, in comparison to the existing approaches that manually
defined topic hierarchies [3, 5, 6]. Indeed, most of its steps (Media Clips Crawling,
Media Clips Preprocessing, Determine Topic Attributes, Enrich Topic Attributes and
Validate Topic Dimension, etc.) were automatically realized.

8 Conclusion and Future Researches
This paper focused on ETL process modelling of UGC extraction, their transformation
through the automatic detection of topic hierarchy attributes and their mapping into the
SDW. The generic process model proposed in this paper may be exploited whatever
the type of social media or the study context. Based on its defined ETL operations,
ETL4SocialTopic was developed to automatically execute complex ETL workflows in
order to generate valid topic dimension hierarchies. This process was tested on Twitter
real data sets; each of which covers a specific study context. An expert-based evaluation of
the topic schemas generated by ETL4SocialTopic showed its performance to remarkably
facilitate the complex ETL workflow employed to crawl and pre-process Twitter data, to
detect entities and to generate topic hierarchies schema defined by valid relationships.
This paper proposes a new ETL design solution that considers topic hierarchy
constraints caused by integrating social media data into the data warehouse. Indeed,
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ETL4SocialTopic helps designer build topic hierarchies defined by many-to-many
relations between their levels. These topics were defined by different semantic relations.
This research is a starting point of topic integration into the ETL design process,
opening up a broad range of future possibilities. Indeed, ETL4SocialTopic jobs provided consistent results of topic schemas. Otherwise, some of the developed jobs were
specific to a particular development environment (twitter4J for Tweet crawling, open
Calais API for entity detection API, DBpedia lexical resource for checking inter-topics
semantic relations). In the near future, we intend to enrich ETL4SocialTopic palette by
implementing jobs adequate to other social media and utilizing other resources to detect
entities, enrich them and search inter-attributes relationships. Moreover, since the role
of the recently-developed data warehousing is to support big data real-time or righttime capability, the introduced ETL will be extended to support the frequent social data
changes.
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Abstract. Predictive process monitoring aims at predicting the evolution of running traces based on models extracted from historical event
logs. Standard process prediction techniques are limited to the prediction
of the next activity in a running trace. As a consequence, processes with
complex topology (i.e. with several events having similar start/end time)
are impossible to predict with these classical multinomial classiﬁcation
approaches. In this paper, the goal is to exploit an original features engineering technique which converts the historical event log of a process into
diﬀerent topological and temporal features, capturing the behavior and
context of execution of previous events. These features are then used to
train an Entity Embeddings Neural Network in order to learn a model
able to predict, in a one-shot manner, both the remaining activities until
the end in a running trace and the associated timestamp. Experiments
show that this approach globally outperforms previous work for both
types of predictions.
Keywords: Predictive process monitoring · Entity embedding
Neural network · Topological and temporal features
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Introduction

Process mining is an important branch of data mining and business process management, and deals with the discovery, monitoring and improvement of business
processes through the analysis of event logs [35]. Over the last decade, the process
mining community has extensively developed algorithms, particularly in process
discovery [5,20,37] and conformance checking [1,22]. More recently, Predictive
Business Process Monitoring have seen an increase in research. This subﬁeld of
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Process Mining is mainly concerned with predicting the evolution of running
traces based on patterns extracted from a historical event log. The prediction
of the next events in a process is of interest since it enables organizations to
anticipate task scheduling, resource allocation or potential deviations from a
recommended execution; and do what it takes to get back on the right track. In
this context, several techniques have been investigated [12,17,29,36] for various
tasks of business process predictions, e.g. the performance of the business operations, the time required to complete a particular task or the next activity to be
executed. Benchmarks have shown that Machine Learning and Deep Learning
techniques (e.g. predictive clustering tree inducer [3,26], Naive Bayes classiﬁer
[9], Long Short-Term Memory Neural Networks [8,13,31], Convolutional Neural Networks [23]) tend to outperform their competitor in this area, especially
Long-Short Term Memory networks (LSTM) - a subtype of RNN - that are well
suited to predict next events in traces since they are speciﬁcally designed to
handle sequential inputs. Therefore, the underlying process generating a trace is
modeled implicitly by the neural network itself.
However, existing techniques face two major limits. First, in their design, they
are limited to the prediction of a single next event in a running trace. Although
some techniques can be used in a Multi-step approach where each new prediction
in a trace is used to feed the input for the following predictions, in this paper
we are also interested in the prediction of all remaining activities in a trace in
a single-shot manner. Then, this limit also implies the design of methods that
output mutually exclusive predictions; i.e. only one activity is suggested. The
underlying next-activity prediction refers to “the next activity to start”. This is
not a problem when the topology of the trace is relatively linear, but becomes
problematic for more complex topologies. This research is supported by Logpickr
Process Explorer 360 tool, which has the particularity to detect and model an
enhanced version of concurrent activities, whose behavior captures an activity
starting before another ends, regardless of their respective starting timestamps
(that could be diﬀerent or similar). In the remaining of this paper, we will refer
to these speciﬁc overlapping concurrent event executions as concurrent events,
not to be mistaken with the traditional deﬁnition of concurrent event [4]. In
this case, the underlying next-activity prediction refers to the next activity as
a whole with a duration; rather than just an event represented by the starting
timestamp. Therefore, there may be more than one next activity to predict at the
same instance and the problem becomes a multi-output classiﬁcation problem.
To our knowledge, there are no study in the literature that investigates this
complex problem.
To address the above-mentioned limits, the contribution of this paper is threefold. We propose a method able to predict (i) all remaining activities in a running
trace alongside their respective duration, (ii) including enchanced concurrent
events and (iii) in a single shot approach, i.e. with a model that predicts the
entire forecast sequence at once, thus reducing passes through the network for
the predictions, and avoiding prediction errors to accumulate such that accuracy
performance is degraded as the trace time horizon increases. To do so, we explore
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an original features engineering technique which converts the historical event log
of a process into diﬀerent topological and temporal categorical variables, in the
manner of time series approach. These variables allow us to consider concurrent
events for processes with complex topologies. Then, we explore the use of Entity
Embeddings Neural Networks (EENN), to eﬃciently deal with high cardinality
categorical variables [14].
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related
work and Sect. 3 gives background concepts and deﬁnitions. In Sect. 4, our novel
approach based on entity embedding and fully-connected neural networks for
the next-activity and timestamps prediction is introduced. The application to
remaining trace suﬃxes and durations is presented in Sect. 5. Finally, we conclude the paper and give further research perspectives in Sect. 6.

2

Related Work

Diﬀerent research disciplines have developed methods to learn sequence-based
models that can be used for the next-activity prediction problem. Tax et al. [29]
propose a systematic review and relate three main families of approaches: grammar inference [11], process mining [35] and machine learning [2]. Although several models from these diﬀerent ﬁelds, e.g. n-grams models, Probabilistic Finite
Automaton or Markov models, have successfully been applied for sequence prediction, [6,7,18,19,34], recent benchmarks demonstrate that machine learning
based techniques outperform their competitors in that area. In particular, the
best performances are often achieved by Neural networks models [29,30]. To this
end, the remaining of this section will focus on the recent applications of neural
networks for the next-activity prediction problem.
The work in Evermann et al. [13] introduces a two hidden layer Long-Short
Term Memory (LSTM) architecture for the next activity prediction of an ongoing
trace, among other tasks. The technique includes a word embedding representation of categorical variables to train the network. Results showed that Neural
Networks could achieve high accuracy and improve state-of-the-art techniques.
Previous results have been outperformed by a similar method investigated
in Tax et al. [31], who predict next events also using LSTMs. Yet, in this work,
categorical variables are transformed using a one-hot encoding procedure generating a vector where index i is set to 1 if it corresponds to the encoded activity.
Although diﬀerent architectures are benchmarked, the two hidden layer LSTM
achieves the best results. The proposed techniques also allows to predict all
remaining activities for a trace by recursively applying the next activity prediction until the end of the trace is reached. A diﬀerent type of Neural network
is used by Pasquadibisceglie et al. [23] for the next activity prediction task. In
their recent work, the authors leverage a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN),
while representing the spatial structure in a running case like a two-dimensional
image. The experiments aim at ﬁtting the preﬁx length to obtain the best accuracy results. The authors show an improvement over the previous LSTM-based
architectures.
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Another LSTM-based approach is later proposed in Camargo et al. [8]. Using
an embedding technique to transform the resource and activity variables into
continuous vectors, the authors consider three architecture variants to compare
how sharing information between the layers can help diﬀerentiate execution patterns. Results show the technique obtains similar results to previous work for
the next-activity task, but tends to outperform them in the prediction of the
remaining activities in a trace. Lin et al. [21] propose MM-Pred, an RNN-based
approach to predict the next event and the suﬃx of an ongoing case. In addition to the activity, this approach uses information related to other attributes
of the events. The proposed architecture is composed of encoders, modulators
and decoders to transform the events into hidden representations. This work is
limited to the prediction of non-numerical attributes, therefore can not predict
timestamps and durations.
Recently, the work proposed by Theis et al. [33] aims at predicting the next
activity in a trace by leveraging performance metrics obtained with process
model executions. The authors investigate a three-step technique in which ﬁrst a
process model is built with a process discovery algorithm. Then, the event log is
replayed in this model to capture performance metrics, such as a decay function
that enables the network to consider a time perspective during training. Finally,
a vector is deﬁned based on the metrics and fed into a neural network to predict
the next activity. In addition to achieving state-of-the-art prediction accuracy,
this method has the advantage to also provide comprehensible insights based on
the process model generated in the ﬁrst step.
Lastly, latest work include investigations of Generative Adversarial Networks
[32], whose performances under speciﬁc conditions open new perspectives for the
next activity prediction problem.
In these related work, we notice an over-representation of LSTM networks,
that can be justiﬁed by its ability to capture the sequential behavior of process
executions. In this paper, we propose a method to capture this behavior during
the dataset generation, and feed the extracted information to a classical fullyconnected neural networks instead.

3

Background and Deﬁnitions

In this section, we introduce concepts used in later sections of this paper. To
remain consistent with existing work, the following deﬁnitions are based on [31].
3.1

Event Logs, Traces and Sequences

For a given set of activity A, A∗ denotes the set of all sequences over A. σ =
a1 , a2 , ..., an  ∀ai ∈ A is a trace of length n, σ(i) representing the ith element
of σ.  is the empty trace and σ1 .σ2 is the concatenation of traces σ1 and
σ2 . hdk (σ) = a1 , a2 , ..., ak  is the preﬁx of length k (0 < k < n) of sequence
σ and tlk (σ) = ak+1 , ak+2 , ..., an  is its suﬃx. For example, for a sequence
σ1 = a, b, c, d, e, hd2 (σ1 ) = a, b and tl2 (σ1 ) = c, d, e. We extend hdk and tlk
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to take into account concurrent events, noted hdk|| and tl||k . For example, for the
trace σi = a, {b, c, d}, e, f, g, {b, c, d} is a parallel instance noted P with P ⊆ A
(Fig. 1). P is deﬁned as the set of concurrent activities related to each other.
Concurrent activities are activities that have the same start/end timestamps or
overlapping activities executed in any order. For trace σi several preﬁxes and
suﬃxes are possible according to the topology of P . In this extended deﬁnition,
n represents the length of the trace in terms of number of steps, a parallel
instance counting as one step. Figure 1 presents some illustrative examples of
possible traces σi and the associated preﬁxes hd2|| (σi ) and suﬃxes tl||2 (σi ). For
traces {σ1 , σ2 } the topology of P is simple, so all preﬁxes and suﬃxes are the
same for all activities of P . For traces {σ3 , σ4 } the topology of P is slightly more
complex and the preﬁxes and suﬃxes can change from the point of view of a
speciﬁc activity of P .

Fig. 1. Traces σi and the associated preﬁxes and suﬃxes according to the position in
the parallel instance P = {b, c, d}, Current Preﬁx Topological Signature (T S(hd2|| (σi ))),
Next Activity to predict, Trace’s Topological Signature (T S(σi )).

Let E be the event universe, i.e., the set of all possible event identiﬁers, E ∗
the set of all sequences over E and T the time domain. We assume that events
are deﬁned by several attributes, however, the case id, timestamp, and activity
label are mandatory for case identiﬁcation, trace ordering and event labeling.
We consider πA ∈ E → A and πT ∈ E → T functions that respectively assign to
each event an activity from a ﬁnite set of process activities A and a timestamp.
An event log is a set of traces, representing the executions of the underlying
process. An event can only occur in one trace, however events from diﬀerent
traces can share the same activity.
We lift πp functions to sequences over property p by sequentially applying
πp on each event of the trace; i.e., for a trace σ=e1 , e2 , with πA (e1 )=a and
πA (e2 )=b, πA (σ)=a, b.
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Neural Networks and Entity Embedding

A neural network is a model composed of neurons organized in layers, and connections between those layers. It commonly consists of one layer of input units,
one layer of outputs units, and one or more hidden layers in-between. Each layer
is fed with the outputs of the preceding layer, except the input layer which is fed
by vectors sample from the dataset. The outputs of the output layer form the
model predictions. The output of each neuron is a function over the weighted
sum of its inputs. These weights are adjusted during the learning process, mainly
with gradient-based optimizations, to approximate as accurately as possible the
function that maps the inputs and the outputs.
A particularity of neural networks is that they handle only numerical features.
As a consequence, categorical variables have to be encoded beforehand. One-Hot
Encoding is one of the most used method: it represents each categorical variable
with a binary vector whose length equals the number of distinct labels in that
variable and marks the class label with a 1 and all other elements 0. Although
easy to implement, the main downside of this method is it rapidly generates
high-dimensional and sparse vectors as the number of distinct labels increases.
This limit tends to be overcome by entity embedding methods. The objective
of this family of encoding methods is to project each categorical variable values
into vectors of small dimensions. The advantage of this approach is that values
of categorical variables having similar output value will have similar vectors in
the embedded space. An Entity Embedding usually takes the form of a layer in
a neural network. To eﬃciently use categorical features available in logs, we rely
in this paper on an entity embedding layer, coupled to a simple fully-connected
neural network in order to predict remaining activities and their timestamps in
a running trace.

4

Next Activity and Timestamp Prediction

In this section, we ﬁrst present the approach developed to predict both the next
activity in a trace and its related timestamp of execution. Then, we deﬁne the
experimental setup and evaluate the approach.
4.1

Approach

This approach is based on two steps: (i) the extraction of vectors of topological
(Vtopo ) and temporal features (Vtemp ) for each event (performed by Logpickr
Process Explorer 360 ), and (ii) the training of an Entity Embeddings Neural
Network (EENN) to predict the next activity and its timestamp. The objective is to learn an activity prediction function fa1 and a time prediction function ft1 such that fa1 (Vktopo , Vktemp ) = hd1|| (tl||k (πA (σ))) and ft1 (Vktopo , Vktemp ) =
max(hd1|| (tl||k (πT (σ)))).
For a trace σ, the topological features vector Vktopo of event σ(k) includes
all information of the preﬁx hdk|| (πA (σ)) and all information of its topological
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representation (Fig. 1). This vector results from the core algorithm of Logpickr
Process Explorer 360 and aims at capturing the behaviors of the process execution preceding the current event. More precisely, as shown in Fig. 1, the preﬁx
of each event is encoded into a unique signature called Topological Signature
(T S). In Fig. 1, for the trace σ3 , at the end of the activity b, the topology of
the preﬁx contains only information on activities a, b, and c where b and c are
concurrent activities. The same logic can be applied to the trace σ4 , at the end of
the activity c. From a topological point of view, these two preﬁxes are therefore
identical which implies that T S(hd2||/b (σ3 )) = T S(hd2||/c (σ4 )). Conversely, the
preﬁx topology of the trace σ3 , at the end of the activity c is slightly diﬀerent
from that of the trace σ4 , at the end of the activity b although the two preﬁxes
contain information on the same activities, i.e., a, b, c and d where b, c and d
are concurrent activities. From a topological point of view, these two preﬁxes
are therefore diﬀerent which implies that T S(hd2||/c (σ3 )) = T S(hd2||/b (σ4 )).
It is clear that the T S can represent categorical variables with high cardinality and allow the fully connected neural network to fully capture the dependencies among the elements inside the trace and their topology in the embedding
space, which has a signiﬁcant impact on the accuracy of the predictions.
Similarly, the temporal features vector Vktemp includes all information related
to the preﬁx tl||m (hdk|| (πT (σ))), with m a parameter deﬁned to represent how
far we look in the past to predict the next activity. The value of m is set to
3, resulting from a sensitivity analysis to obtain the best compromise between
computation time and performance of the prediction models.
A ﬁrst set of temporal features are the statistics (min(), max(), median(),
mean()) of the duration of the m previous activities in the trace. A second set
of temporal features are the statistics of the duration between the m previous
activities. These temporal features only exist if events have both a start and end
timestamps.
To take into account the hours and working days, we add the time and the
weekday of (i) the start of the trace, (ii) the start of the current activity and
(iii) the end of the current activity. Finally, to consider the eﬀects of intra-month
temporality and the eﬀects of seasonality, we add the day of the month and the
month for (i), (ii) and (iii) as well.
The temporal features allow the EENN to eﬃciently learn the dependencies between the duration of activity at diﬀerent steps of the process and to
discriminate the activities with close T S in the embedding space.
The ﬁrst target is the next (concurrent events) activity encoded label(s)
πA (σ(k+1)) = hd1|| (tl||k (πA (σ))).
A core feature of our approach is that it does not predict activity labels, but
the Topological Signature of the suﬃx. This way, it is possible to predict one or
several activities if a concurrent behavior is expected by the model.
The second target is the value of the next event duration or the maximal value
of the next concurrent events duration πT (σ(k+1)) = max(hd1|| (tl||k (πT (σ))))
having previously undergone a logarithmic transformation and a z-score normalization. A fully connected neural network architecture with embedding layers
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Table 1. Entity Embeddings Neural Network parameters.
Parameter

Value

m

3

# layers

2

# neurons per layer

[emb dim, 500, 200, [output, 1]]

# dropout layer

3

Embedding dropout rate

0.2

Linear dropout rate

0.4

Batch normalization layers

3

Hidden layers activation functions relu
Output layers activation functions [softmax, - ]
Loss function

[categorical crossentropy, MSE]

for categorical features is used in a multi-output learning setting. The schematic
representation of the network architecture is presented in Fig. 2 and the details
of layers parameters are illustrated in Table 1. The combination of parameter
values presented is the one reaching the best empirical results.

Fig. 2. Our Entity Embeddings Neural Network architecture.

An embedding layer is used to represent each categorical feature. Each
embedding layer is followed by a dropout layer for regularization [28] as we
found that it limits overﬁtting. For continuous features, a Batch normalization
layer is used [15]. Two fully connected layers with ﬁxed sizes of respectively
500 and 200 neurons, are used with Rectiﬁed Linear Unit (ReLU) activation
functions. Batch normalization and dropout layers are applied between fully
connected layers and between the second fully connected layer and the output
layer. The output layer for the activities prediction uses a softmax activation
function. During the training of the neural network, the optimization of the
weighted sum of the categorical cross-entropy and Mean Square Error (MSE)
loss functions is performed with Adaptive moment estimation (Adam) optimizer
algorithm [16,27]. The presented approach is implemented in Python 3.8 64 bits
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version using the deep learning library Pytorch [24]. The training of the neural
network was performed on a computer with an Intel i7-6700HQ CPU and 32 GB
RAM.
4.2

Experimental Setup

We performed experiments to assess the eﬀectiveness of our approach and in the
aim to compare it to previous work [8,21,23,31,33]. However, we point out a lack
of consensus in the conﬁgurations used in the literature to perform benchmark
experiments. Several parameters impact the results of the diﬀerent approaches,
among which: (i) the split between the train and the test sets, (ii) the predictions
of the ﬁrst k events of a trace, (iii) the accuracy calculation, (iv) the introduction
of artiﬁcial start/end events in the trace and even (v) the version of the dataset
used. To allow a fair comparison, the diﬀerent techniques should have the same
conﬁgurations.
In this paper, we reproduced the conﬁgurations mentioned in [31] and [23].
Nonetheless, we will compare the results to others methods as well when the
conﬁguration is close but marked (*) to highlight the inconsistent conﬁgurations.
Although some recent papers put forward good performances, a fair comparison
can not be done regarding these aspects and were therefore not considered in
the benchmark.
The chronologically ordered ﬁrst 2/3 of the traces is used as training data
and the remaining 1/3 of the traces is used as test data. To limit overﬁtting,
a validation set of 20% of the training data is used in order to perform early
stopping. The patience of the early stopping is set at ﬁve epochs. The quality of
the next activity and timestamps predictions is evaluated at once for all traces of
the test dataset. We use the Accuracy measure to evaluate the prediction quality
of the activity label, and the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) for the timestamp
predictions. Since the approach of [31] is not designed to predict events based on a
1-sized preﬁx, the following experiments start the predictions at the second event
of each trace, as in [23,31]. Finally, to remain consistent with the later work, the
classes to be predicted include only the log activities without any “end” activity
(i.e. Scenario2 in [23]). The training phase is repeated ﬁve times with diﬀerent
random initialization of the network weights so that the performances can be
measured as the average and the standard deviation of these tests.
4.3

Datasets

The performance of the next-activity and timestamp predictions is evaluated
on four real-life benchmark datasets: Helpdesk1 , Helpdesk final2 (similar to
the previous dataset but with additional traces and attributes), BPIC12 work
complete3 and Environmental Permit4 .
1
2
3
4

https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/39bp3vv62t/1.
https://doi.org/10.4121/uuid:0c60edf1-6f83-4e75-9367-4c63b3e9d5bb.
https://doi.org/10.4121/uuid:3926db30-f712-4394-aebc-75976070e91f.
https://doi.org/10.4121/uuid:26aba40d-8b2d-435b-b5af-6d4bfbd7a270.
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Table 2. Statistics of the evaluated datasets.

Dataset

# event
instances

# concurrent
event instances

Helpdesk

13710

0

Helpdesk ﬁnal

21348

260

BPIC12 - WC

72413

0; 2070

Environmental 38944
Permit

18066; 38699

# event
classes

# traces # attributes

9

3804

0

14

4580

13

6

9658

2

937

25

363

The statistics of these datasets in terms of number of event instances, concurrent event instances, event classes, traces, and attributes are presented in Table 2.
The number of concurrent event instances can vary for BPIC12 - work complete
and Environmental Permit, depending on whether competition between activities is taken into account or not. Most of the authors do not take into account
the concurrence between activities. Indeed, they preprocess the dataset without taking into account the start or end date of the activities, which results,
for certain dataset, by the sequentialization of the concurrent activities. As our
approach can take into account concurrent activities, we take the part, here, to
present the results with and without taking into account the concurrence.
4.4

Results

Table 3 summarizes the average accuracy and MAE for the next-activity and
timestamp predictions. For the Helpdesk dataset, our approach outperforms [31]
for the next-activity prediction, and reaches similar results in terms of timestamp predictions. Although we reach next-activity predictions similar to [23],
our method has the additional ability to predict close-to-reality timestamps.
For the second version of the Helpdesk dataset, we tried to approximate the
conﬁguration used by [8] and [21], but an uncertainty related to the attributes
used in the diﬀerent implementations remains. The number of attributes used
in [8] is not precised, therefore we mark this parameter as not communicated
(N.C). Similarly, the work in [21] mentions the use of only 3 attributes (out
the 11 available), but do not precise which ones. Still, our approach outperforms quite well, outperforming [8] with a 20% improvement in accuracy for the
next-activity prediction when all the exploitable attributes are considered and a
1% improvement when only the 3 attributes used by [21] are considered. Compared to the best results achieved by [21], our approach yields a 3% increase in
accuracy - from 0.916 to 0.944 - only when all the attributes are used. On the
contrary, our results (0.798) are below those of [21] (0.916) when only 3 of them
are considered. Yet, we wish to point out that among the 11 attributes, some are
highly correlated with the remaining execution of the running trace (e.g. “variant index ”), thus embedding in the preﬁx information about future events. This
bias partly explains the good performance of our approach in this conﬁguration,
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Table 3. Next activity, remaining suﬃx and timestamp prediction results
Next activity prediction
Dataset

Helpdesk

Approach

Accuracy

MAE (days)

DLS

0.7356 ± 0.0057

3.74 ± 0.016

0.8893 ± 0.0013 3.91 ± 0.031

0.0

Ours
Pasquadibisceglie
et al. [23]

0.7393 ± 0.0038 -

-

-

Polato et al. [25]

-

-

0.2516

-

Tax et al. [31]

0.7123

3.75

0.7669

6.04 ± 0.99

Ours

0.8802 ± 0.0013 0.0883±0.00008 0.3717 ± 0.0057 7.25 ± 0.19

Ours

0.8598 ± 0.0026 1.61 ± 0.012

Ours
Pasquadibisceglie
et al. [23]

0.7916 ± 0.0026 1.60 ± 0.012

0.3718 ± 0.0016 7.25 ± 0.08

0.7817 ± 0.0063

-

-

-

Polato et al. [25]

-

-

0.0458

-

Tax et al. [31]

0.76

1.56

0.3533

9.09 ± 2.98

Ours

-

-

0.4108 ± 0.0044 32.78 ± 3.09

0.028
BPIC12 - work
complete

0.0

0.9937
Environmental
permit

0.0

0

2

0

2

0
11

Helpdesk ﬁnal

0.012

3
N.C

(*)

Suﬃx prediction

Cce rate
# attributes
(%)**

Ours

-

-

MAE (days)

0.3718 ± 0.0016 7.25 ± 0.08

0.2741 ± 0.0023 33.58 ± 1.32

Ours

-

-

0.2743 ± 0.0035 38.31 ± 4.49

Tax et al. [31]

-

-

0.1522

41.8 ± 8.35

Polato et al. [25]

-

-

0.0260

-

Ours

0.9442 ± 0.0035

7.61 ± 0.868

-

Ours

0.7986 ± 0.0014

8.97 ± 0.629

0.904 ± 0.001

7.44 ± 0.371

-

0.874

-

-

0.917

7.36 ± 1.194

Lin et al. [21] (*) 0.916
Camargo et al. [8]
0.789
(*)

-

Inconsistent conﬁgurations with our approach - (**) Concurrence rate.

and might be the case for other implementations using these attributes as well.
In terms of MAE for the timestamp prediction, the results are not as good as
the initial version of the Helpdesk dataset, reaching an error of 8.97 days.
For the BPIC12 - work complete, on the same conﬁguration of [31] and
[23], our approach reaches 79% in accuracy, outperforming the work of [31] by
3% points. However, the timestamps predictions are similar - although slightly
lower - to [31], with only a 0.04 days diﬀerence in MAE. Again, the quality in
the next-activity prediction are close - but this time better - to [23]. Also in this
case, our method has the advantage of predicting both the next-activity and
timestamps, of good quality.
Better results are obtained when taking into account additional attributes
and/or concurrent events in the BPIC12 - work complete log. When only the
additional attributes are considered, the MAE is not impacted, while the nextactivity predictions are improved in terms of accuracy, with a 7% points increase
(86%) compared to [23]. Our approach performs best when both the attributes
and concurrent events are taken into account, reaching an accuracy of 88% and a
MAE of 0.09 days. We outperform the results in [23] by 9.35% points in accuracy
and by 1.47 days in MAE.

5

Suﬃx and Remaining Trace Time Prediction

In the following, we deﬁne the experimental setup and evaluate the approach.
5.1

Approach

Our approach is designed in such a way that it does not iteratively predict the
next activity and its timestamp, each prediction feeding the next, until the end
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of the case is predicted. Instead, the suﬃx prediction is based on the assumption
that a topological signature, T S(σi ), can be assigned to each trace σi ∈ L
(Fig. 1). Following this intuition, the topological signature of the trace, T S(σi ),
and the remaining trace time can be predicted from each event of the trace, in
a one-shot manner. From this trace topological signature is then extracted the
desired preﬁx with regard to k the current event in the trace. This approach
allows the use of the EENN architecture as presented in Sect. 4 outputing an
encoded vector of the trace’s activities, as well as their potential concurrency
behavior. This way, it is possible to predict, in a one-shot manner, the suﬃx and
the remaining time.
The ﬁrst target is the topological signature of the trace, T S(σi ), and the
second target is the value of the remaining trace time, πT (tl||k (σi )) having previously undergone a logarithmic transformation and a z-score normalization. The
parameters of the EENN layers are the same as those presented in Table 1.
5.2

Experimental Setup

The experimental setup used is strictly the same as that described in Sect. 4.
To be consistent with [23,31], the suﬃx prediction is evaluated with the
Damerau-Levenstein Similarity (DLS), that equals the Damerau-Levenstein distance (DLD) subtracted to one [10]. The DLD is a metric that outputs the minimum number of operations to transform one sequence into another. The DLS
is then normalized by the maximum of the length of the ground truth suﬃx and
the length of the predicted suﬃx. The remaining trace time is evaluated using
the MAE metric. The approach is evaluated using the four datasets introduced
in Sect. 4.3.
5.3

Results

Table 3 summarizes the average DLS and MAE for the suﬃx and timestamp
predictions. Globally and similarly to the next-activity and timestamp prediction, our approach performs better than the other techniques, regardless of the
dataset. For the traditional Helpdesk dataset, our approach largely outperforms
[31] for both the suﬃx and the remaining trace time prediction, respectively
improving the DLS by 16% (0.12 point) and reducing the MAE by 35% (2.13
days).
On the enhanced version of the Helpdesk dataset, our approach outperforms
[21], but could not reach better results that those of [8]. However, we remind the
diﬀerences in the attributes considered, since highly correlated resources could
have been used in their implementation. While the prediction of the suﬃx is
improved compared to the other version of the Helpdesk dataset, the remaining
time prediction is negatively impacted by the additional traces present in the
log, with a mean error reaching 7.44 days. However, it is to be noticed that
the remaining time prediction errors are similar to those obtained with the next
event timestamp predictions, which shows robustness in predictions regardless
of the projection in time.
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For the BPIC12 - work complete on the same conﬁguration, our approach
performs only slightly better than [31] for the suﬃx prediction, reaching a DLS
of 0.37, therefore improving by 5% previous results. However, our approach takes
the lead in the remaining time prediction, reducing by 20% the error in days,
reaching a MAE of 7.25.
Contrary to what was stated in the previous section, our approach does
not reach better results when taking into account additional attribute and/or
concurrent events in the BPIC12 - work complete log, giving similar score both in
terms of DLS and MAE. In this case, the consideration of additional attributes
does not provide relevant information helping the prediction. Alternatively, it
also mean that our approach handles the task of predicting concurrent events as
eﬃciently as sequential events.
Our approach particularly distinguishes itself of the Environmental permit
log. It is to be noticed that we did not compare the next-activity prediction
results on this dataset since no previous work benchmarked this dataset on
this problem, but on the suﬃx prediction only. On the basic conﬁguration and
compared to [31], the DLS for the suﬃx prediction is exceptionally increased by
80%, from 0.15 to 0.27. The MAE for the remaining time prediction is reduced
by 8% in this case. This time, we notice even better results when considering
new attributes and concurrent events in the log, reaching 0.41 in DLS (a 50%
improvement) and 32.78 in MAE (14% reduction). This reveals the robustness
of the approach.
5.4

Discussion

The experiments performed in the previous section highlight the applicability
and performance of the method proposed in this paper. In particular, three
aspects are to be pointed out. Firstly, the method aims at considering enhanced
versions of concurrent activities in traces. As presented in Table 3, it is highly
capable of handling the presence of such events in the prediction of the next event
and the suﬃx of the traces. In addition, we also notice that the method often
output results at least as good as the existing methods when no concurrent event
is present in the log. It shows that the method is not just robust in particular
situations, but can also be used in a wider range of process topologies.
Then, the one-shot prediction of the remaining events of a running case is
the second contribution to highlight. At the best of our knowledge, existing
methods could only approximate the suﬃx of a running case by predicting the
next events in an iterative manner, until the end of the trace is predicted. The
method proposed in this paper outputs the whole suﬃx in a single-shot manner.
In addition to perform better than the existing methods, this approach also
allows for a speed up in the computation time as only one pass in the predictive
model is required to get the suﬃx.
Finally, a third major aspect to point out in the fact that the proposed
method implements a basic fully connected neural network. Most existing techniques investigated other network architectures, such as LSTMs, CNNs or GANs.
Justiﬁed by their ability to capture time and/or topology based relations in the
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log, the use of these architectures is complex and requires lots of hyperparameter
tuning. The results obtained in this paper by a more traditional EENN architecture shows that it is possible to capture the underlying time and topology
relations by transforming the dataset instead, therefore transferring the complexity of the predictive models into the pre-processing phase.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

This paper addresses the problem of predicting the next activity/suﬃx and the
related timestamps of a running case. The main contributions are the proposition
of a method able to include enhanced concurrent events as designed by Logpickr
Process Explorer 360 and in a one-shot prediction of the remaining activities. To
the best of our knowledge, no other existing method is able to do so. Moreover,
the gain in performance of the approach presented in this paper, compared to the
existing methods, is signiﬁcantly increased as the level of enhanced concurrent
events increases. The approach explores topological and temporal categorical
variables processed in an Entity Embeddings Neural Networks (EENN). The
achieved performance also questions the relative superiority of LSTM networks
to address the next-activity prediction problem. Relevant information can be
obtained through the temporal and behavioral context of the log, and processed
using simpler neural architectures. However, several aspects limit the eﬃciency of
our approach. First, we noticed a relatively important number of unique suﬃxes.
This characteristic makes the prediction task hard. A workaround would be to
consider a generative approach; e.g. using Generative Adversarial Networks, to
learn the distribution of activities in such suﬃxes and increase the sample size.
Although the recent research in that area didn’t meet the benchmark requirement, the approach is worth exploring to hybrid our EENN with, as it seems to
solve this ﬁrst limit. A second limit lies in the use of the DLS that computes the
similarity between two sequences. The consideration of concurrent events makes
the sequence formalism - and by extension the DLS - unsuitable to evaluate the
quality of the predictions. Finally, in terms of timestamps and duration predictions, our approach is limited to the prediction of the min/max/mean value
in case of concurrent events, and would require the execution of two decoupled
models to correctly predict the duration of concurrent events. These limits are
baseline research directions to explore in future work.
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Abstract. The Strategy Map is a strategic tool that allows companies to
formulate, control and communicate their strategy and positively impact
their performance. Created in 2000, the methodologies applied to develop
Strategy Maps have evolved over the past two decades but always rely
solely on human input. In practice, Strategy Map causalities - the core
elements of this tool - are identiﬁed by managers’ opinion and judgment
which may result with a lack of accuracy, completeness and longitudinal
perspective. Even though authors in the literature have highlighted these
issues in the past, few recommendations have been made as to how to
address them. In this paper, we present a preliminary work on the use of
business operational data and data mining techniques to systematize the
detection of causalities in Strategy Maps. We describe a framework we
plan to develop using time series techniques and Granger causality tests
in order to increase the eﬃciency of such strategic tool. We demonstrate
the feasibility and relevance of this methodology using data from skeyes,
the Belgian air traﬃc control company.
Keywords: Strategy Map · Causalities · Data mining · Performance
measurement models · Strategic management · Strategic
decision-making

1

Introduction

Introduced in 2000, Strategy Map (SM) is a performance management tool
widely adopted by companies. After creating the Balanced Scorecard (BSC) in
1992, Kaplan and Norton developed the SM to add causal relationships between
the indicators of the BSC. A SM gathers key indicators of a company into four
perspectives: Financial, Customer, Internal Business Processes and Learning and
Growth. It connects the indicators into a causal map and creates a visual representation that helps understanding the side eﬀects of some change in an indicator.
This concept of causality, which will be discussed deeper in Sect. 2, distinguishes
a SM from a simple performance measurement scorecard [1]. Its usefulness for
companies has been demonstrated in the literature [2].
SMs (and BSCs) have been used by companies in order to formulate, control
[3] and communicate [4,5] their strategy. Moreover, managers can use them as
c Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
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tools with the purpose of decision-making and decision-rationalizing [6]. The
SMs have a decision-facilitating impact for the managers to judge the relevance
of external information as well as to evaluate if a strategy is appropriate [7]. SMs
are thus considered as Decision Support Systems (DSS) in the sense that they
can explore “what if” scenarios thanks to inherent causalities to help managers
in a decision-making intention. Indeed, DSS can have a role in the support of
strategic decision making in a company [8].
Human input intervenes in the development of the SM through manager’s
experience and intuition. They are experts of the company and their knowledge
is considered suﬃcient to evaluate whether an indicator should be included in
the SM and if a causal link exists. However, experts’ opinion raises critical issues,
that will be further developed in Sect. 3, that could be detrimental to the tool
and consequently to the company. In the literature, there is no framework that
uses business data to counter the subjectivity induced by human input in the
context of SM. Yet, it has been recognized that ﬁrms which base their decision on data perform better [9]. As a consequence, we suggest in Sect. 4 to use
data and apply data mining techniques in the creation process of the SM. A
data-driven procedure with the purpose of decision-making integrates a Business Intelligence [10] dimension in the SM. Therefore, we position this paper as
a decision information systems, data mining and business analytics paper.

2

Causalities in Strategy Maps

In the SM literature, authors have investigated several aspects of the practical
development of such models in companies which we can divide in three stages:
1. The selection of the indicators to put in the four perspectives
2. The identiﬁcation of causalities between chosen indicators
3. The validation of these identiﬁed causalities
We insist on the distinction between causality identiﬁcation and causality validation considering that among the companies which create their SM, only a small
number pursuit to validate it [2]. According to Kaplan and Norton, the possible
causal links between the indicators can be made within the same perspective or
toward an upward perspective. A generic SM is illustrated in Fig. 1, the arrows
between the indicators representing the causalities.
While indicators selection has not been discussed much in the literature,
causality identiﬁcation and validation are the steps that have been the most
investigated and criticized, and important issues have been highlighted among
the years. First, Norreklit argues that some causalities assumed by Kaplan and
Norton are not valid in real cases [11]. Bukh and Malmi advocate that Kaplan
and Norton’s intention was not to create a generic model - which, if applicable
to all companies as such, would lose its strategic beneﬁt for competition - but
wanted a model based on assumed relationships between a selection of indicators
in a certain company at a certain point in time [12]. None of the causalities
are pre-established but rather assumed by the managers and revised if proved
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Fig. 1. Representation of a simple generic Strategy Map.

wrong later. The authors also admit that, ideally, the relationships should be
validated with data if available. Second, Norreklit also question the relationships
between the four perspectives stating that there exist interdependence instead
of causality [11]. Once again, Bukh and Malmi replied that these relationships
could be indeed interdependent in practice but that the backward link only
reﬂects feasibility and should not be taken into account in the SM [12].

3

Challenges

Collecting experts’ opinion can be a long and costly process. It requires time for
the ﬁrms’ experts to elicit their tacit knowledge [13] and mapping true causality
relationships is costly and require a signiﬁcant amount of resources [5]. Moreover, human participation in the development of SMs can be criticized on several
aspects that can directly aﬀect the SM itself in terms of: accuracy, completeness
and longitudinal perspective. In the literature, the previous issues were highlighted but not necessarily linked with the human input used to produce the
maps.
– Accuracy: human opinion is prone to biases, lobbying or irrationality. Causal
relationships assessment is subject to human cognitive limitations [5]. The
literature on human judgment in decision-making is vast and highlights accuracy issues. During decision-making based on beliefs and under uncertainty,
people tend to use heuristics to simplify the task of assessing the probability
of an event occurrence and being able to produce a judgment. These heuristics
can lead to systematic errors and biases [14];
– Completeness: an eﬃcient SM must be complete enough in order to be useful
for decision makers. During the development process of a SM, the experts
of the company have to evaluate all the possible causal links and state if
they exist or not. If we consider a SM with 20 indicators distributed as 5 per
perspectives, a total of 230 links have to be evaluated by the experts according
to Kaplan and Norton’s rule. Rapidly, it becomes too long and complex for a
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human mind to be able to produce such eﬀort and leads to (too) simple SMs.
In the literature, the idea of a trade oﬀ between complete SM that are not
too overloaded are discussed for instance in [15] and [16];
– Longitudinal perspective: the majority of the papers in the literature is crosssectional case studies and few authors have investigated longitudinal data in
order to identify temporal cause-and-eﬀect relationships [17]. The predominance of cross-sectional studies can be explained by the time and cost required
even if longitudinal ones are more reliable [18]. BSC detractor argues that we
cannot talk about causality in SMs because of the lack of time dimension
[11]. Indeed, the author highlighted that for any lagging variable X, in order
to have causal eﬀect on a leading variable Y then X must precede Y in time.
However, the time dimension is not part of Kaplan and Norton’s scorecard
thus the author states that relationships cannot be causal.
In the literature related to SM development, we observe the prevalence of
human input for each stage of the development process. Although human input
questions the accuracy of BSCs and SMs, managers still play a role of organizational guide [5]. Many authors working on BSCs and SMs acknowledge the
subjectivity issue of human data and use diﬀerent techniques or triangulates
multiple methods to try to counter subjectivity (see for instance [3,19–21]).
While most papers focus on managerial contribution, it is hard to justify the
use and implementation of complex methods for practitioners in order to create
their SMs. Moreover, data is now at the core of essential business processes.
The paradigm has shifted from simple decision-making to data-driven decisionmaking in many companies. In 2015, a study revealed that 81% of the companies
agreed that data should be put at the heart of all decision-making [22]. Firms
have evolved in their relationship with data through time from descriptive to predictive and prescriptive analyses. The rise of Artiﬁcial Intelligence and Experts
Systems make Decision-Making prone to be increasingly based on data. As a
consequence, we view the lack of use of data in the development of SM as a
signiﬁcant and relevant gap in the literature.

4

Proposed Solution and Case Study

Following the recommendations of [12], the work of [3] and the econometric
literature, the solution we propose is decomposed in the following steps:
1. Exploratory protocol for causality identiﬁcation between indicators: we investigate the relationships between indicators with the use of plots, correlation
coeﬃcients and regression techniques;
2. Time series graphical representations for managers and decision-makers;
3. We incorporate the time dimension into the SM through time series models. We ensure stationarity through Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test and lags
selection with Akaike information criterion. Time dimension is a way to be
able to validate causality between two indicators which is not possible with
cross-sectional data;
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4. Application of a vector auto-regressive (VAR) model [23] for causality validation. We use a VAR model to capture the linear interdependencies among
multiple time series. We couple this VAR model with a Granger Causality
test [24] which determines whether one time series is useful in forecasting
another and is commonly used in scientiﬁc papers dealing with causality;
5. Automatic feeding of the SM based on VAR model results.
To illustrate what the application of our protocol would look like, we report
preliminary tests on the steps of our proposed solutions that require the most
attention. To do this, we use operational data provided by skeyes. Skeyes is the
Belgian air traﬃc control company, it employs 891 persons and is in charge of the
ﬁve airports located in Belgium and two radar stations. In 2019, it controlled
more than one million ﬂights and had a turnover of 245.2 million euros. We
selected four key indicators of skeyes to include in their SM, the distribution of
those indicators within the four perspectives of the SM has been carried out by
skeyes’ performance manager:
1. The Vertical Traﬃc Complexity (VTC) indicator represent the number of
aircrafts present vertically within the air zone at diﬀerent altitudes. This
indicator belongs to the Learning and Growth perspective of the SM.
2. The ATCO Hours On Duty (AHD) indicator measures the total working
time of the Air Traﬃc Control Oﬃcers. This indicator belongs to the Internal
Business Processes perspective of the SM.
3. The CDO Fuel Flag (CFF) indicator is the number of aircrafts that did not
respect the fuel regulations for their descent. This indicator belongs to the
Customer perspective of the SM.
4. The Service Units (SU) indicator represents the multiplication of aircraft
weight factor by distance factor and is an approximation of skeyes’ invoice
amount. This indicator belongs to the Financial perspective of the SM.
According to Kaplan and Norton’s recommendations, potential relationships
between indicators of the SM can only happen within the same perspective or
towards an upper one. In our case, there could thus only exist 6 potential causal
links between our selected indicators: from VTC to AHD, from VTC to CFF,
from VTC to SU, from AHD to CFF, from AHD to SU and, lastly, from CFF to
SU. Those potential relationships are represented in Fig. 2 and 3. In Fig. 2, we
observe positive linear relationships between (i) VTC and CFF, (ii) VTC and
SU and (iii) CFF and SU. However, there is no apparent relationship for the
three other combination.
We then conﬁrm the graphical relationship identiﬁcation using Pearson correlation and Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regression analysis. The relationships
are indeed strong (corr > 0.7) and signiﬁcant (p-values < 0.05) for the three
observed relationships but weak (corr < 0.25) and unsigniﬁcant (p-values >
0.05) for the three others as shown in Table 1. In skeyes’ SM, we can already
remove the 3 potential links where no relationships were identiﬁed (Fig. 3). The
existing relationships are not yet deﬁned as causal and need further investigation
in order to keep them in skeyes’ SM.
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Fig. 2. Possible relationships between the 4 indicators (monthly data from 2015–2019).
Table 1. Pearson correlations and OLS results for the 6 potential relationships.
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Fig. 3. SM after causality identiﬁcation step.

To establish if the three identiﬁed relationships are indeed causal, we transform our data into time series and use Granger causality tests. We ensure the
stationarity of our time series with Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test and select
the optimal lag numbers recommended with the Akaike information criterion
for each pair of indicators. Finally, the Granger test is performed based on the
respective VAR model. The results summarized in Table 2 show that there is a
Granger causality from VTC to CFF and from VTC to SU (null-hypothesis is
the non-Granger causality). However, the indicator CFF does not Granger cause
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Table 2. Granger results for causality validation.
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Fig. 4. Final SM resulting from causality validation.

SU, thus, although a relationship was previously identiﬁed the link was removed
from the ﬁnal SM because it is not causal in the sense of Granger (Fig. 4). In
terms of interpretation for skeyes, this analysis and the ﬁnal produced SM shows
that they must be very attentive to the Vertical Traﬃc Complexity. Indeed, this
indicator has a causal impact on the Service Units and on the CDO Fuel Flag.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we presented our vision of a methodology to develop SM based
on operational data and data mining. This methodology would allow to counter
issues related to the human input involved in this process. The preliminary
results show that we can identify and validate causality in the sense of Granger
between indicators selected for the SM. Although the results look relatively
obvious with the four selected indicators for this paper, the issue becomes quite
complicated when a company faces more than 200 indicators. In this case, our
proposed framework is much more valuable. Thanks to the previous sections, we
can formulate further research directions (FRD) related to SMs development:
– FRD1. The automation of the creation of the SM: the managers of any
company could add all the indicators in the model as input and obtain a SM
as output. The model can test all the possible causal relationships of the map,
even un-suggested causal links by the experts.
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– FRD2. The optimization of the SM: the total number of causal links could
be optimized with a strength threshold under which the causalities are not
represented in the visual SM. Similarly we could use the model to eliminate
the redundancy between indicators that would be too correlated.
– FRD3. The illustration of strength and direction of causal links between
indicators: since the causal eﬀects are detected by quantitative model and
do not emerge anymore from intuition of the experts of the company. The
proposed SM should thus include the strength and directions of the links it
produces for interpretation purpose.
– FRD4. To explore other types of causal relationships between the indicators
of the SM. For instance, the combination of two or more indicators as a unique
cause for another indicator or using indicators as mediators or moderators of
detected cause and eﬀect relationships.
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Abstract. Although fuzzy-based recommendation systems are widely
used in several services, scanty eﬀorts have been carried out to investigate
the eﬃciency of such approaches in job recommendation applications. In
fact, most of the existing fuzzy-based job recommendation systems are
only considering two crisp criteria: Curriculum Vitae (CV) content and
job description. Other factors like personalized users needs and the fuzzy
nature of their explicit and implicit preferences are totally ignored. To
ﬁll this gap, this paper introduces a new fuzzy personalized job recommendation approach aiming at providing a more accurate and selective
job/candidate matching. To this end, our contribution considers a Fuzzy
NoSQL Preference Model to deﬁne the candidates proﬁles. Based on this
modeling, an eﬃcient Fuzzy Matching/Scoring algorithm is then applied
to select the top-k personalized results. The proposed framework has
been added as an extension to TeamBuilder software. Through extensive
experimentations using real data sets, achieved results corroborate the
eﬃciency of our approach in providing accurate and personalized results.
Keywords: Fuzzy logic · User preferences · Personalization
Recommender systems · MongoDB database

1

·

Introduction

Recommender Systems [3,9,17] have proven their eﬃciency in addressing the
problem of information overload in many domains like news, entertainment, elearning, social networking, search engines, etc. In addition, with the integration
of user preferences, recommendation techniques oﬀer the best promises of being
more precise and ﬂexible. Indeed, user preferences and proﬁling play a key role to
guide users choosing easily and fastly the best information, product or services
they are searching for, among the enormous volume of data available to them.
Users needs and preferences are known to be subjective and imprecise by nature.
In fact, this lack of precision is mainly due to the fact that item features can have
a very large interval of extent (i.e., low to high) leading to several possible values.
c Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
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As an example, the job feature called duration may have multiple possible values
such as very short, short, long, etc.
To mitigate the impact of user preferences impreciseness, fuzzy logic [23,24]
has been extensively used by researchers to provide more precise services in
recommendation systems. This is done through selectively promoting suitable
items to end-users based on their preferences analysis.
While fuzzy-based recommendation systems represent nowadays a key pillar for developing several domains such as tourism [13,14], healthcare [12,20],
movie [5,22,26], E-commerce [11,15], E-government [7,19], the fuzzy job recommendation domain is less explored.
In fact, the scanty eﬀorts on fuzzy job recommendation systems [4,6] are
mostly focusing on content analysis of candidates resumes and job descriptions.
Nevertheless, these contributions neglect the importance of dealing with the
personalized candidates needs and the fuzzy nature of their explicit and implicit
preferences.
Example 1 (Motivating example). Consider two users, Jhon and Anna, have
almost the same proﬁciencies in their CVs and both of them are looking for
a new job that best captures their interests. Anna (married) wants to work on
Data Science and long-term missions, while Jhon (single) prefers development
missions on Python and accepts short-term missions as long as they are located
in Paris region. Each job seeker preferences can be stored in their respective user
proﬁle. Then, the system could automatically make use of them when looking for
candidates for a new job oﬀer. In this way, the system could give personalized
recommendation by returning more appropriate jobs that are ranked according
to the interest of each job seeker. Anna would be more satisﬁed with the results
of Data science jobs with a long duration which is not the case for Jhon.
Therefore, through this example, we can clearly see that there is a crucial
need to provide a job recommendation system that eﬃciently match potential
candidates to the concerned job positions. The advantage of such a system is
that apart of centralizing information, it can save valuable time and eﬀorts of
the job seekers/providers. This is done by making job providers reach more
easily potential candidates on the one hand and on the other hand helping job
seekers to ﬁnd right career opportunities. Moreover, such a system may avoid a
higher number of dissatisﬁed job seekers and potentially longer unemployment
durations.
To help achieve these goals, we rely on the work of [10], where they developed
a software called TeamBuilder to help job providers and recruiters reach out to
potential candidates or employees during recruitment process. Nevertheless, this
software is based only on the skills provided in the CV and then candidates
preferences about the desired jobs are completely neglected. In this kind of situations, the skills provided in the CV indicate simply the mastered skills of the
candidates and they could not perfectly reﬂect their needs and intentions for the
job. This situation makes it more diﬃcult for recruiters to ﬁnd easily and quickly
the best candidates that ﬁt the job in consideration among the vast quantity of
information available to them.
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Based on these ﬁndings, this paper ﬁlls the gap by extending TeamBuilder
software [10] to incorporate multi-criteria crisp and fuzzy user preferences stored
in their submitted proﬁles. Indeed, job seekers preferences can be imprecise or
vague and include negative and positive scores. Thus, these preferences should
be carefully analysed using fuzzy logic for optimal ﬁltration. Moreover, we have
proposed a new personalized fuzzy matching and scoring function that aims to
select the most relevant and appropriate jobs or candidates.
The main goal of our contribution resides in developing a fuzzy preferencebased recommender approach for personalized job and candidate recommendations. This approach aims at returning items that faithfully reﬂect users needs
and intentions and then improve the quality of theses recommendations. To the
best of our knowledge, our proposal is the ﬁrst attempt to address the issue
of fuzzy personalization for job and candidate recommendation in the NoSQL
context.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents some necessary background notions. In Sect. 3, we ﬁrst introduce our proposed proﬁle
model used to deﬁne the fuzzy user preferences. Then, we describe our personalized scoring function proposal which is based on the Fuzzy Matching/Scoring
algorithm, and aims to select the top-k results. Details about our implementation
and conducted experiments are highlighted in Sect. 4 along with the obtained
results. Related work is reported in Sect. 5. Finally, Sect. 6 concludes the paper
and outlines some future work.

2

Background Notions

In this section, we recall important notions about the NoSQL Database Management System through introducing MongoDB and then we give an overview
of the Fuzzy Logic theory.
2.1

NoSQL Database Management System: MongoDB

Not Only Structured Query Language (NoSQL) is a class of database management system that outperforms the Relational Database Management Systems
(RDBMS) [16], since it is able to oﬀer new capabilities such as horizontal scalability, high-availability and ﬂexibility to handle semi structured data.
NoSQL DBs are usually designed using one of the following type
of databases: Document-based (MongoDB, Apache CouchDB), Column-based
(Casandra, HBase), Key-Value pair (Redis, DynamoDB), and Graph-based
(Neo4J, OrientDB).
In this paper, we consider the NoSQL open source DBMS MongoDB [2],
released in 2009, that uses a document-oriented data model. MongoDB documents are stored internally using a binary encoding of JSON called BSON [1].
They are grouped together in the form of collections, where a collection is the
equivalent of an RDBMS table and exists within a single database. Under this
design, a document corresponds to records in Relational DB context. To well
illustrate MongoDB collection structure, we give hereinafter a brief example.
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Example 2. Let us consider two MongoDB collections: Persons and Jobs denoted
respectively by CP ersons and CJobs .
The collection CP ersons contains information extracted from the users and
then stored in a document. This latter can be represented as follows:
UU ser : {name, mastered skills, diploma, disponibility, name manager}.
Given four job seekers named John, Sophia, Julia and Paul have the following proﬁles:
– UJ ohn

: {John, [Data Science, Machine Learning, Python, Java, JEE],
PhD, yes, James},
– US ophia : {Sophia, [Data Science, Machine Learning, Python, NoSQL],
PhD, yes, David},
– UJ u lia : {Julia, [Data Science, Machine Learning, Python, R/MATLAB],
PhD, yes, Peter},
– UP au l : {Paul, [Java, JavaScript, PHPL, SQL], Engineer, yes, Sarrah}.
The second collection CJobs contains descriptions about the active jobs that
have been recently posted by the recruiter and they have the following document
structure:
J obj : {required education, required skills, duration, location}.
We consider two jobs with the following descriptions:
– J obD S : {PhD, [Data Science, Machine Learning, Python], 4, Paris},
– J obD ev : {Engineer, [Python, Java, JEE, MysQL, NoSQL], 24, Paris}.
Moreover, one key feature of MongoDB DBs is that they are ﬂexible in
nature since documents have dynamic schema. Under this scheme, documents in
the same collection can have completely diﬀerent ﬁelds and common ﬁelds may
hold diﬀerent types of data. Although MongoDB is non-relational, it implements
many features of relational DB, such as sorting and range queries. Operators like
create, insert, update and remove as well as manual indexing are also supported.
2.2

Fuzzy Logic Theory

Zadeh work in [24] is considered a key milestone towards the deﬁnition of the
fuzzy set theory. In fact, while the results of classical set theory are binary
(“true or false” or “1 or 0”), Zadeh introduced for the ﬁrst time the concept of
gradual membership to model classes whose borders are not clear-cut. Within
his approach, a fuzzy set, as presented in Deﬁnition 1, is associated with a
membership function in the range of [0, 1], which means that graduations are
allowed and an element may belongs more or less to a fuzzy set.
Definition 1. Let U = {x1 , x2 , ..., xn } be a classical set of objects called the
Universe of discourse. A fuzzy set A in U (A ⊂ U ) is deﬁned as a set of ordered
pairs:
A = {(xi , μA (xi ))} with xi ∈ U, μA : U → [0, 1],
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where μA (x) ∈ [0, 1] is the degree of membership of x in A that quantiﬁes
the membership grade of x in A. The closer the value of μA (x) to 1, the more x
belongs to A. μA (x) = 0 means that x does not belong to A at all, 0 < μA (x) < 1
if x belongs partially to A and μA (x) = 1 means that x belongs entirely to A.
In [25], Zadeh introduces an essential concept in the fuzzy logic theory called
a linguistic variable. It is a variable whose values are words or terms from a natural or artiﬁcial language instead of numerical values. Each linguistic variable is
characterised by its name, job duration for instance and a set of linguistic values or terms, such as “short-term”, “mid-term,” and “long-term”. The relation
between numerical and linguistic values can be deﬁned by trapezoidal membership functions of fuzzy sets. The numerical values of a linguistic variable can
belong to one or more fuzzy sets with diﬀerent degrees of membership between
0 and 1.
Degree of
membership

short-term

long-term

mid-term

1
µshort−term (t1 ) = 0.8
µmid−term (t1 ) = 0.3
µlong−term (t1 ) = 0

0

3 t1 = 4

6

12

24

Number of months

Fig. 1. Trapezoidal membership functions of job duration variable

Example 3. Figure 1 illustrates an example of the linguistic variable “job duration”, with three possible linguistic values “short-term”, “mid-term,” and “longterm” as functions of the job duration. These linguistic values can be precisely
deﬁned in the system, where for instance “short-term” refers to a job duration between 3 and 6 months. Each numerical value of the job duration is
assigned to at least one fuzzy set. The trapezoidal membership function of each
set determines the degree to which a certain duration belongs to the set. For
the linguistic variable “job duration”, we deﬁne the following three membership functions: μshort−term (t), μmid−term (t), and μlong−term (t). As highlighted
in Fig. 1, with duration t1 , a job may belong to three fuzzy sets with diﬀerent
degrees of membership. Thus, duration t1 = 4 is considered to be short-term to
a degree of 0.8, mid-term to a degree of 0.3 and long-term to a degree of 0, with
μshort−term (4) = 0.8, μmid−term (4) = 0.3 and μlong−term (4) = 0 respectively.
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Contribution: Personalized Preference-Based
Recommender Approach

In this section, we introduce a new personalized preference-based recommender
approach driven by fuzzy logic technique. The proposed approach is able to provide personalized recommendations following two objectives: 1) job recommendation in which relevant job with higher matching degree with the job seeker’s
proﬁle is recommended to him/her, and 2) job-seeker recommendation in which
the job seeker that his/her proﬁle get the higher matching degree with the speciﬁed job is recommended to the recruiter, which is the focus of this paper. These
two types of recommendations are almost similarly designed and both of them
are based on ranking items. These latter are either the top-k candidates that best
ﬁt the concerned job or the top-k jobs that best ﬁt the candidates preferences.
The key idea behind our proposal is to eﬃciently exploit the candidates preferences recorded in their proﬁles. This information can essentially be collected
during user interactions with the system and can be either implicit or explicit.
Explicit preferences are about the job attributes, such as desired job type, required
experience or desired location. On the other side, implicit preference are inferred
by observing the user’s actions or rating past experiences.
In this paper, our fuzzy user proﬁle model covers both kinds of preferences
aiming at providing more accurate and personalized recommendations. Without
loss of generality, we suppose that explicit preferences are deﬁned in the proﬁle
by the users and implicit preferences can be learned from them using machine
learning mechanism. However, the way those implicit preferences are constructed
is out of the scope of this paper.
The management of personalized recommendations require two-step process:
1. Generation a fuzzy user proﬁle model by collecting candidates information
and their multi-criteria preferences about the target job.
2. Development of a Fuzzy Matching/Scoring algorithm that:
– ﬁlters out candidates whose proﬁles do not match the selected job,
– generates the personalized recommendation list,
– ranks the candidates in the recommendation list using a scoring function
and returns the top-k recommendations.
3.1

Fuzzy User Preferences Profile Model in MongoDB

A key feature of our approach is its ability to store relevant information about
users that will be used to infer their preferences and needs. Such information
are stored in an individual user proﬁle that should be dynamic in order to track
the user’s preferences change over time as they progress in their careers. As an
example, a person looking for a job at X location might not be interested in this
location a few years later. Similarly, a job that is relevant for a person now might
not be the case in the future because of a possible upskilling.
As such, a user’s proﬁle consists of a list of attribute values about each company’s employee. The attributes can concern, for example, skills, email, disponibility, name of the manager, diploma and CV.
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User preferences are obtained when the employee logs into the system and
provides them when requested. These preferences are quantitative and may concern several job attributes such as desired skills, job duration or location, domain
of interest, salary, future prospects, etc.
In this work, and for simplicity sake, we only consider a set of attributes
A = {skills, duration, location} and we assume that attributes like skills,
duration or location are the most used when a candidate is looking for a job. In
this case, each attribute can take diﬀerent k preferences values.
In order to create our fuzzy user preference proﬁle model, we add for each
user its preferences about the job attributes along with their respective weights.
This can be represented as follows:
P ref sU ser : {prefskills , prefduration , preflocation , Wskills , Wduration , Wlocation }.

In the following, we details the deﬁnition of each attribute preferences:
– The preferences about the skills attribute, denoted by prefskills , can be
represented by a set of linguistic descriptors such as “not interested,
little interested, moderately interested, strongly interested”. For each
attribute value skillk from skills where k ∈ [0, m], we deﬁne the score
AScoreskillk ∈ [−1, 1]. This score corresponds to a real number in the range
[−1, 1] and indicates its degree of interest related to the skillk . It can be of
many types:
• positive score ∈]0, 1] expresses a high interest (expressing liking, “I
am strongly interested on DevOps missions”), with degree 1 indicates
extreme interest. Thus, the more the score is, the higher the interest
is.
• negative score (expressing dislike, “I am not interested in C++ missions”),
with degree −1 for “most-unpleasant” values.
• zero-valued score models “indiﬀerence/don’t care” situation with a degree
equal to 0. In this case, this score indicates that we express neither a positive nor a negative preference over an attribute. For example, we can
say that “we are interested in Data Science missions, we don’t like
C++ missions, and we are indifferent to Python missions”.
Thus, combination of positive preferences should give us a higher score,
while combination of negative ones should give us a lower score. Moreover, an indiﬀerent element should also behave like the unit element in
a usual don’t care operator. That is, when combined with any preference (either positive or negative), it should disappear. For example, if
we like data science missions and we are indifferent to Python ones,
a mission with data science and Python would have overall a positive
score.
– The user preferences about the job duration, denoted by prefduration , are
associated with the following score AScoredurationk ∈ [0, 1], where durationk
represents the k th preference about duration with k ∈ [0, m].
Job duration preferences can be modeled by crisp or fuzzy preferences. Crisp
preferences are about the number of days, months or years of the desired job.
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To do so, we use relational operators like “<, >, ! =, =” to deﬁne an expression
like “durationk > 2 months”, and then, we obtain a Boolean score (0 or 1).
However, fuzzy preferences are modeled by linguistic values like short-term,
mid-term or long-term job duration that can be predeﬁned in the system. As
illustrated in Fig. 1, the linguistic value “long-term” refers to job duration
between 12 and 24 months for instance and their satisfaction is a question of
satisfaction degree rather than an “all or nothing” notion.
– The same principle is applied to job location preferences, denoted by
preflocation , where the satisfaction score for the k th preference about location is represented by AScorelocationk ∈ [0, 1].
Fuzzy preferences are also modeled by linguistic values like near, moderatelynear/far or far job location. However, crisp preferences about job location
may concern the department/city/country name or simply the ZIP Code of
the desired job. This can be calculated using the geographic coordinates of
the job and the user locations.
– The attribute weight, denoted by WAi (u) ∈ [1, 10], refers to the importance
degree of the respective job attribute Ai where i ∈ [1, n] and aims to emphasize its priority regarding other attributes. For example, a user may assign
a value 5 to the job duration (Wduration (u) = 5) and a value 2 to the job
location (Wlocation (u) = 2), that’s to say that a user is interested in the job
duration more than its location. Intuitively, the more the attribute is preferred
the higher the degree is.
All the above information form the fuzzy user preferences proﬁle model which
can be illustrated in Example 4.
Example 4. Let us consider the collection CP ersons that contains John, Sophia,
Julia and Paul’s proﬁles respectively denoted by UJ ohn , US ophia , UJ u lia and

UP au l , as illustrated in Example 2. In order to represent their preferences about
the ideal job, in each user’s proﬁle we add preferences about the skills, duration and location along with its weights. The preferences of each candidate are
described in the following:
:
{[Data Science(1), Machine Learning(1), Python(0.8),
Java(0.5), JEE(0)], short-term, Paris, 5, 3, 2},
:
{[Data Science(0.8), Machine Learning(0.8),
– P ref sS ophia
Python(0.4), NoSQL(0)], short-term, Paris, 4, 2, 3},
– P ref sJ u lia : {[Data Science(0.5), Machine Learning(0.5), Python(-1),
R/MATLAB(1)], Mid-term, Paris, 5, 1, 3},
:
{[Java(0.8), JavaScript(0.8), PHP(0.5), SQL(0)],
– P ref sP au l
long-term, Lyon, 2, 5, 7}.

– P ref sJ ohn

For example, all of John’s preferences for his ideal job are stored in his
proﬁle UJ ohn as P refJ ohn . John, as a PhD, is strongly interested in Data
science and Machine Learning missions (prefskillDataScience with degree 1 and
prefskillM achineLearning with degree 1). He is interested in Python (prefskillP ython
with degree 0.8), moderately interested in Java (prefskillJava with degree 0.5) and
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he doesn’t care if it is a JEE mission or not (prefskillJEE with degree 0). He also
prefers mission located in Paris (preflocation = Paris) with short-term duration
(prefduration = short-term). Moreover, John considers the skills attribute of the
mission is more important than its duration and location (resp., Wskills (John) =
5, Wduration (John) = 3 and Wlocation (John) = 2).
3.2

Fuzzy Matching/Scoring Function

An eﬃcient exploitation of the fuzzy user preferences proﬁle model, already
described in Subsect. 3.1, is mandatory to propose the best recommendations to the user. To meet this requirement, we developed a new Fuzzy
Matching/Scoring Algorithm (denoted by FMSA) that is illustrated below
in Algorithm 1. A unique feature of our proposal resides in its capability to handle fuzzy proﬁles models containing fuzzy job preferences and then its ability to
match a job description with the best user proﬁles. The output of our algorithm
corresponds to the top-k list of candidates matching the job description. FMSA
is based on the following key steps:

Algorithm 1: FMSA algorithm

1
2
3
4
5
6

Input: CP ersons , CJobs
Output: List of the best Candidates ranked by P Score
Generate all Candidate Preferences in CP ersons
j → Extract Job Attributes from CJobs
u → Select and Extract the k Best Candidate Preferences from CP ersons that
are relevant to j
Compute P Score(u, j) (using Equation 1)
Apply the α-cut function
return top-k list of ranked Candidates with their Satisfaction Score

– User Proﬁles Generation (line 1 of Algorithm 1): In this step, the user logs
into the system and deﬁnes his/her crisp or fuzzy preferences about the
desired job attributes (such as the job location, duration, desired skills and the
weights of each job attribute). These preferences are then stored in his/her
proﬁle in the collection CP ersons , as it is presented in Subsect. 3.1.
– Attribute Job Selection (line 2 of Algorithm 1): For each new job j selected
by the recruiter, FMSA identiﬁes and extracts all the required information
(namely skills, job location and duration) and stores it in the collection CJobs .
– User Preference Selection and Integration (line 3 of Algorithm 1): In this
phase, our technique identiﬁes and extracts the k (i.e., best) selected preferences recorded in each user proﬁle that are relevant to the selected job j. The
idea behind this approach is to ﬁnd the best matching between the selected
attribute job j and the job preferences retrieved from the user proﬁle u. For
each job attribute Ai , we retrieve the related user preferences that match
this attribute and should be taken into consideration for the calculation of
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this attribute score ÃScoreAi (u, j). This latter is expressed as the sum of the
scores related to diﬀerent user preferences for the same attribute Ai .
– Personalized Scoring Computing (lines 4 and 5 of Algorithm 1): In order to
produce a personalized result for each item returned in the result set, we
calculate the Personalized Score. It is calculated by the Personalized Scoring function, denoted by P Score(u, j), which is the sum of the scores of all
fuzzy user preferences for each attribute job (ÃScoreAi (u, j)) multiplied by
its weight. The P Score is depicted in Eq. 1.
P Score(u, j) =

n


ÃScoreAi (u, j) ∗ WAi (u)

(1)

i=1

m
Where ÃScoreAi (u, j) =
k=1 AScoreaik (u, j), with the obvious meaning
for user (u) and job (j) and assuming that each user proﬁle has n attributes
{A1 , A2 , ..., An }. Each attribute Ai takes ik preferences values from the set
{ai1 , ai2 , ..., aik }.
Finally, results are sorted in a decreasing order based on the P Score, where
the items with the highest score appear at the top of the list. It is likely
that users will receive several candidates in their recommendation list. So, an
α-cut is required in order to limit the number of the returned results. It is
worth noting that, contrary to our previous work [18], where we automatically exclude users having at least one preference with a negative score, our
proposed FMSA technique considers that such preferences could be useful to
oﬀer more ﬂexibility. In fact, negative preferences doesn’t mean an automatic
rejection of the candidate as long as P Score is positive.
Example 5. illustrates how the P Score is calculated for a speciﬁc job. Let us consider the job (denoted by JobDS ) from Example 2, for which we are looking for a
candidate. John, Sophia, Julia and Paul are four candidates whose job preferences are already described in their respective proﬁle in Example 4. To interpret this request, for each job attribute Ai in AJobDS = {skills :[Data Science,
Machine Learning, Python], duration: 4, location: Paris}, we retrieve all the
preferences needed from the user proﬁles that match Ai . These selected preferences should then be taken into account when calculating the P Score of each
user. In fact, we ﬁrst collect the scores of each user skills that match those
of JobDS . Then, we calculate the membership degree of the linguistic value
related to the job duration (μshort−term (4) = 0.8, μmid−term (4) = 0.3 and
μlong−term (4) = 0 as illustrated in Fig. 1). Finally, we assign a score of 1 for
Paris location and 0 for other cases since location is a non-fuzzy preference.
These latter can be expressed as:
P scor e(UJhon , JobDS )= (A S cor e skillDataScience (Jhon)
+ A S cor e skillM achineLearning (Jhon)
+ A S cor e skillP ython (Jhon)) × W

skills (Jhon)+A S cor e duration (Jhon, JobDS )×W duration (Jhon)

+ A S cor e location (Jhon, JobDS ) × W

location (Jhon)=

(1 + 1 + 0.8) × 5 + 0.8 × 3 + 1 × 2 = 18.4,
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P s c o r e (USophia , JobDS )= (A S c o r e skill
+A S c o r e skill

M achineLearning

+ A S c o r e skill

P ython

DataScience

(Sophia)

(Sophia)

(Sophia))×W skills (Sophia)+ A S c o r e duration (Sophia, JobDS )×W duration (Sophia)

+ A S c o r e location (Sophia, JobDS ) × W location (Sophia) = (0.8 + 0.8 + 0.4) × 4
+ 0.8 × 2 + 1 × 3 = 12.4,
P s c o r e (UJulia , JobDS )= (A S c o r e skill
+ A S c o r e skill

DataScience

(Julia) + A S c o r e skill

M achineLearning

(Julia)

(Julia)) × W skills (Julia) + A S c o r e duration (Julia, JobDS ) × W duration (Julia)
P ython

+ A S c o r e location (Julia, JobDS ) ∗ W location (Julia) = (0.5 + 0.5 + (−1)) × 5
+ 0.3 × 1 + 1 × 3 = 3.3,

P score(UP aul , JobDS ) = 0, since Paul is not skilled in Data Science, nor in
Machine Learning and Python and has therefore AScoreskills (P aul) = 0.

Moreover, his AScorelocation (P aul, JobDS ) = 0 because he is looking for a
job in Lyon instead of Paris and he prefers a long-term job with μlong−term (4) = 0
as shown in Fig. 1. Thus, his AScoreduration (P aul, JobDS ) = 0
After carrying out the above calculation, the satisfaction scores of Jhon,
Sophia and Julia related to the job JobDS are respectively 18.4, 12.4, and 3.3.
The higher the score is the better the candidate is matching the indicated job.
Paul will be automatically removed from the ﬁnal result set since his P score is
null.

4
4.1

Results
Proposal Implementation Overview

We have implemented our new ﬂexible and personalized preference-based recommender approach using the TeamBuilder Software [10]. TeamBuilder is based
on a containerized Big Data architecture using micro services. It allows to make
a multi-criteria matching between the skills of the job oﬀer (inserted by the
recruiter) and the skills of the existing CVs (previously stored and scored in a
MongoDB collection). The returned CVs are, then, ranked from most to least
relevant ones. Our implementation follows the same methodology implementation of TeamBuilder and we used some of its functionalities to build our new
approach, like CV annotation functionality provided by the Natural Language
Processing service.
As TeamBuilder software doesn’t handle job user preferences, our implementation extends TeamBuilder to make it more expressive and ﬂexible. This
contribution is carried out by integrating a fuzzy NoSQL user proﬁle model that
stores multi-criteria crisp and fuzzy job preferences and calculating the personalized scores to rank ﬁnal results using our FMSA technique. Unlike the old
version of TeamBuilder, this new version of the prototype is bidirectional and
works both for job and job seeker recommendation. Hence, we have implemented
two interfaces for these two diﬀerent scenarios that interact with the two MongoDB collections CP ersons and CJobs . Figure 2 illustrates both job seeker and
recruiter implementation architecture.
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1. Job seeker interface design: Through this interface an employee is capable
to create his/her own proﬁle by uploading personal information, updating
CV or expressing preferences about his/her preferred jobs.The user proﬁle is
then stored in the collection persons CP ersons , letting the applicant to reuse
it for other job position. We ﬁrst perform a preference selection to select the
top-k user preferences attributes with information needed to calculate each
job attribute score (ÃScoreAi ). Then, we apply our FMSA algorithm which
aims to recommend available top-k jobs to the concerned employee.
2. Recruiter interface design: This interface allows to automatically store each
new job description in the collection jobs CJobs as soon as it is entered into
the system. For each new selected job by the recruiter, its crisp attributes
are retrieved and will be used for matching the employee preferences and
calculating the ﬁnal score P score. Then, we apply our FMSA algorithm that
aims to recommend the appropriate available top-k employees matching the
selected job description. Finally, these results are sent to the human resource
department for more processing.

CP ersons

User
(Employee)

User
(Recruiter)

Preference Expression & Selection

Preferences Attributes
+ Scoring Functions (ÃScoreAi )

CJobs

Job Selection
Fuzzy Matching
& Scoring (computation of P score
and ranking)

Job Seeker Interface

Crisp Job Attributes Ai
Recruiter Interface

Fuzzy recommendation service
Personalized Jobs/Job Seekers Results

Fig. 2. Fuzzy recommendation service architecture

4.2

Performance Evaluation

In order to evaluate the performances of our proposed approach, we ran several
preliminary experiments with real data sets coming from Umanis company. The
tested data contains information about over 3587 employees of the company
as well as their CVs and crisp or fuzzy job preferences stored in a MongoDB
collection. Each employee has over 100 attributes retrieved from Umanis’s CV
library and the human ressource database.
To prepare the setting up for our experiments, we created for each candidate in the collection a number of default user proﬁles based on the (a) duration, (b) location and (c) job skills preferences. Note that, these preferences are
around min 5 preferences by user and can be fuzzy or crisp ones with positive
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or negatives scores. Afterwards, we considered a new MongoDB collection jobs
that contains cisp job attributes, such as location (ZIP Code/City), duration
(number of months) and required skills with diﬀerent number of document (k =
20, 1000, 3000, 5000).
As aforementioned, our approach extends TeamBuilder [10] by introducing fuzzy candiates preferences proﬁles. In order to demonstrate the beneﬁts
of adding these fuzzy job preferences, we conducted two set of experiments.
In the ﬁrst experimentation, a crisp preferences-based approach was considered, denoted by T BCrispP ref , in which we use only non-fuzzy job seeker preferences in the collection. In the second experiment, we use a fuzzy preferences-based
approach, denoted by T BF uzzyP ref , for which the collection can contains both
crisp and fuzzy preferences. For each approach (T BCrispP ref or T BF uzzyP ref ),
we run the FMSA algorithm. In these experiments, we aim to compare the
results set of both T BCrispP ref and T BF uzzyP ref techniques to the ones of the
classical approach [10], denoted as T BClassical . This latter does not support fuzzy
job preferences and does not need the use of FMSA algorithm.
For these experiments, we used four diﬀerent sizes of job databases (DB20 ,
DB1000 , DB3000 , and DB5000 with a number of jobs equal to 20, 1000, 3000
and 5000 respectively). For each diﬀerent database, we report in Table 1 the min,
the max and the average of the results returned by T BClassical , T BCrispP ref and
T BF uzzyP ref evaluations. Moreover, Fig. 3 depicts the variation of the returned
results average number of each approach in function of the job database size.
The idea behind these experiments is to show how the number of ﬁnal results
evolves in function of database size and the complexity of the user proﬁle.
Table 1. min, max and average results number of T BClassical , T BCrispP ref and
T BF uzzyP ref
Approach

Databases
DB20

DB1000

DB3000

DB5000

Min Max Avg Min Max

Avg Min Max

Avg Min Max

Avg

T BClassical

0

41

14

0

1033

54

0

1045

55

0

1140

60

T BCrispP ref

0

30

9

0

650

30

0

800

32

0

870

39

T BF uzzyP ref 0

20

6

0

444

24

0

650

27

0

772

32

A clear observation is that for the three approaches the number of returned
results is proportional to the job size. This is primarily due to the fact that,
when we increase the number of jobs, candidates will be more able to satisfy the
job requirements, and then, we have more returned results.
As it can be observed from Fig. 3, T BF uzzyP ref approach outperforms
the T BClassical one in terms of average results number. In fact, this latter
of T BF uzzyP ref is almost 50% less on average than T BClassical . This can be
explained by the fact that T BF uzzyP ref recommends better results than the
classical one by returning more personalized and less number of results. Indeed,
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Fig. 3. T BClassical , T BCrispP ref and T BF uzzyP ref experimental results

a personalized proﬁle contains more preferences than a simple (non-personalized)
one. Those preferences play the role of a ﬁlter that reduces the number of matching items. Thus, T BF uzzyP ref approach can be seen as a reﬁnement of the
T BClassical approach. This is a very important feature since it makes it easier to the user to pickup the items that is searching for among huge result sets.
A similar behavior is also observed for the T BCrispP ref approach since the
average of returned results for each database is inferior to the one returned by
T BClassical . In addition, we can notice that, T BF uzzyP ref performs better than
T BCrispP ref by reducing the number of returned results. This can be naturally
explained by the more we introduce fuzzy conditions in the proﬁle, the less
items in the database will be satisﬁed. This is as well explained by the impact of
our used personalized scoring function. In fact, the negative score in the proﬁle
indicating a dislike preferences will help to discard some unwanted responses
(i.e., with negative scores) form the ﬁnal result. As a conclusion, our technique
performs better than the classical and the crisp preferences methods as well.
Interestingly, during these experiments, we noticed also that the processing
time of the overall process is proportional to the database size and the fuzzy conditions numbers. Even though our proposal T BF uzzyP ref shows a little increase
in the processing time compared to T BClassical , this raise is clearly very scanty
and is expressed in term of milliseconds. Nevertheless, the gain achieved by our
proposal in term of returned personalized results is very striking compared to
other approaches.
Based on all the aforementioned ﬁndings and results, we can clearly observe
that the experimental results are very encouraging and show the eﬃciency of
our T BF uzzyP ref approach by integrating fuzzy user preferences proﬁles into
MongoDB databases. Indeed, our current approach outperforms the work of
[10], in the way that it returns smaller and more user-centered result set and
also entails a very small increase of the overall processing time.
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Related Work

Recommender Systems [3,9,17] have received a lot of attention for the past
years in various domains and applications (e.g., digital libraries, online booking,
search engines, etc.). These systems are able to automatically generate personalized suggestions of products, services and information to customers for their
individual or business purposes.
Related work about these systems concerns two main approaches categories:
i) those that try to recommend items similar to the ones a particular user has
already liked (content-based approach), and ii) those that try to identify users
whose preferences are similar to those of the particular user and recommend
items they have liked (collaborative approach). Moreover, these two approaches
may be combined to form an hybrid approach trying to beneﬁt from their advantages and reduce simultaneously each approach’s drawbacks.
The literature review reveals that many soft computing techniques, such as
neural networks, Markov models, fuzzy logic, genetic algorithms and Bayesian
approaches, [8,21] are utilized in recommender systems to manage user preferences and interests.
In this paper, we leverage fuzzy logic technique [24] to deal with imprecision
in the user preferences. This choice is based on the fact that fuzzy logic is more
faithful to human reasoning and covers all intermediate values of acceptance
and rejection. The introduction of fuzzy logic in the recommender system dates
back to 2003 by Yager [23]. Afterwards, many researchers adopt this technique
and propose new personalized approaches in order to handle imprecise data and
gradual user preferences and then, to be able to provide more accurate and
eﬀective recommendations.
Although, fuzzy-based recommendation systems have witnessed a growing
interest in several services, to name few, tourism [13,14], healthcare [12,20],
movie [5,22,26], E-commerce [11,15], applications about fuzzy job recommendation are still less explored. To the best of our knowledge, most of the existing
fuzzy job recommendation systems [4,6] are very limited since they are mostly
focused on content analysis of the similarity between the candidates resumes
and the job descriptions. Other factors like personalized user’s needs and the
fuzzy nature of their explicit and implicit preferences are totally ignored, which
is the core goal of this work. Moreover, as far as we know, none of the existing
fuzzy job approaches in the literature have dealt with the fuzzy MongoDB Data
setting.
In our previous work [18], we have recently investigated the same issue of
fuzzy personalization in the semantic web context dealing with fuzzy SPARQL
queries and fuzzy RDF databases. The fuzzy user proﬁling is also addressed but
in a querying point of view, where the SPARQL query is enhanced with the
relevant user preferences recorded in his/her proﬁle. However, in this paper, we
are focusing on NoSQL data rather than on the querying step which is more
adaptable and easy to use for a non-expert user.
In order to deal with fuzzy preferences in a MongoDB context, we propose
in this paper a fuzzy extension of the approach introduced in [10] where they
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propose a non-fuzzy based recommender system, that is only based on a matching
between the skills of the job oﬀer and the mastered skills in the CV. To do so, we
propose to build a new personalized job recommendation approach based on fuzzy
logic which aims to take into consideration diﬀerent type of implicit and explicit
candidates preferences. In addition, we deﬁned an uniﬁed NoSQL preference
model that stores multi-criteria crisp or fuzzy preferences in candidates proﬁles
including negative and positive scores, which has not been addressed before.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we were interested in job/candidate recommendation systems and
proposed a novel fuzzy preference-based technique to provide a more selective
and personalized job/candidate matching. To do so, we ﬁrst introduced the
fuzzy NoSQL preference proﬁle model for deﬁning the candidates job preferences. Then, we proposed an eﬃcient Fuzzy Matching/Scoring algorithm for the
selection of the top-k personalized results and the ﬁnal results rank. Our proposed approach was also integrated to TeamBuilder software for experimental
validation with real data sets. Reported results corroborate the eﬃciency and
practicability of our proposed personalized technique. As a future work, we plan
to integrate more complex user preferences into the developed system, such as
conditional preferences (as in “If A happens, then I prefer B to C”) and contextual preferences like the current spatial and temporal position of the user.
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Abstract. With the rapid growth of location-based social networks
(LBSNs), the task of next Point Of Interest (POI) recommendation has
become a trending research topic as it provides key information for users
to explore unknown places. However, most of the state-of-the-art next
POI recommendation systems came short to consider the multiple heterogeneous factors of both POIs and users to recommend the next targeted location. Furthermore, the cold-start problem is one of the most
thriving challenges in traditional recommender systems. In this paper,
we introduce a new Scalable Knowledge Graph Embedding Model for
the next POI recommendation problem called Skgem. The main originality of the latter is that it relies on a neural network-based embedding
method (node2vec) that aims to automatically learn low-dimensional
node representations to formulate and incorporate all heterogeneous factors into one contextual directed graph. Moreover, it provides various
POIs recommendation groups for cold-start users, e.g., nearby, by time,
by tag, etc. Experiments, carried out on a location-based social network
(Flickr) dataset collected in the city of Tallinn (Estonia), demonstrate
that our approach achieves better results and sharply outperforms the
baseline methods. Source code is publicly available at: https://github.
com/Ounoughi-Chahinez/SKGEM
Keywords: Node embedding learning · Knowledge graph ·
Point-of-interest · Recommender system · Location-based social
networks

1

Introduction

Recently, the maturation of location-based services has extremely aﬀected social
networking services, in which users can easily share their geographical locations
and experiences (e.g. photos, tags, and comments) with their friends by checkingin points-of-interest (POIs) via online platforms. The latter are referred to as
c Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
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location-based social networks (LBSNs), such as Foursquare, Gowalla, Facebook,
and Flickr, etc. Such shared check-in information generates a large amount of
historical data about the users’ behaviors especially with the spread of smartphones among large popularity of youngs.
The next POI recommendation issue has been derived as a new fresh research
focus of recommendation systems. This is very challenging for mobile-based
applications to better understand user preferences and help them discover interesting places by providing personalized recommendations, where a user ought to
visit next destination based on temporal and spatial information. Furthermore,
one of the major issues in recommender systems is the user cold-start problem.
To deal with these challenging tasks, several approaches have been proposed
to extract users’ movement patterns based on their historical behaviors and to
provide personalized POI recommendations according to their latest check-ins
[1]. A few researches have addressed these issues using traditional recommendation methods such as Matrix Factorization (MF). These latter obtain the userlocation frequency matrix, which shows the number of occurrence of check-ins of
users to POIs [2]. However, it is diﬃcult for these MF-based approaches to provide satisfying recommendation results due to the data sparsity problem (absence
of check-in data). To overcome this issue, some recent approaches, e.g., [3–5], to
cite but a few, tried to take better advantage from spatial and temporal information to better train the recommendation models with deep recurrent neural
networks (RNNs) [6] and rely on embedding learning-based techniques [7], that
show promising performances for next POI recommendation. Notwithstanding,
existing next POI recommender systems often focus on time and location dimensions and failed to incorporate the multiple heterogeneous factors of both POIs
and users to recommend the user’s next should visit locations. At the same time,
they were unable to tackle the user cold-start challenge by providing satisfying
recommendations for new users.
To this end, in this paper, we introduce a new approach called Skgem for
the next Point of Interest recommendation. Adopting the node2vec embedding
technique is particularly useful to unify the representation of all the heterogeneous factors using one contextual directed graph to recommend the next top-k
POIs. To overcome the cold-start problem, we also provide relevant personalized
groups/lists recommendations according to temporal, spatial, and users’ preferences (tags, categories, etc.) in a real-time manner. To sum up, our contribution
steps are listed as follows:
1. Analyze the provided data by the LBSN to create our knowledge graph
through a contextual directed graph. Through this knowledge graph, we
gather diﬀerent relationships between diﬀerent types of nodes, e.g., poi-poi,
poi-user, poi-category, poi-time, poi-region, poi-tag, poi-view, to name but a
few.
2. Consider each node as a unique word in the directed graph to extract the
model’s vocabulary.
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3. Use the biased random walks mechanism to walk across the directed graph
and generate the sentences. Then, we have to train a node2vec model to create
the embedded vectors of nodes for each POI.
4. Finally, the resulting model can be used to provide the recommendations of
the top-k next-POI that should be visited given a user, as well as providing
personalized groups/lists next-POI recommendations for new users of the
system.
5. To evaluate our proposed approach, we carried out extensive experiments on
an LBSN dataset collected in the city of Tallinn (Estonia). The harvested output, for the considered evaluation criteria, shows that we sharply outperform
that obtained by the pioneering ones of the literature.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 scrutinizes a literature review about POI recommendation. Then, Sect. 3 describes the next POI
recommendation problem and proposes the Skgem approach. Section 4 shows
the experimental results of our proposed model versus its competitors. Finally,
Sect. 5 concludes the paper and presents some future work.

2

Related Work

The task of the next POI recommendation has been studied extensively in recent
years. In this section, we review some of the most relevant approaches that
addressed such a task. A thorough study of the pioneering approaches of the literature drives us to split them through four main streams: (i ) Matrix factorizationbased approaches; (ii ) Recurrent Neural Network-based approaches; (iii ) Attention mechanism-based approaches; and (iv ) Graph-based approaches. These latter main streams are sketched in the following.
2.1

Matrix Factorization-Based Approaches

Early studies on the next POI recommendation were based on Collaborative Filtering (CF), especially Matrix Factorization (MF) based techniques to capture
users’ preferences and mobility patterns to recommend POIs. Worth mentioning Rahmani et al. that proposed the following models: the ﬁrst one is called
Lglmf [8], which is a fusion of an eﬀective local geographical model into a
logistic Matrix Factorization. In this approach, the local geographical model
generates the user’s main region of activity and the relevance of each location
within that region. By emerging the results to the logistic Matrix Factorization,
the accuracy of POI recommendation is highly improved. The second model is
called Stacp [9], and is a spatio-temporal activity center POI approach aiming
to model users’ mobility patterns based on check-ins happening around several
centers. The inﬂuence of their current temporal and geographical state is incorporated into a matrix factorization model for more accurate recommendations.
Most of MF-based approaches do not deal with both data sparsity and cold-start
problems.
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Recurrent Neural Network-Based Approaches

Recent studies on next POI recommendation mainly focus on predicting users’
targeted locations using RNNs-based models to extract the spatial correlation
and their temporal dependencies patterns from the sequential historical user’s
trajectories. Worth mentioning, Kong et al. [6] have paid heed to the beneﬁt
of using the recurrent architecture Long Short Tern Memory (LSTM) with the
encoder-decoder mechanism for real-time recommendations, to accurately combine spatial-temporal inﬂuence and mitigate the problem of data sparsity. Zhao
et al. added four more gates to the basic LSTM architecture [10]. Two of them
were dedicated to time dependencies and the remaining ones to spatial correlations in order to capture the inﬂuence of the latest visited POI on the next one.
In a similar study, Wu et al. [7] introduced a combination of long and short-term
modules that use the embedding technique and an LSTM-based architecture for
the next POI recommendation. Subsequently, a deep architecture was presented
by Zhou et al. [11] to integrate the topic model and memory network, capitalizing on the strengths of local neighborhood-based features to exploit user-speciﬁc
spatial preference and POI-speciﬁc spatial inﬂuence to enhance the recommendations. Later, Sun et al. [12] developed a context-aware non-local network for
long-term preference modeling and a geo-dilated RNN for short-term preference
learning to explore the temporal and spatial correlations between historical and
current trajectories. Chang et al. [13] proposed a content-aware model with two
diﬀerent layers: a context and a content layers. The former is used to capture
the geographical inﬂuence from the check-in sequence of a user, while the content layer is used to extract the characteristics of POIs for better-personalized
recommendations. RNN-based approaches prove their eﬃciency to capture the
spatio-temporal relationships between successive check-ins, but these approaches
are computationally very intensive and suﬀer with cold-start problem as long as
it needs previous data to learn from.
2.3

Attention-Based Approaches

Other researches attempted to leverage from the contextual temporal and spatial
users’ and POIs’ information provided by the LBSNs to build a spatio-temporal
context, and social-aware models for better recommendations. Huang et al. in [1]
presented a deep attentive network for social-aware next POI recommendation
that makes use of the self-attention mechanism instead of the architecture of
RNNs to model both sequential and social inﬂuences. Ma et al. [14] proposed
a novel autoencoder-based model to learn the non-linear user-POI relations,
that use a self-attentive encoder (SAE) and a neighbor-aware decoder (NAD)
to make users’ reachable to similar and nearby neighbors of checked-in POIs.
Zhang et al. [5] introduced a simple eﬀective neural network framework that
incorporates diﬀerent factors in a uniﬁed manner to recommend users’ next
move. The success of using the attention mechanism has motivated Liu et al. [15]
to establish a geographical and temporal attention network. That synchronously
learn to dynamically change user preferences by selecting relevant activities from
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check-in histories and then make the POI recommendation using a conditional
probability distribution function. Guo et al. [16] introduced a recommender
model that incorporates the embeddings of spatial patterns of user’s relative
positions of POIs and check-ins time into the self-attentive network to create an
accurate POIs relation-aware self-attention module for next-POI recommendation. Huang et al. in [17] introduced an RNN-attention-based approach, which
recommends personalized next POI according to user preferences. The latter
used an LSTM architecture to extract spatial information and their temporal
dependencies from users’ historical check-ins and uses an attention mechanism
to focus more on relevant features in the user’s sequential trajectories. the beniﬁt
of the attention mechanism is that it assigns greater weight to relevant factors,
but in fact it does ignores the exceptions/special cases.
2.4

Graph-Based Approaches

A few previous works of next POI recommendation have used the structure
of graph to project the user’s behavior or its sequential check-in patterns of
their visited POIs. Xie et al. proposed in [4] for the ﬁrst time, a uniﬁed solution for several challenges of POI recommendations (data sparsity, cold-start,
context awareness, and the dynamic user preferences) using the embedding of
bipartite graphs to represent the relationships in between temporal and spatial factors of the system to provide accurate recommendations in a real-time
manner. Li et al. [18] introduced a solution to construct a multi-modal check-in
heterogeneous graph that employs an attentional RNN-based for successive POI
recommendation. RELINE [19] is another graph embedding approach, which is
worth citing. It consists of a ﬁrst-order proximity approach that embeds the
local pairwise closeness of nodes and a second-order proximity approach that
embeds the knowledge of nodes that belongs to the same neighborhood in the
network structure. Knowledge graphs have been used in various recommendation
systems to enhance the graphs with heterogeneous features for better recommendation, since their proposition by Google in 2012. Worthy to mention, tweet and
followers personalized recommendation [20], diﬀerentiated fashion recommendation [21], points of interest recommendation [22,23], etc. Furthermore, these
existing approaches often focus on time and location dimensions and ignore other
crucial context dimensions.
By and large, a wealthy number of next-POI recommendation approaches
have been proposed so far. The incorporation of the neural network-based embedding techniques has shown undoubtedly evidence for their better representation
of “hidden” POIs relationships and users’ behavior patterns. In addition, the
interpretation of the users’ check-ins network as a multi-factors graph has provided more accurate recommendations for the next-POIs. To this end, we rely
on both notions to introduce a new next-POI recommendation approach. A neural network-based embedding method (node2vec) is exploited to learn the user
and POI representations. The latter relies on the uniﬁed representation of the
knowledge graph’s heterogeneous relationships to create the nodes embedding.
Further insights about the approach details are given in the remainder.
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The Proposed Approach

In this section, we present the Skgem approach that stands within the graphbased approaches stream. The latter aims to learn implicit users’ preferences
according to their check-in history using a neural network-based embedding
method (node2vec). At ﬁrst, we sketch necessary notations and formalize our
POI recommendation problem.
3.1

Formalization of the Problem

At ﬁrst, we introduce the key notions used through the reminder to deﬁne the
POI recommendation problem.
Definition 1 (Location Based Social Network). The LSBN is a social network graph G = (V, E), where V is a set of users, and E denotes their relationships. Using this kind of platform, users can share their daily life experiments in
diﬀerent locations.
Definition 2 (Point of Interest). A POI represents a spatial component associated with a geographical location (e.g. theatre, ﬁtness center, museum, etc.). In
general, a POI has two attributes: an identiﬁer, and a content. We use p to
represent a POI identiﬁer. Wp stands for a set of textual semantic words (e.g.
category/type, tag words, etc.) describing p.
Definition 3 (Check-in activity). Let U denotes a set of users, a check-in c
is a behavior performed by a user u in a location (i.e. POI) p, at a speciﬁc time
t. The latter is denoted by the triple (u, p, t) ∈ U × P × T .
Definition 4 (Check-ins sequence). A check-ins sequence (tour) is a timeordered consecutive check-ins sequence visited by a user u which is denoted by:
su = {(p1 , t1 ), (p2 , t2 ), . . . , (pn , tn )}, where n is the sequence length.
Definition 5 (Knowledge Graph). A knowledge graph G = (V, E) is a
directed graph, where V denotes the set of nodes/entities, and E is the set of
edges or triple facts of the form subject-property-object. Each edge is denoted as
h, r, t to indicate a relationship of r ∈ R from a head entity h ∈ V to a tail
entity t ∈ V .
In a typical LBSN, the main goal of the POI recommendation problem, is to
oﬀer, for a target user u, the most likely list of non-visited POIs ∈ P to visit at
the (future) time according to its historical tours su . For new users, most of the
recommender systems are likely to fail to gather enough knowledge, resulting
in ignoring them during recommendations.This scenario is popularly known as
the cold-start user problem. In our approach, we overcome this problem. Indeed,
for a given new user u deﬁned with its current location l at time t, our goal is
to recommend groups/lists of POIs that u may be interested in according to a
hyper-locality information, e.g., in the nearby l and/or at time t or other implicit
preferences.
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Fig. 1. The Skgem recommender overall architecture.

3.2

The SKGEM for Next POI recommendation

In the following, we introduce the Skgem recommender that aims to improve
user satisfaction and experience by providing personalized suggestions of targeted locations they might like. The latter deals with the multiple heterogeneous factors of both POIs and users. It relies on a feature learning approach
(node2vec) to predict missing relations in a knowledge graph previously designed.
Furthermore, it can make eﬀective recommendations to new users by extracting
high-level representations, and thus solves the user cold start problem. The global
architecture of the Skgem recommender, depicted by Fig. 1, shows three main
steps: (i) The knowledge graph building; (ii) The knowledge graph embedding
model training; and (iii) The next POI recommendation. The former identiﬁes the directed graph’s nodes, and their in-between relationships. Then, in the
following step, after mapping the entities and relations into a vector space, the
embedding vector of each node is generated. Finally, for the next POI recommendation step, the model oﬀers two diﬀerent options: the ﬁrst one is to recommend
the user’s next POIs according to its previous visits. Otherwise, if the user is
utterly new to the system, then the model recommends personalized groups/lists
according to the user’s location or any other speciﬁc preferences.
Step 1 (A Knowledge Graph Building): As a rule of thumb, user tours data
S are deﬁned as a sequence of consecutive historical visited check-in. A given
user u (u ∈ U ), has already visited the POI p (p ∈ P ) with the corresponding
timestamp t (t ∈ T ). Each POI is described by a set of textual words w (w ∈ W ).
Based on these information, we design, during this step, a knowledge graph. The
latter is a graph-structured knowledge base that stores factual information in
the form of relationships between entities [24]. Roughly speaking, our knowledge
graph can be seen as a layered graph, where each layer stands for one type of
relationship. In our context, the designed knowledge graph is deﬁned as follows:
Let G = (V, E) be a directed graph, where V = (U ∪ P ∪ T ∪ W ) denotes
the set of nodes, and E = (Eup ∪ Epp ∪ Ept ∪ Epw ) represents their in-between
relationships. Table 1 describes the diﬀerent interpretation of each type of edge
used in the directed graph.
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Table 1. The knowledge graph’s edges interpretation.
Edge Interpretation
Eup

Set of edges between the users and their visited POIs

Epp

Set of edges between successive POIs

Ept

Set of edges between POIs and their corresponding time

Epw

Set of edges between POIs and their associated words

Once the knowledge graph has been designed, we adopt the node embedding
to infer new knowledge (similar contexts, similar users, etc.) and ﬁnding the
hidden connections. The main advantage of using embedding models is representing entities and relations by a low-dimensional embedding vector space while
preserving the structure of the graph.
By contrast to the existing KG embedding models which ignore contextual
information, in our approach, we incorporate the context dimensions into the
KG. This aims to automatically learn entity/node (i.e. user, POI) by exploiting
their corresponding contexts.
Step 2 (The Embedding Model Training): The success of the modern
embedding techniques is owed to their ability to unify the heterogeneous factors
in order to extract high-level representations. In the following, we ﬁrst introduce
the general deﬁnition of the adopted node2vec embedding algorithm for nodes
representation as a straightforward way to improve the robustness of the nextPOI recommendations.
The node2vec Embedding Method : is an eﬃcient scalable model for feature learning in networks proposed by [25]. The latter learns nodes representations in a
graph through the application of the word2vec model on sequences of nodes sampled through random walks. Indeed, the main principle of the word2vec model
is to group words with similar contexts in near neighborhoods. The innovation
brought by the node2vec method is the deﬁnition of a random walk exploration
process for the sequences of nodes, which are interpreted as if they were words
appearing together in a sentence [26]. Therefore, the main idea is to embed the
nodes of the previously designed knowledge graph into vectors in a way that the
distance (or similarity) between vectors would faithfully assess the distance (or
similarity) between nodes. Roughly speaking, the node2vec model scans over the
nodes of a given graph, and for each node, it aims to embed it such that the
node’s features can predict nearby nodes (i.e., nodes inside some context window). The node feature representations are learned by optimizing the likelihood
objective function using SGD 1 with a negative sampling [27]. In order to train
the nod2vec model, we proceed as follows:
1. Extracting all the vocabulary (words) from the created knowledge graph
nodes (e.g. Users ids, POIs ids, categories, tags, etc.).
1

SGD: Stochastic gradient descent optimizer.
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2. Sequences sampling using the random walks mechanism. Some examples of
the generated sequences are given as follows: “User 1 went to POI 65 that is
a restaurant”, “User 1 went to POI 65 described by Delicious Food”.
3. Training of the node2vec model to create the nodes embedded vectors by
specifying a set of parameters: the embedded nodes vectors dimension, the
number of walks for each node, the length of each walk, and the context size
or window to generate the dimensions’ weights.
Step 3 (The Next POI Recommendation): In this step, the output of
the node2vec can be interpreted as a set of embedded vectors that will be used
for the next-POI recommendation. Given that these nodes embedding vectors
are simply vectors of numbers, the recommendation is performed by computing
the similarity in-between vectors using the cosine similarity [26]. In general, the
latter is one of the most widely used measures that presents geometrically the
angle between vectors. At this level, we distinguish two diﬀerent scenarios for a
target user u to recommend the top-k likely next-POIs that might be visited:
– Existing user u: recommend for u the most likely top-k list of unvisited POIs
to visit in future time according to its historical tours Su .
– New user u: recommend for u the most likely groups/lists of POIs that u
could be interested in according to nearby its location and/or at a speciﬁc
time and/or other speciﬁc preferences (category, tag, etc.).
The diﬀerent steps of the Skgem training algorithm are summarized in
Algorithm 1. First, we initialize our directed graph and then start adding the
nodes and their relationships i.e. edges using the provided users’ dataset U . Each
user shares a set of tours of its check-ins besides its experiment description content (lines 1–13). After the knowledge graph creation, we proceed to deﬁne the
models training hyper-parameters (line 14) and then launch the node2vec training process in order to create the nodes embedding vectors (line 15). To make
the recommendations, ﬁrst, we need to deﬁne the identity of the user. If we deal
with an existing user in the system, its next POIs recommendation would be
according to the similarity of its POIs embedding vectors with non-visited ones
(line 18). Otherwise, if the user is new to the system, then we use the model
to recommend groups/lists of POIs according to the input personal preferences
and/or POIs that are geographically nearby (wrt a threshold th) or being the
most likely visited at its current picked time (lines 19–26).

4

Experiments

In this section, we describe the experimental setup, providing information about
the dataset used in the experiments and how we have conﬁgured and evaluated
the recommendation performance of our proposed approach. We compared the
obtained results with other related state-of-the-art existing methods. The details
of the experiments are discussed in the following. Our experiments are based on
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Algorithm 1. The Skgem for next POI recommendation
Require: Users tours dataset U , and POIs descriptions dataset P ;
where a user u has the list of tours {S1 , S2 , . . . , Sm } and each tour Si is represented
as a sequence of check-in activities Si = {(p1 , t1 ), (p2 , t2 ), . . . , (pk , td )}.
Each p ∈ P is described by a set of words wp .
Ensure: The recommendation of top-k Next-POIs.
1: G = DirectedGraph()
2: for u ∈ U do
3:
for s ∈ Su do
4:
for p, t in s do
5:
G.addEdge(u, p)
6:
G.addEdge(p, t)
7:
for w in P [p] do
8:
G.addEdge(p, w)
9:
end for
10:
G.addEdge(pprevious ,p) // Two successive visited POIs.
11:
end for
12:
end for
13: end for
14: Initialize the parameters: V ecD, N W alks, W alkL, ContextS.
15: model = node2vec.train(G,V ecD, N W alks, W alkL, ContextS)
16: //Make top-k POI recommendations for a target user u:
17: if u ∈ U then
18:
predictions[u] = model.predict output(Su , K)
19: else
20:
//Make recommendations according to the location/time/other preferences of u:
21:
predictions time[u] = model.predict output(t, K)
22:
predictions nearby[u] = Get nearby(l,L,th) // L: Pois coords, th: threshold.
23:
predictions category[u] = model.predict output(w, K) // w: category.
24:
...
25:
prediction[u] = predictions time[u] ∩ predictions nearby[u] ∩ predictions category[u] ∩ . . .
26: end if
27: return predictions[u],

a Flickr dataset collected in the city of Tallinn (Estonia) from the 1st of January
2003 to the 25th of September 2017. The dataset provides user tours (check-ins
sequences) in diﬀerent POIs. A single check-in from the dataset is deﬁned as
follows: “user ID”, “POI ID”, and the “timestamp”. Each POI is geocoded by
its “GPS coordinates” (Latitude, longitude) and respectively described by its:
“view”, “category”, a set of “images IDs”, a set of “tags”, and its containing
“region”. The “region” contains an IDs’ list of closer “regions”. The ﬁgure below
depicts the generated knowledge graph and the relationships between the different types of nodes according to the Skgem recommender. Table 2 gives an
overview of the characteristics of this dataset.
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Table 2. The generated knowledge graph from Tallinn dataset.

Features
Tallinn (Estonia)
Number of Users
1, 911
Number of POI
1054
Number of Check-ins
12, 413
8
Type of nodes
Total graph nodes
144, 594
Total graph edges
894, 847
99.38%
Data sparsity

4.1

Experimental Setups

To evaluate the performances of our proposed model, we perform two diﬀerent
experiments. On a ﬁrst time, we make a non cold-start evaluation, where 80%
of the tour data for each user is selected to create the knowledge graph and
train the node2vec model, while the remaining 20% are used as a test set for
the evaluation. We also conduct experiments with cold-start settings to test the
eﬃciency of our approach. In this case, 80% of the users are used to create the
knowledge graph and train the model and the remaining 20% are considered
as utterly new users to the system. Thus, we perform the recommendations
according to some selected categories and hours of the day for each new user
in the test data. The next step, after designing the knowledge graph from the
dataset, is to ﬁne-tune and initialize the model’s parameters to ensure better
embedding representations. It is important to mention that we ﬁt the node’s
vectors embedding into R80 dimension, the number of walks is set to 300 per
each node, and both walk length and context window size are set to 4. Our
experiments are carried out under the conﬁguration of a Linux server (Intel(R)
Xeon(R) CPU E5 − 2690v3 @ 2.60 GHz × 48) with a 3.7 Python version.
4.2

Baseline Methods

To accurately evaluate our proposed approach, we led a comparison with the
freshest next-POIs recommendation baselines.
– Stacp2 [9]: is a spatio-temporal algorithm that extracts the users’ mobility
patterns according to the historical check-ins center of activity depending on
their current temporal state.
– Lglmf3 [8]: uses a logistic Matrix Factorization to formulate the generated
users’ main regions of activities by a local geographical model to recommend
the similar checked-in POIs in the zone of each user’s activity.
2
3

https://github.com/rahmanidashti/STACP.
https://github.com/rahmanidashti/LGLMF.
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– Sae-Nad4 [14]: is a two phases model that uses an auto-encoder to learn the
non-linear relationship between users and POIs. The ﬁrst phase applies a selfattentive encoder (SAE) to extract the personalized preferences of each user.
The second one is a neighbor-aware decoder (NAD) to incorporate the geographical context information of users to recommend the similar and nearby
neighbors of checked-in POIs.
4.3

Evaluation Metrics

A next-POI recommender typically produces an ordered list of recommendations for each user in the test set. The recommendations performance of our
model and the baselines’ models are evaluated using six relevant metrics Precision@K, Recall@K, Novelty@K, Serendipity@K, nDPM@K, and Kendal tau
correlation@K.
– The Precision@K yields insight into how relevant the list of recommended
POIs are.
– The Recall@K gives insight into how well the recommendation model is able
to recall all the POIs the user has visited in the test set.
– The Novelty@K is used to analyze if the model is able to recommend POIs
that have a low probability of being already known by a user. This metric
does not consider the correctness of the recommended POIs, but only their
novelty [28].
– The Serendipity@K deﬁnes the capability of the recommender to identify both
attractive and unexpected POIs. The Serendipity resulting value would be in
the interval [0, 1], lower than or equal to precision. The diﬀerence between
precision and serendipity represents the percentage of obvious items that are
correctly suggested.
– The value of nDPM is used to measure the similarity of the orderings of
the recommended POIs compared to the actual order of visited POIs, it is
computed according to all the possible pairs of POIs available in the KG, it
will result close to 1 when the sequences generated by the recommender are
contradictory, to 0 when they have the same ranking, and to 0.5 when the
ordering is irrelevant because they contain diﬀerent items.
– The Kendall tau Correlation@K is used to measure the similarity of the
orderings of the recommended POIs compared to the actual order of visited
POIs. The computation of the Kendall tau correlation value is based on the
order of the diﬀerent pairs of the recommended POIs, the closer the coeﬃcient
is to 1 the perfect the order between the two sets is.
4.4

Results and Discussion

Table 3, Table 4, and Table 5 show the recommendations performances of the
Skgem system versus those of its competitors using all the above mentioned
4

https://github.com/allenjack/SAE-NAD.
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evaluation metrics with K = {5, 10, 15, 20}. Table 3 shows that our approach
gives the most eﬃcient recommendations for both precision and recall metrics.
A good look at our results underscores that our model sharply outperforms the
other baseline methods in terms of recommending serendipitous Next-POIs with
an acceptable rate of novelty (Table 4). As reported in (Table 5), Skgem gives
the best order of the recommended next PIOs according to Kendall correlation.
The Stacp approach is the worst performer regarding almost all metrics. In fact,
the latter doesn’t take into account any contextual information about users or
POIs. Whereas, according to Table 5, it shows a good performance when considering the order of recommendations according to the global dataset’s tours using
the nDPM metric. Therefore, we can come to the conclusion that unifying the
representations of all the system’s components, through this knowledge graph,
and its contextual information have lead us to sharply enhance the quality of
the recommendations. Table 6 displays the achieved next POI recommendation
performances for the users, within the cold-start settings, using three options of
lists/groups, to wit: category, hour of the day, and the combination of both. It
is clear that recommending POIs based on the category lists performances are
more relevant than that based on the hour of the day’s lists or their intersection
on the considered dataset.
Table 3. Non cold-start performance evaluation (Precision and Recall).
Metrics

Precision

Method

@5

Stacp
0.0178
0.0557
Lglmf
Sae-Nad 0.0512
Skgem

Recall

@10

@15

@20

@5

@10

@15

@20

0.0124
0.0436
0.0375

0.0091
0.0387
0.0300

0.0097
0.0343
0.0256

0.0160
0.0593
0.1872

0.0216
0.0904
0.2619

0.0236
0.1169
0.3089

0.0306
0.1341
0.3491

0.1765 0.1071 0.0795 0.0611 0.3578 0.4113 0.4403 0.4479

Table 4. Non cold-start performance evaluation (Novelty and Serendipity).
Metrics

Novelty

Method

@5

Serendipity
@10

@15

@20

@5

Stacp
−4.9561 −6.7905 −7.4941 −7.9233 0.0178
−7.2704 −7.6843 −7.9648 −8.1714 0.0268
Lglmf
Sae-Nad −4.1262 −4.7285 −5.0310 −5.3108 0.0512
Skgem

−4.7787

−5.5072

−5.9181

−6.0115

@10

@15

0.0124
0.0133
0.0375

0.009
0.0097
0.01042 0.0091
0.0300 0.0256

@20

0.1765 0.1071 0.0795 0.0611
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Table 5. Non cold-start performance evaluation (nDPM and Kendall tau correlation).
Metrics

nDPM

Method

@5

Kendall tau correlation
@10

@15

@20

@5

Stacp
0.000 4.65-05 0.0002 0.0007 −0.0572
0.0024 0.0084
0.0152 0.0195
0.0022
Lglmf
0.0180 0.0230 −0.0017
Sae-Nad 0.0043 0.0113
0.0320 0.0522

Skgem

0.1255

0.1791

@10

@15

@20

−0.0530
0.0050
−0.0035

−0.0502
0.0082
−0.0037

−0.0461
0.0077
−0.0037

0.0549

0.0496

0.0500

0.0507

Table 6. Cold-start performance evaluation.
Metrics

Precision

Search by

@5

Recall

Category (C)

0.0783 0.0577 0.0480 0.0446 0.0801 0.1096 0.1270 0.1804

@10

@15

@20

@5

@10

@15

@20

Hour of the day (HOD) 0.0010

0.0010

0.0008

0.0007

0.0027

0.0033

0.0042

0.0045

C and HOD

0.0018

0.0015

0.0015

0.0043

0.0055

0.0059

0.0067

0.0020

Impact of Embedding Vector Dimension. Table 7 shows the performance
of the Skgem approach based on diﬀerent dimensions of the embedding vector
of each node in the graph using both metrics. From the results, the best performance’ vector dimension value is obtained by 80. The experiments underscore
the importance of ﬁne-tuning of the vector’s dimension value according to the
available contextual information of the considered LBSN dataset.
Table 7. Impact of the variation of embedding vector dimension.
Metrics

Precision

Variants-VecDim @5

Recall

@10

@15

@20

@5

@10

@15

@20

Skgem-20

0.1330

0.0801

0.0554

0.0416

0.2824

0.3250

0.3313

0.3314

Skgem-40

0.1710

0.1077

0.0783

0.0594

0.3439

0.4089

0.4323

0.4355

Skgem-60

0.1684

0.1041

0.0760

0.0583

0.3443

0.4020

0.4249

0.4305

Skgem-80

0.1765 0.1071 0.0795 0.0611 0.3578 0.4113 0.4403 0.4479

Skgem-100

0.1716

0.1047

0.0773

0.0595

0.3526

0.4079

0.4349

0.4409

Impact of Context and Walk Length. In the aspect of the evaluation,
we compare the performances of the proposed model using diﬀerent contexts
and walk lengths. We always consider its values equally in each experiment
task {4, 8, 12, 16} to preserve the context of the sentence. Table 8 shows the
degree of stability from the achieved results using each of the above-mentioned
values for the considered dataset. This highlights that the context size and the
walk length don’t signiﬁcantly aﬀect the performance of the model’s next POIs
recommendations.
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Table 8. Impact of context size and walk length.
Metrics

Precision

Variants-Walk @5

5

@10

Recall
@15

@20

@5

@10

@15

@20

Skgem-4

0.1765 0.1071 0.0795 0.0611 0.3578 0.4113 0.4403 0.4479

Skgem-8

0.1731

0.1059

0.0778

0.0595

0.3527

0.4061

0.4314

0.4353

Skgem-12

0.1732

0.1037

0.0758

0.0582

0.3542

0.4036

0.4283

0.4357

Skgem-16

0.1710

0.1037

0.0754

0.0572

0.3591

0.4030

0.4252

0.4283

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we introduced the Skgem for next POI recommendation, that uniﬁes the representation of the heterogeneity of diﬀerent factors, through a knowledge graph. We carried out experiments on a real-world dataset, which provided
backing up evidences that our approach achieved better results and sharply
outperforms the most recent and pioneering baseline methods. The node2vec
generates vector representations of the users and of the POIs, and of other features without taking into consideration the type of the relationships in-between.
Thus, in future work, we would incorporate into the model a hybrid vector representations of nodes and relationships using an extensive datasets with more
contextual information to further investigate its eﬀectiveness and performance.
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Abstract. This paper proposes a novel approach to apply machine
learning techniques to data collected from emerging cooperative intelligent transportation systems (C-ITS) using Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V)
broadcast communications. Our approach considers temporal and spatial aspects of collected data to avoid correlation between the training set
and the validation set. Connected vehicles broadcast messages containing safety-critical information at high frequency. Thus, detecting faulty
messages induced by attacks is crucial for road-users safety. High frequency broadcast makes the temporal aspect decisive in building the
cross-validation sets at the data preparation level of the data mining
cycle. Therefore, we conduct a statistical study considering various fake
position attacks. We statistically examine the diﬃculty of detecting the
faulty messages, and generate useful features of the raw data. Then, we
apply machine learning methods for misbehavior detection, and discuss
the obtained results. We apply our data splitting approach to messagebased and communication-based data modeling and compare our approach to traditional splitting approaches. Our study shows that traditional splitting approaches performance is biased as it causes data leakage, and we observe a 10% drop in performance in the testing phase compared to our approach. This result implies that traditional approaches
cannot be trusted to give equivalent performance once deployed and thus
are not compatible with V2V broadcast communications.
Keywords: Misbehavior detection
Cross-validation sets · Time series
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Introduction

V2V communication is a technology in C-ITS systems that aims to improve
traﬃc safety and eﬃciency through exchanged information between vehicles.
c Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
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This communication relies on Basic Safety Messages (BSMs) that are deﬁned in
the SAE J2735 standard [19] and Cooperative Awareness Message (CAM) in the
ETSI standard [6]. A CAM contains vehicle state such as its location and speed.
A vehicle emits its CAM to all surrounding vehicles following dissemination
requirements. For instance, the time interval between two emitted CAMs shall
not be inferior to 100 ms nor superior to 1 s [6]. Such requirement improves the
vehicle decision and driver’s safety.
However, this scenario could be exploited by malicious attackers that may
broadcast CAMs containing false information such as a fake vehicle location to
provoke traﬃc jams or even fatalities [13]. Therefore, there is an urgent need to
guarantee the correctness of the data. This can be achieved through misbehavior
detection (MBD) [8,14,21]. Machine Learning (ML) methods could be used since
they proved to be reliable in the security context and in particular for anomaly
detection [3]. The application of these methods relies on two critical tasks, data
preprocessing and training. During the training task, the data is split in two
sets named “train” and “test”. In an attempt to represent real-life scenarios, the
training step must not use data from the test set.

Fig. 1. Broadcast scenario

In the context of V2V communication, in order to create the training dataset
for the machine learning model, the broadcast data is collected from diﬀerent
vehicles. Figure 1 depicts an example where each vehicle broadcasts CAM messages to the surrounding vehicles, then receives, processes and logs these CAM
messages in local data storage. Afterwards, at the global level, servers will be
able to store and process local logs received from vehicles.
In particular, Fig. 1 shows a scenario where vehicle V0 broadcasts a message
M0 to its neighbors (V1 , V2 , V3 ). These vehicles receive this message and store
it. Afterwards, the messages are collected in a global storage which contains 3
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diﬀerent copies of the original message at diﬀerent timestamps related to the
reception times.
This speciﬁcity makes data preprocessing critical, as it makes classical data
split inconsistent with test set assumptions as they cause data leakage. In this
paper, our contributions are threefold. First, we address the problem of data
splitting in the training step for data issued from V2V communications and carry
out a statistical analysis on VeReMi dataset as a baseline for MBD. Second,
we propose a novel cross-validation approach based on temporal and spatial
aspects in the context of C-ITS broadcast data. Finally, we provide an empirical
evaluation of diﬀerent supervised ML methods for MBD in C-ITS to validate
our approach.
Our paper is structured as follows. First, we present the related work in
Sect. 2. Then, we present a statistical analysis of a commonly-used dataset
called VeReMi in Sect. 3. Afterwards, we describe the cross-validation issue for
broadcast data and the proposed approach in Sect. 4. We compare our proposed
approach with the traditional splitting one using a variety of ML methods in
Sect. 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2

Related Work

This section surveys the work related to misbehavior detection (MBD) with a
focus on data preparation, ML datasets, and applications.
ML solutions usually require training and evaluation using cross-validation.
Cross-validation is an evaluation technique that involves splitting a sample of
data into complementary subsets, performing the analysis on one subset (called
the train set), and validating the analysis on the other subset (called validation set). This data splitting has been done in diﬀerent ways in the literature.
The basic method for data splitting (used in [22]) is based on the Hold-out (or
simple validation) [5], and consists of a single data split in two sets (training
and validation) with randomly selected observations in each set. For instance,
in [1], the authors surveyed cross-validation procedures for model selection and
train-test splitting. They described the diﬀerent variants such as Leave-one-out,
Leave-p-out and V-fold. These methods rely on how train and test sets are built,
mainly varying proportions, and intersections between sets and randomly selecting elements of each one. These methods, when applied to data from broadcast
messages, fail to guarantee the assumption of unseen data in the test set and thus
create a data leakage. Therefore, training and validation sets must be created
such that the dependence between observations is considered.
Similarly, authors in [18] proposed a “Blocking cross validation” where they
considered data with temporal, spatial relationships, group dependencies, and
hierarchical structures. In case of highly homogeneous data where the homogeneous examples cannot be removed, the algorithm splits those examples between
train and validation sets, which also causes a data leakage (Sect. 4.1). With this
respect, in our paper, we propose a diﬀerent approach for obtaining train, validation, and test sets in the case of broadcast data messages. Speciﬁcally, we
further apply our methodology to MBD in V2V communications.
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There are two diﬀerent MBD approaches commonly used in the literature:
communication MBD [21,22] and message MBD [10,14]. Communication MBD
aims to classify the whole communication as anomalous or not. Diﬀerent statistics and measurements are computed on the whole communication, such as the
rate of messages and the average plausibility of all reported locations [22]. These
measures create a new dataset on which ML methods are applied. The second
approach is message MBD, where the ML method uses the original features of
the message and additional features extracted to improve the performance to
learn the underlying behavior and make decisions.
Several work applied ML for MBD. For instance, authors in [22] proposed
to use plausibility checks as input features for ML methods. Their work is a
baseline ML application for MBD tested with K-Nearest Neighbors (K-NN) and
Support Vector Machine (SVM). Overall, both methods have similar performances but detect poorly attacks that mimic the movement of a real vehicle.
Thus, the authors extended their work by verifying the plausibility of the communication content at the signal level. To this end, their work added the receive
signal strength indicator (RSSI) as a new input feature. Moreover, the authors
proposed three novel physical-layer plausibility checks [21], where their study
outperformed their previous work in detecting attacks.
As one can see, previous work investigated ML use for MBD, but did not
perform a statistical analysis to assess the quality of the dataset. For instance,
the broadcasting nature of the communication creates redundant entries in the
dataset that impacts the performance of the ML models. Hence, in this paper,
we carry out a statistical analysis of the considered dataset. Then, we propose
a new data splitting approach that considers the broadcast nature. Lastly, we
compare it to traditional data splitting.

3

VeReMi Dataset: Statistical Analysis and Feature
Engineering

In this section, we provide an analysis of the Vehicular Reference Misbehavior
(VeReMi) dataset [10]. In particular, we focus on the position feature of the
CAM messages and show how feature engineering improves MBD performances.
3.1

VeReMi Dataset

We use the last version of VeReMi simulated dataset [21] which presents the
same characteristics as a real dataset. This dataset has proven reliable and is
used by several researchers [9,11,14,20,22]. This dataset is generated based on
225 simulations with ﬁve diﬀerent attacks presented in the next section. Each
simulation uses three diﬀerent attacker densities. Each parameter set is repeated
5 times with diﬀerent random seeds. Each simulation was made in the area of
Luxembourg and lasts for 100 s, with a communication bit rate of 6 Mbps. Our
work uses the sub-dataset with the following parameters: attack probability of
0.3, simulations start at 7 am (which corresponds to the highest density).
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Attacks

The VeReMi dataset includes ﬁve types of attacks. Each attack has a label and
a set of generation parameters. These attacks tamper with the location of the
transmitting vehicle in diﬀerent ways. First, an attacker can transmit a ﬁxed
location (Constant). Second, an attacker could transmit a ﬁxed oﬀset of its
real location(Constant Oﬀset). An attacker sends a uniformly random position
(Random). An attacker sends a random location in an area around the vehicle
(Random oﬀset). Lastly, an attacker that behaves normally and then transmits
the same location repeatedly (Eventual Stop).
3.3

Descriptive Statistical Analysis

We compute several statistics and analyze each feature of our dataset1 . Table 1
summarizes the features statistics.
Table 1. Summary statistics
Reception time
Receiver

Mean
Std
21798,3 105,2

Min
Q1
Median Q3
Max
21600,0 21704,3 21817,4 21885,8 21959,9

X position 4294,37 1018,19 2325,41 3597,82 3673,08 5023,85 6324,99
Y position 5510,63 258,74 5180,04 5255,00 5470,59 5738,24 6079,99

Transmission time

21798,3 105,2

21600

21704,3 21817,4 21885,8 21959,9

Transmit X
Y
X
Y

5020,44
5939,26
0,04
1,51

0,41
7,79
−40,38
−44,25

3602,46
5254,50
−3,95
−4,36

RSSI

position
position
velocity
velocity

3288,29
2325,82
8,63
20,67

3858,48
5538,36
0
0

5560
5819,28
3,83
11,93

27278,9
22998,1
41,12
48,90

2,5E-07 2,9E-06 1,2E-09 3,3E-09 8,4E-09 3,1E-08 2,3E-03

From Table 1, we observe that the standard deviation of the receiver and the
transmitter position distributions diﬀer largely (10 times bigger in Y position).
However, both features are emitted from vehicles interacting in the same context,
i.e., vehicles are located in the same geographic area and hence they should have
similar coordinates. Thus, we assume the presence of some anomalies in either
or both position features.
We plot the histogram of some features in Fig. 2 to study their distributions.
Our observations are as follows:
– The distributions of the receiver X and Y positions compared to the transmitter ones are very diﬀerent. This conﬁrms our initial intuition. We can see
that transmitter X and Y position values are spread in a wider set of values
[0, 28000] while most of these values are in the same interval as the receivers
1

Details about the dataset can be found here: https://anonymous.4open.science/r/
5de28865-7f74-4360-b3fa-daa68c97bd83/.
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ones [2000, 7000] (Fig. 2). We can assume that only a portion of values are
anomalous.
– We observe that the transmitter X and Y velocity distributions are symmetric
w.r.t 0 for both sets of values, which we assume correct since most roads have
two ways. We also observe a high number of null velocities, which might be
the result of traﬃc light or stop signs.

Fig. 2. VeReMi’s features distribution analysis

Now that we established that there are anomalies in the transmitted positions, we plot transmitter and receiver position values against each other for each
attack and for genuine data. In Fig. 3, we show a density plot of these values
and we make the following observations:
– As expected, plotting position values for genuine data form a linear scatter
plot following the diagonal line y = x. Note that the width of this line reﬂects
the transmission range of the vehicles.
– For the attack “constant oﬀset”, the ﬁgure shows a translated version of the
genuine one that is caused by the constant change applied by the attacker.
– For the attack “random oﬀset”, we observe an almost identical plot as we
did for genuine data. The diﬀerence lays in the left and right extremities of
the observed data. We identify in these extremities a sparse structure formed
along the maximum transmission range. This is due to the fact that some
attacker vehicles positioned at the edge of the transmission area of a benign
can transmit a position that is outside that area.
– For the attacks “constant”, “random” and “eventual stop”, the diﬀerence
in the data is clearly shown. Only a small portion of the transmitter values
intersects with those of the receiver.
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(a) Genuine

(b) Constant oﬀset

(c) Random oﬀset

(d) Constant

(e) Random

(f) Eventual stop

Fig. 3. Comparison of X position of receiver and transmitter values

These computed statistics do not capture the broadcast aspect of the data.
Hence, we compute the number of copies of each unique message, i.e. the same
message being received by multiple receivers. In the following sections, we refer
to the original CAM message as the unique message. Figure 4 shows a histogram
of the number of copies created from each unique message and the density estimation per number of copies in the data. We observe that the area under the
curve for messages with a number of copies higher than 10 dominates the density
estimation, meaning that most of the dataset contains redundant messages (more
than 50%). Such characteristic of the data must be handled when modeling a
machine learning solution.
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Fig. 4. Number of CAM copies for each unique message

From the aforementioned analysis, we conclude that the transmitted position
values include outliers in an anomalous way compared to receivers positions
and is proof of tampering. The data allowed us to assume that the transmitted
time is coherent. Thus, we use the positions to compute the transmitter speed
rather than relying on the transmitted velocities. Comparing the values gives an
interesting metric to use for detection.
Moreover, the dataset needs preprocessing such as removing constant and id
features detected in the analysis because these features do not correlate with the
target task and only induce additional computation costs. A last point is that
Fig. 4 presents a high redundancy of data that needs to be processed accordingly (see Sect. 4). In the next section, we create new features to improve the
misbehavior detection.
3.4

Feature Engineering

Based on our statistical analysis, we rely on the following checks output as
dataset features. Note that (TX,Y , Tt,X,Y ,Tt,v ) represents the position vector, the
position at time t and the speed at time t for the transmitter vehicle (receiver
vehicle respectively).
Acceptance Range Threshold (ART). This check veriﬁes if the distance
between the CAM emitter and receiver is above the maximum theoretical communication range.
⎧
⎫
⎨1 if d(TX,Y , RX,Y ) > Δr ⎬
ART (M ) =
(1)
⎩
⎭
0
otherwise
where d(x, y) is the Euclidean distance and Δr denotes the theoretical value of
the communication range.
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Sudden Appearance Warning (SAW). This check veriﬁes if a vehicle suddenly appeared within a certain range. In normal traﬃc conditions, it can be
assumed that new vehicles ﬁrst appear at the boundary of the communication
range. Thus, if a vehicle appears at a distance below the communication range
without prior message emission then the SAW value equals to 1.
⎧
⎫
1 if d(TX,Y , RX,Y ) < ρ ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
⎬
∩ M0 is the f irst message
(2)
SAW (M0 ) =
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
⎭
0
otherwise
where ρ is the threshold value for ﬁrst appearance.
Simple Speed Check (SSC). This check veriﬁes if the diﬀerence between the
transmitter speed and the estimated speed from the position and time diﬀerences
Δt between two consecutive messages is less than a threshold value Δv .
⎧
⎫
d(Tt,X,Y ,Tt−1,X,Y )
− Tt,v > Δv ⎬
⎨1 if
Δt
SSC(Mt ) =
(3)
⎩
⎭
0
otherwise
where Δv is the threshold for the speed diﬀerence. Mt is the message at time t.
We notice that all the extracted features are related to the position, speed,
and displacement. Indeed, based on our statistical analysis, the position represents the main anomalous feature.

4

Broadcast Data Splitting Approach for MBD
Using ML Methods

In this section, we explain the issues related to broadcast dataset splitting and
propose a spatial and temporal approach to eﬃciently split data and apply ML.
4.1

Motivation: Broadcast Data Splitting Issues

Figure 5 shows the issues that arise from using a classical random split (hold-out)
on the full dataset with a 10% validation proportion. Results show that copies
of a unique message are present multiple times in both validation and train sets
(refer to black and white dots in Fig. 5) where each colored column represents a
unique message and a black dot means that a copy of the message is present in the
train set (a white dot for the test set). Note that the expected result should have
only white (resp. black) colored dots for each unique message. This means that
the observations are repeated in both sets which leads to a biased performance as
shown in Sect. 5. The same behavior happens when performing communication
MBD. In particular, train and validation sets contain some portions of the same
messages on which the measures are computed and leads to biased performances.
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Relying on the broadcast nature of the communication, we claim that in
both communication and message MBD approaches, the commonly used crossvalidation with random splits is incoherent with this type of dataset and overestimates the model’s performance. The same occurs for time-series splits with
moving windows because of possible delays between the reception times of different copies as we explain in the next section.

Fig. 5. Sample of messages with random split. Each unique message have a unique
color. Black (white) dots refer to the existence of a copy of the unique message in the
train (validation) set. (Color ﬁgure online)

4.2

Proposed Data Split Approach

To reduce the problem of data leakage when using a random split, we take
into account the split with consideration of time used for time series data. The
temporal split helps reducing the data leakage, yet, it does not solve the problem
entirely, i.e., a portion of messages still ends up in both train and validation sets
because of possible delays.
To explain this behavior, let us consider a message M sent from a vehicle
to other 20 vehicles within the range of 500 m. All messages M0 till M19 have
diﬀerent receiving times due to the surrounding context and the recording time.
Tearly , Tlate represent respectively the earliest and latest recorded messages. Any
time split Tsplit between Tearly and Tlate puts copies of the message M in both
train and validation sets violating the assumption of unseen data.
Figure 6 presents a scenario where this issue is observable. The x-axis on
Fig. 6 represents the time, and the y-axis represents the vehicle’s position. The
scenario consists of four diﬀerent messages represented by black dots from which
two copies are created each time (blue boxes). To perform a temporal split, we
must choose a discrete time to split the data. If T1 is chosen for the temporal
split, then the broadcast copies of the message M1 have reception times earlier
and later than T1 as shown in Fig. 6, which means that the temporal split on
T1 would put the message M1 in both train and validation sets which leads to a
data leakage.
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Fig. 6. Spatial and temporal data split (Color ﬁgure online)

To solve this problem, we propose a novel data split (Algorithm 1) that keeps
the assumption of an unseen validation/test set valid.

Algorithm 1. Proposed split approach
Require: M {msgid , time, senderid , ...}, train prop
1: procedure
2:
sort(M, time)
3:
Tsplit = M.time[train prop ∗ sizeof (M )]
4:
Tset = M [M.time ≤ Tsplit ]
5:
Vset = M [M.time > Tsplit ]
6:
intersectid = intersect(Tset .msgid , Vset .msgid )
7:
intersect = Vset .pop(Vset .msgid ∈ intersectid )
8:
Tset .add(intersect)
9:
return Tset , Vset
10: end procedure

The algorithm ﬁrst sorts the data w.r.t time to ensure temporal ﬂow of the
data (Algorithm 1, line 2). The algorithm then splits the data with respect to a
given time split (Algorithm 1, lines 3–5). Then, we check for spatial dependencies between the train and validation sets (Algorithm 1, line 6) by computing
the possible intersections between copies of the same message in the train and
validation sets. The Algorithm then ensures the respect of these spatial dependencies (Algorithm 1, lines 7–8) and outputs the resulting train and validation
sets.
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Evaluation

To prove the beneﬁt of the proposed data splitting, we run multiple ML methods
on our dataset while varying the data split approaches. We present and analyze
the results of each method with each setup. For both split methods, we ﬁt our
models with the same standard scikit-learn parameters from [15]. We tested the
following ML methods: AdaBoost [7], Decision Tree [16], Naive Bayes (NB) [17],
Nearest Neighbors [4], Neural Net[2], and Random Forest (RF) [12]2 .
To evaluate both data splits, we ﬁrst split the data into train and test sets
considering the temporal and broadcast aspects of the data. Then, the train set
is split into training and validation sets using both random and our splitting
approach separately for performance comparison. Also, we evaluate the MBD
performance with and without using the previously extracted features. Overall,
we consider 5 attacks, 6 ML methods, 2 splitting methods, 2 sets (validation and
test) with (or without) engineered features.
5.1

Metrics

In MBD, there are less bogus than normal messages resulting in an imbalanced
classes problem. Therefore, we use the harmonic mean of precision and recall,
named F1 − score.
F1 − score = 2.

precision . recall
precision + recall

(4)

Thus, a high F1 − score value means that the model classiﬁes both the positive
(attack) and negative (benign) classes successfully.
5.2

Results and Discussion

Results show that a random splitting approach gives biased performances, i.e.,
the model does not generalize the learned behavior during the learning phase
and gets a signiﬁcantly lower (10%) performance during the testing phase. To
observe this, we plot the best performances obtained among all methods for
each attack in the learning phase in Fig. 7a. This shows the obtained F1 − score
at the learning phase (validation) and testing phase (test). We notice that the
learning phase’s performance ﬁts perfectly for each attack with a minimum of
0.99 F1 − score. We expect the model to have a similarly good performance in
the testing phase.
However, the model tested on unseen data, i.e., the test set, has obtained
worse performance in the testing phase than what was expected (F1 −score drops
to 0.88 in case of eventual stop attack which makes a performance 10% worse).
This questions the high performance observed in the learning phase, and can be
explained by the data leakage caused by the random splitting. Therefore, our
2

The sources and dataset for our work are provided here https://anonymous.4open.
science/r/bf9bb344-bd86-4cec-9015-7f561b0c77e2/.
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(a) Results of a random splitting

(b) Results of a our splitting approach

Fig. 7. Splitting methods comparison on models generalization

proposed splitting ﬁxes this problem and our learned model generalizes better.
Thus, the model should perform in the testing phase as well as in the learning
phase.

(a) Results of a random split

(b) Results of a our approach

Fig. 8. Features inﬂuence on models performance

Compared to the random splitting (Fig. 7b), the performance in the learning
phase for our splitting is not a perfect ﬁt for the data (F − 1score varies between
0.9 and 1 depending on the attack). Compared to the performance on the testing
phase, we notice that both performances are similar (3% lower performance in
the worst case).
The result conﬁrms that random splitting is not a good approach when
modeling broadcast data as it induces data leakage in the learning phase.
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Our approach ﬁts better in the broadcast scenario and mitigates the data leakage
by ensuring the respect of spatial and temporal dependencies of the broadcast.
Furthermore, to assess the impact of the extracted features on the models,
we plot the performance of each model with and without the extracted features.
Figure 8 shows the obtained F 1 − score for all attacks and splitting methods.
Figure 8 shows improved results for each attack on the testing phase. We notice
an improvement between 0.07 and 0.1 in the case of eventual stop attack.
Thus, the extracted features (ART, SAW, SSC) improved the detection of
attacks, especially the ones that were more diﬃcult to detect.

Fig. 9. F1 − score using diﬀerent splitting and ML methods

In Fig. 9, we plot the performance of each method, where the F1 − score is
computed on the test set for each data splitting approach. As seen, the performance using a random splitting is slightly better than the performance obtained
using our approach for some pairs of methods and attacks, particularly for NB
and RF methods and the Random attack. For RF, the diﬀerence in F1 −measure
is very small (less than 0.02), meaning that the two approaches are relatively
equivalent. The same observation can be made on the random attack with the
NB method.
On the other hand, the performance using our approach is better using neural networks with random oﬀset attacks; in fact, we can see a 0.1 increase in
performance for this setup (0.954 for our approach and 0.845 for a random splitting). We observe that the NB method has the worst performance in most cases
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(for each attack). The methods RF and AdaBoost have the best overall performance with RF performing slightly better (about 0.01 increase in F 1 − score).
This suggests that boosting-based methods perform better in the task of MBD,
because those methods ﬁt many small classiﬁers that can model the speciﬁcity
of each attack.

Fig. 10. Evolution of f1 −score values for validation and test sets subject to the number
of leaked messages

Figure 10 shows the performance obtained by decision tree algorithm for
several data splits. For each split, we purposely leak a certain number of messages
between validation and train sets to emphasis the eﬀects of data leakage on the
performance. We observe that the validation score gets better as we increase the
number of leaked messages (from 0.88 score to nearly 1.0). The test score on the
other hand stays the same (roughly between 0.86 and 0.88). The observed gap
in the score at highest number of leaks leads to an overestimation of the model
and an incoherent performance in the real world.
Overall, random splitting datasets of a broadcast time series overestimates
the learning performance and lowers the performance on the test set. However,
the use of engineered features improves the performance.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced a novel approach for data splitting of datasets originating from broadcast V2V messages. Our approach solves the biased learning
performance obtained when using random splitting on this type of data. We also
provided an empirical evaluation of diﬀerent supervised ML methods for misbehavior detection in C-ITS with our proposed splitting approach. Our spatial
and temporal approach uses the position and the time of occurrence of CAMs
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for cross-validation and is adapted to the use of unsupervised ML techniques
for misbehavior detection. As future work, we will consider a more complex
dataset (longer time period and smarter attacks) to get realistic performance
of misbehavior detection system when deployed (compared to random splitting
previously used by the community). Another step forward is to optimize the
hyper-parameters for each algorithm when using our approach. We also want
to consider more features as these are crucial to improve the performance of all
ML-based misbehavior detection systems. Another possible research track would
be to analyze process models discovered through the application of process mining, which might help linking related messages in this case and eventually reduce
data leakage.
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Abstract. This paper describes a new temporal graph modelling solution to organize and memorize changes in a business application. To
do so, we enrich the basic graph by adding the concepts of states and
instances. Our model has ﬁrst the advantage of representing a complete
temporal evolution of the graph, at the level of: (i) the graph structure,
(ii) the attribute set of entities/relationships and (iii) the attributes’
value of entities/relationships. Then, it has the advantage of memorizing
in an optimal manner evolution traces of the graph and retrieving easily
temporal information about a graph component. To validate the feasibility of our proposal, we implement our proposal in Neo4j, a data store
based on property graph model. We then compare its performance in
terms of storage and querying time to the classical modelling approach
of temporal graph. Our results show that our model outperforms the
classical approach by reducing disk usage by 12 times and saving up to
99% queries’ runtime.
Keywords: Temporal graph
Graph data stores

1

· Graph snapshots · Temporal evolution ·

Introduction

In the real world, entities (i.e. objects, concepts, things with an independent
existence) and the relationships between them change over time so information
about them also changes. They can evolve over time in terms of (i) their topology (how entities are linked, when entities/relationships are present or absent),
(ii) their inherent features (the attributes set that describes an entity or a relationship) and (iii) their status (the values of the set of descriptive attributes at a
particular time). Finding and analyzing these evolutions enable to get a deeper
understanding of an application notably to exploit temporal correlations and
c Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
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causality [3,9], to make simulations [8] or to make predictions [16]. It is therefore necessary to be able to manage the temporal evolution of data to exploit
them. The management of evolving data implies the following challenges: (i) the
formalization of a conceptual model to capture the three aspects of evolution
of an application that we mentioned before, (ii) the implementation of the conceptual model into a data store and (iii) the eﬃcient querying of the temporal
aspects of an application.
Regarding the ﬁrst challenge, a growing part of the literature proposes conceptual models, called temporal graphs, based on graphs because of their ﬂexible
nature. It incorporates time dimension in graphs and captures the temporal evolution of graph data. The basic representation of temporal graphs is the sequence
of graph snapshots 1 . However, existing snapshots-based solutions focus on speciﬁc evolution aspects according to an application’s needs. Particularly, they
do not capture the addition or deletion of entities and relationships’ attributes
over time. Regarding the second challenge, to our knowledge, no works formalize translation rules of a conceptual model of temporal graphs into a data store
[2,24,27]. Regarding the third challenge, to exploit temporal graphs eﬃciently,
some works propose optimization methods to reduce data redundancy generated
by snapshots but they are not eﬀective enough [14,26,28]. Other works focus on
the performance of graph data stores supporting temporal graphs [5,10,19,25].
In response to the previous issues, our contribution is three-fold: (i) a generic
conceptual model to capture a complete temporal evolution of graph data, (ii)
that is directly convertible into a graph data store through formalized translation rules (iii) and that supports eﬃciently the querying of multiple evolution
aspects of a graph. In this paper, ﬁrst, we discuss the challenges posed by existing
works on the management of graph data evolving over time (Sect. 2). Second, we
propose novel concepts of the temporal graph to overcome the limits of existing
concepts (Sect. 3). Finally, we implement our model in a graph data store, namely
Neo4j, and compare its performance to the classical snapshot-based implementation and an optimized snapshot-based implementation (Sect. 4).

2

Related Works

In this section, we analyze existing approaches to manage the evolution of graph
data at three levels: conceptual, logical, and physical levels. Then, we present
our contributions in relation to existing works.
At the conceptual level, the classical approach to model graph data evolving
over time is the sequence of snapshots [14]. It generally consists in sampling
graph data periodically to obtain snapshots at a ﬁxed time interval (e.g. per
hour, day, month or year) [18]. The advantages of this modelling approach are
that it is simple and that it represents accurately the state of the graph at a speciﬁc time instance [18]. Nevertheless, existing works based on this approach are
1

Denoted G1 , G2 , ..., GT where Gi is an image of the entire graph at the time instance
i and [1; T ] is the timeline of the application.
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limited in taking into account evolution. The evolution of the graph topology2 ,
i.e. the addition and deletion of edges only [2,27] or both nodes and edges [24]
over time, is the most studied evolution type. To meet more complex needs, some
models include attributes of nodes [6,7] or both edges and nodes’ attributes [11]
to capture the temporal evolution in their values. In the previous cited works,
they generally consider the attribute set of nodes or edges as ﬁxed while it can
evolve over time in real-world applications. Indeed, some applications require to
model evolution that happened at all levels in a graph [4]. To the best of our
knowledge, there is no modelling solutions of temporal graphs including all evolution types in order to be used in any desired application. Last but not least,
some works propose a modelling approach of evolving graphs completely in break
with snapshots [15,17]. They attach a valid time interval to each graph component (i.e. node or edge) to track the graph evolution. However, as snapshots,
they focus on speciﬁc evolution types.
At the logical level, property-graph and RDF data models are commonly used
in the graph domain. Traditionally, the transformation between the conceptual
level and the logical level is done in an automatic way such as in the relational
databases domain. However, to our knowledge, this automation is not studied in
the domain of graphs. The works that propose a conceptual model completely
ignore the formalization of translation rules from the conceptual model to the
logical model [2,24,27]. No standard is deﬁned at the present time to guarantee
a compliant implementation of a conceptual model of temporal graphs at the
logical level.
At the physical level, existing works try to maximize the implementation and
query eﬃciency of temporal graphs. We distinguish two research axis in existing works: data redundancy reduction and performance improvement. Regarding data redundancy reduction, snapshots inevitably introduce data redundancy
since consecutive snapshots share in common nodes and edges that do not change
over time [14]. There exist optimization techniques to partially reduce data
redundancy. For instance, [26] proposes a strategy to determine which snapshots should be materialized based on the distribution of historical queries. [11]
introduces an in-memory data structure and a hierarchical index structure to
retrieve eﬃciently snapshots of an evolving graph. [22] proposes a framework
to construct a small number of representative graphs based on similarity. These
techniques are unfortunately not eﬀective enough.
Regarding the performance improvement, some works focus on the performance of graph data stores supporting evolving graphs via experimental assessments. Some experiments are based on property-graph based NoSQL databases.
For instance, [5] uses Neo4j to store time-varying networks and to retrieve speciﬁc snapshots. The authors in [10] have developed a graph database management system based on Neo4j to support graphs changing in the value of nodes
and edges’ properties but with a static structure. Other experiments rely on

2

Graph topology is the way in which nodes and edges are arranged within a graph.
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RDF triple stores, such as Virtuoso3 or TDB-Jena4 , to store the evolution of
Linked Open Data (LOD) in the Semantic Web area [19,25]. It is already known
that property-graph based NoSQL databases are more eﬃcient than RDF triple
stores when querying RDF data [20]. It is necessary to see if property-graph
based databases are as eﬃcient in the context of temporal graphs.
Contributions. We propose a complete solution to manage the evolution of
graph data. From a conceptual point of view, we propose a graph-based modelling that does better than snapshots by capturing temporal evolution at all
levels - the graph topology, the attributes’ set and the value of attributes - in
order to be implemented in any desired application (Sect. 3). From a logical
point of view, we propose translation rules between our conceptual model and
a graph data store to automate the implementation of our model (Sect. 4). We
have decided to focus on a property-graph data store as it provides a more eﬃcient environment for analytical queries than RDF triple stores. From a physical
point of view, to highlight the advantage of using our model instead of snapshots, we present a comparative study of the implementation of both models
using Neo4j as a property-graph data store. On the one hand, we compare the
creation time and space requirements to evaluate the proportion of data redundancy in both models. On the other hand, we compare the querying performance
of these implementations based on benchmark queries highlighting the temporal
evolution concepts proposed by our model and using the native query language
of Neo4j (Sect. 4).

3

Proposition

In this section, we present our modelling solution of a temporal graph. We keep
the concepts of entities and relationships as in basic graphs. We incorporate the
notion of time to represent the evolution of entities and their relationships. We
model time as linear and discretized according to a time unit. A time unit is a
partition of the timeline into a set of disjoint contiguous time intervals.
Definition 1. A time interval defines a set of instants between two instant limits. We denote it T = [tbegin , tend ]. An instant defines a point on a timeline, that
is T = [tbegin , tend ] where tbegin = tend .
In order to respond to the current needs for capturing multiple evolution
types of an application (change in the topology of entities/relationships, in
the attributes set of entities/relationships or in the attribute values of entities/relationships), we cannot rely on the current works in the literature. To
overcome this limitation, we propose a new model capable of capturing three
types of temporal evolution of entities and relationships in an unique representation. In our model, an entity or relationship that evolves over time is modelled
3
4

https://virtuoso.openlinksw.com/.
https://jena.apache.org/documentation/tdb/.
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through three levels of abstraction: (i) the topology level to capture its presence and absence over time (ii) the state level to capture the evolution in its
attributes set and (iii) the instance level to capture the evolution in the value of
its attributes.
Instead of attaching time to an entire graph as in snapshots, we attach a
valid time interval to each abstraction level of entities/relationships. This valid
time interval expresses the validity and existence of the information associated
to each abstraction level of entities/relationships inside a certain time interval.
This time management method allows to keep the strict and necessary data and
then avoid data redundancy.
Definition 2. A temporal entity, called ei ∈ E, is defined by T ei , idei , S ei 
where T ei is the valid time interval of ei , idei is the identifier of ei and S ei =
{se1i , ..., semi } is the non-empty set of states of ei . Each state sej i ∈ S ei is defined
by T sj , Asj , I sj  where:
– T sj is the valid time interval of sej i .
– Asj = {ae1i ; ...; aeni } is the non-empty set of attributes of sej i during T sj . It is
called the schema of ei during T sj .
s
s
– I sj = {i1j ; ...; ipj } is the non-empty set of instances of sej i during T sj . Each
s
instance ikj ∈ I sj is defined by T ik , V ik  where:
s
ik
• T is the valid time interval of ikj .
ei
ik
ei
• V = {v(a1 ); ...; v(an )} is a non-empty set of attributes’ values. Each
v(aeqi ) ∈ V ik is the value of each attribute aeqi ∈ Asj during T ik .
The highest abstraction level of a temporal entity ei is the topology level. At
this level, a temporal entity evolves only according to its presence or absence in
the application reﬂected by the change of its valid time T ei over time.
The middle abstraction level of a temporal entity ei is the state level under
which its schema, denoted Asj , can evolve. At this level, two states of the same
entity have diﬀerent schemas. When a new attribute is added or removed from
an entity, a new state is created instead of overwriting the old state version.
The lowest abstraction level of a temporal entity ei is the instance level.
It captures the evolution in the value V ik of its attributes Asj . At this level,
between two instances of the same entity, the schema is the same but the values
of its attributes are diﬀerent. When the values of an entity’s attributes change,
a new instance is created instead of overwriting the old instance version.
The changes at the topology and state levels impact the instance level. At
the topology level, when an entity is present/absent at a particular time, this
translates by the presence/absence of its states and the instances that composed
them at this particular time. At the state level, when there is a change in the
schema of an entity, a new state is created. Moreover, at least one instance of
this state is created. At each change on an abstraction level, this ends the valid
time of the last instance at the time of the change and starts the valid time of
the new created instance at the time of the change. So the valid times of the
abstraction levels higher than the instance level are deduced by calculation as
described in following deﬁnition.
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Definition 3. The valid time interval of each instance of a temporal entity ikj ∈
I sj is defined by T ik = [tbegin , tend ] where tbegin = ∅ and tend = ∅. There is only
one case where an instance has not yet got a pre-defined ending time: if some
instances under the current state semi are current in the application.
The valid time interval of each state of a temporal entity sej i ∈ S ei is obtained
by calculation:
ik
where ik ∈ I sj
(1)
T sj = ∪k=p
k=1 T
The valid time interval of each temporal entity ei ∈ E is obtained by calculation :
sj
where sj ∈ S ei
(2)
T ei = ∪j=m
j=1 T
The temporal evolution of relationships includes the evolution in the graph
topology, in their attribute set and in the value of their attributes. We use the
same evolution mechanisms as in temporal entities for relationships. In fact,
a temporal relationship is also modelled through the concepts of states and
instances.
Definition 4. A temporal relationship, called ri , is defined by T ri , S ri  where
T ri is the valid time interval of ri and S ri = {sr1i , ..., srui } is the non-empty set
of states of ri . A state srbi ∈ S ri is defined by T sb , Asb , I sb  where:

– T sb is the valid time interval of srbi .
– Asb = {ar1i ; ...; arwi } is the non-empty set of attributes of srbi during T sb . It is
called the schema of ri during T sb .
– I sb = {is1b ; ...; isxb } is the non-empty set of instances of srbi during T sb . Each
instance iscb ∈ I sb is defined by T ic , V ic  where:
• T ic is the valid time interval of iscb .
• V ic = {v(ar1i ); ...; v(arwi )} is a non-empty set of attributes’ values. Each
v(ardi ) ∈ V ic is the value of each attribute ardi ∈ Asb during T ic .

Definition 5. A temporal relationship is defined based on the same concepts as
a temporal entity. The valid time of each state srbi ∈ S ri , denoted T sb , is obtained
by calculation as in Definition 3. The valid time of each temporal relationship
ri ∈ R, denoted T ri , is obtained by calculation as in Definition 3. The particularity of a temporal relationship is that it does not have an independent existence
contrary to temporal entities. This implies in our modelling that:
– An instance iscb ∈ I sb is a relationship between a couple of instances (ih , il )
belonging respectively to entities ei and ej .
– The valid time of each instance iscb ∈ I sb is defined by T ic = [tbegin , tend ]
where tbegin = ∅ and tend = ∅. There is only one case where it has not yet got
a pre-defined ending time: if some instances under the current state srui are
current in the application and both connected entities’ instances ih and il do
not have yet a pre-defined ending time.
– T ic d(T ih ∩ T il )5 where T ih is the valid time of an instance ih of ei and T il
is the valid time of an instance il of ej . (T ih ∩ T il ) = ∅ because (T ih ◦ T il )6 .
5

6

d is an ALLEN temporal operator to express that a time interval X occurs “during”
a time interval Y, i.e. XdY [1].
◦ is an ALLEN temporal operator to express that a time interval X “overlaps” a
time interval Y, i.e. X ◦ Y [1].
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Fig. 1. Management of the temporal evolution of the application in Example 1 with
our modelling solution.

Example 1. We propose in this example an application to show the implementation of our modelling concepts. We consider two entities: a store and an item.
At the creation of the application at the month 01/2020, the store and the item
are characterized by the following set of attributes: an identiﬁer (denoted id)
and a type (denoted type). In addition, the store is described by the number of
its employees (denoted nb employees) and a name (denoted name). The item is
also described by a price (denoted current price) and the category to which it
belongs (denoted category). These two entities are linked by the sale of the item
by the store. This sale is characterized by a type (denoted type) and the quantity
sold of the item by the store (denoted quantity sold). The store is identiﬁed by
“S1” and named “Lidl”. Its type is “Store”. It has 40 employees. The item is
identiﬁed by “I1”. Its type is “Item”. It has a price of 27.02$. Its category is
“Books”. The type of the sale between of I1 by S1 is “Sale”. The quantity sold
of the latter is 50.
Since the application creation, both entities have not evolved until 02/2020.
However, the quantity sold of I1 by S1 has decreased by 40 at the month 02/2020.
At the month 03/2020, several evolutions took place. The store S1 has recruited
5 employees. The item I1 is described by a new attribute called class. The item
I1 has been aﬀected to the class “parenting”. The quantity sold of I1 by S1
has increased by 10. Since the month 03/2020, both entities have not evolved
anymore. At the month 04/2020, the sale of I1 by S1 is described by the new
attribute net prof it. It is the net proﬁt made by S1 on I1. Its value is 1510.2$.
Finally, there is no sale of I1 by S1 since the month 05/2020.
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Fig. 2. Management of the temporal evolution of the application in Example 1 with
the snapshots-based solution.

To answer the need of capturing these evolutions, we show in Fig. 1 the
implementation of our modelling concepts to manage the temporal evolution of
the application. The sale of I1 by S1 corresponds to a relationship between the
two entities. An instance is illustrated graphically by a node for entities and by
an edge for relationships in Fig. 1. Similarly, a state is illustrated graphically by
a set of nodes for entities and a set of edges for relationships in Fig. 1.
Both entities have not changed from 01/2020 to 02/2020 neither in terms
of their presence/absence nor their schema nor their attributes’ value. At
the level of our model, this is translated by one state of S1 with the
schema {id, type, nb employees, name}. One instance of this state is created
to initialize the value of S1’s attributes. The latter is illustrated by the
node A in Fig. 1. Moreover, one state of I1 is created with the schema
{id, type, current price, category}. One instance of this state is created to initialize the value of I1’s attributes. It is illustrated by the node C in Fig. 1. Instances
A and C have a valid time starting from 01/2020 and ending at 02/2020 during
which they did not change.
The ﬁrst sale of I1 by S1 generates at the level of our model one state of
the relationship between both entities with the schema {type, quantity sold}.
One instance of this state, illustrated by the edge E in Fig. 1, is created to
initialize the value of the sale’s attributes. At the month 02/2020, the value of
the attribute quantity sold of the sale of I1 by S1 has decreased under the same
schema of the instance E. This generates in our model a new instance, labelled
F in Fig. 1, with the updated value of quantity sold under the same state in
which the instance E belongs. The valid time of F begins at the time of the
change it captures i.e. 02/2020.
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At the month 03/2020, S1 experienced an increase in the value of the
attribute nb employees under the same schema of its instance A. This creates
at the level of our model a new instance of S1, labelled B in Fig. 1, with the
updated value of nb employees under the state in which the instance A belongs.
As S1 does not change anymore since 03/2020, the valid time of instance B is
starting from 03/2020 but its ending date is not speciﬁed. It is worthy to notice
that S1 has never experienced a change in its schema. It has only one state with
the schema {id, type, nb employees, name} and which gathers the instances A
and B.
Moreover, at the month 03/2020, the attribute class has been added to
the schema of I1. From our modelling point of view, this generates a new
state with the new schema {id, type, current price, category, class}. A new
instance of this state is created to specify the value of I1’s attributes. It is
illustrated by the node D in Fig. 1. As I1 does not change anymore since
03/2020, the valid time of instance D is starting from 03/2020 but its ending date is not speciﬁed. To sum up, I1 has two states: one with the schema
{id, type, current price, category} and composed of the instance C and another
one with the schema {id, type, current price, category, class} and composed of
the instance D.
Last but not least, also at the month 03/2020, the value of the attribute
quantity sold describing the sale of I1 by S1 has increased under the same
schema of instances E and F . This is translated in our model by the creation
of a new instance G in Fig. 1 with the updated value of quantity sold. This
instance belongs to the state composed of instances E and F . The valid time
of G starts at the time of the change it captures i.e. 03/2020. At 04/2020, the
attribute net prof it has been added to the schema of the relationship. From
our modelling point of view, this generates a new state of the relationship with
the new schema {type, quantity sold, net prof it}. A new instance of this state is
created to specify the value of the relationship’s attributes. It is illustrated by the
edge H in Fig. 1. To sum up, the relationship between I1 and S1 has two states:
one with the schema {type, quantity sold} and composed of three instances (E,
F and G) and another one with the schema {type, quantity sold, net prof it}
and composed of one instance (H). Finally, there is no sale of I1 by S1 since the
month 05/2020. This corresponds in our model to the absence of relationship
between I1 and S1 at the month 05/2020. Consequently, no instance or state of
this relationship with a valid time including the month 05/2020 is created.
In a nutshell, our model translates the diﬀerent evolutions of the application
into 1 graph with 4 nodes and 4 edges. We present in Fig. 2 the representation
of the same application if we would have adopt the snapshot-based approach
to manage the temporal evolution. We would have 5 graph snapshots with 10
nodes and 4 edges.
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As a result of the previous deﬁnitions, our temporal graph is deﬁned as follows:
Definition 6. A Temporal Graph, called G, is defined by L, E, R where:
– L is the timeline of the temporal graph,
– E = {e1 , ..., eg } is a non-empty set of temporal entities,
– R = {r1 , ..., rh } is a non-empty set of temporal relationships.
Definition 7. The timeline L of a temporal graph G only depends on the valid
times of temporal entities as they have an independent existence. L is obtained
by calculation:
ei
L = ∪i=g
where ei ∈ E
(3)
i=1 T

4

Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we present an experimental comparison of three approaches for
modelling an evolving graph: the classical sequence of snapshots, an optimized
sequence of snapshots and our temporal graph. As we have discussed in Sect. 2,
the classical snapshots consists in sampling of graph data at a regular time
period (here we chose a month). Our optimized snapshots approach consists in
creating snapshots only if they diﬀer. In other terms, we create a snapshot only
if it includes a change compared to a previous snapshot.
This experiment has two goals: (i) to study the feasibility of our model,
i.e. illustrate if our modelling is easily implementable (stored and queried) in a
graph-oriented data store and (ii) to study the eﬃciency of our model by comparing its storage and query performance to the classical sequence of snapshots
and the optimized sequence of snapshots.
In Sect. 4.1, we present the technical environment of our experiment. Then,
in Sect. 4.2, we present the datasets we used for the three implementations.
We stored these datasets in Neo4j based on deﬁned translation rules of our
model presented in Sect. 4.3. Finally, we query the three approaches according
to diﬀerent querying criteria and compare their runtime in Sect. 4.4. We present
the details of our experiment at the following web page https://gitlab.com/
2573869/temporal graph modelling.
4.1

Technical Environment

The hardware conﬁguration is as follows: PowerEdge R630, 16 CPUs x Intel(R)
Xeon(R) CPU E5-2630 v3 @ 2.40 Ghz, 63.91 GB. One virtual machine is installed
on this hardware. This virtual machine has 6 GB in terms of RAM and 100 GB
in terms of disk size. We installed on this virtual machine Neo4j (community
version 4.1.3) as a data store for our datasets.
4.2

Datasets

To run our experimental comparison, we needed a dataset that reﬂect realistic
applications with temporal evolutions. We therefore used a dataset from a reference benchmark namely TPC-DS7 . Temporal evolutions exist in this benchmark
7

http://www.tpc.org/tpc documents current versions/pdf/tpc-ds v2.13.0.pdf.
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Table 1. Characteristics of datasets.
Implementations

# Nodes # Edges

Temporal graph

112.897

# Snapshots

Classical snapshots

7.405.461 4.207.657 60

1.693.623 N/A

Optimized snapshots 5.347.477 4.044.481 53

and allow us to ﬁnd all the three types of evolution mentioned in Sect. 3. We
transformed the dataset provided by TPC-DS into three datasets having the
temporal graph, the classical snapshots and the optimized snapshots representations. All transformation details of the TPC-DS dataset into the three representations are available on the website https://gitlab.com/2573869/temporal
graph modelling. In Table 1, we found as a result of the transformation steps,
the number of nodes, edges and snapshots of the dataset used for each implementation.
4.3

Translation of Temporal Graph into Neo4j

To evaluate the feasibility of our modelling solution, we searched for translation
rules to map our conceptual model of temporal graph into the graph data model
supported by Neo4j, the property graph model [23]. In Table 2, we deﬁne the
translation rules between our model and the property graph. The concepts of our
temporal graph are directly translatable into the property graph of Neo4j. An
instance of an entity or relationship in our model can be represented respectively
by a node and an edge in Neo4j. The value of the attributes set and valid times of
instances correspond to the key-value properties in Neo4j. An entity, relationship
or state is composed of instances. Then, they are represented by a set of nodes
or edges in Neo4j. Schemas and valid times of a state, an entity or relationship
can be retrieved by query in Neo4j.
For each implementation, we stored the relative dataset in a database
instance of Neo4j. Table 3 shows the size (in GB) and the creation time (in
seconds) of each database instance in Neo4j. The two snapshots approaches
use a diﬀerent time management method than our model which leads to larger
sizes of their database instances. Our model reduces respectively 12 times and
9 times the size of database instance storing classical snapshots and optimized
snapshots. To load the datasets into Neo4j, we designed a program based on
the CSV importing system of Neo4j. Again, the datasets based on snapshots
approaches require more time to be imported since they contain more nodes and
edges than our model (Table 1).
4.4

Query Performance

To evaluate the eﬃciency of our model, we compare its querying performance
with the classical snapshots and the optimized snapshots based implementations.
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Table 2. Translation rules of our model into Neo4j.
end valid time.
Our model’s concepts

start valid time and

Neo4j’s concepts
s

An instance of an entity state ikj

A node
s

An instance of a relationship state icb
Valid time of an entity instance T

An edge

ik

Valid time of a relationship instance T
A state of an entity

∗

sej i

Two properties∗
ic

Two properties∗
A set of nodes (with diﬀerent valid times)

A state of a relationship srbi

A set of edges (with diﬀerent valid times)

Valid time of an entity state T sj

By query

Valid time of a relationship state T sb

By query

A schema of an entity state Asj

By query

A schema of a relationship state Asb

By query

An entity ei

A set of nodes (with diﬀerent valid times)

A relationship ri

A set of edges (with diﬀerent valid times)

An attribute of an entity aeqi

A property

An attribute of a relationship ardi

A property

A temporal entity’s identiﬁer idei

A property

Valid time of an entity T ei

By query

Valid time of a relationship T ri

By query

Table 3. Size and creation time of graph database instances.
Implementations

Size (in GB) Creation time (in sec)

Temporal graph

0,3

15,795

Classical snapshots

3,7

56,529

Optimized snapshots 2,8

45,827

To do so, we created benchmark queries that cover a large range of scenarios
to get insights about the temporal aspects of a graph (Table 4). We classiﬁed
them into the following criteria: the entity scope, the time scope, the temporal evolution type and the operations type [12,13]. Then, we translated these
benchmark queries in the native query language of Neo4j: Cypher. Finally, we
recorded for each benchmark query its execution time which is the elapsed time
in seconds for processing the query (Fig. 3). We run each query ten times and
take the mean time of all runs as ﬁnal execution time. To avoid any bias in
the disk management and querying performance, we do not use any customized
optimization techniques but rely on default tuning of Neo4j.
Observations. In Fig. 3, we observe that queries Q1–Q6 are instantaneous
(close to 0) for all three implementations. Q17–Q21 and Q27 record execution
spikes for the two snapshots implementations. Moreover, we notice that the runtimes of Q28 explode for the snapshots and the temporal graph implementations.
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Table 4. Benchmark queries. SE = Single Entity, SU = Subgraph, EN = Entire Graph,
S = Schema, I = Instance, T = Topology, SP = Single Point, MP = Multiple Points,
SI = Single Interval, MI = Multiple Intervals, C = Comparison, A = Aggregation.
Graph
Evolution
component type

Time
scope

Q1

The descriptive attributes of a store at the month X SE

S

SP

Q2

The descriptive attributes of a store at the months
X and Y

SE

S

MP

Q3

The changes that occurred on the descriptive
attributes of a store between the months X and Y

SE

S

MP

Q4

The descriptive attributes of a store from the
month X to the month Y

SE

S

SI

Q5

The descriptive attributes of a store every year of a SE
period

S

MI

Q6

The changes that occurred on descriptive attributes SE
of a store from the month X to the month Y

S

SI

Q7

The price of an item at the month X

SE

I

SP

Q8

The price of an item at the months X and Y

SE

I

MP

Q9

Measure the change in the price of an item between SE
the months X and Y

I

MP

Operation
type

C

C

C

Q10 The price(s) of an item from the month X to the
month Y

SE

I

SI

Q11 Measure the average price of an item every year of
a period

SE

I

MI

Q12 The customers that shopped in a store at the
month X

SU

T

SP

Q13 The customers that shopped in a store at the
months X and Y

SU

T

MP

Q14 Count the number of customers that shopped in a
store at the month X

SU

T

SP

A

Q15 Count the number of customers that shopped in a
store at the months X and Y

SU

T

MP

A

Q16 The customers that shopped in a store from the
month X to the month Y

SU

T

SI

Q17 The customers that shopped in a store every year of SU
a period

T

MI

Q18 Count the number of customers in a store every
year of a period

SU

T

MI

Q19 The household attributes of a customer at the
month X

SU

S

SP

Q20 The household attributes of a customer at the
months X and Y

SU

S

MP

Q21 The changes that occurred on the household
SU
characteristics of a customer between the months X
and Y

S

MP

Q22 The household attributes of a customer from the
month X to the month Y

SU

S

SI

Q23 The changes that occurred on the household
characteristics of a customer from the month X to
the month Y

SU

S

SI

Q24 The sold quantity of an item by a store at the
month X

SU

I

SP

Q25 The sold quantity of an item by a store at the
months X and Y

SU

I

MP

Q26 The sold quantity of an item by a store from the
month X to the month Y

SU

I

SI

Q27 Measure the average sold quantity of an item by a
store every year of a period

SU

I

MI

Q28 The historical state of the store sales at the month
X

EG

SP

A

A

C

C

A
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The rest of benchmark queries (Q7–Q16 and Q22–Q26) does not exceed 6 s for
the three approaches. Overall, the execution query times of the temporal graph
are more stable than both snapshot-based approaches.
Discussion. The gap between the temporal graph and the two snapshots based
implementations is partly due to diﬀerence in the volume of data involved in
queries. As we can see in Table 1, the classical snapshots based implementation
results in 66 times more nodes and 2 times more edges than the temporal graph.
The optimized snapshots based implementation enables to reduce signiﬁcantly
the number of nodes but still it counts 47 times more nodes than the temporal
graph. Inevitably, both snapshots approaches use more disk space and require
more time to process during querying.
Queries’ runtime are also impacted by their types. First, we analyze the
querying performance of the temporal graph according to the entity scope, that
is requesting information about the history of the graph at the level of a single
entity (Q1–Q11) or a set of entities (subgraph) (Q12–Q27) or the entire graph
(Q28). Most queries on a single entity are instantaneous as they involve the
least data for the three approaches. The temporal graph approach outperforms
the classical and the optimized snapshots approaches on querying a subgraph
by respectively reducing their runtimes by 58%–99% and 74%–99%. The same
trend is observed on querying the entire graph. The temporal graph saves 35%
of the classical snapshots’ runtime. Neo4j was not able to process Q28 for the
optimized snapshots approach due to main memory limitations.

Fig. 3. Execution times of 28 benchmark queries.

Second, we analyze the impact of evolution type over queries’ runtime: the
evolution of schemas (Q1—Q6 and Q19–Q23), instances (Q7–Q11 and Q24–Q27)
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or topology (Q12 to Q18). The retrieval tasks relative to this scope enable to evaluate the cost of retrieving a speciﬁc information about graph changes. Excluding instantaneous queries, the gap between the two snapshots and the temporal
graph implementations is the largest when querying schema. Indeed, queries on
schema involve one speciﬁc operator8 . Particularly, the temporal graph decreases
the runtimes of Q19–Q23 in both classical and optimized snapshots by 98%–99%.
Third, we focus on the impact of time scope over queries’ runtime to evaluate
the cost of time travelling in the graph: querying a single time point (Q1, Q7,
Q12, Q14, Q19, Q24 and Q28), a single interval (Q4, Q6, Q10, Q16, Q22, Q23
and Q26), multiple time points (Q2, Q3, Q8, Q9, Q13, Q15, Q20, Q21 and Q25)
or multiple time intervals (Q5, Q11, Q17, Q18 and Q27). On the one hand, we
observe that for queries with a complex time view (i.e. concerning multiple time
points or multiple time intervals) the execution time explodes for both snapshots
approaches while our model is still eﬀective. Particularly, queries Q17–Q18 and
Q27, involving multiple time intervals, reach respectively 10s and 31s for the two
snapshots approaches. Our temporal graph allows to reduce those runtimes by
79%–95%. Moreover, queries Q20–Q21, involving multiple time points, exceed
10s for the two snapshots approaches. Our temporal graph enables to save 99%
of both snapshots approaches on those queries. On the other hand, surprisingly,
we notice that some queries’ runtimes with the optimized snapshots such as Q7,
Q8, Q9 or Q21 are higher than the classical snapshots even if they involve less
data. Indeed, the translation of these queries into Cypher diﬀers between the
three implementations. As the time management method diﬀers in the three
models, the predicate on valid times diﬀers even if they answer to the same
business insights. Particularly, the translation of queries on a single time and
multiple time points in Cypher for the optimized snapshots is more complex.
These queries imply a sub-query to search for the snapshot that is the closest to
the requested time instance.
Last but not least, we focus on the impact of operation types over queries’
runtime: (i) comparison queries aiming at evaluating how does a graph component change over time with respect to a temporal evolution type (Q3, Q6,
Q9, Q21 and Q23), (ii) aggregation queries aiming at evaluating an aggregate
function (Q11, Q14, Q15, Q18 and Q27). Excluding instantaneous queries, both
snapshots approaches perform the worst runtimes on aggregation and comparison queries. The temporal graph based implementation allows to save 61%–99%
of classical snapshots’ runtimes and 80%–99% of optimized snapshots’ runtimes.
Implications. The choice of a data model to manage evolving graph data
impacts signiﬁcantly the storage and querying eﬃciency. Our model has a double
advantage. First, it allows to get rid of data redundancy. So it saves a signiﬁcant
amount of space on the disk compared to snapshots. Second, it supports eﬃciently a wide range of queries while keeping the query runtime low and stable.
In particular, querying an entire graph snapshot (Q28), which is the basic task
8

The operator keys allows to extract the schema of a node or an edge. https://neo4j.
com/docs/cypher-manual/current/functions/list/.
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in the literature, is costly in snapshots approaches. The implementation with
our model allows to save 35% of runtime compared to the classical snapshots
implementation.

5

Conclusion and Future Works

This paper has presented a complete solution to manage graph data evolution.
The power of our solution lies on the proposition of a conceptual modelling and
experimental assessments to illustrate its feasibility and eﬃciency.
Our conceptual modelling proposes concepts allowing representing the evolution of a graph at diﬀerent levels: the graph topology, the attributes’ set and the
attributes’ value of entities and relationships. Thus, it is generic enough to be
compatible with any desired applications. Moreover, it does not introduce data
redundancy thanks to a diﬀerent time method from snapshot-based approaches.
Time is attached to each individual graph component while it is attached to the
entire graph in snapshots.
To validate the feasibility of our model, we implemented it in Neo4j based on
a dataset containing temporal evolution. We showed that our model is directly
convertible to the data model of Neo4j based on a set of translation rules we
formalized. Then, we implemented several queries. We were able to query the
evolution types proposed by our model using the native querying language of
Neo4j.
To highlight the eﬃciency of our model, we made a comparative study of
its implementation with the traditional sequence of snapshots and an optimized
version of snapshots based on the same dataset. We observed that our model
performs better than the sequence of snapshots by reducing 12 times disk usage
and by saving up to 99% on queries’ execution time. In comparison to the optimized sequence of snapshots, our model reduces 9 times disk usage and saves
until 99% on queries’ runtime. In a nusthell, our model is an eﬃcient solution
for storing and querying a dataset with temporal evolution.
In our future works, we will extend our experiments to other types of data
stores such as relational data stores since they can outperform both NoSQL
graph stores and RDF triples stores [21]. This will require to extend the translation rules between the conceptual and logical level to be applicable to relational
data stores. Then, we will compare the performance of these data stores in terms
of storage and querying with diﬀerent query languages than Cypher.
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Abstract. The subgroup discovery problem aims to identify, from data,
a subset of objects which exhibit interesting characteristics according to
a quality measure deﬁned on a target attribute. Main approaches in this
area make the implicit assumption that optimal subgroups emerge from
continuous intervals. In this paper, we propose a new approach, called
DISDi, for extracting subgroups in numerical data whose originality consists of searching for subgroups on discontinuous attribute intervals. The
intuition behind this approach is that disjoint intervals allow reﬁning the
deﬁnition of subgroups and therefore the quality of the subgroups identiﬁed. Thus unlike the main algorithms in the ﬁeld, the novelty of our proposal lies in the way it breaks down the intervals of the attributes during
the subgroup research process. The algorithm also limits the exploration
of the search space by exploiting the closure property and combining
some branches. The eﬃciency of the proposal is demonstrated by comparing the results with two algorithms that are references in the ﬁeld of
several benchmark datasets.
Keywords: Data science
extraction · Algorithm

1

· Subgroup discovery · Knowledge

Introduction

Over the last few decades, the ﬁeld of data science has undergone strong development. Several factors may explain this interest: (i) The improvement of storage
and calculation capacities, (ii) the explosion and heterogeneity of data available
today and (iii) the heterogeneity of problems that can be addressed through data
analysis approaches.
One of the most widely explored branches of data science is the search for
applicable descriptive analysis methods. One of the recent approaches concerns
the problem of “subgroup discovery” that aims to identify, from data, a subset of objects which exhibit interesting characteristics according to a quality
measure deﬁned on a target attribute. Main approaches in this area make the
implicit assumption that optimal subgroups emerge from continuous intervals
and attempt to identify subgroups deﬁned with continuous attribute intervals.
In this paper, we focus on the subgroup discovery problem and we propose a
new approach implemented in an algorithm called DISDi, which the originality
c Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
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consists of searching for subgroups deﬁned on discontinuous attribute intervals.
Indeed the main approaches in the ﬁeld identify subgroups only over continuous
intervals that results in the identiﬁcation of groups deﬁned over wider intervals
thus containing some irrelevant objects that degrade the quality function. The
intuition behind the approach we propose is that disjoint intervals allow reﬁning
the deﬁnition of subgroups and therefore the quality of the subgroups identiﬁed.
This approach could help to better exploit the knowledge lying in Information
System when the quality can be altered by external factors which also depends
on the attributes, such as pest proliferation for the agricultural sector.
For this purpose, the algorithm DISDi breaks down the intervals of the
attributes during the subgroup research process to identify best attribute intervals maximizing the quality function. The algorithm also optimizes the extraction process by limiting the exploration of the search space by exploiting
the closer upper-bound property and combining elements on the branches of
the underlying DISDi. Finally, the approach works directly on the numerical
attributes and does not require a prior discretization of attributes. The eﬃciency
of the proposal is demonstrated by comparing the results, on several benchmark
datasets, with two algorithms that are references in the ﬁeld.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the main related works.
Section 3 formally deﬁnes the concept of subgroups and describes our proposal.
Section 4 is devoted to the experimental results. Section 5 concludes and presents
our future directions.

2

Related Works

Mining hidden information in data has become a key area to explore in many
sectors. One of the recent Knowledge Extraction approaches, for descriptive purposes, is the subgroup discovery. The aim of subgroup discovery is to ﬁnd a subset
of transaction in a dataset that share similarity while maximizing a “quality”
level deﬁne through a quality function. The quality function is usually deﬁned
on one or many attributes of the datasets, which are called target variables.
In [3], Aumann et al. presented the ﬁrst version of a quality function based
on association rules that linked a subset with the left hand and a particular
behaviour observed in the set in the right hand. Later, many other quality measures have been proposed, such as the ones described in [11], used in order
to improve the quality of the subgroups extracted. More generally, Alzmueller
et al. [1] categorized them in two types: the data-driven measures, called objective aspect and user-driven type, the subjective aspect. This paper presents an
overview of the main quality functions with examples of signiﬁcant quality function for each type of target variable. The quality function depicted in their section
Numeric Target Quality Function (see (1)) being the more signiﬁcant methods
will be used as the quality function in this paper.
qα (P ) = nα (mP − m0 )

(1)

In this equation, qα is the quality function, P is the subgroup, n is the number
of elements in the subgroup, α ∈ [0; 1] is a parameter to adjust the weight of
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n in the ﬁnal result, and ﬁnally mP and m0 are respectively the means of the
target value calculated on the subgroup and the whole dataset.
Regarding the subgroup discovery methods, Herrera et al. [11] introduce a
classiﬁcation according to three main families.
(i) Extensions of classification algorithms. This family of approach is based
on algorithms that were devoted to ﬁnd rules separating classes. They were
modiﬁed to ﬁt the task of subgroup discovery. Many of the ﬁrst approaches in the
ﬁeld are in this category. We can cite EXPLORA [13] and MIDOS [18], which are
considered as pioneers in the domain. They share their main idea which is based
on the exhaustive exploitation of decision trees, but diﬀer in the pruning method
as EXPLORA use a unique table shaped dataset and doesn’t prune during its
search while MIDOS uses safe pruning and optimistic estimation on a multirelational database. Some other approaches, that use the beam search strategy
[17], have also been proposed, like SubgroupMiner [14] designed to extract spacial
and temporal mining tools, the SD algorithm [8], which allow the user to deﬁne
the true positive and false positive to guide the subgroup search, or SN2-SD [15]
which is base on the CN2 algorithm [6] for instance.
(ii) Evolutionary algorithms for extracting subgroups. This family of
approach falls into the bio-inspired methods. The main idea of these kinds of
approaches is to use the share an ability in extracting fuzzy rules based description language. They are usually derived from genetic algorithms, considering
each subgroup as an individual and use the quality function to determine which
of them will survive through the next generation. We can especially cite MESDIF [4], a multi-objective genetic algorithm which uses the principle of elitism in
rule selection, SDIGA [7] which use linguistic rules as description languages and
NMEEF-SD [5], which also use elitism but also favours simplicity and qualitative
rules.
(iii) Extensions of association algorithms. While the previous categories
are more focused towards nominal or categorical variables as target values, this
family of approach cover methods that focus on the use of other types of variable. Some papers use categorical target value [2], but also binary variable [10]
and numerical variables [2,16]. In this last category, the SD-MAP [2] proposed
by Atzmueller et al. showed excellent results and was a reference to the domain
for years. More recently, Millot et al. proposed OSMIND [16] which is considered today as the benchmark of the domain. Although it doesn’t need a prior
discretization of the data, their method is able to extract optimal subgroups
through a fast but exhaustive search, surpassing the results of SD-MAP.
If these approaches are all able to extract subgroups, they make the implicit
assumption that subgroups are only identiﬁed over continuous attribute intervals. Indeed, they consider continuous intervals, while in fact meaningful information can be found by taking discontinuous algorithms into account. In this
paper, we propose the DISDi algorithm, which falls in the third family of algorithms and that aims to identify subgroups possibly deﬁne on discontinuous
attribute intervals.
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DISDi Algorithm
Preliminaries

Let D be a dataset constituted with a set of attributes A and a set of transactions
T such as: ∀t ∈ T, ∀a ∈ A, ∃v such that t[a] = v. The search for subgroup
discovery aims to ﬁnd interesting patterns which describe a particular set of
objects according to a quality function qα (see Eq. 1).
In [2], Atzmueller et al. pinpoints 4 properties needed in order to conduct a
Subgroup Discovery: (1) A quality function qα that evaluate the quality of the
subgroup, (2) a target variable atarget (or a group of target variables), used in
the quality function, (3) a subgroup description language in which the format
of the subgroup description is deﬁned and (4) a search strategy, essentially the
concept of the algorithm used for the extraction.
Obviously, the target variable depends on the dataset; nevertheless in this
study we always work with non-discretized numerical variable as targets. As
for the description language, we deﬁne a subgroup g as a set of objects called
“selectors”, si composed of a left part and a right part. The left part is an
attribute ai in A, while the right part is an interval or a set of intervals leading
to a restriction on the value upon the ai attribute.
For the quality function, we consider the function which is commonly used
for the numeric target quality function [1] described previously in the Eq. 1.
At last, the search strategy used the principle of a FP-Tree which speciﬁcity
will be explained further.
More formally, for each attribute ai in A, the values M ini and M axi are
deﬁned respectively as the minimal and maximal value of the dataset on the
attribute ai .
Definition 1: Selector. A selector sj is deﬁned as a couple of objects (lj ,rj )
with lj = ai ∈ A and rj such as
rj =

k


[mink ; maxk ]

(2)

1→nbI

where min1 ≥ M ini , maxnbI ≤ M axi and maxk < mink+1
We can then deﬁne the two functions lh the function which return the left
part of a given selector and rh which return its right part, namely lh : sj → lj
and rh : sj → rj . We note S the set of all possible selectors.
Definition 2: Extent of a selector. For every selector sj , we can deﬁne its
extent ext(sj ) as the transactions of T for which the value of the attribute lh(sj )
is in the range of rh(si ).
ext(sj ) = {t ∈ T such as t [lh (sj )] ∈ rh (sj )}

(3)

Definition 3: Extent of a subgroup. The extent ext(g) of a subgroup g
composed by the selectors s1 , s2 , ..., sl is the intersection of the extent of its
selectors.
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(4)

1→l

Property 1: Closer Upper-Bound. For a subgroup g, a closer upper-bound
ub(g) can be identiﬁed as the highest value theoretically reachable with the
combination of the transactions in ext(g). This bound can be found by the
formula:


ub(g) = max qα (T op1 ), qα (T op2 ), ..., qα (T opext(g) ),
(5)
with T opn the set of the n transactions of ext(g) with the highest target value.
Proof. Let consider a set of transactions gsmall with nbsmall elements and
sumsmall the sum of the targets value of its transactions. For two transactions t1
and t2 with val1 and val2 as their value on the target variable, with val1 ≥ val2
we can calculate the score of the new sets created by adding t1 and t2 to gsmall ,
respectively g1 and g2 :
val1 ≥ val2 ⇒ sumsmall + val1 ≥ sumsmall + val2
⇒ mean1 =

sumsmall +val1
nbsmall +1

≥

sumsmall +val2
nbsmall +1

= mean2

⇒ qα (g1 ) = nα (mean1 − m0 ) ≥ nα (mean2 − m0 ) = qα (g2 )
In this way, using any subgroup g allows to create the best subsets of elements
maximizing the quality function in the Eq. 1 for each possible size. Thus, the
highest value determines the best score that any subset of g can achieve.
3.2

Algorithm

The DISDi algorithm aims to identify the ranges of value for each attributes
which can deﬁne meaningful subgroups. However, unlike the existing main
approaches this method can extract subgroups with discontinuous intervals for
the attributes through unions of disjoint intervals.
The main idea behind the approach is that the subgroups deﬁned on discontinuous intervals better describe the complexity of the phenomena studied.
As it can be seen in Fig. 1, DISDi performs the search for subgroups in 3
main steps:
1. Extraction of the raw selectors, the ﬁrst intervals which will serve as a
basis for the composition of the subgroups (detailed in Algorithm 2).
2. Construction of the FP-Tree by using the extracted raw selectors (see
Algorithm 3).
3. Combination of the nodes of the FP-Tree to create the subgroups. Their
score will be determined at this point, and the bests will be conserved (as
shown is Algorithm 4).
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Fig. 1. Main steps of DISDi Algorithm

Furthermore, the algorithm presents two other notable features. The ﬁrst
one concerns the selectors extracted, as they can now be unions of intervals.
As such, a corresponding extraction methods was implemented, using the closer
upper-bound properties on the subgroup in the FP-Tree (see Property 1). The
other feature is caused by the structure of conventional FP-Trees. Usually, in
the process of creating an FP-Tree, the selectors using the same attributes are
disjoints. As such, on one branch we should have a maximum of only A elements, which is the number of attributes. However, in the case of DISDi we can
have many selectors of the same attribute on the same branch, as it can be seen
in Fig. 1.
The result of the process is a set of subgroups that maximize the quality
function, with either an interval or the union of two discontinuous intervals. The
interest in this discontinuity lies in the fact that inside a promising subgroup,
they can be sub-part because of which the quality function drop signiﬁcantly.
An example can be taken on the banana crop: In [9], Ganry states that
the growth temperature of the banana crop is deﬁned between 9 degree Celsius
and 40 degree Celsius, and that the optimal temperature should be around 28
degree Celsius. As an example, let’s consider a range of ﬁve degrees around this
optimal value as the optimal interval. The interval [23; 33] will be considered as
the interval of temperature for a good harvest. However in some region a fungus
named black sigatoka parasite the leaves of the banana tree. From the infection
results harmful eﬀect on the growth of the crops and on the overall productivity.
In [12], Jacome et al. deﬁne the optimal temperature of this fungus is in the
range of [25; 28] degree. The existence of this parasite drops the value of the
[23; 33] interval. With our methods, we should be able to remove [25; 28], and
extract the optimal [23; 25] ∪ [28; 33] intervals.
The tasks of the DISDi algorithm can be divided in three main steps as shown
on Algorithm 1: (i) The creation of the ﬁrsts basic selectors that will be used
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to create the complete and ﬁnal selectors, which we call raw selectors (line 4),
(ii) the creation of the FP-Tree using those raw selectors (line 6) and ﬁnally
(iii) the combination and scoring of the branches of the tree from which result
the ﬁnal subgroups (lines 7 and 8).

Algorithm 1. DISDi
Require: A : list of attributes, atarget : target variable, T : list of transactions , β :
support threshold
Ensure: listSubGroup : list of the subgroup sorted by their quality
1: Sraw : set of selectors
2: T ree : FP-Tree
3: listSubGroup: list of the identiﬁed subgroup
4: Sraw = M AKE RAW SELECT ORS(A, atarget , T )
5: sort(Sraw )
6: T ree = M AKE T REE(T, Sraw )
7: listSubGroup = BRAN CH COM BIN ER(F P T ree)
8: getBestScore(listSubGroup)

The objective of the ﬁrst step is to extract raw selectors which will be used
in the FP-Tree (see Algorithm 2).
In order to extract the raw selectors Sraw , DISDi bases its treatment on
pos(T ), the subset of transactions with a higher value on their target variable
than the mean of the population. Then DISDi starts with the complete interval
of each attribute ai and erodes them into smaller sets in the method createSubIntervalWithErosion (line 5).
Each set extracted have to verify the following rules:
1. The subset can be deﬁned by either a continuous interval or the union of two
intervals [a; b] ∪ [c; d] such as [a; b] ∩ [c; d] = ∅.
2. The number of transactions of [a; b] has to be higher than a ﬁfth of the number
of elements in [c; d] and conversely, in order to mitigate the union between a
meaningful interval and an irrelevant one.
3. The number of transactions of the subset have to be higher than a given
support threshold β.
At the end of this ﬁrst step, the algorithm creates for each attribute ai a set
Si of selectors si,j which are merged in Sraw .
For instance, in Fig. 1, the considered target variable is Tonnage, which has
an average value of 298. Thus, all of the transaction with a higher value on
the Tonnage attribute were taken and considered as the basis for the extraction
of the raw selectors. The range of the temperature of the interesting subpart
is from 19 to 32. By removing an existing value between these limits, we can
obtain two kinds of selectors, with continuous intervals (for example [20; 32]) or
discontinuous intervals (for example [19; 20] ∪ [24; 32]).
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Algorithm 2. MAKE RAW SELECTORS
Require: A : list of attributes, atarget : target variable, T : list of transactions , β :
support threshold
Ensure: Sraw : List of the selectors s for which ext(s) ∩ pos(T ) > β
1: S = {}
2: for i from 0 to |A| do
3:
interval = {M ini ; M axi }
4:
Si = createSubIntervalW ithErosion(ai , atarget , pos(T ), interval, β)
5:
add(Si , Sraw )
6: end for
7: return Sraw

In both cases, the intervals are eroded. The erosion consists of the suppression
of the boundaries of the intervals, leading to two potential subgroups when
applied on a continuous interval and up to four when applied to a discontinuous
interval:
erode([20; 32]) : {[22; 32], [20; 27]}
erode([19; 20] ∪ [24; 32]) : { [20; 20] ∪ [24; 32], [19; 19] ∪ [24; 32],
[19; 20] ∪ [25; 32], [19; 20] ∪ [24; 27]}
In this example, DISDi goes on with the continuous interval for the sake of
understanding. Then, the intervals are eroded until they reach the threshold β,
which is ﬁxed at 33% of the size of the dataset in this case.
As a result, the ﬁnal selectors extracted are the I, II, and III for the Rainfall
attribute and the IV and V for the Temperature attribute.
In the second part, DISDi uses the selectors extracted in step 1 in order to
build the FP-Tree. This step is detailed in Algorithm 3. Each node of the tree
represents an object constituted by a selector, the list of the transaction IDs
which had reached the node and the sum of the value of their target variable.
In order to obtain the ﬁnal tree, the algorithm classiﬁes all of the selectors by
their frequencies.
For each transaction of the database, the FP-Tree is modiﬁed as follows: The
process starts at the root and check if the transaction t is included in the ﬁrst
selector s1 . While it’s not included, DISDi recursively move to the next selector
si+1 . When t matches si , if the current node has a child which corresponds to
the selector, the values of this child are increased accordingly. Otherwise, the
algorithm creates the corresponding child node. Then, the child becomes the
current node, and DISDi continue to browse the selectors until the last one.
Following the previous example of Fig. 1, the 5 raw selectors were extracted.
Thus, starting from the root, the tree is created using the transactions.
The ﬁrst transaction only matches the selector III, thus at this point of
the process a node nodeIII is created with the label of the selector and the
information of the transaction. Then the node is added as the descendant of
the root. Likely, the second transaction matches the selectors I and II. Thus, a
node nodeI is created below the root with the higher selector I, and nodeI,II its
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Algorithm 3. MAKE TREE
Require: T : list of transactions, Sraw : list of selectors
Ensure: F P T ree : the FP-Tree of the dataset
1: F P T ree = newRootT ree()
2: for all t ∈ T do
3:
actN ode = root(F P T ree)
4:
for all s ∈ Sraw do
5:
if valid(t, s) then
6:
if s ∈ children(actN ode) then
7:
actN ode = child(actN ode, s)
8:
addT oN ode(t, actN ode)
9:
else
10:
childN ode = newN ode(t, s, actN ode)
11:
actN ode = childN ode
12:
end if
13:
end if
14:
end for
15: end for
16: return F P T ree

descendant with the second selector II. For both of them, the information of the
second transaction is stocked.
In the case of the third transaction which matches the selectors I, II, III
and IV, the nodes corresponding to the ﬁrst and second selector already exist,
so the information of the current transaction is added on nodeI and nodeI,II ,
then new nodes are created with the selector III, and ﬁnally IV.
At last, the complete FP-Tree is obtained when all of the transactions went
through this process.
In the last part of our method, DISDi has to aggregate the information of
the generated FP-Tree in order to extract the subgroups with the highest score.
In Algorithm 4, for each selector the algorithm aggregates the information of the
branches to generate the other more frequent selectors who could be associated
with. Then, subgroups are extracted by combination. In order to decrease the
number of combinations that need to be tested, the ﬁrst step of this task is
to separately generate the intervals for each attribute, in order to mitigate the
redundancy of combinations with the same result. Then we use the closer upperbound property in order to prune the subgroups which has no chance of giving
a higher score than the current-best subgroups.
In the case of the Fig. 1, the combination starts with the selector V. The
subgroup composed of this selector only contains 7 transactions with an average
of 324.28 on the target value. Using the Eq. 1, the score of 70.25 is calculated,
and with the Property 1 its closer upper-bound of 266.25 is obtained. Then, the
best score registered is 70.25, and as the upper-bound is higher, the process can
resume with combinations of V, starting with {IV,V}.
This subgroup is composed of 4 transactions with an average value of
357. As previously done, the score 118.53 and the closer upper-bound 266.25
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Algorithm 4. BRANCH COMBINER
Require: F P T ree : the generated FP-Tree, listSelector : list of the selectors
Ensure: listSubGroup : List of the candidate subgroups with their quality
1: listSubGroup = {}
2: topSubGroup = {}
3: for all intervali ∈ listSelector do
4:
combiSelec = allBranchesW ith(intervali )
5:
for all ai ∈ A do
6:
Si = listCombi(ai , combiSelec)
7:
end for
8:
for all i : 1 → A do
9:
for all s ∈ Si do
10:
newCandidate = {}
11:
for all g ∈ listSubgroup do
12:
ng = combi(s, g)
13:
updateIf Higher(ng, topSubGroup)
14:
if up(ng) > qα (topSubGroup) then
15:
add(ng, newCandidate)
16:
end if
17:
end for
18:
addAll(newCandidate, listSubgroup)
19:
end for
20:
end for
21: end for
22: return listSubGroup

are calculated. As the quality of the current subgroup outperform the quality
of the previous one, the best subgroup is updated. However, the upper-bound is
still higher than the best score, thus the combination continues.
At some point, the case of the subgroup {III,V} will be treated. Its also
have 4 transactions, but the average on the target value is only 239, leading to a
score of −356.46. Even its closer upper-bound proves to be 29.36, and this value
is far from the 118.53, the score of the best current subgroup. Thus, DISDi will
not extract the subgroups resulting from a combination of {III,V}.
An implementation in java of DISDi algorithm has been implemented in Java
and it is available on GitHub1 .

4

Experimental Results

This section describes the performances of our algorithm through comparison
with SD-MAP and OSMIND, that are reference algorithms in the ﬁeld. They
are two diﬀerent algorithms since SD-MAP is based on an exhaustive search
method which uses a FP-Tree, while OSMIND relies on the properties of the
subgroup discovery in order to prune the search space considerably.
1

https://github.com/rey-sama/DISDi.git.
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First, the datasets used in the experiments are detailed, then we focus on
the subgroup which presents the best score for each algorithm and raw dataset.
Afterward, the impact of the size of the dataset on the quality is shown by
altering it. At last, the structure of subgroups is studied to show the diﬀerence
provided by DISDi compared to the others.
4.1

Test Environment

The 4 datasets which were used come from the Bilkent repository2 . They are traditionally used as a benchmark for evaluated performances of subgroup discovery
algorithms. (1) Airport (AP), which contains air hubs in the United States as
deﬁned by the Federal Aviation Administration. (2) Bolt (BL), which gathers
data from an experiment on the eﬀects of machine adjustments on the time to
count bolt. (3) Body data (Body) which represents data on body Temperature
and Heart Rate. (4) Pollution (Pol) which are data on pollution of cities. The
number of attributes as well as the number of transactions varies from a dataset
to another, as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Description of the datasets
Airport Bolt Body Pollution
Nb. attributes

5

7

2

15

Nb. transactions 135

40

130

60

For each dataset, all attributes are numeric attributes and they have not
been discretized beforehand. Such a comparison is interesting as the discretization may not be an intuitive operation for a complex dataset, due to the multiple existing ways. Thus observing these results under those circumstances may
reveal the actual capacity of the subgroup discovery algorithm in front of this
conﬁguration. In our experiments, we always use the lowest β threshold with
DISDi that gives the best results.
4.2

Best Quality on Raw Dataset

In a ﬁrst step, we have studied the performances of the algorithm by comparing
the best subgroups. The best score overall was used to normalize the value. The
results can be seen in Fig. 2.

2

http://pcaltay.cs.bilkent.edu.tr/DataSets/.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the quality value of the best subgroup identiﬁed

The ﬁrst observation which can be made is that for all of the tested datasets,
DISDi performs better than SD-MAP. On average, the gain brought by DISDi is
29.14%. Thus a great margin can be observed on every studied dataset, except
in the case of the BL dataset where the scores obtained by the 3 algorithms are
pretty close.
In the case of BL, this result suggests that the interval splitting performed by
DISDi does not improve the quality on the BL dataset. We can also note that it
is the unique dataset for which DISDi returned a non-split subgroup deﬁnition
as detailed later in Table 2.
Regarding the comparison with OSMIND, we can observe that the scores are
quite close for every datasets. In two of them (AP and body), DISDi extracts
subgroups with a better quality. These results thus show the interest of the
approach and the discontinuous subgroup search process it introduces.
More globally, for the datasets for which the splitting was done, the average
gain provided by the approach proposed is 0.65% compared to OSMIND and
44.26% compared to SD-MAP.
4.3

Best Quality on Resized Dataset

In the second part, we focus on the evolution of the gain provided by our approach according to diﬀerent dataset sizes. The gain is calculated as the diﬀerence
between our algorithm and the others, divided by their own score as depicted in
the equation below.
GAINDISDi =

ScoreDISDi −Scoretheir
Scoretheir

We decided to take into account 4 thresholds for the size of the datasets: 10,
20, 50 and 100 when the dataset was large enough.
Figure 3 shows the evolution of the gain on the quality score of the best
subgroups for (a) Airport, (b) Bolt, (c) Body and (d) Pollution with diﬀerent
dataset sizes.
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Fig. 3. Evolution of quality of the best subgroup according to the dataset size

First of all, we can observe that DISDi always performs better than SD-Map
since the gain on the score is higher. In most of the cases, the gain exceeds 25%
compared to SD-Map. This demonstrates that the approach we propose is able
to maintain good performances even when the number of transactions changes.
On the other hand, the results are less homogeneous with OSMIND.
For most of the other datasets, the results are quite positive. For instance,
on the Bolt dataset (see Fig. 3b), we observe that at ﬁrst DISDi starts with a
great disadvantage (−25%) but then reduce the gap to less than 8% with more
data.
The Airport dataset (see Fig. 3a) is interesting, because we can see that
OSMIND and DISDi are very close. In some conﬁgurations, the gain is even
positive, that reﬂects the advantage provided by DISDi compared OSMIND on
this dataset.
The best results are shown in the Body dataset where the average gain of
12.5%. The gain for this dataset is less subtle than the others, with a maximum
gain reaching almost 25% on the dataset with the higher number of transactions.
Nevertheless, in the case of the pollution dataset (see Fig. 3d), at ﬁrst
DISDi seems to match the result of OSMIND with a neutral gain when the number of transactions is low, but the advantage seems to be in favour of OSMIND
when the number of transaction increase, with a ﬁnal gain of approximately 15%.
However, the subgroup found in DISDi, even in this situation are still pertinent
considering their structure.
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Subgroup Description Structure

The last part focuses on the structure of the subgroups extracted. In this section
we compare the number of attributes used in the selectors of the subgroups that
were identiﬁed as well as the score which was obtained.
Table 2. Comparison of the attributes involved in the best subgroups identiﬁed
Attributes
AP

SD-MAP

Sch Depart

OSMIND

DISDi

[35891;322430]

[154067.0;322430.0]
∪
[35891.0;80651.0]

Perf Depart
[35273;332338]
Enp Pass
[1362282;25636383]
Freight
[300463.8;300463.8] [142660.95;352823.5] [127815.09;352823.5]
Score
128949.184
181638.8478
188956.3515
BL

Col0
Col1
Col2
Col3
Col4
Col5
Col6
Score

Body body temp
gender
Score
POL prec
jant
jult
ovr65
popn
educ
hous
dens
nonw
wwdrk
poor
hc
nox
so
humid
Score

[6;6]
[30;30]

[6;39]
[6;6]

117.9793522

[28.89;134.01]
137.1097193

[39.74;134.01]
126.4146843

[98.6;98.6]
[2;2]
17.476

[98.3;98.6]
[2;2]
22.77044306

[98.3;98.6]∪[98.8;99.1]

[24.2;24.2]

176.8148791

[30.0;54.0]
[23.0;54.0]
[70.0;82.0]
[7.3;11.1]
[3.03;3.49]
[9.6;11.3]
[66.8;87.5]
[2302.0;7462.0]
[3.5;38.5]
[41.3;50.7]
[10.7;26.4]
[8.0;88.0]
[8.0;63.0]
[53.0,62.0]
289.2901592

25.70255285
[37.0;54.0]
[23.0;26.0]∪[33.0;54.0]
[6.5;9.3]

246.0609474
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Table 2 details the subgroups extracted on each dataset by the three algorithms. This study highlights very interesting results. Each group of line concern a dataset, with each individual line representing either an attribute of the
dataset or the score. Then, each column deﬁned an algorithm and the inner cells
the restriction of the interval found by the algorithm for its best subgroup.
Indeed, while the Subsect. 4.2 pinpointed a constant better quality score of
DISDi than SD-MAP, we can see in Table 2 that for every dataset, the number of
attributes used by our algorithm is at most half of the number used by OSMIND
and SD-MAP, except for the pollution dataset with the latter.
For the dataset Pollution, DISDi used a ﬁfth of the attributes while OSMIND
used almost all of them. Nevertheless, its only result in a drop of less than 15%
of the overall quality. A similar observation can be made in the case of the
Bolt dataset. Moreover, it is the only dataset for which DISDi didn’t use any
dissociate intervals, leaving another room for improvement.
However, the strong point of our approach can be seen in the datasets Aiport
and Body, where even with the use of fewer attributes, we were able to ﬁnd
subgroups with better score than OSMIND, especially in the case of the Body
dataset.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we have addressed the problem of subgroups discovery in numerical
data and we have presented DISDi, a new algorithm able to extract unusual
subgroups composed of discontinued intervals.
Unlike the main approaches in the ﬁeld that only extract subgroups deﬁned
on continuous attribute intervals, the method we have proposed uses successive erosion of intervals to generate the ﬁrst raw selectors. These selectors are
then used in a ﬁtted FP-Tree, allowing the existence of branches with multiple selectors on the same attributes. To minimize the complexity of such tree,
some optimizations have been added at the creation to subgroups, by merging
the information of the branches which share the same raw selector, then precombine the nodes with similar attributes. Furthermore, the search space was
also reduced by exploiting the closer upper-bound property.
We have conducted experiments to compare DISDi to the two reference algorithms in the ﬁeld. The results have highlighted interesting features since we
have shown that in several cases the performances were better for DISDi with
more simply deﬁned subgroups. Thus these results have demonstrated the interest of our approach that lies in the search for discontinuous intervals in subgroup
discovery.
As a short-term perspective, we plan to address the scaling up of the approach
and particularly the subgroup discovery on large datasets. For this purpose, the
ﬁrst tracks would be a better exploitation of the properties linked to the subgroup
and also overcome the constrains linked to the use of FP-Trees. Finally, in the
medium term, it would be interesting to study the portability of the algorithm
on big data frameworks such as Hadoop or Spark.
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Abstract. Taxonomies play a central role in conceptual domain modeling having a direct impact in areas such as knowledge representation, ontology engineering, software engineering, as well as in knowledge organization in information
sciences. Despite their key role, there is in the literature little guidance on how
to build high-quality taxonomies, with notable exceptions such as the OntoClean
methodology, and the ontology-driven conceptual modeling language OntoUML.
These techniques take into account the ontological meta-properties of types to
establish well-founded rules for forming taxonomic structures. In this paper, we
show how to leverage on the formal rules underlying these techniques to build
taxonomies which are correct by construction. We define a set of correctnesspreserving operations to systematically introduce types and subtyping relations
into taxonomic structures. To validate our proposal, we formalize these operations as a graph grammar. Moreover, to demonstrate our claim of correctness
by construction, we use automatic verification techniques over the grammar language to show that: (i) all taxonomies produced by the grammar rules are correct;
and (ii) the rules can generate all correct taxonomies.

Keywords: Conceptual modeling · Taxonomies · Graph grammar

1 Introduction
Taxonomies are structures connecting types via subtyping (i.e., type specialization) relations. They are fundamental for conceptual domain modeling and have a central organizing role in areas such as knowledge representation, ontology engineering, objectoriented modeling, as well as in knowledge organization in information sciences (e.g.,
in the construction of vocabularies and other lexical resources). Despite their key role
in all these areas, there is in the literature little guidance on how to build high-quality
taxonomies.
A notable exception is OntoClean [4]. OntoClean was a pioneering
methodology that provided a number of guidelines for diagnosing and repairing
taxonomic relations that were inconsistent from an ontological point of view.
c Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
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These guidelines were grounded on a number of formal meta-properties,
i.e., properties characterizing types. Derived from these meta-properties, the
methodology would offer a number of formal rules governing how types
characterized by different meta-properties could be associated to each other in wellformed taxonomies.
OntoClean has been sucessfully employed to evaluate and suggest repairs to several
important resources (e.g., WordNet [13]). However, being a methodology, it does not
offer a representation mechanism for building taxonomies according to its prescribed
rules. Also with the intention of addressing that problem, in [8], the authors (including one of OntoClean’s original authors) proposed a UML profile with modeling distinctions based on an extension of OntoClean’s meta-properties and rules. That profile
would later become the basis of the OntoUML modeling language [5], incorporating
syntactic rules to prevent the construction of incorrect taxonomies in conceptual models. In [6], the language has its full formal semantics defined in terms of a (provedconsistent) ontological theory, and its abstract syntax defined in terms of a metamodel.
In particular, the latter is an extension of the UML 2.0 metamodel, redesigned to reflect
the ontological distinctions and axiomatization put forth by that theory. These distinctions and constraints, in turn, have influenced other prominent modeling languages, e.g.,
ORM [9].
As argued in [15], instead of leveraging on this axiomatization by proposing
methodological rules (as in OntoClean) or semantically-motivated syntactical constraints (as in the OntoUML metamodel), a representation system based on this ontological theory could employ a more productive strategy. It could leverage on that fact
that the theory’s formal constraints impose a correspondence between each particular
type of type (characterized by those ontological meta-properties) and certain modeling
structures (or modeling patterns). In other words, a representation system grounded on
this ontological theory is a pattern language, i.e., a system whose basic building blocks
are not low-granularity primitives such as types and relations but higher-granularity patterns formed by types and relations. A MOF-based metamodel (such as UML’s) simply
isn’t capable of naturally capturing this fundamental aspect of such a representation
system.
In [17], some of us have proposed a first attempt to formalize a representation
system based on that ontological theory as a true Pattern Grammar, i.e., as a Graph
Grammar with transformation rules capturing these patterns and their possible relations.
Hence, this paper can be seen as an extension of that work. On one hand, it is focused
on types and taxonomic relations. On the other hand, it extends that original work in
providing a complete set of graph transformation rules. Moreover, we use automatic
verification techniques over the grammar state space (language) to show the correctness of the taxonomies produced by the grammar and the capability of the grammar to
generate all correct taxonomies.
This work contributes to the foundations of rigorous conceptual modeling by identifying the set of rules that should be considered as primitives in the design of correct
taxonomies. Moreover, it does that in a metamodel-independent way, so the results pre-
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sented here can be incorporated into different modeling languages (again, e.g., ORM)
as well as different tools used by different communities (e.g., as a modeling plugin to
Semantic Web tools such as Protégé1 ).
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, we review the ontological foundations used in this work. In particular, we present a number of ontological meta-properties, a typology of types derived from them, and the formal constraints
governing the subtyping relations between these types. In Sect. 3, we present the graph
transformation grammar with operations that take into account the distinctions and constraints discussed in Sect. 2. In Sect. 4, we discuss the formal verification of the grammar. Finally, Sect. 5 presents some concluding remarks.

2 Ontological Foundations
In this section, we present some ontological distinctions that are the basis for the
remainder of this paper. These notions and the constraints governing their definitions and relations correspond to a fragment of the foundational ontology underlying
OntoUML, and which incorporates and extends the theory of types underling OntoClean [5, 7]. For an in depth discussion, philosophical justification, empirical support,
and full formal characterization of these notions, one should refer to [5, 6].
Types represent properties that are shared by a set of possible instances. The set of
properties shared by those instances is termed the intension of type; the set of instances
that share those properties (i.e., the instances of that type) is termed the extension of that
type. Types can change their extension across different circumstances, either because
things come in and out of existence, or because things can acquire and lose some of
those properties captured in the intension of that type.
Taxonomic structures capture subtyping relations among types, both from intensional and extensional points of view. In other words, subtyping is thus a relation
between types that govern the relation between the possible instances of those types.
So, if type B is a subtype of A then we have that: (i) it is necessarily the case that all
instances of B are instances of A, i.e., in all possible circumstances, the extension of
B subsets the extension of A; and (ii) all properties captured by the intension of A are
included in the intension of type B, i.e., B’s are A’s and, therefore, B’s have all properties
that are properties defined for type A.
Suppose all instances that exist in a domain of interest are endurants[6]. Endurants
roughly correspond to what we call objects in ordinary language, i.e., things that (in
contrast to occurrences, events) endure in time changing their properties while maintaining their identity. Examples include you, each author of this paper, Mick Jagger, the
Moon, the Federal University of Espı́rito Santo.
Every endurant in our domain belongs to one Kind. In other words, central to any
domain of interest we will have a number of object kinds, i.e., the genuine fundamental

1
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types of objects that exist in that domain. The term “kind” is meant here in a strong
technical sense, i.e., by a kind, we mean a type capturing essential properties of the
things it classifies. In other words, the objects classified by that kind could not possibly
exist without being of that specific kind [6].
Kinds tessellate the possible space of objects in that domain, i.e., all objects belong
to exactly one kind and do so necessarily. Typical examples of kinds include Person,
Organization, and Car. We can, however, have other static subdivisions (or subtypes) of
a kind. These are naturally termed Subkinds. As an example, the kind ‘Person’ can be
specialized in the (biological) subkinds ‘Man’ and ‘Woman’.
Endurant kinds and subkinds represent essential properties of objects. They are
examples of Rigid Types [6]). Rigid types are those types that classify their instances
necessarily, i.e., their instances must instantiate them in every possible circumstance in
which they exist. We have, however, types that represent contingent or accidental properties of endurants termed Anti-Rigid Types [6]). For example, in the way that ‘being
a living person’ captures a cluster of contingent properties of a person, that ‘being a
puppy’ captures a cluster of contingent properties of a dog, or that ‘being a husband’
captures a cluster of contingent properties of a man participating in a marriage.
Kinds, subkinds, and the anti-rigid types specializing them are categories of
endurant Sortals. In the philosophical literature, a sortal is a type that provides a uniform principle of identity, persistence, and individuation for its instances [6]. To put it
simply, a sortal is either a kind (e.g., ‘Person’) or a specialization of a kind (e.g., ‘Student’, ‘Teenager’, ‘Woman’), i.e., it is either a type representing the essence of what
things are or a sub-classification applied to the entities that “have that same type of
essence”, be it rigid, i.e., a Subkind, or anti-rigid, i.e., an Anti-Rigid Sortal.
In general, types that represent properties shared by entities of multiple kinds are
termed Non-Sortals, i.e., non-sortals are types whose extension possibly intersect with
the extension of more than one kind. Non-sortals too can also be further classified
depending on whether the properties captured in their intension are essential (i.e., rigid)
properties or not.
Now, before we proceed, we should notice that the logical negation of rigidity is
not anti-rigidity but non-rigidity. If being rigid for a type A means that all instances of
A are necessarily instances of A, the negation of that (i.e., non-rigidity) is that there is
at least one instance of A that can cease to be an instance of A; anti-rigidity is much
stronger than that, it means that all instances of A can cease to be instances of A, i.e.,
A’s intension describes properties that are contingent for all its instances. Finally, we
call a type A semi-rigid iff it is non-rigid but not anti-rigid, i.e., if it describes properties that are essential to some of its instances but contingent to some other instances.
Because non-sortal types are dispersive [11], i.e., they represent properties that behave
in very different ways with respect to instances of different kinds, among non-sortal
types, we have: those that describe properties that apply necessarily to the instances
of all kinds it classifies (i.e., Rigid Non-Sortals, which are termed Categories); those
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Fig. 1. A taxonomy for Endurant Types. (Color figure online)

that describe properties that apply contingently to the instances of all kinds it classifies (Anti-Rigid Non-Sortals); those that describe properties that apply necessarily to
the instances of some of the kinds it classifies but that also apply contingently to the
instances of some other kinds it classifies (i.e., Semi-Rigid Non-Sortals, termed Mixins). An example of a category is ‘Physical Object’ representing properties of all kinds
of entities that have masses and spatial extensions (e.g., people, cars, watches, building);
an example of a anti-rigid non-sortal is ‘Customer’ representing contingent properties
for all its instances (i.e., no customer is necessarily a customer), which can be of the
kinds ‘Person’ and ‘Organization’; an example of a mixin is the ‘Insurable Item’, which
describe properties that are essential to entities of given kinds (e.g., suppose that cars
are necessarily insured) but which are contingent to things of other kinds (e.g., houses
can be insured but they are not necessarily insured).
Figure 1 represents this typology of endurant types generated by the possible values of these two properties. As always, UML arrows connect subtypes to their supertypes (the arrowhead pointing to the supertype). Two subtyping relations joined in their
arrowheads form a generalization set, which here we assume to tessellate the extension
of the supertype (pointed to by the joint arrowhead), i.e., these are disjoint and complete
generalization sets. The red subtyping relations and generalization sets here represent
an inheritance line created by the sortality meta-property, i.e., all endurant types are
either sortals (i.e., either kinds or specializations thereof) or non-sortals (crossing the
boundaries of multiple kinds) but not both. Finally, the blue subtyping relations and generalization sets here represent an inheritance line created by the rigidity meta-property,
i.e., all endurant types are either rigid (i.e., essentially classifying all their instances),
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anti-rigid (i.e., contingently classifying all their instances), or semi-rigid (essentially
classifying some of their instances, and contingently classifying others). As a result of
the combination of these two meta-properties, we have the following six (exhausting
and mutually disjoint) types of types (i.e., meta-types): Kinds, Subkinds, Anti-Rigid
Sortals, Categories, Anti-Rigid Non-Sortals, and Mixins (in grey in Fig. 1).
The ontological meta-properties that characterized these different types of types
also impose constraints on how they can be combined to form taxonomic structures
[6]. As we have already seen, since kinds tessellate our domain and, because all sortals
are either kinds or specializations thereof, we have both that: no kinds can specialize
another kind; every sortal that is not a kind specializes a unique kind. In other words,
every sortal hierarchy has a unique kind at the top. Moreover, from these, we have that
any type that is a supertype of a kind must be a non-sortal. But also that, given that
every specialization of a kind is a sortal, non-sortals cannot specialize sortals. Finally,
given the formal definitions of rigidity (including anti-rigidity), it just follows logically
that anti-rigid types (sortals or not) cannot be supertypes of semi-rigid and rigid types
(sortals or not) (see proof in [6]). For example, if we determine that ‘Customer’ applies
contingently to persons in the scope of business relationships, then a taxonomy in which
a rigid type ‘Person’ specializes an anti-rigid type ‘Customer’ is logically incorrect.
Intuitively, a person will be at the same time required through the specialization to be
statically classified as a ‘Customer’ while at the same time, being defined dynamically
classified as a ‘Customer’, in virtue of the definition of that type. So, either: (i) the definition of ‘Customer’ should be revised to capture only essential properties, becoming
a rigid type and thus solving the incorrect specialization problem; or (ii) ‘Customer’
should be an anti-rigid specialization of the rigid type ‘Person’, inverting the direction
of the original (but incorrect) taxonomic relation.

3 Graph Transformation Rules to Build Taxonomies
Graph transformation (or graph rewriting) [10] has been advocated as a flexible formalism, suitable for modeling systems with dynamic configurations or states. This flexibility is achieved by the fact that the underlying data structure, that of graphs, is capable
of capturing a broad variation of systems. Some areas where graph transformation is
being applied include visual modeling of systems, the formal specification of model
transformations, and the definition of graph languages, to name a few [3, 16].
The core concept of graph transformation is the rule-based modification of graphs,
where each application of a rule leads to a graph transformation step. A transformation
rule specifies both the necessary preconditions for its application and the rule effect
(modifications) on a host graph. The modified graph produced by a rule application is
the result of the transformation.
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Fig. 2. Transformation rules to introduce an independent type. (Color figure online)

In this work, we use graph transformations to formally model the operations for the
construction of a taxonomy. A set of graph transformation rules can be seen as a declarative specification of how the construction can evolve from an initial state, represented
by an initial (empty) host graph. This combination of a rule set plus an initial graph
is called a graph grammar, and the (possibly infinite) set of graphs reachable from the
initial graph constitute the grammar language.
Our main contribution in this paper is to formally define a graph grammar that,
starting from an empty taxonomy, allow us to build any (and only) correct taxonomies.
To put this more precisely: in the area of formal verification, statements about a system
are usually split between correctness and completeness properties. The correctness of
a modeled system ensures that only desirable models are possible. In our setting, this
means that only correct taxonomies can be part of the grammar language. On the other
hand, completeness ensures that if a desirable system configuration can exist “in the real
world”, then a corresponding model is reachable in the formalization. In our setting, this
means that any correct taxonomy can be created using the proposed graph grammar.
The grammar described in this section was created with GROOVE [3], a graph
transformation tool suitable for the (partial) enumeration of a grammar language, which
the tool calls the state space exploration of the graph grammar.
3.1

Introducing New Types

We start by defining transformation rules to introduce a new type in the taxonomy.
Types for four of the leaf ontological metatypes given in Fig. 1 can be introduced in
the taxonomy without being related with a previously introduced type: these include all
Kinds and all the non-sortals: Categories, Mixins and Anti-Rigid Non-Sortals.
Figure 2 shows the four rules that introduce independent types, using the GROOVE
visual notation for presenting rules. Each rule is formed only by a green box representing the type that will be created during rule application. A type has an ontological
metatype (the label inside the box) and a name attribute. The “string” ellipses in Fig. 2
are the tool notation to indicate that the name must be provided (perhaps by the tool
user) upon the type creation. No rule in Fig. 2 have preconditions. Therefore, types for
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these four ontological metatypes can be introduced without requiring the existence of
other types or relations in the taxonomy.
3.2 Introducing Dependent Types
In contrast to non-sortals and kinds, Subkinds and Anti-Rigid Sortals have preconditions upon their introduction.
In the case of Subkinds, their introduction requires the existence of a previous
sortal, from which the subkind will inherit a principle of identity. In addition, this sortal
must be rigid, to respect the ontological principle that a rigid type cannot specialize an
anti-rigid one. These preconditions for the introduction of a new Subkind are captured
in the rule shown in Fig. 3. The existing Rigid Sortal is shown as a black box in the
figure. The green “subClassOf” arrow states that a new direct subtyping relation will be
introduced in the model.

Fig. 3. Transformation rule to introduce a Subkind type. (Color figure online)

In the case of an Anti-Rigid Sortal type, the only precondition is the existence
of a previous sortal, from which the newly introduced Anti-Rigid Sortal will inherit a
principle of identity. This rule is shown in Fig. 4. Differently from a Subkind, an AntiRigid Sortal can specialize any Sortal (and not only Rigid ones).

Fig. 4. Transformation rule to introduce an Anti-Rigid Sortal type. (Color figure online)
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Introducing Specializations for Existing Non-sortal Types

Having defined rules for the introduction of types, we proceed with rules to insert subtyping relations between two types already present in the model. We start with Category and Mixin specializations, as both of these ontological metatypes have metaproperties that allow their types to be specialized in any Endurant Type, without breaking formal ontology principles.
Figure 5(a) shows a rule that creates a subtyping relation between an existing Category supertype and an existing Mixin subtype. The red arrow in the figure prevents
the introduction of a circularity in the relations. Red elements in GROOVE rules indicate forbidden patterns, i.e., elements that, if present, prevent the rule application. The
label “subClassOf+” indicates direct or indirect subtyping. Circularity of specializations may be tolerated in taxonomies structured with improper specialization relations,
such as rdfs:subClassOf in the Semantic Web. A consequence of circular specializations in that case is that mutually specializing classes become equivalent, and
hence, should have the same ontological nature. Because of this, we rule out cases of
circularity involving types of different metatypes such as a Category and a Mixin.
The forbidden pattern in Fig. 5(a) is not sufficient to prevent any circular subtyping
relation. This occurs because while a Mixin can specialize a Category, the opposite
relation is also possible. Therefore, in order to avoid any circularity, we separate the
specialization of a Category by mixins and non-mixins Endurant Types. This second
case is shown in Fig. 5(b). The forbidden pattern in this figure prevents cycles of subtyping relations involving Categories, Mixins and other Endurant Types. The red label
“!Mixin” in Fig. 5(b) indicates that the existing Endurant Type cannot be a Mixin.
Analogously, we created two additional transformation rules to define how the specialization of a Mixin type can be made. These rules are not shown here due to their
similarities to the ones in Fig. 5. Finally, the rule depicted in Fig. 6 allows the specialization of an Anti-Rigid Non-Sortal by another Anti-Rigid Type.

Fig. 5. Transformation rules to specialize a Category. (Color figure online)
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Fig. 6. Transformation rule to specialize an Anti-Rigid Non-Sortal type. (Color figure online)

3.4 Introducing Generalizations for Existing Sortal Types
Kind types appear on the top of Sortal types hierarchies because kinds provide a principle of identity for all their instances. By definition, kinds cannot specialize other kinds.
Therefore, they can only specialize Non-Sortal types, more specifically Categories
and Mixins. These specializations can already be constructed with the rules presented
in Sect. 3.3.
Subkind types, on the other hand, carry a principle of identity from their supertypes
and, ultimately, from exactly one Kind type. The rule shown in Fig. 7 properly captures
this restriction. If there are distinct (as defined by the not equal red dashed edge) SubKind and Rigid Sortal types that carry a principle of identity from the same Kind,
then a direct subtyping relation can be created between the two. The black edges with
labels “subClassOf*” and “subClassOf+” indicate that, for the rule to be applied, a
specialization relation from the new super-type and from the Subkind to the same Kind
must already be present, or at least that the new (direct) super-type of the Subkind is
its own Kind. Subkinds can also specialize any rigid or semi-rigid non-sortal, but these
cases are already covered by the rules presented in Sect. 3.3. A similar construction for
Anti-Rigid Sortal types can be seen in Fig. 8.

Fig. 7. Transformation rule to generalize a Sub-Kind type. (Color figure online)
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Fig. 8. Transformation rule to generalize an Anti-Rigid Sortal type. (Color figure online)

4 Formal Verification
We use the GROOVE graph transformation tool to carry out a formal verification of
the graph grammar presented in Sect. 3. To do so, we employ verification conditions
in GROOVE, which formally define the ontological restrictions described in Sect. 2,
and allow us to perform an analysis over any given taxonomy (graph state model). We
then use the state space exploration functionality of the tool to check that all states
(taxonomies) satisfy the restrictions.
As stated in Sect. 3, our objective with the verification is two-fold: to demonstrate
the correctness and completeness of the proposed graph grammar. Correctness ensures
that the grammar rules only produce correct taxonomies, i.e., those that do not invalidate
well-formedness constraints. Completeness ensures that any and all correct taxonomies
can be produced by a sequence of rule applications.
A graph condition in GROOVE is represented diagrammatically in the same way
as transformation rules, albeit without creator (green) elements. A graph condition is
satisfied by a taxonomy model if all reader (black) elements of the condition are present
in the model, and all forbidden (red) elements are absent.
Figure 9 shows our first graph condition, capturing the restriction that Kinds must
appear at the top of sortal hierarchies, hence not specializing another Sortal. It is important to note that restrictions are stated positively but are checked negatively. Thus, the
condition in Fig. 9 characterizes an undesired model violation (a Kind specializing a
Sortal), and therefore, by verifying that such condition never occurs in any taxonomy
model, we can determine the grammar well-foundness. This same rationale holds for
all other conditions shown in this section.

Fig. 9. Restrictive condition of a Kind specializing another Sortal.
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Figure 10 formalizes a second restrictive condition, stating that a Sortal cannot
inherit its principle of identity from more than one Kind. A third condition, shown in
Fig. 11, captures the situation in which the rigidity meta-property is contradicted, that
is, when a rigid or semi-rigid type specializes an anti-rigid one. Similarly, the fourth
restrictive condition, depicted in Fig. 12, represents the situation in which the sortality
meta-property is contradicted, that is, when a Non-Sortal type specializes a Sortal one.

Fig. 10. Restrictive condition of a Sortal with more than one Kind.

Fig. 11. Restrictive condition of a rigid or semi-rigid type specializing an anti-rigid one.

Fig. 12. Restrictive condition of a Non-Sortal type specializing a Sortal one.

To specify a fifth restrictive condition, we consider that all Sortals ultimately should
specialize (or be) a Kind, from which they inherit a principle of identity. The violating
situation, in which a Sortal does not specializes a Kind, is shown in Fig. 13.
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Fig. 13. Restrictive condition of a Sortal without a Kind.

A final restriction is that any two types instantiating different ontological metatypes
cannot have a mutual (circular) subtyping relation between them. We represent
such restriction with 15 graph conditions, one for each pair of different ontological
metatypes. Figure 14 shows the graph condition for the pair Category and Mixin. The
remaining 14 conditions all have the same structure, and thus are not shown.

Fig. 14. An example of a condition with two equivalent types of different ontological metatypes.

4.1

Verifying Correctness

The first step in verifying the correctness of the graph grammar proposed is to enumerate its language, i.e., construct all possible taxonomies reachable by any sequence of
rule applications. Subsequently, the graph conditions just presented are checked against
these constructed taxonomies. If any model triggers one or more graph conditions, then
Table 1. Results of correctness analysis.
# types (N ) Produced taxonomies Incorrect taxonomies
1

4

0

2

24

0

3

223

0

4

3,865

0

5

146,882

0

6

?

?
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we know the model violates some ontological restrictions, and therefore it is incorrect. Consequently, the goal of the correctness analysis is to verify that no taxonomy in
the language is incorrect. To perform the grammar state space exploration we use the
GROOVE Generator, a command-line tool designed for this task. Details of GROOVE
usage can be found at the tool manual2 , and additional case studies that illustrate the
tool functionalities are presented in [3].
A major caveat in the first step above is that the grammar language is infinite, thus
preventing a complete enumeration in a finite amount of time. To cope with this situation, we need to perform a bounded exploration with the GROOVE tool. In this setting,
our bound N is the maximum number of types present in a taxonomy. When performing the exploration, the tool managed to generate a total of 150,998 taxonomies up to
a bound N = 5, with a breakdown of this total per bound value shown in Table 1. The
table also shows that our correctness goal was validated (at least up to N = 5), with no
taxonomies being flagged as incorrect by the graph conditions.
Given the inherently exponential growth of the number of possible taxonomies with
respect to bound N , it was not possible to continue the exploration for N = 6 and
beyond due to memory limitations (the execution was halted after several million models partially produced.) This state space explosion is a common problem for all explicit
state model checkers, such as GROOVE [3].
To support that the correctness results in Table 1 are significant, we rely on the
small scope hypothesis, which basically claims most design errors can be found in small
counterexamples [2]. Experimental results suggest that exhaustive testing within a small
finite domain does indeed catch all type system errors in practice [14], and many case
studies using the tool Alloy have confirmed the hypothesis by performing an analysis in
a variety of scopes and showing, retrospectively, that a small scope would have sufficed
to find all the bugs discovered [12].
Table 2. Results of completeness analysis.
# types (N ) All taxonomies Incorrect taxonomies Correct taxonomies

2

1

6

2

2

78

54

24

3

2,456

2,233

223

4

228,588

224,723

3,865

5

?

?

?

Available at https://sourceforge.net/projects/groove/.
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Verifying Completeness

The verification described in the previous section assures that all taxonomies produced
are correct, but does nothing to persuade us that any and all possible correct taxonomies
can be produced. To provide this kind of assurance is the goal of the completeness
verification described below.
To perform the completeness analysis we need to consider not only correct taxonomies but also the incorrect ones. To this end, we developed another, completely
permissible, graph grammar that allows the creation of both correct and incorrect models. The grammar is quite simple, with six rules for the unrestricted creation of the leaf
types of types in Fig. 1, and one rule allowing the introduction of a subtyping relation
between any two endurant types.
The results of the exploration with this new permissible grammar are presented in
Table 2. As expected, the rate of growth in this scenario is even steeper, given that more
models can be produced. The tool was able to perform a bounded exploration up to
N = 4, with larger bounds exceeding the available memory. The second column of
Table 2 lists all taxonomies created with the new grammar, both correct and incorrect.
We again use the graph conditions to flag violations of ontology restrictions in the models. If a taxonomy triggers any of the graph conditions, then it is considered incorrect.
Conversely, if no graph condition is triggered by a model, then it certainly describes a
correct taxonomy. The last two columns in the table summarize this classification.
The completeness goal can be verified by a comparison between the Correct taxonomies column of Table 2 and the Produced taxonomies column of Table 1. It can be
seen immediately that all values up to N = 4 match. Given that the permissible grammar produces all possible models (correct and incorrect), this allows us to conclude that
the taxonomy grammar of Sect. 3 produces all correct taxonomies, and only the correct
ones. To strengthen this validation claim we once again rely on the small scope hypothesis: although the completeness result is not formally proven for models of arbitrary
size, the bounded values shown provide strong evidence that such result holds. Also,
the bound limit could be pushed (at least a bit) further with additional computational
resources and time.

5 Final Considerations
In this paper, we propose a systematic approach for building ontologically well-founded
and logically consistent taxonomic structures. We do that by leveraging on a typology of
endurant types. This typology, in turn, is derived from an ontological theory that is part
of the Unified Foundational Ontology (UFO) [7], and which underlies the OntologyDriven Conceptual Modeling language OntoUML [6].
The original theory puts forth a number of ontological distinctions based on formal
meta-properties. As a result of the logical characterization of these meta-properties, we
have that certain structures (patterns) are imposed on the language primitives representing these distinctions [15]. We have identified a set of primitive operations on taxo-
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nomic structures that, not only guarantees the correctness of the generated taxonomies,
but also is capable of driving the construction of any correct taxonomy. This forms the
basis for the systematic design of such structures at a higher level of abstraction.
Given the limitations of metamodels as a mechanism for representing a language’s
abstract syntax, these structures were not treated as first-class citizens before and have
remained hidden in the abstract syntax of the original OntoUML proposal [5]. This
paper addresses this exact problem. By leveraging on that theory, and propose a pattern grammar (graph transformation grammar) that embeds these distinctions and that
guarantees by design the construction of taxonomic structures that abide by the formal
constraints governing their relations. The work proposed here advances the work initiated in [17]. For example, by employing the state exploration mechanism supported by
GROOVE, we managed to detect important omissions in the rule set proposed in that
original work.
Another important aspect is that our proposal captures the representation consequences of that ontology theory in a way that is metamodel-independent. For this reason, these results can be carried out to other languages and platforms. In particular, we
are currently developing a plugin for Protégé that, among other things, implements the
primitive operations proposed in this paper. This plugin is intended to be used in tandem
with the gUFO ontology (a lightweight implementation of UFO) [1]. In that implementation, these operations take the form of ontology patterns to be applied, to support its
users in modeling consistent Semantic Web ontologies.
Acknowledgments. This research is partly funded by Brazilian funding agencies CNPq (grants
numbers 312123/2017-5 and 407235/2017-5) and CAPES (Finance Code 001 and grant number
23038.028816/2016-41).
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Abstract. This early work aims to allow organizations to diagnose their capacity to properly adopt microservices through initial milestones of a Microservice
Maturity Model (MiMMo). The objective is to prepare the way towards a general framework to help companies and industries to determine their microservices
maturity. Organizations lean more and more on distributed web applications and
Line of Business software. This is particularly relevant during the current Covid19 crisis, where companies are even more challenged to offer their services online,
targeting a very high level of responsiveness in the face of rapidly increasing and
diverse demands. For this, microservices remain the most suitable delivery application architectural style. They allow agility not only on the technical application,
as often considered, but on the enterprise architecture as a whole, influencing
the actual financial business of the company. However, microservices adoption
is highly risk-prone and complex. Before they establish an appropriate migration plan, first and foremost, companies must assess their degree of readiness to
adopt microservices. For this, MiMMo, a Microservices Maturity Model framework assessment, is proposed to help companies assess their readiness for the
microservice architectural style, based on their actual situation. MiMMo results
from observations of and experience with about thirty organizations writing software. It conceptualizes and generalizes the progression paths they have followed
to adopt microservices appropriately. Using the model, an organization can evaluate itself in two dimensions and five maturity levels and thus: (i) benchmark itself
on its current use of microservices; (ii) project the next steps it needs to achieve
a higher maturity level and (iii) analyze how it has evolved and maintain a global
coherence between technical and business stakes.
Keywords: Microservices · Maturity model · Assessment · Information systems

1 Introduction and Problem Statement
With an increasingly connected world and the expectation of services being available
online, organizations are increasingly faced with the challenge of delivering or use their
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
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software in a shape that can handle demand at scale and ready for the Cloud. This is much
more relevant during the current crisis, where companies are even more challenged to
offer their services online, targeting a very high level of responsiveness in the face of
rapidly increasing and diverse demands.
In recent years, service-oriented architectures [7–9] have emerged as the most popular paradigm in this space, with in particular the concept of microservices [4], hyperscalable small algorithms of a transactional nature, becoming one of the core building
blocks to achieving these goals [10, 11]. The fine-grained nature of these microservices
combined with their horizontal scaling properties allows companies to easily pivot their
services while at the same time supporting large workloads inherent to modern online
systems [4]. Microservices are a good targeted architecture for the modernization of
software systems [12, 13]. However, for all the benefits microservice-based architecture
offer, the journey for a company to migrate to this architectural style can be challenging
and perilous. In fact, legacy processes and lack of knowledge are the main hurdles that
companies face for adopting microservices [1–3]. In addition, several authors consider
that microservices are not viable for every software system, as there are numerous tradeoffs to consider [5, 6] and reasons to adopt microservices and how may vary considerably
between different organizations.
In an ideal situation, an organization that delivers its software through this paradigm
is fully aligned in both its technical and business parts. For example, from a technical
point of view the organization has a comprehensive understanding of the size of its
user base and the performance implications this has. The organization also understands
which parts of the software architecture are most affected by this scale (e.g., a payment
component in a webshop) and has isolated this to become one of the aforementioned
microservices to support the scaling demand. In addition, the organization also has
aligned its organizational structure to support this mode of development through hiring
the right talent, empowering teams for rapid feature deployment and technology use,
service-oriented earnings models, and having a fundamental understanding of the up- and
downsides of the service-oriented paradigm across the organization. In this situation an
organization is best placed to take full advantage of the benefits offered by a microservices
architecture from both an economic and technical perspective while at the same time
minimizing constraints and managing risks inherent to the approach. The organization
in such situation can therefore be described as a Mature Microservice Organization.
However, the large majority of companies do not find themselves in the position
described above. Many larger organizations are still in the early stages of the migration towards being primarily a software company and ensuring their software is of
high quality and delivered at speed. Adopting microservices is much more than simply
leveraging APIs as microservices, as, regrettably, many enterprises are understanding.
Technical challenges in such migration paths typically include migrating legacy systems
to scalable cloud architectures, defining and implementing software delivery pipelines,
reimplementing software that in its original form does not support cloud-based deployment, etc. In addition, from an organizational perspective, the organization typically has
to redefine its software development methods, upskill its staff and redefine how it makes
money from the services it offers. For example, the company might have to shift from
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selling software wholesale to offering the functionality up as a service with a pay-as-yougo model for monetization. An organization who finds itself on this migration trajectory
is less able to take maximum advantage of microservice-based software development
and can therefore be classified as Immature Microservice Organization.
Naturally every organization will have completed a distinct set of challenges in this
migration process, some focusing more on addressing legacy software and technical
challenges first, while others emphasize change management of the business processes
first. And while those steps do not necessarily make an organization mature, they can
already enable the organization to gain initial benefits of microservice-based development. As such it can be argued that microservice maturity of an organization needs to be
considered from several dimensions’ points of view, like the usual business and technical
dimensions.
The paper is organized as follow: this first section introduces the context and the
problem statement. Section 2 presents MiMMo, the proposed Microservice Maturity
Model. Section 3 illustrate the results of using the MiMMo through two organizations.
Section 4 is dedicated to related works and Sect. 5 discuss the work and open some
future research tracks to conclude.

2 MiMMo: Towards a Microservice Maturity Assessment
Framework
MiMMo proposes the initial milestones towards a general framework to help companies
and industries determine their microservices maturity, one of the main challenges for
organizations. It helps to determine at what stage of maturity they are before considering
to build an appropriate strategy to adopt properly microservices with a substantial Return
Over Investment.
2.1 General Presentation
MiMMo proposes to consider two main dimensions of importance for companies: the
organizational dimension, that supports the business strategy, and the technical dimension. In order to assess the degree of maturity, each dimension is declined in different
levels of maturity. The maturity assessment obtained will represent a good starting point
for organizations to evaluate the necessary effort to adopt microservices and if it is worth
doing it. The strategy of adoption microservices can be thus built appropriately to the
context of each organization.
The proposed MiMMo framework has been derived from authors’ experience, mainly
based on 6-years field observations of about thirty organizations, each having between
40 and 8000 users (Table 11 ). By working with and advising these organizations, one of
the industrial authors has observed the journeys of these organizations on their trajectory
towards using microservices. By comparing journeys, identifying recurring patterns and
successful actions taken, the authors have compiled their observations into a generalized
framework that can be used by organizations to assess their microservices maturity and
1 Names of companies are not given for aims of confidentiality but their type is specified.
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readiness to take this paradigm to the next level. This maturity assessment framework
therefore is a heuristic advice mechanism that captures observed industry best practices.
This paper presents the first steps.
Table 1. 29 Organizations observed during 6 years.

20 Observed organizations (2014-2018)

9 Observed organizations (20182019)

2.2 Followed Methodology
The derivation of the Microservice Maturity Model (MiMMo) came in two main stages:
observations and elaboration:
2.2.1 Observations
This observations stage lasted from 2014 to 2019. It represents the period where one of
the authors was working with and advising around thirty organizations. These studied
organizations include public agencies, like ministries, regional and departmental councils
mainly in France, as well as some large cities and some mid-sized private enterprises.
Phase 1 – Implicit Observations (2014–2018): from 2014 to 2016, only public organizations have been addressed with projects of Information System alignment around
a modular software suite. The evolution in time of maturity did not clearly appear as
closely related with the technical aspect of Service Oriented Architecture, since the
domains were so close (almost the same) and the organizations have the same public status. It was only logical that they behave and evolve the same way. In 2017, the
approach of what started to get called a microservice architecture became a significant
advantage for the organizations addressed and the board of the company decided to create a dedicated Business Unit to approach other categories of customers. New categories
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of companies started to be advised in 2018. The 20 companies concerned by this first
phase are presented in Table 1 – Left side.
Phase 2 – Explicit Observations (2018–2019): the same step in evolution of the architecture appeared among the different customers. And although the method to help them
changed radically from one to the other (in terms of length and mission content, but also
in actors), the experience of the first phase helped to clearly identify a pattern of evolution. All companies that were accompanied, were they small (40 users) or big (8000
users), were they using one technology or another, were they operating on one business
domain or some that were completely different, went through steps in their Information
System evolution towards Service Orientation that were basically similar to each other,
and also to the steps observed in the first phase. The 9 companies concerned by this
second phase are presented in Table 1 – Right side.
2.2.2 Elaboration
Afterwards, in 2019, the same experience was shared between the authors, coming from
different backgrounds, and since the evolution of maturity towards microservices architecture seemed to have common features whatever the context, the idea of an assessment
model was devised among the authors. In 2020, based on their respective expertise,
the authors analyzed notes, observations, and extrapolated and generalized observed
best practices of successful transformational journeys. As a general methodology for
derivation of MiMMo, a comparative analysis was performed of the experiences and
best practices observed in the organizations by the authors. In particular shared successful behavior was identified, such as the application of enabling technologies and
the restructuring of the organization with respect to new challenges in licensing. The
identified patterns in turn were ordered chronologically based on observed change management to understand their logical progression. Finally, 5 stages were identified based
on observable evolution steps inside organizations. The key thoughts are formalized
within the MiMMo framework in terms of levels and dimension of maturity, detailed in
Sect. 3.
As this was a retrospective rather than an in-situ exercise, and therefore no systematic
data collection and analysis could be performed, MiMMo was decided to be a heuristic
assessment framework representative of observed industry experience, as a first step for
a further research objective to form the foundation for a formalized maturity model.

3 Levels and Dimensions of the MiMMo Framework
The proposed Microservice Maturity Model (MiMMo) aims to capture the maturity of
organizations for software delivery using microservices by identifying five distinct levels
of maturity applied on two dimensions.
3.1 Maturity Levels
The authors identified 5 levels per dimension, totally based on observations from the
field starting at level 1 (least mature) and up to level 5 (most mature). Each of these levels
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consists of a set of attributes and behaviors that can be observed in an organization that
puts them at this level of maturity:
• Level 1: Theory Understood but not Applied: at this stage, the organization has
received training and/or has gained a basic understanding of the microservices approach, but no effort has been taken in applying it. No projects have been defined to
serve as a first application and no business plans have been put in place for the new
methods of software delivery. The knowledge of microservices at this point is purely
theoretical.
• Level 2: Unskilled Application of Principles: This second level starts when the
first initiatives are taken to apply the new knowledge on microservices. Application
projects start and the first microservices are created without a complete grasp of
the implication of granularity nor the organizational implications. Generally, the first
technical realizations are being delivered but the organization is not in a position to
take advantage of the opportunities offered from a technical and business perspective.
• Level 3: Microservices by the Book: This is the level that should in theory be
used as soon as the project starts and the team leaves level 1, but both the technical
application and embedding in the organization and business model of microservices
requires understanding them in the specific context of the organization. After acquiring
this additional contextual knowledge at level 3 the organization is now capable of
applying microservices by the book. Technically the software produced is sound and
the organization has realigned its business model to take advantage of the new mode
of software development and productization. At this level the organization can also
be observed correcting some of the mistakes made at level 2, such as re-architecting
software systems and redefining business roles.
• Level 4: Expertise: This level 4 corresponds to a level of maturity where the external
principles recommendations have been digested by the team and are routinely used.
Best practices are shared and teams not only follow them but understand what they
stand for and what will be the risk of not following them. In some cases, adaptations
are made to the best practices, but this is done with full consciousness of its impact
to the software and the organization itself.
• Level 5: Application Beyond Best Practice: The highest level of maturity is considered reached when the principles of level 4 are constantly applied (not only a few
best practices, but a major part of the state of the art on the domain) and the organization starts new best practices or advanced experimentation on its own. Generally, this
level will be achieved on a few domains only where the organization has gained complete expertise and can now explore disruptive approaches to push the microservices
benefits further.
3.2 Maturity Dimensions
The levels of maturity defined in the previous section can serve as a framework for organizations to assess how far along they are in the journey towards a full microserviceoriented organization. By determining their own behavior against the core elements
described above, these organizations can determine their next steps to further their maturity. However, maturity with respect to microservices covers many different aspects of an
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organization. In addition to purely the technical challenges there are also organizational
challenges, such as management buy-in and licensing models, and sustainability considerations, such as environmental and social sustainability concerns and implications for
employees. To accommodate these specialized dimensions of maturity in this section,
authors explore the most prominent maturity dimensions, i.e., technical and organizational maturity, and illustrate how the aforementioned maturity levels translate to these
specific domains.
3.3 Technical Maturity Dimension
Most of the microservices adoption stories start from a grassroot experimentation from
the developers and technical experts and, though many managers now know that the
technical bits are not worth much when they are not accompanied with the right governance, there is an old craftsmanship reflex in IT that focuses attention for the information
system on its technical implementation, since this is the easier part to observe changes
on.
The global overview of the maturity-level applied on the technical dimension is given
in Fig. 1. While Table 2 gives examples and is an illustration of the maturity levels in
the technical dimensions. It lists typical behaviors and practices observed depending
on the level of maturity of the company on its technical path to microservices use. The
correspondence between Fig. 1. and the correspondence matrix Table 2 is made with
corresponding letters (A), (B)…. When there is no letter, that means that the observation
is generic.

Fig. 1. Maturity-level correspondence matrix for the technical dimension.
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Table 2. Maturity-level correspondence matrix illustration for the technical dimension.

Maturity levels

Technical observations

Theory understood but not applied

• A few APIs have been coded but do not respect the REST
best practices (there is a dedicated maturity model for
RESTful APIs, developed by Leonard Richardson)
• (A) Integration between them or between them and the
legacy systems is pure point to point, without any interfaces
• (B) The services deal with security in exactly the same way
as the legacy system, without any contextual adaptation
• (C) First step of decoupling appears in the system, but this
is mainly done at the cost of performance, since separation
of responsibility is not compensated by adequate actions
and the result is thus slower than the old monolith
• (D) These first tests are deployed with dedicated tools, or
with Docker used in its simplest way, managing containers
one by one
• (E) The features are developed using the same tools as for
the legacy systems

Unskilled approach

• Actual REST API are created and an external contract is
created
• (A) A middleware is used to handle integration and calls
between APIs, sometimes using publish and subscribe and
sometimes direct calls
• (B) A unified authentication method is dedicated to
microservices
• (C) Cache is added to restore performance of the whole, by
choosing bottlenecks to correct
• (D) First orchestration approaches are attempted with
Docker Swarm or other low-level techniques
• (E) Though the tools are not adapted to microservices,
developers are trained to their specificities with respect to
legacy code

Microservices by the book

• APIs are created using the contract-first approach, and the
definition of the API is handled by functional experts and
not technical people anymore
• (A) A service discovery system is put in place
• (B) Authentication is standardized and uses a token-based
approach to avoid performance impact of a central
connected authentication service use
• (C) The performance of the services is monitored and dealt
dynamically on each of them, while taking into account their
functional dependencies upon each other’s service level
• (D) Kubernetes or other high-level orchestration systems
are put in place
• (E) Training has been achieved and developers start
elaborate best practices on APIs and microservices

(continued)
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Table 2. (continued)
Maturity levels

Technical observations

Expertise

• (A) All services are contracted and exposed in a central
directory based on the orchestration system
• (B) Federated security and external identity providers are
routinely used for the microservices security
• (C) Performance is measured and adjusted continuously,
depending on Service Level Agreement, current load and
financial cost of the resources
• (D) The orchestrator is externalized or even hybrid,
managing several cloud systems
• (E) Services are developed in the best platform for each
usage, using the promise of the best tool for each service

Beyond commonly accepted best practices • The whole company functions (not only the applications) is
exposed in an API platform
• (A) Non-technical users are enabled to create value-added
integration by plugging APIs together using dedicated
middleware or low code platforms
• (B) Authentication, identification, authorization are
completely isolated responsibilities
• (C) Resource use is balanced with performance for optimal
usage depending on the business constraints solely
• (D) A multiple cloud system is used and the location of
containers is fully hybrid, depending on cost and proximity
to the source or the consumer of the service
• (E) Implementation of some low-level services are
generated without any developer intervention

Even if some manifestation from one level can be observed at the same time as some
from another level, it is rare that a company has a high level of maturity on one axis and
a low one on another. In the end, the global technical maturity of the observed entity is
an average of the possible behaviors listed below.
3.4 Organizational Maturity Dimension
As said previously, when considering microservice maturity it can be tempting to focus
primarily on technical aspects, such as understanding of engineering principles and
deployment. However, a second major component in the successful application of
microservices is to have an organizational structure that is able to maximize the business
potential of the benefits microservices have to offer. This not only includes providing
development teams with access to relevant knowledge and technology, but also realignment of for example how software products are sold and which unique selling points
these software products will have. The shift to microservices can lead to a realignment
in target markets and even bring the company in competition with organizations it did
not have to consider before. The global overview of the maturity-level applied on the
organizational dimension is given in Fig. 2 is illustrated with Table 3.
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Fig. 2. Maturity-level correspondence matrix for the organizational dimension.

It is thus an illustration of the maturity levels for the organizational dimensions. It
identifies behavior and attributes that can be observed in an organization at the corresponding level of maturity and will help the organization identify which steps need to
be taken to drive the maturation process forward from an organizational perspective.
As a result, the proposed model not only highlights the current maturity level but also
a path to new attributes and behaviors that will make the organization as a whole better
suited to microservice-based software delivery. It is good to note that these attributes and
observations do not always apply uniformly and are not considered to be complete. However, they do highlight elements that have been observed in practice within companies
with various levels of organizational maturity.

4 Illustration on Two Organizations
Out of 29 customers of one of the authors, two organizations illustrating very different
trajectories in the maturity model have been chosen. The first one (for confidentiality
reasons, let’s call it company A) is a mid-sized established vertical software editor, with
a strong technical culture. It is locally recognized as a pioneer in Service Oriented Architecture. The change to microservices was grassroot: the architects and technical leaders
started the implementation as a full-blown replacement of the old monolithic architecture, while the financial and operational impacts were largely ignored. The maturity
level on most of the technical axes is high and has reached target in most of them, while
only some of the organizational axes have moved and some of them remain extremely
low (Table 4) and radar diagram (Fig. 3). The use of the maturity model has helped in
raising managers attention and internal as well as external training has been focused
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Table 3. Maturity-level correspondence matrix illustration for the organizational dimension.
Maturity levels

Organizational observations

Theory understood but not applied • The concept of microservices is understood uniformly
across the organization
• Benefits and downsides can be discussed from a
technical and business perspective without entrenched
positions
• Implications for products offered and target market
understood
• Implications for employees understood in terms of
training and role definitions
• No decisions have been made and actions taken to
initiate the creation and use of microservices in the
organization
Unskilled approach

• The organization has invested into creating their first
microservices
• A small number of teams have gone through training
and have been provided with tools and infrastructure
• Microservice versions of a small number of products are
developed in parallel with existing software
• Market research is being done to determine how to
monetize the new software products
• Information streams from technical teams to
management to inform of product attributes, which
needs to be translated to organizational change
• Initial disillusionment due to lack of expertise and early
mistakes
• Recruitment of talent difficult due to a lack of
understanding of what skillset is required

Microservices by the book

• Having learned from the previous stage, technical and
organizational blockers have been removed
• Relevant contracts for supporting developments have
been agreed (e.g., cloud providers)
• Information stream between technical teams and
management, with business requirements influencing
development and technical knowledge influencing
planning and feature strategy
• Talent recruitment is easier as a better appreciation of
job expectations is put in place
• Software licensing has shifted towards selling software
as a service rather than a product
• Management has redefined its business model and future
planning to center around microservices
(continued)
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Table 3. (continued)

Maturity levels

Organizational observations

Expertise

• Substantial earnings and revenue of the organization is
generated by microservice-based software
• Organization is comfortable expanding feature sets and
moving into new markets, trusting their software to cope
• Development teams have been empowered to develop
and restructure software systems based on technical
considerations
• The organization explores and experiments with product
and product features in rapid fashion, with minimal
impact on workload and management
• New markets are now fully available to the organization
and competition with technically capable competitors is
possible on a consistent basis

Application beyond best practice

• The majority of software products offered by the
company are now centered around microservice
architectures
• Understanding of microservice benefits and limitations
from a technical perspective and business implications
permeate the entire organization
• Measures have been put in place to isolate the
organization from vendor lock-in challenges
• Tooling support is explored and encouraged to ease
development beyond core software teams and upskill
relevant parts of the organization
• Active participation in microservices community is
encouraged with employees being allowed to make
in-house tools publicly available and attend and present
at tech conferences
• Experimentation and sandboxing are supported and
expected to be regular practice to ensure staying ahead
of the curve
• Active knowledge sharing across the organization with a
common sense of pride with respect to the level that has
been reached
• Organizational image has changed towards being a
high-tech company with customer trust in software
offerings
• Able to compete with the best in the business and a
business model that aims to achieve this
• Old software products (almost) completely phased out
and maintenance no longer invested in

on functional- and commercial-oriented workforce. A remaining lack in integration and
earning model still hurts financial return on the technical investment. Company A has
been chosen because it represents, at its paramount level, the maturity path of a fair share
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Table 4. Microservice
maturity
assessment of company A.

Fig. 3. Maturity radar diagram of company A.

of companies that have been observed by the authors. The corresponding maturity radar
diagrams are established in Fig. 3.
The second one (for confidentiality reasons, let’s call it company B) is a slightly
larger but still middle-sized company that operates in retail services, also on a national
scale. Though it does not belong to the software market, it could almost be considered as
digital native, since most of its organization has been thought from the beginning around
its information system. Company B has progressively come to a microservices approach,
due to the same problems as company A, namely the increasingly problematic rate of
evolution due to its monolithic information system. The main difference between the two
companies, which are by other means quite comparable, is that company B has a financial
approach to its software systems, and has prolonged the use of the legacy system until
the risks indicators made it needed to think of a replacement. This replacement activity
has been carefully thought of, based on a benchmark using the proposed maturity model
in its technical dimension and evolution plan where costs, benefits and risks are modeled
and adjusted along a three-year planning.
Though the objectives are high, the rate of evolution is more than satisfying. The
drive on this plan, backed up by the managers, direction and even financial stakeholders
is identified as the main reason for the high rate of transformation. Company B’s maturity
is stated through its assessment (Table 5).
Company B’s maturity radar diagrams are represented above (Fig. 4). It should be
noted that these diagrams cannot be used to compare the rate of maturity change, but
only the state of maturity itself, since the time between the last evaluation against the
maturity model and the current evaluation that represents the achieved maturity is not
the same for the two companies (more than two years for company A and less than a
year for company B, which has started its microservices journey several years later but
evolves much faster, certainly due to the fact that much more return of experience is now
available).
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Table 5. Microservice
assessment of company B

maturity

Fig. 4. Maturity radar diagram of company B

5 Related Work
Maturity is a measurement of the ability of an organization for continuous improvement
in a particular discipline [18]. Even if there is no consensus nor theoretical foundations
on how to build them [19], there are multiple approaches for both researchers and practitioners to develop maturity models and a wide range of maturity assessment models
have been developed as well by practitioners and academics over the past years. Almost
each field (Analytics, Change Management, Continuous Delivery, Enterprise Architecture, Information Technology, Business Process Management…) has its proper maturity
models. There are also universal maturity models like the most know of maturity models,
Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) [20, 23, 24]. The main idea of a maturity
model is to briefly describe the typical behavior (activities) exhibited by an organization
at a number of levels of maturity [21]. For each activity, it provides a description of the
activity as it might be performed at each defined maturity level. Maturity models are
designed to assess the maturity of a selected domain [22] and provides guidelines how
to reach the next, higher maturity level [21]. All maturity models serve as informed approach for continuous improvement [20, 21] or as means of self or third-party assessment
[21, 25]. MiMMo falls under the second category. It has been proposed to assess the
current state and the desired future state of maturity of organizations regarding microservices. This paper proposes the initial milestones towards a general framework, with the
objective to serve as a foundation for future research into a fully formalized maturity
model, by involving as well academics and practitioners.
Even if there are reference architectures available in the service-oriented field, like the
Open Group SOA Reference Architecture2 , there is no standard or reference architecture
for micro-services. There are some beginning works, like the microservices capability
model and a maturity model proposed in the book [26]. As for MiMMo, it is based
on experience in industry. The capability model is divided in four areas: Core Capabilities (for components of a MS), Supporting Capabilities (not directly linked to MSs
but to necessary for their development), Process & Governance Capabilities (tools and
guidelines about MSs implementations) and Infrastructure Capabilities (for deployment
and management of MSs). A maturity model presents 4 levels of maturity on 5 layers
(application, database, infrastructure, monitoring and processes). It is interesting on the
technical side but no organizational dimension is considered. In addition, no opening is
considered to embody other dimensions.
2 http://www.opengroup.org/soa/source-book/soa_refarch/index.htm .
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From the academic view, regarding the microservice domain, several research works
start to give some good pointers to the use of microservices and research trends. Among
the most cited papers, Pahl et al. [15] proposed a mapping study and a characterization
method but from the perspective of continuous development context, cloud and container
technology but there is no organizational consideration. Jaramillo et al. [16] address
leveraging microservices architecture via Docker technology. The book of Nadareishvili
et al [17] addresses principles and practices of microservice architecture. These works
are just an excerpt of numerous research contributions on the topic. However, the authors
found only one contribution dedicated to the assessment of Microservices Maturity Models. Behara et al. [14] propose a Microservices Maturity Model. The paper outlines the
problem of considering microservices by companies only from the technical dimension.
They consider different assessment parameters (architecture, functional decomposition,
codebase, data…) and, as for our MiMMo framework, different levels of maturity. They
propose an assessment methodology but it is completely tied to the parameters they considered, making this methodology not applicable for any specific situation. According
to the lack of research works on the topic and the important need of companies to assess
their microservices maturity before considering their adoption and how, the authors considers that this field is in emergence. They thus proposed the first steps of MiMMo, that
can continue to mature by leaning of all existing initiatives.

6 Discussions and Conclusion
6.1 Discussion
The MiMMo proposed in this paper aims to provide a framework and guidance for
organizations who are keen to embark on and improve their use of microservices as the
foundation for their software development. As MiMMo is a generalization of observed
best-practice in industry across a large number of organizations, it will have general
applicability. However, there are a number of challenges and discussion points that need
to be considered.
Generalizability Across Domains and Organizations: While MiMMo is grounded in
real-world observations of best practice in industry, it can be argued that further work is
needed to establish its applicability across a wider range of domains. Depending on the
starting point and knowledge inherent to the organization as well as the core business
domain, refinement or adjustment of the model is required for aspects it currently does not
consider. For example, it is highly likely that the organizations studied have gone through
knowledge acquisition, training and experimentation even before making organizational
changes. The current study does not consider such influences, making it a heuristic advice
framework at this point rather than a full-fledged model. To ascertain completeness and to
identify such refinement a more in-depth analysis and systematic evaluation of MiMMo
is required. Another research track is to lean and to sustain the building of the model
with the theory of design science.
Longevity and Technology Progress: A second consideration is the applicability of
MiMMo in the long-term. Microservices are currently gaining in popularity, but their
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technology and management is rapidly changing and improving. In particular, the creation and management of microservices and serverless functions has been considerably
streamlined over the last few years, which in turn will lower the bar for adoption of
the technology. However, designing and architecting a software system and company
infrastructure that is capable of taking advantage of this capability will remain as hard as
before. It is likely that MiMMo will require continual updating with current best practices and deeper understanding of technical and business challenges to remain relevant.
Further analysis of this is needed over a longer period of time to ensure the framework
is up to date and has extension mechanisms that can cover these evolutions.

6.2 Conclusions
The main hurdles companies face for adopting microservices is lack of knowledge of
how to adopt, in an appropriate way and according to their context, the microservice
architectural style [1–3]. In this paper the authors proposed a Microservice Maturity
Model (MiMMo) to help organizations to assess their degree of maturity in order to adopt
the microservice architectural style by leaning before all on their situation, weakness
and strengths. The proposed MiMMo represents the first milestones of an assessment
framework upon which an organization can: (i) benchmark itself on its current use of
microservices; (ii) project the next steps it needs to make in order to achieve a higher
microservices maturity level and (iii) analyze how it has evolved and which area needs
improvement to maintain global coherence between technical and business stakes.
The proposed MiMMo has been defined on the two most important dimensions of
an organization: the technical and the organizational dimensions. Each of them has been
declined in 5 levels of maturity in a correspondence matrix (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2). Each of
this matrix has been illustrated on encountered situations (Table 2 and Table 3). However,
depending on the type of organization (for-profit, foundation, open-source, etc.) as well as
the domain in which they are active, not only the technical and organizational dimensions
can be refined, but likely additional dimensions can be identified and detailed as well
the levels of maturity.
This paper presents the first steps, with the objective to serve as a foundation for
future research into a fully formalized maturity model, by involving as well academics
and organizations. For this, MiMMo is intended to be extensible by design, with the levels
of maturity as a general categorization that is relevant and relatable across all dimensions.
Adding a new dimension needs to establish the maturity-level correspondence matrix
of the new dimension (for instance Sustainability dimension) by making the projection
of the MiMMo level on the considered dimension, like in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 for the
Technical and Organizational dimensions. This creates the flexibility to define new and
refined dimensions for specific domains and types of organizations in parallel to the
dimensions already addressed in this article.
The overall maturity of an organization can then be interpreted as a combination
of the score in each individual dimension, which can be represented for example as a
score card or a spider chat. The authors did not propose a detailed methodology on how
to assess the maturity of an organization with MiMMo. Proposing a methodology is
not viable since there are so many numerous trade-offs to consider. Reasons to adopt
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microservices and how may vary considerably between different organizations [5, 6]. It
completely depends on the organizations, their context and the adopted business strategy.
The authors’ position is to propose the MiMMo and explain its use through the case of
two organizations and then let each organization find its proper barycenter of maturity.
This is completely tied to the business strategy. Moreover, MiMMo is proposed based
on authors experience. It needs to be improved in the future with interviews of industry
experts to help practitioners develop their assessment capabilities, tied with the objective
to facilitate academic contributions, ideally around a formal framework.
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Abstract. Dealing with temporal data imperfections in Semantic Web
is still under focus. In this paper, we propose an approach based on the
possibility theory to represent and reason about time intervals that are
simultaneously uncertain and imprecise in OWL2. We start by calculating the possibility and necessity degrees related to the imprecision
and uncertainty of the handled temporal data. Then, we propose an
ontology-based representation for the handled data associated with the
obtained measures and associative qualitative relations. For the reasoning, we extend Allen’s interval algebra to treat both imprecision and
uncertainty. All the proposed relations preserve the desirable properties of the original algebra and can be used for temporal reasoning by
means of a transitivity table. We create a possibilistic temporal ontology based on the proposed semantic representation and the extension of
Allen’s relations. Inferences are based on a set of SWRL rules. Finally,
we implement a prototype based on this ontology and we conduct a case
study applied to temporal data entered by Alzheimer’s patients in the
context of a memory prosthesis.
Keywords: Uncertain and imprecise temporal data · Temporal
representation · Temporal reasoning · Possibility theory · Allen’s
interval algebra · Possibilistic temporal ontology

1

Introduction

Human-made data in the semantic web ﬁeld are mostly prone to diﬀerent types
of imperfection including imprecision, incompleteness and uncertainty. Temporal
data is no exception [1]. Besides, data may suﬀer from multiple imperfections
at the same time. For instance, information like “I think I was living in Paris
between the 60’s and the 70’s” encompasses two kinds of imperfections that are
c Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
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uncertainty expressed by “I think ” and imprecision expressed by “between the
60’s and the 70’s”. Representing and reasoning about this kind of data is what
we speciﬁcally addressed in this work.
In the semantic web ﬁeld, several approaches have been proposed to deal
with perfect time intervals. In our previous works, we proposed approaches to
deal with imperfect temporal data in OWL2, speciﬁcally imprecise temporal
data [2,4] or uncertain temporal data [3]. However, dealing with simultaneously
uncertain and imprecise temporal data is another matter that needs to be solved.
To our knowledge, there is no approach that has addressed this problem in
the context of Semantic Web. Our previous proposed approaches are based on
theories that are devoted to deal with only imprecision (using fuzzy theory) or
uncertainty (using probability theory). Temporal data, we are processing in this
work, are simultaneously uncertain and imprecise. Possibility theory provides
models that can handle, at the same time, diﬀerent types of information and
diﬀerent forms of imperfection [35]. Adapting this theory to the context of the
semantic web leverages the use of semantic technologies on data that could not
fully exploit due to their imprecision and uncertainty or any other imperfection.
Thus, to represent and reason, in OWL2, about time intervals that are both
uncertain and imprecise at the same time, we propose an approach based on
the possibility theory. Indeed, according to [33], this theory is devoted to deal
with both imprecise and uncertain information. Our approach consists of: (1)
Proposing a set of rules that calculate possibility and necessity degrees related
to the imprecision and the uncertainty of the time interval. (2) Proposing a
semantic representation for the handled temporal data based on the obtained
possibility and necessity measures, and the associated qualitative relations. (3)
Reasoning about uncertain and imprecise time intervals by extending the Allen’s
interval algebra [5] (that handle only qualitative relations between perfect time
intervals) with qualitative temporal relations between uncertain and imprecise
time intervals. This extension preserves important properties of the original algebra. All relations can be used for temporal reasoning by means of a transitivity
table. (4) Proposing an OWL 2 possibilistic temporal ontology called “PossibilisticTemporalOnto”. This ontology is implemented based on the proposed
semantic representation and Allen’s extension. Inferences are carried out using
SWRL rules.
The structure of this paper is as follows: Sect. 2 presents some related work
in the ﬁelds of temporal data representation and reasoning in the Semantic Web.
Section 3 introduces our approach to deal with uncertain and imprecise temporal
data in OWL 2 using possibility theory. Section 4 presents our proposing possibilistic temporal ontology. Section 5 presents a case study that we conduct in the
context of Captain Memo [31] the memory prosthesis dedicated to Alzheimer’s
patients based on PersonLink [32] ontology. Section 6 presents the principal conclusions of the presented work and some future works.
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Related Work

In the literature, a variety of approaches have been proposed to represent and
reason about temporal information in Semantic Web. In this section, we review
the main ones.
2.1

Temporal Data Representation in Semantic Web

Several ontology-based approaches have been proposed to represent temporal
data. Some of these approaches extend OWL or RDF Syntax such as Temporal
Description Logics [6], Concrete Domains [7] and Temporal RDF [10], and others
rely on the existing OWL or RDF constructs without extending their syntax such
as Versioning [12], Reiﬁcation [13], N-ary Relations [14], 4D-ﬂuents approach [15]
and Named Graphs [17].
Temporal Description Logics extend the standard description logics with
new temporal semantics such as “until”. This approach does not suﬀer from
data redundancy and retain decidability [3]. However, it is an avoidable solution
because it extends OWL or RDF, which is a tedious task. Concrete Domains
requires introducing additional data types and operators to OWL. Several implementations, such as OWL-MeT [8] and TL-OWL [9] have been proposed based
on this approach. Temporal RDF uses only RDF triples and does not have all
the expressiveness of OWL language. In addition, it cannot express qualitative
relations. In [11], the authors present a comprehensive framework to incorporate temporal reasoning into RDF. Versioning handles changes in ontology by
creating and managing diﬀerent variants of it. However, all the versions are
independent from each other which require exhaustive searches in the diﬀerent
versions. Reiﬁcation is a technique for representing N-ary relations when only
binary relations are allowed. Whenever a temporal relation has to be represented, a new object is created. This approach suﬀers from data redundancy.
N-ary Relations proposes to represent an N-ary relation as two properties each
related to a new object. It maintains property semantics. However, it also suﬀers
from data redundancy. The 4D-ﬂuents approach represents time intervals and
their evolution in OWL. It minimizes the problem of data redundancy, as the
changes occur only in the temporal parts and keeps the static part unchanged.
Concepts varying in time are represented as 4-dimensional objects with the 4th
dimension being the temporal data. Many approaches adopt the 4D-ﬂuents approach such as [16]. The Named Graphs approach represents each time interval
by exactly one named graph, where all triples belonging share the same validity
period. Reasoning and querying are supported in [6,18–20] and [21].
All these approaches have been proposed to represent only perfect temporal
data in Semantic Web and neglect imperfect ones.
2.2

Temporal Data Reasoning in Semantic Web

Most of the proposed approaches extend Allen’s Interval Algebra. Allen has
proposed 13 perfect qualitative relations between two precise time intervals.
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A number of approaches extend Allen’s interval algebra to propose temporal
relations between precise time intervals. In [22], the authors represent a precise
time interval as a pair of possibility distributions that deﬁne the possible values
of the bounds of the interval. This approach proposes some imprecise relations
such as “Long Before”. In [23], the authors propose a fuzzy extension of Allen’s
interval algebra. Imprecise temporal relations are not studied.
Several approaches extend Allen’s interval algebra to propose temporal relations between imprecise time intervals. In [24], the authors represent these intervals as fuzzy sets. They introduce a set of auxiliary operators on time intervals
and deﬁne fuzzy counterparts of these operators. However, many of the properties of the original Allen’s interval algebra are lost. Thus, the compositions of the
resulting relations cannot be studied by the authors. In [25], the authors propose
a generalization of Allen’s interval algebra. In this approach, Allen’s temporal
relations, as well as some imprecise relations, are handled. This approach preserves a good number of the properties of the Allen’s algebra and the resulting
relations could be used for fuzzy temporal reasoning by means of a transitivity table. However, not all the imprecise temporal relations are studied by the
authors. In [26], the authors propose an approach that allows uncertain temporal inference. They extend Allen’s algebra to handle imprecise time intervals by
representing them as trapeziums with distinct beginning, middle and end. They
developed an uncertain version of the transitivity table. In [27], the authors generalize Allen’s relations to make them applicable to imprecise time intervals in
conjunctive and disjunctive ways. The compositions of the resulting relations are
not studied by the authors. Imprecise temporal interval relations are not proposed by this approach. In [28], the authors propose a Fuzzy-based approach to
reason about imprecise temporal relations by extending Allen’s Algebra. In our
previous work [3], we propose an approach to reason about certain and uncertain
temporal relations by extending the Allen’s Interval relations. Certainty degrees
were calculated using Bayesian Network.
Most of the proposed approaches that represent and reason about imperfect
temporal data, mainly deal with imprecise temporal data or uncertain temporal
data and use fuzzy and probability theories. However, to the best of our knowledge there is no approach to deal with temporal data that are both uncertain and
imprecise at the same time, in an ontology. We believe that possibility theory
can deal with temporal data subject to this kind of imperfection, in OWL2.

3

Our Approach to Deal with Jointly Uncertain
and Imprecise Temporal Data in OWL 2

The approach that we propose in this paper deals with jointly uncertain and
imprecise time intervals using possibility theory. This theory characterizes events
by two measures which are possibility Π and necessity (or certainty)N .
Possibility theory is based on possibility distributions. A possibility distribution, denoted by πx (u), is an application from the universe of discourse to the
scale [0, 1] translating a partial knowledge about the universe [33].
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According to [29], the possibility measure of an event A, denoted by Π, is
deduced from the possibility distribution πx (u) by:
Π(A) = supu∈A πx (u)

(1)

N (A) = 1 − Π(A)

(2)

Our purpose is to:
– Estimate possibility and necessity degrees related to the imprecision. Thus,
we calculate the possibility and necessity degrees of diﬀerent possible intervals
(Ii=1..n ), that can represent the time interval I. Ii are deﬁned by a domain
expert. We rely on the equations deﬁned by [29]. As a result, we obtain a
set of measures for each interval Ii and then a decision maker can evaluate
these measures and select the most possible interval (which has the greatest
possibility degree).
– Estimate the possibility and necessity degrees related to the uncertainty.
Indeed, according to [29], “A probable (or uncertain) event must be possible”. According to [34], a possibility degree is the upper bound of a probability
degree and the necessity degree is its lower bound since an uncertain event
must be probable and the probable one must be possible (i.e., N(A) ≤ P(A)
≤ Π(A) ). Indeed, necessity N represents the certainty degree of information.
According to [35], If “N = 1”, then the information is certain (absolute certainty). In our case, the temporal information is uncertain, thus N must be
strictly less than 1 (N < 1).
3.1

Possibility and Necessity Measures

Let [L, U ] be a temporal interval representing the extreme bounds of the jointly
uncertain and imprecise temporal information, where “L” is the extreme lower
bound and “U” is the extreme upper bound of the interval. For example, if we
have the information “I think I was living in Paris between the 60’s and the
70’s”, [L, U ] = [60 s, 70 s], precisely [1960, 1979]. Let Ii = [Ii− , Ii+ ] representing
the diﬀerent possible intervals that can represent this information, deﬁned by a
domain expert, where: Ii = {I1 , I2 , . . . , In } and L ≤ Ii ≤ U.
Let Ii = [Ii− , Ii+ ] be each possible time interval represented by its imprecise
−(1) −(N )
+(1) +(N )
lower and upper bounds; where Ii− = [Ii , Ii
] and Ii+ = [Ii , Ii
].
To calculate possibility and necessity measures, we propose ﬁve rules. The
ﬁrst four rules concern the imprecision of the time intervals. The ﬁfth rule concerns the uncertainty of the whole given information.
Rule 1. Let “R1 ” be a rule speciﬁed by means of the binary relation “≥”
and a ﬁxed extreme lower bound of the temporal information “L”. This rule
means that the starting lower bound “I −(1) ” has to be greater or equal to “L”:
−(1)

R1 (≥, Ii

−(1)

, L) : Ii

≥L

(3)
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Possibility and necessity degrees related to each Ii and satisfying R1 , can be
expressed, respectively, as “Π(R1 (Ii )) (T rue)” and “1 - Π(R1 (Ii )) (F alse)” and can
be calculated as follows:
Π(R1 (Ii )) (T rue) = supI −(1) ≤w πL (w)

(4)

1 − Π(R1 (Ii )) (F alse) = infI −(1) >w 1 − πL (w)

(5)

i

i

To simplify the notation, we denote “Π(R1 (Ii )) (T rue)” as “P(R1 (Ii ))” and
“1 - Π(R1 (Ii )) (F alse)” as “N(R1 (Ii ))”:
P (R1 (Ii )) = supI −(1) ≤w πL (w)

(6)

N (R1 (Ii )) = infI −(1) >w 1 − πL (w)

(7)

i

i

Rule 2. Let “R2 ” be a rule, speciﬁed by means of the binary relation “≤”
and a ﬁxed extreme upper bound of the information “U”. This rule means that
+(N )
the ending upper bound “Ii
” has to be lower or equal to “U”:
+(N )

R2 (≤, Ii

+(N )

, U ) : Ii

≤U

(8)

The possibility degree P (R2 (Ii )) and necessity degree N (R2 (Ii )) of Ii satisfying “R2 ” can be calculated as follows:
P (R2 (Ii )) = supI +(N ) ≥w πU (w)

(9)

N (R2 (Ii )) = infI +(N ) <w 1 − πU (w)

(10)

i

i

Rule 3. Let “R3 ” be a rule, speciﬁed by means of the binary relations “≤”.
+(1)
This rule means that the starting upper bound “Ii ” has to be greater or equal
−(N )
to the ending lower bound “Ii
”:
−(N )

R3 (≤, Ii

+(1)

, Ii

−(N )

) : Ii

+(1)

≤ Ii

(11)

The possibility degree P (R3 (Ii )) and necessity degree N (R3 (Ii )) of Ii satisfying “R3 ” can be calculated as follows:
P (R3 (Ii )) = supI −(N ) ≤w≤I +(1) πZ (w)

(12)

N (R3 (Ii )) = infI −(N ) >w>I +(1) 1 − πZ (w)

(13)

i

i

i

i

Rule 4. To calculate the possibility and necessity degrees of Ii by means of
the previous Rules, we propose a fourth one “R4 ” that combines the ﬁrst three
ones. This means that this rule presents the conjunction of the three rules:
(R4 = R1 ∧ R2 ∧ R3 )

(14)
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The conjunction provides a more precise result than if each source is considered separately [34]. The possibility and necessity degrees in this case can be
calculated using “min” operation [33]:
P (R4 (Ii )) = min(P (R1 (Ii )), P (R2 (Ii )), P (R3 (Ii )))

(15)

N (R4 (Ii )) = min(N (R1 (Ii )), N (R2 (Ii )), N (R3 (Ii )))

(16)

Rule 5. The uncertainty of the whole information means that all possible
intervals Ii representing the imprecise time interval are uncertain. Thus, we
propose a ﬁfth rule “R5 ” to estimate possibility and necessity degrees related to
the uncertainty of the whole temporal information. P and N are deduced from
the obtained results of “R4 ” related to the imprecision. We rely on the equations
proposed by [30]. In our case:
P (R5 (Ii )) = P (R4 (I1 )) ∪ ... ∪ P (R4 (In ))

(17)

N (R5 (Ii )) = N (R4 (I1 )) ∩ . . . ∩ N (R4 (In ))

(18)

This means that:

3.2

P (R5 (Ii )) = max(P (R4 (I1 )), ..., P (R4 (In )))

(19)

N (R5 (Ii )) = min(N (R4 (I1 )), ..., N (R4 (In )))

(20)

Representation of Jointly Uncertain and Imprecise Time
Interval in OWL 2

To represent an uncertain and imprecise time interval, we deﬁne a set of ontological components, as depicted by Fig. 1. To represent information, we deﬁne
two instances “ClassInst1” and “ClassInst2” related through an object property “Relation”. To represent the temporal part, we introduce a class named
“TimeFrame” related to both “ClassInst1” and “ClassInst2” through an object
property named “HasTimeFrame”.
Let I = [I − , I + ] be a simultaneously uncertain and imprecise time interval;
where I − = {I −(1) ...I −(N ) } and I + = {I +(1) . . . I +(N ) } associated with possibility and necessity degrees related to imprecision and possibility and necessity
degrees related to uncertainty. We introduce a class “Uncert Imp Time Interval”
to represent I. It is a subclass of the class “TimeFrame”. We introduce two classes
“Lower Bound” and “Upper Bound” to represent both bounds I − and I + of I.
We deﬁne two object properties “Has Lower Bound” and “Has Upper Bound”
to relate, respectively, “Uncert Imp Time Interval” and “Lower Bound” and
“Upper Bound” classes. We add four crisp datatype properties “Starts At”,
“Starts To”, “Ends At” and “Ends To”, where “Starts At” has the range I −(1) ,
“Starts To” has the range I −(N ) , “Ends At” has the range I +(1) and “Ends To”
has the range I +(N ) . We introduce two datatype properties “Pos Imp Degree”
and “Nec Imp Degree” related to “Uncert Imp Time Interval” to represent
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respectively possibility and necessity degree associated to I (i.e., most possible interval Ii , which has the greatest possibility degree). “Pos Imp Degree”
has the range “PIm ” and “Nec Imp Degree” has the range “NIm ”. We deﬁne
two datatype properties “Poss Uncert Degree” and “Nec Uncert Degree” to represent both possibility and necessity degrees related to uncertainty. It relates
“Uncert Imp Time Interval” with, respectively, “PU n ” and “NU n ” associated
to I.
To represent the qualitative relations between two uncertain and imprecise
time intervals, we introduce the object property “Relation Intervals”. It relates
two instances of the class “Uncert Imp Time Interval”.

Fig. 1. Our semantic representation of simultaneously uncertain and imprecise time
intervals

3.3

Reasoning About Jointly Uncertain and Imprecise Time
Interval in OWL 2

We redeﬁne Allen’s relation to reason about jointly uncertain and imprecise time
intervals based on the deﬁned rules and the corresponding boolean function.
For instance, let I = [I − , I + ] and J = [J − , J + ] two imprecise time intervals,
where I − = [I −(1) , I −(N ) ], I + = [I +(1) , I +(N ) ], J − = [J −(1) , J −(E) ] and J + =
[J +(1) , J +(E) ]. We redeﬁne I before J as follows:
I bef ore J → R(<, I +(N ) , J −(1) )

(21)
+(N )

−(1)

This means that “I before J” holds if the following rule “R (<, I
,J
)”
is satisﬁed. It means that the boolean relation “<” must hold between the ending
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Table 1. Temporal relations between simultaneously uncertain and imprecise time
intervals I and J
Relation

Inverse

Deﬁnition

I Before J

J After I

R (<, I +(N ) , J −(1) )

I Meets J

J MetBy I

R (= , I +(1) , J −(1) ) ∧ R (= , I +(N ) ,
J −(N ) )

I Overlaps J J OverlappedBy I R(<, I −(N ) ,J −(1) ) ∧ R (< ,J −(N ) , I +(1) )
∧ R (< , I +(N ) , J +(1) )
I Starts J

J StartedBy I

R (=, I −(1) ,J −(1) ) ∧ R (=, I − (N ) ,J −(N ) )
∧ R (< ,I +(N ) ,J +(1) )

I During J

J Contains J

R (<, J −(N ) ,I −(1) ) ∧ R (< , I +(N ) ,J +(1) )

I Ends J

J EndedBy I

R (<, J −(N ) ,I −(1) ) ∧ R (=,I +(1) ,J +(1) ) ∧
R (=, I +(N ) ,J +(N ) )

I Equals J

J Equals I

R (=, I −(1) ,J −(1) ) ∧ R (=, I −(N ) ,J −(N ) )
∧ R (=, I +(1) ,J +(1) ) ∧ R (=, I +(N ) ,J +(N ) )

of the lower bound I +(N ) of I and the initial upper bound J −(1) of J. Likewise
we redeﬁne the other Allen’s relations as shown in Table 1.
Properties. Our temporal relations preserve many properties of the Allen’s
algebra. We obtain generalizations of the reﬂexivity/irreﬂexivity, symmetry/asymmetry and transitivity properties. Let I = [I − , I + ], J = [J − , J + ] and
K = [K − , K + ] be simultaneously uncertain and imprecise time intervals.
– Reflexivity/irreflexivity : The temporal relations {Before, After, Meets,
Met-by, Overlaps, Overlapped-by, Starts, Started-by, During, Contains, Ends
and Ended-by} are irreﬂexive, i.e., let “TR” be one of the aforementioned
relations. It holds that: T R(I, I) = 0. For instance, Bef ore(I, I) = R(<,
I +(N ) , I −(1) ) = 0 as I +(N ) > I −(1) . Furthermore, the relation Equals is reﬂexive. It holds that : Equals(I, I) = R(=, I −(1) , I −(1) ) ∧ R(=, I −(N ) , I −(N ) ) ∧
R(=, I +(1) , I +(1) ) ∧ R(=, I +(N ) , I +(N ) ) = 1.
– Symmetry/asymmetry : The temporal relations {Before, After, Meets,
Met-by, Overlaps, Overlapped-by, Starts, Started-by, During, Contains, Ends
and Ended-by} are asymmetric, i.e., let “TR” be one of the aforementioned
relations. It holds that : TR (I, J) and TR(J, I) ⇒ I = J. For instance, it can be
deduced from “Before(I, J)” and “Before (J, A)” that “I = J” holds. Indeed,
by “Before (I, J)”, “R (<, I +(N ) , J −(1) )” is deduced, and by “Before (J,
I)”, “R (<, J +(N ) , I −(1) )” is deduced. From “(I +(N ) < J −(1) )” and “(J +(N )
< I −(1) )”, it is concluded that I = J. Furthermore, the relation Equals is
symmetric. It holds that : Equals (I, J) = Equals (J, I).
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– Transitivity : The temporal relations {Before, After, Overlaps, Overlappedby, Starts, Started-by, During, Contains and Equals} are transitive, i.e., let
“TR” be one of the aforementioned relations. It holds that TR (I, J) and
TR (J, K) ⇒ TR (I, K). For instance, it can be deduced from “Before (I,
J)” and “Before(J, K)” that “Before(I, K)” holds. Indeed by “Before(I, J)”,
“R (<, I +(N ) , J −(1) )” is deduced, and by “Before(J, K)”, “R (<, J +(N ) ,
K −(1) )”is deduced, consequently “R (<, I +(N ) , K −(1) )” holds. This means
that “Before(I, K)” holds.
Transitivity Table. Allen’s interval algebra lets us reason from TR1 (I, J) and
TR2 (J, K) to TR3 (I, K), where I = [I − , I + ], J = [J − , J + ] and K = [K − , K + ]
are crisp time intervals and TR1, TR2 and TR3 are Allen’s interval relations.
For instance, using Allen’s original deﬁnitions, we can deduce from During (I,
J) and Meet (J, K) that Before (I, K) holds. Indeed by During (I, J), we have
(I − > J − ) and (I + < J + ), and by Meet (J, K), we have J + = K − . From
(I + < J + ) and (J + = K − ), we conclude Before (I, K).
We generalize such deductions using the three jointly uncertain and imprecise time intervals I = [I − , I + ], J = [J − , J + ] and K = [K − , K + ]. Based on
Table 1, we can deduce from During (I, J) and Meet (J, K) that Before (I, K)
holds. Indeed by During (I, J), we have R(<, J −(N ) , I −(1) ) ∧ R(<, I +(N ) , J +(1) ),
and by Meet (J, K), we have R(=, J +(1) , K −(1) ) ∧ R(=, J +(N ) , K −(N ) ).
From R(<, I +(N ) , J +(1) ) and R(=, J +(1) , K −(1) ), we conclude Before (I, K). Our
transitivity table coincides with Allen’s one.

4

Possibilistic Temporal Ontology to Deal with Jointly
Uncertain and Imprecise Temporal Data

We propose our possibilistic temporal ontology called “PossibilisticTemporalOnto” 1 that implements our proposed semantic representation which is
instantiated based on our extension of Allen’s relations. Our possibilistic temporal ontology is a classical-based ontology containing new components representing possibility and necessity measures of a jointly uncertain and imprecise
time interval. We use the ontology editor Protégé and the Pellet reasoner. Our
ontology contains 5 classes, 17 object properties and 8 data properties. We infer
via a set of SWRL rules our extension of Allen’s algebra. For example:
U ncert Imp T ime Interval(?I) ∧ Has U pper Bound(?I, ?I − ) ∧
Starts At(?I − , ?I −(1) ) ∧ Starts T o(?I − , ?I −(N ) ) ∧
Has Lower Bound(?I, ?I + ) ∧ Ends At(?I + , ?I +(1) ) ∧ Ends T o(?I + , ?I +(N ) ) ∧
P os Im Degree(?I, PIm ) ∧ N ec Imp Degree(?I, NIm ) ∧
P os U ncert Degree(?I, PU n ) ∧ N ec U ncert Degree(?I, NU n ) ∧
U ncert Imp T ime Interval(?J) ∧ Has U pper Bound(?J, ?J − ) ∧
Starts At(?J − , ?J −(1) ) ∧ Starts T o(?J − , ?J −(E) ) ∧
1

https://cedric.cnam.fr/isid/ontologies/PossibilisticTemporalOnto.owl.
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Has Lower Bound(?J, ?J + ) ∧ Ends At(?J + , ?J +(1) ) ∧ Ends T o(?J + , ?J +(E) ) ∧
P os Imp Degree(?J, PIm ) ∧ N ec Imp Degree(?J, NIm ) ∧
P os U ncert Degree(?J, PU n ) ∧ N ec U ncert Degree(?J, NU n ) ∧ swrlb :
equal(?I −(1) ; ?J −(1) )) ∧ swrlb : equal(?I −(N ) ; ?J −(E) )) ∧ swrlb :
equal(?I +(1) ; ?J +(1) )) ∧ swrlb : equal(?I +(N ) ; ?J +(E) )) ⇒ Equals(?I, ?J)

5

Experimentation

We experiment our approach by implementing a prototype based on the proposed
ontology. We conduct a case study in the context of Captain Memo prothesis.
5.1

Our Ontology-Based Prototype

Our ontology-based prototype, depicted by Fig. 2, oﬀers user interfaces to explore
our approach. It is implemented in JAVA. It allows users to enter and save all the
possible time intervals and to calculate possibility and necessity degrees related
to imprecision and uncertainty to make decisions based on the obtained measures. Qualitative temporal interval relations are executed based on the proposed
SWRL rules.

Fig. 2. Our ontology-based implemented prototype

5.2

Case Study : Application to Alzheimer’s Patients

We apply our work to Captain Memo, which is a memory prosthesis dedicated to
Alzheimer’s patients, to handle temporal data that are, simultaneously, uncertain
and imprecise, in the context of the PersonLink ontology.
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For instance, if we have the information “I think Françoise was living in
France between the 60’s and the 70’s. Then, she moved to Germany maybe
since about 5 years before leaving to Canada”. Let [L1 , U1 ] = [60 s, 70 s] which
means that: [L1 , U1 ] = [1960, 1979]. Let Ii = [Ii− , Ii+ ] be the diﬀerent possible
time intervals in [L1 , U1 ], representing the duration of Françoise’s life in France,
−(1) −(N )
+(1) +(N )
where Ii− = [Ii , Ii
] and Ii+ = [Ii , Ii
] represented by Table 2. Let
−
+
[L2 , U2 ] = [2013, 2020]. Let Jj = [Jj , Jj ] be the diﬀerent possible intervals “J”
−(1)

in [L2 , U2 ], representing Françoise’s move to Germany, where Jj− = [Jj
Jj+

−(E)

, Jj

]

+(1)
+(E)
[Jj , Jj
]

and
=
represented by Table 3. All possible time intervals are
given by a domain expert.
Table 2. The diﬀerent possible Intervals Ii
−(1)

Ii Ii− = [Ii
I1
I2
I3
I4
I5

I1−
I2−
I3−
I4−
I5−

−(N )

, Ii

+(1)

] Ii+ = [Ii

= [1961, 1967]
= [1965, 1972]
= [1963, 1969]
= [1966, 1968]
= [1969, 1973]

I1+
I2+
I3+
I4+
I5+

+(N )

, Ii

]

= [1969, 1974]
= [1975, 1978]
= [1973, 1979]
= [1969, 1973]
= [1975, 1977]

Table 3. The diﬀerent possible Intervals Jj
−(1)

Jj Jj− = [Jj
J1
J2
J3

J1−
J2−
J3−

−(E)

, Jj

= [2013, 2016]
= [2015, 2017]
= [2014, 2015]

+(1)

] Jj+ = [Jj
J1+
J2+
J3+

+(E)

, Jj

]

= [2016, 2018]
= [2018, 2020]
= [2017, 2019]

Possibility and Necessity Measures. We take “I1 ” as an example, and we
calculate the diﬀerent possibility measures of I1 related to imprecision, based on
the deﬁned rules (i.e., R1 , R2 , R3 and R4 ), as shown in Fig. 3.
Likewise, we calculate possibility and necessity degrees related to imprecision
of all the possible intervals Ii (i.e., I2 , I3 , I4 and I5 ) as well as all the intervals
Jj (i.e., J1 , J2 , J3 ). Then, we calculate, from the obtained measures, the possibility and necessity degrees related to the uncertainty based on the introduced
equations in Rule 5 (R5 ). Tables 4 and 5 present the results.
I1 has the greatest possibility degree (P (R4 (I2 )) = 0, 71). This means that I1
represents the most possible in the set of intervals Ii that ﬁts to be the imprecise
interval I.
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Fig. 3. Possibility and necessity measures of I1 based on the deﬁned rules

Table 4. Possibility and necessity measures of the jointly uncertain and imprecise time
interval I
P(Ri )
Ii R1

R2

N(Ri )
R3

R4

R1

R2

R3

R4

I1 0,85 0,92 0,71 0,71 0,77 0,61 0,41 0,41
I2 0,92 0,62 0,55 0,55 0,58 0,66 0,76 0,58
I3 0,16 0,27 0,26 0,16 0,42 0,37 0,44 0,37
I4 0,5

0,41 0,21 0,21 0,51 0,35 0,38 0,35

I5 0,13 0,3

0,4

0,13 0,38 0,4

P(R5 ) = 0,71

0,6

0,38

N(R5 ) = 0,35

Table 5. Possibility and necessity measures of the jointly uncertain and imprecise time
interval J
P(Ri )
Jj R1

R2

N(Ri )
R3

R4

R1

R2

R3

R4

J1 0,66 0,85 0,79 0,66 0,58 0,29 0,25 0,25
J2 0,62 0,95 0,73 0,62 0,59 0,26 0,59 0,26
J3 0,91 0,78 0,96 0,78 0,32 0,29 0,15 0,15
P(R5 ) = 0,78

N(R5 ) = 0,15
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The whole information related to the imprecise time interval I is uncertain
at least to a degree equal to 0.35 (N(R5 ) = 0,35) and it is possible at most to a
degree equal to 0,71 (P(R5 ) = 0,71).
J3 has the greatest possibility degree. This means that J3 represents the most
possible in the set of intervals Jj that ﬁts to represent the imprecise interval J.
The whole information related to the imprecise time interval J is uncertain
at least to a degree equal to 0.15 (N(R5 ) = 0,15) and it is possible at most to a
degree equal to 0,78 (P(R5 ) = 0,78).
Semantic Representation of the Example in the Context of PersonLink
Ontology. We present the semantic representation of the example using the
obtained measures as shown in Fig. 4. We represent the time intervals I and J
that are simultaneously uncertain and imprecise. We represent the qualitative
relation “Before Intervals” between the duration of Françoise’s life in France,
represented by the interval I, and her move to Germany, represented by J.

Fig. 4. Semantic representation of the example in the context of PersonLink ontology

6

Conclusion and Future Directions

This paper presents a novel approach to deal with simultaneously uncertain and
imprecise time intervals in OWL 2. It is based on the possibility theory. Our ﬁrst
contribution consists of calculating the possibility and necessity degrees based
on a set of rules that we deﬁned. Our second contribution is about proposing
a semantic representation for the handled temporal data based on the obtained
measures. Our third contribution consists of extending Allen’s interval algebra
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to reason about the handled data. We propose 13 temporal relations between
simultaneously uncertain and imprecise time intervals. Our extension is favored
by keeping reﬂexivity/irreﬂexivity, symmetry/asymmetry and transitivity. Our
fourth contribution focuses on proposing a possibilistic temporal ontology that
implements our proposed semantic representation and Allen’s extension. Finally,
we implement a prototype based on our ontology.
Compared to approaches based on fuzzy and uncertainty theory which gives
each of all possible intervals the same degree of certainty, our approach associates
to each possible interval a degree of certainty that diﬀers from the others. This
helps decision makers to have more accuracy of the needed information.
In the future, we plan to compare the current approach to other previous
fuzzy and probability theories-based approaches. Besides, we plan to extend our
approach to deal, in addition to time intervals, with simultaneously uncertain
and imprecise time points.
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Abstract. The KEOPS platform applies text mining approaches (e.g.
classification, terminology and named entity extraction) to generate
knowledge about each text and group of texts extracted from documents,
web pages, or databases. KEOPS is currently implemented on real data
of a project dedicated to Food security, for which preliminary results are
presented.
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1

· Text mining

Introduction

Many tools and platforms are available for exploring textual data and highlighting new knowledge. TyDI (Terminology Design Interface) [5] is a collaborative
platform for manual validation and structuring of terms from existing terminologies or terms extracted automatically using dedicated tools [1]. Other tools
like NooJ [8] use linguistic approaches to build and manage dictionaries and
grammars. NooJ integrates several NLP (Natural Language Processing) methods
like named entity recognition approaches. Other platforms integrate text mining
components like CorTexT [2]. CorTexT allows the extraction of named entities
and advanced text mining approaches (e.g. topic modeling, word embedding,
etc.) are integrated in this platform. Finally some platforms such as UNITEX
rely on dictionaries and grammars [6].
KEOPS (Knowledge ExtractOr Pipeline System) is a platform that contains
various indexing and classiﬁcation methods to be applied to the texts that come
from databases, documents, or web pages. As output, KEOPS combines classiﬁcation and indexing results to generate knowledge about each text and group
Supported by Leap4FNSSA H2020 project, SFS-33-2018, grant agreement 817663.
c Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
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of texts. KEOPS is currently implemented in diﬀerent projects dedicated to
agriculture domain, e.g. LEAP4FNSSA1 .
This paper introduces the four-step process of the KEOPS platform in Sect. 2
and presents ﬁrst results of KEOPS applied to LEAP4FNSSA documents in
Sect. 3. Section 4 concludes this paper.

2

The KEOPS Platform

The KEOPS platform is made up of autonomous modules linked together to
perform the comprehensive processing of the text, extract knowledge, and make
it visible to users. KEOPS process is based on 4 main phases presented in Fig. 1
and summarized in the following subsections.

Fig. 1. The KEOPS process.

2.1

Step 1: Data Acquisition

The textual data is collected using three successive tasks. The ﬁrst one consists
in importing a document or a set of documents (i.e. txt, doc, html, pdf). In
the case of a website address, the website is copied up to the crawling depth
indicated by the user. The second task transforms the imported documents into
normalized plain text (deleting images, menus, etc.). The third one identiﬁes the
language used in each text.
2.2

Step 2: Document Classification

This step aims to classify the documents according to classes predeﬁned by the
user (e.g. Food production, Processing, Distribution, and Consumption). The
adopted process is based on a supervised learning method (machine learning See Sect. 3.1). To proceed, some documents are associated with the predeﬁned
1

https://www.leap4fnssa.eu/.
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classes and a model is learned from this training data. For each new text, the
learned model predicts the class to be assigned. This classiﬁcation is based on
the premise that “if documents have a common vocabulary then they can be
grouped into common classes (themes)”. It should be noted that the texts are
ﬁrst represented in vector form (i.e. bag-of-word representation).
2.3

Step 3: Indexing and Information Extraction

This step aims to extract information from documents through the semantic
features and to position a tag next to each occurrence of indexed terms (e.g.
keywords, named entities, etc.) in the document (see Fig. 3) according to the
following methods and resources:
–
–
–
–
–

Terms of the thesaurus Agrovoc2 dedicated to agriculture;
Keywords provided by the users (identiﬁed during speciﬁc workshops [7]);
Expert keywords provided by reference databases;
A terminology (thematic entities) acquired automatically (using BioTex3 );
A set of named entities (people, places, organizations, etc.) extracted by
SpaCy4 .

Note that the spatial information identiﬁed using SpaCy is managed through
Gazetteers (e.g. Geonames).
The extracted information, used by step 4, can also be useful for the document indexing task as follows:
– Examples of generic information: location, organization, etc.
– Examples of information related to a Food security domain: water management, food security, crops, etc.
2.4

Step 4: Extraction and Visualization of Knowledge

Using the information obtained in the previous steps (i.e. types of documents
in step 1, classes in step 2, and indexed terms in step 3), some results based on
data-mining and visualisation algorithms are proposed. The extracted knowledge
is then aggregated and presented as maps, graphs, curves, and Venn diagrams in
order to enable their validation by experts. An example of output is presented
in Fig. 2.

2
3
4

http://www.fao.org/agrovoc/.
http://tubo.lirmm.fr/biotex.
https://spacy.io/.
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Fig. 2. Example of Venn diagram result from a subset of projects explored by KEOPS.
This representation compares spatial meta-data related to the projects (called P16) and
locations extracted with SpaCy in the description of the projects (P17). For instance,
this visualisation highlights specific locations (e.g. Nairobi, Australia) cited in the contents of the documents but not as meta-data.

Fig. 3. KEOPS screenshot: example of tags on a LEAP4FNSSA project document.
An orange, black, or blue label corresponds respectively to an Agrovoc concept, a user
term, or a term extracted using BioTex or Spacy.

3

Case Study

Applied to the LEAP4FNSSA project, the objective of KEOPS is to enable
the analysis of the corpus of the projects described in the FNSSA database5 ,
5

https://library.wur.nl/WebQuery/leap4fnssa-projects/.
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using associated documents (e.g. report, publication, etc.). The current corpus
includes 208 project descriptions, 1227 documents, and 156 website references.
The analysis output, based on the documents, can be provided at the project
level.
3.1

Classification

In this case study, two classiﬁcation levels of the documents are considered,
i.e. document type and thematic. Classes are identiﬁed through an iterative
evaluation process taking into account the corpus content.
For the document type level, 8 classes were initially identiﬁed during a workshop [7], i.e. Case studies, Facts sheet, Policy brief, Presentation/news/poster,
Project report, Publication, Thesis, and Workshop report. Their evaluation on
386 documents, obtained using the multi-layer perceptron classiﬁer6 , provided
a best score of 51.75% (average accuracy in a 5-fold cross validation protocol).
Merging some of them to get 3 classes (i.e. Information document, Report, Publication) then provided a best score of average accuracy of 82.29% using the
Random Forest Classiﬁer (with 50 trees with maximal depth 15). The average
precision, recall, and f1-score for this model respectively were 0.80, 0.79, and
0.80.
For the thematic level, 4 classes describing agri-food system were initially
suggested, i.e. Food production, Processing, Distribution, and Consumption. An
initial evaluation of these classes on 15 documents during a workshop, conducted
by 10 experts, showed the need to group 3 classes (i.e. Processing, Distribution,
and Consumption), and to add an additional one, i.e. Health. This new set of
classes is under testing.
3.2

Indexing

Terminology of KEOPS for indexing is extracted using generic parameters of
the BioTex tool [4]. BioTex uses both statistical and linguistic information
to extract terminology from free texts. Candidate terms are ﬁrst selected if
they follow deﬁned syntactic patterns (e.g. adjective-noun, noun-noun, nounpreposition-noun, etc.). After such linguistic ﬁltering, a statistical criterion is
applied. This measures the association between the words composing a term by
using a measure called C-value [3] and by integrating a weighting (i.e. TF-IDF
- Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency). The goal of C-value is to
improve the extraction of multi-word terms while the TF-IDF weighting highlights the discriminating aspect of the candidate term. In our experiments with
the LEAP4FNSSA corpus, a terminology is extracted by applying 5 strategies:
– M1: Frequent Agrovoc keywords;
– M2: Words and multi-word terms extracted with discriminative criteria (i.e.
F-TFIDF-C) of BioTex;
6

The multi-layer perceptron uses the default configuration available in the scikit-learn
library.
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– M3: Multi-word terms extracted with discriminative criteria (i.e. F-TFIDFC) of BioTex;
– M4: Words and multi-word terms extracted with C-Value;
– M5: Multi-word terms extracted with C-Value.
In this context, 10 participants of the project analyzed the ﬁrst terms according to these strategies. The results (see Table 1) highlight that multi-word terms
extracted with discriminative measures (i.e. M3) are more relevant for indexing
tasks.
Table 1. Quality of terms evaluated by 10 participants of the LEAP4FNSSA project.

M1
M2
M3
M4
M5

4

Very relevant Relev. but
too general

Not really relevant Irrelevant

I don’t know

21
34
73
24
64

21
15
3
11
7

3
0
4
0
2

(19.0%)
(33.0%)
(73.0%)
(22.6%)
(64.0%)

53
42
17
56
19

(48.1%)
(40.7%)
(17.0%)
(52.8%)
(19.0%)

(19.0%)
(14.5%)
(3.0%)
(10.3%)
(7.0%)

12
12
3
15
8

(10.9%)
(11.6%)
(3.0%)
(14.1%)
(8.0%)

(2.7%)
(0.0%)
(4.0%)
(0.0%)
(2.0%)

Conclusion and Future Work

The classiﬁcation and indexing steps of the KEOPS process have been implemented and evaluated on real data from the LEAP4FNSSA project. KEOPS is
continuously developed in order to meet users’ objectives. Within the framework
of other European projects, multi-language processing is being integrated.

Acknowledgement. We thank the WP3 members of the LEAP4FNSSA project for
their contribution to the indexing and classification tasks. We thank Xavier Rouviere
for his contribution to the development of the user interface.
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Abstract. For more than a decade already, there has been an enormous
growth of social networks and their audiences. As people post about
their life and experiences, comment on other people’s posts, and discuss
all sorts of topics, they generate a tremendous amount of data that are
stored in these networks. It is virtually impossible for a user to get a
concise overview about any given topic.
Socneto is an extensible framework allowing users to analyse data
related to a chosen topic from selected social networks. A typical use case
is studying sentiment about a public topic (e.g., traﬃc, medicine etc.)
after an important press conference, tracking opinion evolution about a
new product on the market, or comparing stock market values and general public sentiment peaks of a company. An emphasis on modularity
and extensibility of Socneto enables one to add/replace parts of the analytics pipeline in order to utilise it for a speciﬁc use case or to study and
compare various analytical approaches.

Keywords: Social networks

1

· Sentiment analysis · Topic modelling

Introduction

Social networks, such as Twitter 1 and Reddit 2 , allow users to easily subscribe to
a content producer or to a group interested in some topic. This personalisation
may, however, result in a user enclosed in a bubble without being confronted
with opposite viewpoints and opinions. It is then easy for the content producers
(influencers) to inﬂuence their subscribers in any way.
Another problem social networks posses is the large amount of data that is
impossible to read to form one’s opinion. Social networks do not typically oﬀer a
tool helping the user to understand the vast amount of data with comprehensive
statistics of related topics, sentiment information etc.
1
2

https://twitter.com/
https://www.reddit.com/
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And, last but not least, although social networks have their data publicly
accessible (at least in theory), it is not easy to access it, even for, e.g., research
purposes. Access to the data is typically limited (see, e.g., [7]) either by the
number of posts that can be downloaded per a given time period, or by the age
of posts that can be downloaded which disallows an access to historical data.
Naturally, there exist various tools (see Sect. 2) that focus on downloading
and/or analysing data from social networks. There are full-ﬂedged services whose
level of customisation is limited. Or, there are open-source customisable tools
that focus either on data acquisition or data analysis, but they do not combine
advantages of both suﬃciently. Often they also lack user-friendly outputs.
In this demonstration we introduce Socneto 3 , an open-source extensible
framework that enables one to solve the above described issues comfortably.
In a typical use case the user speciﬁes a topic of interest and selects type(s)
of required analyses and social networks to be used as data sources. Socneto
then starts collecting respective data, forwards them to analysers, and stores
the results. The user can then study the results either in a tabular version or
visualised using various customised charts. The modularity of Socneto enables
easy extensions and modiﬁcations suitable for many use cases of both researchers
and practitioners. The users can add/replace parts of the analytics pipeline in
order to utilise it for speciﬁc requirements or to study and compare diﬀerent
approaches to a particular analytical step.
The main contributions of Socneto are as follows:
– API Limits of Social Networks: Socneto overcomes the API limits by downloading the data continuously and exploiting the given limits to their maximum. Hence, both higher amounts of historical data can be gathered. In
addition, when a user submits a job, the results can be seen immediately –
Socneto is designed to calculate the analyses on the ﬂy.
– User-friendly Data Insight: The current release of Socneto supports two types
of data analyses: (1) Topic modelling enables one to identify popular and
related topics people talk about. (2) Sentiment analysis provides a view of
people’s opinion on these topics. The results can be visualised using various
types of charts. The user can see the number of posts related to a given topic
on the timeline, sentiment development in time, top related topics etc.
– Customisation: When the user submits a job, (s)he can select data acquirers
and data analysers as well as customise result visualisations. As Socneto was
designed as an extensible framework, users can also add a support for social
network data acquisition and data analysis out of the box. The current release
supports social networks Twitter and Reddit. For topic modeling the Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [2] is used. Sentiment analysis is based on the
Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformer (BERT) [3].
Paper Outline: In Sect. 2 we overview related work. In Sect. 3 we introduce the
architecture of Socneto and its visualisation capabilities. In Sect. 4 we outline
the demonstration. In Sect. 5 we conclude.
3

https://www.ksi.mﬀ.cuni.cz/sw/socneto/
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Related Work

Naturally there exists a number of related tools. On the one hand, there exists a
set of single-purpose (mostly open-source) scripts and simple tools that enable
one to process a given set of social network data using a single (or a limited
set of) analytical approaches. For example Analyze Tweets [1] applies LDA to a
given set of Twitter tweets and outputs a JSON document with results.
On the other hand, there is a group of robust (typically commercial) applications. They can be classiﬁed according to their core targets: (1) social network
data management and access and (2) web monitoring and analysis. Due to space
limitations we mention only the most popular representatives.
A tool focusing primarily on presentation and brand management is Zoomsphere [8] whose goal is to help companies or inﬂuencers to thrive on the supported social networks oﬀering an extensive analysis of a current brand status
focused on measuring the impact of created posts. On the other hand, Socialbakers [6] oﬀers a solution to the majority of problems stemming from managing
social networks. Customers’ needs are monitored at various levels ranging from
conversational level (hot topic classiﬁcation) to high-level brand sentiment.
Media monitoring tools are represented, e.g., by Monitora [5] that not only
scrapes, but also analyses and aggregates the scraped data. While the former
tool is used by users for data gathering, the latter one is a paid service that is
claimed to employ a team of specialists to collect and interpret the results. This
service is used by customers wishing to be informed on a public opinion.
An example of a special-purpose service keeping a track of web content is
a recently shutdown service Google Flu Trends [4]. It monitored Google Search
activity related to searches of inﬂuenza to predict the start of a “ﬂu season” in
more than 25 countries.
Socneto does not (and cannot) compete with the robust commercial tools.
Also because its aims are diﬀerent. We wanted to create a tool that is:
– user-friendly, mainly in deploying, data gathering, and analysis of results,
– widely applicable in both research and applied use cases, i.e., not limited to
a particular topic or problem domain, and
– extensible thanks to openness of code and modular design.
The ﬁrst release of Socneto can be viewed as a proof of the concept that
can be easily extended to functionalities of other tools, such as broad scope of
sources in Monitora, topics related to one user (proﬁle) like in Zoomsphere and
Socialbakers, or even prediction of future trends similarly to Google Flu Trends.

3

Architecture

Socneto is a distributed application whose components are loosely coupled. The
application is divided into services by their functionality. Everything is connected
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via Kafka messaging 4 or internal REST API. As depicted in Fig. 1, Socneto is
divided into the following logical parts5 :

Fig. 1. The components of Socneto and their mutual communication. Black lines represent communication via Kafka, red lines via the REST API. (Color ﬁgure online)

– Frontend (FE): A web-based application with GUI.
– Backend (BE): A middle component between frontend and the rest of the
platform which provides means to retrieve diﬀerent data from the platform,
creates new jobs, and authenticates users.
– Job Management Service (JMS) keeps a track of all registered components,
accepts submitted jobs, and distributes jobs among all components (mainly
acquirers and analysers) involved.
– Data Acquirers (currently for Reddit, Twitter, or ﬁles) download data from a
social network (or any source) tackling the respective limits (if any).
– Data Analysers (currently topic modelling using LDA and sentiment analysis
based on BERT) consume posts and produce results of per-post analyses.
– Messaging: Acquired posts are asynchronously sent to analysers and storage.
Analysers subscribe to assigned queues and send results to storage.
– Internal/Data Storages provide an abstraction of physical databases (PostgreSQL6 and Elasticsearch 7 ) and store posts, internal data, and results.
– Monitoring: ELK Stack 8 is used for platform monitoring. Every component
can log its events using HTTP or Kafka messaging into Logstash 9 .
4
5
6
7
8
9

https://kafka.apache.org/
Technical details can be found in the documentation at the web page of Socneto.
https://www.postgresql.org/
https://www.elastic.co/
https://www.elastic.co/what-is/elk-stack
https://www.elastic.co/logstash
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The main aim of the chosen architecture is to ensure an easy adding or
replacement of components for both data acquisition and data analysis. In the
former case it enables both scalability and extensibility to new data sources. In
the latter case the modules can be chained to form complex analytics pipelines.
The only requirement is to adhere to the internal API.
3.1

Visualisation of Results

The output of data analysers can have various forms. To help users to understand
the results comfortably, Socneto oﬀers tables, graphs, and charts with additional
user customisation. The user running the out-of-the-box sentiment analysis can
ﬁrst bind the data to a table with the list of all acquired posts. Then the summaries of the sentiment analysis can be visualised, e.g., using a pie chart or a
bar chart. An example of such visualisation is provided in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Examples of visualisations in Socneto: a line chart of posts frequency in time,
a pie chart of topics frequency, and a line chart of sentiment in time.
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Demonstration Outline

The demonstration will show a real-world use case where Socneto was successfully applied. We will go through the whole process of creating and running own
job, as well as showing results of the use case that run for a longer time period.
We will also show where and how Socneto, being a modular framework, can be
easily extended with a new functionality, such as data acquirers, analysers etc.
Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) Socneto was used for analysis of topics related
to measles and snakebites on Twitter. In particular, topic “snakebite” was chosen
to see whether it is possible to monitor Twitter to ﬁnd people that were recently
bitten. Topic “measles” was supposed to reveal relations to other topics. The
analysis consisted of running two separate jobs for each topic and gathering
data for a period of 40 days.
According to the IT representative of the MSF Czech Republic10 , the results
conﬁrmed their hypothesis of misleading nature of tweets. Although the query
was given in three languages (English, French, and Arabic), the results were
mostly in English (as can be seen in Table 1). The ﬁnding indicates that Twitter
is used mainly as a tool for reporting the news to the world and not for communication among locals. Another analysis led by the MSF themselves showed
that Facebook is the primary platform for the latter purpose.
Additionally, the analysis of “measles” helped to identify inﬂuential ﬁgures
with anti-vaccine attitude. Such ﬁndings can be used to properly understand
the motivation behind defensive attitude towards the prevention of disease outbreaks. On the other hand, the analysis of “snakebites” related tweets did not
yield any signiﬁcant results due to the global nature of the tweeting as described
above. It is important to mention that the MSF have their internal analytical
department and Socneto analysis was complementary to theirs.
Table 1. The distribution of usage of languages for query “measles”. Total number of
records was 54,211.
Language # of posts

5

English

46,998

French

1,855

Arabic

1,211

Conclusion

Socneto was designed as an extensible platform for downloading and analysing
data primarily from social networks. It enables practitioners to easily study
10

https://www.lekari-bez-hranic.cz/
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particular topics and their sentiment evolving in time. It also helps researchers
to gain real-world data and to test and compare various analytical approaches.
As a future work we plan to extend data acquirers to utilise more data
oﬀered by social networks (e.g., geo codes, post statistics, or comments). Another
direction can be interlinking with other publicly available data.
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Abstract. Determining a future value of a company in order to find a
good target for investing is a critical and complex task for stock marketers. And it is even more complicated for non-experts.
STOCK is a modular, scalable, and extensible framework that enables
users to gain insight in the stock market by user-friendly combination
of three sources of information: (1) An easy access to the companies’
current position and evolution of prices. (2) Prediction models and their
customisation according to users’ needs and interests, regardless of their
knowledge in the field. (3) Results of sentiment analysis of related news
that may influence the respective changes in prices.

Keywords: Stock price prediction

1

· Sentiment analysis · Big Data

Introduction

Stock markets have always been an interesting area for both practitioners and
researchers. The evolution of prices of companies reacts on various events occurring almost anywhere and anytime. It is not only the demand/supply inﬂuence, but also various changes in politics or climate, occurrence of new products/technologies, or even just a single Twitter post of a strong inﬂuencer.
All these aspects are diﬃcult to grasp even for an expert. Even for him/her
the determining a future value of a company in order to ﬁnd a good target for
investing is a critical and complex task. But, there are also common users, who
want to explore this area at a non-professional level. Or, there are researchers
who want to study this speciﬁc challenging world and experiment with novel
approaches for stock price prediction.
Naturally there exist tools which help in this process. However, they are
usually complex and thus expensive, whereas their functionality is ﬁxed and
cannot be easily modiﬁed and extended according to users’ needs or in order to
incorporate a new custom approach.
Supported by the SVV project no. 260588.
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In this demonstration we introduce STOCK1 , a modular, scalable, and extensible framework, where users can gain more insight in the stock market by userfriendly combination of three sources of information:
1. An easy access to the companies’ current position and historical evolution of
prices.
2. Prediction models and their customisation according to users’ needs and interests, regardless of their knowledge in the ﬁeld.
3. Results of sentiment analysis of related news that may inﬂuence the respective
changes.
STOCK was designed to be used by three types of target users with distinct
needs and expectations:
– Inexperienced users, which include users that do not have any knowledge of
the stock market or machine learning (ML), but they still want to get some
information with easy indicators on how recent events aﬀect the prices.
– Casual/standard users, which include users that have a limited knowledge of
the stock market and ML, but not enough technical skills to be able to build
prediction models themselves.
– Experienced users, which include users that have more advanced knowledge
of the stock market and ML models building and customisation, but they
lack the ability to build them without technical skills, and/or need diﬀerent
types of information and analytical visualisations at one place.
The ML part of STOCK focuses on creating user-customised prediction models and predicting future stock prices. It involves two types of stock prediction.
The default stock prediction predicts stock prices using a Recurrent Neural Network with custom parameters assigned by the development team. This model
is responsible to show forecast stock prices when the user visits the company
dedicated page without any further requirements on parameters etc. The second
type, called custom stock prediction, gives the user the power of creating prediction models by selecting from a wide (and extensible) set of veriﬁed prediction
approaches and conﬁguring their own parameters.
The sentiment analysis part searchers for articles where the particular company is mentioned and evaluates their sentiment. This saves time of the user
who does not need to search for such articles and read them in detail (though
their full text is available in STOCK too).
Combining these information (connected via time) with the history of prices
of a company and its description provides a more comprehensive information
about promising investment targets.
And, last but not least, the modularity of STOCK enables easy extensions
and modiﬁcations suitable for many use cases of both researchers and practitioners. More types of prediction models and sentiment analysis approaches can
1

https://github.com/Rinqt/stock
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be added and compared, whereas the data are provided at one place and there
is the support for visualisation and comparison of the results.
Paper Outline: In Sect. 2 we overview related work. In Sect. 3 we introduce the
architecture of STOCK. In Sect. 4 we outline the demonstration. In Sect. 5 we
conclude.

2

Related Work

As we have mentioned, there exist several tools with similar aims. We will brieﬂy
describe and compare with STOCK three of the most popular, the most similar,
and in terms of functionalities probably also the richest ones.
MarketWatch [3] is an American ﬁnancial information website that provides
business news, analysis, and stock market data. It provides a large amount of
information from real time stock prices information to articles and watchlists,
but they only focus on providing information and do not make any predictions
on the data they provide.
Wallet Investor [1] is a tool that oﬀers cryptocurrency, stocks, forex, fund,
and commodity price predictions using ML. Cryptocurrency and other forecasts
are based on changes in the exchange rates, trade volumes, volatilities of the past
period, and other important economic aspects. The accuracy of the prediction
depends on the quantity and the quality of the data, so it is also diﬃcult to
anticipate anything in the case of newer cryptocurrencies. However, there is no
information on what ML models and their parameters they use to build the
predictions.
Wallmine [6] is a tool for ﬁnancial data visualisation and analysis. It provides various tools for displaying ﬁnancial information, more precisely stocks,
forex, and cryptocurrencies that can help ﬁnancial experts in making smarter
ﬁnancial decisions. Moreover, they oﬀer information for most of the stock markets similarly to Wallet Investor and Market Watch. However, the tool lacks ML
capabilities and does not focus on stock price predictions.
By analyzing the three (and several other similar) tools, we can conclude
that their services cover diﬀerent parts of STOCK, but none of them provides
them all. STOCK involves several ML models for the user to use, customize,
and compare. Another strong diﬀerence is that STOCK is a modular framework
that can be modiﬁed and serve multiple, research and practical, purposes.

3

Architecture

The architecture of STOCK is depicted in Fig. 1. The key modules are as follows:
– Client Module (frontend) is a web application for interaction with STOCK.
– Authentication Server Module is responsible for authentication and authorization of users.
– Database Module stores users’ data, ﬁnancial articles, stock prices, companies’
information, and results of ML models.
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Fig. 1. Architecture of STOCK

– Machine Learning Module, the core part of STOCK, is responsible for:
• Creating default/custom prediction models; namely in the current release
of STOCK these are:
* Regression algorithms [4] (in particular Decision tree, Random forest,
Standard regression, Bayesian Ridge regression, Elastic regression,
Lasso regression, Lasso Lars regression, and Ridge regression), and
* Neural network algorithms (in particular Recurrent Neural Network
with long-short term memory [5]).
• Sentiment analysis functionality based on Vader [2] using VaderSharp 2 .
– Web Services Module is a middleware responsible for dataﬂow and business
logic between other modules.
When the user creates a custom model with tuned parameters, the request
goes to backend. Backend validates the requests and stores the parameters in
the database. After that, the backend schedules a job to build the model and
sends the parameters to the machine learning module which creates the model
and sends back the results to the backend. After the results are stored in the
database, they can be retrieved by the frontend upon request.

4

Demonstration Outline

In the demonstration we will show how the tool can be used by the three types
of target users. We will go through the whole process of creating and running
own predictions, both default and custom, as well as showing and comparing the
2
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results. As we can see in Fig. 2, we will depict all the possible results we can get
using STOCK via user-friendly intuitive graphs and charts. We will also show
where and how STOCK, being a modular framework, can be easily extended
with new functionality.

Fig. 2. Screenshots of STOCK

For the purpose of the demonstration we will use the context of COVID-19.
In particular, we will show results of two situations: (1) the latest results from the
time period before the conference (whose predictive value is hard to predict at the
moment) and (2) the results of historical analyses from spring 2020. Especially
at the beginning of the ﬁrst wave we found STOCK particularly useful in the
context of the latest events of a new, unprecedented situation. Almost every
day there was an impact on the prices of stock market companies. For example,
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Apple, Facebook, Amazon, Microsoft, and Google lost more than $238 billion as
reported on February 24, 2020. Articles related to this were also retrieved and
sentiment analysed in STOCK giving indicators if they were positive, negative,
or neutral and then reﬂected in the charts of current week’s prices (see Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Screenshot of STOCK – drop on February 24, 2020

5

Conclusion

The primary aim of STOCK is to provide a platform where various types of users
can study and analyse the stock market. Both skilled and unskilled practitioners
can work with the tool, whereas researchers can use it for the purpose of testing
and comparing new approaches. In this sense our main planned future work is
to incorporate the sentiment analysis in the prediction of the stock prices.
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Abstract. The digital transformation of the manufacturing industry is accelerated
by the advancements of the digital technologies (e.g., Internet of Things, big data
analytics), enabling the emergence of new business models and digital networks.
The footwear manufacturing networks face numerous interoperability challenges
due to the high heterogeneity of the enterprises, software systems and resources
they comprise. The aim of this article is to analyze interoperability approaches
in the footwear manufacturing networks up-stream segment and discuss enablers
and challenges that need to be tackled towards ensuring digital transformation
in this rather traditional manufacturing sector. The enablers are grouped in five
categories in a digital radar: digital data and insights, automation, digital access,
customer-centric manufacturing, and networking.
Keywords: Interoperability · Digital transformation · Footwear industry

1 Introduction
The digital tools and technologies (e.g., big data analytics, cloud computing, machine
learning, Internet of Things (IoT), sensing technologies, 3D printing, actuation technologies, social media) accelerate the digital transformation of the manufacturing industry
[1], and enable new and improved product features [2]. Industry 4.0 merges embedded
production system technologies with intelligent production processes, transforming the
manufacturing industry value chains and business models [3]. As a consequence, digital production networks [4] or digital manufacturing networks (DMNs) are emerging
[5], which comprise enterprises that join their resources towards attaining a specific
goal in the context of Industry 4.0, and act without human interference, being able to
autonomously control their operations in view of environment changes and strategic
goals [6].
The DMNs generate, exchange, store and share data, and perform complex data analytics in order to realize the goal(s) set (e.g., manufacture a car or a shoe, or deliver a
digital service), obtain increased revenue, increase the operational efficiency (e.g., of the
DMN, and of each enterprise in the DMN), and deliver improved customer experience.
The digital technologies have the potential to rejuvenate the footwear industry that has
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
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a rather rigid production chain and steady typology, influenced by seasonal demand,
with quite stable and immutable business relationships, which limit their capacity offer
and ability to exploit new business opportunities [7]. This industry is characterized by
a dynamic season-driven product demand, with short design and production cycles.
Although different models are manufactured, their volume is very small, which determines traditional shoe producers to focus on high-fashion shoes made available in rather
small quantities, in a make-to-order approach [7]. The operations executed towards the
final product are diverse (e.g., cutting, stitching, assembly, finishing) and are often executed by different outsourced companies [8], e.g., due to the high specialization needed
for each shoe [9]. The most relevant companies operating in the footwear manufacturing
up-stream segment are [7]: the shoe maker or shoe producer which produces the final
product, sub-contracted companies (which are companies subcontracted by the shoe
maker to manufacture parts of the shoe or the entire shoe), and supply companies which
supply raw materials (e.g., leather, textile) and/ or shoe components (e.g., heels, soles,
uppers, metallic accessories).
The digital collaboration in the footwear industry is rather challenging due to the
numerous business and technology needs and specificities [10]. Interoperability must be
ensured to support the exchange of data, execution of inter-organizational activities, and
(remote) management and monitoring of manufacturing equipment, and inter-connected
software systems and “things”. Interoperability, in a broad sense, refers to capability of
two or more systems or components to exchange information and use it [11]. The lack
of interoperability disrupts the execution of the collaborative manufacturing activities
[12]. Although some initiatives exist, attaining interoperability in the footwear sector,
and, in general, in the fashion industry is challenging [10, 13]. An up-to-date analysis of
interoperability initiatives in the footwear industry up-stream segment is not available,
although highly relevant. This article addresses this gap.
The aim of this article is to present an up-to-date analysis of prominent interoperability initiatives in the footwear manufacturing industry up-stream segment, and discuss
enablers for digital transformation depicted in a digital radar, and challenges to be further
addressed. As numerous interoperability initiatives are quickly emerging and changing,
it is not easy to understand them. This work offers a unique niche for researchers,
practitioners, and software engineers to make significant contributions.
This article is organized as follows. Related work and relevant initiatives are analyzed
next. Enablers and challenges are discussed in Sect. 3. The article concludes with a
section addressing the need for further work.

2 Research Approach, Discussion of Related Work and Prominent
Initiatives
Aiming at identifying and analyzing prominent interoperability initiatives in the footwear
manufacturing industry, a literature review was conducted following PRISMA guidelines [14]. The digital libraries of IEEE, ACM, Elsevier and Springer were searched as
they represent the most important databases in the area of interoperability and footwear
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manufacturing. Queries on Google Scholar were also performed. Keywords identified include: “interoperability”, “footwear manufacturing”, “footwear industry”, “interoperability framework”, “digital manufacturing”, “IoT”, “Industry 4.0”. Queries executed included the Boolean operators OR, AND, NOT, e.g., ((“interoperability” AND
“footwear manufacturing”) OR (“interoperability framework” AND “footwear manufacturing”)). As the list of articles retrieved was vast, inclusion/exclusion criteria were
defined, e.g., by reading the title and abstract, the clearly out-of-scope articles were
excluded. Articles in a language other than English were also excluded. The relevant
articles were read in full and an analysis of related work was made. The websites and
technical reports of R&D projects were also analyzed.
Relevant interoperability initiatives in the footwear industry can be grouped into:
R&D projects, architectures and frameworks, interoperability standards. R&D projects
executed during the past 20 years focusing on ensuring interoperability in this sector
include: the European Footwear Network for Electronic Trading (EFNET, cordis.eur
opa.eu/project/id/FP4_28442) aiming at building a communication infrastructure for
information distribution in the footwear supply chain, SHOENET (cordis.europa.eu/pro
ject/id/IST-2001-35393) aiming to adopt solutions through the implementation of information systems and novel tools to develop the innovative capacity of the SMEs in this sector, MODA-ML initiative (www.moda-ml.org), Cec-made-shoe (www.cec-made-shoe.
com) aimed at attaining seamless interoperability, eBIZ of the eBIZ-TFC project (www.
ebiz-tfc.eu) – an initiative for e-business harmonization in the European textile clothing
and footwear industry promoted by EURATEX, CEC and ENEA. Except for EFNET,
software implementations exist that follow the specifications of these initiatives.
All the above-mentioned initiatives contain a messaging interoperability layer that
supports the exchange of e-documents. However, providing a messaging layer is not
sufficient to attain broad scale interoperability in DMNs because other interoperability
aspects need to be tackled as well, e.g., the execution of inter-organizational business
processes, choreography of the e-documents exchanged, semantic interoperability to
ensure the information exchanged is interpreted in the same way by all the enterprises.
By providing a common set of e-documents, the Shoenet initiative tackles semantic interoperability. However, it does not tackle the choreography of the e-documents
exchanged or orchestration of business processes. The Cec-made-shoe initiative builds
on the results of previous initiatives and addresses this gap. However, the Cec-madeshoe operational ICT messaging infrastructure is proprietary and non-compliant with
the ebXML messaging specifications, and this obstructs interoperability [7].
The eBIZ Reference Architecture 4.0 [15] tackles technical, semantic, and business
interoperability. However, few pilots exist in the footwear industry to illustrate the digital
transformation. A pilot developed for an e-business solution for SMEs in the clothing
sector using eBIZ profile of the UBL, enhanced with ebXML messaging, GLN, GTIN,
GS1 identification standards is advanced in [16]. Main obstacles in implementing eBIZ
4.0 (e.g., high effort, lack of knowledge) are discussed in [17].
The Shoe Process INTeroperability Standard (SPRINTS) – an XML-based language to define a data exchange protocol among systems and machines in the footwear
production field is introduced in [18]. However, the focus is on CAD communication.
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Case studies conducted at national or regional level reflect the relationships among
the numerous stakeholders in the footwear manufacturing sector and the need to ensure
interoperability, e.g., [8] in Brazil, [10] in Northern Portugal. A framework for ensuring
interoperability in a collaborative networked environment and an implementation example are presented in [19] and [20]; it relies on the concept of business enabler system that
supplies different services (e.g., messaging, performance assessment) as SaaS. However,
this initiative did not receive wide acceptance.
The use of the following standards for exchanging data or e-documents in the apparel,
footwear, and fashion sector is reported in [21]: GS1 EANCOM (www.gs1.org/standa
rds/eancom - a sub-set of the UN/EDIFACT standard) and GS1 XML, Universal Business Language (UBL, ubm.xml.org), PRANKE (pranke.com), eBIZ, Ryutsu Business
Message Standards (the Japanese equivalent of a supply and demand chain, www.gs1jp.
org/2018/service-and-solution/2_4.html).
Digital technologies are used in recent years in selecting specific footwear, e.g., the
use of artificial neural networks in choosing shoe lasts for persons with mild diabetes is
illustrated in [22]. Technology enablers in traditional manufacturing sectors are analyzed
in [23]. The authors conclude that traditional sectors have limited capacity to invest in
digital production technologies and cannot take full advantage of Industry 4.0.
The analysis of related work and main initiatives illustrated the importance to ensure
interoperability in the footwear manufacturing industry and allowed identifying enablers
and challenges for digital transformation, which are referred next.

3 Enablers and Challenges
Towards attaining seamless interoperability in the footwear manufacturing up-stream
segment, digital transformation is required. However, the digitalization of this traditional
sector is complex and expensive for the footwear enterprises [23].
Several challenges need to be addressed, not tackled by current initiatives:
– Analytics in IoT Manufacturing [24], including Scalability and Data cleaning. The
digital transformation determines an increase in the volume of data that needs to be
stored and managed. New applications need to be developed to support large scale data
management and analytics [24]. Data in manufacturing activities may be inaccurate
or noisy, e.g., due to defected sensors. It is rather challenging to clean huge volumes
of data to perform accurate analytics.
– Impact of digital transformation. New models need to be developed and implemented
to assess the economic impact of digital transformation in the footwear manufacturing
sector, giving advantages over the competition in changing markets [23].
– Social manufacturing is a new paradigm to improve customization accuracy and efficiency by using big data and crowdsourcing [25]. Recent developments in 3D printing
and 3D manufacturing support shoe customization; however, they need to be complemented with biomedical information necessary for personalization (e.g., internal
tension) [23], behavior analysis and dynamic netizens [25], which is challenging.
Despite certain advances (e.g., in the design of orthopedic footwear), it is not yet possible to automatically construct a shoe from a digitalized foot model, and enterprises
still focus on low-level personalization [23].
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Towards attain digital transformation in the footwear manufacturing sector, five categories of enablers are identified by analyzing related work and relevant initiatives,
illustrated in Fig. 1. The digital radar in [26] and [27] is extended here with the customercentric manufacturing enabler, which reflects the current trend for footwear personalized
customization in the context of IoT and Industry 4.0 in this industry [23, 25]. Supporting
applications and technologies are also referred. Adequate personalization assessment
metrics need to be developed (e.g., to assess the customer comfort, readiness to change
as for shoes or shoe models and volume variations).
IoT technologies
Cyber-Physical Systems
Digital Twins
Big Data Analycs
Data Management
Digital Business Process Management
Process Mining/ Process Science
Cloud Compung
Smart Factory
ICT Infrastructures
Remote Equipment Maintenance

Personalizaon
Assessment Metrics

Digital Data
& Insights
Networking
Customercentric
Manufacturing

Footwear
DMNs

Automaon

Robocs
Addive Manufacturing
Arﬁcial Intelligence-endowed Manufacturing

Digital
Access

APIs
E-Business

Fig. 1. Digital radar for the footwear DMNs (Source: adapted after [26, 27])

4 Conclusions and Future Work
The digital technologies have the potential to rejuvenate the traditional footwear manufacturing industry. The current trend for high customization in the context of IoT and
Industry 4.0 in the footwear industry [22, 23] require highly dynamic forms of collaboration, such as the DMNs. Interoperability must be ensured to support the exchange of
data and execution of inter-organizational business processes. The most relevant interoperability initiatives in the footwear industry sector up-stream segment include: R&D
projects, interoperability frameworks and architectures, standards. Five enablers for digital transformation (Fig. 1) are identified: digital data & insights, automation, digital
access, customer-centric manufacturing, networking.
Future research work will focus on assessing the impact of interoperability and digital
transformation in the footwear industry. For example it would be useful to analyze the
gains (of an individual organization and of a DMN), costs and risks associated with the
digital transformation in this sector and compare the results with other industries.
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Abstract. Process mining techniques including process discovery, conformance checking, and process enhancement provide extensive knowledge about processes. Discovering running processes and deviations
as well as detecting performance problems and bottlenecks are wellsupported by process mining tools. However, all the provided techniques
represent the past/current state of the process. The improvement in
a process requires insights into the future states of the process w.r.t.
the possible actions/changes. In this paper, we present a new tool that
enables process owners to extract all the process aspects from their historical event data automatically, change these aspects, and re-run the
process automatically using an interface. The combination of process
mining and simulation techniques provides new evidence-driven ways to
explore “what-if” questions. Therefore, assessing the eﬀects of changes in
process improvement is also possible. Our Python-based web-application
provides a complete interactive platform to improve the ﬂow of activities,
i.e., process tree, along with possible changes in all the derived activity,
resource, and process parameters. These parameters are derived directly
from an event log without user-background knowledge.
Keywords: Process mining · Process tree · Interactive process
improvement · Simulation · Event log · Automatic simulation model
generation

1

Introduction

The real value of providing insights by process mining emerges when these
insights can be put into action [1]. Actions include the improvement of discovered running processes, performance problems, deviations, and bottlenecks.
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Process owners should be able to take some actions based on this information
with a certain level of conﬁdence. To do so, they need to improve/change their
processes interactively. Therefore, simulation and prediction techniques are taken
into account to foresee the process after changes and improvement. Simulation
techniques are capable of replaying processes with diﬀerent scenarios.
Process mining also enables designing data-driven simulation models of processes [2]. However, in the current tools for simulation in process mining either
interaction with the user and user knowledge is a prerequisite of designing a simulation model or the tools are highly dependent on the interaction of multiple
simulation tools. In [5], an external tool, i.e., ADONIS for simulating the discovered model and parameters are used. The combination of BPMN and process
mining is presented in [4] in which BIMP is used as a simulation engine. However,
the possibility of interaction for changing the process model is not available for
the user. Also, the authors in [14] propose a Java-based discrete event simulation
of processes using BPMN models and user interaction where the user plays a
fundamental role in designing the models. Generating a CPN model based on
CPN tools [18] is presented in [17]. The user needs to deal with the complexity of CPN tools and SML. In [7], the focus is also to generate CPN models
and measuring performance measurements using the Protos models which can
be used easier but more restricted than CPN tools. [16] performs simulation
on top of discovered Petri nets and measure the performing metrics and not
re-generating the complete behavior of a process. The Monte Carlo simulation
technique, as well as generating sequences of activities based on process trees,
are also proposed in Python [3]. However, the simulation results are not in the
form of an event log, and they lack the time perspective. Also, the tool in [10] as
a python library simulates the Petri nets of processes based on their event logs.
In [13], aggregated simulations which are useful for what-if analyses in high-level
decision-making scenarios are introduced. The PMSD tool represents the aggregated approach and generates a simulation model at a higher level of detail [8]
based on the approach in [11]. Diﬀerent process variables are introduced in [9]
that makes the diﬀerent levels of process simulations possible, e.g., simulating
the daily behavior of a process instead of simulating every event in the process.
The interactive improvement/changes of processes is not a straightforward
task when it comes to changing the process models and parameters by the user.
Therefore, we use the discovered process tree and provide an interface for the
user to discover and design a new process model including all the performance
and environmental attributes, e.g., changing business hours, or resource capacity. All of these changes are supported by the information derived from event
logs of processes using process mining techniques as shown in Fig. 1. In this
paper, we present our tool which is designed to support process improvement
using simulation and process mining. Our tool is implemented as an integrated
Python web-application using Django framework, where all the modules are also
accessible outside the user interface for the users to re-use or add their desired
modiﬁcation to the code. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, it is the ﬁrst
tool that runs the possible changes in the process tree while considering perfor-
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Fig. 1. The general framework of our tool for generating a process tree using process
mining techniques and enriching the process tree with the possible information from
an event log. The resulting process model can be executed to re-run the process with
the user-provided conﬁguration.
Table 1. The general parameters in the tool are listed. Most can be derived using
process mining. Also, the required execution parameters. All the parameters discovered
using process mining from event logs by default and are ﬁlled in the tool with the real
values automatically. The execution values guaranteed the default values in case that
users do not change/provide the parameters. Note that the handover matrix is used
for logging resources.
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mance aspects such as resource, activity, and process capacity, accurate time, as
well as business hours. These capabilities are directly used to address interactive
process discovery as well as process improvement.

2
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As shown in Fig. 1, our tool automatically extracts all the existing aspects of
a process based on general event log attributes. These quantitative aspects are
used for running the process tree w.r.t. diﬀerent scenarios. The main aspect is
the discovered process tree which is used for interaction with users since it is
limited to 4 operations. The user-interaction using process trees is easier compared to the complexity of Petri nets. The sequence, parallel, loop, and XOR
operators are easy to be represented and understandable by the user for further
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Fig. 2. A part of the tool parameters conﬁguration to apply the changes to the basic
performance elements as well as the process tree structure tab for the possible changes.

changes. The process structure and the ﬂow of activities are represented using
these operators. We extend the implementations of the process tree method in
[3] to generate a comprehensive tree including the probability of choices (XOR)
and loop restrictions, e.g., the maximum length of traces and execution of loops.
For instance, measuring the performance KPIs of a process in case that activity
a and b are parallel instead of being sequential is possible. Not only the possible
traces are generated but also generating the complete event log gives all the performance aspects of the new process, e.g., the length of the queues, the service
time of cases, and other possible aspects from an event log. The provided insights
also include the possibility of checking the newly generated behaviors by the new
process structure (process tree) and conﬁguration for conformance checking too.
Table 1 shows the general overview of the parameters and the possibility for the
user to interact with the process and reproduce the new process behavior (event
log) w.r.t. the changes in that parameters. Here, we explain some of the main
modules. All the details along with the tool source code and a representing video
are presented extensively.1
The tool has three main modules. The ﬁrst module runs the discovery,
extracts the current parameters in the event logs, and presents the model and
the parameters to the user to decide on the possible changes, e.g., process tree,
deviations, or waiting time. For the performance analysis, both event logs with
start and complete timestamps and only one timestamp can be considered. The
activities’ durations are also taken from their real averages and deviations. The
second module is conﬁguring the new process parameters for simulating and
running the simulation for the given parameters, e.g., the number of cases to be
generated or the start time of the simulation. Furthermore, the interruption concept for process, activities, and traces is introduced. The user can deﬁne whether
in speciﬁc circumstances, e.g., when a running case or activities is passing the
business hours, the interruption can happen and it is logged for the user. The
last module is running and simulating the deﬁned and conﬁgure process tree
1

https://github.com/mbafrani/SIMPT-SimulatingProcessTrees.git.
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in which the results are presented as an overview as well as the possibility for
downloading as an event log. The handover matrix of the process is also used
to log the resources based on reality in the generated event log. The simulation
is generating new events, e.g., the arrival of a new case or the start/end of an
activity for a case, based on the clock of the system and conﬁgured properties,
e.g., available resources. A part of the tool interface is shown in Fig. 2, the Guide
section in the tool provides features, possibilities, required steps, and information, extensively. The python library simpy 2 is used for discrete event simulation
and handles the required system clock to generate new events.

3

Tool Maturity

The tool has been used in diﬀerent projects to design/improve a process model
interactively in diﬀerent situations and generate diﬀerent event logs. In the IoP
project3 , the tool is used to simulate multiple production lines to estimate the
eﬀect of the capacity of activities on the production process, e.g., average production speed. Moreover, [12] exploits the tool for car company production analyses, diﬀerent arrival rates and activities’ duration for the same process has been
selected and the tool event logs are generated. Also, we use the tool as the base
of the interactive design of the job-shop ﬂoor. The possible ﬂow of jobs in the
job-shop ﬂoor, i.e., the ﬂow of activities, is presented as a process tree. These
trees omit forbidden actions in the production line using the knowledge of the
production manager and simulate the production line with the desired setting.
Figure 3 presents a sample scenario of changing the process structure and measuring the diﬀerences
->
->
after the changes. Note that the
A_Concept
A_Concept
...
inserted behaviors are generated based
...
X
Removed Behaviors (29%)
on the choices and loops in the rest
A_Submied
New Behaviors (23%)
A_Submied
of the process. As mentioned, having
both simulated and original behavior
of the process (with or without mod- Fig. 3. A sample scenario for the process
model of the BPI Challenge 2017 event log
iﬁcations) creates the possibility of
(application requests) in the tool. Activity
the comparison between two processes A-Create Application can be skipped in the
which is available using the existing discovered process tree (left). By changing
process mining tools and techniques. the choice to a sequence (right), i.e., this
To demonstrate the tool functionality activity is required for all the cases, the
and validity of the re-generated event removed and new inserted behaviors in the
log, we used the BPI Challenge 2012 process can be measured.
event log. We assessed the similarity
of the original event log with the regenerated one using Earth-Mover Distance (EMD) technique as presented in [6]
using the Python implementation in [15]. EMD calculates the shortest distance
A_Create Applicaon

2
3

simpy.readthedocs.io.
www.iop.rwth-aachen.de.

A_Create Applicaon
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between the two event logs w.r.t. the minimum movement over the minimum
distance between traces. The process is re-run without any changes in performance parameters to check the process behavior w.r.t. the ﬂow of activities. The
value of 0.34 as the EMD measure indicates the similarity of the two event logs.
Note that the choices in the process model are the reason to have more behavior
than the real event log which is expected w.r.t. precision metrics of discovery
algorithm. Given the closeness of the simulation results and the original event
log, the next changes can be applied to the process tree and other aspects of the
process with enough conﬁdence to reproduce the new event log including the
eﬀects of changes.

4

Conclusion

Given the fact that process improvement is the next step in the process mining
path, simulation techniques will become more important. The combination of
process mining and simulation techniques makes it possible to improve and redesign the processes w.r.t. the discovered possible change points in processes. Our
tool is designed and implemented with the purpose of making process improvement using process mining and simulating the processes with the user’s changes
possible. The process tree notation along with all the performance and execution aspects of the process make the generated new behavior of the process w.r.t.
user possible improvement reliable. Based on the provided reliable platform, the
possibility of recommending the best process model interactively with the user
considering both performance and activity ﬂow is the next step.
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Abstract. Today, the topic of child’s sporting has become a crucial, not only
because, in the 21st century, computer games and social networks are the most
common way of spending a child leisure time (shift from sports to eSports took
place), but also because in 2020, Covid-19 and the associated restrictions give
parents even more stress on visits to sports clubs. In addition, sports may lead
to unpleasant situations when a child is not successful enough in the particular
discipline and is publicly criticized, thereby undermining his willingness to sport.
We suppose that the trends of digitalization and some aspects of Industry 4.0, would
be able to solve these issues at least partly, without requiring a lot of resources from
child’s sports clubs. This paper is devoted to a simple technological solution that
would improve the sports club business by facilitating the exchange of information
between a child, parents and sports clubs.
Keywords: Industry 4.0 · Sport 4.0 · Business · Child’s sporting · Sports club

1 Introduction
Nowadays, more and more kids experience the shift from sports to eSports. However,
the lack of real sports may increase stress, may be a reason for mood swings, reduced
performance, fatigue, less developed eye tracking, coordination and increase the risks
of diseases [1, 2]. According to a BBC survey, one of three children is not sportive and
active enough [3]. Therefore the movement for healthy children is becoming active [4]
and we should support this initiative facilitating their involvement in sports.
In many cases sports, which aim to make kids healthier, more sportive, developing
skills, including team properties, managing emotional control, social functioning etc.
[1], have the opposite results. It may negatively impact kids’ psychology and emotional
side by raising fear, anxiety, negativity, doubt. This is also the case when a kid is criticized
publicly because although a coach might be doing it to make him better, this might bring
only the stress. With these effects kids may refuse sporting that is the case for 30–70%
of sporting as sport is no longer fun but rather stress [6].
Another point that came into force in 2020 is the Covid-19 pandemic. Parents are
less sure that their kids are safe because not always kids are registered during the sport
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
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activities. It means that it is almost impossible to indicate all the contact persons. This
limits the number of kids attending the sports clubs significantly, even when there are
no strict restrictions in the country and parents along with their kids would likely attend
them. It also makes it harder to find out the achievements of their kids since the only
way to find it out is to make a visit to a coach training their child.
Although child’s sports clubs are not of high business value as adult sports where
Sport 4.0 trends take place more frequently, the establishment of the communication
and information exchange channel between involved parties is rarely ensured. As a
result, a lack of information of different types, that could have a number of negative
effects, may take place. Therefore, the aim of this paper is to propose a system that
creates a channel between child’s sports club, child and parents and resolves social and
psychological issues that disrupt a child’s motivation for sport. The paper is of practical
nature proposing a real developed solution. It is planned that the system could be extended
in the near future covering the majority of sport clubs in Latvia.
The following research question (RQ) was therefore raised: Can social and psychological issues be resolved through a technological solution? To answer this question, a
list of sub-questions was established: (RQ1) What are the main motivators for sport and
the main barriers leading to the dropout of children? (RQ2) How to protect kids in the
way of their emotional health, while trying to improve their performance? (RQ3) How
to establish an interaction channel for children’s sports clubs and parents?
The paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 forms a theoretical background, addressing
the main motivators for the sporting of children and the barriers for their dropout, Sect. 3
presents a solution, Sect. 4 provides an analysis of the proposed solution, Sect. 5 provides
research findings, as well as conclusions in Sect. 6.

2 Theoretical Background
Given the potential positive effects of sports on the physical and mental health of kids
[3], its promotion is considered an important strategy [7]. Therefore, a number of studies
have been conducted in recent years, focusing on identifying key motivators for child
sporting. We will focus mainly on [1], where findings of 43 studies are compiled and
[6], where an in-depth analysis of the factors identified from all stakeholder groups is
conducted. Most of the studies reveal that “fun” is the most common intrinsic motivator
for sport participation among children, followed by the challenge and excitement of
competing, and opportunities to test or improve existing skills or learn new skills. The
comments collected on the term of “fun” show that kids understand by it, a lack of playing
time or opportunities, frustration or dissatisfaction with the coach, and sometimes too
much workout time [1]. Many children also feel a lack of competence. These factors have
a significant impact on the dropout of children.
In [6] comprehensive analysis and conceptualization of the determinants of “fun”
has been presented. The analysis resulted in 81 fun-determining factors, which were
classified into 11 dimensions. Identified clusters were then analyzed, concluding that the
most significant aspect is “positive team dynamics”, followed by “trying hard”, “positive
coaching”, “learning and improving”, “game time support”, “games”, “practices”. However, achievement status (extrinsic factor) is generally less important, and can even be
seen as a barrier, while being important for most parents.
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Moreover, [1, 8–10] shows that one of the most challenging barriers affecting children’s motivation is the pressure of parents, coaches or friends. Although parents have
great potential to have a positive impact on children’s sporting experience, they can
also have a negative impact. Parents’ post-sporting behaviors tend to draw kids negative
conclusions about the results of sporting activities. Therefore, many psychologists ask
parents to opt out of visiting children’s lessons and participating in exchanges of views
with kids and coaches [5]. However, parents have to be able to know about the success
of their child – but how to combine these two aspects? Although this barrier cannot
be disrupted without understanding of this fact, it may be reduced at least partly. To
satisfy both needs, we (including the children’s club) offer to distinguish the “achievement status”, which is important mainly for parents, from sports activities within the
club, remaining it in the background – make it known in the app. This would allow both
to gain information and reflect on what to say to their child, thereby supporting and
motivating for future success.
In [7, 10, 11] along with the factors above, the importance of motivators have been
stressed. Robinson et al. [7] distinguish (1) autonomous motivation, which includes regulating behavior with psychological freedom experiences and reflective self-endorsement,
(2) controlled motivation, which refers to the pressured involvement in action. In addition, motivation is closely linked to perceived competence. The authors also emphasize
that there is a positive relationship between perceived motor competence and motivation
for sports, i.e. children who feel more competent will have more independent motivation
for sports. While autonomous motivation is closely associated with a child, controlled
motivation involves parents and coaches. Autonomous motivation is the preferred option
that can be achieved by reducing stress and pressure and by developing perceived motor
competence. Here, the proposed system could be the solution.

3 Social and Psychological Issues to Be Resolved
In view of the issues addressed in the literature, we have selected aspects which could be
resolved by a technological solution. This list is based on [6], where 7 out of 11 clusters
are considered important, i.e. 56 out of 81 determinants. Not all of them are of the same
weight, therefore, we exclude those that have been assessed with less than 4 points. As a
result, 33 determinants were further considered. 25 of them were found as those which
can be covered at least partly by a very simple technological solution:
• positive team dynamics - (1) playing well together as a team, (2) being supported
by teammates, (3) supporting teammates, (4) when players show good sportsmanship,
(5) getting help from teammates;
• trying hard - (6) setting and achieving goals;
• positive coaching - (7) when a coach treats players with respect, (8) when a coach
encourages the team, (9) having a coach who is a positive role model, (10) getting
clear, (11) consistent communication from coaches, (12) a coach who knows a lot
about the sport, (13) a coach who allows mistakes, (14) while staying positive, (15) a
coach who listens to players and takes their opinions into consideration, (16) a coach
who you can talk to easily, (17) a nice friendly coach;
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• learning and improving - (18) being challenged to improve and get better at your
sport, (19) learning from mistakes, (20) ball touches, (21) improving athletic skills to
play at the next level, (22) learning new skills;
• game time support - (23) when parents show good sportsmanship;
• games – (24) getting playing time;
• practices - (25) having well-organized practices.
The list was then supplemented with additional aspects to be addressed by the solution. They are “feeling” a lack of competence, i.e. “not being good enough” and “lack of
skill improvement”, “optimally challenging tasks”. We argue that a technological solution with some aspects of Industry 4.0, even very simple, is capable of at least partly
resolving these key challenges. Just as in the digital economy, we propose changing
the assets by shifting focus from seeking new categories of consumer to identifying
individual characteristics and meeting his needs.

4 The Proposed Solution
The system is designed to improve the exchange of information between a sports club,
children and child’s parents. It allows kids and their parents to apply for sports lessons
from the available, and to see all the additional information they need about it, i.e. activities, schedules etc. After the end of the lesson, the trainer and the club administrator have
the option to enter a reference to the results achieved, which will provide an opportunity
to observe the child’s progress over a longer period of time.
Child’s sports clubs deal with continuous interaction of groups of stakeholders,
more precisely, children who do sports, coaches who train children and parents. This
means that compared to sports clubs for adults, another group (parents) is involved,
which communicates with both groups, i.e. children and trainers, and complements
the club’s ecosystem. As a result, because of the higher number of communication
channels, which cannot always be realized offline, together with the fact that children
are more emotionally affected than adults, the topic of child sports clubs is becoming
more complicated and sophisticated.
The system, therefore, has 6 user groups and the functionalities of these actors are
categorized by 5 modules - “Authentication”, “User”, “Club”, “Coach” and “Parent”.
The functionality of the system consisting of 26 functions is shown in Fig. 1.
The system was developed in C#, using the ASP.net framework, which uses the IIS
Express 10.0 and ASP.net framework 4.8. These technologies made it easy to achieve
the aims pursued, and we argue that they would support the development of this product,
even for a programmer with relatively low experience and skills.
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Fig. 1. Data flow chart: 1st level.

5 Research Findings
Now, when the key technical aspects have been addressed, let us come back to the social
factors we are dealing with and to the issues we are trying to resolve. This will be done
by mapping the aspects proposed between the issues found in Sect. 3 to the technical
aspects of our solution (Table 1).
Table 1. Aspects addressed by the solution.
Aspect

Way of addressing

Positive team dynamics

Coach fix in the description of the lesson (after the lesson) for
parents and child

Positive coaching

Communication channel (parents → coach)
Helping selection of other coach OR club

Learning and improving

Coach fix in the description of the lesson (after the lesson) for
parents and child

Game time support

Description of the lesson AND achievements over the time

Games

Description of the lesson. Helping selection of other coach OR club

Practices

Description of the lesson (prior) AND Description of the lesson
(after the lesson); Description of other lessons (facilitating selection
of other lessons OR club)

Tasks that are optimally challenging Description of the lesson (prior) AND Description of the lesson
(after the lesson); Description of other lessons
“Feeling” a lack of competence

Coach fix in the description of the lesson (after the lesson) for child
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This allows us stating, that even very simple and cheap solution (according to PERT,
such a solution requires 516 h) is capable to deal with a number of social and psychological issues, which kids and their parents may experience. The proposed system is easy
to develop, at least the general functionality covered by this paper, and as a result, others
can introduce such a solution, thereby supporting the sporting of children, which would
only bring benefits and positive emotions to both and parents.

6 Conclusions
The paper proposes a system linking child sports clubs to their members - kids, parents
and coaches, by creating a multi-directional communication channel aimed at resolving existing social and psychological issues, making child sports joyful. In addition to
recording a kid’s achievements, this solution provide the possibility of keeping a list of
kids attending the class, which is even more relevant in the current situation, when we
are forced to comply with the restrictions. The paper therefore is an urge for every sports
club to start developing solutions that could improve children’s experience by sporting,
becoming healthier and socially active.
The digital world and the era of digitalization shift the focus from the search for
consumer categories towards the identification of the characteristics of the individual.
This also means that if sports clubs have sponsorship there will be a number of options
available, taking into account all those offered by Sport 4.0 related to sensors, artificial
intelligence and the new possibilities that open up for coaching methods etc. However,
at that point, at least in Latvia, children’s sports clubs have to deal with the funds they
receive from parents. The proposed system is therefore simple enough to make it possible
to develop and involve it in all clubs and to start a way for a brighter future for children
by means of elimination of social and psychological barriers and facilitating motivation
for sports.
Acknowledgements. This work has been supported by University of Latvia.
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Abstract. Open government data (OGD) refers to data made available
online by governments for anyone to freely reuse. Non-expert users, however, lack the necessary technical skills and therefore face challenges when
trying to exploit it. Amongst these challenges, ﬁnding useful datasets for
citizens is very diﬃcult as their expectations are not always identiﬁed.
Furthermore, ﬁndings the appropriate visualization that is more understandable by citizens is also a barrier. The goal of this paper is to decrease
those two entry barriers by better understanding the expectations of nonexpert citizens. In order to reach that goal, we ﬁrst seek to understand
their content expectations through the usage statistics analysis of the
OGD portal of Namur and through a complementary online survey of 43
participants. Second, we conduct interviews with 10 citizens to obtain
their opinion on the appropriate and well-designed visualizations of the
content they seek. The ﬁndings of this multi-method approach allow us
to issue 5 recommendations for OGD portal publishers and developers
to foster non-expert use of OGD.
Keywords: Open Government Data
Non-expert

1

· Visualization · Content ·

Introduction

Open government data (OGD) refers to data made available online by governments for anyone to freely reuse. OGD initiatives increase government transparency and accountability, but also involve many challenges such as its potential
reuse by non-experts [1,2]. These challenges have been minimized by developers who have implemented many services or applications for citizens using open
data. However, this approach has two issues. First, the developers and OGD
publishers are not aware of the datasets that are likely to be of interest to citizens [3]. Therefore, our ﬁrst research question (RQ1) is as follows: “What data
are non-experts interested in?”. Second, the OGD publishers and especially the
developers are not aware of the needs of citizens in terms of appropriate visualization design to represent data in an understandable manner [4]. Our second
c Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
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research question (RQ2) is therefore formulated as follows: “How to optimally
visualize OGD to non-experts?”.
The goal of this paper is to better understand citizens’ expectations, the
useful datasets and the adequate visualizations they expect on OGD portals.
The study seeks to identify the datasets needed by non-experts by analyzing the
dataset usage statistics on the open data portal of Namur, but also by doing an
online survey with 43 participants to ﬁnd out the real expectations of non-experts
in order to provide recommendations to developers about the interested datasets
to used in applications and to OGD publishers about the datasets to publish on
portals. To ﬁnd answers to RQ2, we conduct interviews with 10 citizens to get
their opinion on the appropriate and well-designed type of visualization for OGD.
The data recommendation tool NeDVis1 under development in our laboratory
is used to support the interviews.

2
2.1

Methodology
Usage Statistics and Survey (RQ1)

In order to address RQ1, we combined three resources. First, we used the OGD
portal of the city of Namur (Belgium)2 as use case to study the actual consultation statistics of the datasets on the portal. We chose this portal as it is the
most advanced portal in Wallonia (Belgium) and access with key stakeholders
of this portal was possible. This information was collected through a ﬁle sent by
the OGD manager of the city to the researchers. Second, the list of High-Value
Datasets3 (HVDs) representing datasets with signiﬁcant beneﬁts to society, from
the data portal of the Dutch government, was used to initiate the survey. The
list was also used to verify if it matches with the real expectations of non-expert
users. Third, to complement the ﬁndings from these statistics, we issued a survey4 to the citizens of Namur asking them what datasets they expect to ﬁnd on
portals.
The survey was implemented using Google forms and pretested by two
users to ensure all kinds of errors that are associated with survey research are
reduced [5]. The survey was later shared on Facebook groups and was ﬁlled in by
43 non-experts. This low participation rate can be explained by three reasons:
(i) we focused here on participants interested on OGD which represent a very
speciﬁc sub-set of the population, (ii) we only used online channels due to the
COVID situation and (iii) the survey was conducted as a complement to the
usage statistics.
2.2

Interviews (RQ2)

We conducted interviews with 10 non-expert citizens of Namur, interested to
know more about OGD, to answer RQ2. These 10 citizens were recruited on
1

https://rb.gy/7sgpqo.
https://data.namur.be/pages/accueil/.
3
https://data.overheid.nl/community/maatschappij/high-value/gemeenten.
4
https://rb.gy/2wjtgd.
2
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voluntary basis based on their previous answers in the survey described in
Sect. 2.1. The reasons for low participation are the same as above, with the
exception of the third. NeDVis was used to facilitate the data collection for the
interviews. This tool was selected because it allows to easily take into account
the user feedback compared to the existent solutions.
Datasets and Predefined Tasks. We selected three datasets from the open
data portal of Namur for the interviews. These datasets were chosen because
they are easy to understand by participants and also are among the most visited
datasets according to the usage statistics ﬁle collected from the OGD manager
of Namur. For each dataset, we have deﬁned 2 tasks that the participants need
to do in order to record their feedback. The predeﬁned tasks were also well
selected in order to cover diﬀerent use cases of data visualization. All the datasets
and predeﬁned tasks were later integrated in NeDVis in order to facilitate the
interview process and especially to not lose time during the interview. Table 1
summarizes the information about the datasets (name, link for more details and
predeﬁned tasks).
Table 1. List of datasets and predeﬁned tasks for interviews.
Datasets

Predeﬁned tasks

COVID-19 Pandemic (T1) Total new cases over date
Province of Namur - New con- (T2) Total new cases per municipality
taminations by commune
Link: https://rb.gy/4r0ht7
Namur - Mobility - Parking
Link: https://rb.gy/b840w5

(T3) Total places per parking type
(T4) Total places per parking type and per
Municipality

Namur - Ordinary budget by (T5) Total revenues and total expenses across
function
function
Link: https://rb.gy/1q79nd
(T6) Total revenues and total expenses
across Function over year

Data Collection. In order to reduce the duration of the interview, we launched
NeDVis on our computer and asked participants to evaluate the generated visualizations. For each predeﬁned task, NeDVis generated at least 2 diﬀerent visualizations. Participants were then asked to give a score between 1 (very inappropriate) to 10 (very appropriate) to each generated visualization. In addition,
participants were asked to verbalize their thoughts during the study about why
they gave a certain score for a speciﬁc visualization and also how they would
like the system to represent the visualization to facilitate understanding. These
thoughts were recorded so that nothing was missed from their feedback. Each
subject spent approximately 30 min to note in total 22 visualizations for all the
predeﬁned tasks.
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Data Analysis. After collecting user feedback, the ﬁnal score of each proposed
visualization type for each predeﬁned task was calculated using the average of
user ratings. The diﬀerent scores were then used to ﬁnd the best visualization
type (visualization with the highest score) for each predeﬁned task.

3

Results

3.1

Content Expectations: Usage Statistics and Survey Results

The ﬁle collected from the OGD manager of Namur portal concerns the consultation of the portal’s data from January to December 2020. This ﬁle contains 902
573 rows and 34 columns such as timestamp, user ip addr, dataset id, exec time
and so on. Based on this ﬁle, we determine how many times each dataset was
visited between January and December 2020. Table 2 shows the top 10 datasets
consulted on the OGD portal of Namur.
Table 2. Top 10 datasets visited between January and December 2020 on the OGD
portal of Namur.
No

Dataset

Dataset
Category in
Survey

Number of
records

% records

D1

Number of conﬁrmed COVID-19
cases by municipality

COVID

298498

33.1

D2

Number of new conﬁrmed
COVID-19 cases per municipality
per day

COVID

57130

18.4

D3

Number of new hospitalizations of
COVID-19 per province per day

COVID

51232

6.33

D4

List of deceased related to
cemetery locations

Non present

24260

5.68

D5

Administrative boundaries Municipalities of the Province of
Namur

Non present

20108

2.69

D6

Polygons of 26 localities of the
commune of Namur

Non Present

17776

2.23

D7

Boundaries of districts of Namur

Non present

16345

1.97

D8

Location of Public Cemeteries

Non present

14588

1.81

D9

Photos and geolocalized old
postcards

Non present

10497

1.62

D10 List of the deceased linked to the
cemetery sites in the commune of
Namur

Non present

8756

1.16
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Referring to Table 2, the order of the datasets from most to least visited,
is as follows: COVID datasets, datasets on cemeteries, data on communities,
localities, addresses, and buildings, mobility data and population data. Another
observation is that some expected datasets, such as budget data to achieve transparency, were less visited but were among the 100 most visited datasets. Also,
many datasets in the list of HVDs are not found in the list of datasets visited
on the Namur portal.
Regarding the survey, a total of 43 users completed it. 63% of users had
heard about open data, 53% had used an open data portal and 70% had general
computer knowledge. First, we asked participants to quantify the importance of
the predeﬁned datasets (coming from the list of HVDs) using a scale from “Not
important at all” to “Very Important” . The importance was calculated as the
median response of the 43 respondents. The survey results show that most of
the datasets are important (median = 3) for citizens except the datasets about
street lighting, places to walk dogs, information on trees and spreading routes,
which have a median less than 3 (not important). Second, we asked the following
question to participants: “What data (other than those listed) would you like to
see on an Open Data site?”. 13 participants answered it. The list of suggested
data included: nurseries libraries, road work schedule, local business statistics,
position of the refugee centers and their age pyramid, collection and use of tax
and information on essential shops.
Based on these ﬁndings, we suggest publishers to highlight on the portal
(respectively developers to oﬀer services based on) the high-value datasets,
COVID-Related Data (or, more generally, data relevant to analyze a current
crisis and/or societal debate in an objective manner), administrative boundaries
and population data, a list of buildings, mobility data and old photos from the
city. On the other hand, publishers should also provide, in addition to the current data, datasets about nurseries libraries, road work schedule, local business
statistics, position of the refugee centers and their age pyramid, collection and
use of tax and information on essential shops. They should also have a feedback
feature which can help collect user expectations in terms of the datasets to be
published on the portal.
3.2

Visualization Expectations: Results from Interviews

In total, 10 users participated to the interviews. All participants had average
to low computer skills and had not previously analyzed the studied datasets.
Table 3 presents the adequate visualization type for each predeﬁned task based
on the user feedback. Note that the best visualization type is determined by
taking the visualization type that has the highest ﬁnal score calculated using
the average of user ratings.
Referring to Table 3, we can note that the best visualization type for visualizing geographic data is the bubble map, for comparing categorical data is the
bar graph, and for seeing the evolution over time is the line graph. In addition,
we ﬁnd that the design of the visualization types is very important for nonexperts to help them understand them easily. Thus, based on user feedback on
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Table 3. Best visualization type for each predeﬁned task.
Datasets

Tasks Predeﬁned

Best Visualization Type

COVID-19 Pandemic Province of Namur - New
contaminations by
commune

(T1) Total new cases over
date

Line chart

(T2) Total new cases per
municipality

Bubble map

(T3) Total places per
parking type

Bar chart with horizontal
orientation & Doughnut &
Pie chart
Grouped bar chart with
horizontal orientation

Namur - Mobility Parking

(T4) Total places per
parking type and per
municipality
Namur - Ordinary budget
by function

(T5) Total revenues and
total expenses across
function
(T6) Total revenues and
total expenses across
function over year

Grouped bar chart with
vertical orientation
Multiple line charts

suggested visualizations, we propose that programmers and publishers take the
following actions to incorporate these user expectations. First, they should have
a visualization review feature that allows users to provide suggestions on how to
improve visualizations. Second, they should allow users to access the low-level
visual encodings such as graph orientation, axis labels, order of data in graph
and color, in order to change them if necessary. Third, they should provide search
functionality for each visualisation to allow only the desired data to be displayed
rather than all data.

4

Conclusion and Further Research

The aim of this paper was to understand the content (RQ1) and visualization
expectations (RQ2) of non-experts towards OGD. To achieve that goal, we used
a multi-method approach including an analysis of the usage statistics of the
OGD portal of Namur, a complementary online survey of 43 participants to
ﬁnd out the needs of the end-users in terms of datasets and interviews with 10
participants to get their opinion on the correct and well-designed visualizations
of datasets. Using this multi-method approach, we identify end-users’ expectations for content and visualizations, and then provide useful recommendations
to programmers and publishers. This study diﬀers from existing literature in two
aspects. First, to our knowledge, this study is the ﬁrst attempt to use the usage
statistics of portal combined with a survey to understand content expectations.
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Second, in previous researches, only few visualization types were used [6] and
general interactivity (not based on tasks and feedback from citizens as done
here) were suggested [7]. For future work, we ﬁrst plan to increase the number of
participants and cover more visualization types in order to have statistical significance. Second, we plan to improve NeDVis tool by integrating recommendations
gathered from the interviews: (A) which type of visualization is appropriate for
a speciﬁc task? (from scores), and (B) how to represent the visualization to
make it easier to understand? (from verbal thoughts). The integration of (A)
will be handled by recording the score and related features (e.g., visualization
type, number of numerical attributes) of each rated visualization in the system,
which will help improving the recommendation module of NeDVis. For (B), we
will need to modify the representation of some visualization types and also allow
users to make changes to low-level visual encodings when selecting an attribute
to visualize.
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Abstract. Soundscape is the technical term used to describe the sound
in our surroundings. Experiencing Historical Soundscapes allows for a
better understanding of life in the past and provides clues on the evolution of a community. Interactive and multimedia-based Historical Soundscape environments with geolocation is a relatively unexplored area but,
recently, this topic has started to call the attention of researchers due
to its relevance in culture and history. This work is part of the PASEV
project, which is developing several types of digital tools, designed to
interactively share the Historical Soundscapes of the Portuguese City of
Evora. This paper presents an initial domain requirements analysis for
the interactive and multimedia-based Historical Soundscapes domain,
which involves handling geolocations. Thus, projects in this domain, such
as PASEV, can be part, and take advantage of the beneﬁts of this work,
which is the reuse of Soundscape domain requirements, reducing the time
needed to develop applications in such domain.
Keywords: Domain Analysis
Models

1

· Historical Soundscapes · Feature

Introduction

The concept of Soundscape describes the sound in our surroundings. This “environment” can be created in many ways through music, historical recordings,
and can even be the product of reminiscing and imagining the sound [3]. As
Emily Thompson states, “Soundscape is simultaneously a physical environment
and a way of perceiving that environment” [9]. Hence, experiencing Historical
Soundscapes allows for a better understanding of life in the past and acts as an
indicator of the evolution of a community [3]. This work is part of the PASEV [6]
project which is developing a set of digital tools designed to interactively share
and disseminate the Historical Soundscapes of Évora (Portugal) with the user.
In this paper, an initial domain requirements analysis for the interactive
and multimedia-based Historical Soundscapes domain, involving handling geolocations, is presented. The purpose of domain analysis is to establish guidelines
that allow for the reuse of common components amongst projects in the same
c Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
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domain, reducing the time to develop and costs; this technique has been largely
adopted in software product lines [10]. There are some suggested methods on how
to perform domain analysis [1,2,4]. However, as it is diﬃcult to obtain a onesize-fits-all approach, we will select artifacts from diﬀerent methods to propose
a modiﬁed approach. The proposed Soundscape Domain Model is suﬃciently
ﬂexible to incorporate updates, whenever there is a change or new domain software becomes available. Besides, this project also contributes with an extension
of the open-source FeatureIDE plug-in for Eclipse IDE1 , used to build feature
models, here used for domain analysis.

2

Background

Historical Soundscapes. The term Soundscape was originally presented by
R. Murray Schafer at Simon Fraser University with a purpose of “raising public awareness of sound” [11]. One of the best ways to understand the concept
is by picturing it as “an auditory or aural landscape” [9]. In addition, a reoccurring key concept found in literature is the importance of how the sound is
perceived. Historical Soundscape is thus, the acoustic environment of the past,
which might also require a context to be provided, as the perception of the
sounds will likely diﬀer over time. Lee et al. deﬁne Historical Soundscapes as
being a way to describe the past through sound [5]. They also assert that Historical Soundscapes are important as they “can inform our understanding of
the past by opening new spaces for examining, communicating, and understanding the past using sound” [5]. Given the importance of Soundscapes, and more
speciﬁcally, Historical Soundscapes, there have been several attempts, by different international organisations, such as the “Early Modern Soundscapes” or
the “Simon Fraser University”, to explore and oﬀer, to the public, information
and access to Soundscapes of the past [11,12]. The topic is also currently under
study by European research groups. A speciﬁc example is the Spanish platform
developed to associate multimedia to geographically referenced events, to create
an immersive Soundscape experience for the user in Spanish cities [8]. A similar
eﬀort is currently under way for the city of Évora, in Portugal, where diﬀerent
geo-referenced digital tools are being developed with a similar objective (PASEV
project) [6].
Domain Analysis and Approaches. A Domain Model is intended to represent commonalities and variabilities of a domain. One of the popular ways to
represent an application domain is through a Feature Model, used in the Feature
Oriented Domain Analysis (FODA) method, which focuses on domain features.
According to Kang et al. [4], a feature is a property that can be shared with a
family of systems. The domain analysis in FODA is divided into context analysis, domain modeling, and architectural modeling. In the Domain Analysis and
Reuse Environment (DARE) approach [2], the Domain Model output is referred
1

The original plugin is available at https://featureide.github.io/.
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to as the domain book. Its content is structured into domain sources, vocabulary analysis and architectural analysis. The Product-Line Software EngineeringCustomizable Domain Analysis (PuLSE-CDA) method [1] begins by analyzing
the topics covered by the domain (scope deﬁnition). Then, raw/unstructured
domain knowledge is gathered and linked to its source. When using PuLSE-CDA,
the Domain Model is never expected to be stable allowing constant re-analysis of
the requirements and domain knowledge. The link facilitates the update on the
model domain knowledge. The third and ﬁnal step delivers the domain model
and a domain decision model. These three approaches are combined to form our
combined method, described next.

3

A Domain Analysis for Historical Soundscapes

This section describes our approach for the domain analysis. PuLSE-CDA
inspired the idea of linking sources to requirements, as this will allow for an
eﬃcient evolution of the Domain Model. The book metaphor and the completion criteria (when the whole outline has been ﬁlled) is based on the DARE
approach. From the FODA method, we adopt the Feature Model, which plays a
major role. However, we need a conceptual model, in our case expressed using
a class diagram. The need for a class diagram comes from the need for a representation of the entities and their relationships, required by the domain as well
as the relevant attributes, leading to a simpler future software implementation.
The domain analysis method used consists of creating a proposal of a domain
book of sorts, where the focus is solely on the domain requirements (see Table 1).
Table 1. Domain model outline for this project
Domain scope

Detailed limits of domain scope and target
users for systems in the domain

Deﬁnitions

Dictionary of technical terms and concepts
the reader may not be familiar with

Software analysis
commonalities

Structured list of assumptions that are true
for all systems in the domain

Software analysis variabilities Structured list of assumptions on how
systems in the domain diﬀer
Domain requirements

Structured list of mandatory and optional,
functional and non-functional requirements
for all systems in the domain This will
include a link to the requirement source

Domain modeling

Class diagram and Feature diagram

Issues

A record of important domain model
decisions and Alternatives

A plug-in extension for the creation of feature models was developed, in
our case, FeatureIDE. Features in the feature model may include online links
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(URLs) to examples. Feature diagrams allow the expression of information about
a speciﬁc feature. In particular, the FeatureIDE plug-in includes a description of
each feature. However, as features are user-visible characteristics, each feature
can have a diﬀerent level of abstraction. For example, a color can be a feature,
but a Log-in page can also be a feature in the same Feature Model. Developers
may require a detailed explanation of what the feature is meant to do, specially
in this domain where multimedia plays a key role. Hence, allowing features to
include links to actual examples, by associating them with multimedia resources,
provides the developers with an improved understanding of what is intended with
the feature. The solution allows the user to associate several URLs per feature.

4

Towards a Domain Model for Historical Soundscapes

In a Domain Model, we cannot guarantee identiﬁcation of all requirements.
Hence, there is a need to scope the domain and properly deﬁne its limits. An
important factor was the target users. Thus, the contents must be accessible not
only for developers, but also for readers without experience in Domain Modeling.
This led to the choice of representing the domain requirements and their sources
in diﬀerent forms, such as table templates and models. Thus, our Domain Model
is described through a conceptual model, and two Feature Models; a brief explanation of their interpretation is available in the appendix of the full domain
analysis document2 . The document also includes the description of the terms
and concepts relevant to the Soundscape domain under analysis.

Fig. 1. Back-oﬃce feature model of the domain model

The Soundscape Domain Model is a result of the analysis of both the PASEV
and the Spanish Historical Soundscapes platforms. It covers the mandatory
2

The Domain Model is available at: https://github.com/marianaBonito/APDCInvestigation-HistoricalSoundscapesCaseOfEvora-DomainAnalysis/blob/master/
Domain Analisis-Historical Soundscapes.pdf.
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Fig. 2. Class diagram of the domain model

and optional requirements for systems in the domain. Figure 1 shows the Feature Model developed for the back-oﬃce module of a software platform for the
domain. The Feature Models were developed using the FeatureIDE plug-in extension, developed in the context of this work. The diagram shows an example of a
feature linked online reference to demonstrate one of the visualization options3 .
The conceptual model was the least consensual part, as there are many ways
to structure the domain’s entities and their relationships. All decisions for this
diagram and any other conﬂicting observations that were encountered during
the domain analysis, are justiﬁed in the full Domain Model. An understanding
of the conceptual model can be obtained from the analysis of the class diagram
in Fig. 2, which presents the domain entities as Classes and their relationships.
Since the known platforms developed for the domain focus on Historical
Soundscapes, everything on the class diagram must be associated to some Period
in time. This Period is represented by an entity with its corresponding attributes.
When using a platform in the domain the User will be interested in viewing all
sorts of historical information associated to a speciﬁc location, so the purpose
of an immersive experience can be achieved. This is represented with the Place
3

Plug-in extension along with further detail is available at https://github.
com/marianaBonito/APDC-Investigation-HistoricalSoundscapesCaseOfEvoraDomainAnalysis/blob/master/FeatureIDE Plugin Extension Manual.pdf.
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entity and its corresponding attributes. A Place may have Key Word s associated
to it, to facilitate ﬁltering or associations within the software. It will necessarily
include an Address and Coordinates associated to said Address to represent
its geolocation. A Place will be associated to one or more Map Layer s and will
have Media associated to it. Map Layer s are used to display geographic data and
represent location pins, show the historical cartography over the basemap layer,
and even display routes of an Itinerary. Hence, a Map Layer will logically need
to be associated to a Map. Also, if the Map Layer is historical cartography or
something similar, it will need to include an Institution as source. Each Map will
be associated to a City. Various Events may take place in a City, but each Event
will be linked to at least one City. The class Event is central to the platform,
as most historical recordings are generated as part of events. Each Event is
related to other concepts, such as Type (of event), Period, Reference, Duration,
Institution (the one responsible for the organisation of the event), Administrator
(member of the platforms organization responsible for adding or editing the event
in the system), and Itinerary or Place. An Itinerary is a predetermined route
between speciﬁc locations, represented as a set of contiguous lines connecting
the event’s locations on the map. Hence, the itinerary is associated to 2 or
more places. Also, at a given time, each User is associated to a geographic
Coordinate, and a Place has a QR-Code attribute. The reader might recognise
these as being two common ways of presenting location content to the user. The
software can either read the user’s current location from a sensor on his/her
mobile device and start displaying the location multimedia automatically, or the
software can request the user to use his/her device to read the QR-code present
at each location and display the information linked to it. As this model represents
diﬀerent approaches allowed for all tools currently in the domain, we opted not
to restrict to one approach. In Fig. 2, the entity Type is an enumerator, including
Civic and Military Demonstrations, and Religious Manifestations.

5

Conclusion

Historical Soundscapes are of great importance. Hence, new projects are emerging within the proposed domain. This document presented the context for an initial domain requirements analysis, the approach taken to develop it and, brieﬂy,
described its results. It also presented an extension of the FeatureIDE plug-in,
which is a tool used for creating Feature Models in the context of this domain.
As future work, we will continue to improve the Domain Model and will perform
a full survey with domain experts, to evaluate the produced domain artifacts.
Acknowledgment. We thank NOVA LINCS UID/CEC/04516/2019 and PASEV
project PTDC/ART-PER/28584/2017.
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Abstract. Evaluating the quality of resources and the reliability of entities in a system is one of the current needs of modern computer systems.
This assessment is the result of two concepts that dominate our real life
as well as computer systems, which are Trust and Reputation. To measure them, a variety of computational models have been developed to
help users make decisions, and to improve interactions with the system
and between users. Due to the wide variety of definitions for reputation
and trust topics, this paper attempts to unify these definitions by proposing a unique formalization in terms of graphical and textual notations.
It introduces also a deep analysis to understand the behavior and the
intuition behind each computational model.
Keywords: Trust · Reputation · Computational model
Graphical/textual representation

1

·

Introduction

The concepts of trust and reputation are of paramount importance in human
societies. Several disciplines resort to their use in diﬀerent ways according to
their own visions and perspectives. In this paper, we highlight the use of these
concepts in an area that is becoming omnipresent in our lives, which is computer
system. Within the past few decades, an impressive sum of inquires has been conducted on the subjects of computational trust and reputation models. One of the
beginning focuses for considering computers and trust within the same setting
was Marsh in [10]. Numerous commonsense approaches on high-proﬁle applications are still right now widespread. For example, the reputation frameworks
on websites like eBay, Amazon, or person rating websites such as Tripadvisor
and Goodreads. To meet the challenges posed in this ﬁeld, researchers began
to develop theoretical and practical models to better understand the ﬁeld and
to improve existing solutions. Given that this is a trendy research area, several
c Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
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researchers are still developing other solutions [1,2,6]. However, we notice that
there are several deﬁnitions related to trust and reputation, which lead to an
ambiguity in the understanding of these concepts. Our ﬁrst contribution proposes a uniﬁcation of the deﬁnitions related to trust and reputation. It suggests
a unique formalization with graphical and textual representations of these two
concepts. We also found that it is not easy to understand the semantics and intuition behind the computations performed by the various computational models.
Our second contribution attempts to make more transparent the “black-box” of
the behavior of each of these models.
The rest of the paper is made up as follows; Sect. 2 presents deﬁnitions and
properties related to trust and reputation. This section also introduces our ﬁrst
contribution, which is the graphical and textual formalization of trust and reputation principles. Section 3 describes the diﬀerent types of trust and reputation
computational models as well as our second contribution in section regarding the
behavior of computational models. Some related works are discussed in Sect. 4.
Finally, the points to remember and perspectives are presented in Sect. 5.

2

Definitions and Properties

In this section, we revisit the deﬁnitions and the behaviors of trust and reputation and other related concepts. For each notion, both graphical notation and
mathematical formalization are introduced.
2.1

Trust

– Definition: Trust is a concept that we apply daily. Unfortunately, trust suffers from the problem of deﬁnition, in the absence of a precise deﬁnition
commonly used in the literature. According to [8], it is possible to segment
the social perspectives of trust into three segments categories: (i) that of personality, (ii) that of sociologists, and (iii) that of psychosociologists. It can
generally be said that trust is a relationship between a trustor and a trustee.
The trust relationship can thus be modeled as in Fig. 1, where the user U1
(Trustor) trusts another user U2 (Trustee) with a value X:

Fig. 1. Graphical notation of trust

The function C(U1 , U2 ) has two arguments the trustor “U1 ” and the trustee
“U2 ”, the result of this function is X “the value of the trust”.
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– Context: According to [11], when deﬁning trust, the context is an important
factor. It indicates the situation in which the relationship is established. The
graphical notation of the context can be shown in Fig. 2. U1 ’s trust in U2 in
a context c is X, we note:
Cc (U1 , U2 ) = X

(1)

– Transitivity: A graphical notation of transitivity is given in Fig. 3. If U1
trusts U2 and U2 trusts U3 , then U1 trusts U3 , we note:
C(U1 , U2 ) = x ∧ C(U2 , U3 ) = y ⇒ ∃f /f (x, y) = z.

(2)

As Josang and Pope prove in [4], transitivity is possible only in some cases.
However, in the case of transitivity, as the number of referrals increases, the
level of trust is likely to decrease. For example, if Bob asks Alice for a dentist
referral. Alice responds, my sister was telling me about a dentist that her
friend had referred to her from a trusted friend. The level of trust Bob will
have in this referral is less than if it were a dentist that Alice had seen directly.

Fig. 2. Graphic notation of the context

Fig. 3. Transitivity of trust

– Transaction In our proposal, a transaction is an action of a user on the
network within a speciﬁc context that plays a role in the computation of
trust and reputation. For example, in the context of online sales sites, placing an order, giving an opinion on an item or on the seller, are considered
transactions.
2.2

Reputation

The second key concept considered in this paper is reputation. Several deﬁnitions
of this concept can be found in diﬀerent areas of literature. The ﬁrst is a rather
general deﬁnition, namely that reputation can be seen as the feeling that one
user has towards another user [7], which is used to decide to cooperate with
him [6]. Jøsang et al. [3] consider that “reputation is what is said or believed
about a person or the properties of an object”. In a community, someone can be
trusted if (s)he has a good reputation. According to Abdul-Rahman and Hailes
[1], reputation is an estimate of an entity’s behavior in the community, based on
its past behaviors. Reputation is in fact an intangible asset (an opinion, a feeling)
over which an individual does not have total control since it emanates from the
community. Thus, by instantiation in the ﬁeld of computer science, reputation
is the opinion of a system towards a user. The concept of reputation can thus be
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represented as in Fig. 4, where the system assigns a reputation rating to a user,
based on community opinions and behavior in the system. The reputation of U1
in the system S is X, we note:

Fig. 4. Graphical notation of reputation

But above all, to talk about a computational model, we must deﬁne the
measurements taken into account in this process.
2.3

Measurement

In order to quantify trust and reputation, an appropriate measure is needed.
Four types of values of such measure are generally used:
– Unique value: It is the measure used to ensure the quality of products in
a production line. For example, if an item does not conform with manufacturing requirements, it is withdrawn from the chain and nothing is reported
otherwise.
– Binary values: binary values are used to distinguish between a trusted and
untrusted entity. For example, if we trust a user, we assign him a rating of 1,
and 0 otherwise.
– Multiple values: allow to take into account the history of cooperation
between two entities. For example, possible values are “very low, low, medium,
high and very high” levels of trust.
– Continuous values: Continuous values give a wider range of possible values
of the trust level. Typically, this value varies along the range [0,1]; it measures
trust in the form of probability.
To measure the degree of trust and reputation in the form of any value, computer
systems have relied on models using diﬀerent processes depending on the need,
as can be seen in the rest of this paper.
It is important to understand the functioning and mathematical process of
each model. This will facilitate their classiﬁcation according to their behavior.

3

Computational Models Choice

Systems based on trust and reputation must, as noted below, have a computing
model. Indeed, the computation process must make it possible to take a decision.
For example, a high degree of trust in an entity makes it possible to judge that
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entity to be reliable and to take the decision to trust it. The same applies to
reputation. Diﬀerent models have been proposed to represent and compute trust
and reputation in systems. These models can be classiﬁed into: Bayesian models,
Belief-based models, Discrete value models and Flow models. In this section, for
each computational model, we specify its semantics and intuition. This will allow
the models to be diﬀerentiated based on their behaviour, which will be used to
determine the model to use based on the needs of each application.
3.1

Bayesian Model

Bayesian models use probability distribution functions to estimate trust and
reputation values. The distribution function of a real random variable X is the
function FX which, at any real x, associates the probability of obtaining a value
such as:
(3)
FX (x) = P(X ≤ x).
The FX function depends on the law used by the computational model. In probability theory, the machine procedure must be replicated many times in order to
make a ﬁnal decision. This approach induces a slow shift in the expected values.
Therefore, to gain good trust and reputation rates, it is important to make many
transactions. This strategy is beneﬁcial in the sense that it allows a consumer
who made a bad transaction the ability to regain his credibility. But eventually,
it will punish him. The downside is that the model can not detect it explicitly
in the event of malicious use of the device.
3.2

Belief-Based Model

Like Bayesian models, belief theory is related to probability theory, the diﬀerence
being that the sum of the probabilities on all possible outcomes is not necessarily
equal to 1, and the remaining probability is interpreted as uncertainty. This
model category behaves in much the same way as the Bayesian model.
3.3

Discrete Value Model

The trust value of a newcomer is equal to zero. Since this model does not use a
speciﬁc probability function, the choice of the appropriate function depends on
system’s needs.
3.4

Flow Model

Flow models compute trust or reputation values by transitive iterations through
looped chains. This model does not impact the initial value for newcomers, as
in Google’s PageRank system. To build a strong reputation, one has to start
detecting incoming trust ﬂows. The beneﬁt here is that the methods for estimating data ﬂows rapidly update the estimated values each time a new ﬂow
is detected. In the case of cheating, the machine explicitly detects a series of
malicious acts. The limitation of this technique is that a neutral value of trust
or reputation is equal to zero, which can be considered penalizing.
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Summary

In today’s IT systems, trust and reputation are two principles that have become
very important. Since there are many works that have discussed these concepts
in the literature, it leads to a variety of descriptions. On the one hand, for these
deﬁnitions, we have suggested a global graphical and textual formalization. On
the other hand, to the best of our knowledge, there is little work that clariﬁes
what sort of trust and reputation modeling they use. This makes their use in
applications a bit complicated. That is why it will be easier to select which model
to adapt, if we set the system speciﬁcations from the beginning.

4

Related Works

In recent years, computational trust and reputation models have become quite
important methods to improve interaction between users and with the system.
And since their appearance, several research works have been published to solve
the problems linked to these concepts. Other types of work were carried out which
gave an additional aspect to this research, an aspect of analysis and comparison
of reputation and trust models. Among these works we can cite a work published
in [9] whose aim is to present the most popular and widely used computer models
of trust and reputation. Then in 2017, a survey was carried out to classify and
compare the main ﬁndings that have helped to address trust and reputation
issues in the context of web services [12]. And ﬁnally in 2018, Braga, Diego De
Siqueira, et al. conducted a survey which provided additional structure to the
research being done on the topics of trust and reputation [5]. A new integrated
system for analyzing reputation and trust models has been proposed. There are
therefore several works and classiﬁcations, but they do not help to clarify which
model to take and why to take it. Moreover, the comparison made in these papers
is static; in common community application scenarios, it does not help to explain
the dynamic models’ behavior. Furthermore, they do not provide formalized and
graphically illustrated deﬁnitions of the concepts used in these models.

5

Conclusion and Perspectives

In this paper, we have tackled the problem of computational models of trust and
reputation. Due to the numerous studies made in the literature about these two
concepts, we have tried to unify these notions. In particular, we have revised
their deﬁnitions and restate their basic properties. The analysis done show that
our requirements proposal helps to diﬀerentiate the various models and select
the most suitable ones according to the users needs. This paper constitutes our
ﬁrst step towards a new general model of trust/reputation that can ﬁt each
application’s context. As an immediate future work, we plan to identify a set of
requirements that make the model choice more practical and intelligent, in the
sense that it meets the desired needs.
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Abstract. A Web API (WAPI) is a type of API whose interaction with
its consumers is done through the Internet. While being accessed through
the Internet can be challenging, mostly when WAPIs evolve, it gives
providers the possibility to monitor their usage. Currently, WAPI usage
is mostly logged for traﬃc monitoring and troubleshooting. Even though
they contain invaluable information regarding consumers’ behavior, they
are not suﬃciently used by providers. In this paper, we ﬁrst consider two
phases of the application development lifecycle, and based on them we
distinguish two diﬀerent types of usage logs, namely development logs
and production logs. For each of them we show the potential analyses
(e.g., WAPI usability evaluation) that can be performed, as well as the
main impediments, that may be caused by the unsuitable log format.
We then conduct a case study using logs of the same WAPI from different deployments and diﬀerent formats, to demonstrate the occurrence
of these impediments and at the same time the importance of a proper
log format. Next, based on the case study results, we present the main
quality issues of WAPI logs and explain their impact on data analyses.
For each of them, we give some practical suggestions on how to deal with
them, as well as mitigating their root cause.

Keywords: Web API

1

· Usage logs · Log format · Pre-processing

Introduction

An increasing number of organizations and institutions are exposing their data
and services by means of Application Programming Interfaces (APIs). Diﬀerent
from statically linked APIs, which are accessed locally by consumers, web APIs
(WAPIs) are exposed, thus accessed, through the network, using standard web
protocols [3]. As the interaction between WAPIs and their consumers is done
typically through the Internet, both parts end up loosely connected.
This loosely coupled connection becomes eventually challenging, mostly during WAPI evolution, when as a boomerang eﬀect, consumers end up strongly
tight to WAPIs [1]. If providers release a new version and decide to discontinue
the former ones, consumers are obliged to upgrade their applications to the new
version and adapt them to the changes. Consequently, WAPIs end up driving the
evolution of their consumers’ application [6,7]. Knowing the considerable impact
c Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
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WAPIs have on their consumers, providers would beneﬁt from their feedback to
understand their needs and problems when using the WAPI [4].
Currently, API providers face a lot of diﬃculties in collecting and analyzing
consumers’ feedback from several sources, e.g., bug reports, issue tracking systems, online forums [5]. Furthermore, feedback collection and analysis turns out
to be expensive in terms of time, thus diﬃcult to scale. Actually, in the WAPI
case, this feedback can be gathered in a more centralized way. While being
accessed through the network poses some challenges for consumers, it enables
providers to monitor the usage of their WAPIs, by logging every request that
consumers make to them (see Fig. 1). WAPI logs, besides coming from a trustworthy source of information, can be gathered in a straightforward, inexpensive
way, and completely transparent to the WAPI consumers.

Fig. 1. The interaction between consumers, providers and WAPIs

This paper is building upon our previous work [2], where we measured the
usability of WAPIs by analyzing their usage logs generated during the development phase of consumers’ applications. Based on the challenges faced while
working with WAPI usage logs, and the surprising lack of attention this topic
(i.e., WAPI usage logs analysis) had gained, we saw convenient to summarize
our experience and research in the ﬁeld, into a set of practical suggestions to
enhance the logging of WAPI usage for more specialised analyses. The extended
version of this work is available in [11].

2

The Potential of WAPI Usage Logs

Providers typically log their WAPIs’ usage by recording all requests done against
the WAPIs. As applications are their actual consumers, we should consider the
diﬀerent ways they consume WAPIs over their own lifecycle. Basically, applications interact with the WAPIs during design time and runtime, over both of
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which they manifest diﬀerent aspects of their behavior. Following on from this,
we distinguish two types of logs: (i) development logs, and (ii) production logs.
Development logs are generated at design time, while developers build and
test their applications. Thus, these logs show their attempts in using the WAPI,
the endpoints they struggle more with, speciﬁc mistakes they do while using and
learning the WAPI, etc. [2,10]. By analyzing these logs, providers may evaluate
the usability of their WAPI from the consumers’ perspective. On the other hand,
production logs are generated during applications runtime, while application are
being used by end users. WAPI requests are predetermined by the implemented
functionalities of the applications, containing real and solid WAPI usage scenarios and the right order in which developers make the requests to WAPI. By
analyzing these logs, providers may identify consumers’ needs for new features,
and implement the corresponding endpoints.
Even though both types of logs provide useful information about WAPI consumption and perception from consumers, preparing and analyzing them is arduous. First, it is not always trivial distinguishing these logs from each other, as
they often are stored together in the same ﬁles. Secondly, consumers’ applications
design and the way users interact with them will be manifested in the production logs, obfuscating the inference of the real WAPI usage patterns. Finally, as
providers store these logs typically for traﬃc monitoring, they do not consider
the requirements that speciﬁc analyses may have. Thus, unawarely, they may
neglect the importance of the log format, and even leave out crucial information
for consumers’ identiﬁcation, adversely aﬀecting not only the analysis results,
but also the logs pre-processing.

3

How Does the Logs Format Aﬀect the Pre-processing?

The pre-processing phase typically consists of four main steps: (i) data fusion,
(ii) data cleaning, (iii) data structuring, and (iv) data generalization [2,8]. In
this section we will cover two challenges from WAPI logs pre-processing, namely
ﬁeld extraction from data cleaning phase, and session identiﬁcation from data
structuring, as the two challenges of pre-processing that are directly aﬀected by
the log format and the way the usage is being logged (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Field extraction and session identiﬁcation
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Field Extraction. Usage logs are stored in text ﬁles, where each log entry (line)
contains several ﬁelds. Field extraction consists exactly in the separation of the
log entries into ﬁelds. It is typically performed before data cleaning, so that log
entries can be ﬁltered based on the value of their speciﬁc ﬁelds (e.g., request
method, request body). There are several ways to parse log ﬁles information,
including regular expressions, predeﬁned parsers, custom grok parsers (pattern
matching syntax used by ElasticSearch). Providers should decide on a log format
that can be easily parsed, in order to enable a simple querying of ﬁelds value.
Session Identification. This challenge (often called sessioning), refers to
grouping together into the same session, all the log entries (i.e., requests) coming
from each user during the time frame of a visit. Most of the WAPIs are stateless,
meaning that the server does not store the state, thus no sessions are generated.
Session identiﬁers must be inferred from other available information in the logs,
applying sessioning heuristics (i.e., methods for constructing sessions based on
assumptions about users’ behavior or the site/application characteristics). Two
of the most applied methods are (i) time-based heuristics, which construct the
sessions based on the duration of a user’s visit on one page (i.e., page-stay heuristic) or the entire visit to the application, and (ii) navigation-based heuristics,
which construct the sessions based on the assumption on how the applications’
pages are linked [9]. As both of them are built under the hypothesis of an already
launched application, they apply only to the production logs.

4

Case Study

We perform ﬁeld extraction and session identiﬁcation to demonstrate the importance of speciﬁc ﬁelds of the log format, and the impact their lack may cause to
both of these challenges. We conduct a case study using production logs from
two instances of the District Health Information Software 2 (DHIS2) WAPI1 ,
namely World Health Organization (WHO) Integrated Data Platform2 (WIDP),
and Médecins Sans Fontières (MSF). Being deployed and used independently, the
logs coming from them have diﬀerent formats (Table 1).
Table 1. Log formats of the two DHIS2’s deployments under study
Deployment Client IP

1
2

Timestamp Duration Request Status

Object size Referer User agent

address

granularity

code

MSF

✗

Second

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

WIDP

✓

Millisecond ✓

✓

✓

✓

✗

✓

https://www.dhis2.org/about.
http://mss4ntd.essi.upc.edu/wiki/index.php?title=WHO Integrated Data
Platform (WIDP).
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1. Field extraction. We perform ﬁeld extraction by using regular expressions
in JAVA. Request body, referer and user-agent, are the parts that generate
more errors while parsing, as they may include spaces and special characters,
sometimes used to separate the ﬁelds. We have to perform some extra manual
work to handle the errors, like splitting these ﬁelds into several parts, and
then joining them, without cluttering parts of diﬀerent ﬁelds.
2. Session identification. We apply the page-stay heuristic and the navigation
one combined with time constraint, using timeout thresholds 5 and 15 min
for both of the methods. We perform the experiments on log data from MSF,
since the log format contains information about the referer (Table 1), required
in navigation-based method. The results of the analysis are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Statistics for the deﬁned sessions
Heuristic

No. of sessions Avg. duration Avg. size

Time 5 min

15,804

Time 15 min

110 s

63

15,937

127 s

63

Time 5 min, navigation

8,233

266 s

122

Time 15 min, navigation

6,586

413 s

152

As seen from Table 2, the metrics from the navigation method (two last rows)
are signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from the ones when only the time heuristic was used
(two ﬁrst rows). After using the referer information, for the same logs we have
less number of sessions, but larger ones in terms of number of requests and session
total duration. This means that, when using only the time heuristic, we are oversplitting the sessions, thus potentially loosing sequences of requests. Besides this,
the new sessions created, likely contain mixed requests from diﬀerent users and
diﬀerent applications, thus possibly creating fake sequences of requests.
Assessment. The performance of the heuristics could be evaluated by comparing
the constructed sessions with the real ones. As in WAPI usage logs we cannot
have the real sessions, we compare the reconstructed sessions of logs from MSF
and WIDP (using client IP and timeout 15 min), in the context of four speciﬁc
applications. For each application, we extract the distinct requests assigned on
both instances (Table 3). We saw that when using only the time heuristic in
MSF, even though the sessions are in average shorter in terms of number of
requests (Table 2), too many distinct and diﬀerent requests are assigned to each
application. The same happen with WIDP, whose logs do not have information
about the referer. For each application we explore in detail the distinct requests
assigned to them, for all the sessions. We saw that there were WAPI requests,
that even though not related to the applications, were assigned to them because
of the missing information in the logs.
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Table 3. WAPI requests assigned to four applications installed in MSF and WIDP

5

Application

MSF (time) MSF (time, navigation) WIPD (time)

dhis-web-event-capture

106

28

177

dhis-web-event-reports

139

25

118

dhis-web-tracker-capture 202

48

124

HMIS-Dictionary

31

57

136

Common WAPI Logs Issues

In this section, deriving from the case study, we introduce the main WAPI usage
logs quality issues, that are responsible for the problems surged during ﬁeld
extraction and session identiﬁcation.
1. Field extraction
– Fields’ separators part of the ﬁelds’ body. When the ﬁelds themselves contain in their body the characters used as separators (e.g., comma, semicolon, space), ﬁeld extraction becomes diﬃcult to automate. To overcome
this challenge, it is recommended to double-quote the ﬁelds that might
have special characters.
2. Session identification
– Insuﬃcient ﬁelds. As WAPI logs are usually not stored to analyze consumers’ behavior, they often suﬀer from missing crucial ﬁelds for the
application of several analysis. To strike a balance between not leaving
out important ﬁelds, and not logging too many ones, providers should
decide beforehand on the analyses they will perform on the usage data.
– Missing applications’ identiﬁers. Applications’ identiﬁers are unique identiﬁers that providers generate for their consumers, to track their usage.
The lack of these identiﬁers may aﬀect the evaluation and the prioritization of the found usage patterns. Additionally, to diﬀerentiate between
development and production logs, providers should generate diﬀerent
identiﬁers for each of the phases.
– Hidden client IP address. If the consumers are using proxy servers, the IP
address that appears in the logs will not be of the original user, resulting
in diﬀerent users under the same IP address. Thus, providers should not
rely on this ﬁeld for users and sessions’ identiﬁcation. Instead they should
include other ﬁelds (e.g., referer, user agent), that will help them in better
structuring the logs.
– Timestamp granularity. The WAPI requests are partially ordered in the
usage ﬁle: a log entry printed after another one, may have been submitted
earlier. If the timestamps are not logged precisely enough, the log entries
may appear with the same timestamp. To be able to order them in an
exact chronological way, providers should log the timestamp with high
precision (e.g., milliseconds).
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We have summarized in Table 4, the mitigation suggestions, based on the
main problem they aim to solve.
Table 4. Issues’ mitigation for a better WAPI usage logging
WAPI usage log issue Mitigation
Field extraction

Use a machine parse-able format for logs

Session Identiﬁcation Provide application identiﬁers
Provide diﬀerent application identiﬁers for development phase
Log the referer, user agent
Log the timestamp in high precision

6

Conclusion and Future Work

Our results indicate that WAPI logs contain invaluable information about consumers’ behavior, which comes at the cost of the logs tedious pre-processing.
WAPI logs suﬀer from several issues, that should be properly mitigated, to be
further analyzed. While some of these issues are related to the nature of the
communication between WAPI and its consumers, others may occur because
of improper logging. Furthermore, there are many demanding analyses, whose
requirements should drive providers in the way they log the usage of their WAPIs.
As a future work, we plan to perform the proposed analyses on the WAPI
usage logs, applying ﬁrst the suggestions in mitigating the existing quality issues.
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Abstract. Nowadays, business process management is getting more and
more important. A wide variety of process modeling languages is available. Hence one of the most complicated tasks of entrepreneurs is to
choose the modeling language which suits their respective problems and
purposes best. Each of the modeling languages has its own advantages
and disadvantages depending on the properties of the process to be modeled. None of the existing approaches satisfies requirements for a “good”
modeling language completely. Thus, we formulate our goal to develop a
new concept for a hybrid modeling language based on BPMN.
Keywords: Business process modeling

1

· Hybrid process modeling

Introduction

Business processes are usually classiﬁed as imperative (procedural) and declarative. Procedural modeling language are typically applied when routine processes
have to be modelled. Declarative modeling languages are well suited to represent
so-called ﬂexible processes [1]. Since in real life many processes consist of both,
routine and ﬂexible parts, the question arises, what type of modelling language
to apply for such applications. This paper contributes a novel method for this
general process modeling problem.
We present some scenarios where the advantages, but also the disadvantage
of common process modeling languages become apparent. As a representative of
a procedural language we choose BPMN [2]. As representative for a declarative
process modeling language, MP-Declare [3] is chosen.
Let us ﬁrst have a look at a simple but relevant example: suppose there are
only the three diﬀerent activities A, B and C which have to be executed in a
sequence where activity A must occur twice and the activities B and C each once.
That means that there are twelve diﬀerent possibilities: AABC, AACB, ABAC,
ACAB, ABCA, ACBA, CAAB, BAAC, BACA, CABA, BCAA and CBAA.
Due to technical restriction, overlapping is not allowed, i.e. strict sequential
execution is enforced. To model this situation in BPMN, it is necessary to model
each of these twelve possibilities separately (see Fig. 1). It is easy to recognize
c Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
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that this process model is almost not readable and interpretable. However, this
sequence can be modeled easily when the declarative language Declare is used.
Only three templates are needed: exactly(A, 2), exactly(B, 1) and exactly(C, 1).
The use of these templates means that the two activities B and C have to occur
in the process execution, but they may occur only once whereas activity A must
occur exactly twice. Adding more activities to this example would extend the
BPMN model enormously. Remember that for n diﬀerent activities there are
n·(n−1)····2·1
n!
diﬀerent orders.
2 =
2

Fig. 1. Cutout of the twelve paths of the example process

To show an advantage of BPMN over MP-Declare, we modify our example.
Suppose that there is now only one valid sequence of the three activities A,
B and C where each activity has to occur exactly once, e.g. ABC. We can
model this scenario without any problems using only one of the six paths in the
ﬁrst example. This is shown in Fig. 2. To model this situation in Declare, the
three exactly templates and additional templates which guarantee the required
order are necessary. So we need two additional constraints: chainResponse(A, B)
and chainResponse(B, C). The chainResponse (A, B) template means that after
executing activity A, activity B has to be executed immediately afterwards.
The complete model is shown in Fig. 2 which, however, is not very illustrative.
Readability and comprehensibility are hampered. Besides, if new activities have
to be added, the model will become more and more unreadable. Hence, a model
of a sequence of n activities would consist of n existence and n−1 chainResponse
templates.

Fig. 2. Sequence of three activities in given order modeled in Declare and BPMN
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To give a third example let us consider a process with six activities
A, B, C, D, E and F . The three activities A, B and C must be executed in an
arbitrary sequence where activity A must be executed twice and B and C only
once, as can be seen in the ﬁrst example. D, E and F have to be executed exactly
once after the ﬁrst sequence and in the order DEF . This is a typical situation
where both kinds of application requirements show up in the same scenario. In
this example we can see both the advantages and the disadvantages of Declare
and BPMN. Consequently, the two models may get quite confusing because of
their inconvenients. Our goal is to create a language which combines the advantages of both languages.

2

Related Work

Due to space restrictions we will not introduce BPMN and MP-Declare, respectively. However, their pros and cons with regard to speciﬁc modelling challenges
are already discussed in Sect. 1. Here we just want to discuss current research
that tries to make use of the two paradigms in so-called Hybrid Process Models.
In general, two diﬀerent types of hybrid process modeling languages can be distinguished: separate notations and mixed notations. Separate Notation means
that the declarative and imperative modeling elements are strictly separated
in the model which leads to a clear and easy comprehensibility of the resulting
models and to clearly deﬁned semantics. For example, the authors in [4] combine
Petri Nets and Declare templates.
A major disadvantage of the paradigm of separate notation is the fact that
the diﬀerent methods can only be applied to subprocesses. These eﬀorts have
certain weaknesses that disqualify them from being adopted: there is no tool support, i.e. there is no execution engine available, and a lack of multi-perspectivity.
Both drawbacks rule out this approach. The second paradigm of hybrid process
modeling is the so-called Mixed Notation. Here, the declarative and the imperative elements are completely mixed in the model. In [5], the authors also combine
Petri Nets and Declare templates.
The advantage over the separate notation is the fact that two activities can be
combined. Hence almost every situation referring to the control-ﬂow perspective
can be modeled. But unfortunately the eﬀorts using mixed notations also have
their weak points: the semantics are often not deﬁned clearly. Apart from that
there is a lack of multi-perspectivity. Finally, we have no tool support.

3

Concept

In Sect. 2 we come to the conclusion that there is quite obviously a lack of a
“perfect language” or “hyper language” for modeling business processes. Our
aim is to develop a language which fulﬁlls the following requirements:
1. The language must cover all important aspects of a process, e.g. all the different perspectives.
2. The language should fulﬁll the requirements of a model [6].
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3. The language should be “clear” and “easy to understand”. This means that
the result should be easily readable and understandable.
4. As the model is a means of communication, we claim that a graphical language
should be preferred to a textual language (see also [7]).
In this part of the paper we will demonstrate how a language that meets all
the requirements posted above can be conceived. As “basic language” for our
“hyper language”, we opt for BPMN because it is a graphical, well documented
and widespread modeling language.
One big disadvantage of BPMN is that process models become large and
unreadable when ﬂexibility has to be incorporated into processes. For scenarios
like that we propose the following method:
1. Deﬁne the original BPMN model that represents the underlying process structure.
2. Analyse the major elements and principles that need to be identiﬁed in order
to specify a process model like this one.
3. Create a suitable symbol that “communicates” the basic behavior of the process model.
4. Implement the semantics of the process model in the sense of a “macro” and
connect it with the process symbol.
5. Oﬀer the macro - including its implementation - in a process modeling workbench.
We apply the above deﬁned method to our ﬁrst example introduced in Sect. 1.
A cutout of step 1 can be seen in Fig. 1. In step 2 we analyse that the model
mainly consists of diﬀerent sequences of a set of given activities. Besides, we have
to specify how often an activity must be executed. Also this information must be
depicted by the newly introduced modeling construct. One way of representing
such a scenario is to present this set of activities within a big arrow (cf. Fig. 3
(a)) (step 3). The number of executions for each activity is represented as a
superscript for such an activity. Connecting the original process model as implementation of this new modeling construct to this arrow makes the model clearer
and “smaller” (see Fig. 3 (a)). Remember that the big arrow only symbolizes
the semantics of the example process. The resulting process structure must be
implemented and connected to this symbol, i.e. modeling construct. Start and
end state are kept out. The new comprehensive modeling construct is ﬁnally
provided in a modeling workbench based on the Camunda Modeler1 .
Comparing the non-readable process model in Fig. 1 with the process models
of Fig. 3(a) demonstrates that the compact new modeling constructs alleviate
the representation and comprehension of a process model. It is obvious that
the semantics of this new modeling construct must be clearly communicated
to process modellers to correctly apply it. We can see that the twelve diﬀerent
paths have disappeared and only one big arrow is left. The “2” in the upper
right corner of activity A represents the fact that this activity has to occur twice
in the execution of the sequence.
1

www.camunda.com.
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A

2

B

(a)

C

A

2

B

C

(b)

Fig. 3. Sequence of three activities in any order (a) and optional occuring of B (b)

Of course we can extend this procedure to random sequences with n activities.
Instead of n!
2 diﬀerent paths, only one single arrow with n activities remains. The
semantics stays the same. Hence we can deﬁne a map which maps a complicated
sequence to an arrow containing the activities occurring in the sequence including
their number of occurences.
We can make this example more complicated. Assume that activity B is
optional. That means that B can be executed but does not have to. In standard
BPMN the process model would increase. Using dashed lines, we can implement
this fact easily (see Fig. 3 (b)).
To complicate matters further, let us assume that there are several optional
activities and more activities in general. The resulting BPMN model would
increase then.
The arrow construct can be extended. Suppose we have got four activities
A, B, C and D which can be executed in any order and with just one limitation:
A and B must be executed directly one after another (but the order is irrelevant).
So we would have e.g. ABCD, BACD, ABDC as possibilities. In BPMN this
would mean that we have to model each of these possibilities with a single path.
With our new construction, this can be done very easily by using the arrow
“recursively” (see Fig. 4 line 4). Figure 4 shows the basic building blocks and
their corresponding BPMN diagrams. The resulting models are deﬁnitely better
readable than the original ones.

Fig. 4. Basic building blocks and their corresponding BPMN diagrams
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Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we gave a survey of existing business process modeling languages.
The ﬁrst part was concerned with the explanation of the two paradigms of modeling: the imperative and the declarative process modeling. We gave the most
commonly used representatives of each paradigm and discussed their advantages
and disadvantages regarding some example processes. We came to the conclusion
that neither an existing imperative modeling language nor a declarative modeling language is suﬃcient to fulﬁll all our requirements of a language which is
supposed to be “clear” and “easy to understand”.
The existing hybrid approaches, which combine the imperative and the
declarative paradigms, cannot really meet our expectations. Their semantics
is either hardly or not at all understandable (this aspect mainly refers to
the so-called “separate notation”) or the process has to be divided into subprocesses (this refers to the so-called “mixed notation”). The disadvantages of
both approaches are rather serious, and that is the reason why they cannot be
applied in reality.
In addition to these arguments, all the diﬀerent modeling languages cannot
express the diﬀerent process perspectives which we formulated in Sect. 1.
Considering the disadvantages of all these business modeling languages, we
ﬁxed our goal to create a new modeling language. For many reasons we decided
to choose BPMN as basic language and to expand it by useful and necessary
elements and macros.
Of course there are still a lot of problems which will have to be solved in
the future. We ﬁrst want to calculate and compare the Expresivenesse of BPMN
and MP-Declare. We need this calculation to have a theoretical reason to choose
either the one or the other as basic language for our new hybrid modeling language. It seems that for the time being BPMN might be the best choice.
Afterwards, we will look for “useful” and “necessary” extensions of the chosen
language regarding the diﬀerent perspectives of a process and then deﬁne them.
These extensions will have to be described in detail and then be added to the
existing syntax of the language. Furthermore, we will have to ﬁnd graphical
elements which represent the extension in an “easy” and “clear” way.
After documenting the new hybrid language formally, we will also try to build
a modeler including an execution engine.
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Abstract. Detecting events from social media data is an important
problem. In this paper, we propose a novel method to detect events
by detecting traces of herding in the Twitter data. We analyze only
the metadata for this and not the content of the tweets. We evaluate
our method on a dataset of 3.3 million tweets that was collected by us.
We then compared the results obtained from our method with a state
of the art method called Twitinfo on the above mentioned 3.3 million
dataset. Our method showed better results. To check the generality of
our method, we tested it on a publicly available dataset of 1.28 million
tweets and the results convey that our method can be generalised.

Keywords: Event detection
network analysis

1

· Temporal Herding Factor · Social

Introduction

In this work, we study the Twitter activities of the users and examine if we
can ﬁnd a deﬁnite behavioral trait for tweets concerning events without looking
at the content of the tweets. The working deﬁnition of an event is as follows –
something that happens and captures the attention of many people. In case
of online social media like Twitter, measuring the attention is equivalent to
measuring whether they are putting any tweet about what has happened.
We propose a novel method for event detection using a novel measure called
Temporal Herding Factor (THF). Any event that has a substantial impact on the
society will be a talking point in the social media for at least a few days. In this
work, we use one day as the granularity of time. Our approach to event detection
is a term interestingness approach [5], where we consider hashtags as the terms at
a granularity of time of one day. We use the idea of social synchrony [9] to detect
events using THF to quantify the traces of herding in the Twitter data. When
there is herding, we consider that there is a corresponding event. Importantly,
we use only metadata to detect events. For evaluation of our work, we collected a
c Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
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dataset that contains 3.3 million tweets geotagged for India. We call this dataset
as 3.3M dataset1 . We got precision, recall and F 1 score of 0.76, 0.89 and 0.82
respectively. To check the generality of our method, we considered the generic
dataset that has no geotags and is from a diﬀerent time period. We call this
dataset as generic dataset. We tested this dataset using the same thresholds
that were calculated for the 3.3M dataset. We got a precision, recall and F 1
score of 0.70, 0.97 and 0.81 respectively. The dataset that is available publicly
contains 1.28 million tweets. Also we compared our results with a state of the
art method called Twitinfo that is closest to our approach. We observed that
our method has more F1 score.

2

Related Works

There are a lot of works on event detection in the literature. According to [5],
the event detection methods can be broadly classiﬁed into four,
–
–
–
–

Term-interestingness-based approaches,
Topic-modeling-based approaches,
Incremental-clustering-based approaches, and
Miscellaneous approaches.

Term-interestingness-based approaches rely on tracking the terms that are
likely to be related to an event [7]. Twitinfo method [7] has the best F1
score among the term interestingness approaches [5]. Topic-modeling-based
approaches depend on the probabilistic topic models to detect real-world events
by identifying latent topics from the Twitter data stream [3]. Incrementalclustering-based approaches follow an incremental clustering strategy to avoid
having a ﬁxed number of clusters [4]. Miscellaneous approaches are the ones that
adopt hybrid techniques, which do not directly fall under the three categories [1].

3

A Model to Detect Online Events

We detect events by using the ideas of herding that is calculated as THF and
social synchrony. In this section, we discuss Herding, our formulation of THF,
social synchrony and our methodology.
3.1

Social Synchrony

According to [9], surge and social synchrony are deﬁned as follows:
Surge: A social phenomenon where many agents perform some action at the
same time and the number of such agents first increases and then decreases.
Social Synchrony: A surge where the agents perform the same action.
The problem of detecting the presence of events may be described as detecting
social synchronies in Twitter with the following criteria:
1

Dataset is available at https://tinyurl.com/244t7t46.
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– The criteria for agents to be considered for observation – all the users tweeting
with the same hashtag
– Find the surge in the number of agents by using the Algorithm given in [9].
– The criteria to measure the sameness of the agents’ actions – tweeting with
the same hashtag and the parameter that we introduce in this paper called
Temporal Herding Factor of the surge being above a threshold value. This is
discussed in detail in Sect. 3.2.
3.2

Temporal Herding Factor (THF)

At a behavioural level, the most popular form of herding behaviour is the tendency to imitate results [2]. Retweets can be taken as markers of the tendency to
imitate results in case of Twitter [6]. To detect herding behavior in the Twitter
users we observe their tweeting activity. At each time slice, we consider the new
users with respect to the previous time slice and ﬁnd out the fraction of them
who retweets. We call this parameter Temporal Herding Factor (THF).
We consider all the hashtags that are present in the dataset. We ﬁrst take the
list of all the hashtags and consider the set of hashtags as H = {h1 , h2 , h3 , ..., hn }.
The set of users who tweet regarding a topic hj are represented as:
U hj = {uj1 , uj2 , uj3 , ..., ujm }
A surge is the distribution of tweets regarding a hashtag where the number
of tweets increases ﬁrst and then decreases. Let a surge with respect to hashtag
h is represented as Sh . Sh is divided into N time slices of equal-length and ti
denote the ith time slice of the surge where i ∈ {1, 2, ..., N }.
Let UTh (ti ) denote the set of all the unique users who posted tweet(s) that are
h
(ti ) denotes the set
not retweets related to the hashtag h in the time slice ti , URT
of all the unique users who retweeted related to the hashtag h in the time slice
h
(ti ) denotes the set of all the unique users involved in the tweeting or
ti and Uall
retweeting activity related to the hashtag h in the time slice ti .
h
h
(ti ) = UTh (ti ) ∪ URT
(ti )
Uall

T HF at the ith time slice (ti ) of Sh is
⎧ h
|URT (ti )|
⎪
h (t )|
⎪
⎨ |Uall
i
T HF (ti ) = 0
⎪
h
h
⎪
(ti )−Uall
(ti−1 )|
⎩ |URT
h (t )−U h (t
|Uall
i
all i−1 )|

deﬁned as follows:
: if ti = t1
h
h
: if |Uall
(ti ) − Uall
(ti−1 )| = 0

: otherwise

h
h
Here, |URT
(ti ) − Uall
(ti−1 )| represents the number of all the unique users
who have retweeted with the hashtag h in the time slice ti but have not tweeted
or retweeted in ti−1 . When the combined set of all the unique users tweeting or
retweeting with the hashtag h are same for two consecutive time slices ti and
h
h
(ti )− Uall
(ti−1 )| = 0), then T HF (ti ) is considered as 0. The above
ti−1 (i.e., |Uall
formula is used for computing THF values for every time slice ti ∈ {t2 , t3 , ..., tN }.
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At time slice ti = t1 , we are assuming that all the users are new users (i.e.
they are involved in the surge for the ﬁrst time) and hence,
T HF (t1 ) =

h
(t1 )|
|URT
h (t )|
|Uall
1

Now that we have the values T HF (ti ) at every time slice ti , we aggregate
them by taking average.
1 N
T HFavg =
T HF (ti )
i=1
N
We hypothesize that the value of T HFavg is higher for the tweets regarding
an event as compared to the tweets regarding random topics. Our method is
outlined in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Methodology for Event Detection using THF.

4

Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate our event detection model described in the previous
section. The 3.3 M dataset that is used for evaluation was downloaded using the
Twitter API. This dataset contains 3, 360, 608 tweets from 15th Jan 2018 to
4th M ar 2018.
We took 28, 415 tweets randomly out of all the tweets scraped for each day.
This was done so that the dataset can be uniformly distributed over all the days.
The number 28415 was chosen because this was the smallest number of tweets
that were captured on a single day during this time period. After this sampling,
we had 1363920 tweets posted by 280286 unique users. We detected 244 surges
in our dataset. Out of these 244 surges, we dropped 41 surges since they had less
than 50 tweets. We computed the THF values for each one of the 203 surges.
Labelling: We conducted a comprehensive survey on the tweets in each of the
Candidate surges and labelled them as events or non-events. We randomly picked
50 tweets from each surge. Each of these surges are then annotated by 3 people.
The survey was conducted amongst 27 volunteers of age group 17–23 years, who
were familiar with Twitter. The questions that were asked in the survey form
are:
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– How many tweets are talking about an event? (this is to ﬁnd out all the tweets
regarding events)
– How many tweets are there in the largest set of tweets that are talking about
the same event? (this is to ﬁnd the largest cluster among the tweets that are
talking about an event)
If the answer to the second question is more than 17 (33% of 50 tweets), we
label them as events. The Fleiss’ Kappa coeﬃcient is 0.73.
We labelled surges as events and non-events. Here, Events imply that the
corresponding surge has at least one event. The T HFavg value was computed
for all the surges in each method. We considered manual classiﬁcation labelling
as the ground truth. We then divided our dataset randomly into two equal parts
– one for training and the other for testing. We randomly selected 50% of our
data for the training set. We calculated the Mean and Standard Deviation of the
T HFavg values corresponding to the surges in the training set that are labeled
as events. We then selected threshold T as discussed further in order to deﬁne a
range as our hypothesis for predicting whether a surge corresponds to an event
or not. The hypothesis is as follows:
Hypothesis: If M eanE − (T × SDE ) < T HFavg < M eanE + (T × SDE ), then
there is at least one event in the corresponding surge.
In the above, M eanE and SDE represent the mean and standard deviation
of the T HFavg values respectively, corresponding to the surges in the training set
that are labelled as events. T is the number of standard deviations we consider
to detect the outliers.
Choosing Best T by Multiple Runs: In the hypothesis given above, choosing
the right value of T is a crucial part. In order to select the value of T that gives
the most accurate results, we evaluated our method on diﬀerent values of T .
Further, we carried out 10 random runs of training-testing on our dataset for
each value of T . The average precision, average recall and F1 score are 0.76, 0.89
and 0.82 respectively.
4.1

Comparing with the Event Detection Method Twitinfo

In this section, we report the results of the comparison between our model and
the Twitinfo model; both implemented on the 3.3M dataset. We compare our
results with Twitinfo model because that is the closest to our approach.
Detecting events using Twitinfo on Our Dataset: Using the same values of
T and α as Twitinfo uses, would not be an optimal decision since the granularity
at which they analyze the tweets is at minute-level whereas we deal with the daylevel analysis in the T HFavg model. As a result, we test the Twitinfo algorithm
on our dataset using diﬀerent values of T and α.
We applied the Twitinfo method on our dataset for diﬀernt values of T and
α. The best results are obtained for T = 3.0 and α = 0.225. However, Recall
in detecting Events is relatively poor in this case. The Precision, Recall and
F1-score of Twitinfo method are 0.81, 0.53 and 0.64 respectively, whereas, The
Precision, Recall and F1-score of our method are 0.76, 0.89 and 0.82 respectively.
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Generality of the Hypothesis

To test the generality of our hypothesis, we verify the hypothesis on a generic
dataset that contains 1280000 tweets from 14th Dec 2011 to 11th Jan 2012.
This dataset is not restricted to any particular region and is from a diﬀerent
time period. We downloaded the Twitter ﬁrehose dataset that was used in [8].
This dataset is also listed in the ICWSM website2 and is publicly available.
There are 77 hashtags and 547 surges in the dataset. Out of them, majority
of the tweets in 423 surges are non-English. There were 14 surges that were too
small – having less than 50 tweets. We discarded all such surges. Hence, we were
left with 110 surges.
To test the hypothesis, we manually labeled the surges that represent events
as described in previous sections. We then tested the same hypothesis that we
formulated from the 33m dataset, on these surges. The precision, recall and F1
score of the method on Generic Dataset are 0.70, 0.97 and 0.81 respectively for
T = 1.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a method to detect events from Twitter data, based on
our hypothesis that herding occurs in surges during events. Results obtained from
our method show that it performs better than the state of the art method Twitinfo. Moreover, we tested our method on an openly available dataset (Generic
dataset). We used the same boundary values that we calculated from 3.3M
dataset and showed that our algorithm works with F1-score of 0.81 even with
the Generic dataset. This indicates that herding is a distinguishing factor when
it comes to the activities of the users during events versus the activities when
there is no evet.
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Abstract. Context and Motivation: With the increasing quantity
and versatility of data in data-intensive domains, designing information systems, to eﬀectively process the relevant information is becoming
increasingly challenging. Conceptual modeling could tackle such challenges in numerous manners as a preliminary phase in the software development process. But assessing data and model synchronization becomes
an issue in domains where data are heterogeneous, have a diverse provenance and are subject to continuous change. Question/problem: The
problem is how to determine and demonstrate the ability of a conceptual
schema to represent the concepts and the data in the particular dataintensive domain. Principal Ideas/Results: A validation approach has
been designed for the Conceptual Schema of the Human Genome by
investigating the particular issues in the genetic domain and systematically connecting constituents of this conceptual schema with potential
instances in samples of genome-related data. As a result, this approach
provided us accurate insight in terms of attribute resemblance, completeness, structure and shortcomings. Contribution: This work demonstrates how the strategy of conceptualizing a data-intensive domain and
then validating that concept by reconnecting this with the attributes of
the real world data domain, can be generalized. Conceptual modeling has
a limited resistance to the evolution of data, which is the next problem
to face.

Keywords: Information systems
Validation
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Introduction

Software systems are becoming more complex due to the evolution of related
techniques, as a result of the high expectations from our advancing society.
c Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
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To align with this trend, software and data models must be integrated with models of the application domain, which would be technical, organizational, people
centered or a mixture thereof [8]. In this work, we are especially interested in
data-intensive domains (DIDs), domains where the data perspective is the most
relevant one, and where applications must deal with large quantities of (more
or less) structured data, suing basic operations to extract valuable information.
Hence, both the domain and related data should be understood.
Conceptual modeling (CM) could be applied to provide a solution to the
problem context by eliciting and describing the general knowledge a particular
information system needs to know [7], which tackles the complexity of managing
the data of a particular domain. CM can also synergize work between experts
of diﬀerent domains (multiple stakeholders) and capture and structure existing
knowledge [6]. Speciﬁcally testing (validate) the general (conceptualized) rules
that have been created from a collection of speciﬁc observations in the problem
domain (context) could tackle big data management as an overall approach. In
this paper, we demonstrate this idea by introducing a validation approach to
the established Conceptual Schema of the Human Genome (CSHG1 ), which has
been developed at PROS Research Center, Valencia.
Understanding the Human Genome is probably the biggest challenge of this
century. Its main direct implication is already aﬀecting the development of ’precision medicine’ (PM), an emerging approach for disease treatment and prevention
that takes into account individual variability in genes, environment and lifestyle
[3]. PM is a practise of the interdisciplinary ﬁeld of biomedical informatics. Complex genome data has exploded since the ﬁrst complete read in 2003 [2,4]. The
CSHG tackles the lack of the formalization of the genome concept by capturing
existing knowledge by providing structure, allowing integration from numerous
data sources and provides structure for the design of a data management tool.
The problem is to validate the adequacy and correctness of the CSHG by assessing how the data available in existing genome data sources comply with the
structure of the model, in order to demonstrate its signiﬁcance. Without validation, its adequacy can only be assumed.
According to Design Science Methodology by Roël Wieringa [11], this issue
can be classiﬁed a knowledge question with an underlying design problem.
Because in this case we are validating the CSHG, our validation approach is
the artefact that has been designed. Therefore, the question is to what extend
our validation approach is able to manage the model synchronization in this context. In the next section we introduce the design of the validation approach, in
the Treatment Validation section its performance is discussed. In the Conclusion
and Future work we generalize this particular results to discuss the overall approach to tackle big data management, which is the overarching problem context.

1

https://www.dropbox.com/s/y06ov4kl6dmdgqg/CSHG.pdf?dl=0.
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Validation Artefact Design

To design this artefact to get a useful insight into the state of the CSHG, we
initially analyzed the problem domain concerning the complexity of genomerelated data and its related issues. Subsequently, we investigated the issues speciﬁc to corresponding the CSHG to genome-related data, rather than investigating methods to validate conceptual models in general, because our research
purpose is to connect the data-world to the modeling-world. For the matching procedure itself, general approaches were investigated from information systems related literature. In Fig. 1, the validation artefact is depicted as a process
deliverable diagram (PDD) to concisely depict was has been designed in this
work. The PDD has been created on the basis of the guidelines by I. Weerd and
S. Brinkkemper [10].

Fig. 1. A process-deliverable diagram (PDD) of the designed validation artefact.

The artefact contains two main activities, namely preparing the validation
and carrying out the validation.
Prepare Validation. The preparation entails the process before establishing
connections between the CSHG and the real-world data that it should represent. First, a preferred sample of the CSHG is selected. Subsequently, an entity,
preferably central or less complex is chosen as a starting point. An entity could
be a ’variation’ in the DNA. An example attribute could be whether this is
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‘benign’. Both the model and the related databases start by describing more
central themes of the genome, gradually moving to more speciﬁc topics. Therefore, we adopt an ‘inside out’ strategy as a principle, combined by following the
paths of the cross references between repositories, and create a log to keep track
of the movements.
Fill Out Validation Artefact. To report ﬁndings, we created a table component to be ﬁlled out for every entity, and every repository. We store all validated
entities vertically and all diﬀerent sources for that same component horizontally
in a spreadsheet for a structured execution. For every attribute it is determined
whether it corresponds to parts of the required information from a given data
record.
In order to avoid the need to justify each correspondence that is made, ‘minimum requirements’ are applied during each correspondence attempt. Justifying
the abstract properties of a valid correspondence can eﬀectively contribute to
the repeatability and validity of this work. The heterogeneity amongst sources
means that we will often deal with diﬀerent ontologies. Therefore, we adopted
an ontology matching approach by Euzenat and Svaiko [1]. This is an abstract
lifecycle that guides the ontology matching workﬂow from analysis of the problem domain to the creation of a ﬁtting matching approach, on the basis of an
assembly of existing techniques. They state ‘no one size ﬁts all and every case is
unique’. Therefore, we adopted this approach, and used only what is relevant in
our case. Along these properties, we use only two requirements for now, which
is that the data type of a required attribute and its potential instance should
always be the same. Secondly, An attribute of the CSHG and a potential instance
in an external data source should always be conceptually the same, regardless
of terminological heterogeneity (diﬀerent deﬁnition). We think identifying and
acknowledging such heterogeneities is critical to making the correspondences
because ignoring them results in numerous unwanted and avoidable false positives and false negatives.
As we closely analyze the CSHG, and the data, we list discrepancies concerning how the attributes are grouped together in a remark log. Subsequently, we
assess these with literature.

3

Validating the ‘Validation Artefact’

The validation artefact is applied to the CSHG context on the basis of genome
related data sources. The results are divided into relevant general perspectives.
3.1

Results

Regarding the CSHG, our goal was to determine and demonstrate its essential
ability to support the management of genomic data. Table 1 summarizes the 62
attributes of the CSHG that were validated at the hand of multiple diﬀerent data
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Table 1. Summary statistics of the validation component sheet (A view only copy of
the correspondence recording data can be found here: https://www.dropbox.com/s/
gu4893inqky0pds/View CSHG Validation Record.xlsx?dl=0)
Description

Result

Total correspondence attempts

118

Number of attributes validated

62

Average number of sources per attribute 2
Ratio of present correspondences/total

78.8%

Ratio of non-present correspondences

18.6%

Ratio of undeﬁnable correspondences

2.5%

sources per attribute, resulting in 118 correspondence attempts. Hence, regarding the correspondence between the CSHG and real-world genome related data,
no perfect compliance was observed. The resemblance was however a promising 80%, taking into account overfitting, derivable values and intended heterogeneities in the conceptual schema (making 100% impossible). There were also
no colliding ﬂows of information under the current structure, solely discrepancies.
However, discussion is always possible. Such as that there is additional information thinkable, and there were also underrepresented parts, meaning we found
no real-world representation of these attributes in the data sources used. This
way we demonstrate proﬁciency of the CHSG while remaining critical. These
useful results demonstrate the success of the validation approach. This was also
conﬁrmed after presenting the results to the model authors and information systems experts from our academic network. The model authors were not actively
involved in the project but were of help in understanding the problem domain,
validate the results and to improve the method from a scientiﬁc point of view.
3.2

Discussion

We could generalize the essence of these two approaches and see them as subsequent or perhaps simultaneous phases. In phase one, a solution (the CSHG) is
proposed by conceptualizing the problem domain, in order to provide structure
for a complex concept that encompasses all kinds of related data. In subsequent
phase, this is tested by using this data to examine its ﬁt to the solution. While
the artefact was initially tuned to the problems within this domain and scope,
we hypothesize that this generic strategy could be useful to problem contexts of
a similar nature.
This could be a problem domain where big data driven decision support is
required. In such a complex DID, the related available data has properties like
‘messy’, ‘heterogeneous’, ‘vast’, ‘growing number of stakeholders and parameters’. An example of this could be the housing market, a highly dynamic environment with all kinds of constant changes. What makes this environment complex
are the varying regulatory inﬂuences which cannot be withstood by conventional
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house pricing models. Also, the deﬁnition of regulation is lacking due to the complexity and potential interaction of diﬀerent regulatory aspects [9]. Furthermore,
there are numerous heterogeneous data sources for housing data and for all kinds
of environmental factors that inﬂuence the market.

4

Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we proposed and tested a solution that should tackle the problems
related to validating a conceptual schema on the basis of its real-world data that
it should represent, in an exploratory manner. Some problems were speciﬁc to
the domain of the management of genome related data, for which our solution
has been created. In a DID where complex data is constantly evolving and valuable information is spread across heterogeneous data sources in a vast lake of
data, conceptual modeling has not only been a potential solution to the datarelated challenges. It also tackled the issue of the constant evolution of genome
fundamental knowledge, which formed an extra challenge to IS design.
We demonstrated that this validation artefact is eﬀective, and that the CSHG
can improve through the application of this validation method; we propose it
can be generalized and applied to other environments with similar properties,
or used for subsequent work either in- or outside the genome domain. As the
domain rapidly evolves, its related data does so as well. Where CM is a ﬁrst
step [5], future work should focus on how an information system could deal with
data evolution.
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Abstract. This paper considers attack trees, a graphical security model
that can be used to visualised varying ways an asset may be compromised. We proposed an extension of this model, termed Simplified Timed
Attack Trees (STAT). The primary aim here is to use STAT for the analysis of CPS assets. STAT extend attack trees gate reﬁnements with time
parameters. In order to reach a parent node, an attacker has to achieve
the child nodes within a speciﬁed time interval. This adds a level of
security to the gates reﬁnement. We propose how to translate STAT to a
parallel composition of timed automata (TA). We reduce the root reachability of STAT to place reachability in the TA. This reachability can be
checked; using a formal veriﬁcation tool UPPAAL.
Keywords: Attack trees · Simpliﬁed timed attack trees ·
Cyber-physical systems · Threat modelling · Security · Timed
automata · Reachability

1

Introduction

Cyber-physical systems (CPS) [1] has become the key link between information
systems (IT) and the devices that control industrial production and maintain
critical infrastructure (CI). A CPS system exists in diﬀerent forms, ranging from
SCADA systems, autonomous vehicles to smart-doors. Unlike the IT systems,
CPS does not adhere to the CIA triad [2] for information security model (followed
by IT systems). Most of its operations rely on interacting with objects from the
physical environment (that are observable), therefore breaking the strict needs
of ‘C’ conﬁdentiality. Such interaction enables the asset to detect/perceive its
surrounding in real-time. For instance, an autonomous vehicle perceives its surroundings (i.e. cars, infrastructures, on-road signs) to perform diﬀerent activities
ranging from avoiding collision, identifying danger and, energy synchronisation.
This openness (i.e. easy to view, inﬂuence the surrounding objects) between an
asset (i.e. vehicle) and the set of objects from the physical environment (i.e.
on-road sign) make it easy for a potential attacker to observe (from the physical
environment) and; potentially perform some actions (i.e. add, block, blur) that
can
This work was supported by the Slovak Research and Development Agency under the
Contract no. APVV-19-0220 (ORBIS) and by the Slovak VEGA agency under Contract
no. 1/0778/18 (KATO).
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– misleads an asset into issuing false control operations, which can result in,
other consequences or,
– hides the malicious consequences to delaying remedy procedures.
Performing such actions can result in dangerous attacks such as DoS, message
falsiﬁcation attack and message spooﬁng attack. Over the years, diﬀerent methods and approaches have been proposed to evaluate and identify these kinds of
threats in diﬀerent assets.
One such approach is the attack trees formalism [3]. An attack tree provides
a visual representation (static view) of; how an asset may be at risk in a tree
format, usually from an external malicious person known as an attacker (i.e.
varying ways an attacker may compromise an assets). The root node of the tree
represents the attackers’ target, this is broken down into smaller units (subgoals); for easy identiﬁcation of how it can be reached. This process is repeated
until a set of leaf nodes is reached. The leaf nodes represents atomic actions that
an attacker needs to carry out to initiate an attack. The attackers’ actions can
be studied and evaluated; when enriched with attributes such as the cost of an
attack or time required to execute an attack [4]. Several extensions of attack trees
were introduced to analyse diﬀerent attack scenarios. Some of which includes
attack-defence trees, attack countermeasure, sequential and parallel attack tree,
attack protection trees [6–10].
Main Challenges: An attack tree is a tree-based formalism inspired by fault trees
[13] while systems such as CPS are hybrid [5] that are equipped with communications and do necessarily includes timing-sensitive (safety-critical) between
diﬀerent objects that can sometimes run concurrently. These pose a great challenge when applying attack trees for threat modelling because the threat environment (in CPS) changes due to agents behaviour (e.g. increase in attacker’s
knowledge) as some parts of the system can be physically observed. Also, the
vulnerability landscape of these systems is ever-changing due to infrastructure
updates (e.g. interaction with other components). As a result, if such a system
is to be modelled; using attack trees, the estimated annotations of the tree (e.g.
nodes) needs to be updated regularly to reﬂect both behaviours. Furthermore,
an attack tree formalism is limited to identify varying ways an asset can be
compromised (static view of the asset) which does not take into considerations
other systems/object that interacts with the asset over time.
Research Questions and Goal : CPS systems are available in all forms and present
in many elements of our daily lives. Their security threats are ever increasing
due to their popularity and adaptation in diﬀerent sectors. Furthermore, their
vulnerability landscape is ever-changing. Attack trees are static model, while
CPS are dynamic and interact with external objects over time. So, the intriguing
question is, can a static model be eﬀective in identifying and analysing potential
threat in a system that dynamic and runs concurrency?.
Our main objectives are to study the security threats in CPS systems and
propose how to model and analyse these threats using an attack trees formalism.
Our goals at the end are to,
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– propose an extension of attack trees formalism that; can be used to identify,
describe, and analyse potential ways a CPS asset may be compromised,
– propose protection mechanism to repel identiﬁed attack paths,
– to identify varying ways the asset may be compromised over time as it interacts with a set of objects from the physical environment.
In this paper, we present part of our result, a proposed extension of attack
trees termed Simplified Timed Attack Trees. STAT adds a time constraint at the
gates reﬁnement of attack trees formalism. This added constraint is to serve; as
a security mechanism at (parent) nodes, allow attack actions to succeed on these
(parent) nodes only; if it is carried out within a given time interval. In this work,
we informally describe and evaluate this idea, and also use a formal veriﬁcation
tool UPPAAL to analyse some examples. We plan to provide a formal deﬁnition
as well as prove some security properties in the future work.
Research Methodology and Open Science Principles: Throughout this paper, we
will adopt the use of working examples and case study to demonstrate and model
the proof of concept. Most notably, we will use an autonomous vehicle (a CPS
example) in these working examples. We plan to translate the model (STAT) into
timed automata (TA) and use an open-source formal veriﬁcation tool, UPPAAL
[12] for analysis. All working projects, deﬁnitions, including translation to TA
and veriﬁcation with UPPAAL, will be made available to open-science community.
The paper is organised as follows. In Sect. 2, we describe and recall attack
trees formalism. In Sect. 3, we present simpliﬁed timed attack trees. In Sect. 4,
we translate STAT into TA and, in Sect. 5, contribution and future work.

2

Attack Trees

Attack Tree (AT) is a methodological way of describing varying ways an asset
may be compromise. The root node of the tree represents the attack target. It
is further breakdown into smaller units that are easier to solve called sub-goals
(parent node). A sub-goal is associated with a gate reﬁnement which indicates
the fashion/order of how it can; be reached. In the case of a large/complicated
system, a sub-goal can be divide into (sub)-sub-goals other-wise, a set of leaf
nodes marked at the end of the tree. The leave nodes represent atomic nodes or
vulnerability, indicating an attack step. The set of gates reﬁnement we consider
for this paper is the AN D and OR gates. For a (parent) node with AN D gate
reﬁnement, it is said to have a set of (child) nodes that are linked (to the parent
node) by a set of edges and these (child) nodes most be compromised ﬁrst before
the parent node is satisﬁed. While in the case of a (parent) node with OR
reﬁnement, a single node from the set of child nodes when compromised is enough
for the (parent) node with gate reﬁnement to be satisﬁed.
Example 1. As an example, consider Fig. 1 (A). The ﬁgure shows a simple attack
tree of how to steal a car. The root node steal car consists of two sub-goals,
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Fig. 1. Steal a car attack tree

obtain key and short-circuit which by compromising either, an attacker can
reach the desired goal. Sub-goal obtain key is of OR reﬁnement therefore, either
of the leaf nodes steal key or make copy when compromised is enough for the
parent node obtain key to be satisﬁed. While the sub-goal short-circuit is of
AN D reﬁnement and all the leaf nodes access interior, find ignition cable,
connect cable has to be compromised to satisﬁed the sub-goal short-circuit.
Definition 1. An attack tree is a tuples Tr = (Q, q0 , E, G) where, Q is finite set
of nodes in the tree, q0 ∈ Q is special kind of node that represent the attack target


and every node in the tree is reachable from q0 , the set {q |(q , q) ∈ E} is wellordered nodes linked by a set of edges E, finally G represent the gate refinement
associated with each parent node.
Extending Attack Trees: Several attack tree extensions have been proposed,
amongst which are attack-defence trees (ADT) [14], attack response tree (ART)
and attack countermeasures tree (ACT) [7]. ADT introduced defenders’ actions
and model their interplay as a form of game theory, portraying the attackerdefender repelling each other’s move. ACT introduced a countermeasure to mitigate attackers actions. The countermeasure node is attached to block any attack
path identiﬁed. Attack response tree (ART) formalism extends the attackerdefender game to ﬁnd an optimal policy to stop the attacker’s action. Others
include [6–10]. Using attack trees, assets such as SCADA [16] and some attack
scenarios in a CPS asset [15] has been assessed. To the best of our knowledge,
non of the work from the mentioned attack trees extensions or other papers we
came across; come closest to our work.
In our previous work (submitted for publication), we introduced Timed
Attack Trees (TAT), an extension of attack trees to model assets whose vulnerability landscape changes due to interaction with a set of objects from the
physical environment. In this paper, we study the security aspect of timed attack
trees, most notably the gates reﬁnement. We introduce a time parameter for each
parent node such that to achieve the gate associated with the node, the attackers’ action has to be done within a time interval. The main diﬀerence between
Timed Attack Trees and Simplified Timed Attack Trees (STAT) is that in TAT,
we consider the evolution of the tree at a diﬀerent analysis time point (as deﬁned
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in timed attack trees), while in STAT, we focus on how an attacker can achieve
the child nodes within some time interval.

3

Simplified Timed Attack Trees

Informally, our idea is to add time parameters to the gates reﬁnement, restricting
the fashion at which an attacker can achieve a (parent) node. This time parameters that are added to the set of gates are; attack begin time tb and attack
finish time tf , denoted as Gtb , tf . With this, in addition to the fashion (‘all’
for AN D and ‘any’ for OR) at which a parent node can be reached, the attacker
has to compromise the (child) nodes; within a time interval (begin and ﬁnish)
otherwise, the attack fails. For example, let us assume that, the node has an
attack time ti that is needed for an attacker to perform some attack action (i.e.
in Fig. 1 attack time for short-circuit is 4 min). For this, tb > 1 and tf ≤ ti , the
attacker is must complete the attack within this time interval for the (parent)
node to be reached. Since each child node has diﬀerent diﬃculties when trying
to achieve by an attacker, in our idea, we do not consider attack time for each
child node. Hence, we focus on reaching the parent node. In the case of a node
with AN D gate reﬁnement, then all the child nodes have to be achieved by ti
while in the case of OR gate reﬁnement, a single child not is enough to reach
the parent node.
This new time parameter provides an added restriction on the set of gates
reﬁnement and can be used to analyse the interval between diﬀerent actions
carried out by the attacker. For the purpose of illustration, consider Fig. 1 (B)
as explained with the following examples.
Example 2. Let us assume that the car in the attack tree presented in Fig. 1 can
synchronise a set of external devices (i.e. remote starter, mobile phone) that;
can be used from a remote distance (i.e. open doors or start engine). Assuming
the nodes that represent; these external devices are extended from a sub-goal
external devices with OR gate reﬁnement and linked to the root node. A (child)
node (from external devices) is remote starter, and it is of AN D reﬁnement
that has a set of leaf nodes stand within proximity, avoid sighted, press remote,
physically open door. Now, let us assume that, an attack tree for example that
represent this tree is depicted. We assume that 50 s of time is given to achieve
the sub-goal. That is, for each sub-goal, the tb ≥ 1 and tf ≤ 50.
Example 3. In order to compromise a sub-goal, if the sub-goal is of OR gate,
then ∃ti ∈ 1, 50 and if the sub-goal is of AN D gate, then ∀t1 , ..., tn ∈ 1, 50.

4

From STAT to Timed Automata

In this section, we translate simpliﬁed timed attack trees into a version of timed
automata, called weighted timed automata (WTA) [11]. There exists an opensource formal veriﬁcation tool, UPPAAL that, accepts WTA as its formal language.
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A Weighted timed automata, otherwise known as price timed automata
(PTA), is an extended version of timed automata (TA) with weight/cost information added on both locations and edges. To arrive at a state, the weight value
deﬁned in that state has to be satisﬁed. Also, make a transition via an edge, the
weight value at that edge has to be satisﬁed. To be at the ﬁnal/desired location,
a global weight/cost, which is the accumulated weight/cost along the run, is
calculated. With the accumulative weight/cost value, it is easy to calculate the
distance or cost of travelling from point A to point B in diﬀerent case studies.
The trace in a weighted timed automata is a sequence of states, with the
a0 w0
a1 w1
l1 −→
l2 ... such that
transitions across the states given as π = l0 −→
c0

c1

– there is always an initial location l0 with an initial clock valuation c0 = 0,
– for every i ∈ {1, .., k}, there is some transition →= (li , ai , g, ci , li+1 ) ∈ E,
– a transition is only enable if for every clock valuation v, there exists a guard
g such that v satisﬁes g,
– for every successful transition, a new clock valuation Ci+1 is obtained by
increasing every clock variable in Ci by a transition i and resetting all previous
clocks 0.
For each leaf node in STAT, we have a weighted timed automaton that represents a linear path; from the leaf to the root node. Altogether, there are as many
WTAs as the leaf nodes in the simpliﬁed timed attack tree. The initial location of the ﬁrst automaton has an initial weight value of n = 0. The succeeding
automaton has an initial location weight value of; the previous automaton ﬁnal
location weight value +1. To translate the gates reﬁnement, we give each ﬁnal
location a weight value that must be satisﬁed. If the automaton corresponds to
a path with an OR gate reﬁnement, it requires the ﬁrst automaton; to reach the
ﬁnal location for the OR gate reﬁnement to be satisﬁed. Whereas if the path
is that of AN D gate reﬁnement (i.e. two leaf nodes), all the automata have to
reach the ﬁnal location for the AN D gate reﬁnement to be satisﬁed. The idea
here is that; when the (ﬁrst) automaton with ﬁnal location n = 1 is satisﬁed, the
OR gate reﬁnement in the attack tree requires the execution of attack action on
one; out of many leaf nodes. And this ﬁrst automata satisﬁed that. In the case
of an AN D gate reﬁnement, the run continues until the last automaton reached
the ﬁnal location. In general, a simpliﬁed timed attack tree is translated into
a parallel composition of timed automata A1 , ..., Az that represents the linear
path from the leaves; to the root node. As a working example of our concept,
we continue with Example 2. This time, we model a scenario and analyse using;
UPPAAL. We assume that an attacker tries to use external devices to access the
vehicle.
In Fig. 2, We show a UPPAAL model of 3 pieces of automata, the attackers’
model, the vehicles’ model and the STAT model. The ﬁgure model a scenario
of an intruder who tries to steal a car. In this scenario, the attacker attempt to
have access by opening it with an external device. This happens only when the
attacker is within proximity near! and press!. The vehicle is locked initially, and
when the attacker performed the action press!, the action’s model receives press?
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Fig. 2. UPPAAL model of STAT.

and, from then the attacker has to; mechanically open the door touch! otherwise,
it went back to a locked state within some mins. In the STAT model, the initial
location is the Leaf and, it receives the action message when the attacker is
within proximity near?. It remains in that location until the begin? message is
received. When the begin? is receives, the leaf node has been reached, from the
location Sub goal, if the vehicle is not physically touched n touch?, the process
fails as the vehicle; is back to a locked state.
We plan to formally deﬁne and extend this idea of simpliﬁed timed attack
trees and further investigate how an attacker can learn from observing from the
physical environment, sets of external objects a CPS can detect/perceive and
possibly deduce the response of the system. This observation ability is diﬃcult
to analyse with attack trees. In the next phase of our work, we plan to study
and work with the notion of opacity. This is an information ﬂow property; that
veriﬁes whether an external observer (intruder) can deduce a secret of a system
by observing its behaviour.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented simpliﬁed timed attack trees as a new extension
of attack trees. We also proposed how to translate simpliﬁed timed attack trees
into weighted timed automata. Modern systems constitute many components,
the means that to analyse an asset as such, STAT can have many nodes and
time restriction. We propose how to model STAT using a formal veriﬁcation
tool UPPAAL and presented a working example.
We hope that; our work will encourage research and experimentation that
uses attack trees and related extensions for threats analysis. These will give the
security managers and relevant stakeholders a clear picture of all possible threats
and make it easy to apply solutions towards protecting the asset.
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Abstract. Every modern organization nowadays produces data and
consumes information through Decision-Support Systems (DSS) which
produce more and more Complex Performance Indicators (CPI). This
allows business monitoring, decision-making support and tracking of
decisions eﬀects. With the increasing complexity, DSS suﬀer from two
main limitations that inhibit their use. First, DSS tend to be opaque to
Business Managers who cannot observe how the data is treated to produce indicators. Second, DSS are owned by the technicians, resulting in
an IT-bottleneck and a business-exclusion. From a Business Management
perspective, the consequences are damaging. DSS result in sunk costs
of development, fail to receive full conﬁdence from Business Managers
and to ﬁt dynamic business environments. In this research, preliminary
insights are proposed to build a solution that tackles the previous limitations. The literature review, the research contributions and methodology
are presented to conclude with the work plan of the PhD.
Keywords: Decision Support System · Model-Driven Engineering
Performance Management · Complex Performance Indicators

1

·

Context and Motivation

It is now broadly accepted that organizations produce data and consume information as a way to produce knowledge, and ultimately wisdom [3]. This principle
has been addressed in various ways in Computer Science and Management Science. Technological architectures like Business Intelligence, Big Data and more
generally Decision Support Systems (DSS) [29] deal with the technical issues
related to the processing of heterogeneous data sources as a way to produce
information. DSS produce a series of measures necessary to inform Business
Managers about the situation of their company, the past/future decisions and
their eﬀects. The measures are also referred to as Indicators, or more speciﬁcally
Key Performance Indicators (KPI) [24].
c Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
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While DSS are extremely rich and powerful they still suﬀer from low success
rates [4]. Money is often invested in systems which are not used at full potential or even not adopted. This, in turn, tends to limit the return on investment
for organizations and the beneﬁts for corporate decision-making. While investigating the possible explanations for these failures, two main problems can be
identiﬁed. First, DSS tend to be opaque to the business [7], meaning that Business Managers cannot observe how the data is manipulated, transformed and
aggregated to produce information. Second, the design of DSS is owned by the
technicians (computer scientists, developers, “IT departments”, etc.) and tends
to exclude the business. Every change request on the DSS necessarily implies
the involvement of IT people. The business has then little control over what the
DSS really does. With IT-ownership and KPIs that change often and rapidly,
the risk of bottlenecks increases dramatically and DSS fail to ﬁt highly dynamic
environments.
Former limitations are true in general but become even more salient when the
DSS produce Composite (or Complex, used as synonym) Performance Indicators
(CPI). A CPI is the assembling of individual indicators following an underpinning model for the measurement of multidimensional aspects [22]. For instance,
a corporate sustainability CPI measures multidimensional aspects and needs
to assemble various individual indicators to be computed. They are not to be
confused with KPIs, which typically result from the aggregation of one data
along with one or several business dimensions. For instance, a sales growth KPI
results from the aggregation of one data, namely the sales. The use of CPIs has
become ubiquitous in many recent performance areas, including environment
[31], sustainability [10] or ﬁnance [14]. This adds to more traditional measurements challenges like customer satisfaction [30], supply chain monitoring [23]
or management by objectives [25]. Regardless of the ﬁeld, CPIs are complex
from both a methodological point of view (i.e., how to analyze, to model and to
document them?) and a technical one (i.e., how to implement, to process and
to update them?). The combination of CPIs complexity with the existence of
limitations when DSS produce CPIs makes the design of successful DSS and the
computation of CPIs particularly challenging.

2

Research Challenges and Questions

The main conclusions from the context of interest can be summarized under the
form of a set of assumptions that are investigated in this PhD research:
– Current approaches to DSS and CPIs design tend to hide the technicality of
data processing, resulting in a rather oblivious set of information with deﬁnitions that are not always clearly exposed and in IT-bottlenecks appearing
when CPIs need to be changed;
– Business Managers do not want to be exposed to the full complexity implemented in a Decision Support System in order to produce a CPI, but would
gain in conﬁdence if exposed to the main actions/operations performed to
produce that very CPI;
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– The more an indicator is complex and intricate, the more trust is required
for a manager to use it, but the less trust there will actually be due to the
various operations and manipulations that have to be performed to compute
the indicator (trade-oﬀ);
– Considering the three previous assumptions, a solution can be found, that
would empower business decision-makers with the capability of designing
CPIs in a DSS without making any technical decision, which would reduce
the workload of IT departments, increase the level of trust in CPIs, and eventually increase the chance of success of the underlying DSS.
From these conclusions, three research questions can be drawn to address the
limitations presented earlier:
– RQ1: What are the limitations of existing DSS frameworks when it comes
to the operationalization of CPIs?
– RQ2: How to address limitations of DSS and CPIs while balancing the tradeoﬀ between complexity and trust in a CPI?
– RQ3: How can we make DSS implementation more “business-friendly” by
allowing decision-makers to design parts of a DSS back-end by themselves?

3

Related Work

KPIs, and more generally indicators, are traditionally handled by DSS. These
systems are predominant in several ﬁelds, through various architectures and
technologies. DSS are recognized as the main asset to monitoring and improving
businesses through indicators [16]. However, no proposition seems to present
DSS design that overcomes the limitations presented before.
The essential problem in this PhD is a Performance Management (PM) one,
referring to practices and models used in an organization to track and improve
its overall performance. The ﬁeld is mainstream and mature. Some of its fundamental contributions are reviewed to better position this research. The Balanced
Scorecard (BSC), a well-known PM model, identiﬁes four business dimensions for
monitoring a company [18]. The perspectives highlighted by the BSC, together
with the Strategy Map, provide a framework along which CPIs of an organization
can be studied. This PhD is also inﬂuenced by other historical models, such as
the GRAI Grid [9] or the ARIS framework [8], which both provide mechanisms
to model business dimensions from a PM perspective. All these works will confer
valuable inputs as a way to produce enhanced notation for CPIs. In [6], authors
extend the framework of Semantics of Business Vocabulary and Business Rules
(SBVR) from Object Management Group to model KPI in a language readable
by non-experts (using SBVR) along with a machine-readable outcome (using
MathML tool). The proposed framework oﬀers KPI vocabulary focused on deﬁnition, but not a CPIs model focused on operationalization (how indicators are
computed from raw data). The paper opens the door for future Model-Driven
Engineering (MDE) approaches but leaves the problem unexplored.
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Directly following from PM is the issue of deﬁning relevant measurements
for organizations. PM provides the framework but does not focus on the operationalization of measures, central in this research project. In general, there are
few scientiﬁc works on how to implement CPIs. In [22], the Statistics Directorate and the Directorate for Science, Technology, and Industry (OECD) and
the Econometrics and Applied Statistics Unit of the Joint Research Centre (JRC)
present a methodology to handle the creation of CPIs. Ten important steps are
documented and will be followed in this PhD. Beside methodological aspects,
some references present mathematical and/or statistical methods for the creation of CPIs. A review of all the pros and cons of these methods is proposed
in [22]. It is worth noticing that other approaches like Multi-criteria Decision
Making Models have been considered to assemble various measures into richer
CPIs [19,26]. These techniques provide valuable insights for this project but
stick to some general guidelines as to how CPIs are to be produced, maintained
and updated. Moreover, no tool seems to implement these methodologies while
overcoming previous limitations of DSS.
The question of designing systems aligned with expectations of future users
has been widely covered by the Requirements Engineering (RE) research community. RE refers to the practices of identifying, modelling, analyzing and validating
requirements of stakeholders for a future system. Various models have been proposed in RE to support the design of DSS. In [11], a goal-oriented approach
is introduced which allows relating DSS measures and dimensions to strategic
business intentions. Similarly, models like [12] focus on the modelling and the
representation of data warehouses. In [15], the BIM model is introduced, where
traditional requirements languages are combined with decision-making concepts
such as indicators to help produce DSS better aligned with an organization’s
strategy. Other examples include [28], where an alternative notation for DSS
concepts (e.g.: indicators, reports, ...) is introduced in UML activity diagrams
to facilitate the identiﬁcation of relevant indicators in a process-oriented approach or [2] where authors develop a method to reason on indicators as a way
to design enhanced DSS. RE does not propose any modelling notation for the
operationalization of indicators.
An MDE approach refers to the practices of deﬁning a meta-model and models transformations for the development of several pieces of software [27]. It is
now a well-accepted and established approach. Besides, MDE has already been
applied to DSS several times, which suggests the method is well suited for the
current research objectives. For instance, [1] introduces Mozart, a tool to mine
KPIs and their correlations from historical data as a way to implement monitoring applications. In a similar mood, [20] addresses the problem of misalignment
between DSS and the business context. Authors automate the design of KPIs in
traditional BI vendors using an MDE approach. Overall, the use of MDE in DSS
is still largely unexplored, and research avenues on the topic are still numerous.

4

Research Methodology

The current project is the strengthening of the research proposal in [5]. This PhD
follows a Design Science (DS) approach, a scientiﬁc problem-solving methodology
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that mainly focuses on research contributions and well-suited to an information
system context [13]. DS essentially aims to theorize and to build new artifacts
in order to understand and to improve Information Systems, and especially DSS
[13]. It ensures the rigour and the relevance of the research through seven guidelines [13]. Two of them – the research contributions and the design evaluation –
are discussed in more details in Sect. 5.

5

Proposed Solutions

Starting from assumptions identiﬁed in previous sections, this project would
balance between methodological contributions (how to design CPIs in a more
transparent way by embedding the business?) and more technical ones (how to
transform a business-readable speciﬁcation of CPIs into a workable piece of software to actually compute the CPIs?). The objective is to design a robust ModelDriven Engineering approach to empower Business Managers in the production
of CPIs in a self-service mood. The practical implications and mechanisms are
further detailed in Sect. 5.1. The PhD would also focus on the transparency issue
in a way that every decision-maker in the organization, and not only the author
of the CPI, can understand how a CPI has been produced and what it actually
measures.
5.1

Research Contributions

As mentioned earlier, the research project will adopt a Design Science approach
to produce its three contributions.
The First Main Contribution is the Proposition of a New Modelling Framework
for the Documentation of CPIs. As discussed in Sect. 3, ways to approach the
design of KPIs are varied. However, only some of them apply to CPIs, and very
few of them provide modelling support to actually formalize the CPIs and the
way they are produced (which transformations? On which data? Which weights
and decision rules? Why? When?) in a manner that is interpretable by business
people. Following a rigorous approach for the creation of new languages [17], a
new modelling notation for the operationalization of CPIs would be proposed.
This clearer and systematical documentation would ease the implementation of
CPIs and would result in a better understanding and stronger conﬁdence in the
indicators.
The Second Contribution is the Proposition of the MDE Framework for the Computation of CPIs. As already discussed, DSS heavily rely on the expertise of programmers in charge of developing and maintaining the solution. Every change
regarding an indicator (deﬁnition, source, etc.) results in new developments by
technicians. In turn, it suggests costs of development and most importantly time
with a risk of bottlenecks. The proposition here is to design and to implement
a processor for CPIs, whose code and internal functioning would depend on
a business model produced by Business Managers. The new artifact would be
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composed of two parts; a business interface and an MDE system. Through the
interface, the Business Managers would themselves design a model under the
form of simple and explicit visual artifacts to directly deﬁne and adapt their
CPIs without interference with technicians. This interface will be implemented
in a way that a non IT expert would perfectly understand, using user-centric
design [21]. The second part, that is the MDE mechanism, would translate the
business model provided by managers into a program that eﬀectively implements
the CPIs. To summarize, Business Managers deﬁne in their language the CPIs
and the system builds them. This approach would enable to reduce the cost of
implementing changes in indicators, to track more CPIs and to make the system
and the business more responsive to dynamic environments.
The Third Contribution is the Proposition of a New Indicator Processing Visualisation Technique. Contributions 1 and 2 do only solve a part of the problem
of trust in CPIs. Throughout the organization, Business Managers who use the
CPIs must have somehow access to the mathematical/logical process applied in
order to produce the indicator, even if they were not the author of that CPI. The
MDE system of contribution 2 should help increase the trust that the speciﬁer of
the indicator has in the CPI, but it would not improve the trust of all other consumers of that indicator. To solve this “CPI distribution and communication”
issue, this project also attempts to implement a visualization tool for Business
Managers, building on the same MDE approach of contribution 2. That visualization tool would not focus on the indicator. Indeed, there are already several
contributions on the representation of data, and it is not the ambition of this
project to propose new ways of representing a measure. The focus would be
on the manipulations applied to raw data that have been used to produce the
indicator (intermediary steps and values, underlying variables, etc.). Concretely,
anyone confronted with a CPI would have access to an interface that presents
how the CPI was built. Even if a decision-maker did not create the CPI, that
decision-maker would be able to understand, ﬁrst, how it has been designed,
and, second, to which extent the underlying variables contribute to the ﬁnal
CPI value. Moreover, if a CPI is subject to various changes, business people
would have the ability to track the changes history a posteriori.
5.2

Research Validation

According to DS, the eﬀectiveness of the three contributions in addressing the
initial problem must be rigorously demonstrated through a precise evaluation
methodology to assess the feasibility and the value of this research [13]. The
outcome of this project will be evaluated through real-world cases possible thanks
to existing relationships of the research team; notably with Civadis and Skeyes.
Civadis is a company that provides IT solutions for the local government of
municipalities in Wallonia and Brussels (in Belgium). A collaboration for the
current project would be an extremely valuable case-study and would oﬀer a
platform to interactions with Belgian municipalities. Moreover, a relationship
through a research convention is shared with Skeyes, the Belgian air traﬃc con-
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trol agency. Therefore, the team has access to experts and to virtually all relevant
data.
As the project is not tied to a particular company and the topic is relevant
for virtually any organization, other real-world cases can be found.
5.3

Work Plan

This PhD research will be conducted for four to ﬁve years. It will be articulated
in four iterative phases. Figure 1 depicts these phases and their underlying tasks.
We are currently heading Phase 1.
Phase 1 will focus on CPI conceptualization (what is it? How does it diﬀer
from regular KPIs? What are the characteristics that discriminate complex and
non-complex indicators? Etc). Then, frameworks for modelling indicators will
be investigated to determine their advantages and limitations. This will allow to
better position this project in the literature. Phase 1 addresses RQ1.
Phase 2 will concentrate on contribution 1. The objective is to produce a
CPI modelling notation readable by Business Managers. To do so, a framework
identiﬁed during the previous phase will be selected. Based on its limitations,
candidate solutions will be designed. The new notation will require insights from
modelling theories and the involvement of Business Managers. Since the targeted
users of the notation are Business Managers, a lot of eﬀorts will be dedicated to
involve them and to the empirical evaluation of the notation. Successful achievement of Phase 2 will rely on this evaluation. Phase 2 will contribute to RQ2.
Phase 3 will consolidate contribution 1 and 2. The concepts (objects, relationships, constraints) needed will be ﬁnalised. Then, a focus will be given to
meta-modelling and model transformations to produce the MDE system. It will
then be tested and validated with practitioners. This phase addresses RQ3.
Phase 4 will focus on contribution 3. A literature review will be conducted
regarding how to measure the contribution of a variable. Then, a CPI processing
visualisation will be deﬁned, implemented, evaluated and integrated. RQ2 will
be addressed during this phase.

Fig. 1. The four phases of the work plan
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Discussion

In this paper, we propose a complete approach to tackle the limitations of current DSS regarding CPIs; the issues of opaqueness and IT-ownership. The three
contributions try to involve Business Managers in CPI design and computation
to increase transparency and trust facing the complexity of CPIs. Business Managers will be part of the CPI creation process and will gain a more transparent
lens on what the CPIs eﬀectively capture. This transparency will increase the
trust in the CPIs. The decisions taken based on the CPIs will gain in quality
since Business Managers will better grasp them. The MDE system will allow
to reduce IT workload and the cost of producing and maintaining CPIs. All in
all, success rates of CPI and ultimately of DSS are expected to increase. The
system will be more responsive to ﬁt dynamic environments and will provide
better quality decision-support.
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Abstract. The design of Distributed Storage Systems involves many
challenges due to the fact that the users and storage nodes are physically
dispersed. In this doctoral consortium paper, we present a framework
for boosting the concurrent access to large shared data objects (such
as ﬁles), while maintaining strong consistency guarantees. In the heart
of the framework lies a fragmentation strategy, which enables diﬀerent
updates to occur on diﬀerent fragments of the object concurrently, while
ensuring that all modiﬁcations are valid.
Keywords: Distributed storage · Large objects
Linearizability (strong consistency)

1

· Concurrency ·

Problem and Motivation

Nowadays, data are rapidly generated through applications, social media,
browsers and so on. The challenge for many organizations and companies is to
design an eﬃcient storage system to cope with this data explosion. A Distributed
Storage System (DSS) [17] provides data survivability and system availability.
Data replication on multiple storage locations is a well known technique to cope
with these issues. A main challenge due to replication, caused when the shared
data are accessed concurrently, is data inconsistency.
Numerous platforms prefer high availability over consistency, due to the belief
that strong consistency will burden the performance of their systems. As a result,
they devise strategies to address the issue of consistency, but they rely on system
coordinators to provide weaker consistency guarantees. However, modern storage
systems attempt to ﬁnd the balance between the consistency of the data and the
availability of the system. In this work we aim to explore the development of a
Robust and Strongly Consistent DSS while providing highly concurrent access
to its users.
Our design is based on fundamental research in the area of distributed shared
memory emulation [1,2]. These emulations provide a strong consistency guarantee, called linearizability (atomicity) [15], which is especially suitable for concurrent systems. Currently, such emulations, are either limited to small-size objects,
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or if two writes occur concurrently on diﬀerent parts of the object, only one of
them prevails. To address these limitations, we introduce a framework based on
data fragmentation strategies that boost concurrency, while maintaining strong
consistency guarantees, and minimize the operation latencies.

2

Existing Knowledge

In this section, we brieﬂy review existing distributed shared memory emulations,
proposed distributed ﬁle systems and discuss their strengths and limitations.
Table 1 presents a comparison of the main characteristics of the distributed
algorithms and storage systems that we will discuss in this document.
Attiya et al. [2] presents the ﬁrst fault-tolerant emulation of atomic shared
memory, later known as ABD, in an asynchronous message passing system. It
implements Single-Writer Multi-Reader (SWMR) registers in an asynchronous
network, provided that at least a majority of the servers do not crash. The
writer completes write operations in a single round by incrementing its local
timestamp and propagating the value with its new timestamp to the servers,
waiting acknowledgments from a majority of them. The read operation completes in two rounds: (i) it discovers the maximum timestamp-value pair that
is known to a majority of the servers, (ii) it propagates the pair to the servers,
in order to ensure that a majority of them have the latest value, hence preserving atomicity. This has led to the common belief that “atomic reads must
write”. This belief was refuted by Dutta et al. [5] who showed that it is possible,
under certain constraints, to complete reads in one round-trip. Several works
followed, presenting diﬀerent ways to achieve one-round reads (e.g., [11,12,14]).
The ABD algorithm was extended by Lynch and Shvartsman [16], who present
an emulation of Multi-Writer and Multi-Reader (MWMR) atomic registers.
The above works on shared memory emulations were focused on small-size
objects. Fan and Lynch [7] proposed an extension, called LDR, that can cope
with large-size objects (e.g. ﬁles). The key idea was to maintain copies of the
data objects separately from their metadata; maintaining two diﬀerent types of
servers, replicas (that store the ﬁles) and directories (that handle metadata and
essentially run a version of ABD). However, the whole object is still transmitted
in every message exchanged between the clients and the replica servers. Furthermore, if two writes update diﬀerent parts of the object concurrently, only one of
the two prevails.
From the dozens of distributed ﬁle systems that exist in the market today, we
focus on the ones that are more relevant to our work. The Google File System
(GFS) [13] and the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) [22] were built to
handle large volume of data. These ﬁle systems store metadata in a single node
and data in cluster nodes separately. Both GFS and HDFS use data stripping and
replicate each chunk/block for fault tolerance. HDFS provides concurrency by
restricting the ﬁle access to one writer at a time. Also, it allows users to perform
only append operations at the end of the ﬁle. However, GFS supports record
append at the oﬀset of its own choosing. This operation allows multiple clients to
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append data to the same ﬁle concurrently without extra locking. These systems
are designed for data-intensive computing and not for normal end-users [6].
Dropbox [19] is possibly the most popular commercial DSS with big appeal to
end-users. It provides eventual consistency (which is weaker than linearizability),
synchronising a working object for one user at a time. Thus, in order to access
the object from another machine, a user must have the up-to-date copy; this
eliminates the complexity of synchronization and multiple versions of objects.
Blobseer [4] is a large-scale DSS that stores data as a long sequence of bytes
called BLOB (Binary Large Object). This system uses data stripping and versioning that allow writers to continue editing in a new version without blocking
other clients that use the current version. A version manager, the key component of the system, deals with the serialization of the concurrent write requests
and assigns a new version number for each write operation. Unlike GFS and
HDFS, Blobseer does not centralize metadata on a single machine, but it uses a
centralized version manager. Thus linearizability is easy to achieve.
Our work aims in complementing the above systems by designing a highly
fault-tolerant distributed storage system that provides concurrent access to its
clients without sacriﬁcing strong concurrency nor using centralized components.
Table 1. Comparative table of distributed algorithms and storage systems.
Algorithm/System Data
Data access
scalability Concurrency

Consistency Versioning Data
guarantees
Stripping

MWMR ABD [16]

NO

YES

Strong

NO

NO

LDR [7]

YES

YES

Strong

NO

NO

CoABD [8]

NO

YES

Strong

YES

NO

GFS [13]

YES

Concurrent
appends

Relaxed

YES

YES

HDFS [22]

YES

Files restrict Strong
one writer at (centrala time
ized)

NO

YES

Dropbox [19]

YES

Creates
conﬂicting
copies

Eventual

YES

YES

Blobseer [4]

YES

YES

Strong
(centralized)

YES

YES

CoBFS [our work] YES

YES

Strong

YES

YES

3

Research Plan and Stage of Research

For the purpose of accomplishing a prototype of a Robust Distributed Storage
System, with strong consistency guarantees, my research will include the following stages (quoting the estimated time for each one):
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1. From existing emulations of distributed shared memory [2,7,8,10], we want
to implement an optimized version of the most eﬃcient one, in order to
establish linearizable consistency to a unit of storage, we call a block (3
months).
2. Survey Data Fragmentation Strategies, focusing on block strategies. This
would lead to our own fragmentation strategy, aiming to reduce the communication cost of write/read operations by splitting data into smaller atomic
data objects (blocks), while enabling concurrent access to these blocks (4
months).
3. Integrate the diﬀerent algorithmic modules and strategies, envisioned via
a system architecture (see next section). This would entail our design and
implementation framework. Based on that, we aim to introduce new consistency guarantees, that characterize the consistency of the whole object,
which is composed by smaller atomic objects (blocks) (3 months).
4. Implement an erasure-coding (EC) storage (such as ARES [3]) which divides
the object into encoded fragments and deliver each fragment to one server.
The object can be recovered from a subset of the fragments. However, operations are still applied on the entire object. Thus, we can evaluate the performance of the system by combining our fragmentation approach with EC
(2 months).
5. Implement a Reconﬁguration service in order to mask host failures or
switching between storage algorithms without service interruptions. It is
expected that an existing reconﬁgurable algorithm (such as ARES [3]) may
be extended to address this objective (2 months).
6. A failure prediction service can be used to estimate the risk of a device failing in order to trigger the reconﬁguration service. It could be based on a
monitoring service that would collect S.M.A.R.T. (Self-Monitoring, Analysis and Reporting Technology) metrics of the servers, indicating a possible
drive failure. Machine Learning would be used to identify correlations on
the metrics so to predict drive failures. We will integrate the failure prediction service with reconﬁguration. Also, we need to specify the aggressiveness
of reconﬁguration: reconﬁguring in every failure notiﬁcation may result in
many frequent reconﬁgurations, whereas waiting too long may disable the
service due to many failures (5 months).
7. Design easy-to-use user interfaces to facilitate the use of our storage system
by users that are not necessarily highly technology-trained (5 months).
8. Deploy and evaluate the system in network testbeds. An emulation testbed
such as Emulab [20] will be used for developing and debugging the components of our system. However, an overlay planetary-scale testbet such
as PlanetLab [23] will help us examine the performance of our system in
highly-adverse, uncontrolled, real-time environments (7 months).
9. Deploy the prototype on small devices with limited computing capabilities
(e.g. Raspberry Pie). During these experiments we will have the opportunity
to test the durability of our storage in high concurrency conditions. Also, it
will help us examine the performance of the reconﬁguration operations by
physically replacing the serves (5 months).
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10. Further enhance our prototype implementation with more functionality and
features, having the ultimate goal of developing a fully-functioning and scalable DSS, that provides high concurrency and strong consistency (5 months).
Stage of Research. I have been doing this research for the past fourteen
months. During this period, items (1) to (3) and part of item (8) have been
completed. We are currently working on items (4) and (5). As a proof of concept implementation, we developed a prototype implementation realizing the
proposed framework [9]. Furthermore, we conducted a preliminary evaluation
on Emulab [20], using Ansible Playbooks [18] for the remote execution of tasks.
The evaluation shows the promise of our design; we overview the results obtained
so far in the next two sections.

4

Development and Prototype Implementation

Our prototype DSS is a Distributed File System, called CoBFS, which utilizes coverable linearizable fragmented objects. The object (ﬁle), is composed of
blocks, and fragmented linearizability [9] guarantees that all concurrent updates
on diﬀerent blocks are valid, and only concurrent updates on the same blocks
are conﬂicting with each other. Coverability [8] extends linearizability with the
additional guarantee that an update succeeds when the writer has the latest
version of the object before updating it. Otherwise, an update becomes a read
and returns the latest version with its associated value. The coverable version
of MWMR ABD (CoABD) [8] is used as the distributed shared memory service in our system in order to ensure consistency. It allows multiple concurrent
updates (writes) and reads, in an asynchronous, message-passing, crash-prone
environment. We now proceed to more implementation details.

Fig. 1. The basic architecture of CoBFS

Basic Architecture Overview: The basic architecture of CoBFS, shown in
Fig. 1, is composed of two main modules: (i) a Fragmentation Module (FM), and
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(ii) a Distributed Shared Memory Module (DSMM). The asynchronous communication between layers is achieved by using DEALER and ROUTER sockets,
from the ZeroMQ library [26]. In summary, the FM implements the fragmented
object while the DSMM implements an interface to a shared memory service
that allows operations on individual block objects. Following this architecture,
clients can perform operations, passing commands through command-line interface. Subsequently, the FM uses the DSMM as an external service to execute
these operations on the shared memory. To this respect, CoBFS is ﬂexible
enough to utilize any underlying distributed shared object algorithm.
File as a Fragmented Object: Each ﬁle f is a list of blocks with the ﬁrst
block being the genesis block bgen , and each block having the id of its next
block, whereas the last block has a null next value.
Fragmentation Module: The FM is the core concept of our implementation.
Each client has a FM responsible for (i) fragmenting the ﬁle into blocks and
identify modiﬁed or new blocks, and (ii) following a speciﬁc strategy to store
and retrieve the ﬁle blocks from the R/W shared memory.
Update Operation: The update strategy of the FM is the most challenging
part of our work. The FM uses a Block Identiﬁcation (BI) module, which draws
ideas from the RSYNC (Remote Sync) algorithm [24]. The BI includes three
main modules, the Block Division, the Block Matching and Block Updates.
1. Block Division: Initially, the BI splits a given ﬁle f into data blocks based
on its contents, using rabin fingerprints [21]. This rolling hashing algorithm
performs content-based chunking by calculating and returning the ﬁngerprints
(block hashes) over a sliding window. The algorithm allows you to specify
the minimum and maximum block sizes, avoiding blocks that are too small
or too big. It ignores a minimum size of bytes after a block boundary is
found and then starts scanning. However, if no block boundary occurs before
the maximum block size, the window is treated as a block boundary. The
algorithm guarantees that when a ﬁle is changed, only the hash of a modiﬁed
block (and in the worst case its next one) is aﬀected, but not the subsequent
blocks.
BI has to match each hash, generated by the rabin ﬁngerprint from the previous step, to a block identiﬁer.
2. Block Matching: At ﬁrst, BI uses a string matching algorithm [25] to compare the current sequence of the hashes with the sequence of hashes computed
in the previous ﬁle update. The string matching algorithm outputs a list of
diﬀerences between the two sequences in the form of four statuses for all given
entries: (i) equality, (ii) modiﬁed, (iii) inserted, (iv) deleted.
3. Block Updates: Based on the hash statuses, the blocks of the fragmented
object are updated. In the case of equality, if a hashi = hash(bj ) then Di is
identiﬁed as the data of block bj . In case of modiﬁcation, an update operation
is then performed to modify the data of bj to Di . If new hashes are inserted
after the hash of block bj , then an update operation is performed to create
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the new blocks after bj . The deleted one is treated as a modiﬁcation that sets
an empty value; thus, no blocks are deleted.
Read Operation: When the system receives a read request from a client, the
FM issues a series of read operations on the ﬁle’s blocks, starting from the genesis
block and proceeding to the last block by following the next block ids. As blocks
are retrieved, they are assembled in a ﬁle.
Read Optimization in DSMM: In the ﬁrst phase, if a server has a smaller
tag than the reader, it replies only with its tag. The reader performs the second
phase only when it has a smaller tag than the one found in the ﬁrst phase.

5

Preliminary Evaluation

We performed an experimental evaluation in the Emulab testbed [20], to compare the performance of CoBFS and of its counterpart that does not use the
fragmentation module; we refer to this version as CoABD.
Experimental Setup: In our scenarios, we use three distinct sets of nodes,
writers, readers and servers. Communication between the distributed nodes is
via point-to-point bidirectional links implemented with a DropTail queue.
Performance Metrics: We measured performance by computing operational
latency as the sum of communicational and computational delays. Additionally,
the percentage of successful ﬁle update operations is calculated.
Scenarios: To evaluate the eﬃciency of the algorithms, we use several scenarios:
– Scalability: examine performance under various numbers of readers/writers
– File Size: examine performance when using diﬀerent initial ﬁle sizes
– Block Size: examine performance under diﬀerent block sizes (CoBFS only)
Readers and writers pick a random time between [1..rInt] and [1..wInt], respectively, to invoke their next operation. During all the experiments of each scenario,
as the writers kept updating the ﬁle, its size increased.
Results: As a general observation, the eﬃciency of CoBFS is inversely aﬀected
by the number of block operations, while CoABD shows no ﬂexibility regarding
the size of the ﬁle.
Scalability: In Fig. 2(a), the update operation latency in CoBFS is always
smaller than the one of CoABD, mainly because in any number of writers, each
writer has to update only the aﬀected blocks. Due to the higher percentage of
successful ﬁle updates achieved by CoBFS, reads retrieve more data compared
to reads in CoABD, which explains why it is slower than CoABD (Fig. 2(b)).
Also, it would be interesting to examine whether the read block requests in
CoBFS could be sent in parallel, reducing the overall communication delays.
File Size: As we can see in Fig. 2(c), the update latency of CoBFS remains at
extremely low levels, although the ﬁle size increases. That is in contrast to the
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Fig. 2. Simulation results for algorithms CoABD and CoBFS.

CoABD update latency which appears to increase linearly with the ﬁle size,
since it updates the whole ﬁle. The read latencies with and without the read
optimization can be found in Fig. 2(d). The CoABD read latency increases
sharply, even when using the read optimization. This is due to the fact that each
time a new ﬁle version is discovered, CoABD sends the whole ﬁle. However,
read optimization decreases signiﬁcantly the CoBFS read latency, since it is
more probable for a reader to already have the last version of some blocks.
Block Size: When smaller blocks are used, the update and read latencies reach
their highest values and larger number of blocks (Figs. 2(e)(f)). As the minimum
and average bsizes increase, an update operation needs to add lower number of
blocks. Similarly, smaller bsizes require more read block operations to obtain the
ﬁle’s value. Therefore, further increase of bsize forces the decrease of the latencies,
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reaching a plateau in both graphs. This means that the emulation ﬁnds optimal
minimum and average bsizes and increasing it does not give better latencies.
Concurrency: The percentage of successful ﬁle updates achieved by CoBFS
are signiﬁcantly higher than those of CoABD (Fig. 2(a)). As the number of
writers increases (and therefore concurrency), CoABD suﬀers greater number
of unsuccessful updates, since it manipulates the ﬁle as a whole. Also, as is
shown in Fig. 2(c), a larger number of blocks yields a better success rate. The
probability of two writes to collide on a single block decreases, and thus CoBFS
allows more ﬁle updates to succeed in all block updates.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

We investigated several strategies in order to build CoBFS, a Robust and
Strongly Consistent prototype distributed ﬁle system. This system brings forward several optimization directions and opens the path for exploring new features which can boost its reliability.
Selection of Block Size: As observed from the experiments, the operation performance is aﬀected from the selection of minimum/maximum block sizes. Thus,
it is important to have a mechanism for tuning the values for these parameters,
based on the size of the ﬁle, in order to obtain the best possible performance.
Fragmentation: Due to the modular architecture of CoBFS, we can integrate
other fragmentation strategies, even at the level of the shared memory module
(such as EC storage mentioned in Sect. 3).
Fully-Functioning Distributed File System: We plan to evolve CoBFS
into a distributed storage service handling diﬀerent kind of large data, as well as
impose strong security guarantees. We would also like to provide an open API,
in which people could integrate their own DSSMs.
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Abstract. Blockchain potential in supply chain management (SCM) has
increased considerably over the last few years, both in academia and industry.
However, according to the literature, few researchers have tackled the real impact
of blockchain in changing businesses and creating value. This research fully delved
into an analysis of the SCM function with specific focus on measuring the potential of using a blockchain-based system in terms of enhancing effectiveness, trust
and transparency. The main contributions of this research aim to address the main
challenges of blockchain enabled smart contracts implementation in the field of
SCM through a deep qualitative research that highlights the inconsistencies and
misfits that are common in that application area.
Keywords: Blockchain · SCM · Impact · Trust · Transparency · Misfit

1 Introduction
Over the last few years, practitioners and researchers have significantly broadened their
knowledge in different blockchain applications because of the rapid changes in the technological environment. Thus, blockchain has mainly been adopted in SCM application
area for its ability to efficiently and effectively reorganize the organization’s processes,
and this has gone a long way to building some level of trust, traceability and transparency
for all the stakeholders of the main system [10]. In fact, Failures in supply chain area
could negatively affect all the stakeholders in terms of the lack of quality and trust [5]. In
addition to the traditional challenges of generalized supply chain, there is a lack of understanding of the requirements and needs regarding the implementation of a blockchain
system in such a complex application area, where participants are not known and/or
trusted.
We tend to believe that this study will help businesses to understand their requirements and needs regarding the development of their blockchain-based applications.
Indeed, not every blockchain platform is suitable for every network as every objective behind a blockchain project’s implementation has a specific purpose [8]. As part of
Doctoral consortium
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this research, it is crucial to have an insight into the criteria that would be instrumental in assessing or measuring the impact of the blockchain implementation in Supply
Chain systems because highlighting what works and why in a technology is a must in
terms of [19]. In fact, many businesses implement projects that could be sometimes
very expensive with poor knowledge about their fit capability. However, the underlying
challenge is no longer related only to the useless costs caused by the project’s failure
but to the long-term future of its technical and organizational performance. Therefore,
technologies should be proven to ‘work’ before they are widely adopted to avoid unnecessary and unwanted bonuses. The need of a theoretical basis in our research work is of
a major consideration [23] because it will enable us to measure the empirical impact of
the blockchain implementation. In this thesis we will mainly use the Misfit theory [18]
as a basis of evaluating the impact of blockchain implementation in an organization. The
Misfit theory was first applied to the ERPs’ implementation within an organization in
order to define the deficiencies and the impositions resulting from the adoption of these
enterprise systems (ESs) packages. We believe that a Misfit’s application to our research
area will bring some scientificity to our findings and enable us understand some complex
phenomena.
Moreover, a today’s recurrent issue in blockchain projects is to understand what
works, what doesn’t and why. It is important to evaluate the impact of this technology
implementation especially in a field that requires specific requirements. The many previous initiatives to ensure full traceability come up with stakeholders’ reluctance to share
their information. Quite understandably, Stakeholders do not want to trust anymore, they
want to be sure. This is where the role of Blockchain Technology comes into play. This
technology encrypts the information and distributes it to the different actors in an open,
unfalsifiable and transparent way [20].

2 State of the Art
Blockchain is an emerging technology that cleverly combines a set of well-known technologies such as: Cryptography, data storage and peer-to-peer networks. Given the significance of its industrial potential, blockchain is touted to disrupt not only the financial
domain but also many other application areas [21]. However, blockchain technology is
still considered as a threat by several researchers and practioners. The disruption caused
by blockchain lies in the ability to remove exchange intermediaries without control but in
a verifiable and reliable manner. However, many companies still scramble to understand
the functionalities of this technology and how it can support and fit with their business models [14]. Thus, its potential remains to be tested and its impact to be evaluated
mainly in supply chain application area. For this purpose, it is important to understand the
functioning of this technology technically in terms of platforms, consensus, programing
languages [8] and organizationally (Table 1).
Since 2015, numerous research projects at both national and international level have
been looking at blockchain technology. As recent reviews of the literature in this field,
much of the existing work is concerned with field of finance [3, 6]. In addition, the focus
on technological issues is predominant, neglecting managerial issues such as the added
value and governance in industrial applications [7, 16]. Questions of a managerial nature
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Table 1. Blockchain platform criteria grid [8]

are thus defined as future research perspectives in a collective analysis of the challenges
and opportunities of the blockchain for the management of business process [5].
Several related works aim to identify current studies and challenges in smart contract
research for future research in different fields [1, 11, 13]. Nevertheless, some recent work
examines the applicability of blockchain in supply chain, such as [2, 15, 24], Others
explore the contribution of blockchain [4, 14], analyze its adoption [9, 12], or report
case studies [17]. Finally, a quick search on the ‘theses.fr’ website shows that around
thirty theses are currently conducted in France on the subject of blockchain, with in
particular two theses which have just started and whose subject is related to supply
chain management.

3 Research Objectives and Methodology
In this work, our research goal is to explore and assess the current perception regarding
the impact of using blockchain technology in the supply chain domain. We further seek
to better understand the potential role that Smart Contracts might play in mitigating the
potential of the blockchain adoption in the supply chain domain. The concepts of trust
and inalterability linked to the basic principle of transparency could be used to convince
these actors that the blockchain remains a very reliable option in the industry. In other
words, the blockchain can constitute a prime traceability system whose main objective
is to improve trace products (whatever their nature) throughout the supply chain. It is
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in this context that lies the thesis proposal which can be defined through the following
research questions:
1. What are the determinants of the adoption - and the non-adoption - of the blockchain
in the enterprises?
2. To what extent does the adoption of blockchain impacts the ecosystems of the company, in particular its relations with customers, suppliers and the reconfiguration of
the underlying processes?
3. What impact does the adoption of the blockchain hold within a firm, be it on its
organizational structure, its business model, its IT architecture and information
system?
These are preliminary main research questions that were defined based on the gaps
and stakes identified in the literature review, taking account of the positioning in the
ecosystem. These problem statements are raised with a particular focus on issues related
to quality, security and governance of data, business processes and the information
system (IS) of the organization. The research work will particularly focus on smart
contracts and its use as a support of the customer-supplier relationship in an IS supported
by a blockchain system.
Several empirical studies will be carried out during this thesis project to determine
and measure the change at every organization’s level before and after the implementation
of this technology in order to collect qualitative data that will be rigorously analyzed.
These analyzes and explanations will be based on appropriate theoretical frameworks,
such as technology acceptance models, digital maturity models, misfits models or models of organizations transformation. Indeed, an experimental context will enable us to
understand the fit between the system and its technological needs.
For this purpose, we adopt a qualitative research approach based on semi-directed
interviews. Guided by the research goals and relying on the existing literature, we elaborated a questionnaire starting by the main open question: Could you tell me the story of
your project? The main purpose behind starting by asking this open question is to give
to the interviewee the freedom and space to answer and thus provide us much details and
accurate information about the project implementation. Moreover, blockchain technology is very promising but still faces many challenges. It is for this reason that the method
of case studies will also be used in this thesis. It will indeed enable us to breakdown the
complex inconsistencies linked to this technology and further understand its intellectual
and industrial aspects.
In order to justify and report our research results, we focus on a justification approach
which is properly explained in the figure bellow [22]. In fact, we intend to use an empirical
research cycle rather than a design cycle in order to solve the mentioned issues (Fig. 1).
According to [22], it is important de address these three questions in order to well
justify our research steps;
– “Why would anyone use your design? There are many other designs,
– Why would anyone believe your answers? Opinions are cheap,
– Your report must have a logical structure”
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Fig. 1. Road map of the design science methodology [22]

In our case, we will focus on the second point, by trying to define three main knowledge oriented levels: The knowledge that will be produced by the project, the involved
stakeholders and their goals, and the design that would solve their problem.

4 Results, Impacts and Benefit of the Research
The major results that will be obtained by achieving the objectives of this research are:
The evaluation of the impact of using blockchain in SCM projects, the definition of
the determinants of the adoption or non-adoption of the blockchain. Apart from the
ability of providing a huge knowledge about the technical aspects of blockchain features
(Smart contracts, consensus protocols, platforms, programming languages…) and of
giving some choice criteria related to the blockchain platforms, this research proposal
aim at also to determine the misfits that could occur during or after the implementation of
blockchain project in SCM area and try to give some practical solution to overcome these
misfits. The resiliency (the ability of having an automated solution- blockchain-enabled
smart contracts - that is always upgraded to deal with new behaviors make them very
powerful and resilient to any contextual change that may arise during a specific project
phase) of blockchain technology in SCM could also be a major result of this research.
Even if we never did mention it before during the proposal, we can recognize some first
and preliminary findings that refer to resiliency and that would be validated in future
work. Furthermore, scalability will be improved as well. Storage and time capacity is
difficult to scale in situations where demand fluctuates especially in SCM. Moreover, the
understanding of the real impact of blockchain technology by organizations stakeholders
will allow multiple blockchain projects to be deployed when trust is still needed in that
domain. All these challenges are more or less already present in our current research
and should be proven with more qualitative studies.
Overall, this thesis will contribute to a new understanding of the digital transformation of companies in general and of the supply chain processes in particular, in the
light of the emergence and adoption of the blockchain. More precisely, it goes all first to
help identifying the factors likely to lead a business to adopt -or reject - the blockchain,
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especially from the point of view of the chain’s quality of logistics and security. This
potential result is of a great managerial utility for information systems officers and
decision-makers in companies. Another important contribution is an analytical mapping of the potential impacts of blockchain on business processes and relationships with
partners in the company’s supply-chain. This mapping will contribute to a better understanding of the impact of blockchain and can constitute for CIOs the premises of a plan
to the introduction of blockchain and its integration with the company’s IS.
From a more academic point of view, the contributions of this research will take a
conceptual form, descriptive and explanatory models of the phenomena relating to the
use of blockchain technology in the company’s IS (Misfit Theory). This research thus
fits into the general issue of the digital transformation of industry and the emergence of
the industry 4.0, with a focus on blockchain technology and “smart contracts” and its
role in supply chains.

Appendix
In the table below we find, the mains ongoing and next projects that will lead to the
proper conduct of this research project.
Research project

Details

Published research paper

A systematic literature review of Blockchain-enabled smart
contracts: platforms, languages, consensus, applications and
choice criteria
Samya Dhaiouir, Saïd Assar
https://www.springerprofessional.de/en/a-systematic-literaturereview-of-blockchain-enabled-smart-contr/18116594

Ongoing research paper

• Papers:
1. Blockchain technology and Misfit Theory
Samya Dhaiouir, Saïd Assar
2. Blockchain-enabled smart contracts: an organizational
evaluation
Samya Dhaiouir, Saïd Assar
• Field study:
Preliminary data collection in France

Future international projects

• International field study for data collection
(Country and University to be defined)
From September 2021
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Abstract. The bash shell contains a wealth of useful programs for examining,
ﬁltering, transforming and also analyzing data. In conjunction with the underlying ﬁlter and pipe architecture, powerful data transformations can be performed interactively and iteratively within a very short time, which can for
example support the knowledge discovery process with further dedicated tools
like mathematica, R, etc. In the tutorial presented here, the most useful
command-line tools from the GNU coreutils and their interaction will be
introduced on the basis of a continuous scenario and clariﬁed by means of two
in-depth practical exercises in which the participants have to convict a murderer
using a series of available police documents - exciting!
Keywords: Filter and pipes

 Shell programming  Data transformation

1 Introduction
The basis for all our data discovery processes is the actual data itself. Once we have
identiﬁed valuable data and loaded it into an appropriate tool, like a relational database,
the statistic program R, mathematica, or some other specialized tools to perform our
analysis, the discovery process can start. However, until the data is in the system of
choice, a number of tasks have to be completed:
1. The data must be considered relevant to our mission.
2. Often the entire data set is not relevant, but only a part of it that needs to be
extracted.
3. The data format must be adapted accordingly before it can be imported into our
analysis tool.
4. Other possible tasks include the automatic extraction of data from the word wide
web, combining different data sources or enriching the data.
Some of these tasks can also be performed more or less comfortably with the
dedicated analysis tool, but the question is whether there is no better way to perform
these preparatory tasks. If, for example, the relevance of a data set needs to be checked
for usefulness, this is ideally done before importing the (potentially huge) data set into
our analytics tool. During this analysis, non-relevant data can be ﬁltered out and a
suitable transformation for the import can be carried out, so that the import and subsequent processing can take place on a already appropriately adapted data set.
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
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The aim of this tutorial is to present the most useful tools from the GNU coreutils
[1] like cat, grep, tr, sed, awk, comm, join, split, etc., and give an introduction on how
they can be used together. So, for example, a wide number of queries which typically
will be formulated with SQL, can also be performed using the tools mentioned before,
as it will be shown in the tutorial. Even more interesting than the single components is
the toolbox’s underlying concept of the ﬁlter and pipe architecture. More complex
programs are built iteratively from the available single components (so called ﬁlters)
and allow an intuitive, iterative approach to prototype development. Another interesting point is that they are typically stream based and so, huge amounts of data can be
processed, without running out of main-memory.
The tutorial will also include hands-on parts, in which the participants do a number
of practical data-analysis and transformation tasks.

2 Learning Objectives
After completing the tutorial, the participants will be able to successfully create their
own ﬁlter pipes for various tasks. They have internalized the idea of composing
complex programs from small well deﬁned components allows rapid prototyping,
incremental iterations and easy experimentation.

3 Didactic Concept
We believe that a successful tutorial should not only teach theoretical knowledge, but
also give the participants the opportunity to apply what they have learned in practice.
For this reason, we have adapted the exciting command line oriented learning game
“The Command Line Murders” [2] by Noah Veltman for the needs of the tutorial and
send the participants on a murder hunt, where they have to analyze a large amount of
police records with the previously learned tools in order to unmask the murderer.

4 Target Audience
Level: Intermediate - Participants should be familiar (or at least interested) using a shell
like bash, csh, DOS-shell. A basic knowledge of Regular Expressions is helpful, but
not necessarily required.

5 Materials to Be Distributed to the Attendees [3]
• Slideset
• Command refcard
• Practical exercises
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1 Tutorial Abstract
The situation caused by the COVID-19 pandemic has clearly demonstrated that the
business environment of today is volatile and highly dynamic. A modern enterprise
should be prepared to totally review its Business Model (BM) in order to survive and
prosper in such a dynamic world. The goal of this tutorial is twofold. Firstly, it
introduces a new type of enterprise modeling technique called Fractal Enterprise Model
(FEM) [1]. Secondly, it illustrates how FEM can be used for radical Business Model
Innovation (BMI), e.g. for designing a completely new BM [2, 3]. FEM expresses the
relationships between the enterprise assets and its business processes. The innovation
consists of ﬁnding a way of reconﬁguring enterprise assets to produce new value for a
new or the same group of customers. The idea corresponds to the Boyd’s concept of
destruction and creation [4].
As an example, Fig. 1 represents a radical BMI case related to the current pandemic. The example was presented in the interview with Nassim Taleb [5] in the
following way: “A friend of mine owns a gym in California, and you see the heaviest
hurt business is a gym okay. So instead of sitting down and praying and getting money
from the government and crying, he started the business of equipping people with
home trips and he made a fortune. So, you call him up if you want a home gym; he sets
it up, sends you the material, the one, you know, uses zoom to train you”.
The expected audience of the tutorial is academics and practitioners who are
interested in practical usage of Enterprise Modelling and/or in organizational change in
general, and radical change in Business Models (BMs) in particular. The tutorial is
practically oriented, it requires acquaintance with how an enterprise or any other human
organization functions, either from a theoretical or from the practical perspective (basic
level is enough). General understanding of modeling (of any kind), especially modeling
of business, or human-related activities is desirable.
The tutorial is planned as a workshop, where presentation is combined with work in
small teams and general discussion. During the presentation, the basic notions of FEM
are introduced using FEM toolkit [6], which the participants will be asked to download
and install. Beside the example in Fig. 1, other examples will be used, in particular a
case of transforming a manufacturer into software provider [7]. After the presentation,
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the participants are split in small teams and go to break rooms in Zoom to complete an
exercise based on a textual description of a business situation and a FEM of the current
state of the business. They will be asked to invent a new business model based on
transforming the existing FEM. After the exercise, the participants will discuss their
ﬁndings in a common room.

Fig. 1. An example of radical transformation

The expected outcome from the tutorial is as follows. The participants become
acquainted with a new type of enterprise modeling, and a tool that supports creating
models. They will be introduced to the concept of Industry level Business Model
Innovation [8] that requires a radical change in what an enterprise does. They will learn
how FEM can assist in generating hypothesis, assessing and planning radical change.
We expect that the participants, after the tutorial, will be able to innovate the current
BM of the organization for which they work.
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Abstract. Argumentation is an essential part of society, both in everyday situations and in academic environments. People argue for defending their
standpoints or for criticising viewpoints that they do not share. For these reasons, understanding how arguments are assembled, interpreted and, eventually,
evaluated plays a major impact in our lives. However, analysing and understanding arguments is a challenging task, which requires processes of identifying and reconstructing reasoning expressed in natural language.
This tutorial aims to introduce attendees to the roots of the computationally
supported analysis of arguments, a ﬁeld that has been growing quickly over the
past few years. It provides the fundamentals of what an argument is, how to
identify them in natural language discourse and how they can be analysed by
means the IAT/ML theory and the LogosLink software tool. The goal is not to
simply identify what people think about a particular topic but to discover why
they hold their views.
Keywords: Argumentation theory  Computational models of arguments
Discourse analysis  Argument analysis  Natural language



1 Introduction
Argument and debate constitute the cornerstones of civilised society and intellectual
life, as it is an essential part of both activities. However, it is also one of the most
challenging aspects of the computational analysis of discourse. Questions such as What
is your main standpoint? What are the reasons that support your claim? Are you
disagreeing with my standpoint? are at the core of argument analysis, and become
crucial when we try to unpack the logical and argumentative structure of a text.
In this tutorial we will address the fundamentals of argumentation theory, introducing basic concepts in IAT/ML such as Speech Act theory, argumentative vs. nonargumentative text, argumentative discourse units, premise vs. conclusion, or claim vs.
evidence. We will also present LogosLink, a software tool that implements some of
these ideas and focuses on computational argumentation analysis. Through various
group exercises, we will illustrate how real discourse can be analysed in this way.
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2 Contents
This tutorial addresses the following learning objectives:
1. Fundamentals of argumentation theory and argument analysis, applying IAT/ML
theoretical framework.
2. Introduction to LogosLink and argument analysis applying it.
3. Group exercises analysis different textual fragments applying IAT/ML by means of
LogosLink.

3 Added Value of the Tutorial
Researchers and practitioners from different ﬁelds will beneﬁt from this tutorial,
ranging from information systems to teaching and education or design science. The
tutorial is highly interdisciplinary, and it can be attractive for an audience from multiple
different ﬁelds.
Major beneﬁts for attendees include:
– Enhancing capabilities and skills for unpacking the deep structure of argumentative
discourses and, as a consequence, attaining a better understanding.
– Learning a methodology for discourse analysis based on principles that are reproducible and more objective than using a qualitative and individual analysis.
– Acquiring advanced skills for extracting pragmatic and semantic knowledge from
natural language, going further than a pure linguistic analysis.
– Enhancing personal skills for producing a more solid and cogent discourse.
There are additional beneﬁts depending on the attendees’ backgrounds:
– For those in information systems or software engineering: A procedure for identifying system requirements from natural language texts based on a detailed analysis
of what is said and why it is said.
– For those in design science: Exploring and assessing the main reasons that are
supporting why an artefact is as it is, or prescribing why an artefact should have
certain properties.
– For those in conceptual modelling and ontologies: Assessing the relevance of the
concepts in the model or candidate concepts based on discursive evidence.
– For those in teaching and education: A framework for evaluating students’
understanding and reasoning capabilities about any topic; also, key strategies for
building best arguments.
– For those in business process management: A tool for stakeholder opinion analysis
based on reasons, i.e., why they argue in favour or against a speciﬁc idea.

Digital (R)evolution in Belgian Federal
Government: An Open Governance Ecosystem
for Big Data, Artiﬁcial Intelligence,
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1 Summary of the Project
1.1

Objectives

Three contextual factors deﬁne the context by which DIGI4FED is influenced. The ﬁrst
factor is the growing attention for the potential impact of big data (BD), artiﬁcial
intelligence (AI) and blockchain technology (BCT) on traditional government information processes. The second factor is the growing expectation of society from public
administrations, to adopt new technological means to advance efﬁcient and effective
governance and public service delivery whilst ensuring the core democratic and moral
values are not lost out of sight. The third factor concerns the Belgian federal administration itself. Previous research projects funded by Belgian federal government such
as “FLEXPUB” and “PSI-CO” have demonstrated that the federal level has certain
requirements and faces challenges concerning trust and equity embedded in digital
tools, transparency of data and data use, the human dimension of digital judgments,
technical difﬁculties, human and cultural factors, a gap between ambition and reality,
and an imbalance between in- and outsourcing.
The main objective of DIGI4FED is to understand ‘how (big) data can be used in
the Belgian federal administration system to enable better public provision in the social
security and taxation areas through new technologies such as AI and blockchain?’.
This main objective will be addressed by following subquestions:
– RQ1: How do technical, moral, legal and organisational conditions within the
federal ecosystem influence current and future strategic needs of (big) data for the
Belgian federal government?
– RQ2: What is the impact of (big) data, through the use of AI and BCT on the
internal administrative decision- making processes, the role and independence of
the executive decision-makers in federal public organisations?
– RQ3: What is the impact of (big) data, through the use of AI and BCT, on the
external transparency of federal decision-making processes and the stakeholders and
citizens’ trust to the federal administrative system?
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– RQ4: What technical and organisational modalities are required for the exploitation
of (big) data within the federal administrative system to improve the effectiveness of
public services without undermining accountability, moral values (e.g. ethics and
equity to the public) and internal human competencies?
1.2

Expected Tangible Results

DIGI4FED aims to develop a proof of concept of a governance design in two speciﬁc
federal areas: social security infringements and tax fraud. These policy areas concern
two central policy domains of the federal administration, and they are relevant both for
the executive and the judicial branches of the federal level, and for other stakeholders
such as social security agencies, social partners and judiciary bodies.
The outcomes of this project will offer an improved insight in how the Belgian
federal administration can adopt the new technologies such as BD, AI and BCT to
effectively govern its internal and external administrative processes, the technical,
judicial and ethical rules that should frame the administrative policies, and a basis for
the establishment of policy guidelines for collection and usage of the big data in the
federal government.

2 Summary of Current Project Results
DIGI4FED has started in June 2020, and most of the research is still in progress.
A current research output of the project is a systematic decision-making heuristic to
design of an open government data (OGD) governance model. This model will be used
to develop the governance models in the selected policy domains to be tested by a
focus group of stakeholders. The purpose of the tool is to systematically identify and

Contingencies

• What are the external and
internal contingencies?

Data
prosumers

• Who are the data providers and users?
• What are their capacities in the share and reuse
of data?

Data
governance
goals

• What are the data governance goal for
OGD

Design values

• What are the internal and external values
in the use of OGD and in the use of AI
and/or BCT?

Governance of

• What is the governance model of AI
and/or BCT for data aquisition and
data processing?

Governance
by

• How is the policy-making and
implementation is governance
by AI and/or BCT?

Fig. 1. The 6-step model in the OGD governance
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analyze the interrelationships among multiple change factors on governance design,
and to project the available design options based on the managerial, organizational,
legal, technological, moral, and institutional variances in the OGD ecosystem (Fig. 1).
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1

Research Objective

The emerging participative orientation of smart cities [4] has lead to the implementation of various participation methods to include citizens in decisionmaking [6]. They range from traditional such as workshops to innovative
approaches supported by technology such as online platforms that allow citizens to submit ideas and vote for them with the expectation that the most
popular ones will be implemented by the government. Recently, public displays
(i.e. interfaces deployed in the public space to be accessible by any passerby [7])
have been used as participation method [2]. These devices possess qualities that
are desirable in the context of citizen participation such as the ability to be interacted with by several citizens at a time, therefore fostering discussion [1], and
their deployment in the urban space, thus being able to contextualize content
that concerns its location [7]. Furthermore, public displays are exempt from a
limitation faced by the other participation methods. With these, citizens have
to make a step forward to have the opportunity to participate (e.g. login to an
online platform, attend a scheduled meeting), implying that it is challenging to
attract citizens who are not already engaged in participation. On the contrary,
citizens encounter public displays without explicitly looking for them, and can
thus be oﬀered a direct opportunity to participate.
However, while comparing the advantages of participation methods is interesting, the reality is that citizen participation is implemented by several methods
that need to be articulated together thoughtfully. While too many concurrent
methods might overburden citizens and discourage them from participating altogether, combining methods can prove valuable. Such complementarity could consist in using the results of one method to fuel another (e.g. a civic hackathon
fueled by citizens’ input from an online platform and social media [5]), or in alleviating the limitations of one method with another (e.g. complete a consultation
on social media with a mail consultation to reach citizens who are not on social
media). Therefore, when proposing a new participation method, it is essential
to study how it can integrate eﬃciently with the others. In other terms, what
are the synergies between this method and the others already put in place that
can add value? This question remains unstudied for public displays [2], and is
the focus of the UbiPart Project.
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Project Steps and Expected Outputs

The ﬁrst step of the Ubipart project would be to study the literature to identify
potential complementarities with public displays. For example, a study found
that public displays can attract much more citizens than online platforms but are
less suited to collect rich data [3], thus suggesting interesting complementarities
with online platforms. This ﬁrst step leads to the identiﬁcation of candidate
methods to be combined with public displays. Then, for each method, a public
display prototype would be developed to have a testable implementation of the
pair. To be complementary to an online platform, a public display, performing
well at conveying information to a large audience and collecting simple data,
could show a visual overview of the ideas on a public display and allow voting.
The display would also serve as advertisement for the participation platform and
redirect citizens interested to contribute a richer feedback, since public displays
are not suited to collect detailed data. Finally, following the practices of research
on public displays, the prototype would be evaluated through a ﬁeld study [2].
This process, exempliﬁed with the online participation method, can be repeated
for each method identiﬁed early in the project.
The Ubipart project is still at an elaboration stage, this paper being the ﬁrst
attempt to formalize it. The project requires expertise in citizen participation,
development, and user studies. In order to ensure that several prototypes can be
developed in an iterative way, the project should employ two researchers over two
years. Regarding its output, the Ubipart project aims at a twofold contribution.
First, a contribution for research lies in the synergies identiﬁed on which other
researchers can build. Second, the developed and tested public displays can be
reused by governments and thus constitute contributions for practice.
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1 Summary of the Project
1.1

Objectives

Architecting software requires considering multiple concerns simultaneously, and
designing software using multiple views that need to be consistent and coherent. The
speciﬁc expertise required for different aspects of information systems development has
resulted in isolated silos of expertise and knowledge. Application development,
business process management and user interface design have evolved in separate
communities, each using their own modelling languages, but lacking integration with
other disciplines. For example, task models used by UI designers are similar in nature
to -yet not integrated with- Process Models used by business analysts. For successful
software development, it thus is crucial to move to an integrative multi-modelling
approach, covering a broad range of taxonomic domains while addressing needs for
integration and transformations [1]. To foster communication with all relevant stakeholders, including non-developer proﬁles, additional more adequate representations
tailored to the stakeholders’ needs are required as well. The general Research Objective
of this project is therefore developing an integrative multi-view MDE approach through
the use of multiple integrated models (=multi-modelling), capable of addressing (at
least) Business Process Modelling, Domain Modelling, Application development and
UI Design. Covering these aspects in one integrated environment (even with a limited
set of models) would be a true innovation. To cater for each stakeholder’s capabilities
and needs, multiple representations can be used for a single type of model (=multirepresentation). The speciﬁc research objectives of the project are:
– RO1: Survey today’s landscape of modelling languages in terms of frequency of
use, by which stakeholders, along with their associated meta-models, the internal
quality of these meta-models, and currently deﬁned correspondences and consistency rules. Available surveys provide partial but incomplete pictures.
– RO2: The MMQEF [1] provides a framework to assess the quality of a set of
modelling languages used in combination. For example, MMQEF allows evaluating
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if a proposed MDE approach based on a combination of modelling languages
covers all dimensions in a chosen reference taxonomy, and also offers adequate
support for transformations, model integration, etc. MMQEF itself does not suggest
a best combination. The goal of this project is to propose a minimal and sufﬁciently
complete sets of IS modelling languages and their meta-models addressing domain
modelling, application development, business process modelling and UI design, and
to provide for integration and transformations.
– RO3: Deﬁne the appropriate representations per user of a model. Although current
representations will be taken as a starting point, they typically lack suitable support
for all types of stakeholders, thus creating a possible need for new representations as
well. The goal is to choose amongst existing representations, possible optimizing
them based on quality criteria depending on the stakeholder and the development
stage, and -when needed- deﬁne additional representations.
– RO4: Develop a demonstrator to demonstrate the validity and usability of the
developed integrated set of modelling languages.
1.2

Expected Tangible Results

The different steps of the projects are expected to yield the following results:
– A Targeted Literature (meta-)Survey (TLS) and an inventory of existing metamodels including an assessment of their internal quality, deﬁned correspondences to
other meta-models, including consistency or transformation rules.
– The development of a set of linked meta-models, each deﬁning a modelling language that is used by speciﬁc stakeholders, and a set of correspondence rules that
deﬁne how the different meta-model are interrelated.
– One or several concrete modelling language representations targeting speciﬁc
stakeholder proﬁles based on stakeholder studies.
– A demonstrator: an integrated multi-model and multi-representation modelling tool

2 Summary of Current Project Results
This project can build on FENIkS, prior PhD research [2] that extended the MERODE
modelling tools with a UI design tool based on UsiXML, hereby combining key
research results from both teams. The feasibility of integrating MERODE-models with
BPMN-models based on the Camunda BP Engine has been investigated and proven
through master-thesis research [3].
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1 Summary of the Project
1.1

Objectives

Modeling techniques and languages to support software development, such as BPMN
or UML are essential in the educational ﬁelds of information systems, and software
engineering [1, 2]. Proﬁcient conceptual modeling often implies coping with versatility
in open-ended problems, making it challenging for novice modelers.
Despite the increased attention in the literature, teaching conceptual modeling often
still lacks a structured method and lecturers tend to develop their own experience-based
approaches [1, 3, 4]. Tool support for syntactical and certain pragmatic errors exist, but
do not address semantic errors, nor are embedded in a learning system. In the presented
project, we address these gaps for process modelling by developing an evidence-based
and systematic teaching approach for BPMN that incorporates an adaptive learning
system with formative assessments, using appropriate educational tools.
Adaptive learning trajectories, containing several decision points to redirect students, seem useful to target a student population with varying backgrounds and
competences [5]. Formative assessments are a possible information source. They have
been proved to be effective in both student engagement and learning performance [6, 7]
and can give insight into the learning progress and typical errors of learners. More
formative tests can provide automated feedback and redirection, allowing to optimize
teacher interventions, making them ideal learning activities for blended or online
teaching, as well as teaching to large groups of students.
Based on the reasoning above, the research questions are stated as follows.
1. Does formative assessment generate an impact on students’ learning outcomes and
understanding in the ﬁeld of business process modelling?
2. To what extent can formative tests be automated and integrated into a digital
adaptive learning path to optimize teachers’ intervention for feedback?
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Providing meaningful formative assessments of students’ responses to complex,
open‐ended problems in process modeling is challenging. The following gaps and
ensuing principal research objectives are formulated:
In the literature, error types such as syntactical or semantical errors, and process
quality metrics have been presented (e.g. [8]), but are often on a high level of
abstraction. They need further scrutiny and reﬁnement to be usable for automated
feedback. RO1 thus targets classifying types of common errors sourced from a dataset
of hundreds of BPMN models and from process quality metrics. RO2 targets the design
of formative tests with (semi-)automated feedback and appropriated contents using the
learning framework in [1]. Once developed, the formative tests for business students
require validation, to be done in three study programs (RO3). The ﬁnal RO (4) encompasses the design of a learning path with the incorporation of formative testing in
an LMS (e.g. Blackboard) with the goal to optimize teacher interventions.
1.2

Expected Results

The project is intended as a 4-year PhD. The ﬁrst milestone is a classiﬁcation of errors
in BPMN modelling, taught to students in business-oriented programs. Currently, three
datasets containing several hundreds of BPMN models are available.
In a second milestone, the taxonomy is to be used to develop formative tests that
can consist of quizzes and more engaging design exercises. Scheduling formative
learning activities can be done within at least 3 courses in 2 business faculties. In the
ﬁnal mile-stone, formative testing with corresponding feedback should be automated to
a maximum degree and incorporated into an adaptive learning path for BPMN that can
be applied in a blended or online teaching approach.
Furthermore, developing an evidence-based, systematic, comprehensive modular
teaching approach for BPMN will beneﬁt students by helping the teaching community
to identify and bridge gaps between the learning items used and expected learning
outcomes. Teachers can adopt modules with different levels of difﬁculty into their own
courses. Lastly, further research is also promising. With the developed taxonomies and
tests, we can develop measuring instruments for the mastery on conceptual modeling
concepts to be used in industry for training and certiﬁcation purposes.
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1 Summary of the Project
The CHAT2LEARN project focuses on technology-enhanced learning, incorporating
chatbot technologies and AI-based tools in adults’ education. The project’s innovativeness is to implement educational practices that will create unique and tailor-made
educational experiences with tools, methodologies, and resources for teaching digital
entrepreneurship and raise the awareness via chatbot-based development technologies
and AI-based tools [1]. There has been increasing research effort and specialization in
providing novel information and results for all the educational community exchanging
learning experiences and good practices. The project’s target groups include mainly
economically active people and entrepreneurs, whose expectations are aimed to be met
by implementing suitable educational tools, methodologies, and resources, to improve
their knowledge. The project aims to promote best educational practices through the
design of open-source and user-friendly software, applying principles of open pedagogy approaches and learner-centered models based on the technology. This will equip
and encourage adult educators and training professionals to improve their awareness on
chatbot and AI technologies and reveal opportunities for diversiﬁcation of approaches
that will support their training and teaching activities on entrepreneurship-related topics
to involve their learners in educational procedures.
1.1

Objectives

The objectives of the project are to: (i) create opportunities for adult educators, trainers,
entrepreneurs, and adult learners, in general to combine e-learning education and open
pedagogy frameworks based on Technology Enhanced Learning, and (ii) enrich the
self-learning opportunities of adult learners in the ﬁeld of digital entrepreneurship by
developing an inter-disciplinary training program based on chatbot technology.
Moreover, the CHAT2LEARN project aims to improve the competencies of non© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
S. Cherﬁ et al. (Eds.): RCIS 2021, LNBIP 415, pp. 711–712, 2021.
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formal and informal adult educators and training professionals by collecting the best
practices and tools on technology-enhanced learning and creating a resource library
(online teaching materials, online tests, quizzes, video lessons, animated videos, etc.).
Furthermore, a methodology will be developed to incorporate chatbot technologies into
the educational process and a handbook on creating and using the chatbot educational
content for teaching entrepreneurship [1, 2].
1.2

Expected Tangible Results

CHAT2LEARN is an ongoing project just launched, that will follow a sequence of
actions to achieve the objectives set and to have an expected impact. Beginning with
gathering the best educational practices and tools on technology-enhanced learning,
creating a resource library and developing a methodological procedure on incorporating the current technologies into the educational process are some of the project
outcomes.
The developed chatbot learning environment in digital entrepreneurship, the
resource library, the methodology, and handbook will give the target audience handson guidance and advice on how to apply technology-enhanced learning and chatbot
technologies into the educational process. The developed training program based on
chatbot technology with ﬁve lessons in digital entrepreneurship will beneﬁt adult
learners who want to improve their knowledge and competencies on how to develop
their digital entrepreneurship endeavors. Besides, the program will support educators in
their training activities on entrepreneurship-related topics. It will help them enrich the
scope of AI-based tools they can use in their training and teaching activities.
New challenges are faced in front of adult learners, educators and training professionals as economically active people and entrepreneurs who need innovative
educational practices that will create unique and tailor-made learning experiences.
Furthermore, teachers, trainers and tutors need to adapt to this new reality and ﬁnd new
tools to meet the raised expectations of nowadays learners [1].
The expected results of the project completion are to increase the digital and
professional competencies of adult educators and training professionals about the
applications of AI-based tools and technology-enhanced learning into formal, nonformal, and informal adult education. Furthermore, the approach of applying the
chatbot learning environment into daily practices, will increase the awareness and the
skills in the ﬁeld of digital entrepreneurship. In addition, the encouragement of using
modern digital self-learning tools, will promote a network between adult education and
training providers, universities, chambers of commerce and public bodies in a national
and international level improving the educational process.
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1

Summary of the Project

The ARCA project was born from the cooperation between Sapienza University
of Rome (operationally the Department of Computer, Control, and Management Engineering Antonio Ruberti and the Department of Sciences of Antiquity), the company Aton Informatica and the historic publishing house L’Erma
di Bretschneider. ARCA project led to an application development that allows
semantic search of a library’s contents. The project regards the Digital Humanities research ﬁeld and has favored the development of a system placed in a single
market area and with few results produced so far (described in the related work
of the paper [3], that is, it supports users in exploring topics and semantic connections of a catalog of documents. The project was launched in 2019 thanks
to the Lazio Region’s funding “Creativity 2020”, as part of the Operational
Program co-ﬁnanced by the FESR, and aims to develop an innovative digital
solution for advanced semantic and bibliographic searches.
1.1

Objectives

ARCA’s objective is to create an integrated platform of editorial products and
digital services to oﬀer new methods and experiences of semantic and bibliographic research, renewing the traditional method of research by keywords.
This work has been partly supported by projects ARCA (POR FESR Lazio 2014–2020
- Avviso pubblico “Creatività 2020”, domanda prot. n. A0128-2017-17189) and STORYBOOK (POR FESR Lazio 2014-2020 - Avviso Pubblico “Progetti di Innovazione
Digitale”, domanda prot. n. A0349-2020-34437).
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Expected Tangible Result

The project regards the Digital Humanities research ﬁeld. It provides to favour
developing a system placed in a single market area with few results produced
so far, namely that of research interfaces based on semantic technologies in
the humanities. It supports researchers of humanities disciplines, and interested
users, in exploring topics and semantic connections, of a catalogue of documents.
One of the main competing platforms is Yewno Discover1 , from which Arca
diﬀers for the freedom and creativity with which the concepts of research can be
explored and connected.

2

Summary of Current Project Results

ARCA has generated an integrated knowledge base, created through the use
of Named Entity Recognition, Knowledge Graph (KG) and Linked Data. The
application allows extracting from the text of a book the “entities”, which are
then connected to the KG Arca, which in turn is then integrated with other KGs,
thus obtaining the construction of other semantic associations. The generated
knowledge extraction and integration pipeline [2] expand the collection, qualitative and quantitative, of the available information, thus deﬁning the book’s
reference context and expanding the knowledge horizon. A proof-of-concept of
ARCA [1] is available online at http://arca.diag.uniroma1.it:50002 .
The development took place in parallel with the evaluation carried out by a
small focus group of six researchers in archaeology and history. The user-centred
design helped to reﬁne details and features of the system that improved its usefulness and usability. The user studies conducted so far conﬁrm the amenability
of the proposed system to domain experts who were able to perform non-trivial
tasks of search and exploration, which would be more cumbersome to execute
with the search tools they are used to. Feedback gathered from two user tests
[3] suggests that the proposed exploration mechanism tends to amplify the user
experience by oﬀering opportunities for further study and discovery of sources,
themes, and materials, which can enrich the research process with new ideas.
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1

Summary of the Project

With the recent developments of Internet of Things (IoT) and cloud-based technologies, massive amounts of data are generated by heterogeneous sources and
stored through dedicated cloud solutions. Often organizations generate much
more data than they are able to interpret, and current Cloud Computing technologies cannot fully meet the requirements of the Big Data processing applications and their data transfer overheads [1] Many data are stored for compliance
purposes only but not used and turned into value, thus becoming Dark Data,
which are not only an untapped value, but also pose a risk for organizations [3].
To guarantee a better exploitation of Dark Data, the DataCloud project1
aims to realize novel methods and tools for eﬀective and eﬃcient management
of the Big Data Pipeline lifecycle encompassing the Computing Continuum.
Big Data pipelines are composite pipelines for processing data with nontrivial properties, commonly referred to as the Vs of Big Data (e.g., volume,
velocity, value, etc.) [4]. Tapping their potential is a key aspect to leverage Dark
Data, although it requires to go beyond the current approaches and frameworks
for Big Data processing. In this respect, the concept of Computing Continuum
1
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extends the traditional centralised Cloud Computing with Edge2 and Fog3 computing in order to ensure low latency pre-processing and ﬁltering close to the
data sources. This will prevent to overwhelm the centralised cloud data centres
enabling new opportunities for supporting Big Data pipelines.

2

Objectives and Expected Results

The main objective of the project is to develop a software ecosystem for managing
Big Data pipelines on the Computing Continuum. The ecosystem consists of
new languages, methods and infrastructures for supporting Big Data pipelines
on heterogeneous and untrusted resources. Six lifecycle phases are covered:
1. Pipeline discovery concerns discovering Big Data pipelines from various data
sources.
2. Pipeline definition deals with specifying pipelines featuring an abstraction
level suitable for pure data processing.
3. Pipeline simulation aims to evaluate the performance of individual steps to
test and optimise deployments.
4. Resource provisioning is concerned about securely provisioning a set of
(trusted and untrusted) resources.
5. Pipeline deployment is concerned with deployment of pipelines across the
provisioned resources.
6. Pipeline adaptation deals with optimised run-time provisioning of computational resources.
The ecosystem separates the design-time from the run-time deployment of
pipelines and complements modern serverless approaches [2]. A set of research
challenges related to each pipeline phase will be tackled within the project,
such as the advancement of process mining techniques to learn the structure
of pipelines, the deﬁnition of proper DSLs for pipelines, novel approaches for
pipeline containerisation and blockchain-based resource marketplaces, etc.
The expected impact of DataCloud is to lower the technological entry barriers for the incorporation of Big Data pipelines in organizations’ workﬂows and
make them accessible to a wider set of stakeholders regardless of the hardware
infrastructure. To achieve this, DataCloud will validate its results through a
strong selection of complementary business cases oﬀered by four SMEs and a
large company targeting higher mobile business revenues in smart marketing
campaigns, reduced live streaming production costs of sport events, trustworthy
eHealth patient data management, and reduced time to production and better
analytics in Industry 4.0 manufacturing.
Acknowledgments. This work has been supported by the Horizon 2020 project
DataCloud (Grant number 101016835).
2
3

Edge Computing is a paradigm that brings computation and data storage closer to
the location where it is needed to improve response times and save bandwidth.
Fog Computing uses edge devices to carry out a substantial amount of computation,
storage, and communication locally and routed over the Internet backbone.
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Summary of the Project

In light of the Covid-19 crisis, which led to a substantial increase in the usage of
digital learning environments, aﬀecting many learners [2], DIG-IT is an ongoing
project1 aiming to support educational technologies. A contradiction inspired
the project: even though we are living in an era of rapid technological changes
able to generate new approaches to education bearing beneﬁts [1], at the same
time, academic staﬀ still resist taking advantage of available technologies in their
teaching. However, some EU universities oﬀer robust online education, while
others lag, oﬀering few to zero online learning opportunities. DIG-IT aims to
address the imbalance and inequity of digital education opportunities oﬀered at
EU universities. A preliminary literature review and needs analysis identiﬁed
that the cost and time required to design or learn how to design online study
units and resources are signiﬁcant barriers in implementing digital education.
The project deals with the need for convenient, accessible, continuing education
in academia with a case study in the healthcare sector, having thousands of busy
practitioners needing continuous education (CE) while ensuring patient safety.
DIG-IT partners oﬀer diverse skills and expertise ranging from online learning
experts, computer science researchers, and healthcare professionals. The partners
were chosen with the consideration of expertise or need for expertise concerning
knowledge and skills required to design, deliver and evaluate digital education;
need and interest to enhance initiatives and investment in the use of technology
in teaching; and previous success in academic outputs. Furthermore, industry
partners were included that could facilitate pioneering new avenues to extend
education opportunities and CE practice.
1.1

Objectives

DIG-IT overall objectives are: (i) to collaboratively design evidence-based methods to assist academic staﬀ with adopting digital education practices, increasing
1
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their knowledge and skills and the use of technology in teaching; and (ii) to create
an inter-nations learning community of practice to collaboratively create, share
and distribute innovative training and teaching resources to support academic
staﬀ by reducing time and cost required to design digital education products
and processes.
1.2

Expected Tangible Result

The project has envisioned the following tangible results: 1. a digital education
innovative interactive framework and companion evaluation toolkit as a quality
standard in guiding the design, delivery and evaluation of eﬀective online study
units, supporting educational technologies; 2. innovative and evidence-based methods to assist university academic staﬀ and health industry educators with adopting digital education practices into current curricula; 3. the two-phased delivery
and evaluation of: (i) a nine-module course to support and motivate educators on
how to design, deliver and evaluate digital education resources, and (ii) a train-thetrainer online course to develop digital education experts to support and promote
digital education; 4. an open access repository and website providing access to free
open digital education resources; 5. bilingual (English & Italian) digital healthcare
education apps collaboratively designed and piloted in a hospital partner.

2

Summary of Current Project Results

At this point of the project, the team has delivered successfully the ﬁrst round
of the two envisioned courses: (i) the online course on how to design, deliver
and evaluate digital study units; and (ii) the train-the-trainer online course.
Additionally, the evaluation process of both courses was completed and the data
were analysed. The results demonstrate positive outcomes and positive feedback.
Moreover, the “European Union Digital Education Quality Standard Framework
and Companion Evaluation Toolkit” aiming to guide the design, delivery and
evaluation of eﬀective online learning, was designed, and an interactive tool2
was developed hosted in the DIG-IT web platform. In the same platform: (i) the
“ECG Interpretation for Nurses online course” healthcare course was developed,
and healthcare workers are currently piloting it gathering positive feedback; and
(ii) an open-access resources repository was created and released to the public.
The included resources will continue to be updated and enhanced throughout
the project duration. All the above tools were developed using web technologies
(HTML, CSS, Javascript, PHP).
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Introduction

A railway infrastructure model should be constantly updated with new versions
to reﬂect the real-world objects life-cycle. In fact, the track assets are constantly
changing, new tracks or lines could be extended and maintenance processes may
cause updates. However, the current standards for infrastructure models, such
as RailSystemModel (RSM ) does not currently support life-cycle modelling and
versioning. RSM, originally named RailTopoModel (RTM ) [1], is developed by
the International Union of Railways with the ambition to provide a systematic
and standardized digital model of the whole railway system description, including topology, geographical positioning, geometry, scheduling, traﬃc management
etc. This standard has been used as an infrastructure conceptual model for the
autonomous train map development. In fact, as part of the Autonomous Freight
Train project, we aim to design and develop the rail infrastructure map system
which includes the description of the track topology and all the signaling assets
and buildings. But to serve autonomous driving, we encountered the problem
of modelling the life-cycle of the various objects of the infrastructure. It is a
challenging subject in several domains and applications such as CO2 emissions
of aerial vehicles [2] and data transfer in transportation projects [3]. Our goal
is to lay the foundation for a life-cycle model allowing to manage history and
evolution of the rail assets over time in a simple and generic way. This model
will be integrated to RSM as a standard for international usage, especially by
the national society of French rails (SNCF ) for the autonomous trains project.

2

Life-Cycle Modelling for Railway Infrastructure

Railway domain is critical and its systems design is a challenging and iterative
task, thus rail assets change over time. How does a rail asset look at a speciﬁc
This research work contributes to the french collaborative project TFA (autonomous
freight train), with SNCF, Alstom Transport, Hitachi Rail STS, Altran and Apsys. It
was carried out in the framework of IRT Railenium, Valenciennes, France, and therefore
was granted public funds within the scope of the French Program “Investissements
d’Avenir”.
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point in time? How to manage its history and versions transitions? In this work,
we propose to enrich the RSM standard to model diﬀerent versions and transitions between them. For modelling of the semantic, topological, appearance and
geometric changes of the various objects of the infrastructure, we will meet the
following requirements:
– Represent several historical versions of objects;
– Allow multiple past representations of the same object;
– Exchange all versions in a single dataset.
In order to have a structured representation of the life-cycle process for railway infrastructure, we identiﬁed the following pertinent concepts (noted in italics). Every network entity is designed by RSM::NamedResource class. In order
to represent a versionable object, VersionableNamedResource is introduced as a
sub-type of the RSM class. It is associated to RSM::ValidityPeriod, an object
lifetime representation; and to Version concept. A version, being a VersionableNamedResource, may aggregate other versions. The passage between versions
is ensured by VersionTransaction, which groups all individual transactions acting on individual resource instances. Transaction could bear an attribute such
as “add”, “remove” or “keep”. In addition, in order to manage the history or
evolution over time, the transitions between the versions should be considered.
These transitions represent changes in the state of all characteristics of an entity
at a given time.
The proposed concepts can be used to describe the transformation of a subgraph of the railway network topology. The infrastructure transformations are
indeed encountered when modelling the autonomous train map. Our proposal
is an alternative to the most frequent versioning method, which consists in delegating versioning to the IT system that actually instantiates the model. By
hosting the concept of “version” inside the conceptual model, we ensure highest
integrity of data and secure its exchange. Semantics disambiguation is crucial
and deserves an investigation by the integration of upper ontologies. For this purpose, we intend to propose an extended conceptual model of life-cycle founded
on an upper ontology with a clear and well deﬁned vocabulary.
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